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EDITOR'S PREFACE. 

IT is just ten years since the lamented Author of this Com- 
mentary gave to the world of scholars an Introduction to 
Aristotle’s Rhetoric, containing, amongst other-valuable matter, 
a general outline of the contents of the treatise and para- 

phrases of the more difficult portions. In the preface to that 

book, which is an almost indispensable companion to the 

present édition and renders any special prolegomena to these 
volumes unnecessary, the Author describes the Jxtroduction 
as preparatory to the detailed explanation of the work itself 

in an edition of the Greek text which had been long in 
preparation and was to appear as soon as it could be got 
ready. This promise is now at last fulfilled, under circum- 
stances however in which the pathetic interest naturally at- 
tending the publication of any posthumous work like the 
present, is in this particular instance, if I may judge of the 
feelings of others by my own, intensified into a sense of 
more than usually deep regret that the labours of a large 
portion of an eminent scholar’s life-time must now see the 
light without the advantage of his own editorial care. 

Mr Cope died in the year 1873, but during the last four 
years of his life his work on the Rhetoric, though it had nearly 

approached completion, unhappily but unavoidably remained 

-untouched. He was actively engaged upon it during the 
two years that succeeded the publication of the /utroduction 
}in 1867 ;—a year that was also marked by the appearance of 
a long-expected edition of the Rhetoric by Spengel, which, 

AR. I. b 
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by the critical acumen and maturity of judgment generally 
displayed in its pages, and in particular by its wealth of 

illustration from the remains of Greek Oratory and the 

technical treatises of the later Greek rhetoricians, proved the 
most important aid to the study of the subject that had 

been published since the time of Victorius. With Spengel’s 
earlier contributions to the criticism of his author, as also 

with those of Brandis and Bonitz and Vahlen and other 

eminent Aristotelian scholars on the continent, Mr Cope was 
of course familiar, as the pages of these volumes abundantly 
testify; but while preparing his own Commentary, he ap- 
pears during the last two years of his active work to have 
only occasionally consulted and quoted Spengel’s edition, 
refraining purposely from incurring any such indebtedness 
as would prevent his own edition remaining a perfectly in- 

dependent work. 

In June, 1874, the year after Mr Cope’s death, his brothers 
took into consideration the desirability of publishing his Com- 

mentary; and, acting under the advice of two distinguished 
members of his own College, Mr Munro and Mr Jebb, did me” 
the honour to invite me to undertake its completion and re- 
vision. The manuscript, so far as it was finished, consisted of 
nearly seven hundred closely written pages requiring a cer- 
tain amount of general revision before they could be sent to 

press; and, owing to other engagements, I found it impracti- 
cable to arrange for the printing of the work to commence till 
June, 1875. During the progress of the work through the 

press in the last two years, my duties as reviser have proved 
more laborious than I had anticipated; as even apart from 
the necessity of reading several times over at various stages 
of progress not far from a thousand pages of printed 
matter, I have found it requisite to consult the reader’s 
convenience by rearranging many of the paragraphs, by re- 
casting many of the more complicated sentences, and by 
endeavouring to prevent the sense from being obscured by 
the partiality for parenthesis, which, in this case, happens to 
be characteristic of the commentator and his author alike. 
In a work of this compass, accidental repetitions of nearly 

: identical notes in various parts of the Commentary are almost 
unavoidable, and though I have succeeded in detecting and 
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striking out some of these repetitions, others still remain 
unremoved. 

It will probably occur to some of those who use this book 
that, in the way of retrenchment of matter and condensation 
of style, something might without disadvantage have been 
done by the original writer; but such correction, I may re- 
mark, was the very thing from which he consciously shrank; 
and as a mere reviser I felt that I had no right to assume 
the responsibility of abridging, still less of rejecting, what 
the writer himself clearly intended to leave standing. In the 

case of verbal alterations, however, which I was morally cer- 
tain would not have been disapproved by the original writer, 

I have used such slight discretion as appeared to fall within 
my province; this kind of revision cannot of course generally 
appear on the surface, but wherever it is practicable any 
additional matter for which I am alone responsible is indi- 
cated by the use of square brackets with or (as the work 
proceeded) without my initial. Such insertions are generally 
very brief, and often take the form of simple reference to 
important works that have appeared since the Commentary 
was prepared; as it seemed only due to the readers of this 
edition and to the writers of the works in question, that I 
should endeavour to bring it up ‘to date by referring as 
occasion served to books such as Dr Thompson’s edition of 
the Gorgias of Plato (1871); Grote’s Aristotle (1872); Volk- 
mann, die Rhetorik der Griechen und Romer, ed. 2, 1874; 

Blass, die Attische Beredsamkeit, 1868, ’74; and Professor 

Jebb’s Attic Orators, 1876. In testing the references to other 

parts of Aristotle, I have made frequent use of the great 
Index Aristotelicus of Bonitz, which appeared in 1870, and 
was therefore not available when Mr Cope’s notes were 
written ;—a fact that only increases one’s admiration at the 
wide and minute acquaintance with all the Aristotelian writings 

which he had acquired by his own independent reading. 

In any trifling additions of my own, I have seldom gone 

_ beyond the briefest annotations, but in the case of the third 

book, which was left in a less finished state, and on which I 

had happened to have lectured on several occasions during 

the last ten years, I felt myself somewhat less restricted; and 

indeed, as Mr Cope’s manuscript unfortunately comes to an 

52 
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abrupt conclusion in the course of Chapter XviI of that 
book, I was compelled, for the convenience of those who use 
this edition and in accordance with the wishes of Mr Cope’s 
representatives and the Syndics of the University Press, to 
endeavour to supply the deficiency in the three concluding 
Chapters by writing the notes that occupy the last twenty 
pages of the Commentary. 

In so doing, I have tried to follow the general plan of 

Mr Cope’s own work, and in particular have paid attention to 
such slight indications of his intended treatment of that por- 
tion as I could glean from the memoranda in the margin of 
his own copy of Bekker’s Oxford text of 1837. This volume 
and an interleaved copy of earlier date, and of somewhat less 

value for this purpose, were kindly placed at my disposal by 
the authorities of Trinity College, and, as they contain part of 
the first rough material for the Commentary, they have proved 
of some use in verifying doubtful references and also in ascer- 
taining Mr Cope’s intentions with regard to the text on points 

of detail such as punctuation and various readings. But, hold- 
ing as he did that an editors main duty was explanation 
in its widest sense and accordingly devoting himself mainly 

to questions of exegesis, to elucidation of subject matter, to 
- illustration of verbal expression, and to matters of grammatical 
and lexicographical interest, he was content on the whole to 
accept the text as he found it in the earlier editions with 
which he was familiar. Under these circumstances, in the 

absence of any intention on his part to make an independent 

recension of the text, I have thought it best to adopt as the 
text of the present Commentary the last reprint (1873) of 
Bekker’s third edition (octavo, 1859); and instead of impair- 

ing the integrity of that text by altering it here and there 

to suit what I gathered to be Mr Cope’s intentions, I have 
briefly indicated the instances in which the evidence of his 

translation or notes, or again the memoranda in his own 
copy of the Rhetoric already mentioned, pointed clearly to 

some other reading as the one which he deliberately pre- 
ferred to that of Bekker’s third edition, or in which he was 

at any rate content to acquiesce. In the margin, beside the 
references to Book, Chapter and Section at the top of each 

page, is marked the beginning of each page of Bekker’s last 

oo 
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octavo edition, and also of that published in quarto in 1831: 
the former will, it is trusted, make this work easy to refer to 
side by side with the plain text in ordinary use; the latter, 
though it involves a cumbersome method of notation, is 
worth recording, as it is the mode of reference adopted in 
the Judex Aristotelicus, in Spengel’s edition, and often else- 
where. 

In an Appendix to the third volume, I have added Mr 
Shilleto’s Adversaria on the Rhetoric, which I have tran- 
scribed almost exclusively from one of his two copies of the 
book, lately acquired (with a selection of his other books) by 
the Syndicate of the University Library. I have also con- 
structed what I hope may be found to be a fairly comprehen- 
sive Greek index to the text and notes; and to this I have 
subjoined a supplementary index to the notes and subject 
matter, including amongst other miscellaneous items, almost 
all the passages in the rhetorical writings of Cicero and 
Quintilian referred to in the Commentary; the passages of 
Homer and other authors quoted in the text, and the illus- 
trations from Shakespeare in the notes, and also (under the 
head of ‘lexicographical notes’) a series of references to Mr 
Cope’s incidental contributions to Greek lexicography. In 

the transcription of both these indexes for the press, I have 
had much assistance from my brother, James Stuart Sandys, 

one of the undergraduates of St John’s College. 

I cannot close these few prefatory explanations of what 

I have attempted to do in discharging however imperfectly 
the editorial duty with which it has been my privilege to be 
entrusted, without recording the fact that Mr Cope (as I am 
assured by his surviving brother) fully intended, had he lived 

to see his work through the press, to dedicate it to one of 

his most intimate friends, Mr Munro. The latter, however, 

has kindly supplied a short biographical notice by which I 

am glad to feel that he will be as inseparably associated 

with the crowning work of his friend’s career as if it had 

appeared inscribed by that friend himself with the honoured 

name of the Editor of Lucretius. 
3 ES 

CAMBRIDGE, 

2 Fuly, 1877. 
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CORRIGENDA. 

(/n the notes.) 

Vor..L: 

40, line 14, for ‘this dpery, this special excellence’, and on p. 49, 
last line, xead ‘the’ for ‘this’ in all three cases. 

56, line 10, vead émavdp0wya. 
76, line 29, read veveunuévwr. 

93, line 1, for ‘in’ read ‘is.’ 
- 105, line 28, read dyxlvoa. 

. 153, line 30, read dd\cyapyilas. 

. 161, line 23, vead ‘ fortitude.’ 

. 173, line 31, for ‘ be’ read ‘ the.’ 
190, below text, read pdOuya, 

- 239, line 32, insert (3) before dia Ad-yww. 

VOE? AL. 

. 56, note 1, I. 3, vead ‘Gorg. 522 D.’ 

VoL. ai | 

. £2, line 21, read “It 4.9.’ 
. 30, line 1, for ‘by’ read ‘ at.’ 
. 62, line 19, read ‘ writings. 
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EDWARD MEREDITH COPE. 

Many of Cope’s friends having expressed an opinion that it would 
be well if a short memoir of him were prefixed to this post- 

humous work, and his sole surviving brother having written to me 
that he and his nieces would rather leave it in my hands than in 
those of anybody else, I could not hesitate to undertake the task. 

Edward Meredith Cope was born in Birmingham on the 28th of 
July 1818. He was for some time at the Grammar School of Ludlow 
under Mr Hinde, and then for about five years at Shrewsbury, where 
he remained until October 1837, when he commenced residence at 
Trinity College Cambridge. 

During the first years of his Shrewsbury life Dr Butler, late 
Bishop of Lichfield, was Headmaster; for the last year and quarter 
Dr Kennedy. Cope throughout his school career was always first 
or among the first of boys of his own age and standing. For to a 
great natural aptitude for study and scholarship he joined a strong 

will and a determination to use his best efforts to excel in whatever 

was given him to do. Not that he was a bookworm by any means: 
for he enjoyed extremely the society of his friends and loved inno- 
cent recreation in almost any form. Thus though he was not made, 

and never sought, to distinguish himself in any of them, he thoroughly 
enjoyed nearly: all the usual games and amusements of the place. 
This taste he retained for years after he took his degree at the 
University, and Mr Essington, Vicar of Shenstone, and many other 
friends will bear me witness that he was a consistent votary of 

Hockey up to the time when the Great Western Railway extin- 

guished this pleasant game first at Eton and then at Cambridge. 
The last year and quarter of his residence at Shrewsbury was of 

vital importance for Cope’s future career. Greek was the main and 
favourite study of his life; and in the summer of 1836 Greek 
scholarship at Shrewsbury was, if not in comparison with other 
schools of the day, yet absolutely at a very low ebb. Boys were left 

in great measure to their own natural lights. Now the light of 
nature seems capable in favourable circumstances of doing a good 
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deal for Latin; but in the case of Greek it fosters often the conceit 

of knowledge, but rarely indeed can impart the knowledge itself. 
When Dr Kennedy came to Shrewsbury in the autumn of 1836, 

he proved himself equal to the task that was before him. Know- 

ledge and method, united with kindness and enthusiasm, effected at 
once a marvellous change; and all who were able and willing to 
learn felt in a few months that they had gotten such an insight into 

the language and such a hold of its true principles and idiom, as 
to render further progress both easy and agreeable. I would appeal 
to those who were high in the school at the time when the change 
in question took place, and ask them whether I have at all over- 
stated the facts of the case; I would refer to Henry Thring and 

John Bather who came next to Cope in the Classical Tripos; to 
Francis Morse and others of the same year with myself, and to 

many others. 
But none was more conscious of what he owed to Dr Kennedy, 

or was more ready to acknowledge it, than Cope himself. The 
judicious training and the well-directed reading of that year and 
quarter had an incalculable effect on his future career as a scholar; 

and, when he went to Cambridge in the October of 1837, he was 

prepared, as few are, to profit by the advantages the place afforded 
for classical study. There during his undergraduate days he led a 
blameless, industrious, and, I believe from what I observed myself 

and what he often told me, a thoroughly contented and happy life, 

enjoying the esteem and friendship of many of his worthiest contem- 

poraries, some of them his old schoolfellows, others new acquaintances 

both in Trinity and in other Colleges, whose names are too numerous 
to mention, All the while his studies were pursued with a constant 
and uniform diligence; for none knew better than he to make a good 

and judicious disposition of his time. He became Scholar of his 

College as soon as the statutes permitted him to be a candidate, 
and, after taking his degree in the Mathematical Tripos of January 

1841, he gained, as was generally expected, the first place in the 

Classical. For a year or two after this success he read with a few 

private pupils, though this employment was never very greatly to 

his taste. He was elected Fellow of Trinity in 1842: this Fellow- 
ship he retained till the day of his death. During the summer of 

1843 he resided for some months in Jersey with a few pupils; and 
in the autumn of that year he made a short tour in Normandy, where 
he first imbibed, or first tried to satisfy, that intense love for Conti- 
nental travel whieh exercised so marked an influence on his future 
tastes and development. 

The moment he had been created Master of Arts at the 

beginning of July 1844, he threw off for a time the trammels of 
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Academical life and on the 4th of that month started for a continu- 
ous tour of more than fourteen months, never setting foot again in 
England before the 11th of September 1845. At the commencement 
of this tour he had for companions two friends, both of them now 
dead, James Hemery, Dean of Jersey, and Richard Pike Mate, 
Fellow of Trinity. He always dearly loved and would sacrifice 
much for the companionship of intimate friends in his travels. But 
for the greater part of the time he was moving about by himself. In 

these fourteen months he traversed Switzerland almost from end to 
end, being a good and indefatigable walker; saw Italy thoroughly, 
with its thousand objects of interest, as far South as Naples; made 

a short excursion to Greece in November 1844, seeing Athens well 

and visiting a part of the Peloponnese and landing in Malta and in 
Sicily on his return to Italy. I have before me now a full and 
precise Journal which he kept of the occurrences of every day during 
this 14 months’ peregrination. The whole would make a good- 

sized printed volume. Here we find minutely recorded where he 
slept on each succeeding night; what he ate and drank; how many 
miles he walked each day and the number of hours spent in 
walking them. He was passionately fond of mountain scenery, and 

of mediaeval and Italian architecture and art. In this Journal all 
the varying phases of Swiss scenery are described; the buildings, 

the pictures and other works of art of every Italian town, great or 
small. 

Cope possessed in a high degree the happy faculty, which does 
. not by any means always accompany general power of mind, of 
readily picking up a foreign language by ear and conversation; and 
in the course of this journey he made himself an excellent Italian 
scholar, acquiring such a mastery over the idiom, as is seldom 
possessed by Englishmen who have not resided many years in the 
country. On this and his many subsequent tours he attained to no 

less facility in colloquial French. German seemed to give him more 
trouble, although by continued exertion he gained a sufficient ac- 

. quaintance with it too. He never appeared to me to care very 
much for Italian literature, with however the very important ex- 

ception of Dante; nor did the great French classics seem to have 
any very absorbing interest for him. German he made large use of 
for purposes of study and critical research, while at the same time 

Goethe and the other classics of the language were enjoyed for their 

own sakes. 

This first comprehensive tour imbued him with a passion for 
foreign travel, which he indulged without stint until permanent ill- 
health brought it to a close. External circumstances compelled him 
however to confine and modify it in future years. While he was 
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on his travels in 1845, he was offered and accepted an Assistant- 

‘Tutorship at Trinity, the duties of which formed the main occupation 

of his subsequent life. ‘These duties compelled him to be in 
residence for most of the year between October and June, and 

left only the summer months for travel, a time not the most suit- 
able for some of the countries which he would have most liked 
to see. Palestine for instance and Egypt he never set his foot in; 
Greece he saw only for a few weeks in 1844; nor did he ever get 
again to Rome or Naples after his first visit. Between June and 

October however he continued to be a most indefatigable traveller, 
confining himself almost entirely to a few favoured lands, first and 

foremost his first loves, Switzerland and North Italy, next France, 

then Belgium, Germany, Austria, and the Tirol. I should calculate 
that, in the twenty-four years between 1844 and 1868 when he was 

compelled to give up travelling, he must have spent at least six 
years in the countries just enumerated. With the exception of 
1848, an ominous time for continental travel, during the summer 
of which he visited the North of England and Scotland; of 1865 

when he was again in Scotland, and of one other summer when he 
travelled in Ireland, he was on the Continent every one of these 
years. 

Thus in 1846 he was abroad from June the 12th to October 

the 5th, traversing assiduously the South West and South East of 
France, the Pyrenees from end to end, the Tirol and South 

Germany, and finaily crossing through France to Paris. In 1847 he 

was on the Continent from June the 25th to October the 6th, 

passing by the Rhine and Switzerland into North Italy and to 
Florence, in which place he found me to my delight and profit, and 

accompanied me home by Bologna, Milan, Como, Switzerland, the 
Rhine and Belgium. I have now in my hands twenty manuscript 
volumes of various sizes, filled with the most minute writing, in 

which he describes at length the proceedings of every day and 

almost every hour during all these years’ travel, with the exception 
of the six years from 1854 to 1859. That he was abroad all or 

most of these years I know, and that he kept equally minute 
journals of them I have no doubt; but whether they are lost or 
where they now are, I cannot ascertain. In 1855 I well remember I 

was with him for some time in Germany and France and in Paris, 
seeing the great Exhibition of that year. ‘The moment he quits the 
Continent, his Journals come to an end. So far as I know or can 
learn, he never kept any diary of his life at home. Had he done 
so on any thing like the scale which he has adopted in his Journals 

of travel, he would have accounted for almost every hour of his 

life. 
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. His social disposition greatly enjoyed the companionship of 
intimate friends in these travels; and this he was sometimes able to 
have during his earlier journeyings. In the first of them he had 
for a time the society of the friends who have been already spoken 
of. In 1847 I can remember how thoroughly happy he was in 

Florence together with W. G. Clark and myself. He writes in his 
Journal of September the roth, the evening before he left that city: 
‘Altogether I dont think I ever enjoyed a visit to any foreign town 

more than this last three weeks at Florence. First I had very 
pleasant society of intimate friends which has rarely been my lot 
before—men that take an interest in the same things that please me; 
the weather has been delightful,” and so on. Again in 1851 he had 
a long tour, from July 2 to October 16, in Switzerland and North 
Italy with two intimate friends and brother Fellows, H. R. Luard, 

now Registrary of the University, and C. B. Scott, the present 
Headmaster of Westminster. I joined them for a time in Venice 
and found him thoroughly happy. 

But as time went on and he continued year after year to 
pursue his travels with unabated energy, it was not so easy for him to 

get his old friends for companions. ‘They did not care to walk for 

twenty or thirty miles over an Alpine pass under pouring rain, or to 

defy the summer heats of the Pyrenees, or of the sweltering cities and 
dust-tormented plains of North Italy. For he hated to pass a single 
day in inaction, looking upon this as a dereliction of duty and an 

ignoble concession to laziness. His Journals, as years go on, become 
more and more instructive, as his taste grew more refined and his 
discrimination keener; and the ordinary guidebooks of the countries 
he so often visited might gain greatly by a judicious study of these 
volumes. At the same time I feel convinced that these later 
journeys overtaxed his strength and energies, created in him an un- 

natural excitement and irritation, and fostered the seeds of that 

malady by which he was subsequently struck down. 

In October 1845 Cope commenced the work of what might be 
called his future profession as Lecturer at Trinity, and continued to 
perform the duties attached to this office, with energy and success 
and without the intermission of a single term, for twenty-four years, 
until the failure of his health put a final stop to all intellectual effort 
in the summer of 1869. 

For some years his favourite subjects of lecture were the Greek 
Tragedians, the two elder of whom he very decidedly preferred to 
Euripides. In fact until the very end of his career one or other of 
their plays was almost invariably the subject of his lecture for the 
Michaelmas term. And thus by constant repetition and careful pre- 
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paration he gained a thorough insight into the texts themselves and 
a very extensive acquaintance with the voluminous literature con- 

nected with the Greek drama. But often one or other of the two 

great historians, Herodotus or Thucydides, or else Demosthenes or 
another of the orators supplied the text on which he discoursed. 

If the best scholars in any of the twenty-four generations of 

Freshmen who listened to his teaching were consulted, I believe they 

would one and all avow that their knowledge of the language and of 

its literature was very greatly furthered by his learned and elaborate 

lectures. 
He gradually established his reputation in the College and the 

University as one of the very best and soundest Greek scholars of his 
time: I could cite, if it were necessary, many distinguished names to 

bear me out in this assertion. In his efforts to be thorough, he 

would collect a great mass of materials, which he did not always 

take sufficient pains to mould into shape and symmetry. Indeed he 
often avowed to me that, when he had once put on paper his 
thoughts and collections on any question—and this he was in the 

habit of doing with very great rapidity—, he found it quite impossible 

to rearrange and rewrite what he had prepared. Hence no doubt 
there was often a great diffuseness and some want of clearness in his 

work,—defects with which I have most frequently heard him charged 
by his auditors. He was by nature too very mistrustful of his own 

powers, and consequently a great stickler for authority. He seemed 
to think there was something sacred in the printed text, as it 
presented itself to him, and was sometimes determined to explain 

the inexplicable and see a meaning in that which had none. But 
with all this he was an admirable Greek scholar and a most valuable 

and highly valued lecturer. 

Sometimes, though rarely, he lectured on a Latin writer; but for 
Latin literature, especially poetry, he did not greatly care; though 
he quite felt and freely admitted the surpassing merits of style in the 
great prose authors. After a time however he almost entirely 
dropped the Classical Latin writers, except for purposes not con- 
nected with the study of the language, and took up a position of 

benevolent neutrality with regard to the whole literature. He treated 

the Latin in much the same way as he treated their compeers, the 
great French Classics. 

When he had been Assistant Tutor about ten years, he undertook 

the College lecture on Plato, and afterwards on Aristotle as well ; 
and these two philosophers he resolved to make the main object of 

his study henceforth. For a long time his great natural diffidence 
seemed to give him a disinclination to commit anything to the press. 

One of his earliest essays in print were his criticisms, in the Journal 
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of Classical and Sacred Philology, of Grote’s famous dissertation on 
the Sophists. There is a good deal to be learnt from what he 
has written; but, if I am not mistaken, he has hardly caught 

Grote’s point of view, which in this country at all events has I 
believe now gained very general acceptance among the best judges. 
In 1864 he published a translation of Plato’s Gorgias. His trans- 
lation is strikingly literal and very excellent in its kind; but this 
kind is peculiar. Mr Henry Jackson in his introductory remarks 

to Cope’s translation of the Phaedo, a posthumous work which 

Mr Jackson has edited with great skill and diligence, has given a 

short and trenchant exposition of the principle which Cope has 

followed out in both these translations. A more elaborate effort is 
the Introduction to Aristotle’s Rhetoric, published in 1867 and de- 
signed to serve as a preliminary study to the present edition of that 

work. We find in this dissertation a very full exposition of Aristotle’s 
principles, set forth with learning and research; but one feels per- 
haps here too that want of concentration and careful revision, which, 

as I have said, Cope used himself to acknowledge with regret as a 

peculiar feature of his style which he was quite unable to remedy. 
Anyhow I fancy a reader would have liked to have seen it in- 

corporated in the present edition as an essential portion of it, neither 
of the two being a complete whole without the other. This edition 
it is not for me to offer an opinion upon: suffice it here to say that 
it was the main occupation of the latest and most mature years of 
his working life, and bears witness in every page to unsparing labour 
and genuine scholarship. 

Cope was ordained Deacon in November 1848 and Priest in 
September 1850 by Dr Turton, late Bishop of Ely. A short experi- 
ence with his friend Mate, then Vicar of Wymeswold, convinced him 
that, as he had already for some years devoted himself to a life of 

study, Parish work was not the sphere for which his tastes and habits 
were best adapted ; and he contented himself afterwards with occa- 

sionally assisting one or other of his clerical friends, when he would 
make them a visit during a vacation. 

Perhaps the most important erisis im the even tenour of his 
laborious College life was occastoned by the Greek Professorship 
becoming vacant in 1866, when he came forward as one of three 
candidates for that office. The votes of the electors, the Council of 

the Senate, having been equally divided between him and Dr 
Kennedy, the appointment finally devolved by statute on the Chan- 

cellor of the University who gave it to Dr Kennedy. There is no 
doubt that this result was a poignant disappointment to Cope at the 
time ; it is no less certain that his strength and the tone of his mind 
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were already a good deal affected by ill-health. ‘This I could illus- 

trate from my own knowledge, if many considerations did not 
counsel silence on matters which neither his friends nor the public 

would care to know, or see paraded before them. 

Every one, they say, has the defects of his virtues ; and it cannot 
be denied that in his later years, when health became uncertain, 

Cope was too prompt to take offence and conceive causeless suspicions 
against his most intimate friends. But they could understand that 

this arose from excess of susceptibility and perversion of tender 
feeling; and the offence was forgotten as readily as it was conceived. 

In August 1869 he was seized with that malady from which he 
never rallied during the four remaining years of his life. He died on 
the 5th of August 1873, and on the 14th of that month he was 

followed to his grave in the Church of England Cemetery at Bir- 
mingham by his two brothers, his nephew and a few of his oldest and 

dearest friends. 

I never knew a kinder-hearted or more charitable man than Cope. 

Suffering of any sort excited in him an uncontrollable longing to 
relieve it, whether the relief were to be afforded by sympathy and 

personal attention, or by money. Many indeed are the acts of 
charity on his part which fell under my own observation ; and I am 

sure that I never learnt but a small portion of them, for he loved to 
do good by stealth. Whenever a friend needed care and sympathy, 
none so prompt as he to offer them. When Robert Leslie Ellis, for 

whom he felt an unbounded admiration, was seized with fever at 

San Remo in 1849, off hurried Cope at once to render him all the 
assistance it was in his power to give. So when his poor friend Mate 
was struck down by crushing disease, Cope hastened at once to 
lavish on him his affectionate care. It was always among the chief 

pleasures of his existence to make a round of visits to his old friends 

who lived away from Cambridge. One of the oldest of them, 
R. W. Essington, Vicar of Shenstone, writes to me as follows: ‘Of 

all my old friends of King’s and Trinity he alone from 1848 to the 
year of his sad seizure visited me regularly at Shenstone. .He 
preached in my Church, he taught in my schools, and rarely left me 
without contributing liberally to some Parochial charity, never without 

wishing to do so’. ‘No one living’, he adds with good reason, ‘is 
more capable than I am of testifying to the warmth, the steadiness 
and depth of his friendship’. 

H. A. J. M. 
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TEXNH2 PHTOPIKH2 A. 
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quarto 
§ 1. ‘H fnropixn éorw dvriorpodos rH diadexrixy is translated by Cicero, edition 

ex altera parte respondere adialecticae, Orat. XXXII 114. ‘Vox ascena 1831. 
ducta videtur. *Chori antistrophe strophae ad assem respondet, eiusque _P: 7 
motus ita fit, ut posterior in prioris locum succedat...Significat ex altera edition 

parte respondere et quasi ex adverso oppositum esse; id quod etiam 1873. 

in antistrophen cadit.’ Trendel. EZ Log. Arist. § 14 p. 74: and to the 
same effect, Comment. ad Arist. de Anima, U1 11 § p. 408. ‘dvri- 

orpopor dicitur quod alius rei quasi partes agit eamque repraesentat ;’ 
Waitz, Comm. ad Anal. Pr. 1 2, 25a 6. 

The term is borrowed from the manoeuvres of the chorus in the 
recitation of the choral odes. <rpody denotes its movement in one 
direction, to which the dvtzarpogy, the counter-movement, the wheeling 

in the opposite direction, exactly corresponds, the same movements being 
repeated. Miiller, Diss. Eumen. p. 41. Hist. Gr. Lit. c. X1v § 4. Mure, 
Hist. Gk. Lit. Bk. U1. c. 1 § 15. Hence it is extended to the words sung 

by the chorus during the latter of these evolutions, and signifies a set of 
verses precisely parallel or answering in all their details to the verses of 

the orpodyj. And thus, when applied in its strict and proper sense, it 
denotes an exact correspondence in detail, as a fac-simile or counterpart. 

Hence in Logic dvytiarpépew is used to express terms and propositions 

which are convertible, and therefore identical in meaning, precisely simi- 
lar in all respects. On the various senses of dvriorpepew and its deriva- 

tives in Logic, see Waitz, u. s. In this signification, however, avricrpogos 
does not properly represent the relation actually subsisting between 
the two arts, the differences between them being too numerous to 
admit of its being described as an exact correspondence in detail; as 
I have already pointed out in the paraphrase (Introd. p. 134). 

It also represents Rhetoric as an art, independent of, though analo- 

gous to, Dialectics, but not growing out of it, nor included under it. 
_ The word is of very frequent occurrence in Plato (Gorgias, Republic, 
Philebus, Timaeus, Theaetetus, Leges), who joins it indifferently with 
the genitive and dative; and he employs it in this latter sense; as 
likewise Isocrates, mept dvrid. § 182; and Aristotle himself in several 

places; Polit. vi (Iv) 5, 1292 4 7, kal gorw dvriorpopos (corresponding) 

AR, I, peat | 
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porepat yap Tepe TOLOUTWY TIYMY EloOLY, & KOLWa 

arn év rais ddtyapxiats Gorep 4 Tupavris év Tais povapxias. Cc. 6 ult. 1293 4 

33. ¢. 10, 1295a 18. de part. anim. II 17 ult. év pév ody rovras Tois (wots 
1) yAGrra To.aityn THY piow €oTiv, domEp avTioTpOpes ExovTa TH puKTIpL TOY 
eAeartav. 

Lastly, Waitz, u. s., points out a peculiar signification of it, ‘res 

contraria alteri quam potestate aequiparat,’ in de Gen. Anim. II 6, 7434 28. 

TO Wuxpov ouviotnow avtiotpopoy (as a balance) rH Oeppornte tH wepl Thy 
kapdiav tov éyxedpadov. Trendelenburg, Comm. ad de Anima u. s., after 
defining avtiarpépeww as above, adds, dvrictpodos ex eadem chori similitu- 

dine significat ex altera parte respondere (this is from Cicero, u.s.) Arist. 
Rhet. 1 1; quod non significat, rhetoricam in dialecticae locum succedere 

(z.e. can be substituted for it, step into its place, as a convertible term), 

sed quasi ex adverso esse oppositam (stands over against it, as a corre- 

sponding opposite in a ovaroryia, two parallel rows of coordinate opposites, 
like the partners in a country dance). Quintilian, Inst. Orat. 11 17, 42, 

Specie magts guam genere differunt. 
The term avriorpodos therefore applied to the two arts, seems to re- 

present them as two coordinate opposites, or opposites in the same row 

(see Spengel on the study of Rhetoric, Munich 1842, p. 21). They are 

sister arts, with general resemblances and specific differences ; two species 
under one genus, proof: both modes of proof, both dealing with probable 

materials, but distinguished by the difference of the two instruments of 

proof employed: the one concluding by the formal syllogism, and by the 

regular induction, assumed complete; the other drawing its zzferences by 

the abbreviated, imperfect, conversational enthymeme, never complete in 

form, and by the single example in the place of the general induction. 

Rhetoric is afterwards described as rapadvés, poptov and opoiwpa (77 fra 

c. 11 § 7). mapadvés and popioy both express in different ways the relation 

that Rhetoric bears to Dialectics as the off-shoot, drach, or part ; a species 

or variety of the gevzeral art of probable reasoning: mapadvés as a 

subordinate shoot, growing out of the same root with the larger plant or 

tree,—a term so far corresponding with avtiorpodos, but differing from it 
in making Rhetoric subordinate. joptov reduces it toa still lower level 
in comparison with the other. oyoimuza implies no more than a mere 
general resemblance, 

In Sext. Empir. adv. Math. vil 6, occurs an explanation of dvriorpodos, 
quite in character with the ordinary Greek etymologies, pyropixny, fs 
avtiotpopoy eivar thy diadextixyy, (not referring apparently to this passage, 
but most probably to the ovvaywy) reyvav) trovréatw iadatpopor, ba rd 

wept tiv avtny tAnv orpeperba (versari circa), as Homer called Ulysses 
avrifeov instead of icd@eov. Alexander (infr.) gives the same explanation. 

Bacon, Adv. of learning Bk. 11 1X 3, has antistrophe for ‘corre- 
spondence’, “and it hath the same relation or amtistrophe that the former 
hath.” 

The points of correspondence and difference between the two arts 
have been already fully explained in the Introduction, p. 90 foll.: I will 
here give a summary of them from Alexander’s Commentary on the 

a 
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TpOTOV TWA aTavTwWY EoOTL yvwpiCEv, Kal OVdEMLas 
, / \ , / émiotiuns apwoirpevns. 10 Kal mavTes TpdTov 

Topics, p. 4. They are 1. that both of them are py mepi év re yévos dpo- 
piopévoy; that is, that neither of them has any special subject-matter, like 
the sciences, but argues or perorates upon any thesis or subject whatso- 

ever that can be presented to it. 2. rd d¢ évddéwv kal miBavdy, no proof or 

conclusion, or principle, that they employ is more than probable ; exact 

demonstration and necessary conclusions are excluded from both alike ; 
miotis, belief, the result of mere persuasion, and not émornyn, the infal- 
lible result of scientific demonstration, being the object aimed at. 3. my 

80? oixeiwy dpyav, they have no ‘special, appropriate’ first principles, such 
as those from which the special sciences are deduced ; though they like- 
wise appeal to the ra xowa, the xowval dpyai, the ultimate axioms and prin- 

ciples common to all reasoning, which are above those of the special 
sciences, and from which the latter must be deduced. And, 4. they are 
Opoiws mept Ta avTikeiweva adAndots ; they argue indifferently the opposite 

sides of the same question, and conclude the positive or negative of any 
proposition or problem ; unlike science and demonstration, which can 
only arrive at one conclusion. “Where the materials and the method are 

alike only probable, every question has, or may be made to appear to 
have, two sides, either of which may be maintained on probable princi- 

ples ; in Dialectics and Rhetoric no certainty is either attained or attain- 
able. The chief points of difference between them are, that Dialectics 

deals practically as well as theoretically with every kind of problem or 
question that can be submitted to it; proceeds by question and answer, 
in the way of debate, and ‘its discussions are of a more general or uni- 

versal character; whereas the subjects of Rhetoric are practically, though 

not theoretically, almost absolutely limited to Politics; it follows a me- 
thod of continuous narration or explanation (dvefodixés), and deals in its 

conclusions rather with individual cases than with general principles or 

universal rules, maxims and axioms. 
Alexander, in a preceding passage, gives the following very extraordi- 

nary account of the derivation and original meaning of dyriorpodos: ro 
yap avr. dvti tov iadatpodoy re Kal mepi ra adta orpehouény kal Karaywo- 

pevny éyet. 
Kowa anavrwv] See Introd., p. 87, and the Paraphrase, pp. 134—5. 
dpopiopévns] ‘marked off, separated by a limit’, from every thing else 

about it; and so ‘definite, special’ (§ 7). 1, 2, I mepi re yevos iSiov dpapic- 
pévov, opposed to wept rod SoOevros. Polit. 1 13, 1260 6 1 ddwpiopémmy twa 

devrciav (a definite, limited, kind of slavery), Ib. Iv (VI) 4, 1290 6 25 
dmodiopifew. dcopitera (j tis WuxAs Sdvayis) mpos Tas GAdas Suvdpers TO 
py Tovr@, “this capacity of the soul is marked off, separated, distin- 
guished, from all the rest by this function,” de Anima II 4, 9, 416 @ 20. 
The preposition is similarly used in the compound dmodérewv, which is 
‘to look away, or off’, from all surrounding objects, so as to fix the atten- 
tion on one particular thing, or turn it in one particular direction. Comp. 
Lat. definire, determinare. 

Parallel passages, in which this same characteristic of Rhetoric and 

I—2 
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Twa peTexovew auotv: mavTes yap MEXpL TLVOS Kal 

éLeraCew Kal vréxew Aovyov, Kal drodoyeloOa Kal 

2KaTnyopew eyxEpovow. TwY pev ovV TOANWY ot 

pev €iky TavTa dpwow, ot dé Sia ocvrvnbeav amo 
e ’ , - ee of 
efews. émel 8 ausotépws év0exeTan, OnAov OTL Ein 
5 ~ 3° ie > , / 

av avTa Kal OdoTroetv? Ot O ydp EmiTUyxXavovaow ol 

Dialectics is noticed, are cited in the Introd. p. 75. See also Quintilian, 

11 21, 16—19, on the province of the orator. 

eferaew...koyov] Note 1, Introd. p. 135. 9 diadexrixyn eferaorixy, Top. 

A210 63. 
§ 2. oumear] ‘habituation, familiarity, practice’, acquired by assocéa- 

tion (prop. that of living or herding together). Top. A 14, 105 6 27 rn dua 
Tis anaywyns curnbeia mecpatéov yvepitew éxaotny avtay (Trav mpotagewy).  _ | 
See also on I 10, 18. This ovvn@eva is derived from the constant opera- 

tion or activity, the éevépyes, of the developed and acquired and settled 

é&is, or mental state (€£is from yew, ‘to be in such and such a state or 
condition’, ro mos €xew): by the constant exercise of the é€&s, or esta- 

blished confirmed habit, and its évépyeta, is produced by association that 
familiarity, or habituation, or practice, which secures success even to the 
empirical unartistic use of Dialectics or Rhetoric. 

eixy tavra Spay is the use of them antecedent to practice, and without 
previously acquired familiarity : ao ravtopatov, by a mere spontaneous 

impulse, and therefore ‘at random.’ 

‘Est autem dialectica,’ says John of Salisbury, AZe/alogicus, 11 4, ‘ut 

Augustino placet, bene disputandi scientia : quod quidem ita accipien- 

dum est ut vis habeatur in verbis; ne scilicet dialectici credantur, quos 
casus iuvat artis beneficio destitutos.’ 

avta] Rhetoric and its processes. 

ddomcueiv] ‘to make a way’; to trace a path to be followed, which will 
lead you without unnecessary deviations to the place at which you wish 

to arrive. odos therefore, in this metaphorical usage, is not merely a way, 

but ¢he way, the dest way ; the way which will lead you most surely and 
expeditiously to the end proposed. Hence it denotes a regular, systematic, 

or scientific method; the best and easiest way of attaining the end 
desired in any intellectual pursuit or branch of study. And thus it is 

that the simple od0s, as well as the compound péOod80s, come to denote a 
scientific or systematic procedure in the pursuit of truth as a philosophical 

‘method’, cr in any art or study. Hence we find 686 dypjoda, Plat. 
Phaedr. 263 B, of a systematic methodical scientific division ; and Rep. VII 

533 D: xa@ ddov, in the same sense, Rep. [V 435 A, and Crat. 425 B. In 

Aristotle, de gen. ct corr. 1 8, 2 66@ 8€ padtora rept ravrav...di@pixact 

Aevximmos kat Anpoxpiros. de part. Anim. I 4, 9 és pev ody drodéxer Oat det rhv 
rept hicews pébvdov, kai tiva tpdroy yévorr’ av 7 Oewpia rept adtdy 686 Kai 
paora... Anal. Pr. I 30 init., 7 pév ovv odds Kata mavrwv 7» avdT) Kal epi 
pirocodiav Kai rept réxynv drovavoiy Kai paOnua. Top. B 2, 1094 14 686 
yap paddov kai ev eXatroow 7 oxeyis, Eth. Nic. 1, 2 do trav dpydy fh emi 
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aUTHS MOpLOV’ ai yap TioTELS EVTEXVOV ETTL MOVOY, Ta 
o af 2° A \ \ \ > , Qt ara trpocbijkat, ot O€ Tept ev EvOupnudTwy ovdev 

/ / > \ ~ “~ / \ 

Aeyovow, bmep éoTl cwua THs TioTEws, TeEpi Sé 

Tas apxas % odes. Dionysius, de Comp. Verb. c. 25, has 7 pyropixy dos for 

the more usual peod0s: and again o6@, de Comp. Verb. c. 4 sub fin. From 
this usage of the Greek word the Latins seem to have borrowed their via 

or via et ratione, which frequently occurs in precisely the same sense. 
See Cicero de Fin. lI 5, 18, Iv 4, 10; Orat. III 10, XXXII 116; de Orat.1 
25, 113. Quint. II 17, 41 esse certe viam atgue ordinem in bene dicendo 
nemo dubitaverit; and x 7, 6 via dicere. 

The verb odomoeiv is found in the same sense, Met. A 3, 984 a 18 

mpotovrav & ovtws, avTd TO mpaypa Hdoroinger avtois Kal cuynvayxace {nTeiv, 
and Rhet. III 12, 3 (according to MS A° and some others); and the sub- 

stantive ddoroinots, III 14, I. 
mpoodoroteiv, which occurs several times in Aristotle (as Rhet. II 2, 10, 

II 13, 7, III 12, 3, Prob. XXX 1,954 4 12, de part. Anim. II 4, §§ 4,5, 6, III 9, 
8, de gen. anim. IV 4,9, epi Mavrixjs, I 11. Polit. 11 9, 1270 @ 4, IV (VII) 17, 

1336 a 32, and V (VIII) 3, 1338 @ 35 mpo dod), has a meaning slightly dif- 
fering from the preceding. The metaphor is now taken from the office of 
pioneers, who precede an advancing army, and prepare, clear, or ‘pave 

the way’ for them. 
dv 6...rnv airiay] thy aitiay is here grammatically the antecedent to 6, 

the cause, airia, being in the relative pronoun expressed as an abstract 
notion (‘the cause, which ¢izmg’) in the neuter. A similar change from 
feminine to neuter, in antecedent and relative, occurs in de Anima t 3, 

407 @ 4 THY yap Tov mavros (Wuyxnv) TovadTny eivac BovAeTat oiov wor eat 6 

Kadovpevos vous, Pol. I 2 init. cai d¢ fv airiay dyot Seiv vevopoberpa Oa... 
ov haiverat cvpBaivoy €k rév Néyov, and in Eur. Iph. T. 900 (Herm.) 4 & 

airia tis dv@ Grov xreives tOow ; Where drov must be understood as neuter : 
see Hermann on v. 1038. 

§3 seq. To the same effect III 14, 8 det Be py) AavOdvey Ste wavra eo 
Tov Aoyou Ta ToLadra’ mpos adAov yap dkpoarny kai Ta €£w Tod mpdypatos 
dkovovra, émet av pi) rowdros 7, ov0ev Set mpooustov—as the vehicle for 
appeals to the feelings and other indirect proofs addressed to the judges 
personally, which were usually introduced into the mpooimiov. 

miores| rhetorical, not demonstrative, proofs; modes of Jelief, of 
things Jrodable; all the materials and arguments of Rhetoric being pro- 
bable merely, none of them certain. See Introd. p. 136 note. 

mpocOjxa...capa tis tiarews| All kinds of zzdirect proof are secondary, 
subordinate, non-essential, mere ‘ adjuncts’ or ‘appendages’, like dress or 
ornaments to the body: ‘the body’ being the actual, logical, direct and 
substantial proof of the case. What is here called ‘the body’, meaning 
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the substance as opposed to accidents, we usually represent by ‘the soul’ 

in this same relation ; the body in its turn now standing for the accidents 
and non-essentials of a thing. So the Scholiast on Hermogenes, Proleg. 

(quoted by Ernesti, Lexicon Technologiae Graecae p. 110, Art. évOvpnpa) 

of madatol Gorep Te CGov Tov hoyov UreberTo ek THpatds TE TUVETTHKOTA Kal 

Wuyiis’ Wuxny péev kadoovres Ta evOvpnpara Kat THY Svvapw thy dia Tav Kepa- 
Aaiov cuvicrapémny’ copa S€ thy dpaow Kat Td €Ewbev KaddOS, O ToLeiv 

eidOaow ai idéax. And Cicero, Orat. XIV 44 nam et invenire et tudicare 

guid dicas magna tlla quidem sunt et tamguam animi instar in corpore. 
Quintilian describes the views of some of those who thus rigorously 

limit the province of Rhetoric as an arf—ai mioteis Evtexviv €oTe povov— 
to the employment of the ‘enthymeme’, the rhetorical representative of 

the logical and demonstrative ‘syllogism’; with the exclusion of all that 

is, strictly speaking, ‘ beside the subject or real issue’, all that is beside 

the facts of the case and the direct proof of them; all indirect proof, 

namely, from the assumed character of the speaker himself, or appeals to 
the feelings of the judges or audience, and also all ornaments and graces 

of style and delivery. Aristotle here assumes this to be theoretically the 

only true and proper method, though he by no means consistently adheres 

to it in his actual treatment of the subject. Qluintilian’s description is 
as follows, though, as the reasons for the exclusion of these indirect proofs 

are somewhat different from those assigned by Aristotle, he probably 

does not refer immediately to him: Fuerunt et clari guidem oratores 
guibus solum videretur oratoris offictum docere. Namqgue et affectus 

duplict ratione excludendos putabant:; primum quia vitium esset omnis 

animi perturbatio; deinde quia tudicema veritate depelli misericordia vel 

tra similibusgue non oforteret: et voluptatem audientium petere, quum 

vincendi tantum gratia diceretur, non modo agenti supervacuum sed vix 

etiam viro dignum arbitrabantur. Inst. Orat. V. Prooem. I. 
On the general question of appeals to the feelings, Quint. 11 17, 26 

seq.: and on the prevailing practice, Isocr. epi avtid. § 321. 

mpayparevetOa is well explained by Bonitz on Metaph. A 6, 987 a@ 30, 
‘rpaypatever Oa rept Tt, Vel mepi tevos is dicitur ab Aristotele, qui in inves- 

tiganda et cognoscenda aliqua re via ac ratione procedit ; itaque con- 
iunctum legitur cum verbis diadkéyerOa, (nreiv, Oewpeiv’. The primary 

sense of doing business, or occupying oneself about anything, passes 
into the more limited or special signification of an z¢el/ectual pursuit, 

and thence of ‘a special study’, ‘a systematic treatment of a particular 
subject of investigation, or practice’ (as in this present case, of Rhetoric, 

comp. § 10). mpaypareia, like péOodos, réxvyn, emeotnun, pidrocodia, 
and many other words, is used to express not only the intellectual 

process of investigation, but also the resulting science, art, treatise, 

or written work, or part of such work. See on this point, Introd. p. 17, 

note 2. Also, on the general meaning of the term, Waitz on Anal. Post. 
11. 13,966 15. Trendel. de Anima p.199. Elem. Log. Arist. § 58, p. 135. 

§ 4. d:aBodry from diaBadrew ‘to sunder or set at variance’, and so 
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ToavTa way THs vuyns ov Tept TOU TpayyaTcs 

é€oTw ad\Xa Tpos Tov OiKacTHV. WoT EL TEpL TaTas 
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Kat kKwAvovow E£w Tov mpaysatos Eye, KabareEp 
\ > > ’ , b) ~ ~ / > kat év “Apetw rayw, dp0ws TovTO voulCovTes* ov 

‘to make hostile, to engender a mutual dislike between two parties’, in 

its technical application to Rhetoric, of which it is a potent instrument ; 
and with its opposite drodverOa ‘to absolve oneself, clear away from 

oneself ill-feeling and suspicion’, forms one of the principal topics of the 
mpooiu.ov (see Introd. pp. 343,4). It denotes the exciting of suspicion and 
ill-will in the minds of the judges or audience, in order to prejudice them 

against the opponent with whom you are in controversy: and is there- 
fore improperly classed with the wa6y or emotions such as @\eos and 

épyj. This has been already noticed by Victorius and Muretus: the 

- latter says, ‘ d:a8od} non est wados, sed pertinet ad iudicem ponendum 
ev mrabew. 

Top. A 5, 126 a@ 31. [SeaBodor] rov Suvduevoy diaBddrew Kai éxOpods 
moveity Tos didovs. These words, which seem to be a mere gloss upon 
didBorov in the text of the Topics, occur apparently in one MS only, 

marked u by Waitz, and inserted by him in the critical notes of his 

edition, Vol. 11 p.144. Bekker altogether omits to notice them. Though 
of no authority they will equally well answer the purpose for which they 

are here employed, of helping, namely, to define the meaning of d:aBod7. 
On mados and ra6n, see Introd. pp. 113—118. 
ov mept rod mpdéyparos Sixacrqy] Appeals to the feelings are %o rod 

mpayparos: they are ‘beside the proper subject, the real question, the 
direct issue’, which is the fact and the proof of it; and ‘directed to the 
judge’, intended to bias and pervert his judgment, to incline him to our 

side in the contest, and so to have the effect of a secondary or indirect 

kind of proof of the justice of our case. 
@or ei rept macas—déyoow] Similarly in Rhet. 11 1, 4, it is said 

of the ornaments of style, and declamation in general, as of appeals to 
the feelings here, that they are only allowed to be employed dia ry 
PoxOnpiay trav wodirecdv; in well-governed states they would not be 
permitted at all. 

§5. of pév...o¢ d€] ‘either...or’s The one only ¢Aivk that the laws 
ought to be so framed, hold the opinion as a theory; the others, as the 

Court of Areopagus, actually (kai, also, besides the mere theory) carry 

it into practice, cal ypdvrac. 
€v’Apeig may] Heindorf ad Theaet. § 76. Lycurgus c. Leocr. §§ 12, 

13, quoted by Gaisford, cai ratra xaddiorov éyovres TV “EAAjver mapaderypa 

TO évApeio may ovvédpiov, & rocodrov Siadépet TGv Grov Sixaotnpiov, Sore 
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yap Oct Tov Sikacthy Siarrpépe eis dpynv mpoa- 

kal map’ avrois Sporoyeicba Trois ddtrKopevors Sixaiav troveic Oar THY Kpiow. 
mpos & Bet Kal spas droBdérovras py émitpémew Tois eo Tov mpaypatos 

A€yovow" x7). 
Lucian, Hermotimus, c. 64, has something similar about the practice 

of this court, d\Ad Kata Tovds ’Apeomayitas avrd rovovvra’ ot év vuKti Kai 
oxdt@ dixafovory, ds pr) eis Tovs A€yovtas GAN els Ta Neyopeva arroBErotey, 
(Lucian ed. Hemsterh. I p. 805), and again, Anacharsis s. de Gymn. Cc. 10, 

(Vol. 11 p. 898) of d€ (Sixagopevar) és 7 av pev wept rod mpaypatos Aéyoouw 
dvéxerat 7 Bovdy Ka Hovyxiav dxovovoa: jv Sé tis 7} ppoipioy etry mpo Tod 
Adyou, ws evvoverépovs dmepydoatto avrovs, i} oikrov 7 Seivaow eEwbev 
erayoT@ mpaypart, ola moAAa pytopwv maides emi rors Sikacras pnxXaveovrat, 
mapedOay 6 Kipvé Katectomnoev evOUs, ovK €ov AnpEiy mpos THY BovAny K.T.A. 
There are several allusions to the same in Quintilian, II 16, 4, VI 1, 7, 

X I, 107, XII 10, 26. Spalding in his note on the first of these passages 

calls attention to—what indeed is sufficiently apparent on the face of 

the statements—Quintilian’s carelessness in extending to all the law- 

courts of Athens, a practice actually prevailing at the most only in one 
of them; in spite of the direct evidence to the contrary in the extant 
orations of the Athenian orators, and the story of Hyperides and Phryne 

which he himself tells in 11 15, 9. 
diactpépew] to warp, or distort, to wrest out of the straight (‘right’) 

line or proper direction, to pervert or ‘deprave’ the judgment. The 
same metaphor is repeated in orpeBAov. The metaphor which compares 
wrong, the deviation from the ‘right’ line or path, to the crooked or 
twisted, the divergence from the straight, and represents wrong judgment 

as the warping of the moral rule, occurs in various languages ; oxoAuos, 
and opOos, evOvver 5€ Sikas oxodtas, Solon ap. Dem. de F. L. p. 423, 

okoAtais Coots maray, Pind. Pyth. 11 156, Pl. Theaet. 173 A &c. &c. So 

éXucxros, Eur. Androm. 448 éduxra xovdév vyrés adda ray répé ppovoortes. 
So Plato of the good and bad horse in the human chariot, Phaedr. 253 

D, 6 pev...70 Te eidos OpOds...6 & ad oKxodtds k.T.Ar. 
So also rectum and pravum or varum or curvum, right and wrong 

(wrung or twisted out of shape, distorted, similarly ztortus) tort, Fr. (tor- 

tum), torto, Ital. Compare Lucretius, IV 516, denigue ut in fabrica, si prava 
est fabrica prima Normague si fallax rectis regionibus exit,—Omnuia men- 
dose fieri, &c. Cic. Acad. Pr. I 11, 33, éteresse oportet, ut inter rectum 

ef pravum, sic tater verum et falsum. Hor. Ep. 1 2, 44, curvo dignoscere 

rectum, (‘virtutem distinguere a vitio’. Orelli). Pers. Sat. U1 52, haud 

“ibi inexpertum curvos deprendere mores. IV 11, rectum aiscernis ubi 
inter Curva subtt, vel cum fallit pede regula varo. V 38, afposita intortos 

extendit regula mores. 
‘Crooked’ for perverse, immoral, wrong, is very common in the 

earlier writers of our own language. Deut. xxxii 5, a perverse and 

crooked generation. Ps. cxxv 5, Prov. ii 15, whose ways are crooked, 
and they froward in their paths. Ep. ad Phil. ii 15, and in many other 
places and authors. For examples of the latter, see Richardson’s Dict. 
Art. ‘crooked’. 

Very different to this are the principles laid down by the author of 

Sg ORS pa dia Re eg deinen cerael alle na deli heal eth aes ohana 

Reiter FFG RP. 
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yovtas 1 pOovoy nH EXeov" Omotov yap Kay El TIS, Wp. 

the ‘Pyropixy mpds *AXéEavdpor as a guide to the practice of the rhetorician, 

c. 36 (37) § 4. xpy dé Kai rods Sixacrds emaivp Oepametocat, ws dixacral 
Sixacoe kai Sewoi civ. cupmapadnmréov dé kai tas eAatrdcets, et mou Ta 
dyriWikay Katadceatépws exer mpos TO héeyew 7} mparreww 7 Ado Te mpds Tov 
dyava. The judges are to be flattered, and the opponent represented 
in the darkest colours, whether his alleged defects have or have not any 
bearing upon the matter at issue. mpds d€ rovrors ¢uBAnréov 7d Te Sikatov 

Kat TO voutmoy Kal TO Cumpéepov Kal Ta TovTots axddovba ; which is the exact 
contradictory of the course prescribed by Aristotle in § 6 as alike fair and 

in accordance with the true principles of the art. 

mpoayovras eis] Comp. III 14, 7, and note. 
Kay et tis...mouoeve] The process by which dy in this and similar 

forms of expression—oés ay ei, damep Gy ei, xabarep Gv ei, oiovmep ay «i, 

and the like—has lost its force, become inactive, (consopitum, ‘ gone to 

sleep’, Buttm.,) in the sentence, is explained by Buttmann in his note on 

Dem. Mid. § 15, p. 530. The conditional ay belongs to some verb in the 
apodosis, originally expressed, afterwards left to be understood, as in the 

clause before us. The expression at full length would be, xay, ef tis 
Tounoete, Tooere, ‘aS One would do, if he were to do’. Still, though the 
particle has lost its direct and active force in this sentence, some latent 
notion of conditionality always remains, even when the verb which ay 
supposes cannot actually be supplied. This is the case in such phrases 
as PoBovpevos domep ay ei mais, Pl. Gorg. 479 A ‘fearing as a child would’: 
Ar. parva naturalia repi pavtixis I 2,2 dc@v dorep av ei Addos 9 dois 
éotwv, ‘whose natural habit is, as it might be (av), talkative’; de Anima I 5, 
5, 409 0 27, aomep Gv ei Thy Wun Ta mpaypara TLOevres. In such cases the 
ay is retained by habit and association, when the sense no longer requires 
it. The phrase accordingly is not found in the earlier forms of the lan- 

guage, and does not become common till the time of Plato and Aristotle, 

with whom, the latter especially, it is very frequent. The association 

required time before it was established as a fixed habit. I believe that 

it does not occur in Thucydides, and that it makes its first appearance 

in Xenophon; that is, in the forms above given ; for as an unnecessary 

appendage to a participle, or in cases axalogous, av is thus used by 
earlier writers. See Hermann on Soph. Phil. 491, and Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 430, 

1,for some instances [ Kiihner’s A usfiihrliche Grammatik § 398 p.209 sq.S.]. 
Aristotle seems to be the earliest writer who assumed the license of 

joining xav ei with the subjunctive mood, as in Pol. I1 1 init. Kav ef rvyya- 
voow, C. 2, aomep av ei orabuijs mreiov Edxvon, and III 8 kay ef cvpBaivy, 
also Poet. I 5, kav ef ries €repat ruyydvwoy. Kay «i un t@ Soxy is the MSS 
reading in Plat. Rep. 1x 579 D, and defended by Schneider (not. ad loc.) ; 
but rejected by Ast, Bek., Stallb. and the Zurich Editors who substi- 
tute doxei. I subjoin a few examples of the usage in its various forms. 
Soph. Aj. 1078 Soxeiv weceiv Gy xay (it might be even) ard cpixpod Kaxod. 

Xenophon, Symp. II 20, 1X 4, Cyrop. I 3, 1, Memor. Il 6, 4 and Io, 12. 
Plato, Apol. 23 B, Phaed. 72 c, 109 C, and elsewhere, Men. 97 B, Gorg. 

479 A, Rep. VI 493 A, Isocr. Paneg. §§ 69, 148, Aristotle in addition to 
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~ , : lad , / 

pedret xencba KQ@VOVL, TOUTOY TrOLNOELE oT peBrAov. 
\ e/ la \ lo > , 

6eTt O€ cpavepov OTL TOU peEV ducpia BntovvTos ouoev 
> > 5 -~ \ ~ / x s\ > 

€OTLW éFw TOU detEat TO Tpayma OTL ETT N OUK 
, 3\ ti v\ > / > \ , \ ‘ 

ECTW 1) YEYOVEY H OU YyEyover® Et o€ peya 1 puKpov 
5) \ »/ / \ / / 

i) OlKatov 1] adiKoV, Oca pH O vomobETns SiwptKEV, 
\ A y \ 

avtov 6H mou Tov OtkacTHy Et YWOCKELV Kal OU 
, A ~ > tA 7 \ 

7 pavOavey Tapa Tw duis ByTovvTwy. MadioTa eV 
oy / \ ~ / Ye 

ouv mpoonket Tous op0ws Kelpevous vopous, Ova 
> / / / > / x 4 > , 

EVOEXYETQL, TAVTA CropiCerv auTous, Kal OTL €XaxloTa 
\ ~ , - x e/ / 

KaTadelTeE ETL TOIS KplVOUTL, TPWTOV MEV OTL Eva 

those already quoted, Rhet. 11 20, 4, @omep Gy et tts, Eth. N. V7, 1132, 

ti. Sbe-V 22; 1137;-2 3 Vi-13 sub: fin, £145, 2 and’ 10; Vil, 1150,- 16, cap 

ei peérovat, Pol, 111 6 (sub init.) cay ef mAetovs, and several more: Hist. 

Anim. IV 2, 16, IV 11, II, VIII 2, 10, de part. Anim. IV 5, 26, de Gen. Anim. 

111 9, 7. In Aristotle it has become habitual. The analogous use of 

dv with the participle is exemplified by Pol. 11 2, 1261 6 4 domep av 

cAAoe yevouevor; and Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. I 5, 1, &s dv xaOddou 
Aéyovras, and I 6, 6, ws av xara Adyov, where av may be considered as 

redundant. [Vahlen, Bettrage zu Ar. Poet. 1 p. 35—37; Eucken, de Ar. 
dicendi ratione 1 p. 61—64.  S.] 

§ 6. On the ‘legal issues’, oravets, audio Bnrncets, Which, as Victorius 

remarks, are here tacitly referred to, see Introd. p. 397, Appendix E to 

Bk. 111. 

$7. Kepévous vopous] xetoOac and some of its compounds are often 

convertible with the passive of re@éva. xeicOa itself ‘to be placed, fixed, 

established’=rideoOat; ovyxeioOa ‘to be put together or composed’ = cup- 
7iOecOat ; StaxetoOat ‘to be disposed’=d.aridea Oar ; moxetaOac (as I 2 13) 

‘to be assumed’=vmorideo Oa or vroAapBaver Oa. 

[xetuae is constantly borrowed as a perfect passive to ri@npu, while 

réOeiuat is almost invariably used as a deponent perfect. Thus the usage 
of the perfect in the best writers would be: 6 vopodérns réOetke Tov vopov. 

n modus TéOEtTat TOY VOLO" 6 Vomos Ketrat (Dem. Or. 46 § 12 note). zxfra 

chap. 15 § 23 rots vopos, Gv pn dpOds keipevor Gow aN e~apaprocw oi 
ribépevor, Plato Leg. p. 793 B(vopwr) ray é€v ypappaot reOevrwy Te Kal Keypevov 

kat Tov ére TEOnTopEevwv. See also Cobet’s variae lectiones p. 311. S.] 
Tois Kplvovot, Kpicets, Tovs xKpivovras] On the different senses of 

kpivey and xpirns as applied to the different branches of Rhetoric, see 
Introd. p. 137 note 1: and on the necessary imperfections of laws in their 

application to particular cases, the consequent introduction of émteixe:a 
to modify them and adapt them to the circumstances of the case, and 
Plato’s opinion, on the authority of laws, see p. 138 note 1. 

émi Tos Kpivovat] ei resting, and so depending, upon ; hence fenes, in 

the power of, at the discretion of. § 8 émi rots xperais xaraXelzew. 
This primary, literal, and physical sense of ézi, (in this application of it, 

Ra ia Be 
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AaBety Kal driyous paov 7 ToAXOUs Eb PpovovyTas 
\ / lo \ / af > e kat Ouvamevous vopobeTeiv Kat . dixaCews) ered ai 

\ / and 7 

Mev vonobeiat €x ToAAOU ypovou oKEe\apevwy yivov- 
¢ A , 2 € e \ 

Tal, ai o€ Kpioes EE UToyviov, WaTE yahETOV aTOOI- 
/ \ / \ lol \ £ 

dovat TO Sikaiov Kal TO cuUepov Kadws ToUs Kpivov- 
which represents the object of the preposition as the daszs on which some- 
thing stands or rests, and therefore depends upon), of the half dozen 
Grammars and Lexicons, which, after forming my own opinion, I have 
consulted on the point, is to be found distinctly stated only in that of Rost 

and Palm, where it lurks hardly discoverable, amidst the enormous mass 

of illustrations of the various usages of émi accumulated in Vol. I pp. 1032 
—1045, in p. 1038, col. 2. 

ai vouobecia éx mood xpovov ckewvapeveyr yivovrat] ‘legislation arises 

from (is the work of men after) long previous consideration’. Thuc. I 58, 
€k Toddod mpdooorres oddev evpovro éemurndetov. 

e€ Uroyviov] (retained by Bekker; Gaisford not. var. prefers iroyvou, 

and so L. Dindorf, on Xen, Cyr. VI 1, 43.) dmdyutov’ mpd puxpod yeyovds, 
Hesychius. ¢£ troytou’ map’ avra, dmepioxéntas, ék Tév cuveyyus, Suidas. 

By the Scholiast on Arist. Nub. 145, in Suidas v. dpri (Gaisf.), &€ dzo- 
yviov Aéyew is interpreted by avrooyediageww; and in Eustath. (ap. eund.) 
it is said to be derived from yviov in the sense of yeip, (compare Theocr. 
Idyl. Xx1I 81 and 121; the ‘hand’ is she member, par excellence), from 

which likewise he deduces éyyin, éyyvay, and éyyvahifew ; and vadyvor, 6 

kal €€ vmoyvov héyerat, To eyy’s pact mpocdoxipov, 7 mapavutixa yeyovds, Kal 
as eimeiv mpoxetpov, 7) paddov vroxeiptov. Examples may be found, all 

bearing much the same sense, in Koch’s note on Moeris Lex. p. 343, and a 
still larger list in Rost and Palm’s Lex. s.v., to which add Rhet. II 22, 11 ; 

Pol. vil (v1) 8, 1321 4 17. wmoyvidraroy (the readiest way or means) 

mpos avtapketav. Isocr. Paneg. § 13. Menand. ap. Spengel, Ret. Gr. IIL 

391. In Isocr. mepi dvrid. § 4, and Epist. 6. 2, p. 418 B, it stands for ‘close 
at hand’, 78) vroyviov pou tis Tod Biov reXevTHs ovens, and similarly Ar. 
Eth. Nic. 111 9 (Bekk.) sub fin., 60a Oavarov émiéper Uroyvia bvra. 

It appears from all this that Jmroyviov means ‘under the hand’, as an 
unfinished or just finished work, fresh and recent, mpoo¢aror (so Rhet. II 

3, 12) as Moeris explains it: and é& dmoyviov, ‘from under the hand’, cor- 
responds to our ‘off-hand’, or ‘out of hand’, and is used to express any- 
thing ‘sudden and unexpected’ or ‘unpremeditated’, ‘extemporaneous’ 
a signification which appears inallthe examples. Similarly ék xeepos, amd 
xetpos, ‘ off-hand’, 

drodi8ovat] a word of very frequent use in Aristotle, has for one of its 
elementary senses that of ‘to give back’, veddere,; dwo as in cmrovépew, 
drohapBavew, anareiv, drémdovs, dromdeiv (see Sturz. Lex. Xenoph.), from 
which all the other senses in which at least Aristotle employs it may be 
deduced. Another of the original senses of the word is ‘to give forth’, 
or ‘produce’, as the earth-produces her fruits, and this also might be 

applied to the interpretation of it in several of its various uses. But as 

this signification is likewise deducible from the other—for production, as 

P. 13560, 
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Tas. TO O€ TavTWY MEYLOTOV, OTL 1 MEV TOU VO_O- 
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Gerov Kpiois ov KaTa peépos dANa TrEpL pEeAOVTWY 

when the earth produces her fruits, may be regarded as a payment or re- 

storation, or ‘return’ of something as due—it may perhaps be better to 
refer them all to the one original signification, veddere. Soin Eth. N. 111, 

1103, @ 27, 22, tas evepyelas dmodidovar is not simply ‘to produce’, but to 

produce energies that are due fo the system, energies corresponding to the 
faculties from which they spring. So Trendelenburg, £7. Log. Arist. § 55, 

p- 132, ‘dmod:Sovae proprie est reddere, unde ex suum cuique tribuendi 
significatione facile orta est declarandi vis (declarare is the sense which the 
word bears in the passage specially referred to, Top. A 5, 102 a3) nihil 

enim est aliud quam logice suam cuique naturam reddere.’ 

drrod.dovac is therefore (1) to give back, restore, repay, render, always im- 
plying some kind of obligation, (2) to render as a due, ‘assign’ (which best 
represents it in the majority of cases in Aristotle); of dwe distribution, 

suum cuigue,; hence (3) of the due fulfilment of any office or duty, as 

dmodi8ovat Aoyov, ‘to render an account’, to explain, or set forth, any state- 
ment or doctrine, dropaiverOa, declarare. To one or the other of these 

I believe all the multifarious uses of the word may be referred. 

I will add afew examples in the way of illustration :—Dem. c. Aristocr. 

p- 638 § 56, rovs éxOpa moodyras ev €xOpod péper kodalew amédwxev (assigns 
as a due) 6 voyos; and elsewhere. Plat. Phaed. 71 E (a good example), 

ovk avtarodécopev Thy évavtiav yeveow (pay back in return), dda tavry 

xoAn (mutilated, defective, lopsided, single where all the rest are pairs) 
éora n pvors ; 7) dvayxn amodotva x.r.A. de Anima I 1, 403 4 1, rovrav 8€ 6 
pev thy Any amrodidwory, ‘assigns’ or ‘applies’, that is, to the definition, 
which is the thing in question, to which it assigns matter as the sole ele- 

ment: comp. c. 4, 408 a 3; and dzovéyeww, in precisely the same sense, ib. 
v 1, and Pl. Tim. 34 A. dzod:déou make to correspond, bring into com- 
parison, Rhet. II 11, 13. dzod. Aecroupyiay de part. An. III 14, 9, ‘duly to 

fulfil certain functions (services). Ib. II 14, 5,() pvows) mavrayod drodidwar 
(makes due compensation, duly assigns) NaBotca érépwOev mpds GdXo 

poptov. Top. A I, 121 a 15, et passim, rd dmodobev yévos, amodidovar yévos. 
Top. A 18, 108 4 9, rnv dmddoow Tadv opiopay, the rendering, or due prepa- 

ration, production, of definitions : and so elsewhere. de part. An. III 7, 18, 

drod. rd épyov of the due performance of the work. Ib. 1 1, 43 dod. 76 
dorovv ri €or, to state, give a sufficient account or explanation. Phys. I 
6,1, 189 a 16, "Epmefox\yjs mavra arodiddva (to produce, effect everything) 

olerat Goarep ’Avagé. ex Tov ameipov. Eth. Nic. 111 1, 1106 8, rota 8é...00 
padiov drodovva, to give an account, explain. 

So here azod:ddvar is ‘duly to assign, distribute, or apportion’ and 

again I 2, 5, dwodidopev ras xpioets ‘we render our judgments’. These 
same applications of the word occur likewise in Plato, as Rep. 379 a, 

(to represent), Ib. 472 D, VI 508 E, Phaedr. 237 C, Theaet. 175 D, Polit. 

295 A. The precise opposite, drodapBavew, occurs with the same sense 
of dro, 1 {1, 3. dmovéuew is used in exactly the same sense, ‘to assign 
as a due’; see for instance Eth. Nic. IV 7, 1123 618, 6 Trois Oeois dro- 
vepopev, Ib. V 35, Teun droveperat Tois dyabois, Ib. 1124 a 9. 
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Te Kal KaBoXou €oTiv, 6 & éxkAnoLacTHs Kal diKacTis 
/ 

on Twept TapovTwY Kal dpwpiTpevwY Kpivovaw" TpdS 
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76n...kpivovow] by this time, now that we have come to ¢hem, ‘ they 
actually decide...’ So in the next line, rd dureiv 7dn Kal 7d peceiv ‘this time’, 

in ¢hetrcase, not in the former, of something new, special, and marked. 

Hon therefore in these cases is often translatable by a mere emphasis. 
The word is repeated so soon after, applied to the same persons, and ex- 

pressing almost identically the same thing, that it is not improbable that 
Spengel may be right in his conjecture that the one or the other should 

beerased. het. Gr. Vol. 1. Pref. p. v. ‘paulo post.alterutrum #57 abundat, 
puto prius.’ However there are two still closer together, II 25, 14. 

It may be worth while to say a few words on this very common usage 

of #y and analogous particles of time, in the way of illustration and 
exemplification. ”Hdy and its analogues ér, ovxért, ovmw, are used em- 
phatically to mark a critical point, climax, degree attained, as deserving 
of special and particular attention, at the moment, and in reference to 
something else which is not equally remarkable. They are all particles of 
time, and derive this their secondary sense from the metaphorical appli- 
cation of this notion of ‘already’, a definite time which we have just 

reached: ‘ point’, or ‘stage’, or ‘degree’ attained being substituted by the 
metaphor for ‘time’ in the original sense of the word. 

This will be best illustrated by a few examples. Arist. rept prnuns 

Kal dvapyicews C. 2. 16, domep hiats 78n Td Bos, ‘habit, already by this 

time, zow that we have reached this point, has become a second 

nature’. Met. A 21, 1022 4 18, &va 8€ [rpdmov mabos éyerat] Tovrev 
évépyevat kai dddoiwcers dn, ‘one sense of maos is, the actual energies 
and changes of these’. 75, by the time that they have reached this 
stage or state, and have actually become what they are. Categ. c. 8, 9, 
@ 4, hv av Tis tows Céw 48n mpocayopevoo, ‘which may wow (at this stage) 
be fairly called a és’. mepi épunveias C. 9, 19, @ 39, kai wadXov pév ddyOF Thy 

érépav, ov pevror On (not yet actually, not guzte, not yet arrived at the 

stage of,) addnOq 7 wevdy. Polit. 11 8, 1268 4 20, éxeivos 75n émiopxet. IIT 
7, 1279 a 40, trelovs & 78n xarerov jxpiBdoOa. VIII (v) 8, 1308 @ 15, gore 

yap aarep Sipos On of Spor, i.e. though this may not be strictly true of 
all oligarchies, when we come to the épov, at this stage, by this time, 

it is now gwzée true that ‘hey may be regarded as a dfyos. Eth. Nic. v 3, 
1132 @ 2, mpos erepov Kal év kowwvia 75n 6 apywv, ‘when a man has come 
to be a ruler, he must /Aez...’ in the case of others this perhaps is not 
necessarily true, but the ruler mwst, actually, live or act in relation to 
others and in society’. Rhet. I 6, 24, mavres #5n dpodoyovow. I 10, II, 

Hdn Sapeper ‘it does make a difference’. c. 11 § 3,70 eiOiopevov donep 
mepukds On yiyvera. Ib. § 26, epyor 78n yiyvera, 11 6 § 12,and 25 §14, 
bis. I have confined myself in these illustrations to examples from Aris- 

totle; from the ordinary language, in which this usage is at least equally 

common, I will content myself with citing Herod. II 5, aro ravrns 78n 
Atyurros : and Eur. Hippol. 1195 (Monk) apds movrov 75n Ketpévov Sapovi- 

, 
kov, 

It is found also in French, Italian and German—da, gia, schon, Cest 
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e - » \ ~ \ \ of 

ovs Kai TO ideiv Hoy Kal TO pucety Kat TO idtov 
, , , 7 ALL sy 

ouupépov cuvypnta ToAAGKIs, WTTE pyKETL Ovvacbat 
‘ 

déja quelque chose, ‘and that’s something’. das ist schon etwas. The 
Italian géa, when used as an expression of assent, may be similarly 

explained. 
The use of demum is precisely similar, and common in most Latin 

writers. Sallust, Cat. xx zdem velle atqgue idem nolle ea demum (that, 
and that alone) firma amicitia est. Quint. Il 5, 1, artemgue de qua 

loguimur bonis demum (to the good, and to them alone) ¢rzbuz volunt. 

vil Praef. init. negue enim ea demum quae ad docendum pertinent exsecuti 

sumus. VIL 2, 21, VIII Prooem. 3, IV 5,7, XI 1 § 44, 3 § 68, et passim. 

Cic. Tusc. Disp. 1 19, 43, eague ei demum naturalis est sedes, et seq., de 
Orat. 11 30, 131, Az loci ed demum oratori prodesse possunt. Rarer is the 

analogous use of denigue and tandem: Cic. de Orat. I 30, 131, c. 34, 146, 
tum denique scrutari locos, ¢. 75, 304, guantum est in eo tandem mali! 

C. 77, 315, hésce omnibus rebus consideratis, tum denigue id... Hor. Ep. 
117, 2, guo tandem pacto,.. On zam in this same usage, see Munro, on 

Lucr. I 600, 613, 11 314, 426; add, II 974, and Virg. Aen. V 179, zam 

Senior, VI 304, VII 46, 735. 
Similarly in a negative sentence, o¥mw sometimes introduces the no- 

tion of time in estimating the amount or degree, Eth. Nic. V 10, 1135 @ II, 

TO avtTo b€ TodTo, dray mpaxO7, adixnua éeott, mpiv dé mpayOnvar ovmw, GAN’ 
ddixov. Ib. 23, adccov pev ddixnua 8€ ovaw. Ib. 6 24, ov pévrot mw adiKoe 
—in the two former cases the unjust habit of mind is distinguished as 

‘not yet amounting to’ the actual crime or unjust act; and in the third 

case this distinction is applied to the duaprnpa, which, though a wrong 
in itself, has not yet reached the stage or degree of the véce, confirmed 

evil habit, of ad:cia—also VI 10, 1142 0 14, atrn yap ovmw daors. Ib. 

25, ovd’ atrtn mw evBovAria, and 28, 
So also ovxért, ‘no longer; not as before; not, now that we have 

reached this point’, Pol. v (VIII) 3, 1338 @ 6. Rhet. I 2, 21, ay yap 
e€vruxn apyais ovxére Siadextixy ovdé pyropexy, 11 24, 3, GAN exeivn KA. Ib. 
II 9, 3. de gen. et corr. I 2, 3, 315 43, mas d€ rovro ovxért, Hist. Anim. 

1 6, 3, 490 8 16, rév 8€ NoTadv (wv ovKére Ta yévn péyada, Ib. V I 7, 539 4 

30, ra 8€ Ondéa peév €or, appeva & ovkért. Dem. de F. Leg. § 80, ov & ay 
avtol ha3nre pnkér’ exeivors mept TovTOv mpourarrete. Plat. Gorg. 503 A, 
ovx amdovv ért TodTo épwras. Protag. 312 E. Xen. Oecon. 3. 1. Buttm. 
ad Mid. 13 a p. 528, ‘ ovxére proprie valet on ut antea, hinc non ut alias, 
non tlem, non tam, 

avvypntra| (Bekker and Spengel. Alii cuyjprnrac) ‘with whom are con- 
nected...’ In mpds ods, mpos expresses a mere general reference, ‘with 

respect to whom’, ‘in whose case’; and ovvypynra ‘are often taken into, 
embraced in, the account’, ovv, together with their proper business, the 
mere facts of the case and the proof of them. I can find no sufficient 
authority for ovvatpeiv in this sense; the nearest approach to it is in Plat. 
Phaedr. 249 B, eis év oytou@ ogvvatpovpevoy, but even this is something 

different. Vater makes a similar observation. The interpretation also of 

mpos is certainly rather strained. Probably cvvjprnra: is right. 
ake Ea 
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a a \ / ’ > a ro 

Pewpetv ixavws TO aAnOes, AAN’ ExtoKoTElv TH Kpioe 
é 

yf \ aN / \ \ > ral » 

§ TO idvov nov H AUTNPOV. TeEpl MEV OVY THY aw, 
/ / ~ ~ 

womep NEvyouer, Set ws EXaYXioTwY TroLEtY Kuplov TOY 
, \ \ a , \ 

KpiTnv’ epi O€ TOU YyEeyovevat 7 pn ‘yeryovEvat, 
\ / \ \ 7 3\ > s\ > 

n €oec0a n phn eoeoOa, 4 eivar yn pr eivat, 
/ > a a > 

avaykn én. Tols KpiTais KatadeiTew: ov yap_ 
a , o qn > 

gduvardv Tavita tov vopobérny mpoideiv. ei di} 
“fp e/ af \ v4 . of land , 

Tav0 ovTws Exel, avepov STL Ta EEwW TOU Tpdy- 
la / > , = 

Matos TexvoAoyovow boot TaAAa SwopiCovew, oiov 
/ a / Xx \ / If 5 

Ti O€f TO Mpooimov Hn THY Sinynow Exe, Kal TaV 
v / / PaNe! \ > > ~ of 
a\wy ExaoTov popiwy: ovdev yap év av’Tois aXXo 

/ \ / \ A / 
MoaywatTevovtat mwAnY OWS TOY KpLTHY ToLov TWA 

70 adnOés] No one is a fair judge, where his own passions or interests 
are concerned. Gaisford quotes appositely, Pol. 111 16, 1287 @ ult. dAda 
pny eloayovrai y’ ed’ éavtods of iatpoi Kauvovtes GAdovs larpods, kal of maido- 
tpiBat yupvaopevor maidorpiBas, os od Suvapevor kpivery TO adnOes dia 7d Kpi- 

ve Tept TOY oixeiwy Kal év mabes ovTes. 
émigxoteiv| ‘to bring darkness, throw a shadow over, overshadow’. 

Dem. c. Mid. 565, 25, olxiay @xoddounkey ev ’Edevoin tocaitny aoTe racw 

emikoreiv Tois ev TH TOm@. Infr. III 3, 3. Plat. Euthyd. 274, 6 EvOvdnpos 
émeckores TH Krynoinm@ ths Oéas: an odd and unexplained use of this 
word, It seems to mean that Euthydemus, by bending forward and getting 

in the way, obscured or darkened Ctesippus—not however in the ordinary 

sense of the word, but in that of intercepting the object, and so darkening 

by throwing a cloud over, and thereby depriving him of his view (rijs Oéas 

gen. of deprivation, implied in the verb). 
In a metaphorical sense it occurs in Dem. Olynth. B 23, 26, Isocr. 

ad Dem. § 6, and in several fragments of the Comic Poets, (Ind. ad 

Meineke, Fr. Com, Gr. Vol. V Pt. 1 p. 393.) for instance, Eubul. incert. 
Fr. 11 (Mein. 111 267) tov otvov ro poveiv émoxoreiy; and in other 

authors. See also Victorius : and Gaisford/in not. var. p. 18. 

§ 9. ew rot mpayparos| tw for exros. Lobeck, Phryn. p. 128. 
Ta ¢@ Tov mpayparos Texvodoyovow] infra § 11; comp. de Anima I 3, 

406 6 26 cai 6 Tivaios (Plato, in the Timaeus) ductodoy ei thy Wuxny Kuveiv 

_ TO oopa. 
Siopifew] to separate by a limit or boundary line. Herodot. Iv 42 

Stovpiodvt@yv Aviny re kai AcBvnv. Hence to separate a thing from others, to 
mark off as a special province or domain, and so of ‘the definition’, which 

includes all that is essential to, or characteristic of, the thing defined, and 

excludes everything else. The word here of course means something 

more than a bare definition; it expresses the limitation or ‘determination’ 
of the proper contents of the mpooipuov. 
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Cad > / / ‘ 

Tomowow. epi o€ TWY EVTEXVYWY TIO TEWY ouoev 
~ / / 2 

deckvvovow? TovTo © éoTiv bOEev av TIS yEvoLTO 
‘ \ cad col ~ oy, 

10 €vOupnuatixos. Oia yap TovTO THs avTHs ovens 
/ ‘\ ni \ ‘ YA \ 

peBodou wept Ta Snunyopika Kat OuKavika, Kat Ka)- 
/ ~ ~ 

Niovos Kal TOANITIKWTEPaS THS OnuNnyopiKns Tpayy_a- 

évrexvor migtets] are the regular systematic proofs by enthymeme and 
example, the oapa tis miorews § 3, and opposed here, not merely to the 
drexvo Tigres Of Cc. 15, the witnesses, documents, torture, oaths and such 

like, which we do not zzven?, but find ready to our hand to be employed 
in the support of our case; but also to the irregular appeals to the 
feelings (xaos), and to evidence from character (760s). 

§ 10. moditikwrépas Ths Snunyopixys mpaypateias] mpaypareias, here ap- 

plied to the study and practice of one of the departments of Rhetoric; see 
on § 3.—arodutixwtépas : There are three possible senses of this word, firs¢/y, 
‘more worthy of, more becoming to, a citizen’, more agreeable to the po- 

sition and duties of a citizen, ‘better and worthier’; secondly, ‘more suitable 
to a public man, statesman, or politician’, larger, more comprehensive, 

and liberal ; as opposed to the comparatively trifling and petty occupa- 

tions of private citizens : ¢izrd/y, more public and common, wider, more 
general ; xowov, as opposed to td:ov and oixeiov: the second seems to be 
the most appropriate here, and so I have rendered it in the paraphrase. 
[p. 141 of the Introduction: “nobler and larger and more liberal (or 

‘statesmanlike’, or ‘more worthy of a citizen’,) vd. not. ad loc.” ) 

pebddou rept ta Snunyoprxa kai dixavcxa] The third kind of Rhetoric, r6 
emvdecxtixov, is here omitted, but afterwards supplied, c. 3 § 1. 

tis Snunyopixns mpaypateias 7) THs wept Ta ouvvaddaypata] ‘The most 
general expression which the Athenians have for a contract is ouvad- 

Aayua, cvvOnkn, cvpBoraov.’ Meier und Schémann der Altische Process 

p. 494. The difference usually taken between cuv6yxn and cuvdddaypa 
appears in Rhet. 1 15, 22 ére d€ mparrerac ta moda Tey cuvadAaypaTov 

(ordinary dealings, buying and selling and such like transactions), xal ra 
éxovowa kata cuvOnxas (in the way of, by contracts): we are concerned here 
only with the first and third of these, cvvadAaypa and ovpBoracov. 

The ordinary signification of both of these is a contract, or covenant, 

or mutual agreement, or interchange (cvvadAaypa), between two or more 

parties. They are thence extended to any dealings, especially business 
transactions, or even any circumstances of ordinary intercourse between 

man and man, and more particularly any of those which may give rise to 

a suit atlaw. These are ii:a oupBoraa or cuvad\Adypara: see Dem. de 
Cor. p. 298 § 210, ra rod Ka nuépay Biov cupBodraa, with Dissen’s note: 
Isocr. Paneg. §§ 11, 78, 2. david. §§ 2, 38, 40, 42, 79 Ta KaTa THY TOAW Kal Ta 
oupBoraa Ta yryvopeva mpods jas avtovs. § 309 €v Tois dyaot Tois Tepl TAY 
cupBodraiwy. The former of these two seems to refer rather to dealings in 
general, the second to special contracts. Areop. §§ 33, 34. Arist. Eth. 
N. Il 1, 1103 4 15 mparrovres yap Ta €v Tois auvaddAdypact Tois mpos Tovs 
avOperovus yeyvoueba of pév Sixarco of S€ ayaboi. Rhet. I 15, 22 ére dé 
mpatrerat TWOANa TOV GvVaAAaypaTa@Y Kal Ta €xkotGLa KaTa TAS GUY- 
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, ~ of \ - \ \ . t . \ 
Teas OVvoNS H THS TWEept. Ta GuvaNAaypaTa, TEL 

\ > , JOG , ‘ oe. ~ 3 , ‘ @ 

pev exelvns ovdey AEyouvot, Tepe OE TOU Kaleo at 
lol . -~ iA = ; 

TWAavTES i sila RELY ONY EM, OTL NTTOV ExT 70 

Epryou Ta ‘fw TOU mpayparos Aevyewv év Tots Onpn- 

yoptkois Kal TTOV €oTL KaKoupyov q onunyopia OuKo- 

Onxas. Rhet. ad Alex. c. 1 (2 Oxf.) § 2 rais mepi ra gupBéraia duxato- 
Aoyiats. 

That the meaning of the terms is not confined to contracts proper, is 
plain also from Eth. N. v 1131 a2. (This passage is quoted at length 
on I 15, 22.) tay yap ovvad\dayparey Ta pev éexovoia ta & axovora (the 
‘voluntary’ being illustrated by buying and selling, lending and borrow- 
ing, whereas ‘involuntary’ are all of them crimes, Aa@paia or Biaa : all of 
them cases in which the breach of the supposed contract, private or 
public, entitles the aggrieved party to a legal remedy). Opposed to 
these id:a cupBodraa Or cuvadAdypara are the public (xowd) international 

‘commercial treaties, ajpBoda. See further on ovpBoda, note onc. 4 § II. 
cupBoraa is also employed in a wider and more general sense, as 

Rhet. ad Alex. c. 2 (3 Oxf.) § 2 wept raév mpos GAAas modes cuppaxrdy 
kat gupBodaiwv. Other examples may be found in Plat. Gorg. 484 D 
dmewpot Tov Oyo ois Set ypwpevoy opuireiv ev Tois EvpBodaios. Rep. I 

333. A ti d€ 5y; THY Sixatocdyny mpos Tivos xpeiav } KTHow év eipyyn pains 
ay xpyotpoy eivar; Ipods ra Evp~Boraa, @ Sexpares. ‘vpBdrara dé éyers 
Kowwovnpata, 7 TL GAXO; Kowwrnpara Sra, and several others in Ast’s 
Lexicon. Arist. Polit. Iv (VI) 16, 1300 4 22, and 32 mepi rév pixpov ovvad- 
Aayparerv, doa Spaxpiaia kal mevradpaxpa Kai ptxp@ mreiovos. Ib. 15 ult. 

1300 6 12, dpy7) ) Tav mepi THY ayopay cuLBodaiwy (dealings) xvpia, Comp. c. 
8 sub init. dpy7 wept ra ovpBdAaa. VI (VII) 2, 1317 6 27, LIL 13, 1283 4 30, 
and elsewhere. 

mpo €pyov]| ‘to the purpose’; anything ‘for’, or ‘in favour of’, and 
therefore ‘likely to promote’, any ‘work’ we may have in- hand; and 
hence generally ‘ serviceable’ or ‘profitable’ to any purposes. spo épyou 
(which also occurs zzfra1 4 §§ 3, 7) is the Aristotelian mode of writing 

what in Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, and indeed ordinary Greek in 
general, appears as mpovpyov. Some examples in Fritsche ad Eth. Eud. 
A 3, 1215 a 8. 

kaxovpyov] As a special variety of the general conception of dis- 

honesty, fraud, knavery, this adjective is applied in a peculiar sense 
to sophistical reasoning. Rhet. II 2, 7 rav & dvopdrav to pév cogiotH 
Opovupia xpnoipot, mapa tavras yap kaxovpyei. Topic. 1 Id, 172 6 21. Plat. 

Gorg. 483 A. Dem. Lept..491. Stallb. ad Rep. 1 338 D. Similarly cvxo- 
darreiv is used for cheating in argument, bringing fallacious objections, 
Top. © 2, 157 a 32. 1 (de Soph. El.) 15,174 49. Both of them represent 

the knavish tricks and fallacies which may be employed in rhetorical and 

dialectical reasoning. Plat. Rep. 341 B mpos tadra kaxovpyes Kal guko- 
avret. 

A debate in a political assembly, which turns upon questions of public 
and national concern (xowdrepov), in which accordingly the audience, who 

AR. I. 2 
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Noylas, Ste KowdTepov. evTavOa pev yap 6 KpiTHs 

epi oikeiwy Kpive, WaT’ ovdEv GAXo Set wANnV a7ro- 

SeiEar Sti ovTws Exer ws Puow o cupBovrevwv" 

év 8€ Tois SikaKois ovx ikavoy ToUTO, d\Na pO 
Epyou éotiv dvaNaBeiv Tov dxpoatny? mTeEpt adXo- 
Tplwy yap 1) Kplols, WOTE TPOS TO AVTWY TKOTOUMEVOL 

Kal mpos xapw akpowmevor Siddacr Tois audicBn- 

are all members of it, have a strong personal interest, and are therefore 

impatient of anything that would divert them from the direct proof of the 

expediency or inexpediency of the policy recommended or condemned, 

affords much less room for these deceptive arts ad captandum, ra é&o 
Tov mpayparos, than the practice of the law-courts, where the judges who 

decide the case are usually not personally interested in the issue, and the 

pleader has therefore to cveat¢e an interest in them by these irregular me- 

thods : this is on the principle so pithily stated by the Corinthian envoys, 

Thuc. I 120, 3 xaxovs xpitas ws py mpoonKovtwy eiva. (This is a more cor- 

rect mode of stating the argument than that adopted in the paraphrase, 

Introd. p. 141.) 
This contrast of the two kinds of audiences, in respect of their several 

dispositions to keep the speakers to the point, does not hold of our own 
law-courts and parliaments. The Athenian dicasts, careless, ignorant, and 

unprofessional, selected at random from the population of the city, with 

their sense of responsibility diminished or destroyed by the large number 

of those who had to decide, might very likely be indifferent to the issue of 

the case before them, and require a stimulus to their attention from the 

parties immediately concerned: but this is not true of the professional ~ 

judges of our courts, who regard the right decision of the case as a business 

and a duty. 

6 xpirns] applied to the éxxAnovacrys in the general sense of ‘judge’ or 
‘critic’ of the question or arguments employed ; supr. § 7. Introd. p.137, 
note I. 

ava\aBeiv] is to ‘ bring back’, ‘recover’; hence to ‘ gain over’, ‘con- 

ciliate’, as ava in dvamecidewv, avadidacxew, dvadidova, avadéyerOar x.t.d. 
‘Membranae Balliolenses, caftare: Muretus, accurare, excipere: Portus, 
reficere, recreare, n perapopa ab aegrotis,; vel conciliare. Omnes hae no- 
tiones a primaria resumendi, ad se recipiend?, facile deducuntur.’ Gaisford. 

The order is, (1) to ‘get or bring back’; thence, (2) to ‘bring back into 

the proper and normal state’, as of ‘ recovery’ from a disease—the notion 

of something as due being again implied as in dzodsdeva, note on § 7— 

and thence again, (3) as here, to ‘restore’, as it were, the audience to 
their proper state of mind, conciliate them to your views and interests. 

Hence, lastly, the senses of refarare, reficere, recreare, and the like; 
abundantly illustrated in Steph. 7hes. ed. Did. Vol. 11 pp. 431—2. 

d8oaow] (€avrovs) sese dant, ‘lend themselves’, 6 & dovg Sovs, Eur. 
Phoen. 21, Valck. Déia/r. p. 233. And so, many of its compounds, 

if 

| 

j 
4 
ph | 
| 
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“Pe , A ~ e/ Tovolv, aXX’ ov Kpivovow. 610 Kal TOANAYOU, WoTEP 
\ ’ of t ; , , of a Kal TpOTEpOY Ei7TTOMEV, 6 VOMOS KwAvVEL Eye EEW TOU 
7 ~ la ~ 

mpayyatos. éxet 0 av’Tol ot Kpital ToUTO TnHpovaW 
e an \ A , ¢ \ 4 ikavos. é7et d€ avepov éotw OTL 4 meV EVYTEXVOS 

, \ / / 

pedodos rept tas mictes éoTiv, 1) S€ mioTis aTddegis 
, A , 4 -~ Tis (TOTE yap moTEevouey padioTa BTav arosedel- 

Al A 5] / c \ , XGae vrodaBwuer), ot. F drddekis pnTopuKy évOv- 
Ss wf - a € on , ona, Kal EoTL TOUTO ws EiTrElV dTAWS KUPLWTATOV 

” y \ ae! / f \ Tav TiaTEewv, TO O évOvynua aurAAOYIGMOS TIS, TEpL 
Oe AX ~ e , ef > } a. » \ € TvANOYiC LOU Omolws aTavTOs Tis SiadeKTUKHs EoTIV 

evdiSovar, éxdiSovat, emididdvar, drodiSdvar, ScadiSévat, drodiSdvar, mapad.idédvat, 
(j50v9 mapadovs, Pl. Phaedr. 250 D), mpodidSévac (Herod. dzs), éxdiddvac 
(Herod.). The process is the usual one by which transitive verbs become 
intransitive, viz. by the ellipse of the reflexive pronoun, 

§ 11. 9 b€ wiotis dmddeckis ris] dmdSeréis, in its strict, proper, and 
highest senses, is exact scientific demonstrative proof, by syllogism, 
leading from and to universal and necessary conclusions. And therefore, 

properly speaking, wapamAjovov gaiverar pabnpatixod te miOavodoyovvros 
drodéxerOar Kal pnropixdy drodeiéers dmareiv, Eth. Nic. 11. dadSeréis ovd- 
oytopos emiornpovixos, Anal. Post. I 2, 71 4 18. e& dvayxaiwv dpa ovA- 

oyiopos eotiw 7 amddekis, C. 4,73 424. drdderkis cvdAdoyiopos SecxTixds 
aitias kat tov dia Tt, Ib. c 24, 85 523. drodeckis eoriv, drav €& adnOay Kai 

Tpoteav 6 avdoyiopos 7, } €k ToLovTaV a Sid TiveY TpeTav Kal ddAnOay Tijs 
TEpt avTa yoooews THY apxiy eiAnpev, Topic. A I, 100 a 27, Waitz, Comm. 
ad Anal. Post. Vol. 11 p. 293 seq. miorts therefore, whose premisses and 
conclusions are never more than ‘ probable’, cannot properly be said to 
be ‘a kind of demonstration’, It resembles it however, and may be 
regarded as a ‘sort of demonstration’ in this ; that probable proof often 

produces a belief or conviction as strong and certain as that which 
follows from demonstration. It is therefore to be understood here, as 
often elsewhere, as a general term including proof of every kind. A 

similar misapplication of dmdderés to rhetorical proof is found in Rhet. 
II 1, 2, and 11 20,9. So avAdoyifer Oa, of reasoning, inference, conclusion in 

general; Rhet.1 6§17, 10§$ 1, 11§ 23 and 11 22 § 4, where ovAAoyiopoi stands 

for ‘Enthymemes’ ; Poet. 4, 5, cvpBaiver Oewpodvras pavOave Kal ovddo- 
yiterOa ti Exaorov. Phys. II 1, 193 @ 7, ovAdoyicaro yap dy Tis ék yeverijs 
dv tuprds rept xpoparov. Similarly, drodexrixds of a rhetorical argument 
or speech, Rhet. II 1, 2, rpds rov Aoyor opav, Saas drodetxtixds (conclusive) 
} kat motos. A still more remarkable example of this looseness of 

expression occurs I 4, 5, where Dialectics is called 9 dvadurcxy) émornun- 
The rhetorical enthymeme, again ‘a kind of drddeEts’, is subsequently 
and this time correctly, called kupudrarov ray rictewv. See Introd. p. 92. 

To ©’ evOdpnpa cvddoyiopds tis] On the enthymeme, Introd. p. 1o1— 
105. On wepi d€ cvdAAoyopod ideiv, and on pépovs rwos, Introd. p. 143, note. 

2—2 
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ideiv, 1) avTHs OAns } pépous Ties, OjAov’ STL 6 pa- 

Nota ToVTO Suvapyevos Oewpeiv, eK Tivwy Kal Tws 
ylvetat ouANoyIoMOs, oOvTOs Kal évOuunuaTtiKos av 
cin padiora, TpoorA\aBev mepl mola T éoTl Ta 

évOupnpata Kal Tivas Exe Siapopds mpds Tous 
\ / , \ > \ \ ‘ 

NoyiKovs GvANOyioMous' TO TE yap aAnOEs Kal TO 
1 6yXov 8 dre 

djrov S¢] dé, omitted by one Ms, and rejected by Buhle, Schrader, 
Bekker, and Spengel, is retained and defended by Victorius and Vater. 
It is justified not only by the common usage of the Greek language (see 

Buttm. Exc. x11 on Dem.c. Mid. de particula $é in apodosi, p. 150; the 

passages which he thus quotes might be multiplied indefinitely), but also 

by the special usage of Aristotle himself. Waitz, on Organ. 17 6 1, Vol. 
1 p. 335, comp. Zell ad Eth. Nic. 1 1 § 4, Vol. If p. 5, who quotes 
examples from Aristotle, to which add Rhet.1 4 § 2,1 10§ 4,1 11 §$6and 

11, 11 25 § 10, an exact parallel, the protasis here also commencing with 
érei. Similarly Pol. vII (iV) 13 init. eet dé dv’ éorw (a long parenthesis of 

several clauses intervenes, and the apodosis begins with) dei & év rais 
téxvas x.r.A. de Anima I 3, 406 a 4 and 10. Phys. VI 8, 2, ei ro per... 
icracba dé. See also Stallb. on Pheedo 78 Cc. The particle is thus used 

in the apodosis generally, not always, as a repetition of a preceding dé, 
and in these cases may be translated by “I say”. It vefeats in order to 

recal the attention to the connexion of the apodosis with the foregoing 

protasis, which might be overlooked after a long parenthesis: in cases 
where this would not be necessary, it may be accounted for by the 

influence of habit or association. Of the many illustrative passages I 

had collected from other writers as well as Aristotle, I will content myself 

with citing two or three apposite ones from Thucydides. 1 11, sub init., 
éreid) b€ adixopevor payn éexpatnoay, (parenthesis) daivovra d€ x.7.A. 118 
init., éwesdy dé (ten lines) pera d€ thv trav tupavywy Katadvow k.t.rA. Il 65, 
€mel Te 6 TOEMOos KaTéoTH, O Se Haiverat kal ev ToiT@ mpoyvods THY Svvaputy. 
IV 132, 6 d€ Iepdixxas x.7.A. and VIII 29 (three of these are referred to by 

Arnold, note 2 on I 11). Paley on Aesch. P. V. 952, 994, 2nd ed. gives 

some instances from Aeschylus. I may also add Plat. Phaedo 78 C, ra 8¢e 

a@ddor Gros xal pnderore kata tavra, tavra bé elva ta EivOera. A good 
example may be found in Phaedo 87 A, B, dovs 8¢—ei b€ rovro... 

Tovs Noytkovs avAAoyespovs] Waitz on Anal. Post. 1 21, 82 4 35, p. 353, 
‘opponitur r@ Aoyixds 7d dvadutixas 84 a 8, 86 a 22, 88 @ 19, accurata 
demonstratio, quae veris ipsius rei principiis nititur, ei quae probabili 
quadam ratione contenta est....Unde fit ut Aoy«ov idem fere sit quod 
duadexrixov. And this is its usual signification...‘Quamquam’ (he adds, 
referring to the present passage) ‘1355 a 13, quum Aoyixos ovAAoyiopods et 
hic et in iis qua proxime sequuntur opponatur rhetorico syllogismo (év6v- 
pnpatt), veram demonstrationem significare videatur. To the same effect 
is what follows, where 16 dAnOés exact truth and knowledge, scientific cer- 
tainty, is represented as the object of the Aoytxol gvAAoyiopoi, and 75 dpocoy 
7@ adnOei (probability, ra &vdofa, which has only a resemblance to truth), 

=_>= = = 
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PHTOPIKH®E A 1§ 11, 21 
wv ae. 9 ~ ~ > 7 > ‘ , > ~ A 
dmowov TH aAnOEt THs adTHs eoTi SuvapEews iEiVv, dua 

\ \ e A 4 > . / e ~ 
dé kal ot avOpwrrot mpos TO dAnOes TepUKacW ikavas 

\ A , . 7 ~ > / \ A 

kai Ta TrElw TUyxXavovat THS adAnOEias’ S10 pos 
A a lo 7 cal / / 

Ta Evooka TTOXaTTKWS EXELY TOU Opolws EXOVTOS 
4 A A > / , 5] 

Kal mpos Thy dAnOeav éotwy. 
J \ a A aS ~ , e af 

OTL wev ovv Ta EEwW TOV TpaypaTtos ot aAot 
ca la Cal : y ‘ 

TEXVOAOYyoUGL, Kal SioTt uadAOV arrovEvevKacL TpOS 

as the object of the enthymeme. And as both are apprehended by the 
same faculty, this faculty will be cultivated by the study and exercise of 
both alike, and the processes that lead to them, syllogism and enthymeme ; 
and therefore the knowledge of the materials and modes of constructing 

syllogisms, and the practical application of them, equally in all their 
varieties, demonstrative, dialectical, and rhetorical (enthymeme), are ser- 

viceable to the rhetorician as a training and preparation for the practice 
of his art. 

mpos ta évdoga] ‘things probable, matters of opinion, not certainty’ ; 
the materials, objects, and results of Rhetoric, as of Dialectics. Top. A 

10, 104 @ 8, éore 5€ mporacts Siadextixy epwrnors evdokos, x.r.A. Ib. c. 1, 
100 6 21, &doka S€ ta Soxodvra raow f Trois, mreiatots 7} Tois Godois, Kal 
TovTots 7) Waow 7H Tois TAEioTOLs 7} Tois padwoTa yywpivos Kal evdofous, Cic. 
de Orat. I 23, 108, sunt enim varia et ad vulgarem popularemgque 

sensum accommodata omnia genera huius forensis nostrae dictionts: 

didre] ‘that’,=dru. The earliest instance of this use of dcért appears to 
be in Herod. II 50. It occurs in Xenophon (add Symp. I 11, to the 
examples in Sturz’s Lexicon),,Plato, Ep. 1 309 D, Dem. de Cor. §§ 155, 167, 

184, but each time zz a document. Isocr. Paneg. § 48, Phil..§ 1, Archid. 

§24, Plat. § 23, Antid. §§ 133, 263. m. rod edyous § 43, mpds, KadXipayov 
§§ 1, 31. (Some of these referring to Isocrates are derived from Benseler’s 
note, Praef. p. V note 4, who has the following remark, from Baiter on 
Paneg. § 48, ‘Isocrates ubicunque dr. usurpavit, id fecisse videtur 

hiatus evitandi causa’ [see esp. Isocr. Lochit. § 7, where évOvpoupevous ore 
is followed by xai dcdzu...S.]. It is found several times in the Rhet. ad 
Alex. as c. 17 p. 1432 a 16, c. 30 p. 1437 a 19, and elsewhere, but it is in 

Aristotle that it first becomes common; too common to need further 
illustration. See however Waitz on Anal. Pr, 58 4 7, Camm. 1 p. 495. 
For dre = dru, Steph. Thes. Vol. 11 1544 cites Crito Com, ap. Athen. 4, 
P- 173 C, mavrev dxoveav ditt mapacire témos odros tpia povoy ayaa xKe- 

xtnoba Soxei. Its ordinary sense is ‘ because ’. 
It has also a third signification, ‘why’; the indirect interrogative, 

corresponding to the direct, d:a ri, as drws to was, drore to more, doos to 
mécos, Srov to mod, &c. In this sense it occurs in Plato, Phaedo 100 c, 
(four other examples in Ast’s Lex.), Xen. Cyrop. VIII 4,7, ] Kai €xous av 
eimeiv didrt ; Demosth. Phil. A 46, 10; Isocr. Archid. § 16, and in Aris- 
totle, Rhet. 11 23, 24, (where it is explained by the preceding rjv airiay), 
Polit. tv (v1) 11, 1296 @ 22. Met. A 1, 981 @ 29, where again it is ex- 
plained by rv airiav), epi dvanvedoews 14, ult. and elsewhere, e.g. Ar. de 
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\ ~ / / o ? A aed \ 

12 TO SikoAoyelV, Pavepov' xXpyopos 0 EoTLv 1 pNTOpLKH 
/ \ / > / > 67 \ \ OL 

dua Te TO Puce civar KpeiTTw TaANOH Kat Ta dikaLa 
col ¢ \ \ \ \ lo e 

TMV EVAVTIWY, WOTE EaY Py KAaTa TO TpOTHKOV at 
> 4 a c ra aA 

pices yiyvwrTa, avayky Ov aitov ntTacCa TovTO 

Anima Il 8, 12, 421 a 4, pavepov 8é Kal Siore of iyOds adwvor, od yap €xovat 
gdpvyya. In Rhet. 11 11,14, it is explained by 76 atrcov. Cf. Amphis Dith. 
Fragm. 1 ap. Meineke, Comm. Fragmt. Ul 306; B. dia ti & ove ayes eis 
Tov dxAov avTo; A. SuoTe pudry mepipEeva. 

With d.dre ‘that’, compare ovvexa and dOovvexa in Sophocles, as Philoct. 

634, the reason, the what for, passes into a mere statement of fact ; 
because, into ¢hat. See Ellendt, Lex. Soph. cOovvexa. 

amovevetv, to bend the head away from something else and turn the 
attention to a particular object ; hence, to incline to, fix the attention 

upon: do as in droSdérew, (supr. § 1). Plat. Theaet. 165 A, ek ray 
Wirav Aoyov mpos Ty yewpetpiay amevevoapev. In Plat. Legg. vil 815 A, 

exvevots TAnyav Kat Borar, is declinatio, the bending of the head aside to 
avoid a blow. (In Eur. Iph. T. 1186 v. 1155 Herm. od & és 76 rijs Obed 
y e&évevoas eixotas, é€vevoas is of doubtful interpretation. Hermann, 
followed by Paley, derives it from éxveivy evadere, referring to Valckenaer 

on Hippol. 469, and 822. It seems however at least equally probable 
that the aorist belongs to éexvevew abuuere, opposed to emwvevew annuere, 

and that the meaning of the line is “It was natural, or reasonable, for thee 

to decline, reject, their offer, e’s rd rijs Oeod y’, looking to, in respect of, 

in regard of, thy duty to the goddess”. This sense of the word seems to 
be more in conformity with what precedes ; and it occurs again in line 
1330 Dind., with the same sense and derivation, efévevo’ dmoorivat, 
beckoned us of, ‘‘ gave us a sign to stand aloof”.) 

§ 12. yxpyowos—errevEews| This passage is cited by Dionysius, 
Epist.ad Amm. I c. 6. He reads dca ye for dca re, and d:dacxadia for 
d:8ackanXias (six lines below). 

On the defence of Rhetoric, compare Quint. Inst. Orat. II 17, 26, seq. 
(in 11 16 he sums up the arguments against the use of it), Isocr. dvriéd. 
§ 251 seq. and Id. Nicocles, §§ 1—9, also Gorgias, in Plato’s dialogue, c, XI 

456 A—457 C. On the true office and functions of the orator, Cic. de 
Orat. I 46, 202—a striking passage. Id..de Invent. I 3 and 4. 

dia te] re is answered by the (irregular) correlative dé in érz 8¢ at the 

beginning of the next sentence. de Anima II 4, 7, 416 a 2—6, oire 
(parenth.)...mpos 8€ rovrots. 

avaykn d¢ adray nrracOa] The argument of this clause, ypnoos dé— 
emitipnoews, is summed up in two lines of Euripides, Alex. Fragm. 55 (12) 
Dind. dyAwooia 8€ woddakis AnPbeis avipp | Sixaca eas Hooov evyAdacou 
dépet. It is to the effect, that truth and right having a natural superiority 
over falsehood and wrong, the proper use of Rhetoric is to enable them to 

assert and enforce that superiority ; to bring truth to light, and detect 
and expose deceit and sophistry. If the opposites of truth and right do 

ever prevail over these, it must be the fault of the parties concerned | 

themselves, dvdykn 80 avréy 1rraaGa, who have failed to avail themselves 
| 
| 
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eo > A a bg 7. a de ‘ > Ff io €otiv a€.ov éritysnoews. Ett O€ mMpos éviovs ovd 

> A , / Is 

et THv akpiBerTaTny Exouev EmioTHUNY, padiov am’ 
> / a 7 Dd. 4, / > e 

éxelyns Tetoat NE€yovTas* SidacKaNias yap éoTW oO 
\ \ > yA / ~ 297 ? > 

KaTa THv émioTHunv Novos, TOUTO Oé ddUVaTOV, GAN 
ee 4 \ a a = \ ; 
avaykn dia Twv Kowav roicOat Tas mioTes Kal 

\ , ¢ ¢ = a , 

Tous Aoyous, wWaoTEp Kal év Tois TomKOIs éEyouEV 
\ ~ A \ A > , 4 \ 

wept Tis mpos Tovs moANous évTevEews. ETL OE 

of this powerful instrument. Rhetoric is therefore ‘corrective’ or ‘re- 
medial’ of the perversion of truth and right to which legal decisions are 
always more or less liable from misrepresentation of facts, fallacious 
arguments, or the blinding of the judgment by appeals to the feelings. 

According to this translation of 87 avray, it is correctly and logically 
said that it is @ conseguence (éore) of the natural superiority of truth and 
right to their opposites, that if those who have truth and right on their 
side are defeated, their defeat must be due to themselves, to their 
own neglect of Rhetoric, which would have enabled them to enforce 
this their zatural superiority. Whereas if we follow Victorius (and 
Spengel who assents to his view, Arist. Ars Rhet. Vol. 11 p. 26) in 
explaining 80 atréy by 8? évavriwv, dare becomes incorrect or meaning- 
less: for there is neither truth nor sense in saying that it follows from 
the natural superiority of truth and justice that these, in the case of a 
wrong judgment, are defeated by their opposites ; and not only so, but 

with this interpretation dvdyxn is also wrong—the consequence, if there 
be one, is certainly not necessary—and 8v avréy should be vm’ avrav. 

In the Introd. p. 144 note, I have referred to Waitz’s note on Anal, 
Pr. 55 a2 14, who gives examples of atvray &c. for the reflexive airév &c, 
The usage is however so constant in Aristotle as hardly to need illus- 

tration. A good example is de Anima II 5, 6, 417 4 24, 8:0 vojoa pev én’ 
aur@, oréray Podhijras aicbaverOa § ovx én’ airgG. Rhet. I 4, 9, én avrois, 

‘in their own power’. 
mpos evious| ‘in dealing with some’. 
d:dacKarias} de Soph. El..c. 2, 161 4 1, quoted in Introd. p-75. Genuine 

and complete ‘instruction’ by demonstrative proofs. Top. A c. 14, 105 430, 

mpos pev ovv piiogodiay kar adnOevay (i.e. b0 amodei~ews) wept avrav mpay- 
parevréov, Siadextixas (and therefore also pynropixds) mpos Sogav. 

6 kara Thy émcoTHpny Adyos] émotHpn defined eéis dwoderktixy, Eth. Nic. 
VI 3. 1o 8 émurryrov kai éemornun Suahéper tod Sogacrod kai Sokns, dre 7 
peév emtotipun Kabodov Kal b¢ dvayxaiwy, rb 8€ dvaykaiov ov évdéxerat Gos 
éxetv,...7 5¢ Sofa dBeBaov. 

€v Tois ToTKois| A 2 IOI @ 30. 
Tis mpos Tovs moAdovs évrevéews| Topic. u.s. Metaph. I 5, 1009 2 17, 

gore & ovx 6 avros rpdmos mpds mavras tis évrevéews’ of pev yap mebods 
d<ovra, of S¢ Bias, where in line 20, dmdyrnors is substituted for evrevéis. 

Isocr. mpds Anpovixov § 20, ras évrevéers pm movod (hold conversation, 
intercourse) muxvds rois avrois. Alex. ad Top. l.c. évrevgeas reyes ras 
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| dae ~ i} , \ “~ 

tavavtTia det dvvacba meidew, Kabarep Kat €v Tots 
; ~ e/ > i, / 

au\Aoyiopots, OVX OTws dupoTEepa TpaTTwpEV (OU 
‘ a % ~ ? 92 er ié / yap det Ta avdAa meiew) adr iva pyte avOavy 
~~ Vf e/ 7 / = / A 

Twos EXEL, Kal OWS aANoV XpwEEVOU Tots NOYoLS BN 
/ > \ , 7 a \ tH 4 

diKaiws avTot Avew Exwuev. Twv eV oVV adAwY 
~ 3 i \ 

Texvwv ovdEeuia TavavTia ovdAdroyiCeTaL,  O€ dia- 
\ \ / ond qn e 

NEKTIKN Kal 1) pNTOpPLKYH MOVat TOUTO TOLOVTW Opmoiws 
> S. ~ ’ / 

yap elow aupoTtepa Twy évavTiwy. Ta pEevTOL UTr0- 
, ; lA > e , of > ete | > ~ 

KELMEVa TPAYMATA OVX Omolws EXEL, AAX aeEL TadnOn 
\ b! / ~ Ud > , q 

Kat Ta PEAT ™ vo evovr\r\oyioTOTEpA Kat 
, = > a \ , » 

milavwTepa ws ats EiTrelv. mpos d€ TOVTOLS aTOTFOY 
> lon / \ > \ A / a 

El TH TwWMaTL Ev aioxpov py SuvvacOa Bonbetv 
e - Xo ° ov al , a ray TAX 10 , ? 
EavTw, oyw UK alaypov* O padXov idwoy éotW 

- ~ v4 9. ef UL 

avOpwrou THs TOU TwWpaTos ypElas. Et 0 OTL MEyada 

mpos moddovs cuvovaias, ois Set péev evrvyxavew Kowwrixods dvtas Kai pidrav- 
Oporovs Kai évtvyxavery Gheripos. 

évrevéts is therefore a lighting upon, or, meeting; hence a meeting 

which leads to a ‘conversation’; or, as arising casually out of that, 
a dialectical ‘ encounter’. 

ére O€ ravavtia—Avew éxopev] de Soph. El. 1, 165 a 24, gore 8 ws &v 

mpos év eimeiy épyov mept Exactov tov eiddros dwWevde pev avrov mept ov 
olde, Tov d€ Wevdopevor eudavifew Sivagba, Rhet. ad Alex. c. 19 (20) 2, ra 
pev ovv airnpatra tavta eo, diethdpeda 8 avrav ras Stadopas, iv eiddres To 

re Sixaov Kal To Gdikov xpopeba kara Tov Kaipdov, Kab py) AavOavwow Huas 
oi évavrion adixov Tt airovvres Tovs Sixaovras. 

mas éxec] ‘the true state of the case’ (how things really are). 
Avew] solvere, diluere, ‘to loose, untie, the knot of a fallacy’, or 

difficulty ; and so to ‘solve’ as a problem. 1 yap Uarepov evropia Avots 
TOV Tpotépwv amropovpéevwv eoti, Avew 8 ovK EoTw ayvooivras Tov Seopov 
Met. B 1,995 @ 28. Avows Opposed to déais, Poet. c. 18, §§ 1, 2. On 

Avows and Avew see Introd. on II 25, p. 267, note. 
TOY pev ody Gov TexVGY—TaY evavriov] Introd. p. 78. 
Ta Umoxeipeva mpaypata] Comp. I 2,1, subiecta materies, 4 vmoxeyweyn OAN 

Eth. Nic. 11, 10946 12. 16 vmoxeipevov, ‘the logical subject’, of which 
other things are ‘ predicated’, xarnyopeira. See Waitz, Comm. ad Organ. 

1 a 20, Vol. Ip. 274. Trendel. £7. Log. Ar. § 1, note p. 52. Id. Catego- 
rienlehre § 10, p. 53 seq. Bonitz ad Met. Z 3, 1028 4-36. 

TO oopate peév...\dym S€] On this use of pév and dé, Buttm. Gr. Gr. 
(Engl. Transl.) § 149, p. 396. Id. not. on Mid. § 7 a, 49 ¢ 56d. 

§ 13. «2 8 dre péyada Prawerev dv (pyoet tis) x.r.A.] On the abuse of 

arts and natural gifts, and the answers to the argument from the abuse 

to the use of them, see Quint. Inst. Orat. 11 16, 5, Isocr. mept dvriddcews 

ee a ee ee ee ee 

me) Gay cee “Ee Game 

i a — 

ee ee 
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Brdyeev av 6 xXpwuevos adixws TH ToLavTY SuvapEr 
TWV NOYWY, TOUTO YE KOWOY EoTL KATA TAaVTWY THY 

ayabav anv apEeTis, Kal padioTa KaTa Tw xXpnet- 

MwTATwY, oiov ioxXVos Vyielas mAOUTOV TTpaTHYIas: 

TouTos yap av Tis WHEdoELE TA MEYLIOTA YpwWLEVOS 
dikaiws kat BAadv-evev adiKews.) 

14 ‘OTL pev ouv ovK éoTW ovTE Evds Twos YyévoUS 

apwpicpevov 1 pntopiuyn, dda Kabamep 7 Siadex- 

TKN, Kal STL XonT wos, Pavepov, Kal OTL Ov TO TEtraL 

§ 252, Plato, Gorg. u.s., Bacon, Wov. Org. 2 129. Comp. Eth. Nic. 111 3 

Tovattny S€. twa mAdynv Exe Kal tdyaba dua Td TodAois cvpBaivew BAdBas 
dr abrév. 8n yap Twes am@dovto bia mAOUTOY, Erepor Se S¢ dvdpeiav. 

Touro ye Kowov] Ovid. Trist. 1 266, Wil prodest guod non laedere 
possit idem. Schrader. 

mAnv aperns| Gaisford refers in illustration to Archytas ap. Stob. I p. 

15. Xen. Cyrop. lv 1,15- Pl Meno, 87 E and Isocr. Nicocles, init. 
§ 14. ov gotw évos tivos yévous dhwpiopévov 7 pyt., dAda Kaddmwep 7 

diadexrixyn] See note and reff. on § 1 p. 3. 
ov TO meicat €pyov avrijs x.t.A.] on Aristotle’s alteration and improvement 

of the original definition of Rhetoric by the Sophistical school of Rheto- 
ricians, see Introd. p. 32 seq. 

‘Non dubium est quin verba illa dirigantur adversus id quod apud 
Platonem ait Gorgias, p. 453 A, tiv pynropixny mecOods Snpsovpyov eiva, Kat 
To Kepddaov aris eis rodro redevtav.’ Muretus. Cicero’s definition 

follows that of Aristotle, de Orat. 2 61, 260, accommodate ad persuaden- 
dum posse dicere. 

The notion of art, or proceeding by rule of art, consists not in the 

result, or success of the process, which is often unattainable, but in the 
correctness of the method followed. Top. Z 12, 149 4 25. rowotros 8 
6 Tov pyTopos kal 6 Tod KAErToU pos, elmep eaTi pyTwp peév 6 Suvdpevos Td ev 
éxaoto miOaviv Oewpeiv kat pndév mapadeirery, khémtyns 8 6 AdOpa AapBaver. 
SpAov yap Gre rowodros dy éxarepos 6 pev dyabds pnrap 6 8 dyabds Krérrns 
gota’ ov yap 6 AdOpa AapBavar adr 6 Bovdcpevos AaOpa AapBavew krérrns 
éoriv. The art of doing anything is distinguished from the mere fact that 
the thing is done (as accidentally for instance), by the z#tention of the 
agent systematically carried out, but not necessarily realised in success. 
Comp. de Anima I11 9, 8, cal dAws 8€ opapev Ste 6 Ex@v Thy iarpexhy ovx lara, 
as érépou Tivos kupiov dvros Tod moteiv Kata THY émornpny (of the successful 
result of the artistic process), GAN ov rijs émvornpns. Eth. Nic, II 5, 1112 

6 12. 
Topic. A 3, éopuev S€ redéws TH» pebodov, drav dpolws Exopev Gorep 

mi pnroptxis kat larpixijs kal tov TowovTay Suvdpewr. rtovro 8 éoti rd ex Trav 
évdexopevav Troveiv & mpotatpovpeba. ore yap 6 pyTopiKos €k mayTOs TpdTroU 

meioet, ov 6 iarpixos vyiacet. GAN eay Tov évdexopuéevov pndev mapaXiry, ixavas 
avrov €xew THY emiatnunv pyoopev. Comp. Top. E c.7, 136 6 57, and 13745. 
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~ \ \ - \ / ‘ 
épyov autis, d\Aad TO ideiv Ta UTapxovTa Bava 

Mi e7: L ~ / / 

mept exaotov, Kabarep Kal év Tais addas TEXVALS 
U \ \ - \ ~ lol \ 

Tacas* OvCe yap laTpiKis TO Vyla ToImoal, ada 
/ ne ld , y a af 

MEX pl OU EVOEXETAaL, MEXpL TOVTOV TpoayayElVy? EGTL 
\ \ / ~ / 14 

yap Kal Tovs douvvatous petaraBelv vyteias pws 
r a \ \ / il ~ ee 

Oeparetvoat Kadws. mpos O€ TovTOLS OTL THS avTHS 
/ \ \ \ , > load / 

TO Te mOavoy Kal TO Gatvouevoy iWetv mBavov, 
4 ee aes | o > \ 

womep Kal én THs SiadeKTiKHs GUANOYIOMOV TE Kal 
v. is \ \ 

dawopevov cvANoyicpov. O yap codioTikos ovK 
> van / > a> cod / \ bd ~ 

€v TH Ouvaper GAN év TH Tpoaperer’ TAHY évTavba 
\ af a \ A Wy / A \ A 

bevy Extra O pey KaTa THyv émioTnuny O 6€ KaTAa 
\ / / a \ \ \ A 

THY Tpoaiperivy pyTwp, eet b€ Godiotis wey KaTa 
\ / \ \ \ \ 

THY Tpoaiperw, SiadEKTIKOS O€ OV KaTAa THY TpOaipeE- 
> »,\ \ \ / \ \ 5 ea sf 

ow d\\a Kata THv Svvauv. sept dé avtTys On 
~~ / / , = \ , 

Tns peOodou meipwucla Eye, TwS TE Kal EK TivwY 
/ / on ld / 63 

dvuncouela Tuyxavey TwY TpoKEEevwy. TadwW ovV 
e r -: ‘Sy , , 

olov €& UTapxis Optoapevor aUTHY Tis ETTL, NEYwpEV 
\ / 

Ta NolTa. 

Quint. II 17,23 seq. Cic. de Inventione I 5,6. Bacon, Adv. of learning, 

Bk. 11 X 2. ‘For almost all other arts and sciences are judged by acts 
or masterpieces, as I may term them, and not by the successes and 

events. The lawyer is judged by the virtue of his pleading, and not by 
the issue of the cause. The master in the ship is judged by the directing 
his course aright, and not by the fortune of the voyage.’ 

mpos € tovtos (pavepov) dti—xata tiv Suva] The explanation and 

connexion are given in the Paraphrase, Introd. p. 148, and note 3. 
Comp. Met. T 2, 1004 6 17, of yap dcadexrixol Kai codiorai...ddAa d1a- 

heper tis pev TH TpdT@ Ths Suvapews, THs S€ TOU Biov TH mpoapéoe, and 

Bonitz’ note. Top. A 5, 126 @35, mavres yap of dhatAot Kata mpoaipecw 
Aéeyovra. Z 12,149 629 us. ov yap 6 AaOpa AapBavav adr 6 BovdAdcpevos 
AdOpa AapBavey Kr€emtns €otiv. Eth. Nic. IV 13, 1127 6 15, ovk ev rH Suva- 
pet & €otw 6 addalwv, ddAdX ev tH mpoaperver. Rhet. I 13, 10. 

mnv] ‘except that,—only’, a reservation. Soph. Oed. Col. 1639 (Herm.), 

Trach. 41, Arist. Equit. 1397, Dem. de Cor. p. 281 init., Arist. An. Pr, 
II 27, 70 a 29, Top. B 8, 114 a 8, T 4, 119 4 22, © 3, 158 J 37; 1 (de Soph. 
El.) c. 4, 166 @ 4, Eth. N. lv 12, 1126 6 27, Polit. 116, 1266 @ 16, Rhet. 
112,10, 

peOodov] Note on odomoceiv, § 2. 

mddw otv—héyopev Ta Nowa] ‘Let us then take as it were a fresh 

start, and so first define it, and then proceed to the rest’. 

PG | 
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éxtw 8 pntopikn Suvamus mept ExaoTov Tov cuar. 1. 

Oewpjoa TO évdexouevov miBavdv. TovUTO yap ovdE- 

suas érépas éoti téyyns Epyovy Tav ydp addwy 
éxaocTn Tept TO a’Ti VrroKeiyevdv éott SiacKaduKy 

Kal TELOTIKY, OloV iaTpIKN TEpL Uyle_ov Kal vooEpOV 

Kat yewpeT pia mept Ta oupBeBnkora maby Tots 

peyeleot Kai dpoiOuntixi epi apiOucv, cpoiws oe 
kat at oral Tov TexXvev Kal émioTnuovr n OE 
€ ca > ~ ~ , 

puTopiKn qept Tod dobévTos ws eimeiv SoKet Svvacbat 

CHeaAr.. f. 
§ 1. On this definition of Rhetoric, see Introd. pp. 33—4; and note on 

paraphrase, p. 149: on the other current definitions of it, Ib. pp. 27—36. 
On Rhetoric as a dévapis, Ib. p. 14 seq. 

Umoxeipevov] ON I I, 12 p. 24 supra. 
vytewov] Three different senses of this word are distinguished, Top. A 

15, 106 b 35, rd vyervov mAEOvaxas, TO pev Vytelas TomntiKdy, TO Se udakti- 

kév, TO dé onpavriKor. 
Ta oupBeBnkdra abn tots peyébeot] These are usually called ovpe- 

Byxora xa@’ avra in Aristotle’s terminology, i.e. absolute, necessary conse- 
quences (rather than accidents) of the essence or definition of a thing. 
The ordinary ovpBeBynxdra are separable accidents, qualities or properties, 

which do zo¢ form part of this essence of the subject, or consequently 
of its definition; with or without which the essence of the subject, (that 
which constitutes its being, or makes it to be what it is,) remains the 
same. The cvpSeBnxdra xa’ aird are distinguished from the ordinary 

ovpBeByxdra in this; that although they are not of the essence, and 
therefore do not enter into the definition, still they are immediately de- 

ducible from it, and zxseparable from the subject, and are therefore the 
proper objects of study. They are in fact identifiable with the idca or 
propria of the five predicables. The cvupBeBnxora maby rots peyéOeor in 
the text are accordingly ‘the inseparable properties of magnitudes’; as 
‘the equality of the interior angles of a triangle to two right angles’ is a 
necessary property of the triangle, though not included in the definition, 
which is ‘a plane figure bounded by three straight lines’: still the pro- 

perty is deducible from the definition, and thus is inseparable from the 
notion of it: the triangle cannot exist without this property, though it is 

not of its essence, and therefore not part of the definition. This example 
is given in de Anima I 1 § 8, 402 419. See the whole section. And again 
de part. Anim. I 3, 10 ovpBeBnkds yap te (xaW ard) ro Tpryov@ Td duc 
épOais toas exe tras ywvias. See further in Trend. ad de Anima I I, I, 
Comm. p. 188 seq. Bonitz ad Metaph. A 30, 1085 a 30. Anal. Post, 
I 77 5 @ 42, év rais drodeiEeow.. Tpirov TO ‘yévos TO Drrokeipevor, ov ra 7aOn 

kal ta ka@’ avra oupBeBnxsra dndot 7 dwdderkts...00K Erte THY apie 
andderéw epappooa emi ra Trois peyeOeot cvpBeBykdra- 

On ran see Introd. p. 114. 
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Gewpetv TO miBavov. 80 Kat apyev avtyy ov rept 

27 yévos idiov apwpiopévoy Exe TO TEXVIKOV. TOY 

O€ mictewy ai pev atexvol eiow at 8 evTExvol. 
atexva S€ Aéyw doa py Sl juav memopiaTat dAXa 

Tpovmnpyev, oiov mapTtupes Bacavor cvyypapal Kat 

doa TowaiTa, evtexva Sé Goa Sid THs peOddou Kal 

do: juov KatacKkevacOyva SuvaTov, WaTE Ot TOUTWY 

3 Tots mev xpnoacOa Ta O€ evpew. Tav Se Sia TOU 
Aoyou TopiComevwv TicTEwy Tpia Elon éoTiv' at meV 

§ 2. On évrexvor and drexvor riores, see Introd. p. 150 (paraphrase), 
and on the general subject, analysis of I c. 15, pp. 193—207. 

Tois pev xpnoacba ra dé evpeiv] The former lie ready at hand, and 
require only to be employed; the latter, proofs of all kinds, direct and 

indirect, rioters, 700s, mafos, must be ‘discovered’ or ‘invented’ for this 

occasion by the speaker himself. Hence the distinction of zzventio from 

the other parts of Rhetoric by the Latin Rhetoricians. So Cicero, de In- 
ventione (this title is adopted to represent the whole domain of Rhetoric, 

because ‘invention’ or proof of one kind or another is the odpa rijs micrews, 
1 1 $3, by far the most prominent and important part of the entire art) 

VII 9, guare materia quidem nobis rhetoricae videtur ea, quam Aristoteli 
visam esse diximus, partes autem hae quas pleriqgue dixerunt, inventio, 
dispositio, elocutio, memoria, Pronunciatio (invention, order and arrange- 

ment of parts, style, memory, and delivery including action). Jazventio est 

excogitatio rerum verarum. aut veri similium quae causam probabilem 

reddant &c. Similarly Quintilian, Inst. Or. I 12, 4, Quid? nos agendi 
subita necessitate deprehenst nonne alia dicimus alia providemus, quum 

pariter inventio rerum, el/ectio verborum (style in single words), comfo- 
sitio (combination of words in sentences), gestus, pronunciatio, vultus, 

motusgue desiderentur? X11 1, 30, bonos nunguam honestus sermo 
(style) deficiet, nunguam rerum optimarum inventio. 

§ 3. mlorewy rpia «idn] Compare Rhet. 11 1, 1. This threefold 
division of rhetorical proofs, due to Aristotle, is recognized by Dionysius, 

de Lys. jud. c. 19, apgopar 5€ dad tav Kadovpevav evtéxvav Tictewv, Kal 
xwpls vmép éxdorou pépous SiadeEopa. rpixn S€ veveunpevwy rovrwy, els TE 

TO mpaypa Kal TO maOos Kal To Oos x.7..: and by Charmadas, in Cic. de 
Orat. I 19, 87, where only the 740s and maos are directly mentioned, but 

the other, which is absolutely indispensable, must of course be assumed 
as a third Givision: by Cicero himself, de Orat. IL 27, 115, z/a omnis 

valio dicendi tribus ad persuadendum rebus est nixa,; ut probemus vera 
esse quae defendimus, ut conciliemus nobis eos qui audiunt, ut animos 

corum ad quemcungue causa postulabit motum vocemus. This is 

repeated in §§ 121 and 128 and the 760s and aos described at length in 
c. 43 and the following. These two latter are again referred to Orat. 
XXXVII 128; and again in Partitiones Oratoriae x11I 46 the three wiorets are 

thus ingeniously distinguished in a twofold division. Argumentandi duo 

P. 135¢ 
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sunt genera, quorum alterum ad fidem directe spectat, alterum se inflectit 

ad motum. (These are the ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ proofs and arguments.) 
Dirigitur cum proposuit aliguid quod probaret, sumpsitque ea guibus 
niteretur; atgue his confirmatis ad propositum se retulit atgue conclustt. 

Tila autem altera argumentatio, quasi retro et contra, prius sumit quae 

vult eague confirmat, deinde id quod proponendum fuit permotis animis 
tacit ad extremum. 

Quintilian touches on this subject in many places of his work; the 

most detailed account of 740s and maéos is given in the second chapter 
of his sixth book: the description and distinction of them occur in 
§§ 18, 19. They are both referred, as subordinate species, to the 
general head of ‘ affectus’, § 8, comp. § 12; and these are again distin- 
guished from the direct and logical arguments, § 3. In this and the 

following section he compares these two classes of arguments together in 

respect of their rhetorical value and importance, and comes to a conclu- 

sion precisely opposite to that of Aristotle. For Aristotle holds that 
these indirect proofs, though necessary to the orator by reason of 
the deficiencies and infirmities of his audience, d:a ryv rod dxpoarod pox6n- 

piay, 111 1 §5, and therefore not to be excluded from the theory or practice 

of Rhetoric, yet are to be regarded as merely auxiliary and subordinate, 

standing in the same relation to the direct proofs as dress and personal 
ornaments to the body, serviceable but not essential. Quintilian on the 
contrary pronounces that these in comparison with the overpowering force 
of the appeals to the feelings are only not contemptible in respect of their 

power of persuasion; guos eguidem non contemno, sed hactenus utiles 

credo ne quid per eos iudici sit ignotum, atqgue ut dicam quod sentio, 
dignos a quibus causas diserti docerentur § 3: that those that use them 

therefore are only fit to lay before the judges the facts of the case, not to 
influence their decision, and to instruct the real advocate, who can sway 
their minds and feelings at his will, and force them-to decide in favour of 
his client: “dz vero animis tudicum vis afferenda est, et ab ipsa veri con- 
templatione abducenda mens, tbi proprium oratoris opus est § 5. 

It may be observed in concluding this note, that there is a somewhat 
important difference, which I have already pointed out in the Introduction, 
between Aristotle’s view of the use to be made of 760s in the practice of 
Rhetoric, and that of the Latin Rhetoricians, as well as the author of the 

Rhet. ad Alex.; see c. 39 (38) 2. Quintilian’s auctoritas—and compare 
Cicero in de Oratore, 11 43—expresses the influence of character upon 
opinion, in general: but in Aristotle’s system the 740s means something 
more; the effect must be produced immediately dy the speech Set S€ kai 

Tovro ovpBaivew Sia tov Adyov, dAdAa pH dia Td mpodeddgacOa roidv twa 
eivas rov A€yovra, Rhet. I 2,4; and hence it finds a place in Rhetoric as ix 
Art: whereas in the other view the auctoritas exercised may have been 

previously acquired, and altogether ¢£@ rod mpdyparos, acting independ- 
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ently of any artistic or systematic process, in the way of reasoning or 

proving. 
§ 4. On 40s, as auctoritas, see Introd. p. 151 note. 

Tois émecxeot] ‘worthy and respectable people’. Eth. Nic. v. 14 sub 
init. cal Gre pev TO emuetkes emaivodpev Kal avdpa Tov ToLovTOY, GaTE Kal emt 
Ta Ga érawodvres petahepopev avti tov ayabov, ro émtetkéotepov btu BéA- 

tov Sndovvres. The primary sense of ézvecxns is therefore ‘equitable’, 
one who has a leaning to the merciful side and of an indulgent disposi- 

tion, as opposed to one who takes a strict and rigorous view of an offence, 

puts a harsh construction on men’s motives and actions, is inclined to 
enforce on all occasions the letter of the law. From this, and because 
we think this the de¢ter disposition of the two, émveixns is ‘ transferred’ by 

metaphor (i.e. the petapopa azo rod eidous emi To yévos, the second of the 

four species of metaphors, Poet. XXI 7) to the general (or generic) signi- 
fication of ‘good’. 

amos] has various usages. It may for instance mean (1) ‘simply’, 

opposed to ouvvOécet Or kata cupmdoxyv: and this appears to be the pri- 

mary sense of the word, in accordance with the derivation. Thus as the 

elements of nature are often called ar\@ ooyara in their simple, uncom- 
bined state, so we have amAds, de Anima II 14, 8, to denote ‘ singly, or 

simply, by itself? (xa@ éavrnv Themistius), without the admixture of any 

other element; doxet d€ tiotv 9 Tod mupds Giats amas aitia THs Tpopys Kat 
tis avénoews eivat. Similarly when applied in a moral sense to human 

character, it denotes ‘simplicity’ (of composition), ‘singleness’ of heart 

and purpose, as opposed to ‘duplicity’, (Plat. Rep. 111 397 E, ov dois 
avyp ovdé modAamAods. VIII 55,4 D, Rhet. 1 9, 29, Eur. Rhes. 395 pita 

Aéyew Tadnbés aet Kod Sumrods wépuw’ avyp. Ruhnk. Tim. p. 86). 

The commonest signification however is that of (2) stwmpliciter et sine 
exceptione ‘generally’ or ‘universally’, as opposed to xa’ &xacrov, ‘speci- 

ally’, ‘particuiarly’, ‘individually’, Eth. N.1 1, 1095 @ 1, or to guru os ‘par- 

tially’, or cara pépos, de Anima II 5, 4, viv yap dmAds édéyouev rept avrar, 
in general terms—we must now come to farticulars. Hence it signifies 
‘altogether’, ‘absolutely’, omnzno, as oid€év amas ‘none at all’, de Part. 
An. IV 13, 9, advvarov dds ‘ absolutely impossible’. Plato will supply 
abundance of examples of this usage. See also Waitz, Comm. on Organ. 

Vol. 1 p. 354, who exemplifies it from Aristotle. 

From this again may be distinguished a third sense (3), in which it 
is equivalent to xa@ avrov, and opposed to mpos mt, ‘the relative’. In 
this sense it is defined, Top. B 11, 115 4 33, 0 av pndevds mpooribepevov 
8oxn eva Kadov 4} aloypov 7) GAO Te TaY ToLOVT@Y, dmrds pnOnoeTa. de 
Soph. El. c. 5, 166 6 22 and 437, where ro amAds and py adds are op- 

posed as the absolute and relative in a paralogism of the substitution of 
the one for the other. Anal. Post. I 4,83 @ 15, xarnyopeiy pev py amdas 

kata oupBeBnkos S€ Katnyopeiv. Eth. N. 1 3, 1095 6 3, Polit. Iv (vil) 1, 
1323 5 17, cai dzAas (absolutely, in itself) cat jyiv (relatively to us). 

, a ee ae 
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From these three may perhaps be distinguished a fourth sense (4) in 

which it occurs; for instance, in Met. A 6,987 @21, of IvOaydpetor... 

Aiay amas émpayparevOnoav “treated the subject too simply”, i.e. too 
carelessly, without taking sufficient pains with it, with insufficient e/adora- 
tion; ‘negligenter’, Bonitz ad loc. q.v. On the various modes in which 

am\ds is opposed to the relative and particular see Schrader on I 9, 17. 

Kuptorarny exer miatw To 740s] ‘is the most authoritative, effective, 
instrument of persuasion’, On the influence of character on the judg- 

ment add to the passages already quoted, Rhet. ad Alex. c. 38 (39), 2, 
and Isocr. dvridoais §$ 276—280. 

The oratorical artifice here described is well illustrated by Marc An- 
tony’s speech in Fudius Caesar, Act 111 Sc. 2, “I come not, friends, to steal 
away your hearts,” &c. 

kuptos in this and similar cases seems to derive its meaning from 
the ‘authority’ or ‘influence’ exercised by any one or any thing that 
has the power of doing so, of which general notion it is a special ap- 

plication. It corresponds to our ‘sovereign’, as when we speak of a 

sovereign remedy. Trendelenburg, on de Anima II 5, 7, Comm. p. 368, 
would connect’ this signification with the xvpuos vdyos, ‘ratio e iudiciis 

et foro tracta videtur. xvpios vopos, qui dx’ip@ oppositus est, lex est quae 

rata viget &c.—ita hic xvpia dvopara, quatenus eorum auctoritas valet, 
This is perhaps unnecessarily narrowing the signification. Other per- 
sons and things, besides laws, exercise authority. A good instance of 
kUpwos in this general sense, implying superiority, authority, mastery, 
occurs in de Anima II 8, 3, 419 4 19, ovdx ears Sé Wodou Kipios 6 anp ovde 
To vdwp, where xvpios may be interpreted ‘absolute master’, the air and 
water are not absolute masters of sound: some other conditions are 

required to produce it. Ib. 419 4 33, ro dé xevdv opOds déyerae Kvpiov Tod 
dxovew. 

§ 5. ov yap opoiws dodidoper «.7.A.] Comp. IT I, 4. 

p. 6. 
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§ 6. 81a d€ rdv Adywv] In § 3 we are told that there are three kinds of 
miorers or rhetorical proofs, which are conveyed through the channel or 
medium (Sa with the genitive) of the speech. These three are then 
described sertatim. The first, §4, is dua rod Oous; the second (§ 5), da 

ray axpoaray, trav els wabos Urd Tov ACyou mpoaxddow ; and the third, § 6, 

dia trav Adywv, plainly in the sense of the direct miores or arguments 
proper, drav adnbes  paivdpevov Sei~wpev ex Tav mept Exacta mibavav. dia 

Tov Aoyev is the reading of all the MSs except A’, which has roy Aoyor: 
but this, as an unnecessary and unaccountable departure from the con- 

struction of the parallel expressions, d:a rod Aoyou, Tov #Oous, Tav dxpoaTar, 

and afterwards 8a rovrwy, seems to be self-condemned. 

By these Aoyot we may understand either the actual words which are 
the instruments or medium of the reasonings, or better the reasonings or 
arguments themselves which the words convey. This explanation appears 

to be sufficiently rational and consistent, and in accordance with the 

ordinary usages of the language. Spengel, however, in his paper #der 
die Rhet. des Arist. (Trans. Bav. Acad. 1851) p. 26, and again in his 

edition of the Rhetoric, Vol. 11 p. 46, thinks that the text requires altera- 

tion, and would read 8? avroé d€ rod Aoyou, or dia & avtod rod Rédyou, 
which seems to be totally unnecessary. The explanation above given 
is confirmed by the rendering of the Vetus Translatio ‘per orationes 
autem credimus’, where ‘ orationes’ plainly stands for the ‘words of the 
speeches in which these arguments are expressed’. 

adnbes i pawopevov] The second of these terms denotes the fal- 

lacious branch of Rhetoric, ‘the apparent, unreal, sham’ arguments, 
exemplified in 11 24, and corresponding to the spurious branch of Dia- 
lectics treated in the Soguorixot €Aeyyot, and appended to the Topics. 

The illustration of these is allowed to enter into a scientific treatise only 
for the purpose of detecting and exposing these fallacies, and enabling 
the pleader or dialectician to confute them when employed by an 

adversary. éot« yap } coduatixy pawopévn copia ovca 8 ov, de Soph. El. 
I, 165 @ 21. 

§ 7. émei 8€ ai mioreis—xai mos] ‘seeing then that these are the 
channels, or modes of communication of rhetorical proofs, it is plain that 
to grasp, or get possession, or make himself master of them (Aafeiv) 
is a task for one who has a capacity for logical reasoning, and for the con- 
templation or study of characters, and thirdly [for the discernment] of the 

emotions ;—and of the latter, what each is in itself, and what are its 
qualities and properties G@rotey 7), and from what sources (what motives 
and impulses, é« rivwy,) it may be excited, and in what modes (és).”— 

TavTa...€aTi AaBeiv Tov cvdAdoyicacba Svvapévor, lit. ‘zt belongs to the student 
of logic 40 get hold of them’. 

Of these the logical branch belongs to Dialectics, which teaches the 

habit of reasoning and discussion, the other two to the study of Ethics, 
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which deals with human beings as individuals, and investigates the fixed 

habits, virtuous or vicious (ers), which constitute their characters (#6n), 
and the moral wa@y or ‘emotions’, which when developed by exercise, 
according to the direction which they take, become virtues and vices. 

The consequence is, dare ovpPaiver, that Rhetoric may be considered a 

scion or offshoot of the study of Dialectics and Ethics, the latter ‘ which 
may fairly be called Politics’ (because it treats of men in society and 
therefore includes the science of the individual, 7 pév ody yéOodos (Ethics) 
Tovtay edierat, modutiKy Tis ovca. Eth. Nic. I 1, 1074 4 11), standing to 

them in the relation of the offshoot to the parent plant. Sed zdem (Aristo- 
teles) e¢ de arte rhetorica tres libros scripsit, et in corum primo non artem 
solum eam fatetur, sed et particulam civilitatis sicut dialectices assignat. 
Quint. Inst. Orat. II 17, 4. 

ovddoyicacGa|improperly applied here, as dwoderEcs above, I §11 p. 19, to 

rhetorical reasoning. But as there the rhetorical wiorets are called a kind 
of demonstration, ‘a sort of’, or subordinate variety of, demonstration in a 

general sense, so here the syllogistic process is allowed to stand for rea- 
soning in general, to which even rhetorical reasoning, though not syllo- 

gistic in the strict sense, but enthymematic, of course belongs. 

mapadves| which usually appears under the form wapa¢vds in Aristotle 
and Theophrastus, properly denotes either a branch or a separate plant 

‘growing alongside’ of the parent plant, and proceeding either from the 

stem or the root, as a scion or offshoot. In the latter of these two senses 

it certainly occurs in Theophr. Hist. Plant. 11 2, 4, eay awd pitns 4 mapa- 

duas 7, though here also the hypothetical éay admits the other possibility. 
Also mapagieo@a, Hist. Plant. 11 17, 3, dmoxomev dé kal émixavéev rapa- 
gbvera: (grows from the root) kcal dva8dacrdvet. This word and its cog- 

nates, rapapverOa, mapdpvors, dropuds (Hist. An. II 1, 53, de part. An. 
15 § 1, 10§ 5, 14§ 14, Theophr. Hist. Plant. 1 6,6, vil 2, 5 and 8, 
&c.), mapaBdaoravev, -BXaorn, -BAdornpa, are applied by Aristotle and 

his pupil Theophrastus primarily to plants, and by analogy to the 
corresponding parts of animals. 

It occurs again as a metaphor in Eth. Nic. I 4, 1096 @ 21, mapaduddy 

yap Tour eorke Kat oupBeByxdre Tod Svros ; that is, ro KaP adro and 7 ovcia 
stand to ‘the relative’, rd mpds rt, in the same relation as parent plant to 

offshoot. ‘Similitudo, explicante Giphanio, a pullis arborum desumta, 
qui Graecis dicuntur mapapuddes’. Zell, ad loc. So that Rhetoric is 

|. represented by this metaphor as a scion derived from two stocks or 
plants, Dialectics and Ethics, not identical with either, but with a general 
_ or inherited family resemblance to both. (The analogy will not bear 

AR. I. 3 
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TIKHS 1) PNTOPLKH Kal OL AVTITOLOUMEVOL TaUTNS TA MEV 
> > > / \ \ \ 

d’ dmaidevoiay ta 5é 80 ddNaCoveiay Ta Oe Kat Ov 
sf Ane 2 >’ is / \ / , rc } 

adAas aitias dvOpwrikas’ ExTi yap popioyv TL THS OLa- 

pressing: one does not see, for example, how a young plant can be the 
scion or offspring of ¢wo others, but this general meaning is clear, that it 
bears a likeness to both, though differing from each of them.) 

vrodverat ro TO oxjpa] ‘creeps under, insinuates itself into, the form 
or figure’; ‘assumes the mask or disguise of (for the purpose of acting a 

part)’, ‘personates’, Plat. Gorg. 464 C, 7 KoAaxeutiky...vmodvea Ud exaoToy 

TOV popiwy mpoarrotetrat eivat ToUTO Srep Urebv...UTd péev Odv THY iaTpLKHY 
OWorrouK?) vrodeduce... Sopater, ap. Stallb. not. ad loc. dwodve rat, toir 
€oTw vmrevoépxerat, Vmokpivetat, ws exeivn TavTov Soxeiv etva. Metaph. A 2, 

1004 4.17, of yap Stadextikol Kai codiotat tavrov pev vrodvovrat oxhpa TO 

procdda. 
addagoveta implies both presumption and imposture ; either a cha- 

racter between both and a mixture of 0/2 (as Theophrastus’ ddafor, ‘the 
braggart’, of which Pyrgopolinices in the A/zles Gloriosus, Thraso in 

the Eunuchus, and Captain Bobadil in Every Man in his Humour, are 
the three types, ancient and modern; and probably also the Sophisti- 

cal Rhetoricians here referred to): or again a character in which ezther 
presumption ov imposture is characteristic and predominant. For ex- 
ample, the insolent assumption, arrogance, and swagger appear more 
prominently in this picture of the a\a¢ey drawn by Xenophon, Cyrop. I 

2,12, 6 pev yap adalav euorye Soxei dvopa KeioOar e7i Tots mpoomotovpevors 
kal mAovoLwTepas Elva 7 elot, Kal avdpetorépots, Kal Tomoe a pt) ixavoi 
elow vmirxvoupévots’ kai Tadta cavepois yryvopévors Ste TOU AaBeiv Te evexa 
kat xepdavas mrovovo.wv. This last mercenary element is not found else- 
where in the character of the ddafwv. In Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 11 7, IV 13, 

empty pretension, ostentation and swagger are the leading characteristics 
of the ddafwv. The vice is one of the extremes of which ddAnéea, the 
social virtue of frankness, sincerity, and plain dealing is the mean, 
the opposite extreme being eipwyeia, ‘mock’ in conversation, Socrates’ 
habit. It is the extreme in zpoozoinots, ‘pretension’, of which dAndea 

is the mean state. Whereas in Aristophanes it usually represents rather 

the other side of the character, its quackery and imposture ; and aAaf{wv 
is ‘a quack or ahumbug’. Of course Socrates and his brother Sophists 
are the great representatives of the class. Nudes 102, 1494, ef passim. 

And this is also the side of the character which is generally uppermost in 
Plato’s view of it. See Rep. v1 486 B, 490 A, VIII'560 C, Phaedo g2 D, 7- 
80r7)...dmavrwy adafovéorarov, Phil. 65 c. The definition of it given in the 
Platonic dépo, p. 416, is that of undue pretension, assumption, imposture. 

€£is mpoorotntixy ayabod i) dyabav rav pi vrapxovrwv. Quackery and 
imposture are also predominant in the application of it, Rhet. 11 6, 11. 

8’ GddXas airias avOpwmixas] ‘incident to humanity’, implying the 

infirmities, imperfections, frailties, miseries, and especially errors to which 
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AeKTiKis Kal Ouolwua, KaOaTrEp Kal dpYomeEVoL Ei7ropEV* 
\ \ \ / , con 

Tept ovoevos yap wpiopuevov ovdeTEepa avTwVv éoTiv 
, es oh , \ o / 

émioTnun, Tas Exel, d\Aa OuvapeEls TES TOU Tropioat 
/ 

Aoyous. 
\ > ~~ , qn A rod » 

Tepi MEV Ov THS SuVAMEWS AUTWY, Kal TwS EXOVEL 
Mh es ee of \ ~ ~ \ ‘ 8 mpos aAAnAas, elpntar oyedov ikavws. Tav Se dia 

~ 7 a\ V3 / , S* 8 Tov SeKvvar 7 paiverOa Sexvivar, Kabarrep Kat év 
~ ~ 4 \ > | ae \ \ Tots SiaNeKTiKOls TO MeV Erraywyn éoTt TO bE TUAAO- 

the human condition is exposed, and from which the divine nature, 
which is tactily opposed to it in this conception, is exempt. ‘The other 

human causes’ here referred to are any other defects or imperfections 
to which the human nature is liable. Thuc. 111 40 dv6pe7ives ayapravew, 
compared with II 45, we@ixaci re dmavres idia kai Snuooia duapravew : 
‘humanum est errare’, Plato, Soph. 229 A xara thv avOparivny dd€ar, 
‘ex humana opinione, quae obnoxia est erroribus, Uti apud Latinos 
homo fuit frequens erroris vel imbecillitatis humanae excusatio’ (Heindorf 
ad loc. Polit. 279 C, ddefupappaxa kai Ocia Kai dvOpdmwa et cet.). Demosth. 

de Cor. p. 328, § 308, # mapa tis riyns te oupBéBnKey evavTiwpa, 7 
Gro tt SvoKoAov yéyove—modda Sé ravOpomwa.—ld. c. Lept. p. 506, 15, 
mavta © dvOponrwa yycicba. Boeot. de Nomine p. 998, wodAa ydp éore 
tavOpomva. Ar. Rhet. I 13, 17, cat ro Trois avOperivas ovyyweoke 
emuecxés. Eth. Nic. IV 11, 1126 @ 31, dvOpwmxérepov (more humane) yap 
TO TinwpeicOa. VIII 16, sub. fin. yapis yap tis puotcijs hidias thy émexovpiav 

avOpenikov py diwb<ioba. 
In Rhet. I 5, 10, dua rd wavrav anéyerba tay avOperivey, it has this 

more general sense of ‘all human affairs, business and enjoyments’: with 
which comp. Plat. Theaet. 170 B xal mavra mov peota tavOpemwwa (all 

human society or affairs in general) ¢yrovvrav didacxadouvs x.7r.A. So 
Virgil, AEn. I 462, sunt lacrimae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt: and 
in the second sense, Ecl. VIIl 35, ec curare deum credis mortalia 

guemquan. 
§ 8. The eighth and ninth and part of the tenth sections of this 

chapter are quoted by Dionysius, Ep. ad Amm. 1 c. 7, from rév d¢ dia to 

év TovTots duoiws €xet. The variations are, deixvva@ae (b75) for Secxviva, 
év Tots dvadurixois for év rots Siadextixois, the omission of 7 ovrwodv, and 
of avrav éxarépm; for érepov te dia raira cupBaivey mapa tadtTa TO TadTa 
elvat, we have érepdv re dia 7. 0. mapa Td Tair’ eivar, also havepov b€ Kal 
ért for Gre kat, further 7d omitted before «idos, and yap after xadarep, 

and lastly pyropeias for pyropexijs. 
tav 8¢| ricrewv. 
év tois SvaXexrixois] Dionysius has dvadurixois, which Spengel has 

introduced into the text, with the remark, certe Aristoteles rij Suadexrexh 
scripsisset (Rhetores Graeci p. 5, Praef. p. 5) ; and again, aber die Rhet. des 
Arist. Trans. Bav. Acad. 1851, p. 44, Aristoteles sagt nur év rh diadextixi,, 
‘nicht év rois Siadexrixois ; in reply to which I will merely quote Rhet. II 
22, 14, where év rois dcaXextixois again occurs. Even without this evidence 

3—2 

P. 1356 4. 
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yiopos TO S€ Pawvouevos avAAOYyioMes, Kal évTavOa 
\ 

Gpolws' Eat yap TO pev wapaderypa eraywyn, TOO 

évOupnua oudAdoyiocHos, TO Sé awvopevoy évOvpnua 
, , - > > ld \ pawvopevos ovANoyiopos. Kaw 6 evOvynua peEV 

e ‘ 

pnTopikovy ovANoYIT HOP, mapacerypa oe émaywynv 

pnTopiKny. qavTes O€ Tas TiTTELS TrOLOUYTAL ova TOU 

Sekiya 7] Tapadelypata NéyovTes 7) EVOUUNMaTA, Kal 
\ “~ cane | J 9°) 29, A, 7 (We 2 ’\ 

Tapa TavTa QUOEV'* WOT ei7Tep Kat OAWS avayKH (n) 

1 ovdév trws, 

I can see no reason why an author who speaks habitually of others of his 
works in the plural, as ra avadurixa, nOcka, modurixd, peOodixa, should be 
denied that privilege in the special case of the Topics. Nor do I see 
why the single testimony of Dionysius should override the authority of 
all the Aristotelian Mss. I have therefore retained the old reading. 

mavres b€ Tas miaTets ToLotyrar—kal mapa Tadta ovdey mas] Anal. Pr. II 
23, 68 4 9, dre & ov povoy of Stadextixot Kal drodeiktixol cvdAdoyiopor b1a 
TOY Mpoetpnpevay yivovrat oxnpaT@y, adda kal of pyToptKol Kai dos HTiTodY 
miotts Kai kal’ ororavovy pebodor, viv av ein NexTéov. dmavta yap moTevoper 
7 Ova cvANoyopod 7 €E éemaywys. Anal. Post. 1 18, 81 @ 40, elwep pav- 
Oavopev i) eraywyn 7) amodeife. Eth. Nic. VI 1139 4 27, é€k mpoywo- 

oxopevav S€ maca diSacxadia, womep Kat €v Tois dvadvuTixois A€youev” 7 
pev yap &’ éraywyhs, 7 S€ ovdAdoyopo@. The reference here is most 
unmistakeably to the opening words of the Anal. Post., an additional 

evidence, against Brandis (see the succeeding note), that the reference 

in éx toy avadutixoyv is either directly and exclusively to this passage 
of the Analytics or at any rate includes it with the others. 

9) évtwodv] is rejected by Spengel on the authority of Dionysius, who 

omits it, and against that of the Aristotelian MSs, which, as appears 
from Bekker’s revision, all agree in retaining it. It is not merely perfectly 
intelligible, and absolutely unexceptionable on all critical grounds, but 
when compared with the commencement of the Anal. Post., to which 

reference is immediately after made, it seems to tally so precisely with 
what is there stated, that it might almost be regarded as a necessary 
addition. In the passage of the Analytics we are told that every kind 

of instruction and learning, proof scientific and popular, mathematical 
or dialectical knowledge, is conveyed by way of syllogism or induction; 
and it is then added, ws & atrws Kat of pyropixol ovpmreiOovow' 4} yap 
dia mapaderyparev, 6 €or eraywyy, } Ov évOvpnparar, dmep eoti cvAdoyiopOs, 

a statement with which the 4 dvrivodv of the Rhetoric seems to correspond 
to anicety. And for the same reason I hold that this passage is referred 
to in é« tay dvadvutixoy, as well as Anal. Pr. I1 23, 68 6 9, (quoted in the 

preceding note,) and the continuation of the subject there suggested in 
chapters 24 and 27, (which contain the logical description of induction 
and example, and the enthymeme), though Brandis, in his tract on the 

Rhetoric in Schneidewin’s Philologus IV 1, p. 24, would confine the 
reference to the latter passage, 

P: 7 

a 

—_ 6 owt ye een 
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, \ , , “ ~ ovdAOytCouevov H erayovTa Sekvuvat OTLobY’ (SfAov & 

e ~ ~ ~ .J ~ ~ 

nuiv TOUTO éx TwY avaduTiK@V), dvayKaiov ExaTEpoV 
> A e , , \ \ te \ QaUTWY EKATEMDW TOUTWY TO AUTO Eval. Tis 0 éoTI 

\ , i 2 , \ Siapopa mapadeiyuatos Kal évOuprpatos, pavepov éx 
~~ a an A \ “ TWY TOTLKWY. €KEL yap TEpL GVANOYIOMOU Kal é7ra- 

a“ of ; 7 4 \ \ ae Co 
yYoyns elpnTat MeOTEPOY, OTL TO MEV ETL TOAAWY Kat 
e / / / / 5) - \ Omoiwy deixvvcbar STi ovTws Exer éxed ev éemaywyn 
> ~ \ 7 a ’ 

éoTw évtav0a O€ mapaderyya, TO Oé TMV ovTwY 
/ r \ ra A es 

ETEpOV TL Oia TavTa oupPBaivew Tapa TavTa Tw 
- 7 \ / x e a 5 \ , > ad ‘ 

TavTa élvat, 4 KaOoAov 4 Ws él TO TONU, EKEl bev 
\ - Vee. , ~ \ 

10 TVAANoyiopos evravOa Sé évOvpnua KadeiTa. avepov 
eo ah \ , af \ \ > ° 

0 Tt Kal éxatepov Exec dyaboy TO cidos Tijs pnTo= 
~ - ‘ \ ~ ~ oS 

pixiss ka@arep yap Kat év Tots peOodixots elpnrat, 

1 6riody 7 évTwoir. 

§9. €x raév romuxdy] On this reference to the Topics see note in Introd. 
p- 154, and note on II 25, 3,in this Commentary. The reference to the 
Topics there made is precisely similar to this : that is, it is made to the 

work in general and its contents, and not to any particular passage ; 
what is stated here may be gathered or inferred from the Topics. 

§ 10. gavepov & Gre Exarepov exer ayabdy ro eidos Tis pytopikis] § It 

is plain that either kind of Rhetoric (the mapadevyparddes or the évOvun- 
parckov) has good in it’, that each of them has its own particular virtue 

and excellence, or advantage, Buhle construes the words ré eidos rijs 
pynropikiis yew éxarepov ayabov, ‘ Rhetoricen utrogue bono frui, et enthy- 
memate et exemplo’. (He takes ro eidos rijs p. for a mere periphrasis. 
So in fact it does occur in Pol. I 4, 1253 4 28, é&v dpyavov cide: “in the 

shape of an instrument”, de gen. et corr. I 3, 10, év dAns €tdec—but eidos 
in this usage does not seem to admit the definite article.) We have a 
similar use of dyaOdv ¢yew in Rhet. I1 20, 7, eiot 8’-of Adyou Snunyoprxoi, 

kal €xovow dyabdv roto, ott K.T.X. 
év trois peOodixois] ‘ Scheint eine mittelstellung zwischen analytik und 

dialektik eingenommen zu haben’, Brandis, u.s. p. 13. The work is 
mentioned twice by Dionysius, Ep. ad Amm. 1 cc. 6 and 8, each time 
in company with Analytics and Topics. From this circumstance and 
from the reference here, it is natural to conclude that its subject was 
connected in some way with Logic. Diogenes Laert. v 1, 23, includes 
in his list of Aristotle’s writings pe@od«d in eight books, and § 25, 
peOodixoy in one: the former comes amongst the logical, the latter amongst 
the rhetorical works. It appears also in the list of the ‘Anonymous’ 
author of the life of Aristotle (in Buhle, Vol. I p. 62), again in near 
connexion with works on Logic, ’Avadurixdy, LUpoSAnparov, MeOodtxa. 
Hesychius Milesius in his life of Aristotle (Buhle, Vol. I p. 72), describes 
it thus; mpos pév odv tiv edpeow, ta Te Toma Kal peOodixd, wapedoxe 
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kal €v TOUTOLS Omolws Exe Elol yap at ev Tapa- 

SerywaTwoes pntopeia at oé évOvpnpatixal, Kal pn- 

Topes Omolws ot pev TrapaderypaTwoes ot de évOupn- 

matikol. mOavol wey ovv ovx iTTOV ot NOvyot ot 

mpordcewy mAG0s, €& Gv mpos Ta mpoBAnpara Tiavay emtxetpnudtav olovTe 
evropety : Classing it, like Dionysius and Diogenes, with the Topics and 
Analytics, the latter of which is mentioned immediately after. Simplicius 
ad Categ. fol. 7 a@ (quoted by Buhle) speaks of it as one of Aristotle’s 

UTopynpata, Commentarii,; év Tots vropynpaoty, Kal yap év Tots peOodsKois, 
kat €v Trois vmopuvypact, Kat ev rais Siaipécect, Kal ev GdA@ Vropyppate. 

Brandis, u.s., adds a reference to the Schol. in Arist. p. 47 b 40. 

pyropeiat| ‘rhetorical exhibitions or displays’ Probl. xvi1I 3. The word 
is a rare one, and as distinguished from fnrtopixn denotes rather the 

practice and results of Rhetoric, speaking and speeches, than the system 
and theory of it as embodied in the ‘art’, It is found in Plato, Polit. 

304 A, where Stallbaum notes, ‘vox pyropeia a Platone ficta videtur ut ars 

oratoria nobilior et generosior distingueretur a varia illa pyropexy, cuius 
nomen profanaverant qui ad explendas suas cupiditates abusi erant.’ 
The fact, that the word was a Platonic invention, and the ground assigned 

for the distinction, seem equally unauthenticated. It occurs also in Iso- 

crates, kata trav Sodiotay § 21, for ‘the practice of rhetoric’ in general, 

also Panath. § 2, Phil. § 26; and amongst the later writers, in Plutarch 

and Lucian : pynropeve, in Plato, Isocrates, and Rhet. ad Alex. 36 (37), 35. 
mBavot pev otv—oi éevOvpnparixot] Anal. Pr. 11 23, ult. ducer pev ody 

mporepos kul yywpiue@repos 6 dia TOU pécov GuAdoyiopos, npiv & evapycorepos 
o dia ths émaywyjs. The objects of sense and observation from which we 
derive our inductions and examples are ‘nearer to us’, more readily 
apprehensible by us, than the universals of the syllogism: and therefore, 

Top. A 12, 105 a 16, €ore 8 9 pev eraywy? mOaverepov Kai capéarepoy Kat 
Kata Hv aloOnow yvwpiporepov kal Tvis ToXo%s Kowor, 6 dé gvANOYyLOpOs BLa- 

OTLK@TEpOY Kal mpds TOUS avTioyLKo’s evepyéaTepor, ‘induction is a mode of 
reasoning which is clearer (to us) and more persuasive, because its materials 

are better known to us’, the example must be familiar and well known or it 
will not produce its effect in the way of proof; also some kind of induc- 

tion is constantly used by every one,. rois modXois xowdv; the syllogism 

and enthymeme are more ‘cogent’ and ‘effective’ against an adversary 

in a debate, and are therefore ‘more applauded’, OvpuvBodvrar S€ paddov 
of evOvpnpatixoi. 

There is no real contradiction between what is here said and in 
Probl. XvilI 3. In the Problem the question is why people in general 
are better pleased with examples than with enthymemes, the fact being 

assumed. The answer is, that they learn more from them, and are 
therefore more amused, and the facts which ane adduced by way of ex- 
amples are more familiar and interesting; the enthymeme (as the 
syllogism in the Topics) proceeds from universals, which we are less 
acquainted with than with particulars, Consequently, examples are 

more pleasing and therefore plausible (m@ava), whilst the conclusive 
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dia Tav mapaderyuaTwv, OopyBotvrar Sé uadXov ot 
2 / \ ’ ee > ond \ “ € / 

11 €vOvpnpatiKol, THv 0 aitiav avTwY, Kal Tes ExaTépw 

it | 

xXpnoréov, Epovpev VoTtepov? viv Sé TEpt avTwY Tov- 
Twy padov Siopicwyev Kabapos. 

> \ \ \ be \ / 3 ‘ \ \ 
mel yap TO miOavoy Tit wiWavoy €or, Kal TO meV 

2794 € , . > e \ \ \ A \ \ lo 
evfus Urapyxet Or avto miBavov Kal murTov TO SE TH 

, ~ \ , > 7 A / 

Seixvuc bat Soxeiv dia ToLovTwY, ovdEeuia Sé TEXYN TKO- 

mel TO KAO’ ExacTov, oiov 1 iaTpiKy Ti LwKpaTer TO 

vytevov é€otw 4 KadXla, dda Ti TH ToLwdE 4 ToIS 

Towiade (TOUTO meV yap EvTExvoV, TO O€ Ka ExacToV 
aTELpOV Kal OUK ETLaTHTOV), OVE 1 pNTOpLKH TO Ka? 
y 4 ’ ‘2 U Noe ‘ 
€KAOTOV Evo€ov Pewpnoet, OLOV LwWKPATEL 7] Inrmia, 

adddNa TO Towicde, Kabarep Kal y SiadXeKTiKH. Kal 

yap éxelvn oudAoyiCeTat ovK EE wy Etvyxev (paiverat 
argument, the enthymeme which leaves the adversary without reply, is 

more striking, and therefore more applauded. 

OopuBeicba, ‘to be applauded’, is a regular formation of the passive. 

For although the usual construction of OopuBeiv is with emi and the 
dative, many examples of the transitive use of it are found. See the 
examples of both, and of the passive, in Ast’s Lex. Plat. Isocr. Panath. 

§ 233, (6 Adyos) exnvjpevos Hv kat reOopvBnpevos: and Rhet. II 23, 30, 

TOV ovdAoyiopav OopuBeira: patiora Tovadra doa x7.A. Cf. Rhet. I 9, 40, 
quoted in Introd. p. 155. 

§ Il. épodpev vorepor] II chapters 20—24. 

mbavéy] ‘plausible’, that which readily persuades; muoréy, ‘credible’, 
that which is to be relied on; the latter represents the higher degree of 
trustworthiness. 61d rovodtrwv, miOavay kal mioTav. 

The connexion of the argument of this section is given in the para- 

phrase, Introduction p. 155. 
Art and science deal with universals, art prescribes rules for classes, 

not individuals ; practice, éume:pia, follows the opposite method. Rhet. 
II 19, 27, rd d€ mapa radra te (nretv rept peyéOovs amdGs Kal vrepoxijs Kevo- 
Royeiv éoriv’ Kupidtepa yap éore mpods thy xpetay (for use or practice) ra xaf 
éxaota tay mpaypatov. Eth. Nic. VI 12, 1143 @ 32, €ore dé trav Kal” Exacta 
kal tov éoydtov mavra Ta mpakta K.t.A. Met. A 1, 981 a@ 12, mpods pev ovv 
TO mparrew éuretpia Téxvns ovdev Soxet Staéperv, GAA kai pGdAov émirvyxa- 
vovras épapev Tods éumeipous Tav dvev Tis €umeipias Noyo éxovr@v. airvov & 

_@7 c - - , a , c ‘ 

Ort 7 ev eurrerpia Tov Ka’ Cxaorov €att yraots, 7 Sé Téxvn TG KaBOXov, ai dé 
mpagets kai ai yevécets macat mept Td Ka’ Exacrov eiow. 

kal yap éxeivn avddoyiterar ove €& dy Ervyev x.t.A.] Compare Top. A Io, 
104 @ 4, i 105 a 3—9; ov Sei 8¢ av mpoBAnpa ovdé wacay Oéow émicKo- 

meiv, GAN’ 7 ” dropricetev ay tis TOY Aeyou Seopévar, kal pi) KoAdoews 7) b, alobjcews" 

oi pev yap dmopotvres mérepov Bei rods Oeovs TYLGv Kal Tods yoveis dyaTaGy, 7 ov, 
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yap aTTa Kal Tots TapaAnpovow), aNN éxelvn pev €K P.t 

TwV NOyou SEeopevwy, 1 SE pnTopiky €K TMV yon Bovu- 

Neverbat clwOdtwv. oT Sé TO Epyov avTHs TEpl TE 
, Nios: , \ tf Ni ol 

TowovTwyv TEpt wy Bovrevopefa Kal TEXVAS [My EXOHEV, 
~ ral ec / % . 

kal év Tois TOLOVTOLS dKpoaTats ot OU SvVaVTaL Oia TOA- p. 8 
~~ cd / A 

hav cuvopar' ovse NoyiCer Oat roppwhev. PBovrevoueba 

1 guvopgv infra. 

coddcews Sovrat, of d€ morepov 1H) xLav AevKy aicOjoews, k.7-d., and Eth. Eud, 

I 3, quoted in Introd. p. 156, note. 

ef dv ervxev] sc. €& éxeivwv & érvxev: ‘any materials, or propositions 

taken at random, any chance propositions’. So Rhet. 15,11, da ro py- 

dev exe Sy To yipas AwBaraw. On. the attraction of the relative from its. 

proper case after the verb to that of its antecedent, see Matth. Gr. Gr. 
§ 473, and note on Rhet. 1 5, ri. : 

§ 12. 1d &pyov avrijs] The proper office, the special funct:on, busi- 

ness, ‘work’, épyov, of Rhetoric, is exercised in such things as we are 

obliged to take advice about, where there are no definite rules of art 

ready laid down to guide us. 
The épyov of anything is that which it is specially appointed (by 

nature) Zo do, its proper special work. It is in the execution, the carrying 
out or fulfilment of this gpyov, that this dpern, this special excellence of 

everything, resides. Nature always works intelligently with a purpose 
in view, mpos téAos tt, everything has its own special gpyov. This is 
especially manifest in all ‘instruments’, épyava (things in which the pur- 
pose is apparent); as of an axe or knife the office or purpose is to cut 

(large and small things’, of a horse to run, of an eye to see, of the mind 
to think, and so on; and the purpose or office being the same in kind 
and differing only in degree, in doing a thing at all and in doing it well, 

the dpery is shewn in. and measured by. the performance of this special 
work; sharpness in the knife to cut well, swiftness in the horse to run 

well, is ‘the due fulfilment of its épyopy. Eth. N. VI 2, 1139 a 16, 7 & 

dpet) mpos TO €pyov To oixeiov. This doctrine is first laid down by Plato, 
Rep. I 352 Eseq. and borrowed by Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 1 6, and 1 5, 
where the theory of moral wrtwe is based upon it. Hence Pol. I 2, 1253 

a 23, mavta b€ TH Epyw Spiorat kal rH Suvape. Eth. Eud. 11 1, 1218 4 38, 
mept dpetis, Ott eotiv 7 Bedrriotn Siabeors 7 ekis HF Sdvapis Exdorwv, dowv 
éori Tis xpjots 4} épyov, which is there illustrated at length. 

dca roAAGY ovvopar], ‘to take in at. a glance through the medium, or 
along the line, of many steps of proof or syllogisms’, ‘to take in a long 
chain of arguments at one view’. 

AoyiferOar woppwoOev| expresses much the same thing as da moAdGv 

avvopay, to deduce or string together syllogisms in a chain from a long 
way off or back, ‘to string together a long chain of connected syllogisms’, 

With 26ppo6ev here, compare the similar use of it in I! 22, 3, and Top. 
A 11, 105 a 8 ovdé 5) dv ovveyyus 7 drddetkts, 08d’ dv Nav oppo. 

BovAevopeba 8¢] On the proper objects of deliberation compare Eth. 

M, Vv 
a 

Sag 

se yh is 

ee 
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\ 4 - , 2 , ? , 4 

O€ rept Tov pawopévw évdexerOat ducoTépws ExeELW* 
\ \ cod > / ts af a’ , N of 

mept yap Tov dovvaTwy adrAws n yeverOa 7 EcecOar 

i Exew ovdels BovAeveTat oUTWSs UToAapBavwr> oder 
yao mAéov. évdexeTat Se cuANOYICer Oat Kal cuVa-yeLy_| 

Nic. Ill 5, VI 2 AeyéoOw Sé rovtav (rav-tis Wuxijs popiwy) rd pev émiotnpo- 

vixov TO b€ AoyioteKdv, TO yap BovdeverOat Kai Aoyifer Oat ravrov, odbeis 
dé Bovrevera rept trav pH éevdexopevav Gras Exew. C. 5, 1140 a 32, Bovdev- 
erat & ovbeis mepi trav dduvdtrav ars exer, oddE Trav py evdexopevav aiTa 
mpaga. de Anima III 10, 4, 433 @ 29, mpaxrov & éori rd évdexdpevov Kal 
@Xws eyew. We deliberate and act only in cases where the event or 
issue is uncertain (may be in either of two ways, dudorépws); where the 
event is necessarily this or that, i.e. certainly one way, and not the other, 
or where it is not in our own power, where we have no control over it, no 

one either deliberates whether or no anything is to be done or tries to do 
it. ta évdexopeva duddrepas exew is usually expressed by ra évdexopeva 
Gas éxew, things contingent and uncertain in their issue ; opposed to 

Ta py evdexoueva Gros exew, things certain and necessary, which can be 
only in one way, which have only one possible issue, and cannot be in: 

one way or another, indifferently. 

ovtas vro\apBaver] ‘on that supposition’, i.e. if he actually supposes 
them to be necessary and unalterable: because it is possible that he 
may have deliberated or even attempted in action things which he did 

not know were beyond his control, in mere ignorance. 
ovdev mAéov] ‘there is nothing to be gained by it, no advantage in it’. 

Valckenaer, Diatr.in Eur. Fragm. p. 150(156), supplies numerous examples, 
In three Mss (Bekker) the words ovdev yap mieoy are followed immedi- 
ately by 4 otras évdéyerar ocupBovdeverr. They were first omitted by 

Bekker, though previously suspected by Muretus. The origin of this 
interpolation, for such it seems to be, may be thus accounted for. The 
words ovd\doyiferOa and ovvayew being very nearly synonymous, some 

one may have added in the margin 4 ovras’ évdéyerar 5é cupBovdreveww— 
meaning that we might read ovpBovdrevew in place of cvAdoyiferOa to 
avoid the tautology, ovpBovdcvew referring to the deliberative branch of 
Rhetoric, or public speaking: 4 ovras, ‘or thus’, merely expressing the 
possibility of a various reading, évdéxera dé cvpBovredvew. The essential 
stop after o¥rws was then omitted or overlooked, and the words finally 
introduced into the text as an appendage to mAéov, with the sense, as 

rendered by Gaisford, ‘nihil enim amplius profici potest, quam quod sic 
deliberatur: i.e. incassum enim instituitur ista (altera) consultatio’. 

§ 13. ovvayew, (ratione) colligere. Rhet. If 22, 3 and 15. The ovv 
in words of this kind, which denote a process of reasoning or understand- 
ing, as cumévat, cvpBadrew, (to comprehend, comprehendere,) and avdXdoyi- 

¢ecOa itself, denotes the bringing of things together in the mind for the 
purpose of comparison, upon which either a judgment is founded and a 
conclusion drawn, or the understanding itself developed or enlightened. 
cuvayew and ovddoyiferOa are found again together as synonyms, Met. 
H. init. 1042 a 3, éx 8) Tév elpnuévov avddoyioacba Sei, kal ovvayaydvtas 
TO Kebddavoy Tédos emiTiOevar. 
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\ \ > , U \ ea > 
Ta pev EK TUANEAOYLTMEVWY TPOTEPOV, TA 6 €£€ aovA- 

, 4 / \ ~ } \ \ A 

Noyiotwy pev Seouévwy O€ GUArNOYITMOU 1a TO pH 
s: ’ > / \ VA \ \ \ ce 

civat Evooga. avaykn O€ TOVTwY TO peV pn Elvat 
> , \ \ ~ A \ € / 

everrakoNovOnTov Sia TO piKos (6 yap KpiTNS U70- 
ing e cal 4 \ \ \ } AN \ \ > 

KerTat eivat a7Aovs), Ta O€ py TiOava dia TO py EE 
G 's > > , / > a , 
OmoNoyoupevoy eivat pnd éEvdo~wrv, WaT’ dvayKatoy TO 

Te évOuunpa civar Kal TO Tapaderypa TEpL TwY EvOE-_ 
/ ¢ | Asycor Aiarersy: \ A Yh 

YouMevwy ws Ta TOAXa ExELV Kat aNAWS, TO MEV TApa- 
> \ \ ? > , , \ cerypa éraywyny to 8 évOuunua cvddAoyiopoy, Kat 

> , \ f / \ e A 

€E oONywy TE Kal TwoAAaKIs EMaTTOVWY y EE WY O 
a / Ie \ ex la { 

mpwTos cv\AOYITMOs* Eav yap n TL TOUTWY YYwpPLLOV, 
29 \ ~ , \ \ c / € 

ovde det Eyes avTOs yap TovTO TpoaTiOnaw Oo 
A iC e/ \ - , 

adkpoatys. olov oTt Awptevs orepavityny aywva vevi- 

Ta pev ek ovddedoytopevav mporepov] ‘the conclusions of previous 

syllogisms’, which serve as major premisses to new syllogisms, and so on 

through the entire chain of demonstration. 
amAovs|‘a simple, uncultivated person’, Germ. efafach. This use of 

the word belongs to the first of the three varieties above distinguished 

(note on amAds, §4 p.30). It is opposed here rather to the ‘complications’ 

of an advanced stage of civilization and refinement, than to duplicity of 

character, and expresses ‘an elementary state of cultivation’. Similarly 
Pol, 11 8, 1268 4 39, rods yap dpxaiovs vopovus Aiav amos eivat Kai BapSapi- 

xovs ‘rude and barbarous’. 

évOvpnua—mapaderypa] On enthymeme and example see Introd. pp. 
99—108, 

6 mp@tos ovAdoytopos] mpa@ros ‘in its earliest, most elementary’, or 
‘normal, typical, form’. mAnpwpa ris mporns (primary, in its original 

form) moAews, Pol. VI (IV) 4, 1291 @ 17. dptorokpatiay padtota Tov GAdov 
mapa Thy adnbivny kal mpdtny. Ib. c. 8, sub fin. Pol. vil (VI) c. 4, 1319 @ 
39, tHv BedXriorny Kal mpérnv Snpoxpariav. On this passage, see note on 

II 21, 6. 

olov (mpos To Sndovv, avddoyiCerOa drodeiEa) drt. Infr. § 19, ofoy dre 
émeBovdeve x.T.A. and c. 1 § 13. 

Awptevs] the type of an Olympic victor; son of Diagoras of Rhodes, 

to whom Pindar’s seventh Olympian ode is inscribed. See Introd. p. 158, 
note I. 

otepavitny dyéva] This is the title distinctive of the four great games, 
of which honour was in reality the prize, the garland being merely a 

symbol or external sign. They were hereby distinguished from dydves 
xpnpatirac or apyvpira (Plut.) in which the prize was money, and in 
which therefore mercenary motives might possibly enter into the compe- 

tition. Pausanias X 7, 3 tells us that it was not till the 2nd Pythiad that 

the Pythian games became an dyay orepavirns. Add to the instances 
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e A > ~ e/ 3 7 \ , 

KnKev, tkavoy elmeiy OTL ’OXvpTia yap veviKnKer’ 
\ > 7, \ ya \ ~ an 

To 0 btt oTEpavitns Ta "ONvpria, ovdE det pocOet- 
, \ 3 > Pn eh A 

14 vat yiyvwoKover yap mwavTes. é€7el 8 éotiv odiya 
\ on > s p) e ie \ , 

MeV T@V avayKaiwy €& WY Ol pnTopiKo. cvANOYLO MCL 
> \ A A \ ec ¢ 7 " ¥ ¢ , 

eat (Ta yap TONG TEpL WY al KpioEis Kal al OKEWELS, 
r of ” \ 2 \ \ , 

EVOEX ETAL Kat adAws ExeELV TEPL WY MEV yao TpAaT- 
, ; \ - \ , 

Tovet BovAEvovTal Kal OKOTOVGL, Ta OE MPAaTTOMEVA 
/ tA , J \ \ af > a 

TAVTA TOLOUTOU YEVOUS ETTI, Kal OUSEY WS Eros ELTrELD 
> > / f A > ¢ > \ \ A 

€& avaykKns TOUTwV), Ta © ws él TO WON OUL- 
/ \ / , ar 7 

Baivovta Kai EVOEXOMEVA €K TOLOUTWY avayKN ETEDWY 
/ \ ~ ? Ct 

cudrAoyiCecOa, Ta 0 dvayKaia €E dvayKaiwy (djdov 
Ss Sel sam: \ _- > Cad cy an \ / > 

Py nv Kal TOUTO EK TWY advaNuTikoy), avepov OTL €& 

from Xen. Mem., Demosth., and Lycurg., Aesch. c. Ctes. § 179, and 
Isocr. Antid. § 301, rods dOAntas rods év trois oredaviras dyéou wKav- 
Tas. 

(Anon. vita Euripidis, init. foxnoe 8é nar dpxds maykpdriov } mvypiy, 
Tov marpos avTov ypnopov AaBortos ott oTehavndopovs dyavas uxnoe. S.] 

OAdpmia vevixnxev| The accusative in these phrases is an extension 

or ‘equivalent’ of a cognate accusative. Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 564. 
§ 14. A summary repetition of the contents of the following sections, 

14—109, is given in the chapter on Avors, II 25, 8—9. 
éret & éorly ddiya—ds émi rd modu] ' Comp. II 22, 3, Kal pi) pdvoy ourd- 

yew €k Tov avayxaiwv, ddd’ kal ex Tév ws emt Td Todd, 
évdexopueva] ‘things possible’, as opposed to things mecessary, not here 

to things zwpossible. On éevdéxerOar and Sivacba, 7d évdexdpevoy and rd 
Suvarév in Aristotle, see Waitz on Anal. Pr. I 3, 25 @ 37, (Vol. I p. 375 seq.) 
and Bonitz on Metaph. © 3, 1047 a 26, p. 387. Suvarov according to 
Waitz, where the two are distinguished, expresses physical, évdeyopevov 
logical, possibility: the latter implies the possible “wth of an assertion, 
viz. that when we assert anything we do not contradict ourselves. évde- 

xopueva are therefore here ‘ possibilities’ as opposed to certainties; things 
and events which are only conceived as possible, which may be in one 

way ov in another. In the ordinary language évdéyeoOa and évdeyopevov 
have usually some other words, as dAXos éxew, -yéver Oat 7) py yiyver Oat, or 
something similar, added to them in the way of a definition or limitation. 
With the absolute use of it in this passage (and the general sense in 
which it appears in Waitz’s and Bonitz’s Commentaries) comp. I 4, 3, 

vd 6) mepl rav évdexopévav dmavrwv. Eth. Nic. VI 2, 1139 @ 8, év d€ g ra 
evdexopeva. Ib. c. 12, 1143 4 2, rod eoyarov kai évdexopevov. 

€x tov avadutixov.| Anal. Pr. I 8, 29 4 29, eet & Erepov eorw vrdpyew 
te Kal €& dvaykns vmapxew Kal évdéyerOa Umapyew (moda yap vrdpyxet per, 

od pevroe €& avaykns’ ta & ovr €& dvayxns ovP Vrapxe dros, évdéxera F 
vrapxew) Sfdov Gre Kal avAdAoyiopos Exdorov TovTav Erepos €arat, Kal ovx 
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“3 \ > z , \ \ ~ , 
wv Ta évOupnpata NEeyEeTal, Ta peV advayKaia ErTal, 

\ \ an € > ‘ \ 7 / \ > 

Ta 6€ MAEioTAa Ws El TO TOAV. DAEvyeEeTa yap évbu- 
, ? , , J Le es , 

Mynpara EF ELKOTWY Kal OHMELWY, WOTE aVAYKN TOUTWY 

ee 

% 
= 
e 
t 

€ , € / > \ > \ \ \ > / 

15 €KATEPOV EKATEPW TAUTO ElvaL. TO MEV Yap ELKOS 
> e > \ \ A ’ > e o / ~ } EOTL WS ETL TO TOAD ‘yevomevov, ovx amAws O€, Kab- | 
amTep dpifovrat BUS ad\Xa TO TEpL Ta evdexoueva & 

aANwSs EVEL, OUTWS exov mpos €KELVO pos Oo eiKos; wes P. "6 | 
§ 

16 TO KaBoXou mpds TO KaTa Epos" Tov o€ onpelov To? 

Bev ovTws exer ws THY KAP ExaaToV TL pos TO Kab- : 
, A \ € ca y \ \ \ / 

OAov, TO O€ Ws THY KaBONOU TL TPOS TO KATA [EpOS. ' 
/ \ \ \ qn le \ an) \ 

TouTwy € TO meV advayKaiov TeKunpiov, TO SE py Be 
~ / tA \ A ‘4 

17 dvayKalov advwvumov EoTL KaTa THY OLlac:bopav. avay- 
~ \ s Li > ec: , , \ ; 

Kata pev ovv Neyw EE wv yiveTar cvANOYIT[OS. d10 ( 
F \ ~ ~ / és / 

Kal TEKUNPLOV TO TOLOUTOY TaY ONMElwY ETI? OTAaV 
\ ‘ > , of fal \ / / yap pn évoéxerOat olwvTat Ucar TO AExXOEV, TOTE 
/ of / 7 \ 

pepe olovTat TEKMNpLov Ws SedErypevoYv Kal TETEpAC- 
/ \ \ (4 \ / / A 

Mevoy’ TO yap TEKMap Kat TWEpas TavUTOV éoTL KaTa , 

Opolws €xovT@Y TAY Oper, GAN oO pev €& avaykaiwy, o & &€& drapxovrar, o S && . | 

evdexopevov. Anal. Pr. I 13, 32 4 4, where two kinds of possibility, 7d évde- 
xXopevov, are distinguished: one, the order of nature, which from its ordi- } 
nary uniformity makes a near approach to the necessary, and the other, : 

the indefinite, the purely accidental, rd dao rvxns, in which there is no an 

l 
( 

natural order at all. 
Ta péev dvaykaia éota, ta b€ mreiora wos emt ro Todd] ‘It is plain that 

the materials of enthymemes, the propositions or premisses of which they 4 
are constructed, though they may be necessary, are most ot them no 4 . 

°° . , , = 5 
more than probabilities, or things that ~swad/y happen’, [On pév—ée, see : | 
the references above given in note on 1 § 12 p. 24.] : 

héyerat €vOupnpara e& eixotov kal onpeiov] Comp. I 3, 7, II 25, 8, where , 
mapadeiypara are added. Anal. Pr. Il 27, 70 @ 10. 

On ¢ixéra and onpeia, Introd. p. 160—163. The meaning and con- 

nexion of the following sections on the rhetorical instruments of proof ; 

are explained in full detail in the paraphrase, to which the reader is i 
referred (Introd. P. 163—168). ae 

§ 17. Adoa ro dexGev] On Avew, Avats, Autor, see Introd. on II 25 p. 267 } 

and note I. 
réexuap| Eustathius ad Il. H. p. 665, 45. rexpaipecOa ro Teevody, amo 

rov Téxpwp, 6 Sndrot TO TéAos. TO pévToe TekpaiperOa dytt Tov onpecoioba, 
ad’ ob kai réxpap TO onpeiov, of peO “Ounpoy A€yovor. * Antiqua lingua, 

quam mox commemorat Aristoteles, non erat ab Homeri dialecto diversa, 
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\ b 4 ~ D4 \ ~ , \ \ 

18 THY dpyaiay yAwTTav. Eat OE TOV ONMELwY TO MEV 
¢ \ > ef \ A / = e » 

ws TO Kal’ ExaoTov mpos TO KaboAoU woe, oiov Et TIS 
7 ~ > 4 e. \ / , 

elTEley OHMELOV Elvat OTL OL Godot OL“KaLoL, LwKpaTns 
‘\ A Ms la ~ \ tg -~/ 

yap coos nv Kai Sikaios. ToUTO meV ovV onpELOV 
A rf \ \ > \ > , > 7, 

€or, AvTOv bé, Kav dAnOes 4 TO Eipnuevoyv’ dovAXo- 
. , ‘ \ , ec 7 f = 4 

yirrov yap. TO O€, oiov et Tis EizrELeY OnpELoV OTL 
a / 7 \ / TA / sf 

VOOEL, TUPETTEL Yap, | TETOKEY OTL yada ExEL, dvay- 
~ ry -~ 7 7, / > 

Kaiov. O7Ep TwY OnNMElwY TEKNpLOY povoy éxTiV: 
, , 3 > A ma 7 > 7 \ \ e 

povov yap, av ddnOes 7, aduvTov éctiv. TO OE ws 
\ \ A , a e ’ 

To ka0oXov mpos TO KaTa Mépos Exov, Oiov El TIS 
of [24 / a + A 

clmeev, OTL TUpETTEL, THpElov Eival, TUKVOV Yap 
nn A \ ~ \ % > 

dvamvel. Auvtov b€ Kai TovTO, Kav aAnbés y° €v- 
, \ \ \ / ~ 

S€XETAL Yap Kal py TWUPETTOVTA TVEVTTIAY’. Ti pev 
1 avevorigv infra, 

Vide Il. N. 20, Od. &. 373, et alibi. Homeri carmina ea aetate qua 
vixit Aristoteles propter vetustatem apud vulgus obscuriora fuisse aliunde 
constat. Ex. gr. Vox dowa invenitur in Iliadis locis minimum viginti et 
sex: Olympiade tamen CVII qua orationem c. Aristocratem habuit De- 
mosthenes, ea Athenis prorsus obsoleverat. Dignus est Demosthenis 

locus qui hic proponatur. Vetarat scilicet antiqua lex rots dvdpopdvous 
—p) AvpaiverOat pndé drowvay. Quam sic explicare pergit orator summus 
p- 630, 25. To pev 6) py AvpaiverOa, yrdpmysov oi dre wacow—Td dé ph 
drow Gy, p) xpypata mpatreaOa’ Ta yap xpypata Growa @vopatov of madatoi. 
Adeo universe verum est quod de Homeri tantum geographia scripsit 

Strabo vill p. 484=513. ra & ‘Opuypou oxéews Seirar xpitixns, TmoutiKds 
Aéyovros, kai ov Ta viv, GAG Tdpxaia, av 6 xpovos Hyaipwxe Ta TOARA,’ 

Gaisford. 
§ 18. 1d 8é, ofov ef t1s...dvayxaiov.] The auctor ad Heren. II 25, 39, 

gives two ‘signs’ of an opposite, fallacious, or refutable character, derived 
from the same sources, JVecesse est guoniam pallet aegrotasse: aut, ne- 
cesse est peperisse, quoniam sustinet puerum infantem. These illustra- 
tions had doubtless become traditional, and commonplaces in the rhetor- 

ical books. 

mvevotiav] ‘to have an affection or disease of the breath’. A large 
class of verbs in a@ and cao are either desiderative (like those in eaw and 

in Latin in wrio) or expressive of an affection, usually some form of 
disease ; the latter can be extended to a ‘mental’ affection. Jelf, Gr Gr. 
§ 330, Obs. 3 ¢ and Obs. 4, would separate these into two classes (1) desi- 
deratives in aw and caw, and (2) verbs in caw, which express a state of 
sickness [Kiihner’s Ausfiihrliche Grammatik § 328. 8]. Buttmann also 
in his Gr. Gr. § 119 and p. 294 (Engl. Transl.) assumes a distinction 

between some varieties of them, which is not very clearly made out. 

They fall under three heads, first desideratives, second imitatives (as 
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ovy €ikos €oTt Kal TL Onpelov Kal TEKuNplov, Kai TL 
i, Sf x \ ~ = \ al 

diaepovory, eipnTar mev Kat viv paddov Se Pavepws 
tupavmay, to play the tyrant); “but,” he adds, “it is improper to rank 

verbs denoting diseases (the third), op@adpiav, vdepiav, Wopav, &c., in 

the same class (as the imitatives) ;” these belong rather to a preceding 

division, viz. verbs in aw formed from nouns, “and expressing, chiefly, the 
having a thing or quality, and performing an action; as Kopay, yoAav, Boa, 
yoav, ToApay.” 

A much better and more exact account of these forms of verbs, in 
respect of the connexion and distinction of their senses, is to be found in 
Lobeck’s learned note on Phrynichus, p. 79—83. “ Verbs in ay and cay,” 

(this is not true of a// these verbs and requires qualification; dayay, 

yeirmav, mepav, for instance, can hardly be said to denote either a bodily, 
or mental affection. It should be “some verbs” or “a large class of 

verbs in aw”) “in doth forms, are properly used of affections of mind and 
body. omAnnay, Tov ordjva aryeiv, AcOray, kprOrav, podvBd.av express bodily 
ailments; dvoepwriay, vupdiav, macxntiay, and all desideratives (which 
have either of these terminations) express some affections of the mind, 

either as a malady, a longing, or in some other form.” This is an am- 

plification of what Lobeck actually says: and it is a/so I think implied 
that the bodily affection is the primary signification, which is extended 

by metaphor to the mental. A long list of examples is there given, 
chiefly of rarer words. I have collected some examples from various 
Greek writers, which, as most of them do not appear in Lobeck’s list, 
or in the grammars, I will here add. 

In Aristophanes, as was to be expected, they most abound. éd6ar- 

puav Ran. 192, Bov8wrdy ib. 1280, Anuatiav 494, @paxcav 481 and Pac. 702, 

Saiporav, Sapovgv Thesm. 1054 (and in Aeschylus, Eur., Xenoph.), orpa- 
tnyrav (quoted by Schol. on Ran. 965, Xen. Anab. VII c. 33, Dem. de F.L. 
§ 337 “to have an itch or mania for commanding an army”), evpwriay 
Nub. 44, Anpav 326, padnriav 183, xeCnriay 1387, o(Bvddav Eq. 81, xopv- 

Bavriav Vesp. 8, Bovdymav Plut. 870, dovav Soph. Phil. 1209 (Hesych. 76 
ext dovov paiverOa), tonav Aj. 589 (rouis emOupetv, Schol.), Oavarcav Schol. 

ad Phil. 1. c., @avaray (to long for death) Plut. Phaed. 64 B, vavriav Theaet. 
191 A, Legg. I 639 B, kynovay Gorg. 494 E, Wopav kai kynoray ib. c. (Arist. 

Eccles. 919), modaypay Alcib. 11 139 E, 140 A. In Aristotle we have ozov- 

dapxiav (to be infected with the disease of office-hunting), Pol. vimI (Vv) 5 
sub fin., dywav, of mental distress or anxiety, Rhet.19, 21. Many in 

the works on Nat. Hist., as ravpav, oxulav, opyav, xampiav (or xampay), all 

implying a sexual impulse, Hist. An. VI 18 $$ 12, 14, 17, VI 20, 4; modaypav 
VI 21, 5, sarupuav de Gen. An. IV 3, 22, vdpwmay ib. v. 8, 13, é€vdpamav 
ib. v 20, 5, orpayyouprav (also Arist. Thesm. 616, Plat. Legg. XI 2, 916 A, 
otpayyoupiav, ALOav). Theophr. 7. ddragoveias, dyntiav, ‘to have a mania, 
or itch, for buying”, Diog. Laert. vit. Plat. 111 18 “of Adyor cov, dyoty (6 

Avovvatos), yepovrioow” (are infected with, smack of, old age), cai ds, (6 
Tatwv), “cov dé ye rupayvuaow”. (If this is the passage referred to by 
Buttm. in quoting the verb rupayway in his Grammar, above cited—no 

reference is given—he is wrong both in attributing to it the sense of 
“imitation”, and in assigning it to a separate class.) 
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‘ \ , XE a Ae a \ \ 3 kat wept TovTwY, Kal oid Ti aiTiay Ta pEev adovd- 
/ MS \ \ / > ~ fag cs 

Aoyiota éoTt Ta O€ TUANEAOYITMEVA, EV TOIs dva- 
“4 a 5 , \ Sete ‘$ 8 </ 

19 UTLKOLS LWOLT TAL Tepe aAUTW). Tapa elyHfa O€ OTL 
> \ \ ‘ qn , of 

pév €oT ETAywyN Kal TEPL Wola ETaywyn, ElpnTat' 
A \ a e / \ / 7 fp e / 4 

éoTi O€ OVTE Ws pépos pos OAoV OVO ws OdOV Tpds 
, Ip *“ / \ 4 5a yey , \ 

pepos of ws ddov mpos OAOY, GAN Ws MEpos TpOS 
e/ \ 4 e/ oS \ tA A 

MEpos, OMOoLoV TpOs OMoLoY, OTav aucw peEV 1 UTrO 
\ > \ , 7 \ l4 s P 

TO avTo ‘YEVOS, ‘yreopierrepoy O€ pian 1 Oarépov, 
, > ec ec > , 

mapaceryma €oTW. oioy OTL émriBouAever TUPAVVLOL 
, > qn A y \ \ , 

Awovvetos aitwov tTyyv puAakny: Kat yap Heciotpatos 
, > / a \ \ \ > 

mpoTepov émiPovdevwy ATE Pudakyy Kat NaBwyv étv- 
, \ / > , cS 4 

pavvevoe, Kat Qeayerns Ev Meyapous* Kat adAor O@ous 
» 7 , _ 

ivact, Trapacery La TavTes yiyvovTa tov Atovyciov, 

év rois dvadutexois] Anal. Pr. II 27. 
§ 19. dude 7.] This union of neuter dual with verb singular, follow- 

ing the analogy of neuter plural in the same construction, is illustrated 
in Jelf, Gr. Gr. § 384, Obs. 1. [Kiihner’s Ausf Gram. § 364.] 

oloy Gre émBoudever Tuppavvids Arovdctos x.t.A.] The stratagem by which 
Dionysius actually succeeded in obtaining his body-guard (496 B.c.) con- 
trary to the wishes of the majority of the Syracusan citizens is related by 

Diodorus, XIII 95. See Grote, Hist. Gr. Vol. X. p. 610—614. Aristotle 
again refers to the attempt, Pol. 111 15 ult. On the similar, and equally 

successful attempt of Pisistratus, Grote, H. G. Vol. III p. 208, 209. This 

occurred at his firs¢ usurpation of government B.C. 560. (Grote, Clinton.) 
Theagenes of Megara (Grote, H. G. Vol. III p. 59, 60) is men ioned by 

Aristotle, Pol. vill (v) 5 sub fin., together with Pisistratus and Dionysius, 
as one of those who had succeeded in making themselves tyrants of 
their native countries, by imposing upon the popular party; Aristotle 
notices the stratagem by which he effected his purpose (rév evrépwv ra 
rin dmocpagas, haBdy mapa roy rworayoy émwvéyorras). Thucydides also, 

I 126, mentions him as having assisted Cylon in the attempt which he 

also made on the tyranny at Athens; Herod. v. 71. Cylon was his son- 

in-law, Thuc. u.s. Cylon’s attempt was made in 620 B.c. (Clint. F H. 

sub anno), and Theagenes kar’ éxeivoy rov xpovoy érupavvever Meydpov 
(Thuc.). Cylon’s attempt (and consequently the tyranny of Theagenes) 
took place, says Herodotus u.s., “before the age of Pisistratus,” 

Theagenes was contemporary with Periander of Corinth, whose reign 
lasted from B.C. 625—585 (Grote u.s. p. 58). 

airév thy pvdakjv| Plat. Rep. VIII 16, 566 B, ro 8) tupavixdy airnya 

TO TwodvOpvAnrov én rovT@ mavres of cis TodTo mpoBeBnxéres é€evpicxovew, 
aireiy tov Sipov idakds twas Tov odparos, iva ods atrois 7 6 Tod Srpou 
BonOos. Herod. 1 59, of Pisistratus. Infr. ad 1 8, 4. 

p- 10. 
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ra > yf , ’ \ -~ > a / \ lol 

Ov OUK ioaci Tw Ei Oia TOUTO AiTEL. TarTa b€ TaUTAa 
e A 4! ’ \ 7 e/ e >  & / 

U0 TO avTO KaBoAov, STL O émiBovAEVwWY TUpavVioL 
\ na 

puAaknyy airtel. 
’ @ \ > , e ms > , Sey 
€& WV MEV OUV AeyovTat al doKoucat ElvVal WioTels P.% 

> / of -~ Ns / 

dmoveKkTikal, Eipnta. Tov O€ évOupnuaTwv peyioTn 
\ \ / ~ \ , > 

20 dtasbopa Kat padiaTta NeAnOuia GyEdov TavTas éxTiv 
e/ \ \ \ ‘ / lod 

imep Kal mwept Thy dvadexTiKyv péeGodoy TwY GUAXO- 
- \ \ \ > - : \ \ \ e \ 

yloMwv Ta ev yap aUTaV ETL KATA THY PNTOpLKHY 
9 \ \ \ \ , ~ 
womep Kal KaTa THY SiadEKTUKHY | uEBoSoV TwWY GUANO-= 

lo \ \ > af , \ , \ 

yiopov|, Ta d€ Kat adXdas TEXVaS Kal duvapmeLs, Tas 
‘ of \ p) 7 UA \ \ 

pev ovoas Tas 0 ovTw KaTeAnupevas’ O10 Kal dap- 
, ‘4 \ ’ / \ - e / 

Qavovet te [Tous axpoatas|, kat maddov amTopevor 

vm TO avTd KaboXov] “under the same universal”, i.e. genus or species; 

which stand to the species or individuals subordinate to each respec- 
tively, in the relation of universal to particular. 1d xa@odov is that which 

is universally predicable, or predicable of every member of a class. 
Metaph., A 26, 1023 4 29, rd pev yap Kaodov kal TO OAws AEyopuevoy ws Gov 

TL Ov OUTS eoTi KaOOAOV Ws TOAAA TrEpLeXoY TO KaTNyopeicOa KAP ExdoTov Kai 
év drravta elvat ds exactov, olov dvOpwroy, immoy, Oedv, Ott dravra (Ga. Ib, 
Z 13, 1038 5 11, to S€ KaOodov Kowov" Todto yap A€yeTat KaOddrov 6 mrelooww 

vmapxew méepuxev. Anal. Post. I 4, 73 6 26, xaOodov 8€ eyo 6 dv Kara mav- 
TOs Te UTapxn Kai Kab’ avTd Kal 7 avrd (see Waitz, Comm. p. 315), of which 

the triangle is given as an exemplification, as the universal notion of 
all three-sided figures ; applicable to any one of them, ro rvyov, and mpé- 
tov, the highest or primary conception of triangles (the icockedés, for ex- 
ample, a subordinate species, being only secondary) : ro kadXou d€ vmapyet 
Tore, OTav emt Tov TuxOVTOS Kal mpdrov Secxvinrat. Thus the xaddov is equi- 
valent to the yévos under which all the species and individuals of the 
entire class are included, 6 xara mavrwy Katnyopeirat, and is opposed to 
xa@’ €xaotov and xara pépos. 

§ 20. KareiAnppévas| ‘fixed, established, settled’. kxatadapBavew is 
‘to lay hold of, to get into one’s possession’, or ‘to occupy’, as an army 

occupies a conquered city or country. See the Lexicon for examples of 
this, the primary sense of the word. Thence it passes into the significa- 
tion of ‘binding’ as by an oath, Herod. IX. 106, miote re xatadaBovres Kar 
Opkiovor eppevery Te Kal py) drootnacecOa. Thuc. V 21 (omovdas) edpov xaret- 

Anppevas (settled or concluded, ‘confirmed’, Schol. icxupas) VIII 63, 3, Ta 
€v avT@ TO oTpatevpart ért BeBadrepov KatédaBoy (they secured, established 
or confirmed their interest in the army, Arnold). Plat. Legg. vil 23, 823 A, 
ra tais (npiats Vo vopwv KaTeAnppeva (comprehensa et firmata, Stallbaum). 

Arist. Pol. Iv (VI) 2, 1324.4 21, Ta peév vopors KareAnppéva ta 8€ Ceo, 
(fest gesetzt, Stahr). Eth. Nic. X. 10, 1179 6 18, ra ék madawod rois HOect 
KaTewAnppeva oy@ peTaoTHoat. 

os om pw 

sepa) ea es 
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> - a x 

Kata Tpomov petaBaivovaw é€€ avTwv. padXdov o¢ 
af \ , \ , € , ’ 

cades Extra TO AEyouevov Oia TrELOVWY pnOEv. Eyw 
A , rue \ 

yap diadexTikous TE Kal pnToptKovs ovANOYLOMOUS 
a Si \ / f iC o. 9 

eivat TEpl wy ToUs TOTOUS EyouEV* OUTAL O Eiciy oi 
a! / \ ~ \ \ ond 

Kown Tept Sikaiwy Kat :uvoikwv Kal wept TONTIK@Y 
\ - , of Md a cad 

kat wept mowv diaepovTwy Eider, oiov 6 TOU pad- 
Us '<. , 29\ \ 7 tf ? 

Nov Kal 7nTTOV Tdmos’ ovdEV yap padAov EoTaL EK 
, / Rie 3 , ? ~ A / TovTou audAAoyiocac Oat 7 évOvpnua eireiy rept Sikaiwy 

Tovs axpoaras] should be omitted, with Muretus, Vater, and Spengel. 
The ‘oversight’ in question applies only to the rhetoricians, not to the 

audience. : 
kat pGAXov arropevot kata Tpdrev petaBaivovew €& airav] paddov be- 

longs to dmropevor and petaBaivovow, “the more they handle their subject 
according to the ‘appropriate method’, the more they pass out of, or stray 

beyond, transgress the limits of, the true province of Rhetoric”. xara tpomov 
is equivalent or nearly so to dedvras, ‘duly’, ‘in the right and proper way’; 
and is often found in Plato opposed to dw6 rpérov. méoppw tod KabjKovros, 
Schol.ad Theaet. 143.c. Gaisford from Steph. 7esaurus supplies examples 
from Plato and Isocrates, and others will be found in Stallbaum’s note on 
Rep. V 16, 470B. Seovras itself appears in three MSS after rpdzov, being 

doubtless, as Gaisford supposes, a gloss on the preceding. I have followed 
Mr Poste, Introd. to Transl. of Post. Anal. p. 20, n. 3, in translating xara 

tporoy, ‘the appropriate method’, ‘in the right way, or in due order’, and 
it may very well bear that meaning. It will therefore be equivalent to 
Kata Tiv oikeiay péOodov, the method which confines itself to the peculiar 

principles, the idtat or oixeiac dpxai, of the special science which it inves- 

tigates. paAdoy amropevor Kata Tpomoy is equivalent to, and explained by, 
do@ tis dv Bédrioy éxdeyntat Tas mpordceis, near the end of the next section, 

§ 21; and the dpyai, which are spoken of immediately afterwards, av yap 
évtixn apxais, are the i8ac dpxai, the special principles of each particular 
science above mentioned. Dialectics and Rhetoric have no such special 

principles, and their method is the ‘inappropriate’. Gaisford follows Mu- 

retus in inserting 7 before card rpdmov ‘by handling them too properly’. 

The other interpretation seems preferable in itself, and requires no alter- 

ation. peraBaivew is peraBaivery eis GdXo yévos, technically used of passing 
from one science to another, and illicitly transferring its appropriate prin- 
ciples. Comp. 1 4,6. See Poste, u.s. p. 51, note 1, for examples from the 
Organon. Add Top. © 11, 161 @ 33. Anal. Post. 1 7 ‘treats of this 
subject. 

On xowal and oixeias dpyai see Introd. p. 73 note and the references 
there given. 

§ 21. mepi dv rods rémous Aéyoper] (epi tovT@v wept dv): to which we 
apply the term ‘ the romou’, ar excellence; the xowoi rdérot, namely. See 
below, § 22 ; and for this treatment of them, I 19. 

AR. I, 4 
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5) od c , ~ sf 
i puoikay } mepl OTOVOUY, Kaito. TavTa Eide dta- 

e/ rc / iy \ 

pepe. idia O€, boa ex TwY TEP! ExaoTov Eidos Kal 
, ‘A c \ la > X 

yévos TpOTATEWY ETTIY, OLoY TEPL :bYTLKWY ELoL TPO- 
/ © af / 7 “4 

Taces €£€ wy ovte EvOuunua ovTE TvANOYIT MOS ETTL 
\ ~ > ~ \ \ , oy > & > 

TEL TWY nOiKwv, Kal mept TouTwy adXrat €& WV OUK 
> cr rd , \ lal oS \ 

éorar TEpl Twv cvoiKwv? OpMolws OE TOUT ExEL ETL 
ie r \ / \ \ / 

TAaVTWY. KaKElvVa pev OU TomoE TEpt OUdEV ryEVOS 
5) \ \ 4 , ~ Eugpova’ epi ovdev yap UToKElmEvov EoTiv? TavTA 

/ J aN / / \ , 

O€, oow TIS av (eXTLOV ekAeynTat Tas mpoTacess, 
7 / af > , co a“ \ 

Anoet Tomoas adAnv éemiotyunv THs OiadeKTUKYS Kal 
rd \ \ / rs fi 4 

pnTopikis’ av yap évTUXN apxais, OVKETL OraEKTLKN 
29 \ e \ > > > / af KX sf \ > / 

Oude pnTopikn aA EKELYNH EDTAL NS EXEL Tas apxas. 
Sf \ \ ~ la , vad 

éoTt O€ Ta TACLOTA TwY EvVOUUNUATwWY EK TOUTWY THY 
> a , a i / ‘\ LOL > oe ~ 

clowy AEYOMEVA TWY KATA MEPOS Kal idlwy, EK O€ TWY 

ida 8€, daa éx Tay Tepl ExacTov Eidos Kal yévos mpotagewy eaTi| eidSos Kat 
yévos, species oy genus, whichever you please. In any classification the 

same member may be either genus or species, according as it is regarded 

from above or below: Physics and Mathematics, for example, are either 

Species in relation to the genus Philosophy, or again gezeva in relation to 

the subordinate sfecées, Psychology (so all the ancient philosophers) and 

Natural History of the one, and Geometry and Arithmetic of the other. 
Only the swmmum genus and the infima species are not thus inter- 
changeable. 

kakeiva pev—eudpova] ‘The former, the xowol roma, will make no one 
any the wiser, will convey no intelligence or instruction to any one, about 

any class of things’. This is the d:dacxcaXia or genuine instruction that 
belongs to science, didackaXias yap éotw 6 Kata THY éexaTHpny Aoyos (I I, 123 
see note on p. 23); comp. I 4, 4, dua 70 pajre rhs pyropixis elvae Texvns, GAN’ 

euppoveatépas Kal padAov ddnOwijs. Plato has employed the word in the 
same way, Legg. VII 14, 809 D rods d€ dvOpwmous mepi ara paddAov epdpovas 
drrepyatwvra.—eucppwv belongs to the class of adjectives compounded with 
ev, in which the preposition expresses the indwelling or inherence of some- 
thing in something else, uyvxos (with soul in it, containing life, animated), 
evOeos, Evvovs, EvOnpos, Eurvous, euocos, &yxvpos, evrpixos, evdixos, evroua 

(insects), Ar. Hist. An. IV 1, 5, ore 8 &vropa 60a Kara Tovvopya éatlv évropas 
€xovra x.T.X. 

GdAnv emcatHpny tris Sadexrixfjs] GAdos, a comparative in form as well 
as in sense, naturally, like érepos, d:aopos, diapépwr, ef sim., takes the same 
construction, with the genitive. On the comparative form of dA\os see 
Donaldson, Mew Crat. §§ 165, 166. 

ovkér] See note on I I, 7 on On &c. esp. p. 14. 
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Kowov éhaTTw. Kabarrep ovv Kai év Tois ToTKOTs, Kal 

évTav0a Siaiperéov Tav évOupynudtwy Ta Te cidn Kal 

Tous Tomous €& wy AnwTEéov. Aéyw F eidn pév Tas 
ka?’ éxaorov yévos idias mpoTtaces, ToTous Sé Tous 
KOLWOUS OMOiws TaVTWY. TMpOTEpoY ovV cimwuEV TEL 
Twv Eldar mpwTov dé AdBwuev Ta yévn THs pnTO- 

pixis, Srrws SueNouevor TOTa EoTi, TEpl TOUTWY Xwpls 

AapBavwuev Ta oToLYELa Kal Tas TpOTACELS. 

éorT. O€ THs pnTopiKHs yevn Tpia Tov dpiOuor: 

TOTOUTA yap Kal oi dkpoaTal THY NOYyw UTapyouctY 
OVTES. aUYyKELTaL Mev yap ek TpLwWY 6 AOvos, EK TE 
TOU NEyovTOs Kai TEpt Ov NEEL Kal Tpds bY, Kal TO 

§ 22. xaOdamep ody kal ev Tots TomtKois—Anrréov] ‘Cum tanta formarum 
(i.e. rév eiddv) locorumque differentia sit, quantam ipse supra demonstravit : 
ut scilicet illae fraudi dialectico et oratori, non recte usurpatae ab ipsis, esse 
possint, loci nullum tale periculum secum portent: aliaque etiam discri- 
mina sint, affirmat oportere distinguere enthymematum species appellatas 

ab his qui loci vocantur, ex quibus illa ipsa promuntur: ut in Topicis 
factum est, ita etiam in his qui oratorem instruunt libris.’ Victorius. ‘We 
must here also, as well as in Dialectics, carefully distinguish the sources 
and materials (€€ év Anmréov) from which the special and the general 

topics are to be derived’. 
mporaots, a logical or rhetorical premiss or proposition, in syllogism 

or enthymeme: Jropositio praemissa; ‘est enim mporeivew (Top. © 1, 

155 4 34, 38), vel mporeiveoOa (ib. c. 14, 164 b 4 &c.) eas propositiones 
constituere unde conclusio efficiatur.”’ Trendel. £2. Log. Arist. § 2, p. 53. 

Ta ototxeia] On orotxeia, ‘the elements’ of rhetorical reasoning, see 
Introd. p.127. Add to the illustrations there given Rhet. ad Alex. c. 36 

(37) 9, orotxeia Kowa Kata wavrey, apparently in this-sense. 

CHAP. IIL., 

The triple division of Rhetoric, cvpBovdeurixov, Sixarxov, éemdererixor, 
is, as we learn from Quintilian, II 21, 23, III 4, 1, and 7, 1, due to 
Aristotle : Anaximenes, his predecessor, had admitted only two genera, 

with seven sfecies subordinate to these, III 4, 9. 
Almost all writers (Jvofe omnes) on the subject, subsequent to Ari- 

_ stotle, had accepted his division, as proceeding from the ‘ highest autho- 
rity’ (wtigue summae apud antiguos auctoritatis) U1 4,1. Quintilian in 
this fourth chapter mentions, besides Aristotle’s division, those which 
were adopted by Anaximenes, Protagoras, Plato (in the Sophist), and 
Isocrates. He decides in favour of Aristotle’s, as the safest to follow, 
both because the preponderance of authority is on its side, and also 

because it is the most reasonable. 

4—2 

p- II. 

CHAP, III. 
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/ \ ~ ’ 7 t Se 4 > / 
TeEAOS TOs TOUTOY ETL, AEYW OE TOY aKpoaTny. 

\ \ \ > \ / 

2dvaykn oO€ Tov dkpoatnv i Oewpov eivar H KpLTHY, 
lad A \ la id sf 

KpiTny O€ | THY yeyernuevwv 4 TV HEANOVTwV. ETL 
> ca tf , e 

o 6 pev mept Twv peAovTwY KplYwY oLov eKKANoLA- 
lo , < , 

otis, 6 O€ TEpl THY YEyEVNMEVWY Oiov 6 OiKaTTHS, 
€ \ \ - / € , / + 8 [need 

36 0€ wept Tis Ouvanews 0 Oewpos' wat €E avayKns 
\ af , , a , ins ~ 

av ein Tela yevn Twv NOYwY TwY pnTOpLKwWY, TUUPov- 

§ 2. Oewpov 7 xpitnv] This classification of the different kinds of 
‘audience’ is made for the purpose of determining the divisions of Rhe- 

toric; because, the audience being the end and object of the speech, 
that to which every speech is ultimately referred, and everything being 

defined or determined by its end (réAos, Eth. Nic. 11f 10, 1115 4 23), the 
number of the varieties of audiences must fix the number of the divisions 

or branches of Rhetoric. Audiences are of two kinds ; either mere ‘ spec- 
tators’, like the @earai in a theatre, at the games, or in any exhibition 

where amusement is the object, or at all events where there is no inter- 
est of a practical character or tendency!; or else ‘judges’, where some 

real interest is at stake, and they are called upon to pronounce a deci- 

sion (pars negotialis, mpaypatixy Quint.). But these decisions, and 
those who pronounce them, again fall into two classes, according as they 
are referred to questions, (1) of political expediency and look to the /uture, 

or (2) of right or wrong in respect of fast acts or facts. 
So that we have three kinds of audiences, and consequently three 

branches of Rhetoric. The public or national assembly, to which the 
deliberative kind of rhetoric is addressed; the law-courts and their 
‘judges’, properly so called, the object of the forensic or gudictal branch 

of the art; and thirdly the ‘spectators’, those who go to be amused or 

interested by the show-speeches, or éemdcifers, the Panegyrics (in two 

senses), funeral orations, burlesques, or whatever other form may be taken 
by speeches composed merely to display skill in composition without 
practical interest (where the dvvayis, the faculty, or skill shewn, is only 
in question) ; or, if they please, to criticise them, and so become ‘critics’. 

The term xpitys, ‘judge’, which belongs properly only to the second of 

the three branches, may also be extended to the other two, since they 
all have to ‘decide’ in some sense, to choose between opposite views, 

either on questions of expediency in matters of state, or right and wrong 

in legal questions, or the merits of a composition as ‘critics’. Comp. 

11 18, I, I 12, 5, and also Rhet. ad Alex, c. 18 (19), 14, where (comp. 
§ 10) xperai seems to be used in this general sense for all kinds of dxpoarai. 

1 Thuc. 111. 38 (Cleon to the Athenian assembly), atrioe 5° byuels kaxds dywvobe- 
roovres, olrives elwOare Oeatal pev Trav Adyuw ylyvecOa, dxpoarai dé Trav Epywy, 

x.7.. ‘You go to the public assembly as you go to the theatre, merely in quest 
of intellectual excitement. You go as @earal or Oewpol, that is, merely for your 
amusement ; and not as xpiral, that is, carefully weighing the matter of what is 
said, in order to adopt it in your practice or reject it.” Arnold. 

se 
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AeuvTixov, Sikavikov, émidenTiKov. GuuBovrAys dé Td 

Mev TpoTtpotn TO Sé droTpoTN: del yap Kal ot idia 
ouuBovrevovtes Kal ot Kowwr SnunyopovvTes ToUTwY 

Garepov mowiow. dsixns dé TO Mev KaTnYyopia TO 8 
aroNoyia’ ToUTwWY yap OTOTEPOVOUY TroLElY avayKH 

Tous dudiaByTovvTas. émweKTiKov O€ TO pév Errawwos 
\ \ , , \ e / , > \ a“ 

4To O€ Woyos. Xpovot Oe EKAGTOUV TOUTWY ELCL Tw 
\ , e , \ ‘ _ ’ , 

Mev cupBovdevovTt 6 ueAAwY (TEP! yap TMV ETOMEVWY 
, NX , a > / co . 

cup PBovrAEver 7} TpoTpeTwY | aTOTpETTWY), TM OE OiKa~ 
, c / \ cal 7 \ 

Coumevw 6 yevouevos (rept yap TwV TETpaypueVwY cE 
e\ A > a \ ~ ~ - O Mev KaTnyopel O dé arroNOyeElTaAL), TH O ETOEKTK®@ 

, \ / A \ \ , 

KUPLWTaTOS MEV 0 TAapwY, KaTa yap Ta VTapyoYTAa 
> ~ Nv , i ad \ te 

emraivovow h \yéyouot TavTEs, TpoTXpwvTat Sé moANa- 
\ . , \ \ , 

Kis Kal Ta YEevOMEeva dvapLYNnoKOVTES Kal Ta wEANNOVTA 
: , , ee FR , e/ , 
TpoeKkaCovTes. TENOS O€ EKATTOLS TOUTWY ETEPOY ETT, 

\ \ = , / la \ / \ / 
Kal Tpiolv ovat Tpla, TH pe TUUPBoVAEVOYTL TO TUUeE- 

§ 3. émiBexrixov] ‘ea guae constat laude ac vituperatione. Quod genus 
videtur Aristoteles, atque eum secutus Theophrastus, a parte negotialt, 

hoc est mpaypatixq, removisse, totamque ad solos auditores relegasse; et id 

eius nominis, quod ab ostentatione ducitur, Droprium est? Quint. III 7, I. 

oi idig cupBovdevovres] I1 18, I, av Te mpos Eva tis TO oyw xXp@pevos 
mpotpéemn i} Grorpéry, oiov of vovberodvres Trotodaw 7 meiOovres. 

ororepovouv|] Append. [This Appendix was apparently never written. s.] 
§ 4. xpdvoi—t@ pév cupBoudevovte 6 pédAdav] I have already pointed 

out, Introd. p. 120, that Demosthenes adds té zrapor, ‘ present time’, to the 

‘future’ of Aristotle, as characteristic of the deliberative branch of Rhe- 
toric ; and Aristotle himself, in two subsequent passages of this treatise, 

I 6§1, and 8 § 7. 
xupidraros|] On xvpios, in its secondary and metaphorical application, 

see note on I 11 § 4. The kind of ‘ authority’ which this ‘ present time’ is 
here said to carry with it in the epideictic branch is, that it has of all 

the three the dest right to be there ; that it is most ‘ proper’ or appropri- 
ate inthat place. It has here very much the same sense as in the phrases 
kupia juépa, kupia éxkAnoia, a day or assembly which has a special autho- 
rity, as ‘fixed’ and ‘appointed’ for a certain purpose ; opposed to all 
ordinary days, and irregular assemblies, which are ovyxAnrot, called 
together at a moment’s notice on special emergencies. 

Ta yevoueva—ra pedAdovra] The accusatives are here attracted by the 
participles, instead of following the principal verb in the dative. 

mpoerxafovres] ‘ with, in the way of, an anticipatory guess or presenti- 

ment’, of future honours and distinctions of the subject of the encomium. 
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\ \ / / 

pov kal BAaBepov 6 pev yap mpoTpéerwy ws BEATLOV 
\ , e - : , oupBovrevelr, 6 O0€ aTOTpPETTWY Ws YElpoY aroTpETEL, 

\ > oS, \ - lé a’ , 

ta 8 ada Tpos TOUTO oupTapadauBave, H Sikatov 
Led EY 4 \ > § ~ \ , 4 

i) AOLKOV, 1) KaNOY if} aiaxpov: Tots OE SiKaCouEvars TO 
iF. \ \ al ‘ 5 MSE: \ © Oikaiov kal TO adikov, Ta O aAXNG Kal OVTOL TUUTApa- 

AauPBavovar mpds Tav’Ta: Tols 0 erawovat Kal We- 
Q \ \ \ > ip \ > wo \ 

youot TO KaNov Kal TO aioxpov, Ta 0 GAG kal 
e A cad UZ ~ >? 

6 ovUTOL mpos TavTa émavadepovaow. onpetov 8 dt TO 
> ig / \ \ \ ~ af 

ElONnMEVOY EKaTTOLS TEAOS' TEPL MEV yao TwY adrwY 
aA > BY > / e € / C3 
EvioTe OUK av augur Bntnoaev, oiov 6 diKaCopeEvos ws 

> \ e af J ’ a »Q/ 

ov yéryovev 4 ws ovK EBAaWEv? Tt S adiKe?, VDE TOT’ 
\ € , Oi \ a‘ Sf f G / \ 
av OmoNoynoeev’ ovdev yap av Eder Oikns. Odpoiws dé 

§ 5. 0 d€ drorpéroy os yeipov amorpeme] ‘Fr. A. Wolf's einleuchtende 
verbesserung ws xeipovos findet einige bestdtigung in den ungramma- 

tischen worten der paraphrase: cmrorpémer S€ t@ xXetipo’ (Brandis, ap. 
Schneid. PAzlol. p. 45). This alteration seems to me to be totally un- 

necessary. It is true that the ordinary construction of the verb in the 

sense here intended is drorpémety twa Twos, or aro Twos, as § 6, ‘to divert 
or dissuade some one from something’. But it is plain it can equally 

well be adapted to the other form of expression adopted here, ‘to divert 

the thing from the person-—in the way of dissuasion—to turn 7¢ away 

from Az, as (being) worse’, i.e. ‘to dissuade him from it (as the Greeks 

as well as ourselves usually say) as the less expedient course’. An author 
like Aristotle, always regardless of the ordinary usages of language, may 

very well be allowed such a liberty of expression. If, however, this be 
still objected to, we may, without alteration of the text—to be admitted 
I think, as a general rule, only as a last resource—understand os xeipov 

as an absolute case, nomin. or accus., 6 8€ dmorpérwy ws xeipor (dv Tt), 
drorperet (rwva avrov). See similar examples in note on 11 8, Io. 

mpos Tovro] ‘ with a view to, with reference to, this’; all the rest (ra 
adda) as supplementary and subordinate to this. 

ovprapadapBaver] ‘takes in as an adjunct, in azd of, as an auxiliary, 
subordinate and subsidiary, to his main purpose’; de Anima A 2, 1, ras 

tay mporépwoy Sofas cupmapadapBavew Soo te wept adtis dmepyvavro. Plat. 
Phaed. 65 A édv tis avo (ro capa) ev TH CyThoet Kowovdoy cvpmapadrapBary. 
Ib. 84 D, Lach. 179 FE. Spengel ad Rhet. ad Alex. xxv 8. p. 192. 

tois b€ dixafopevois] Td Tédos eoTi. 
eravaépovar] ‘re-fer’ (dvapépew) ‘to’ (emi). 

§ 6. epi pev yap tdv Gdwv x«.7.A] On the ‘legal issues’ here inti- 
mated, the dudiSiorjoes (Aristotle), or oracecs (subsequent Rhetoricians 
and Lawyers), comp. I 13, 9; III 15,2; 16,6; 17, 1, and Introd. p. 397, 
Append. E to Bk. 111. 
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\ t \ \ / ear Kal ot cuuBovAevovTes TA Mev GANA TOAAAKIS TpOT- 
\ 7 7 aX > 

evTat, ws d€ aovudopa cupBovrevovow 7 am’ wpe- 
's / > \ e 7 > Aipwv droTpeTovaw oUK av Opmoroynoaev ws 8 ovK 

a7 \ Cal \ 

aoiKov TOUS aoTUYyEiTOVas KaTadovAOVCOa Kal Tous 
\ col / A 

pnoev adikovvTas, TOANGKIS OVOEV ppovtiGovew) Omolws 
\ € . rn , a 

dé kal of érawwovvTes Kai ot WéyovTes ov oKoTOvCW 
> Vy 1 3 > 

él ouudepovta empageyv 4 PBAaBepd, arAXa Kal év 
> f , e/ , v4 od 

€rraivw modAakis TWéacw OTL dALywpyoas TOU avTw 
~ 7 / / e 7 

AvotTeAouYTOS empace Tt KaXov, oiov “AyiAXNEa Errat- 
cod 4 > 7 ~ e , / > \ v4 

vovow Ott éBonOnce Tw ETaipw TaTpoKAw eEidws 671 
~ > A > ~ > \ ~ / \ c A 

det avtov dmobavetv, éfov Civ. TovTw Sé 6 pev 
~ , / \ ‘\ , 

Towvtos Oavatos KaAXNov, TO OE Civ oupPEpov. 
\ \ lo , e/ / \ / 

avepov O€ Ex THY ElpnuevwY OTL avayKN TEL TOVTwY 

as 8 ovx adixor] (i.e. Tod Aéyew ws, OF rod ws, ‘the fact that’), ovdév 
dporrifovow. On the necessary limitation and qualification of this posi- 
tion of Aristotle, see Introd. p. 170. 

év €raiv@ tmodhdxis TiOéaow K.T.X.] Isocrates gives credit to the Athenian 

people, év éraiv@ tiénow, for this kind of disinterested policy, in a passage 
referred to by Victorius. Paneg. § 53 "AxiAAéa érawovory ore €BonOnoe x.T.r. 

Plat. Symp. 179 E memvopéevos mapa ths pytpos ws amobavoiro dmoxreivas 
"Exropa, py momoas dé rodto otkad’ €AOav ynpatos TeAeuvTHCOL, erodunoev 
décba BonOjoas tH épaor} Uarpoxr@ kal tiwwpyoas ov povoy vreparroba- 
veiv, GAAa Kal eraroOaveiv rerehevtnkoTt. Apol. 28 C6 tis Géridos vids, ds 
TogovToy Tou Kwdvvou Katepornoe Tapa TO aicypoy Tt Vropeivat, aoe emretd?) 

eirev  pntip avt@ mpobvpovpév@ “Exropa droxreivar, Beds ovca, ovTadi Tas, 
Gs éygpuat, & tai, el Tyw@pycets Tlarpox\@ TO Eéraip@ tov povoy Kal “Exropa 

droxreveis, adtos amobavet’ adbtixa yap ror, pyoi, we? “Exropa morpos éToipos 
(Hom. Il. 5 98 ef cnzfra adbrixa reOvainy x.t.d. V- 104) 6 S€ radr’ dxovoas x.7.A. 
comp. Il. I 410 seq. Aeschines likewise, c. Timarch. §§ 145, 150, refers 
to (in the one) and quotes (in the other) this same passage of Hom. IL 
>. u. s., but with a totally different purpose. 

rovte@ dé 6 pev Towodtos Odvaros Kddduov, Td Se Civ (though life) cvppépor] 
Eth. Nic. 1X. 8, 1169 @ 18, Anes dé rept trod orovdaiov Kal Tav hitov Eveca 
mora mparrew Kai THs marpidos, Kav dén vreparobvyickew...tois 8 vreparo- 
Orjcxovot Toor tows cvpBaiver’ aipotyrac 5) wéya Kadov éavtois. 

§ 7. The argument of this and the two following sections of this 

chapter will be found in a more connected shape in the paraphrase of 
the Introd. pp. 171—2. The sum of it is simply this: each of the two 
kinds of rémoe is equally necessary in all the three branches of Rhetoric ; 

(1) the ety, or i8coe rozo1, or tdva, from which the rhetorical propositions or 

premisses, the eixdra, onueia, and rexunpea are necessarily derived, § 7: 
and (2) the four xoevot rémo1, here apparently reduced to three, the possible 

P. 1359 
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» - >| / \ A / \ 

EXELY TpwWTOV Tas TpoTaceEls') TA yap TEKUNpLa Kal 
A ~ , \ / 

Ta €LKOTa Kal Ta GHMELA TPOTATELS Elol PNTOPLKAl' 
/ \ \ AY ? / > (; \ PY 
OAos Mev yap GUAAOYLO MOS EK TPOTATEWY ETTL, TO 

/ > < - > 

évOvunua cuANOYLT MOS ETTL TUVETTHKWS EK THY ELpN- 
a \ af - % S 

8 Mevwy MpoTacewy. ere d€ oVTE TpaxOnvat oiov TE 
I if. \ 5 / 

ovTe mpayOnoecOa Ta advvata dd\dAad Ta SuvaTa, 
\ \ \ if \ \ Uf a7 \ 

ovoe Ta pn YEvoMEva HF MN ETOMEVA OVX OloV TE Ta 
\ ms \ , ms \ 

pev mempayOa ta d€ mpayOnoecOa, dvayKaioy Kat 
~ / \ a / ~ 

Tw ouUBovAEvoyTt Kal TH OiKaCoMévw Kal TH €7I- 
é é é é 

no , \ A \ , 4 
O€LKTIK® EXELY TpOTaTEs TrEpt OUVAaTOU Kal dovvaTOV, 

/ \ y \ / \ / Sf \ 

Kal €l yéyovey | pn, Kal El EoTat Hj my. ETL O Emel 4 
« a \ , \ , 5 
aTaVTES Kal ErrawvouvTEs Kal WeyovTes Kal TPOTPE- 

, \ a \ 7 
TWOVTES Kal GMOTPETOVTES Kal KaTHYyopoUYTES Kat 

/ ’ \ ’ 14 ’ a : a 

a7roNoYOUMEVOL OU MOVOY Ta Elpnueva SetKYUVaL TEL|D@Y- 
> \ Wears Ud BY \ \ > \ BY \ = 

Tat adNAa Kal OTL peya 1) puKpov TO ayabov H TO | 
\ \ \ A \ \ > a! \ \ , \ \ / bs ’ > ’ ’ > " 

KaKOY | TO KaNOY H TO alaxXpoV n TO OiKaloy nH TO AOLKOY, p.13 

as 
’ \ , \ \ / / 

1 Ka? avta NEyovTeEs 7 Tpos aAAAnAG avTiTapaBad- 
- e/ t 2 \ \ OQ \ , 

Aovtes, OnAOV OTL EOL av Kal TrEpi uEyEOous Kal juKpO- 
“~ , \ “ tf , 

TNTOS Kal TOU pElCovos Kal TOU éNaTTOVOS TPOTAaCELS 
of \ / \ , Cou , ~ 

Exew, kal kaBoXov Kat repli ExawTou, oioy Ti peiCov 
> A S\- 9 B yy sy/ 3 , € / A 

ayadov 7 éXaTTov i adiknua H OiKaiwuas Opoiws Ee 

and impossible’, ‘fact past and future’, and ‘the great and small (the 

topic of magnitude or importance) either (1) absolute or (2) comparative 
(degree)’. §§ 8, 9. 

§ 9. Scxaiwpa) is used here and in c. 13 §$ 1, 3, as the opposite to 

adixnua, in the sense of ‘an act of justice’. So Eth. Nic. v 10, 1135 a 8, 

diadéper b€ Td adixnua Kal TO Gdixov Kal Td Sixaiwpa Kai TO Sixatov’ GdiKoy 
pev yap €ote thn pioe fh rager (i. q. vox, natural or of human institu- 
tion.) ro & adro d€ rodro dray mpaxOy adixnua ear, mpiv d€ mpaxOjva ovTa, 
GX’ adixov. opoiws dé cai dixaimpa. Kadeirar dé paddov Sixacompaynpa TO 
ower, dtxai@pa S€ ro €rapvopbwpa tov ddixnparos : where in the first clause 
it is used in its ordinary acceptation as ‘a just act’, =dixaompaynpa, and 

contrasted with ddixnua, and afterwards distinguished from it in the more 
correct sense of ‘a rectification of an act of injustice’. It is in this 

signification that Plato employs it, Legg. 1x 8, 864 E, ray 8€ dAdwr dixato- 
pareav adeioba, ‘all other penalties’, which are as it were ‘amendments 
of a wrong or injustice’, In Thuc. 1 41 init. it stands for ‘just claims’, 

‘vechtsgrtinde’, Poppo; rechtsanspruch’, Heitz, lc. In Arist. de Caelo, 

we 
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\ \ fo ” LS \ s > eT A 

Kal Tept Twy aAAwy. TEPL wy MeV oVv EE avaryKns 
~ la A , / \ \ ~ 

def AaBely Tas mpoTaces, eipntar peta S€ Tav’Ta 
\ , , e Mi 

Suaiperéov idia wept éxaoTov TOUTWY, Oiov TEP. wy 
\ \ \ Bs € ? \ 4 , 

oupBovArn Kal rept wv ot émidenkTikol Adyol, TpiTOV 
\ e / d€ wept wy ai Sika. 

5 eas s / \ a 2 VN \ 
TpwWTOV Mev Ovv AnTTEoV TEpL Tota ayaa Hn Kaka 

e , 7 > ‘ ? \ of 
0 oupBouvdevwy cuuBourevel, éredn OV TEP! &TaVTA 

74 , \ € GAN’ boa évoexeTat Kat yeverOa Kai py. boa oé EF 
> 7 N\ of \ of aX 7 id \ / 

dvaykns 1 €oTw 4h ExTat 7 dduvaToy Eivar H yever Oat, 
\ \ / > ot lA NN \ \ 

mept O€ TovTwY oUK ExTL GuUBovAN. ovdE On TeEpt 
~ , 4 of v , 7 

TwY EvOEXOMEVWY ATaVTWY' EGTL yap Kal doe Ena 

I 10, I, it has a sense either derived from that rectification or amendment, 

an éravopOwpa of a wrong view or argument, pa@AXoyr av ein mora Ta wéAAOVTA 
AexOjoecOat mpoaxnxooot Ta tav audicByrovvray Adyeov Sixawpata: OF 
rather, as in Thucydides, it denotes a justification or just claim, meaning 
what the conflicting arguments have each of them to. say for themselves. 

Sixaiwpa ‘actio iuris, exsecutio iuris, iustificatio, ex qua (per arbitrum) 
status iustus qui erat violatus restituitur: nam d:xaody est facere ut 
quid sit dikaov’. Fritsche ad Eth. Eudem. A I0, 1135 @ 13 (p. 109) q. v., 
Heitz, Verl. Schrift. Arist. p. 253. 

otov] ‘for example’, one of several, is used here, as constantly else- 

where, loosely and carelessly, by Aristotle, in the place of rotr’ éorti, zd est, 

videlicet, as a more explanatory repetition. 

CHAP. IV. 

§ 1. On the first of the three branches of Rhetoric, ro cvupBovdeurixov 

or Snpunyoptxor yévos. 
§ 2. «iva: i yevéoOa] This ‘fundamental antithesis’ and cardinal 

distinction of ancient philosophy is noticed by Gaisford, incredible as 
it may appear, for the sole purpose of making merry with it as a sophis- 
tical quibble! ‘Has Sophistarum ineptias facete ridet Antiphanes apud 

Athenaeum, III 99 A.’ 
mepi d€ rovrwv| See note on dfAov d¢, c. I § II p. 20. 

§ 3. Kal pioe...xal dro TUxNS ywopeva ayaa] This same distinction of 

goods naturally and accidentally accruing to us, is found in Eth, Eud. 1 
3, 5, 1215 @ 12, ef pev yap ev rois dud rdxnv yevouévois #} Tois dua Giow 

rd Kaas (hv eariv, dvéAmorov ay ein woddois. These are opposed to those 
advantages and objects of desire the acquisition of which depends upon 

ourselves and our own exertions and studies. ov yap éore Sv emmedeias 7 

krnows ovde em’ avrois ovde Tis adrav mpaypareias compared with dca répu- 
kev dvayerOa eis tpas (to be referred to ourselves), kal dv 7 dpxy ris 
yevéceas ep’ piv éoriv. The gifts of nature and the good things that 
result from accident cannot be included amongst the possible advantages, 

CHAP. IV. 
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Kal dro TUS ywoueva ayaba TaV évdexomevwY Kat 
yiryverOat kai wn, mEpt wy ovdev mpO Epyou TO TUL- 

Bovrevew: ara OyAov Ste TEpl Sowv ext! TO Bov- 

Aever Oar. Toavta 8 éotiv boa wépuKev avayer Oa 
Els uas, Kal wy 1) apyn Tis yeverews EP july éoriv: 

MEXPL Yap ToUTOU OKOTrOUMEY, Ews av EUPwWMED EL Hiv P.« 
4duvata  advvata mpagca. Kal’ éxaotov pev ovv 
dxpiBws SiapiOuncacbar Kai diadaPeiv eis Edn rept 

wy ewOacr xpnpatiCew, Ett & Boov EvdéexeTat TEpt 

the ‘profitable’ or ‘expedient’, which are the object and aim of the deli- 

berative speaker, because they are not attainable by any exertions of our 

own ; and so for the purposes of Rhetoric are just as useless as things 

necessary and impossible. The subjects of Rhetoric are the subjects of 

deliberation, and no one deliberates about anything which is beyond the 

sphere of his influence. 

mpo épyov| Note onc. 1 § Io p.17. 
GAG OyAov OTe} (TO cupBovrevew €or) wept door K.T.Ar. 
§ 4. The following passage, §§ 4—6, descriptive of the rhetorical 

method and its necessary limitations, and the distinction between it and 
the method of scientific demonstration, one of the most important in the 

entire work, will be found almost literally translated in the Introduction, 
pp. 173—4, to which the reader is referred. 

axpiBeas SiaptOunoacba) ‘to make an exact numerical division’, or ‘to 
enumerate in an exact division or analysis’, Plat. Phaed. 273 E, Crat. 
437 D, Gorg. 501 A, Legg. I 633 A, e¢ alibz. It is used in a general sense 
of ‘accurate distinction’, 

diadaBeiv] ‘to part, separate, divide, distinguish’, is also familiar to 

Plato, Polit. 147 E, tov apiOpov wavra diya SveAaBoper, Symp. 222 E, iva 

xepis nuas SiadaBn, Phileb. 23 C, wavra ra viv évra...d.x7 SvadkaBopev, and 
numerous examples in Ast’s Index, s. v. ; and still more so dcaipety in the 
same sense, and d:aipeots, Sophist. 225 A, diatpety adrny dixa, Polit. 262 D, 

war’ eidn dvo dtatpeiv, ib. 283 D, dceA@pev adtny dvo pépn, Phaedr. 273 k, 
kar’ €idn SiarpeicOar ta ovra. SiadaPeiv els etdn, ‘to classify by genera and 
species’, Similarly dcopigery. 

mept adv eidOaot xpnuaricew] ‘the subjects of ordinary business, i.e. 
deliberation (in the assembly)’. ypnyari¢ew, which is properiy to ‘trans- 

act ypyjpara or business’ in general, is here ‘transferred’ by metaphor (of 
the class aro yévous emt ei8o0s, Poet. XXI 7), to the special signification of 

the particular kind of business which is transacted in the general assem- 

bly, its debates and consultations ; so Pol. vI (IV), 14, 1298 4 29, cat mept 
tovtwy xpnyari¢ew (of a general assembly as opposed to a BovAy or mpd- 
Bovror) rept dv av odrot mpoBovdevowowy. Ib. c. 15, 1299 b 39, év rats rovad- 

tues Snpoxparias év ais 6 Sjpos xpnpari¢e: mept rdvtwy (holds its assemblies 
and discusses everything). Also to the consultations of the law-courts, 
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> a : a \ \ ’ / > nn \ A 

avTwv Siwpica Kata THv ddAnOeaav, ov Set KaTa Tov 
7, | ~ oo - 

mapovTa Kapov Cyteiv dia TO pyTE THS pnTopiKAs 

Demosth. c. Timocr. p. 717, 26, rept dv ay yv@ 76 Sixaorypiov, madi xpnpa- 

rifew: and again, v. 28, to the deliberations of the assembly. A¢schin. 
c. Timarch. § 23, of the mpdedpo. Lastly, Demosth. de F. L. p. 430, 24, 
§ 317, applies it to the intrigues of individuals, odro. & ovdév éxavoavro 
idia xpnpuarigortes. 

kata Thy adynOeav...€uppovearépas kai paddov ddnOiwijs| of the scientific 
method which has ‘certainty’ or necessary truth for its aim and object, 

as opposed to the popular method of Dialectics and Rhetoric, which has 
no higher aim than probable opinion, mpos ddfav. Top. A 14, 105 & 30, 

mpos pev ody dirocodiay (true philosophy, science) kar’ dAnOevay wept adtay 
mpayparevréov, Suadextixas 5é€ mpos Soéav. See references in Introd. p. 173, 
note 1. Add, Anal. Post. 1 33, 88 4 30, ro & émornrov kal éemiorypn Sia- 

héper tod dogacrov Kai ddéns, Ste fj pév emiotnpn Kabddrov kal Ov avay- 
kaiov, To & dvayxaiov ovk évdéxerar GAdws exew «7A. Eth. Nic. Ill 4, 
1112 a 8, dv€dCopev & ov mavv iopev. On doga in general, see Waitz 

Comm. ad Org. p. 444. On éudpoveorépas, ‘more intelligent, wiser, more 
instructive ’, see above, note on c. 2 § 21 p. 50. 

dia TO pjre...odA@ S€...] Wolf and Ms A‘ have woAd@ re, which is of 
course the more regular and strictly grammatical usage. On the general 
question of the meaning and distinctions of xai, dé, and re, with and with- 

out the negative, see Hermann’s excellent dissertation in his Review of 
Elmsley’s Medea, on lines 4, 5. Porson, Elmsley, and their English fol- 

lowers were in the habit of laying down rigorous and inflexible rules 
of Greek grammar, which were supposed to admit of no exception ; any 

apparent violation of them was to be summarily emended: one of the 

great services rendered by Hermann to the study of the Greek language 
is the relaxation of these over exact rules, and the substitution of a 
rational and logical explanation of these differences of expression, and 
the analysis of their distinctions, for these often unwarranted alterations 

of the text. ‘Kal particula est coniunctiva’, says Hermann ; ‘re adiunc- 

tiva ; d€ disiunctiva’. In the case of ovdé and pnde, ovre and pyre, when 
several things are subordinated to, and included under, one negative con- 
ception, the one or the other (6¢ or re) is used according as the writer had 

or had not any notion of a difference between them. If the things under 
the general negative conception are represented mere/y as subordinate 
and with no expression of difference or opposition between them, the 
adnexive re is employed, and the formula is ov...re...re, OF ov...0UTE...0UTE, 
and similarly with py: on the other hand, if some difference between any 
of the subordinate members of the division is to be marked, re must 
be replaced by 8é¢, and the formula will be ov...ov8¢, or ovd¢é...0v8é, OF ov... 
ovre...oUre...ovdé, and so on for other similar cases. And the change of 
re into d¢ in the second clause of the sentence before us, represents the 

sudden occurrence to the writer’s mind of the thought that there is an 
important difference between the two things that are assigned as reasons 
for not introducing a regular scientific division into the treatment of 

Rhetoric (viz. its necessarily unscientific character, and the fact that its 
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clvat TéxvNns GAN’ eupovertépas Kat paddoy aAn- 

Ouviis, moAN@ TET TAEiw Sedoaba Kai viv avTH TwY 
oixelwv OewpnuaTwv: O7Ep yap Kal mpOTEpoOY EipnKOTeES 

TUYXAVOMED, ad\nbés €otiv, OTL 7 puTopiKn CUyKELTaL 

pev EK TE THS GvaNuTIKHs ETLOTH UNS Kal THS TEpt Ta 
So ~ € , W3) 53 \ \ \ cod nn \ 

70n moNTiKhs, Omola 0 TTL TA MeV TH OiadEKTLKY TA 
1 ToAA® GE (see note). 

province has already been unduly extended by previous professors), which 

requires to be marked, and accordingly is marked by the change of the 
particle. This, however, is not the only irregularity in Aristotle’s sen- 

tence ; for, evidently intending at the commencement to include both 

the subordinate members under the original negative, he introduces in 
the second clause a positive conception ; contributing perhaps to enforce 

the distinction of the two, but in violation of grammatical accuracy. 

trel@ dedédcOa...tdv oixei@y Oewpnpatwv| ‘far more has been already 
assigned to it than its own proper subjects of inquiry’, refers doubtless 

to the sophistical professors of Rhetoric, his predecessors and contem- 
poraries ; who vrodvovrat vd TO oxHpa THs moderixjs, and lay claim to the 
whole extent of the field of Politics, Rhet.1 2, 7. What this assumption of 

the Sophists implies is explained in Eth. Nic, X 10, 1181 a 1, td 8€ modt- 
Tika emayyéAXovrar pev SidaoKe of coguotai, mpattre 8 adtadv ovdeis, GAN’ 

of modtrevopevor k.7.A., infr. v. 13, Tov b€ codioray of emayyeAdopevoe Aiay , 
gaivovrat woppw eivar tov Sidakar’ GAws yap ovde woioy te €oriv h wept ota 

icacw’ ov yap av thy avrhy th pytopiKn ovde xelpw éridecay x.T.d. 
§ 5. tis dvadutikns éemotnpns| See note onc. 1 § 11, p. 19, 7 8€ miors 

amobekis eort. 

dvadutixas, opposed to Aoyik@s (which is equivalent ‘to diadextixas, 
Waitz on Anal. Post. 82 6 35, p. 353, Poste, u. s., p. 19), properly implies 
scientific demonstration; and ‘analytical’ reasoning follows that method : 

see Anal. Post. I 22, 84 a7 seq. It is there said to be exercised év rais 

Grodeckrixais émiotHpats...n pev yap dmodekis €att tav daa vmapxet Kal? 
aura Trois mpaypaow. On ‘Analytics’ comp. Trendel. £7. Log. Arist. p.47 sq. 

Waitz Comm. ad Anal. Pr. p. 366, 7. When Dialectics is here called an 
‘analytical’ science, either ‘analytical’ stands for ‘logical’ in general 
(which is Mr Poste’s view, l. c.), or else it represents and includes me- 

thodical systematic reasoning of all kinds, which proceeds by way of 

‘analysis’, ‘resolving’ the objects of knowledge into their ultimate ele- 

ments, to discover their causes (Trendelenburg, lL c.); and the latter is 
the explanation that I should prefer. 

Tis mept ta 46n modutixns] Ethics being a department or branch of 
the more general and comprehensive science of Politics, Eth. Nic. I 1, 
1094 4 11, 7 pev odv pebodos (4 Oxy) rovtwy edierat, modiTiKH Tis ova: 

the end of both being the same, viz. human good, v. 6. Ib. I 10, 1029 
6 29, and c. 13, init. Ib. X 10, 1180 4 31, poptov yap éSoxee THs moduriKHs 
elvac. So that the two together make up the ‘ philosophy of humanity’, of 

man as an individual and in society, 4 wept ravOpdmwa pirogopia, X 10, 

1181 3 16, 

—s = 
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66é Tots copietixois Aoyols. oow Oo dv Tis H THY 
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SiaNekTikny n TavTny pry KaBamep av Ovvapyerts GAN 
> / , \ 

émioTHpas melipaTar KaTaoKkevaCelv, AnoETaL THY 
/ > - > / - / b] / 

guow avtTwy apavioas Tw petaBaiverv émiokeva wv 

§ 6. xaOarep av] On xaédrep Gy (karackevd{o), see above, note on 

Tl, 5p. 9. f 
Suvdpers] SC. rod mopicat Aoyous, I 2, 7. On Rhetoric as a practical 

faculty, see Introd. pp. 14—19. 

It may be as well here to sum up the characteristics of Rhetoric which 

respectively entitle it to the name of ‘art’ and ‘faculty’. In so far as it is 
systematic, and follows a method—a logical method—and can look for- 
ward to results (implying a knowledge of causes and effects) in ersuading 
its hearers, it is an art; as a practical exercise, not admitting of absolute 
exactness, or universal conclusions, employing the propositions of all arts 

and sciences, and the axioms common to them all, only as probable and 

popular, and having itself no special subject-matter, taking opposite 
sides of the same question indifferently and arriving at opposite conclu- 
sions (so Alexander Aphrodisiensis), it is a dvvayis, a faculty, capable of 
development and to be exercised in practice. 

peraBaive] See on I 2, 20, Vater (who seems to have misunderstood 
the passage), without reason or authority, would omit the words r@ pera- 
Baivev, as not properly applicable to the context dAAd py povoy Aoyov. 
And his view is so far supported by the Paraphrast, who also rejects 
them. Brandis, u.s. p. 46. No one but himself, however, would prefer 

to connect eis émuornpas with emioxevd(oy rather than peraBaivew—a much 
more natural construction, though this often is certainly admissible—and 
secondly, the two words, though not absolutely necessary to the sense, 
are at least in perfect accordance with it when the passage is properly 
interpreted. ‘In proportion as...he will be unconsciously, unintention- 

ally, effacing their real nature by passing over, in his attempt to recon- 

struct them (alter their formation or system), into sciences of definite 
special subjects, instead of those (émorjpyas) which deal with mere words’, 

i.e. instead of confining himself to these latter. This is in fact a case 
of that very common violation of an ordinary grammatical rule which is 
called the ‘figure’, ¢edypa! (a mere carelessness of expression dignified by 

1 Of this so-called ‘figure’, ¢edyua, the illicit conjunction of the two hetero- 
geneous notions or expressions under one vinculum, there are in fact two varieties, 

explained and abundantly illustrated from the works of Tacitus by Bétticher in 
his Lex. Tacit., Proleg. de Stili Taciti brevitate, p. LXXVIII sq., ovdAAnYfis 
and ¢eéyua proper. The figure in general is thus described, ‘ qua aut genere aut 
personis aut alio quo modo diversa uno eodemque constructionis genere compre- 
henduntur’ ; but as I have failed to enter into the distinction which Bétticher 

makes between the two varieties I will substitute my own explanation of the 

difference. In ovAAnyis the two terms are united in one construction with a 

third, to which one is referred /itera/ly, the other metaphorically, or at all events 

in different senses. This appears in the instances given, as dissimulationem nox 
' et lascivia exemerat: nocte ac laetitia incaluisse: praeda famaque onustt: mixti 

| 

bAY fe 
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> té lo , \ 

Els €TLOTHMAS UITOKELMEVWY TIVWY TpayuaTwY, ada 
, , e/ > \ of , 

7 pn povov Noywv. Guws 8 boa po Epyou peéev eoTt 

that name), ‘a figure of speech’, as it is briefly expressed in Liddell and 
Scott’s Lexicon, ‘ wherein two subjects are used jointly with the same pre- 

dicate, which strictly belongs only to one, as in I]. A 533, where €8y must 

be supplied with Zevs.’ So Herod. I 90, xpnora epya kal &rea rove, 
where of course Aeyew is required with érea. Under this head comes the 

case before us, where to complete the intended sense we must supply 
GAG py povoy (Not TO peraBaivery, but ro emiokeva ery emiatHpas) oyov. 

emoxevafew, ‘to re-construct or re-constitute’, is opposed to xara- 

oxevatew. The latter is ‘to Jay down (xara), settle or establish a system’ ; 
the former, ‘to construct anew or afresh, to renew’. ézi, from the pri- 

mary sense of direction to, 7 place, passes into a secondary one of direc- 
tion or succession zz ¢zme, ‘after’ ; hence, thirdly, it takes the meaning of 
repetition, as anew, afresh, re- (in comp.), and of development in the way 

of growth, as in émdiddvae ‘to augment or grow’. Hence émoxevatew is 
properly to ‘refit’, ‘renew’, ‘repair’, ‘restore’, as walls, ships, bridges, 
roads (Thucyd., Xenoph., Demosth., see the Lexx.), and thence trans- 
ferred to ‘reconstruction’ of a science or study. A similar sense of émi 
appears in the verbs, éreireiv ‘to say after, or add the words’, énayeipew 
‘to collect after or in addition’, émipavOaverv, émaxodovbeiv, éravbeiv, émt- 
Buody (to live after, outlive), émavabeacda (Xen. Cyr. V. 4, 11, to look at 

repeatedly, over and over again), émavaxwpeiv ibid., éranévar, éravepxer Oat, 
eravopOovv. Rost. u. Palm, Lex. Art. éi, p. 1046 a. 

§ 7. daa mpo épyou peév eare Stedetv, Ere 8’ Vrodeimer oxeyw] Another case 
of grammatical irregularity and of the ‘figure’ ¢edypa. 6oa in the first 
clause is the accus. after dceAeiv: in the second it must be repeated, as 
the nomin. to vzodetmrer.—On mpo épyou, see supr. c. I § 10 p. 17. 

copiis et laetitia. "To these I will venture to add from a modern English writer 
the case of Miss Bolo in Pickwick, who after her defeat at whist in the Bath 

Assembly Rooms retires ‘7 a flood of tears and a sedan chair’; to which Eur. 

Hel. 182, avyatow év tals ypucdas &v re Sdvaxos Epveow, is an exact parallel. 
In feypa proper, this third term will not apply in any sense to both of the others, 
and some other word or phrase must necessarily be supplied to complete the 
sense ; as in the passage of Herodotus quoted above, and in the text of Aristotle. 

Add to the examples collected from Tacitus by Bétticher, Hor. Od. m1 4. 11, 

ludo fatigatumgue somno. Liv. xxvil 46 sub fin. fessé somno ac vigiliis (fesst 
vigils ac propterea somnc graves). Hom. ll. K 98, xaudrp addnxores 752 Kal 
imvy. Soph, Oed. R. 271, Electr. 72, 435, 6. Eur. Heracl. 312 Elms. ad loc., 
839, 1040. Dem. de F. L. § 93, uy...€are, GAN’ ws .7.X. Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 

394, seq. and Matth. Gr. Gr. 634, Obs. 3, supply examples. Ernesti, in Lex. Techn. 
Gr. s. v., thus defines feypa: in gua figura unum ad verbum plures sententiae refe- 
runtur, guarum unaguaegue desideraret illud, si sola poneretur. ‘This use of the 
figure he has not illustrated. It seems to represent something quite different 
from the other; but what? The ¢eiyua in fact is a kind of grammatical bracket, 

under which two heterogeneous expressions are improperly included. Another 
well-known example of this figure is the truly Irish epitaph on Boyle the Phi- 
losopher : ‘He was the father of Chemistry, and grand-uncle of the Earl of 
Cork.’ 
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dveNeiv, ETL 0 VaroNelwEr oKeYw TH TONTIKH émI- 
4 of \ ~ oTHpN, ElTwMEV Kal VUV. 

\ / \ 3 , , 4 ayedov yap, wept wy BovrevoyvTat mwayTes Kai 
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TEept a ayopevovew ot cuuBovAEvorTEs, Ta péeyioTa 
/ / \ > \ 7 ~ > 

Tuyxaver mevTe Tov apiOuov ovTa: TavTa 8 éoTi 
/ , \ , \ I 7 

mepi TE TOpwY, Kal TWONEMOV Kal Elpnvys, ETL OE TEpL 
o ~ . \ cal > 7 

guAakis THS Ywpas, Kal TWY ELoayouevwy Kal éEayo- 
, \ \ , 4 \ , 

8 MEVwV, Kal TWEOt vowobecias. WOTE WEpt bev TOP@V 

Tov wéANOVTA GuUBovrAEVTEW Séor av Tas mMpododouS 
- r a7 / \ , / af 

THS TWOAEwS Eldeval Tives Kal TOT at,\ OTWS ELTE TIS 
/ ~ \ af > , Py a 

TapaelTEeTat mpoaTeby Kat €l Tis EAXaTTWY avénOn, 

étt O€ Tas Samravas THs TONEWS aTracas, Orws Et TIS 
, > ~ \ o / > , , 

meplepyos apaipeOy Kai et Tis petCwv EMaTTWY YEvN- 
Tat ov yap povov mpos Ta VrapxovTa mpoaTi- 

oxedov yap, tept dv BovAevovrat raves x.t.A.] The unaccountable difference 
between the list here given of the principal subjects of Politics with which 
the deliberative or public speaker will have to deal, viz. (1) ropor, supplies, 
ways and means, revenue, finance ; (2) war and peace (possibly including 

alliances) ; (3) the defence of the country ; (4) exports and imports (com- 
merce, trade) ; and (5) legislation ; with that which is found in Polit. vi (Iv), 

4, has been already pointed out inthe Introd. p.176. In the corresponding 
chapter of the Rhet. ad Alex. 2 (3 Oxf.) § 2, we have seven such subjects 
enumerated : religion, wept iepdy ; legislation, epi vouar, (vopev cvphepovrav 
Oéaers, Dem. de Cor. § 309, in a parallel passage) ; the constitution of the 

state (mepi tis modutixns KatacKeuns); alliances and commercial treaties 
(cvpBodaiwy) with foreign nations; war; peace; and revenue (epi mépov 

Xpnparar). 
In Xenophon, Memor. 111 6, a conversation is reported between So- 

crates and Glaucon, whom the former cross-examines on the subject of his 
political knowledge, with the view of shewing him that he is not yet ripe 
for a statesman. The principal objects of a statesman’s care there enume- 
rated are, the mpdcodo, Aristotle’s ropa, the revenue: the state expenses, 
with the view of reducing them, ra dvad@para: war, and the means of 
carrying it on : the enemy’s forces, naval and military, and your own : the 

defence of the country, 7 ¢vAax?) ris xopas: mines, and the supply of 
silver (this is from the A¢henzan point of view): and the supply of corn 
and other food. These details, and in the same order, are all, with the 

exception of the mines in Aristotle, and the legislation in Xenophon, 
enumerated by Aristotle in the following sections, 8—11, so that Gaisford 

may possibly be right in his suspicion, ‘respexit fortasse Aristoteles 
Xenophontis Mem. III 6.’ 

$8. dapebA] ‘it may be reduced, curtailed, retrenched’. 
mpos ta vmapxorvra mpooribévres x.t.d.] Not of course=mpds rots vmap- 
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Oévtes TOVoWTEpOL yivovTat, aa Kat adaipovvTeEs 
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Tov Saravnuatwv. TavTa 6 ov pMovoy EK THS TEpL 
XN ofS > / ’ , - > 3023 - 

Ta idia éurreipias EvdeyeTat TuVOpay, GAN avayKatov 
- - 7 , \ bo 

kal T@VY Tapa Tols aAAOLS EVPHMEVwWY LO TOPLKOV Etvat 
\ \ \ , / \ oe / 

Tpos THv TEpt TOVTwY GuUBovAnY. TeEpL OE TOAEHOU 
\ ‘4 , lod , Sd 

Kal elpijyns THv Ovvauuy Etdcvat THS TOAEWS, OTOTN TE 

xovowv, ‘by adding to present resources’, but ‘with reference to them’, as 
mpos TovTo cupmapadapBaver, and cvprapadapBavovar mpods Taira, supr. C- 3, 
§ 5. ‘For not only zz respect of their existing resources do they become 
wealthier by adding to them (mpooriOevres avrois)’. 

éx Tis mept ta dia eurerpias] ‘from one’s own personal experience’. 
ra t8a are the facts which have come under one’s own personal observa- 
tion, i.e. the resources of our own country, and the system followed and 
methods adopted in providing, maintaining, and augmenting them, at 
home ; not these alone are to be ‘inquired into’, icropixov eivar, by the 

statesman and public speaker, but also the ‘inventions’, the practices and 
policy of other nations in regard of these same matters. 

avvopay| ‘to take a comprehensive view’, ‘to look at ¢ogether’, for the 
purpose of comparison. See note on ovvayeuy, c. 2 § 13 p. 41. 

ioropixov] The termination -ccus corresponds to the English -ive, and 
denotes a capacity for, or tendency to. moirixos productive, aicO@nrixds 

sensitive, Sextixos receptive, mpaxtixos active, evperixds inventive, dmrodetk- 
tixos demonstrative, and so on: though in some cases there is no cor- 
responding English word actually in use. According to this analogy 

iotoptxos is ‘inquisitive’, qualified and disposed to inquire into things 
in general. 

When Herodotus at the opening of his work uses the term igropin, he 
means no more than the ‘inquiries’ or ‘researches’ which he is now col- 

lecting into a continuous narrative. (Comp. § 13, ai mept ras mpakes 
ioropia: and the note there.) It is not till we come to Polybius that the 

word assumes its modern signification, a scientific history, a systematic 
work that can be employed in education, Hist. 1 1, 2. It is zow defined, 
and distinguished from other departments of study by the addition of 
mpaypatixy, I 2,8, the study of human actions and affairs. Its scientific 

character, which entitles it to the epithet ‘demonstrative’, icropia dro- 
Secxrixy, Il 37, 3, aod. Supynow, IV 40, 1, is derived from its method of 
tracing causes and motives of actions: ioropias yap é€av apéAn tis TO Ota 

tl, kal mas, Kal Tivos xapw émpayOn, cai To mpaxOev morepa evAoyov Eaxe 
TO TéAos, TO KaTaXELTOpEvoY aUTis aywuopa pev paOnua S€ ov yiyverav’ Kai 
mapautixa pev tépret, mpos b€ Td peAdov ovdev @edei TO mapamray. 

But it is only the term, not the thing, that is new in Polybius’ time. 
Thucydides’ History, though not so called, (Thucydides is called a évy- 

ypahevs, see Poppo on I, I, 2,) is at least as scientific in all essential points ° 
as that of Polybius, or indeed any other. 

On the distinction of Adytos, Aoyorads, and iaropixds, see some good 
observations in Dahlmann’s Zz/e of Herod. c. 6 § 2. 
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UTapxel On Kal ToonV évdeyeTat UTapEat, Kat Tole 

§ 9. vmapEat, dpreiv, Anonymus, ap. Brandis, u. $., p. 44. 
The verbs dmdpyeu, eivat, yiyverOa, stand to one another in the rela- 

tion of past, present, and future; to be already in existence, to be (simple 
and absolute being, independent of time), and to become, to come into 

being from a state (if that be possible) of non-being. The aovis¢ infin. 
gives vmapéa here a future sense, ‘to become or to be made’, which does 

not naturally, ex vz verbi, belong to it. Hermann, in one of .those notes 
which have thrown so much light upon the niceties of Greek grammar 
(on Ajax 1061 subsequently referred to without further discussion in the 
treatise de Part. ay 1V, 2, Opuscula, Vol. IV), contends against Elmsley 
(who had condemned as a solecism this use of the aorist infin. without dy, 
after verbs such as Ooxeiv, vopitew, oierOar, pavat, édAmifew, mpoodoxav, in 
reference to future time) in support of the usage; and distinguishes 

three modes of expression in which futurity is conveyed by the infini- 
tive : first, the simple future inf. as Soxeiv meoeiobar, which conveys directly 

the simple and absolute notion of futurity, without modification or quali- 
fication ; second, the infin., aorist or present, with av, wimrew dv, receiv 
ay, which indicates a merely conditional futurity, might or would fall, 

under certain circumstances or conditions ; and thirdly, the present or 
aorist infin. without dy, wimrew, or meoeiv, which, corresponding to the 
indefinite (in point of time) present and aorist, mimrec and érece, denote 
simply the possibility or likelihood of the object falling at some uncertain 
future time ; caducum esse. The distinction between the fresent and 

aorist infinitive is this : ‘Praesentis autem et aoristi infinitivis, sive accedat 

dy sive non, ita utuntur, ut aoristus rei transeunti, praesens duranti adhi- 

beatur.’ 
Without disputing the truth of this, it is yet possible to explain the 

difference otherwise. Permanence (‘duranti’) does not seem to me to be 

in any way connected with the conception of present time, though the 

‘perfect often is; as when we say ‘this Aas deen’ up to the present time, 
we often imply our belief in its continuance; and I should rather 

explain the present infin. in these cases as expressing the mere fact 
of the existence of the thing named, or the abstract notion of it. 

The present tense, as it is called, I act, I do, to act, to do, is in reality 
independent of time: the time present is, I am acting, I am doing; and 
the present infin. ‘to do’ is the naked conception of ‘doing’ without 
any connotation of time (so the Present infinit. with the definite article 
stands for a substantive; rd «iva is the mere notion of being). The 
aorist infin. again may derive its notion of futurity and likelihood, 
either, as Hermann thinks, from the indefiniteness expressed by the 
tense, or, in other cases, from the connotation of Aaédit, implying “a- 
bility, which is also one of its acquired senses.. The broad distinction 
will be, doxé weceioOa, ‘1 think it w7// fall’, at some future time, and 
nothing more : doce mimrew or receiv av, ‘1 think it could, would, or might 
fall’, under certain conditions ; doxé wimrew, ‘1 think the notion of falling 

belongs to it’, ‘I think it may fall’; that is, that it is Zable, or likely, to 
fall, caducum esse: and Soxé meceiv, implying also the liability or like- 
lihood of the preceding, is distinguished from it (according to Hermann) by 

AR. L 5 
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TIS I] TE UTapYouca (ott Kal ij] Tis EvOEXETAL TpOG- 
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ever Oa, ETL OE TONEMOUS Tivas Kal TwS TETONEUNKED. 
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ov povoy O€ THs OlKEias TONEwWS GANA Kal TWY OMOpwY 

TavTa dvayKaiov cidévat. 7) Kal mpos ovs érido£ov 
qoeMelv, Orrws TpPOs MEY TOUS KpElTTOUS EipnvEeUNnTat, P. 

mpos S€ Tous ijTTOUs ém’ avTois 1} TO TONEMELV. Kal 

Tas Ouvapels, TOTEPOY Gjmorce 7} dvOMoLat EoTL yap 

representing the act or event as transient and not permanent. But such 

a distinction as this last, though it be intelligible, is at least untrans- 
latable ; as in such a case as voeis dpaca (Soph. Phil. 918), ‘what dost 
thou intend to do’, where the expression of the liability must needs be. 

omitted, and still more the transient nature of the proposed act. But we 
can hardly suppose that any distinction can be seriously intended when 
Sophocles writes voeis Spacac: and then, three lines afterwards, v. 921, 

Spav voeis. The choice between the two seems to be dictated rather by 
convenience than by any other motive. 

With regard to the distinction of the present and aorist infin., it may 
be observed, that we are often obliged, as the practice of translation T 
shews, to disregard whatever difference there may be conceived to be 5 
between them, as either inappreciable or at all events inexpressible, and a 

to render them by the same English words. Take, for example, the ordi- " 
nary phrase dei AaBeiv (it occurs, for instance, II 8,12). Itis quite certain 

that in this case past time is not directly signified ; though it may possibly ly 
be included as an accessory in the notion of it in the way of an addition 
to the abstract conception of ‘taking up, acquiring ’—as representing the ni 

previous formation of the opinion, which has been ¢aken up before. 

But at all events no one would think of ¢vanslating Sei NaBeiv in any other e 
form than that of the simple verb ‘ to assume or suppose’. fc 

q tus évdéxerar] évdéxyerOar is here used, as is customary with other th 
writers, as a personal verb ; Aristotle generally employs it as an imper- : 
sonal. Comp. note onc. 2, 14. ni 

})} kai ovs éemido€ov] ‘or indeed of those with whom war may be ex- ‘ 
pected’. Supply for the sense, 4 cai (Set eiSévae tHv Sivayy rovtwv) mpos 
obs éridofoy (iptv or Huds) modenedv. émiBofos, ‘ subject to, liable to expecta- Ht 
tion’, émi fenes, note on I I, 7, émt trois xpivovot. Similarly émidiKcos, sub- Fr 
ject to a Sixn, éemeCnpeos infr. I 14, 7, Il 23, 21, émairtos liable to blame, : 
emakwos, emtkivduvos, émOavaros (Demosth.), émixAnpos, émerdadés (liable to fa 
trip) Pol. 11 5, éripaxos, ériBaros, éridpopos. This notion is more directly ui 
expressed by vad in composition, vrddixos, UmevOuvos, &c. i 

eipnvevnrat] elpnvevew, though used as a neuter in Plat. Theaet. 180 B, br 
and in other authors, is properly transitive, ‘to bring into a state of ni 

peace, pacificate, or reconcile’ contending parties, and hence employed ke 
here as a passive. 4 

én’ avrois] Note on I I, 7 p. 10; and onI I, 12 p. 22, 8¢ avrayv: I 7, 35, : 

17 avt@ kal amos, and note there. % 
» SASe ! ‘ ‘ 8 , a Seed > . N° , Lf b 

kal tas Suvdpers] (rdv ouopwv avayxaioy eidévar) mérepov Spon 7} dvd- 
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Kal TavTy meovekteiv 4 EXaTTOVTOaL. avayKatov Oé 

Kal qmpos TavTa pr povov TOUS OlKElovs 7rONEMOUS 

TeBewpynkévar GANA Kal TOUs TOV GANwY, TwS dTrOBal- 

vovow* dro yap TéV Opolwy Ta Spore yiryver Oat 
10 wepucev. Ett O€ TEpt GuAaKs THs XwWpas yy AavOa- 

vey mas puraTteTa, dANA Kal TO TANOoS Eid€evat 
THs puAakys Kat TO cidos Kai TOUS TOTOUS THY PUAa- 

kTnptwv (tovTo 8 ddvvaTov pH Eurretpov ovTAa TIS p.15. 

XwWpas), iv ei? éXatTwv 7 uray mporteOn Kai €l 

Tis Tepiepyos dpapeOn Kat Tous émitndeiovs ToTous 

pota (eiot rais oixeias). This rule is well illustrated by Archidamus’ com- 
parative estimate of the Athenian and Lacedaemonian forces preparatory 
to engaging in the war, Thuc. I 80, 3. 

mAeoverreiy 7 €Xatrovaba] properly contrasted. mdéov i) @Xarrov eyew, 

‘to have too much or too little’, ‘more or less than your due’. So in 
Thucyd. I 77, €AaccovcOa and meovexreioOa (the irregular passive of 
mAeovexreiv) represent the same notion, ‘to come by the worse, or to be 
overreached’. And so here, ‘for in this point also we may be at an ad- 

vantage or disadvantage’, 
awd yap Tav opotoy x.r.d.] ‘for similar circumstances are naturally fol- 

lowed by, or naturally give rise to, similar results’. 
§ 10. W eir edarrav] (eoriv 4 dvdax)), 7 vd. mpooreby7, or perhaps 

rather, etr’ é\Adrrav (€ortiv) 7 pvdrak?), (adtn) mpooreby. 
mepiepyos| is properly said of one ‘who troubles himself over much’ 

(epi), either about his own affairs, or those of others ; (these two signi- 

fications will be found illustrated in the Lexicons), Hence it acquires 
the general sense of ‘superfluity’, as here. Comp. Plat. Polit. 286 c, 
meplepya Aeyew, and Apol. 19 B, Swxpdrns...meprepyaterae (ntav ta te 
umd Yiis kal ra erovpana (of an idle curiosity). Dem.? Phil. & 150, 24, €& 
ov épyatn kal meptepyatn Tovs éxxarous ovras kwduvous. Ib, 143, 17, mepi- 
epyov kal pdraiov avddwpa, and elsewhere in Dem. and the other orators. 
Arist. Eccles. 220, ei un re xawwdv GddXo meptetpyagero. See also in Jud. ad 

Fragm. Com. Graec. Meineke, Vol. v. Pt. 2. 
kal Tovs émirndeious Tomous THPdat waddov] Translate the whole passage, 

‘in order that whether the defence (defensive preparation) be too little, 
addition be made to it, or if superfluous, it be retrenched, and their atten- 
tion be rather directed to the watching or guarding (fortification) of 
favourable positions’. émurndetovs romous are places favourable, defensible, 

suitable to the purpose for which they were intended, viz. for protecting 

the country. Thuc. II 20, 6 xapos émirnderos epaivero evorparomededoat: 
| Herod. 1X 2, xapos émerndedrepos evarparomedever Oat : VI 102, émirndedrarov 

| Xwptov emmmedoa, always apparently of a ‘favourable’ position, and this 
i seems to be here the natural, as it is the usual, sense of éemirndecos and of 

| the passage in general. And so Victorius, ‘et ut relictis parum opportunis 

5—2z 
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Il Tnpwot maddov. ETL O€ mept Tpodns, Torn damravn 

ikavy) TH TOE Kal Tola 4 adTOU TE YyuyvoMEen Kal 

cioaywryimos, Kal Tivwy 7 eLaywyns Séovrat Kal Tivwy 

cicaywryis, iva mpos TovTous Kal ovvOnKkat Kal oup- 

Boral yiyvwvTa mpos dvo yap StavAaTTew avay- 

Kaiov dveyKAnTous ToOUs TONITAsS, MpOS TE TOUS KpeiT- 

12 TOUS Kal mpos Tous Eis Tav’Ta yxpnoipous. Eis O 
dopareay dmavTa pev TavTa dvaykaiov Suvacbat 

Oewpeiv, ovk éXayioTov O€ TEpl vouobecias ératew: 

locis magis idoneos tueantur.’ (There is another possible—but I think 

not probable—interpretation of émirndeious tomovs, viz. loca commoda or 
opportuna, suitable or convenient to ‘he enemy, easy of access, readily 

assailable: rnpeiv, as before, being to guard or defend.) 
§ II. mpods rovrous] i.e. wap ois eotw ov Séovrar: those that are capa- 

ble of providing them with that they want. 
ovvOjKat kat cvpBorai] On ovpSodraa and ovvaddaypara see above, note 

Ghb.4,.19 p..16. 

_ guvOnxn is a general term for a treaty, compact, contract, convention, 
usually of a pud/ic nature, between two states, but also all private con- 
tracts, covenants, and bargains; see Rhet. I 15, 20—23, wept ouvOnkav. 
aipBora—here called cvpBodai, apparently a drag Xeyopevov in this sense; 
in Pol. 111 9, 1280 @ 38, cvvOjKxae and ovp Boda are contrasted—are techni- 

cally confined by the grammarians to a particular and special kind of con- 
tract, international commercial treaties. Meier ii. Sch6mann, A/t. Process, 

p- 494, note 49. In the passage referred to, ovpBoda first occurs appa- 
rently in its proper sense, waves ois €ort ovpBoAa mpds GAAnAovs: and then, 
as distinguished from ovv@jxa, which here stand for commercial treaties 
in general, ovrvOjxat mepi Tov eivaywyizay, seems to be applied to those 
special and subordinate articles of commercial contracts which made pro- 

visions against the infliction of mutual damage and wrong, or established 
a system of compensation which protected the contracting parties against 
mutual injury, ovpBoda repi Tov pr adiceitv. In the usual sense, Pol. 111 1, 
1275 @9, TovTo yap Umapxet Kal Tois awd oupBodrwy Kowwvovc., ‘even the 
members of different states who are connected by international com- 
mercial treaties have reciprocal legal rights, so that it cannot be ¢his 

which constitutes a citizen’. In Thuc. 177, the €vpBodaa mpos rods Evp- 
paxous dSixas denote the actions at law which arise out of these évpBoda. 
Dem. c. Mid. 570, ra sipBorta ovyxewv. See Buttm.’s /nd., s. v. 

mpos Svo0 yap d:adbvAarrew x.r.d.| ‘for there are two classes of persons 
between whom and the citizens it is necessary that irreproachable conduct 
or behaviour, or a thoroughly good understanding, should be steadily, 

persistently (&a, thoroughly, throughout), maintained ’. 
§ 12. epi vopobecias erate] ‘to understand the subject of legis- 

lation’. 

In this section occur several points in common between the Rhetoric 
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€v yap Tols vouols EoTiV } TwTNpPla THs TONEWS, WIT 
> a“ / P \ ~ » dvaykaiov eldévac Toca T éoti modiTELwy eldn, Kal 

Tota oupdéper éExactTn, Kal v0. tivwy PbeiperOa MPEP up PUeipea 
, > , a“ 7, \ , 

WEDUKE Kal OiKElwy THS TOALTELas Kai EvavTiwv. EYw 
\ \ Tf af ~ d€ TO U0 oikeiwy POeiper Oat, ST EEw THs BeXTioTHs 

a ~ , 

morTElas ai add\Nat Tava Kal avémevat Kal émTel- 

and Politics, which, though they may not be direct references from one to 
the other, yet serve to illustrate the relation between them. They are 

noticed by Brandis, in Schneidewin’s Phzlologus, u. s. p. 33. I will com- 
pare them in the order in which they stand. 

év yap Tois vopots €orlv 7 cwrnpia THs ToAews] On legislation comp.I 1, 7- 
That the laws ought to be supreme in a state, and not any one or several, 

or the entire body of citizens, is argued and concluded in Polit. 11 15, 
1286 a 7 seq. and again c. 16, 1287.4 18, rav dpa vouov apxew aiperdrepov 
padXov 4} Tey modtTev eva TwakKt.rA. The different forms of constitutions, 
and what is salutary and conservative or destructive of each of them, are 
treated, for instance, in Pol. 111 6, and VIII (v) 1 et seq. And not only is 
the substance of the next sentence, Aéyw 8€ rd Ud oixeiwy HOciper Gat k.7.X., 

found in the discussions of the Politics vi1I (v) 1, but the very same me- 
taphor, from the tightening and relaxation of the strings of the lyre, is 
employed there, 1301 417, as here; and in c.9, 1309 2 18, the same illustra- 
tion, derived from the flat and aquiline nose, is used to represent the 

excessive exaggeration and intensification, or depression and relaxation 

of the constitution, as of the feature, which altogether effaces its true 
character. 

duépevat kat émrevopevat] This metaphor from the screwing up or 
relaxation of the strings of the lyre, producing a difference of musical 

pitch or tone, which it raises or lowers, is a very favourite one both with 
Plato and Aristotle, and is used to represent, as I have already said, 

exaggeration or intensification on the one hand, (exactly as we speak of 
‘screwing up our courage’ Macbeth 1 7, 60), and depression or relaxation 

on the other. If for example the nose is lowered or depressed to excess 

in the way of flatness as a snub-nose, or exaggerated in the other direc- 
tion to excessive sharpness and prominence as an aquiline nose, it ends 
by losing the character of a nose altogether, and is either altogether 
effaced or becomes a beak: and so with the constitutions of states. 

TO Ure oikeiwv Pbciper Oat therefore means that forms of government are 
destroyed or change their character by the exaggeration or relaxation of 
their own proper and peculiar institutions, and it is in the ‘mean’ state 

alone between these two excesses that the constitution can be said to 

maintain its true character. For instance the dpos, definition or principle, 

of a democracy is equality; if this be intensified or exaggerated, or car- 
ried to excess, if the thing be logically carried out, and everybody actu- 

ally becomes equal, the government degenerates into mob-rule or anarchy 
and thus loses its true democratic character; if it be relaxed and the 
equality diminished, the democratic principle and its institutions become 
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, , «@ , , iz 

vopevat POetpovTat, oiov Snuoxpatia ov movov depen 
> , / e/ > , 
acbevertépa yiveTat Wore TENOS HEE Els CALYAPXIAY, 

? 4 \ > , / 4 \ € 
a\Aa@ Kal EmlTELVOMEVY opodpa, WOTED Kal 1 YpU- 

, \ , ; , , ‘G ’ 
TOTNS Kal Hj DILOTNS OV POVOY aMEMEVA EPXETAL Els 

AY , ’ \ \ , \ U \ \ 
TO pecov, adXAa kat opodpa YypuTa yivopeva 1 ola 

/ / \ a - > 
ovTw diaTibeTat wWoTE pNnde pUKTHpa OoKEly Elvat. 

v \ \ ‘ UZ \ , oh 

xXenogwov S€ mpos Tas vouobecias TO pn Povo ETateLy 
tA , , ro / 

13 Tis moNTEla ouudepe Ex Twv TapednrvOoTwv CEw- 
a \ \ \ - tf 4 € 

pouvtt, d\Aa Kal Tas mapa Tois adAols EldEval, at 

so enfeebled, that the inequalities increase until at last it becomes an 

oligarchy, dvepévn dobeveotépa yiverat wate Tédos Héet eis GAvyapxiay. 
Plat. Lys. 209 B, Rep. IV 441 E, rd prev émireivovoa kai tpépovaa...ro dé 

dueioa mapapvOovpévn, VI 498 B, émcreive Ta éxeims yuuvaora, III 412 A, 

emtrewopeva Kal aviepévo, ib. 410 D, paddov & emitabey rod déovros oxAnpdv 
Te kal yarerov yiyvoir’ dv...~addov dvebévros adtod padakwrepov k.TA. 
Phaedo 98 C, ota émtreiverOat kai dviecOat, 86 C, 94 C and elsewhere. 

This was transmitted by the master to his disciple. In Aristotle it 
occurs, Pol. VIII (V) 1, 1301 6 16, } wa émttabdow 7} aveOoow. Ib. c. 8, 
1308 4 2, ra Tiunpara émireivew 7 amévat, eay pev drepBadAn emireivovras...eav 
d€ €AXeimn auevras, ib. c. 9, 1309 4 18, u. s., VII (VI) 6, 1320 4 30, VI (IV) 6, 
1293 @ 26 and 30 Umepretverv, Eth. Nic. VI 1, 1138 4 23, ore tis oKomos 
mpos ov amoBderav o Tov Aoyov ~xwv emiteiver Kai avinow. In Pol. V (VIII) 7 
1341 4 ult., he says of music as a ‘relaxation’ mpds diaywynv, that it is 

mpos aveciv re Kai mpos THY Tis ouvrovias (Overstraining or exertion) dva- 

mavowv. Comp. Pol. VI (IV) 3, ult. dppovias ouvroverépas and adveipevas ; 
whence évrovos (intense), otvrovos, aveipmevos, avetmevws, are applied, the 

two first to dvaced nerves, vigorous exertion or character; the latter to 
relaxation or dissoluteness of life and manners, or to slackness, laxity, 

and effeminacy. In Pol. Iv (vII) 17, 1336 @ 30, it is said that children’s 

sports should be neither émumovovs nor avemmeévas; and c. 4, 1326 a 26, 

that no well-constituted state should be dvecmeévny, uncontrolled, slack, 
loose, relaxed, i. e. allowed to run to excess, in its numbers, Eth, Nic. 
11 4 sub. init. dpywcOnvar opodpas i) dveipévws, ib. 111 7, 1114 @ 5, dvepe- 

vos (nv, open, easy, careless, dissolute life. Comp. Thuc. I 6, II 39 dve- 
peévy tH Stairn, avemevos Stactapevor. The corresponding Latin terms are 
intendere and remtttere, Cic, Orat. § 59, Quint. X 3, 24, doubtless bor- 

rowed from the Greek. 

ovrw diarierat wore x.t.A.] ‘it assumes such a condition or shape 
that it seems to be no nose at all’. 

§ 13. €k tov mapeAndvOorwyv Oewpoivri] ‘by studying out of’, ie. 

‘ drawing conclusions or deriving observations from the study of the past’, 
dda kal tas mapa rois GAXos x.t.A.] Aristotle had already pro- 

bably, when this was written, supplied the deliberative orators of his 
time with the means of acquainting themselves with this branch of poli- 

tical study, by his work called Modcreta, a collection of the constitutions 
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mola. Tois Tolois dpudTTovow. woTe Onrov OTL 

mpOs MeV THY vomobETiay ai Ths yhs Tepiodor xpHopor 
? ~ \ a 7 ‘ vod > lod , 

(evrevOev yap AaBeiv Eoti Tovs TwHV eOveV vopous), 
\ \ \ \ \ e cad \ \ 

mpos d€ Tas TwodTiKas cuuBovAas al THY Epi Tas 
of 158 states existing at that period, and serving apparently as an appen- 

dix to the extant Politics. It is included in the lists both of Diogenes, 

V 27, and of the Anonymus in Buhle, Arist. Vol. 1 p. 65. Diogenes’ title, 
which is more descriptive than the other, runs thus: ToNcreiat wodeov ” 
Svoiv Seovoaw éEnxovra kal Exarov, kat idia Sypoxpatikai, dAvyapyxtkal, apioro- 

Kpartkai, kat tupavvixai. The extant fragments of this work are collected 
in Rose’s Arist. Pseudepigraphus, Pt. 2, p. 391—537 (this collection is 

much more complete than that of Neumann, which is printed in the 
Oxf. ed. of Bekker’s text, Vol. X p. 234, as an appendix to the Politics). 

The latest results of the researches on this subject are given by Heitz, 
Verlor. Schrift. Arist. p. 230, seq. 

ai ths yas mepioda] ‘Travels round the world’, ‘survey of the 
earth’, These were books of Geography physical and descriptive, con- 
taining not only an account of the relative position of cities and coun- 
tries, but also observations upon the manners and customs of the inha- 

bitants. Hence they are recommended to the study of the Politician. 
These were founded either upon personal observation, or upon the 
reports of travellers; whence the name zepiodo. Ar. Meteor. I 13, 13, 
djrov & earl rovro Oewpévors ras tis ys mepiodous’ ravras yap éx Tod muvOa- 
verOat map’ éxdoTay ovTas avéypayyay, drwy py cvpBEBynkev avrorras yever Oat 

Tovs Aéyovras (quoted by Victorius). Fora similar reason books of the 

same kind were called mepim\o, ‘circumnavigations or nautical surveys’, 
as those of Scylax, Hanno, &c. or mepimynoets. (Atovdoros 6 repinynrys. 
Awdapos 6 mepipyntns, Athen. XIII 591 E. Todéuev 6 mepiny., ib. IX 372 A, 

XXI 552.) One of the earliest and best known of them was that of 

Hecataeus, referred to by Herodotus, Iv 36 yeAo S€ dpéwv Tis mepsddous 
ypavavras Troddovs 45n...08 Qeeavdy re pedvta ypahovor wépE Ty viv eovoay 
kukAotepéa Gs amd Tépvov, Kat THY "Acinv Th Evpomn rovedvtas tony. In 
Vv 49-the term is applied to Aristagoras of Miletus’ famous maf, (by 

Strabo assigned to Anaximander), wivaxa év r@ ys dmdons tepiodos everér- 

pnto, kat Oddhacod te waa, Kal morayol 7avres. From the hints in Herod. 
Iv. 36, Ar. Meteor. II 5, 8:6 kat yeAoiws ypadhovar viv tas meprodovs tis yijs” 
x.t.A. (where the author proceeds to say, following Herodotus, that the cir- 
cular shape of the earth assigned to it by these writers is impossible), and 
from Pol. 11 3, 1262 @ 12, sub fin., the general nature of the contents of these 
works may be gathered. Eudoxus, the mathematician and astronomer, 

‘of Cnidos, was the author of one of these works, referred to by Athen. VII 
288 C, év &r@ yijs mepiodov (Victorius), also Ctesias, Dionysius, Diodorus, 
Polemo. An account of Hecataeus’ repiodos is given by Mure, Hist. G&. 

Lit. 1v 144, Bk. Iv ch. 3 § 3. 
ai rév mept ras mpakers ypadovrav foropia] See note on icropia, § 7. 

The addition ‘about men’s actions’ is still required to define the kind of 

inquiries’ in which ‘history’ engages: icropia*has not yet become tech- 
nical, indicating a special department of study. t 
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mpates ypaporvtwy iotopiar amavta d¢ TavTa 

TONTIKHS GAN’ OU pNTopiKis Epyov ExTiv. 

mepi wv pev ovv éxew Set Tov péANOVTA TUEBov- 

Never, Ta MeyioTa TocaiTa éoTiv: €F wv Se Set Kal 

TEpt TOUTWY Kal TEpL TWY aAAWY TPOTPETEW 1) A7TO- 

Tperrev, Neywuev Taw. 

oxebov O€ Kal la ExacTwH Kal KOW TAaTL oKOTOS 

Tis €oTiV, OV OTOXaCOMEVOL Kal aipovvTaL Kal Cpev- 

youvow: Kal Tour éotiv év Kepadaiw eimeiv i} 7 

éxew] ‘to be informed or furnished’, ‘The information’ which he 

must ‘have’ is left to be supplied. Understand tas mporaceis, which 

generally stands in Aristotle for the ‘materials’ of Rhetoric which the 

speaker must have at his command. 
A€yopev madi] ‘let us go back, begin again, take a fresh start as it 

were, and proceed to state...’ Compare the end of the first chapter. 

This form of expression and use of wadkw are very familiar to Aristotle 
in commencing a new subject. See, for example, de Anima IJ 1 init., c. 2 
init, 

CHAPEER: V. 

The analysis of Happiness. 

The object of the public or deliberative speaker lies in the future, and 

is always something attainable; no one deliberates about that which is 
altogether out of his power. Now happiness or some form or part of it is 

the universal aim; the complete analysis of happiness, therefore, will 
include every object of zporpomn and amrorporn which he can suggest to 
his audience, and every kind of political expediency. 

§ 1. Eth. Nic. 11 init. maca réyyn kal maca pébodos, opoiws dé mpakis 
‘ , > a \ pe a “. sy ”~ he , 

Te kat mpoaipeats, ayabod Tivos epierOar Soxei’ S10 Kates aredynvavro 
> ‘ z , tee! ey , ‘ U ~ - 

rayabov, ov mavr’ epiera. Ib. 1094 6 3, ypaperns b€ ravrng (Tis modcTiKhs) 

rais Aowrais mpaktikais TaY éemtaTnuay, ert S€ vowoberovons Ti Set mparrewv Kal 

rivav améxerOat, TO TavTNs TEAOS Teptexor av Ta THY Gov, GoTE TOT Gy ein 
> , > , = - > ‘ J | ‘ > / , 

ravOpwmnivoy ayabov. X 6 init. émecdn TéAos avriy (riv evdapoviay) Tidepev 
rov avOporivev. Polit. I 1 init. éxesdy mwacay mwodtw Kowoviay Twa ovoay 
kat wagav Kowwviay ayabov Tivos evexey Gvveotnkviay, TOD yap eivat do- 
Kovvtos dyabov yapiy mavtra mpatrovet Tartes, SpArov ws Maca ayabod 
twos aroxafovra. Plat. Symp. 205 A kat ovkére mpoadet eperOa iva ri dé 
Botderat evdaipav elvac 6 BovAcpevos, GAA Tédos Soxei EXEL 7 aTrOoKpLOts. 

Phileb. 54 C ro ye pny od Evexa Td Evexa Tov yryvopevov del yiyvolr’ av, év TH 

Tov dyabov poipa éxeivd éott. Gorg. 499 E 1o dyabov rédos elvar dracdv 
Tov mpakewy, kal éxeivov evexev Seiv mavta rddda mpatrecOa, k.t-A, Euthyd, 
278 E alibi, 

> , > - ‘ . > . . 

€v xeadaig eireiv] ‘to speak summarily’, to sum up in one notion, to 

describe all human ends and aims by the single phrase ‘happiness and 

its parts’. . 
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= § A , ’ ~ ef . 7 2 evdaimovia Kal Ta MOpla aUTHS. WOTE TapacelypaTos 
, , / 2 e e ie > ~ e ’ 

xapw AaBwyev Ti éoTW ws amTAwWs Elrely H EvOaI- 
/ 7 \ VA , \ \ fovia, Kal €K Tivwy Ta popla FavTNs* MEPL yap 

, \ ~ > w , A 

TAUTNS KAL TV ElS TAUVTHVY GUYTELVOYTWY Kal TOV 
Ia , / \ \ évavTiwy TavTN at TE TpOTPOTAL Kai at droTpoOTral 

os > / \ \ \ , ' 

Taga €igiv’ Ta pev yao WapacKevaCovTa FavTHY 
\ ~ =A ng \ ~ 7 rd 

i T@V popiwy TL, n MElCov avT éEXaTTOVOS ToLOUYTA, 
~ , \ \ 4 A 2 7 a a 

det mpatteav, Ta de Pbeipovta fh éurrodiCovta h Ta 
, ~ \ / af 

évavTia TowovvTa pn mpaTTev. eoTw Oy Evdaipovia 
§ 2. os amdas cimeiv] speaking broadly and generally, without de- 

scending to Jarticulars, Opposed to xaé’ €xaorov. See note on I 2, 4, 
Pp. 30. 

§ 3. gorw 87 evdapovia] Brandis, u.s. p. 48, note 42, (after Spengel) 
remarks upon this use of gésrw as marking the Jopul/ar character of the 

definitions that follow—as if it were a matter of indifference whether they 

are right or not, provided that they are so generally acceptable as to be 

certain to satisfy the audience. The same form is repeated c. 6, 2; 7, 2; 

10, 3; II 2, 1, and throughout the chapters on the wa6y. On the defini- 
tion of Rhetoric, see Introd. p.13; and on ¢hzs definition of happiness, 

p. 176. 
Aristotle’s own definition of happiness in the Eth. Nic., the result 

of his inquiries in that work, is something far different, évépyeva Wuyijs kar’ 

dpernyv, the fully developed activity or active exercise (implying full con- 
sciousness) of the soul in respect of its proper (and therefore highest) 
excellence: that is contemplation, @ewpia, the exercise of the highest 
faculty, the vois, or intuitive reason; the highest faculties being the zn- 

tellectual, This is the theory; but practically a lower view of happiness 

is admitted (Bk. x), which consists in the exercise of the moral as well as 

the intellectual virtues. Of the definitions here given, avrapxesa (wns 
comes nearest to his own: it expresses a self-sufficing life, complete in 

itself, independent of all external aids and advantages, and is in fact 
essential to the notion of happiness. See Eth. Nic. I 5 (quoted below). 

The essentials of the three first of these definitions are found all united 

in the conception of happiness, the ultimate end of all human desire and 
effort, which forms the conclusion of the tenth book of the Nicomachean 

Ethics, from the sixth chapter to the end. It contains first, the edmpagia 
per’ aperijs, in the exercise of moral and intellectual virtue, the intellectual 
being the higher and more perfect form of it, and in that the intuitive 
contemplative energy ; secondly, the avrapxe:a ris (wis, the self-sufficiency 

and independence of everything external, which is necessary to perfection 
and happiness; and thirdly, the life per’ dagadeias, the happiness residing 

in @ewpia being most secure because it is most independent and the 

nearest approach to the happiness of the Gods, who have all their wants 
and faculties satisfied in themselves, and want nothing from without (c. 7); 

and also #dicros, because pleasure is the necessary accompaniment of 
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evTpakia MET apETHS, 1) aVTAapKELa Cwis, 1 0 Bios oO 
> > , / Dy ? , , \ 

met’ aopaNeias dirros, 1 evOnvia KTnMaTwWY Kat 
every évépyeta (active exercise, realisation in exercise, of any dvvaus or 

capacity), and @ewpia being the most perfect form of évépyeta, the pleasure 
that accompanies it must needs be the highest and most complete; and 

the exercise of the moral faculties in proportion to their comparative ex- 

cellence. kai 76 avOpdém@ 6) 6 Kata Tov vowv Bios (fdioTOS Kai KpdrioTos), 
eimep TovTO padtata GvOpwros. ovdTos dpa Kai evdatpovéoraros. Eth. N. X 7 

ult. (In the popular and lower sense of the words this definition of 
happiness would belong to the Epzcurean school.) The fourth definition, 

evOnvia ktnudrav Kal copdtey peta duvauews udaktiKhs TE Kal mpaxtiKijs 
rovtrov’ is only applicable to a state. The Stoic definition of happiness 
was evpota Biov. Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. Hypot. I § 172, mpos "HOrxovs § 30. 

evmpagia per dpetns| Comp. Pol. IV (VII) 1, 1323 4 20, dre pev odv 

ExdoT@ THs evdaipovias emBdddet ToTovToy doov Tep apeTis Kai Ppornotews 
kal Tov mparre Kata TavTas, EoTw TVY@pOoyNpEVOY Huiv, papTpL TO Oe@ 
xpopévors, Os eVdaipwv pév €or Kal paxaptos, dC ovdev b€ trav éEwrepiKav 

dyabév adda bv avroy airos kal T@ Trotos Tis elvac THY Hvow, emel Kal THY 
evTuxiay Tas evdatpovias dca trair dvayKaioy érepoveivatk.st.Ar. Ib, 

c.3; 1326 6 12, ddX ei ravra Aéyerat kad@s Kal my evdatpoviar evmpayiay 
Oeréov, kai kowy Taos TOAEws Gv ein Kal Ka exacrov dpiotos Bios 6 mpaxtikds. 
By comparing this latter passage with the definition, it would seem that 

the sense of evapa€ia in the latter must be limited to ‘well doing’, and not 
extended to ‘welfare’, which it, like ed mparrew, is capable of including. 

Pol. IV (VII) 1, kat méAw evdaipova thy apiorny eivar Kat mparroveay Kadas* 
adivarov S€ kadés mpatrety thy py Ta Kaka mpatrovaay. Ib. c. 3 sub init. 

advvatov yap tov pnOev mparrovra mparrew ev, tHv © evmpayiay kat thy 

evdatpoviay eivat radrov. Ib. c. 8, evdatpovia...dperiis evéepyera kat xpois tus 
Tédews. C. 13, 1332 @ 7. 

avrapxea Cwhis| Eth, Nic. 1 5, 1097 47, gaiverat 8€ Kai ex rhs adrapxelas 

TO avTO oupBaivery (the notion of avrapxes leads to the same result, or 
conception of happiness as that of TeAetoy, previously applied to determine 
it), TO yap rédetov dyaboy avrapxes eiva Soxei...To & abrapres ridepev O 

Hovovpevov aiperov trocet Tov Biov Kai pndevds évdea* rovodrov d€ rHv evdatpoviay 
olopeOa etvat. Comp. X 6, 1176 b 5, ovdevds yap évdens 4 evdaovia ddr’ 

avrdapens. C. 7, 1177 @ 28, % re Aeyouevn avrapxeta (which is essential to 
happiness) rept tv Aewpnrixny pddior’ Gy ein’ (and therefore the highest 
and most perfect happiness must consist in @ewpia). A similar adrdpxeta 
or independence is attributed to the perfect state in the Politics. On the 
notion of the perfect state or constitution in the second degree, that is, 

under the necessary limitations incident to a human condition, so far as 
humanity allows, of perfection at all, see Pol. vi (IV) 11 init. In Pol. Iv 

(VII) 5 init. adrdpxeca is-thus defined, ro mavra vmdpyxew kai SeicOur pnbevos 
autapKes. 

evOnvia] and ev@nveiv are Ionic and also late Greek forms belonging to 

the xown dcadexros, for the Attic evdeveiv and evevia or evOévera, and denote 
a ‘flourishing state’, or ‘prosperity’ in general. ‘eveveiv enim non tam 
robur (quod verbo evedeveiy subiectum est) quam vigorem et vitalitatem 

declarat, ut v.c. Aiax aliquis aut Hercules evo@eveiv dicatur, sed vel 
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TwuaTwv peTa Suvauews SuAaKTUKHS TE Kal TpaK- 
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TKS TOUTWY* GyYEsOV yap TOUTwY Ev | TrElwW THY 
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4 evoamuoviav OMoroyovow eivat amravTes. ef On EoTW 

| EvdaIovia TOLOVTOY, avayKN avTis Elvat peony EvrYyE- 

veav Twodudiriavy ypnotodiNiay mAovToy evTEKviav 
mwovTEKViay Evynpiav, ETL TAS TOU DwWuaATOS dpETAs, 
ve Sa 7, Ls > \ / , > 

otov vyieav KaNXos ioyuy peyebos, duvamw aywoucTt- 

tenerrima planta, quum laeto iuventae flore nitet, ed@eveiv dici possit. Et 
maximi quidem proprie de succo sanitatis et corporis incremento deque 
uberi proventu et auctu,sed non minus apte de prospero rerum publicarum 

privatarumque successu, deque omni ubertate et affluentia dicitur.’ (From 
an excellent note by Lobeck on these words, ad Phryn. &c. p. 465—7: 
Lobeck derives evOeveiy from ed and 6éo (riénps), comparing it with other 
verbs of similar formation. The Mss of Arist. give sometimes evdéevia 
and eveveiv, but generally evOnvia and evOnveiv. Lobeck’s note may be 
applied as a corrective of Victorius’ ad h. 1.) 

KTnparev Kal c@pdrev] ‘property’ of all kinds, goods and chattels, in- 
cluding especially flocks and herds; and ‘population’, here estimated by 
‘bodies’, not by ‘souls’ as Christianity has taught ws to reckon it. 

§ 4. evrexvia (eUrexvos, evmats, edmaidia, evrexveiv, Aeschylus and 

Euripides), and evynpia, erexvos, and evynpas, ‘ blessing in children, and 
in old age’, are applied by Aristotle to animals, as well as to the human 
race, in his works on Natural History: e.g. to birds, in the sense of 

‘prolific’, Hist. An. IX II, 1; 12,3; 17, 1; IX 12, 3; eVynpot dpybes. 
modupiria, xpnoropiria, both defined by Aristotle himself in § 16, 

‘number of friends, worthiness of friends’. The latter is defined by Liddell 

and Scott, ‘the love of good men or good deeds’, [a slip corrected, how- 
ever, in a subsequent edition. S.] 

Tas Tov o@patos dpetas| The dpern or ‘excellence’ of anything is 
determined by its épyoy or special function or business ; that which it was 
made fo do. On this notion of épyov, see the reff. given in note on c. 2, 
§ 12. dpery therefore is so far from being confined to moral virtue, 
though it is applied to this car’ é£oxnv, that it may be extended to every- 

thing which has any use or object, animate or inanimate; but in the 

highest and most appropriate sense is attributed to human faculties 
bodily, mental, and moral. 

péyeOos| So Homer and Hesiod reckon size as well as strength and 
beauty amongst personal advantages. Od. ¢ 276, ris 8 68¢ Navowxda 
émerat Kados Te péyas Te Ecivos; Ib, o 248, mepieoor yuvacxay cidds Te péye- 
Obs Te. w 252, odd€ ri ror Sovdcov emumpémer eigopdacOat eidos Kal péye- 
Oos, o 218. 373. Il. B58, &c, Hesiod, Scut. Herc. 3, and Plato, Alc. 1 
p. 123 E, in an enumeration of the personal qualities and other advantages 
that a young man might be proud of, e/ ody Aéyoupev Gre Kadree TE Kal 
peyeber Kal yever kal movT@ kal hice Tis Wuxijs.... Charmid. 154 C, @avpa- 
ards earn To Te péyeOos kai rd KaAXos. So Ovid’s Romulus, after his deifi- 
cation, pulcer et humano maior. Arist. Eth. Nic. IV 7, 1323 6 73 év peyeOet 
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Knv, Oo€av Tiunv evTuxXiav apeTny’* ovTwW yap av 
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QUTAPKETTATOS Ein, EL UTAaPXOL aUTW Ta T EV AUTH 
\ ee) \ > / > \ Sf 7 A - kal Ta €xTos ayaba: ov yap ExT ada Tapa TaUTa. 
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éott 0 €v aUTw MeV Ta TrEpt VUXNY Kal Ta é€v TwWMaTL, 
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éEw de evyevera Kat Pidoe Kal XpNMaTa KaL TiMN. 
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ETL O€ Tpoonkelv OLouEeOa SuVapEts UTAapYE KaL TYXNV" 
ljxal rd pépn atrys, ppovnow dviplav Sixacocivny cwpposivyv. 

yap 7 peyadowWuxia, domep Kal TO KadXos ev peydro codpare, of pixpot 8 doreior 
(pretty or neat) cat ovpperpot, kadot 8 ov. Pol. IV (VII) 4, 1326 @ 33, TO ye 

kadov év mAnOer Kai peyeOer elwbe yiverOa. Poet. VII 4, To yap Kadov ev 
peyeber cat ra€er eori, ap. Zell, ad loc. Eth. 

dofav| ‘reputation’, estimation in men’s thoughts or opinion. (‘Fame 

is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise, that last infirmity of noble 

minds, to scorn delights, &c.’ Lyc¢das).—riunv honours, substantial and 

externally manifested, which are conferred upon a man, offices, titles, mpo- 

edpia, civil privileges, and such like. See further in § 9. On the value 

-of ripy in general, Eth. Nic. IV 7, 1123 6 18, péysorov S€é rovr’ av Oeinuev 

& Tots Oeois drovepopev, Kal ov padior eduévrat of ev a&i@patt, Kat TO emt 

Trois KaAXiotoas GOAov. Tovovrov & 1 Tin. péyiorov yap 5) TovTO Tay exTos 
ayadav, 1124 a 17. 

evrvxiav| distinguished from evSaipovia, Pol. IV (vit) 3; ¥923 6.20 seq, 
ual above in note on § 3. 

} kat ra pépn avrns, ppovnow avdpiav Sixacoaiyny aadpoorynv] These 
words are omitted by Ms A‘, put in brackets as doubtful by Bekker [4to 

ed. 1831], and rejected by Spengel. 

avrapxéotaros]| referring tothe second definition, § 3. See note on §3,p.73. 

ta Tt év avt@ kal ta éxtos dyada] When Aristotle adds ‘besides these 
there are no others’, he includes, as he tells us in the following sentence, 
the goods of body and mind under the first head, ra év avrg. His usual 

division of goods, called the Peripatetic division, is into three kinds ; 

goods of ‘mind, body, and estate’. This division, however, was not 
his own invention; as he tells us in Eth. Nic. I 8, 1098 6 17, ravrnv rh 

dofay (the opinion in question) madaav ovaav Kali oporoyoupévny v7d 
tav diocopovvrwy. Cic. Tusc. V 30, tria genera bonorum, maxima 
animt, secunda corporis, externa tertia, ut Peripatetict, nec multo ve- 

teres Academici secus. Eth. Nic. 1 8, sub init. veyvnunuévay $7 Tov 
adyabav tpixn, Kal Tov pev exrds Aeyopevoy tav S€ mept Wuyv Kal oodpa, 
Ta mept uxnv Kupt@rata A€youev kat padiora ayaa. Pol. IV (VII) I sub 

init. rpr@v ovoav pepidwr, Tav Te exTOos Kal TaY ev TH oopatt Kal TOY ev TH 

Wuxf, wavra radta Umapxew trois paxapios dei. Zell ad Eth. Nic. 1 8, 2. 

Cic. de Fin. 11 13, 43, e¢ alzbz. Schrader.adh.1l. This division cannot be 
at all events confined to the Peripatetics or derived from them alone, for it 
appears in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 1 (2 Oxf.) 8, dtarpnoets 8€ rovTo (rd cupdépor) 
rois pev idiatas eis TOpa Kal Wuyxyv Kal ra éemixrnra: unless indeed this be 
taken as an argument of the later authorship of the Rhet. ad Alexandrum. 

duvapers] either ‘power’ of various kinds, ‘opes ac civilem potentiam’, 
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evryevera prev ouv éotiv EOver pévy Kal mode TO 
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avToxOovas nm apxaiovs eEivat, Kal -ryEuovas Tous 
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mpwTous emipavets, Kat TWoAXoOus Emiaveis yeyovevat 
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€E avtwy él Tots Cyrovpevorss idia Oe evyévera if 
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ar’ avopwv n amo yuvaiKwv, Kal yynoworTns am dp 

Muretus, Victorius, ‘potentiam’, Vet. Transl.; or faculties and capacities, 
bodily and mental, ‘facultates’, Riccob. The first seems to agree better 
with edruxiav. 

aopadéoraros] referring to the third definition of § 3. 
§ 5. evyéveca] in an. individual or family is defined in Pol. vi (Iv) 8, 

1294 a 21, 9 yap evyévera éorw dpxaios mdovTos Kai dpern, and VIII (V) I, 
1301 6 2, edyeveis eivar Soxotow ois vmdpxes mpoydvav dpeth Kal tdodros. 
Rhet. 11 15. 2, 3. Plat. Theaet. 174 E, ra d€ 89 yévn duvowwrar, ds yevvaios 
Tis émta tanrous mAovaiovs ¢xav dnopivar, which seems to have been the 
current definition of edyévera at Athens in Plato’s time. 

avroxovas| Herod. 1 171, Thuc. 1, 2 and 6, Arist. Vesp. 1076, Eur. Ion 
29, 589, 737, of Athens ; Isocr. Panath. § 124, also of Athens; Paneg. § 24, 
25, Dem. de F. L. § 296, of the Athenians and Arcadians. Quint. 111 7, 26, 

laudantur autem urbes similiter atque homines. Nam pro parente est con- 

ditor ; et multum auctoritatis affert vetustas, ut tts gui terra dicuntur ortt. 
Kal Hyepovas Tols mp@rous émuaveis| ‘and to have had for their first 

rulers famous men’, like Theseus at Athens. 

kal roddovs émuavets—ent Trois (yroupévots| ‘and many men sprung from 
their race renowned for things (personal qualities, feats of arms, noble 

deeds, and such like) that are esteemed and admired’. émi, ‘standing, 

resting upon’, ‘upon the basis, terms, or condition of ...’. 
idia dé evyévera } am’ dvdpav 7} amo yuvaxay] ‘privately, in a family, it 

may be derived either from the father’s or the mother’s side’, i.e. from 
famous ancestors on either. 

ynowrns amr dpdoiv] ‘legitimacy on both sides’, in birth and citizen- 
ship. yvjovos, opposed to vd6os, Il. A 102, vie dw Ipiayoro vdOov Kat yry- 

ovov, Plat. Rep. VII 536 A, rov vodov re Kal rov yunovov, and also to mouros, 
eiaroinros, beros vids, Dem. c. Leoch. 1095, 5, rd pév yap yujovoy eorw Srav 
2 yov@ yeyoves, kal 6 vopos taita paprupet Aéyor, fy ay eyyujon marjp 7 
aerghos } wammos ex ravtns eivat maidas yrynoious...mointos 8 opodoyav 
iva aiverar ovx ciorounbels vmd Tov TeTeXevTHKOTOS avToU k.r.A. and 1099, 
419; and hence metaphorically ‘genuine’, real, true, as opposed to spurious, 

fictitious. Plat. Rep. IX 587 B, puas per (ndorqs) yunoias, Svoiv dé vobow. 
On the yjows moXirns, cf. Ar. Pol. 111 5. The conditions of citizenship 

vary according to the form of constitution, and the number of the popula- 

tion, In the normal state no Bdvavoo or Ojres, no mechanics or paid agri- 
cultural labourers, still less slaves, should be admitted to the rights of 
citizenship. When the number of the yyjovoe moXirae (legitimate by birth) 
declines, vd@oc are admitted ; in the opposite case a more stringent rule 
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pevwv, Kat moAXouvs Emipaveis EK TOU YEVOUS Kal p. 17. 
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dvépas Kal yuvaikas Kal véovs Kal mperBurepous., 
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6evtekvia S€ Kal moAuvTEKVia OUK adnda. EoTt SE TH P. 1368 
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kal avopia véou apeTat. idia d€ EUTEKVia Kal TONU- 
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TEKViA TO Ta lola TEKVa TOANA Kal TOLaUTAa Elval, 

prevails ; and then, evmopodvres & GyAov Kata puxpov mapatpodvrat Tovs ek 

SovAov mpadrov 4 SovAns, ira Tos amb yuvatkdv' Tédos S€ pdvov Tors e€& 

dupow doréy moXitas mowovcw—as was the case at Athens. 
kat Oomep émi modews| ‘and as in the case of a city (so in the private 

family, idia), the distinction of its founders for virtue or wealth, or any- 

thing else that is highly valued, and a number of illustrious members of 

the race, men and women, young or advanced in years’, 
§ 6. 1 xowg] ‘the community, the commonwealth’, resAudblica. 16 

kowov tav "Idvev, Herod. V. 109, rav Sapiwv, VI. 14, Tov Sraptinrewy, VI. 
58. ‘r@ Kow@ communi recte vertit Muretus, Latini enim Graecos imi- 

tantes gentem, nationem, rempublicam, civitatem appellant commune. 
Cic. in Verr. II 46, statuae a communi Siciliae, quemadmodum inscriptum 

videmus, datae. Item, I 28, quomodo iste commune Miliadum vexarit’, 
Schrader. Comp. Fr. Commune. Germ. Gemeinde. 

Wuyis 5€ cwppootvy kai dvdpia véov dperai] This is a statement of what 
young men owght to be; their character, what they actually are, is 
minutely analysed and described in 11 12, under the second head of 76n, 

c. 12—17. avdpia appears as one of their characteristics in § 9 : cwdpo- 
avr, self-control, is zo¢ characteristic of this age, and is therefore not 
mentioned. 

evUtexvia| The strong feeling of the blessing of children, implied, 

though not directly expressed, in evrexvia, especially characteristic of the 
Jews, appears also in the Greek writers, as Euripides, who uses evruyeiv 
and dvarvxeiv to express the possession and the absence of a family, as 

though the possession of them were happiness, and the want of them 
misery. See Ion, 699, 772, 775, Androm. 429 (Paley’s note), and 713. 

rotavta| ‘such’ as above described. On this use of rotodros, implying 
a notion suggested by a previous expression, see Stallbaum’s note on Plat. 
Phaed. 80 C, édy peév tis Kal xapievTws fxov TO dpa TedevTHON Kal €v Tot- 
avry (i.e. xapteaon) dpa. Compare, znzter alia, 59 A, 67 A. Thuc. 11 58, 

vopifov ev yn te piria reOévae Kai rap’ avdpaot rovovrors (of the like sort, 
i.e. Pirios). Dem. d. F. L. § 103, dX’ dc@v obros aitios oxeydpevot, cal 
xapw, ay tavtns akwos 7, Kal Tovvartiov dpyjy, av roadta (‘of ¢hat kind’ 
sc. opyis aga aivnrat weroinkds, moveiabe.) Arist. Pol. 1 8,1256 @ 36, of & 
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kal Ojrea kal appevas Onrewy SE apEeTH TwWMaTOS peEV 

KaAXos kal péyebos, vuyiis O€ cwhporvvn kal direpyia 

avev dverevbepias, duoiws S€ Kal idia Kal Kowy Kal KAT’ 

avopas kal kata yuvaixas Set Cyreiv Exaorov Vrapyew 

TOY TOLOUTWY* OGOLS yap Ta KaTa yuVaiKas pavra 

womep Maxedammovio, oyedov KATA TO iucv OUK Ev- 

7 Oasovovaw. mAovTov O€ péepn vouiapatos wANOos, 

agp ddtelas, Grou ipvas Kal €An Kai worapovds 7} Oddarrav roravrny (of the 

same kind, suitable for fishing) mpoco:xotow. I1 4, 1262 4 2, Set S€ rovodrovs 
eivat, i.e. (from the preceding) less friendly, vi1I (v) 10, 1310 4 12, rotovrov 
yévous, ‘a similar family’ (similar to what had been just described). 

irepyia dvev dvedevbepias|] ‘industry, without (mean, sordid, illiberal) 

unladylike habits’. 

Ta kara yuvaikas, x.t.A.] ‘the character and conduct of the women’, 
Polit. If 9, 1269 4 12, ért 8 4 wept ras yuvaikas dveors (relaxation, laxity of 

manners) cal mpos Thy mpoaipeow ths modtTelas BAaBepa Kal mpos evdat- 

poviay Todeas...d07T ev doats Toditelas havdos yet TO wept Tas yuvaikas, 
TO Hutou Tis Toews elvat Set vopitew dvopobérnrov. Smep éxet (at Sparta) 
oupBéeBnkev...Cd0t yap dxoddoras mpos Tacav dkodaciay Kai tpupepds. On 

the condition of the Spartan women, and the difference in the account 
given of their moral character by Aristotle, here and in the Politics, on 
the one hand, and by Xenophon and Plutarch on the other, see Grote, 
Hist. Gr. Vol. 11. p. 516 seq. 

§ 7. mdovrov pépn vouioparos 7A 90s x.7.A.] In the discussion of wealth, 
in the more exact and scientific Politics, this is denied of ‘vue wealth. Pol. 
1 9, 1257 4 8, cal yap tov mAovToy modAdkis TiOéact vopiocpatos TAROOs, dia 7d 

mept tovr’ eivat thy xpnpatioTiKyy Kal THY KamnAcKnv. dré (sometimes) dé 
madwv Af#pos (mere nonsense, a mere joke or farce) eivac Soxei Td voutopa 
kal vouos mavramaox (an absolute convention, with no reality, no true 
nature, pvors, in it), piaes & odOev, drt perabepevar Te Tay xpapevwv ovOevss 
déiov ovd€ xpnowmov mpos ovdév trav avaykaiwy éori, kal vopicpatos mAouTaY 
mo\Aakts dropnoet Tis dvayxaias tpopijs’ Kalrot Grorov TotovToy eivat movTOV 
ob evropav Aip@ drodeirat, Kabdmep Kat Tov Miday éxeivor...d16 (ntodow ére- 
pov Tu Tov mAovVTOY Kal THY xpnuatioTiKHy, 6pOas Cnrodvres.—zmoiros is defined, 

Pol. 1 8, sub fin. épyavav mhijGos olkovoptkdy Kal rodurixdy, ‘a stock, or 

number, of implements or instruments for economical (domestic) and 
public or political uses’. 

This confusion of money and wealth, the foundation of the famous 
‘Mercantile Theory’, is exposed by Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 

Bk. Iv. See also J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ. Prelim. Remarks, Vol. I. p. 2 seq. 
‘To mistake money for wealth, is the same sort of error as to mistake the 
highway which may be the easiest way of getting to your house or lands, 

for the house and lands themselves.’ p. 84. 

1 It is well worth while to compare the chapters of the first book of the Politics 
in which the germs of the supposed invention, the science of Political Economy, 
already appear, with the corresponding passages of the Wealth of Nations. The 
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Oépia Kal Xeno iua. éote O€ ypnowa pév paddov Ta 

yiis, xopiov krhows] yi, ‘territory’, the acquisition or possession of 
public property, y@pra (dim. of yépos or x#pa, little places, regions, coun- 

tries, ‘spots’,) ‘farms’, ‘estates’, ‘domains’, privaze properties. Or per- 
haps rather, yj merely ‘land’ in general, and y#pra the divisions of land, 

the actual private properties. 

émimAa, (a division of property) *‘moveables’, moveable furniture or 

property of all kinds: opposed to ‘fixtures’, such as houses and land. 

Xen. Oecon. 1X 6 includes in it all sacrificial furniture or apparatus ; and 

articles of dress, shoes, female ornaments; and of house furniture, as 

beds. In Thuc. 111 68, a@ nv év r@ Teixes muda, yadkos Kal aidnpos, it 
stands for household furniture of bronze and iron: everything of this 

kind which was in the fort, the Laced., after the capture of Plataea, con- 

verted into couches (kAivar) and dedicated to “"Hpa. In Arist. Pol. 11 7, 
1267 6 12, kat katracKevn ToAAy (a large stock) rév kadoupevav érimray, it is 
opposed, first, wz‘ money, slaves and cattle, to land, and then, secondly, 
to the three former. Similarly in the present passage, they are distin- 

guished from cattle and slaves as zzanimate moveable furniture, or ‘ ple- 
nishing’. Herodotus writes the word émimdoa in I 94; elsewhere, as usual, 

émumda. The derivation appears to be, ta éemumoAns oxevn, Ta émimoAaa, 
superficial’, They are said to be ‘superficial’, to ‘lie on the surface’, 

because they are not fixed or rooted, like land, houses, trees ; wach are 
all ‘ property’ nevertheless. 

tavta S€ mavra kai aodadn kai edevbepia kai ypnoysza] All the ‘anak of 
property just mentioned are ‘secure’, (in the sense, ‘that the use of it is 

always in your own power’, 2/ra), not liable to risk, as money made and 

employed in trade or commerce; and ‘liberal’, such as befit a gentleman, 
a man of ‘liberal’ education and pursuits, cultivated and accomplished 

and refined, 6 remadeupevos (radeia, 7) Stayryy@oKopev Ta Kaa Kai Ta aicxpa, 
Aesch. c. Ctesiph. § 260); and also ‘useful’, mpos ro (hv Kai TO ed Civ, and 
therefore a part of genuine wea//h (with which money is here included, 

contrary to the true theory). 

edevbepios, as here applied, expresses the general notion of liberality, 
in character and habits of mind. In the Ethics, and most frequently 

in the ordinary language, it is restricted as a moral virtue to a sfecies 
of liberality, that namely which manifests itself mepi ddcw ypnydrov 

kai Ajnwuw. Eth. Nic. 11 7. The ¢devOépios represents the gentleman 

resemblance is sometimes so close—see, for example, Aristotle’s account of the 
origin and use of money in 1 g above referred to, and of the three earliest stages of 
civilisation indicated inc. 8, the hunting, the pastoral or nomad, and the agricul- 
tural stage (though it is true that Smith, and with him Mill, Pol. Fcon. u. s., 
inverts the order of the two first and adds a fourth, the commercial stage), that 

it seems almost impossible that the notions at least should not have been suggested 
by Aristotle, though as far as IT am aware Smith never mentions his name. 
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kapTria, éhevOepia dé Ta Mpos amodavow* KapTriMa 

from the democratic point of view; he embodies the notion of ‘freedom 
which is the dpos, the principle, and the end and aim of the demo- 
cratic commonwealth; he is the type of a free citizen, and therefore 
as expressive of character the term denotes ‘that which a model free 
citizen ought to be’; and connotes or implies those qualifications, parti- 
cularly education and enlightenment, which enable him efficiently to dis- 
charge the proper functions of a free citizen, and those social qualities 

and habits which fit him for such.a society. This is opposed to the aris- 
tocratic conception of a gentleman which makes the character or notion 

depend rather upon birth, wealth and station; and according to which the 

dyaoi, dpicro, dpurries, the oni, optimt, optimates, &c., are the nobles, 

the men of rank, and of good family in a state. See further on this sub- 

ject, Donaldson, New Cratylus, §§ 321—328. 

Another characteristic of Greek feeling, which deserves notice, is 
brought into view in the application of the term éAevOépa to distinguish 
a particular kind of property; and this is, the contempt for trade and 
commerce as a profession and a means of acquiring wealth, which as 
B. St Hilaire observes (note on Trans/. of Ar. Pol. p. 36) was common 

to all antiquity. A similar observation is made-by Béckh, Pud/. Econ. of 

Athens, Bk. 1 c. 8 p. 43 (Transl.). 
Plato’s writings abound with contemptuous epithets and expressions 

applied to éumopia, xamndeia, xpnyatiotixn, xpnyatiopos, and all arts and 

professions of which money-making was the only object; for instance, 
Legg. IV 1, 705 A, €umopias yap kai xpnyatiopod dia Karpdelas €umimdaca 
avryy, On madipBora kui dmora rais Wuyxais évtixrouca, adtny Te mpos avTiy 
THY TOA Gmoroy Kai Apidov Trovei Kai mpos Tovs GAXovs avOpwmrovs wcavTas, 
where trade is represented as corrupting and demoralizing. In XI 4, 918 

D, in the course of a discussion on the legitimate objects and uses of 

trade, he makes the remark, 6:6 mwavra ra epi t7v Kamndeiav Kal €yropiav 

kat mavdoxeiay yevn (in the actual practice of them) d:a8¢BAnrai re Kai év 
aicxpois yéyovey dveidecw, which results from their general tendency to 

corrupt the character of those who follow these pursuits, by the immo- 
derate desire of gain which they stimulate and foster. Accordingly no 
citizen of the model state is allowed to follow any retail trade; this must 

be confined to metics and strangers, pérotkov eivat ypeav f E€voy ds ay 
pedAn Kamndetoew. VIII 11, 847 D, xamndelay dé evexa xpnpatiopor pyre 
ody TovTou pte GdXov pndevos ev TH xopa OAy Kal TOAEL Hiv yiyvecba. On 
Plato’s general views on this subject, as expressed in the ‘ Laws’, see 

Grote, Plato, III 431. 
Aristotle similarly condemns trade and the business and practice of 

interchanging commodities, so far as its object is mere money-making, 

xpnpatiorixn. This is the accumulation of uauatural, artificial property : 
the only kind of property or wealth that is natural, pvoe, is that which 
can be applied directly to one’s own use, mpos xpjow, and ultimately 

mpos TO ev Gv, and falls under the province of olxovoyixy, from which 

Xphpariorexy is excluded. Pol.1 9. Hence of the two kinds of kryrixy, 
the one, which may be called oixovopixyj, because it forms part of the 
science of ceconomics (domestic economy) properly understood, is neces- 

AR. I. 6 
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€ Néyw ad’ wy ai mpdcodo, droNavaoTiKa O€ a’ wy 

mndevy rapa Thy xpnow yiyveTat, O Tt Kal aéEvov. 

sary and laudable; the other, 7 xamnAcxy or peraBAnrixy, with its offspring 
usury, which dreeds money out of money, and is thence called roxos, ‘is 

justly reprehended’ and usury ‘most reasonably the object of abhorrence’. 
Tis S€ peraBAnrixns Weyopuerns Stkaiws, ov yap kata iow ad dm’ adddnhov 

€otiv, evNoyerata piceirat 7 OBodoaorarixn Sia TO Um’ avTod TOU vopicpaTos 
eivar THY KTHOW Kal ovK Ep Gmep emopicOn. «7A. 110 Sub fin. 

On the character and tendencies of ¢umopo., compare Xen. CEcon. XX 

27,28. In the same treatise, c. I 12, 13,14, a distinction is taken, simi- 

lar to that of Aristotle, between ypyyara, wealth or property which you 

can wse directly, which does you direct service, and money, which is 
excluded from the notion of property zz this sense. Xenophon, like Ari- 
stotle, approves of nothing but the agricultural mode of life as the best 
both for mind and body, and as cultivating and promoting the habits 
which go to form the best of citizens. See CEcon. c. VI 8, 9, 10, c. XV 9. 

These extracts will throw light upon the meaning of the word edev- 
6¢pia as applied to the land and stock and buildings and moveables of 
the landed gentleman or country proprietor. They are said to belong to 

the gentleman or man of cultivation, in contrast with the degrading or 
corrupting habits engendered by trade and commerce. 

éore 5€ xpnowa paddov x«7.A.] Property employed in business, and 
therefore productive, df’ dv ai mpocodos ‘from which one derives one’s 
income’, is more useful, but carries with it the notion of sordidness or 

meanness; the other, because it produces nothing but the enjoyment’, 
which proceeds from sug it, because it is not corrupted and degraded 

by any contact or connexion with money-making, better befits the cul- 

tivated man, who should hold himself aloof from such pursuits, and par- 
takes more of the notion of cadov. Comp. 19, 25, cat vikn kai Tipy Tov 
kadov, aipera te yap dkapma ovra. § 26, kai xrnpata dkapra (kadd €or). 
€evOepidrepa yap. Eth. N. Iv 8 sub fin. (of the peyaddyuyos), cai oios 
xexty Oat waddov Ta Kada Kal dxkapra Tey kapripey Kal apeAin@v—the con- 
trast of ‘honour’ and ‘ profit’. 

dmoXavottka dé x.t-A.] Comp. Metaph. A 1, 981 417, on the ascend- 
ing scale of arts, in the order of superiority in knowledge and general 

excellence. melovoy 8 evpioxopévav trexvarv, Kal Tév pev mpos Tavayxaia 
tav 6€ mpos Siaywyny (Passe-temps, pastime, diversion) ovaady, det copa- 
Tépous Tovs ToLovTous exeivov UmohauBavopev, Sia TO py TpOS XpHoev eva 
Tas émuatnpas avt@v. The highest in degree are ‘sciences’, the invention 
of which is due neither to necessity nor to the mere desire of amusements, 
and requires ‘leisure’: whence it happened that mathematics were first 
studied in Egypt by the priestly class. 

6 tt kat Gétov] xai emphatic ‘which is in fact a¢ a// worth mentioning’. 
1 dro\avais is properly ‘sensual enjoyment’. In Eth. N. 1 3, where the three 

kinds of lives, the dmoNavorixés, mpaxtixos or moXtTixds, and Oewpnrikds are 

distinguished and compared, the first is that which has 7dov7 for its sole object, 

the gratification of the animal appetites and desires, the satisfaction of 7d émi6u- 
pnrixov ; the second has dpery moral virtue for its 7éAos; the third, Oewpla, the 

highest activity of the intellect. 

ipsateet, 
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dpos 6€ dodareias pev TO évTavOa Kal ovTwW KEKTI- 

Oa wor ep avto civar THY ypnow aiTwv, Tov Se’ 
oikeia civar | py, STav Ef adt@ n dwaddoTpPLOTaL’ 

ANéyw SE dradAoTpiwcw Sdow Kal mpdow. SrAws OE 

TO mAouTEWV éotiv év TH XpHoOa parrov H ev TH 

KexTnoOa Kal yap 1 évépyed éoTt THY TOLOUTwY 

Skat 4 xpnow mAovTOs. evdokia 8 éati TO vmo 

mavTwy oovoaioy vroAauBaverOar, 4 ToLovTOY TL 

1 re infra. [‘scribendum Tod 5é olxeta elvat, guod in scripto libro, guo Victorius 
utebatur, exstat. Spengel, g.v.] 

aétov (Aoyov). This emphatic use of «ai, to enforce the meaning, usually 
of the single word following, and attract special attention to it, is so com- 
mon in all Greek authors as scarcely to require illustration. It may be 
worth while to quote one or two prominent examples. Thuc. I 15, wavres 
d€ Hoa, doo kai (actually) éyévovro, 97, ravrwv S€ domep kai Haro... EXa- 
vikos, II 51, & d€ Kat yévouro ef rodro éreXevra. Arist. Nub. 840, ri & ay 
map éxeivev kai pabor (what could one learn?) ypyorov tis Gv; Eur. Hippol. 
QI, Tov S€ kai pw? dnoropeis wépt; 224, ti kuynyeciov Kai cot pedérn; (what is 
thy concern with hunting ?), Ion, 241, dre kal Oéuis, 346, radra Kai pavrev- 
ona. <Aesch. Agam. 97, dr kat Suvarov. 279. Dem. de F. L. § 87, dmep 
kal yéyovev. § 97, 6 xat Oavyato (Schiafer’s note). Porson ad Phoen. 1373; 
in interrogation, Wunder ad Antig. 720. 

evradéa Kai odtw]| ‘in such places and in such a way, as to &c.’ 

Tov Te oikeia eivac 7) py K.T-A.] The definition of their being our own 

or not (of ownership), lies in the power of alienation, that is, giving or 
selling. 

ddws S€ rd mAovteiv k.7-A.] Polit. 1 g referred to above, pp. 79 and 81. 

9 évepyeva] This technical term, and the opposition of divay:s and 

évépyeca Which pervades Aristotle’s entire philosophy, represents mottos 
as a mere dvvayis or dormant faculty or capacity, until it is ‘developed’ 
or ‘realised’ and ‘set in action’ (energized) by use (ypijous), by applica- 
tion to the ‘service’ of its owner. On this ‘fundamental antithesis’ of 

dvvayis and évépyeca as a physical, moral, and metaphysical conception, 
consult Metaph. © 6—9, and Bonitz Comm.,; Trendel. Z7. Log. Arist. 
§ 6, p. 61, Kategorienlehre, p. 157 seq., Comm. ad Ar. de Anima, Lib. Il 
p- 295— 312; Grant, Essays on Ethics, Ess. Iv. p. 181 seq. (1st ed.) [p. 231 
(3rd ed.)]. 

§ 8. omovdaiov] As émeckns is transferred from the special sense of a 
particular kind of goodness, i.e. equity, or merciful consideration, to the 
sense of ‘ good’ in general, (see azée, note on I 2,4) ; SO orovdaios (serious, 

earnest, Xen. Cyrop. II 2. 9, 3. 8, as opposed to raifwy! ‘in jest’), to levity 
and frivolity ; and thence, in the sense of something solid and substantial, 

1 Eth. Nic. xX 6, 1177. 3, BedAtlw re Aéyouev Ta orovdaia Tuy yedolwy Kal Tov 
mera masdias, Kal Tov Bedrlovos det kal poplov kal dvOpwrov omovdaiorépay ryv 
évépyecav, 

6—2 
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Exe ov mavtes épievtat 7H of Tool ) ot dyabol 7 

Qot dpovipor. Tin 0 €oTi pev onpeiov evepyeTiKis 
SdEns, Tyu@vTa O€ Sixaiws pev Kal padioTa oi EvEp- 

YyETNKOTES, OV pv adrAXa TiImMaTat Kal 6 SuVapeEVOS 
EVEPYETEW" EvEpyEeria O€ 7) Eis TwTNpiay Kal boa alitia 

TOU Eivat, 1) Els TAOUTOY, 7 Els TL TOV AANWY ayabor, 

wv pn padia 4 KTHaLS 1) ONws H evTavOa H OTE: TONNOL 

yap dia puxpa SoKovyTa Tiuns Tvyxavovaw, adN ol 

sound and true, to daidos, light, empty, trifling and worthless) acquires a 
moral sense coextensive with dyaOos, and is opposed to daidos, Plat. Rep. 

VII 519 D, Legg. vI 757 A, &c. as the sound and solid to the light, empty, 
and unsubstantial. This familiar application of the word is recognized 
(as in the parallel case of émetxys, Eth, N. v 14) by Aristotle, Categ. c. 8, 

10 & 7, otov dwo tis dpetns 6 aomovdaios’ TH yap aperyv Exew orovdaios 
Aéyerat, GAN ov mapwrvdpws amo Tis aperijs (i. e. the zofzon is derived from 

dperyj, but not the word itself). Plat. dpo, p. 415 D (ed. Tur. p. 888) 
amovdatos 6 TeA€ws ayabds. 

There is however one point of difference between émeccns and 

orovdaios, that gmovSaios is extended to every kind of excellence, like 
dyads, whereas emetxns is confined to the expression of excellence in 
human character. Also omovdaios has another sense distinguishable 

from the preceding, as opposed to yeAoios, the ‘serious’ to the ‘jocose’ 
or ‘ridiculous’, Xen. Cyrop. Il 3. I, rowatdra «ai yedota kal omovdaia 
edéyero, and Symp. VIII 3, omovdaiae ddppves, ‘grave and serious’. omovdy 
and zaidia ‘jest’ and ‘earnest’, ‘ serious work’ and ‘play’ or ‘ sport’, are 

constantly brought into contrast by Plato. 

$9. onpetov evepyerixns So€ns| ‘a sign or mark’ (in the recipient of the 
honour) ‘of a reputation for beneficence, of a capacity for or tendency (-txds) 
towards doing good’. All these ‘marks of honour’ here specified, being 
intended for the use of the fuwd/ic speaker, have themselves a public or 

national character. Eth. Nic. 1X 16, 1163 6 4, tis péev yap apetis Kal Tis 
evepyecias 1 Tin yepas...oUT@ dé €xew TovTo Kal €v Tais moAtTeias haiverat. 
ov yap Timara 6 pndev dyabdy TH KowG rropif{wr' Td Kowdy yap Sidora T@ Td 
Kowov evepyerourtt, Tin S€ KoLvoy. 

ov pny adda] ‘not but that’, ‘though at the same time’, marks a qualifi- 
cation of, or exception ta, too large and unlimited an assertion: ov pay 

(GAws) adda (rode). ‘Those who have already done good are fairly and 
more than all others entitled to such signs of reputation—not however 
that this need be understood absolutely, so as to exclude the capacity or 
inclination to do good as a title to honour.’ 

} Gos 7} evravda 7) woré] ‘cither entirely, absolutely, or at particular 
places or times’. 

modo yap dia pixpa Soxodvta «.7.A.] Trifles acquire importance, and 
confer honour, on special occasions, under special circumstances of time 
and place. Thus what is in ordinary cases a very trifling and unimpor- 

tant action, as the gift of a cup of cold water, becomes under the circum- 

P. 18: 

were Chak? anc ee ee 
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stances in which Sir Philip Sidney gave it at the battle of Zutphen a 

renowned act of self-denial and heroism. And under other and different 
circumstances the same cup of water may assume an importance which 
does not naturally belong to it. ‘For whosoever shall give you a cup of 

water to drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ, verily I say 
unto you, he shall not lose his reward.’ Mark ix. 41, Matth. x. 42. 

pepn tysns| Some of these are enumerated in Homer, Il. M 310, 
TAaixe, rin 5) vai rerysjyerOa padiota edpy te Kpéaci r nd€é mreiors Sera- 

ecot ev Avkin; mavtes Se, Ocovs ws, eicopdwat; Kal Tépevos vepoperOa péeya 
EavOa0 rap’ 6xas,—xadov, puradtis kal dpovpys mupopdporo ; comp. Z 194, 
© 161, 

@vaia:] as those that were instituted by the Amphipolitans in honour 
of Brasidas, Eth. Nic. v 10, 1134 6 24, olov rd Ovew Bpacida, Thuc. Vv 11, 
kai TO Aowrrdy of ’Audumodira wepépEavres avrod Td prynpeiov ws Tpwi TE 

€vréuvovat Kal tysas SeSdxaow dyavas Kai érnoiovs Ovoias x.r.A. Victorius 
quotes from Plutarch, Vit. Flam. c. 16, p. 378 B, the honours paid by the 
Chalcidians to T. Quinctius Flamininus, éri 8€ cai cal’ Has. iepeds xerpo- 
tovytos dmedeixvuto Titov, kai Oicavtes alte tadv orovdav yevopevay adovot 
Tatava Tremounpéevoy. 

pvijwat év pérpots Kal dvev pérpwv] ‘Memorials in prose and verse’, pos- 
sibly epitaphs ; but rather, as these may be included in ragoz, to be under- 

stood (as Vict.) of poems and prose compositions zz memoriam, such as 

the English work that bears this title, poems in honour of the illustrious 
dead, and panegyrics in. prose, like some of Isocrates’ speeches and 

Xenophon’s Agesilaus. Phétlosophical dialogues too were sometimes 
inscribed to the memory of departed friends and named after them, as 
Aristotle’s Gryllus and Eudemus, and Theophrastus’ Callisthenes, &c. 
Introd. p. 53. 

yépa] gifts of honour; as pio Goi, ‘rewards of merit’, not money, for 
mere w#se,; such as privileges conferred on princes and persons of dis- 

tinction émi pynrois yépaocw marpixal Baoideia, Thuc. I 13; constantly in 
Homer, (pars praecipua, donum praecipuum, principi prae aliis datum, 
Damm, Lex. Homer.) as the prime of the spoils, the fairest of the captives, 

xoupny, hv Gpa pot (Achilles) yépas e£edov vies Axady, Il. I 56, the largest 
portion of meat, or drink, at the banquet, Il. M 312 (quoted above). 
Eth. Nic. v. 10, 1134 4 8, puoOds dpa tis Soréos, rodro Sé typn Kal yépas. 

Fritzsche, ad h. 1., quotes, Plato, Rep. VII. 516 C, rat cal fraivot kal yépa, 
and Legg. XI 922 A. 

' repéevn] From répvew,.something ‘cut off’ and appropriated, as a por- 
tion of land, to the special service of a. God or hero; also to chieftains 
and kings during their lifetime for their own use. Frequent in Homer, 
as Il, M 313 (u.s.): Z194, kat py of Adxioe Tépevos tapoy e£oxov Gor, 

Y 184, 391. 
mpocdpiat, tpopat Snudora] The privilege of the ‘foremost or front 

seat’ at public spectacles, public assemblies, games, the theatre, &c, 
(Herod. I 54, 1X 73 &c.), and ‘maintenance at the public expense’; at 
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Bapika, oiov mporkuynwes Kal éxoTaces, Swpa Ta 

Athens in the Prytaneum or @odos (Dem. de F. L. §§ 279, 361), oirnats év 

IIpuraveiw, Arist. Ran. 764, Pac. 1084, Acharn. 125, Dem. u. s. and 
§§ 35, 259; both of these privileges were conferred in acknowledgment of 

meritorious public services, and are often named together, Arist. Equit. 
573, Kal orpatnyos ovd’ av cis | tév mpd Tov airnow jTno’ epopevos KNealve- 
rov' | vov & éav py mpoedpiav hépacr kal ra aitta, | ot paxeiobai haow. Ib. 
702, KNéwy droAG oe vy THY mpoedpiav THy €k TIvAov. *AX. idovd mpoedpiav" 

olov dWopai o eye | €k THs mpoedpias €rxaTov Bewpevov. 709, ’AX. dmovyxia 
gov tay Iputaveiw oitia. 

ta BapBapixa, oiov mpooxuynaets| mpookvyqats, from mpos, and xuveiv, ‘to 
kiss’, denotes the oriental and ‘ barbarous’ custom of saluting by ‘kissing 

the hand to’ another, in token of inferiority and subjection, and thence is 

applied to any act of servzle obeisance or homage, or to worship and 

adoration in general: in the last or metaphorical sense it is found in 
most of the best Greek writers. This practice may very likely have been 
accompanied by the analogous one of prostration, as the two are often 

found associated together in one expression. It was distinctive of Ov7- 

ental barbarism; and prevailed amongst the Medes, Herod. 1 119, of 
Harpagus and Astyages, the Persians, Id. I 134, éevrvyydvovres 8 GdXy- 
Root ev That ddoiot, TH dé ay Tus dtayvoin €% dpoioi eit of ovvTvyxavorTes. 

dvtt yap Tod mpomayopeverv GdAnAovs, Pid€ovor Tois oTopact. iv dé 7 ovTEpos 
vmodecorepos GAlyw Tas mapetas Gidéovtar’ jv S€ TOAAG 7 OUTEpos’ ayevve- 
OTEpOs, TpogTitveY TpocKuveet TOY Erepov, and the Egyptians II 80, ayri rod 
mpocayopevew adAndovs ev That Odoigt TpoTKUVEOVTL KATLEVTES MEXpPL TOU youv- 

vatos THY xeipa. Obeisance by prostration, the saldm or kotoo, differs from 
this, though they probably were often used together. It is the latter that 
is referred to, as a barbarous practice and unworthy of a free Greek, by 

Aeschylus, Agam. 919 (Dind.), and Pers. 594, comp. 152. They appear 

to be confounded by Euripides, Orest. 1507, mpooxuya o°, avak, vopo.oe 
BapBapoot mpoomrvav. Plato distinguishes them, Legg. x 887 Ek, 

mpoxvArices apa kal mpookvynces. Stallb., in his note on this passage 
of Plato, cites, in illustration of the mpooxdynois, Lucian. Encom. De- 
mosth. § 85, cal thy yeipa-T@ oTopatt mpocayovras, ovdev AAN 7 mpooKuveiv 

urédaBorv. [Cf. Isocr. Paneg. § 151, (of BapBapor) eEera{opevor mpos av- 

Tois Tots Bagteiors Kat mpoxadidovpevot Kat mavta tpdmoy puKpov poveiv 

pederavres, Ovntov pev avdpa mpoaKkuvodytes Kat. daipova mpocayopevortes, 
irs So] 

éxotaots is the abstract conception of ‘getting out of the way’. This 
‘making way or room’ for the passage of a person of rank seems also to 
have been characteristic of Persian manners. Victorius quotes Plutarch, 
Artax. c. II, p. 1016 C, ématpopevos 8€ (6 Kipos) tH vixn, Kal peoros dv 
oppis Kat Opagous, dieEjravve Boar, ‘ ekicracbe mevnxpoi” (‘out of the way, 
beggars’,) rovro 6€ Iepotori roddakis adt@ Bodvros, oi pév ‘ééioravto mpoo- 
kuvovrtes. Herodotus, I1 80, says of the Egyptians, cupdépovra dé Kat 
Tobe GAXo Aiy’rriot “EXAjvov povvorce AakedSaipoviorst’ of vedrepor aitéwv 
Toiat mpecBurepoot ouvrvyxavovres eikovot THs Odo0 Kal éextpamovrat’ Kal 
€mtovor e& €dpns vranoréara. So Simonides to Hiero (Xenoph. Hiero 
VII 2, comp. § 9), in enumerating his privileges as a tyrant, iranordyra 
3 a6 trav Oaxwv odév re mapaxwpéor: and Aristotle of the respect due 
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gous eivat xpwpévouvs Tos Twuacw ToAAOL Yap 
e / e/ e , / ed > \ Xx Uytaivovowy womep “Hpodicos AéyeTat, os ovdels av 
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evoamovioge THs Vyieias Sia TO TavTwY aréxerOat 

from youth to age, Eth. Nic. 1x 2, 1165 @ 28, cal mavri 5€ 1G mpecBurépo 
Tysny thy Ka yAtkiav, tmavacracer Kal KaTakAloer Kal Tois ToLovTos. Cic. 

Cato Maior 18.63. On the deference paid to old age, enjoined dy aw at 
Athens, see Aesch. c. Tim. § 24. Xen. Symp. 31, dravioravrar Sé poe 4dy 
kal Odxov, kai odav eéicravrat of wAovaror* and de Rep. Lac. xv 6, of the 
customs at Sparta, kcal edpas S€ mavres travioravrat Baotidei, mAnY ovK 

€popo «.r.A. Another illustration of ékoraois is the custom, once gene- 
rally prevalent, of ‘giving the wall’ to a superior, as a mark of respect, 
céder le haut du pavé. (Dict. Acad. Fr.) (Ovid, Fasti, v 67, (senex) 
et medius tuvenum, non indignantibus ipsis, tbat, et interior, st comes 
unus erat and Horace, Sat. 11 5. 17, ‘comes exterior’. S.] 

mpookuynoets, exotaces| The plural of abstract nouns denotes the 
various individual acts or moments or states included under the general 
conception. 

ddpa ra wap’ éxdoros ripea] ‘quae apud singulas gentes in pretio sunt’, 
Victorius: who illustrates by the olive crown as a prize in the Greek 
games, and quotes Horace, Ep. II 2. 32, clarus 0b td factum donts orna- 

tur honestis, of the prize of valour, bearing a special value in the Roman 
Military service, assigned to ‘ Lucullus’ soldier’, Of the words by them- 
selves this interpretation is perfectly fair and natural; but in connexion 
with what follows (as Aristotle seems to have intended, kat yap ro 
ddpov...) they may be understood somewhat differently, and the map’ 

éxaoros referred to ‘the individuals of the two classes’ mentioned imme- 

diately after, the @iroxypyuaros and Piddripor. 
§ 10. oaparos dé dpe: vyiea} Health, as a bodily excellence, neces- 

sarily implies vigour and the power of active exertion for the fulfilment of 
the duties of life, without these it is no dpery at all, and no subject of con- 

gratulation to the possessor. ~Health is said to be the dpern of the body, 
in reference to the doctrine of the proper ¢pyov of anything; see 

note on p. 40c.2§12. Life is the special function of the body (Eth. 

Nic. I 6), and health is life in its best form, as far as the body is con- 
cerned, 

_ ‘Hpodixos] a famous physician, native of Selymbria, in Thrace on the 
Propontis ; to be distinguished from another less known physician, Gor- 

gias’ brother, of Leontini, Plat. Gorg. 448 B, 456 B. On Herodicus and 
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his medical practice, see Plat. Phaedr. 227 E, and Heindorf’s and Ast’s 

notes ; also Rep. III 406 A seq.,. where an account of him and his system 
of self-tormenting is given. Protag. 316 E}. 

trav avOpwrivev| See note on c. I § 7, d¢ Gdas airias avOpwmexas. 
§ 11. Personal beauty has no: absolute standard or uniform expres- 

sion, manifesting itself in the same forms at all periods and under all 

circumstances. It is rve/ative, not only to.the three stages of human life, 
youth, prime (dxp7) and old age, but also to the habits and functions 
natural and appropriate to each of those stages ;. manly and athletic 
exercises, in the way of ¢vaining, to youth; military service, the impera- 
tive duty of an active and able-bodied citizen, to middle age; sedentary ; 

and intellectual pursuits, to old age, yet so that strength and. vigour 

remain adequate to. the endurance of ordinary or ‘necessary’ labours— ; 
extraordinary exertions, as in athletic exercises and service in the field, 

being no longer required. The habit of body which is fitted to the 

exercise of these several functions at the corresponding period of life is 
a constituent element of its personal beauty. 

véou pev ovv xaddos x.t.r.| When it is said that the beauty of a young 

man consists partly in the possession of a body in a. serviceable state for 
undergoing the labours and pains incident to the race and feats of 

strength, the meaning seems to be that the robust habit of body and the 
muscular development required for the one, and the zmdications of activ- 

ity combined with strength, which appear in the outward form, necessary 

for the other, are pleasant to the eye, both. in themselves and also as 
suggesting a fitness or adaptation or harmony of the exterior of the per- 
son with the habits and pursuits which are appropriate to youth. 

mpos amoAavo.] means no more than the mere enjoyment afforded by 
the sight of personal beauty. Victorius, who suggests another interpre- | 

tation, concludes finally in favour of this. | 
of mévrabAct Kadota] The combination of a natural aptitude or 7 

1 Macaulay, in his celebrated Essay on Bacon, Zain. Rev., July, 1837, selects 
these opinions of Plato, which he describes at length from the passage of the 
Republic, as to the value of Herodicus’ system of medical practice, as one of the 
illustrations of the contempt for all that is useful and practical which pervades 

a a ie 

ee 

the Platonic philosophy ; contrasting this, much to the disadvantage of the ancient 4 
philosopher, with the opposite spirit and tendency of the Baconian system, which 
aims, as he assumes, exclusively at practical and attainable good, and promotes i 
the investigation of truth solely with a view to the substantial and solid benefit of E 
the human race. Schrader cites Dial. de Orat. xx111 4 Me in corpore quidem 
valetudinem medici probant, quae animi anxictate contingat. Parum est aegrum 
non esse; fortem et lactume et alacrem volo. Prope abest ab infirmitate in qua sola 
sanitas laudatur. 
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Biav Kai mpos Taxos dua mepukaciy’ dxpaCovtos dé 

capacity (mepixact mpos) for strength and speed, vigour and activity, as 

evidenced by success in the various exercises of the mévraOXov, and the 

outward expression of these faculties in the configuration of the body, 
when accompanied with beauty in the shape, symmetry, and expression 
of the features, is the highest form of personal beauty in the young man. 
‘Die tibung im Pentathlon war wegen der verschiedenartigkett der 

JSiinf wettkimpfe ganz vorsiiglich das werk junger rustiger manner mit 

elastischem letbe. Die Pentathlen zeichneten sich daher durch gleichmés- 

sige stirke der glieder, allseitige gewandtheit und kirperlich harmo- 

nische bildung vor allen iibrigen vortheilhaft aus, und werden daher 

vom Aristoteles als die schinsten Agonisten genannt? Krause, Gymn. 

u. Agon. der Griechen, Vol.1, p: 494, abschn. Vi § 31. The exercise of 

the wévra@Aoy is therefore mentioned in the passage before us as belong- 
ing solely to the period of youth?. 

_ The révraOXor consisted of five exercises as the name implies. These 
are enumerated in an epigram of Simonides, Anthol. 67 (73), Bergk, 
Fragm. Lyr. p. 791, 

“IoOuta kai TvOot Awdav 6 Sirwvos évixa 
G\pa, rodaxeinv, Sicxov, dkovra, mdAny, 

and in an epigram of unknown authorship quoted by Eustath. ad IL v, 
p- 1320, Anthol. émvypapara ddéorora CCCLIV, 

Ghpua today, Sicxov te Born, Kai dkovros épon, 
kat Spopos, 70€ madn* pia & @rdero mao redevry. 

The same five are named in the Schol. on Pind. Isthm. 1 35, and in 

the Schol. on Plat. Erast. c. 4. 135 D, madn, ciyuyvos (i.e. dxov), aApa, 

dickos, xa Spopos. On the mévraOXov and its contents, see Krause, Of. 
cit. p. 476 seq. abschn. VI § 29. 

Ilvypyn, boxing, was therefore not included in the révraXov ; and we 
are driven to suppose that the concluding words of § 14, 6 d€ maou révra- 

dos, which certainly according to the ordinary laws of the interpretation 

of language ought to include it with the rest of the foregoing exercises, 

are one amongst many instances of Aristotle’s carelessness in expressing 

himself, and affirm something which he could not really have meant. 
aot, if it can be said to have any meaning at all, must be understood 
simply to imply, that the wévraf\ov combines in one the greatest number 
and variety of the single and separate exercises, Such is also the opinion 

of Krause, Of. cit. p. 258,.n. 6. He observes that such a conclusion (as 
would naturally be drawn from the words of Arist.) is opposed to all the 

1 The wévra\os however, though by the number and variety of his accom- 
plishments he is superior to all other athletes, yet in regard of certain special 
excellences,-as compared for instance with the runner or wrestler, he is only 
second rate. Plat. Erast. 135. The philosopher in the popular sense, Aristotle’s 
memadeuzévos, the man of universal attainments, is compared to the all-accom- 

plished athlete, “Ap évv0d ofoy déyers tov Pitdcopov dvdpa; Soxels yap wo Aéyew 

olov &v 7H dywvig elolv of révraOdor mpds Tovs Spouéas 7} Tos madkaords, Kal yap 

éxetvor ToT wy ev Nelrrovrat Kara Ta TovTwv GOda Kal Sevrepol elor rpds TovTOUs, Tay 
52 GAXwy dOAnTSy wpGroe kal vixGow avrovs. 
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notices which we find in the ancient writers. Avristoteles konnte hier in | 
bekannten dingen die mehr worte bediirfende deutlichkett einer gedrun- | ; 
genen practsen, und in gemessener gradation fortschreitender redewetse, 

welche thm eigenthiimlich ist, aufopfern, da ja doch jedem Hellenen die ly 
Siinf bestandtheile des Pentathlon bekannt waren. | 

dxpagovtos 8€ x.r.X.] The simplest way of filling up the elliptical con- 

struction seems to be to supply kadAos after axuagovros, and yépovros in 

the next clause, and meduxéva from the zmmmediately preceding wepixaow 
after moXeuixovs in the former clause and ixavoy in the latter. The re- 

quired sense may be equally well supplied by repeating (as Victorius) the 
first words of the sentence, dxuatovros Sé (kadXos) (TO) mpds péev movous Tods 

modepikovs (xpjoov éyewv TO oapa) ; but the consideration of the imme- : 
diate proximity of me@vxaow seems more in favour of the other, | 

ixavov] fit for, strong enough for, capable of. 
addvurov] causing no pain, no painful impression or repulsion, in con- 

sequence of the absence of all the ordinary deformities or disfigurements 

incident to old age. 
av TO ynpas AwBGarat] i.e. exetvwv a 76 yfpas AwBara. This unusual and 

irregular form of attraction of the relative to the case of its antecedent, | 

where, had the antecedent been expressed, the relative should have been 

the zominative to a succeeding verb, is exemplified by Matthiae, Gr. Gr. 
§ 473, obs. 1, from Herod. I 68, ovdév Kw eiddres tay nv.... Thuc, VII 67 

ad’ ov npuiv mapecxevaora. Add to these, Plat. Protag. 334 C év rovrots | 
ols pedree Ceobat, de Rep. V 465 D, evdarpovifovrar éxeivor dv rovrois vrap- | 
xet. Dem. de Cor. p. 318, 19, § 277, odd’ ef’ & oupéper rH modeL ypArat. | 
And from Aristotle, this passage, and Rhet. I 2, 11, e€ dv érvyer. In 

Dem. c. Steph. p. 1116, wept oy py Katnyopntae Aéyew, which has been | 
cited as an instance, xarnyopnra is the irregular passive ‘has been ac- 
cused’, and therefore wept oy need not be interpreted as wepi éexeivov a; it | 
is for wept éexeivwy mepi ov. Another doubtful example is Eur. Med. 262, 

tov Sovra 7 ait@ Ovyarép’, Hy T éeyjparo, where Seidler retains this (the | 
v.1.), and regards qv as a case of attraction for adrjy 7. An analogous 
case of this kind of attraction is Sophocles’ ofas y’ éuov, Trach. 443, for 

ola eyo eit. 

§ 12. ioxvs] bodily strength, is defined, in a very superficial and per- 
functory manner, with a special view to strength in personal encounter— ; 
as appears in the several forms it takes, though it is afterwards more 

definitely expressed in dywvorixy dpern—as the power of moving some | 
one else (€repov may possibly be neuter, something else, anything whatso- 

ever), by pulling, or pushing, or lifting (possibly referring to the encounter { 

of Herakles with Antaeus, who showed his great strength by ‘lifting’ 

him off the ground into the air; or, if érepov be neuter, by lifting any 

heavy weight), or squeezing, or crushing ; which seems to be intended for 
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a complete analysis of the different ways in which a person or thing can 

be ‘moved’ by another. 
§ 13. pei{ov.] agrees with ri understood after dpery: the accusative 

petCova, with ria‘ understood in ré dmepéxerv, would be more usual. Two 

MSS read peifova. ‘Excellence in size’ implies superiority over the 

average (people in general), in length (height), depth (thickness), and 

breadth, but only (superior) to such an extent as not to impede the 
motions (of the body) by the excess (of size), lit. to one being only 
so much greater as not to make the body’s motions (slower than they 
otherwise would be, or than they ought to be, i.e.) foo slow. Mfxkos, 
Baos, and mAaros are the three dimensions of space; but it is not quite 
certain how they are applied here to the proportions of the human body ; 
pijxos or Babos might possibly represent the abstract height. I have 

_ taken pijxos in this sense here because it is found in Homer to represent 
the ‘stature’ of a man, and paxioros for ‘tallest’. Odys. X’. 309, Otus 

and Ephialtes, ovs 51) paxiorous Opéwe Ceidwpos dpovpa, and 312, drap pijkos 
ye yevéoOny éevvedpyviot. v’. 71, of the daughters of Pandareus, pijxos & 
€mop “Apreyis ayvn, and in Xenoph. de Rep. Lac. II 5, eis pijxos ad&dveoOat 
Ta o@patra. Mijxos therefore is the man’s height, mAdros the breadth of the 
body, measuring from right to left, and Baos the depth or thickness, 
measuring in the direction backwards and forwards. Bados, though it can 
be applied to vertical measure, up and down, yet as in the ordinary lan- 

guage it represents only what is de/ow us, and not what is adove, could 
hardly be applied to the more than average stature of a ¢a// man. 

§ 14. é« peyéOous kai icxvos] for boxing and wrestling ; rayous, for the 
foot-race. 

kal yap 6 taxis icyupos éorw] seems to be added as a mere passing 
observation, or note upon rayous: and the yap, which implies that this 
clause gives a reason for the preceding, must therefore be regarded as 
due to mere carelessness of writing, there being no logical connexion 
between the two sentences. (If there were any such connexion between 

the two, the meaning could only be, that the relation of strength and 
speed as genus and sfecies, speed being only a variety of strength, is the 
reason for the introduction of rdayos into the list of agonistic virtues: the 
fact being that this could only be a reason for omitting it.) 

pimrew tacere, purreiv tactare, of a repeated action. Hermann ad Aiac. 
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235, Trach. 776. See also Lobeck, Aj. 239, p. 1771. This distinction, 
which has been doubted by some scholars, is now I believe generally 

accepted. At all events it applies very well here, where the simple notion 
of flinging or hurling, once for all, from you, as a stone, would be quite 

inappropriate to the motion of the legs intended to be described. pumreiv 

Ta okéAn is to ‘toss about’ or ‘swing the legs’, backwards and forwards, 
again and again. 

kweiv moppw| ‘to take long strides’. 

aoa TH Any] in boxing, to push or thrust away from you by the 

blow, so as aliguem de statu detcere ; as when you knock a man down. 

duorépots rovtas] These two last, boxing and wrestling ; not running. 
Supply therefore, in explanation of duqderépors, OAiBeav Kat Karéxerv, Kat 
@oa TH TAnyh Suvapevos. Victorius (and also Krause, u.s., p. 534, n. 1) 
quotes Plut. Symp. 4, dre yap pépixrat TO TayKparvoy €k Te muyphs Kal TaAns, 
ojrov, and Quint. Inst. Orat. 11 8, 13, as confirming Aristotle’s statement. 
Other ancient authorities are given in Krause’s notes. 

On the pJancratium, and the size, strength, and skill required by those 
who engaged in it, see Krause, u. s. p. 534—538, adschn. VI § 41. 

Compare with the four preceding sections the following passage of 

Plato on the use of athletic exercises. Legg. VIII 832 E seq. €ore your mav- 
Tay modepiKoraTrov 7 cepatos o€itns TavTas, n pev amd Tav Today, n be 
kal amo Tov xepav’ duyeiy pev Kal Edetv 4 TaY Today, 7 Sé ev Tais aup- 
mdoxais (the mayxparvov, and especially wrestling) payy cal cvoraots loxvos 
Kal popns Seopern. 

§ 15. evynpia] supr. § 4, ‘fortunate old age, good fortune or happiness 
in old age’. 

Bpadurns] ‘ tardiness’, i.e. slow approach. or progress.. 

evynpws| occurs under the form evynpos in Hippocrates, and Ar. Hist. 
Anim. IX 12, 3. 

1 Lobeck in his elaborate dissertation on the question seems to leave the 
matter in doubt; and no doubt, from the uncertainty of the Mss readings, the 

distinction of the two forms of the verb being shewn in most cases merely by the 
difference of accent, it is difficult to decide in any particular case which of the two 
forms is to be preferred: and Lobeck shews by examples that (so far as the reading 
is to be depended on) the same notion of the verb is expressed indifferently by 
either form. At the same time in the somewhat obscure summing up at the 

conclusion of his note, he seems (as I understand him) to be in favour, as a 

general principle, of the hypothesis, that a difference of form in the termination of 
a verb radically the same (he cites {\Aw or ef\\w and its numerous varieties as a 
remarkable instance) does express a corresponding variety in the signification ; as 

in the instance given, the various terminations correspond to different varieties of 

the general notion of ‘rolling’. 
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dvev trixns| in Muretus’ excellent emendation of v. 1. av edruyys. 
€or S€ Tis x.7.A.] The causes of length and shortness of life in plants 

and animals are further investigated in the little treatise mepi paxpo- 
Buorntos Kat BpayvBiornros, in the coilection of tracts called the Parva 
Naturalia, appended to the work zepi yuxfjs. They all belong to the 

‘ Physical’ department of philosophy. 7. p. cat Bp. I § 4. 
GX’ oddev 1) axpiBoroyia x.t.X.] Nice, exact, or scientific analysis and 

the treatment of a subject in minute detail, are out of place in a rhetorical 
treatise. Any further details on the subject of longevity would be useless 
to the rhetorician. On the various senses of dxpiSera, see Grant on Eth. 

Nic. I 7, 18: and on the mode of handling a subject appropriate to Rhe- 
toric, Introd. on the ‘ materials of Rhetoric’, p. 11—14. 

§ 16. uri 6 rovodros hidros x.t.A.] ‘all such are friends, as, when they 
think anything good for some particular person’ (éxeiv@, some one in par- 
ticular, ¢a¢ particular person, whoever it may be) ‘are inclined to do it for 
his sake’. In this definition, friendship or love is described as a state of 
mind, a moral habit or disposition, not as a natural affection. The desire 

of doing our friend good for his own sake is a necessary accompaniment 
and consequence of the feeling or affection, but not identical with it. The 

definition is ‘ rhetorical’, and does not give the ‘essence’ of the thing, as 

a scientific definition would. The definition of d:Aia as a waOos, II 4, 2, is 
in exact conformity with this, and equally deficient. In the Ethics, VIII 
2, after quoting some of the ordinary current notions of love to be found 

in the preceding poets and philosophers, he proceeds to the establishment 
of his own. And here again the same conception of it reappears in the 
words 7 8€ hilo daci deiv BovdecOar rayaba éxeivov évexa. Accordingly 

diria is edvora ev avtimerovOdat, reciprocal goodwill or affection ; the reci- 
procity being essential to true quAla or affection of two human beings 
to one another. For though we may be ‘fond’ of wine, @idowos, or ‘fond’ 
of animals, there is in these cases no true reciprocity of affection. Fur- 

ther, since ‘fondness’ is applicable to three classes of objects, the good, 
the pleasant, and the useful, three classes of corresponding ‘friendships’ 
or ‘fondnesses’ are hereby determined ; but only the first of them, the 
love of the good, is the basis of true and perfect love; and consequently 
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the highest and perfect form of ‘love’ can only exist between the good, 
rerela & early 4 trav dyabdy didia kat Kar’ dpetny poiwv’ odrot yap tayae’, 

Spoiws BovdAovrar GAAndows, 7 dyabot’ dyaboi 8 ciai Kab’ avdrovs, Cc. 4, init, 
In the concluding definition of c. 2, the ,eeling or loving disposition is 

introduced in the word evvociv, Set dpa evvoeiv ddAndows Kat BovdecOae 

tayaba py AavOavovras Ov ev tt Tay eipnuevov. These ra eipnueva are 
the three objects of affection. This is therefore the general conception of 
love according to Aristotle. The highest form of Aman love or friend- 

ship would be evvoeiv...d1a ro dyadov. 
émcetkeis] Note on c. 2 § 4, p. 30. 
§ 17. edrvxia] ‘good fortune or luck’, accidental, transitory, frag- 

mentary, is opposed to evdaimovia, complete, permanent, substantial hap- 
piness, the essence of which resides in its avrdpxea or independence of all 
accidental and external conditions. Eth. Nic. 11 5 (Bekk.), 1097 4 6 seq. 

X 7, 1176 a 27 (on Bewpnrixn as the highest happiness). Polit. Iv (v11), 1 

1323 4 23, paprupt T@ Oe@ xpwpévors, Os evdaipov pév €ote Kal pakaptos, de 
obbev dé trav eEwrepixdy dyabdy adda 6’ adrov adtos Kal TO mows Tis elvat 
Thy prow, emel Kal thy evtuxiav THs evdamovias ba TadT dvaykaiov érépav 
eivat’ TOV pev yap éexros ayabdy airiov ravTopatov Kal 4 Tvyn, Sikatos 8’ 
ovdels ovd€ codppav amo tixns ovdée Sia THY TUxnv eoti. Eur. Med. 1229, 

oABov & emippvevtos evtvyéatepos GAXov yévoir av GAdos, evdaipov & ay 
ov, where Paley quotes, Troad. 509, rav & evdaipovar pndéva vouiter evrv- 

xelv mpw ay Gary, explaining the distinction ; and Androm. 420, jaocov pev 
adyet Svorvxav & eddapovei. 

1 TUxn aitia} On Aristotle’s conception of rvxn as ‘a cause’, with fur- 
ther details, see Introd. Appendix c to Bk. I c. 10, p. 218—224. On this 
passage, p. 223. 

ylyverOat Kai vmapxew] ‘acquisition 07 possession’. xai in this and 
similar cases is properly rendered by ‘or’. Aristotle frequently expresses 
as a combination two things which are not actually, but only hypo- 

thetically, combined in the conception, which we therefore more correctly 
oe eee as an alternative. 

airia 7 TUXN evioy ay Kai ai réxvat] ‘ ‘Simplicius, ad Phys. II p. 73, 6, inter 
alia haec habet: xat tov mounrady d€ Enor mavra oxedov els thy Tixny ayov- 

ow, Gore kal tis Téxyns olxelav adtyy Toveiv, N€yovres, Téxvn TUN éorepee 
kat tTUxn Téxvnv (Agathon ap. Ar. Eth. Nic. VI 41). rov evrvyotvra 8€ Kal 
dpoveiv haot (Eur. Fragm. Inc. 204). mpos 8€ rovrows épapev ma trav 
amo Téexns yivopévev Kal ard TdxNs ywopeva’ Kal yap vyieLa. Kat amd TdxNs SoKet 
yiverOa Gorep and réxyyns’ Sijoas yap Kal mv tis uxpoy Vdop yéyovev 

1 kal rpdrov twa wept Ta abrd eorw i rdxn Kal 4 Téxvn, KaOdmep Kal ’Ayd0wv 
onal, réxvn TixNY, K.T.X. 
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vyins. These are illustrated in the text by two examples ; health, which 
may be due to chance as well as art ; and beauty and strength, to chance 
as well as nature. 

dréxvev]| ‘independent of art’. 
otov dcav 7 piais| The contradiction between this and the statements 

in the scientific Physics is pointed out in the Introd., u.s., p. 223. 

évdexerat S€ Kal mapa pvow eivat] Most probably a mere occasional and 
parenthetical note, according to the usual practice of this author (comp. 

§ 14), ‘chance may give rise not only to things natural and independent 
of nature, but also to things unnatural, monstrous, or abnormal’, ra mapa 

vow tépara: on which see the reff. in Introd. p. 225. Compare the def. 
of dvais in I 10, 13, dd€ere 8 Gy Kal 9 Tvyn airia eivat Tdv TowviTor, i.e. TOY 
mapa dvow. In this case the colon should be retained after efva, the 
connexion being carried on from oiov dc@v 7 pias to vyeias péev k.7.A. as 
examples, av ai réxvat, kat 7 dvots airia, and the zo¢e parenthetical. 

Bonitz, however, Aristotel. Stud. 1 87, would alter the punctuation, 
placing a comma at eiva:, and connecting this clause closely with the pre- 

ceding, in the sense, ‘of which the cause is nature, but (which) may be 
also contrary to nature’: regarding this as an instance of the Aristotelian 

custom of ‘not repeating the relative in the second of two co-ordinated 

members’, illustrated by Waitz, Organ. 25 4 35, and certainly common 

enough in our author. This is further supported by Muretus, who 

translates, ‘quae natura efficiuntur, ita tamen ut etiam praeter naturam 
evenire possint.’ 

The words quoted above from I 10, 3, seem to me to be in favour of 
the former interpretation : and the practice of introducing ‘notes’ of this 
kind is at least as common with Aristotle as that which is noticed by 
Bonitz. 

ort € kal Tov Tapa Adyoy dyabdy airia rdxn| Phys. 197 @ 18, cal ro havae 
elvai Tt mapddoyor Ty TYxnY OpOds’ 6 yap Adyos i) TOY del dvT@r 7H} TAY ws emt * 
TO ToAd, 7 S€ TUXN ev TOis yryvouevals Tapa TadTa’ dot emecd) ddpiora Ta Tot- 
adra, kai » tTUxn dopioros. See further in Introd. p. 221. 

Tov mAnoior] (dvros, icrapévov), ‘one’s next neighbour’, as 6 médas. In 
Plat. Theaet. 174 C, it is distinguished from yeirwy, 6 mAjovoy kal 6 yeiror, 
having a more extended and general sense, ‘a fellow-creature’. 

i) <i pr) HAO povos dei orrav «.r.A.] ‘Or if one who was in the constant 
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2dyalov Kat cuudepovtos amAws. ETW On ayalor p. 20 

habit of visiting a certain place ’(fotrav, to go backwards and forwards, 
ever and anon, repeatedly, to frequent, haunt) ‘was the only one that failed 

to go (on some particular occasion), whilst those that went only once 

(ara€, once for all) all perished’. It is possible that this sense of repe- 

tition in the verbal termination av may be the origin of the other signi- 

fication of ‘disease’ illustrated on the word mvevoriav, c. 2 § 18 p. 45. 

A too-frequently repeated action might very well be interpreted as a 
diseased habit. 

§ 18. drav wepi emaivov k.r-d.] i. e. in c. 9 of this book, the chapter on the 

topics of encomium and censure, proper to the encomiastic or epideictic 
branch of Rhetoric. 

CuHap. VI. 

On the purport of this chapter, its principal divisions, and connexion 
with the general plan of the work, see Introd. p. 177. 

$1. # vrapxovrwy] On this addition over and above the theory, see 
note on c. 3 § 4; and Introd. p. 120. 

BovAevorrat S€...rav mpos TO Tédos] Eth. Nic. III 5, 1112 4 12, BovAev- 
opeba S€ ov rept rav TeAGv adda TEpt TdY mpos Ta TEAn. (This is because 

the means are within our own power to attain, the ends are not. BovAevo- 
peba S€ rept trav ef? nyiv mpaxtav, 1112 a 31, doa yivera Oe rpav...mept 
rovtwy Bovdevopeba, Ib. line 12, and this is afterwards repeated.) Outre yap 
iarpos BovAeverat ei vytdioes, oUTE PHTwpP Ei TEioEL, OUTE TOALTLKOS Ei EvVOpiaY 
Towmoet, ovd€ TAY Noma oVdels TEpt TOD TéAOUS’ GAA O€pevor TéAOS TL, TAS 
kai dca tivwv Cora oxorovat, «tA. Ib. 634, ovk ay ovv ein Bovdeurov Td 

Téos, GAA Ta Mpos Ta TEAN. 

aroixeia] i.e. rorous, the ‘ Elements’, the primary topics of the subject 
‘good’. See Introd. p. 127, 8. 

ard@s| See note on p. 30, c. 2 § 4. The sense in which amas is here 
intended is evidently that of good in general, as a general or abstract 
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conception, opposed to xa” éxaoroy special and particular goods. Schra- 
der’s rendering extra comparationem, if it means, as it seems to do, 

‘absolute good’, ‘good in itself’, opposed to ‘relative’ or ‘human good’— 

that which cannot be compared with, i.e. has no relation to, any other 
kind of good, but exists in itself independently—is certainly wrong. 
‘Absolute good’ can have no place in a rhetorical system or in the prac- 
tice of the rhetorician; such a definition would be in direct violation of 

the principle so often laid down by Aristotle, that the rhetorical method 
must be in conformity with the materials of the art, of a popular and 

practical character, adapted to the understanding of an unlearned and 

unscientific audience. This is especially the case with definitions. See 
Introd. p. 12, 13. The general notion of good is first considered in 

§§ 1—3, and then this is applied and illustrated in particulars in the 
remainder of the chapter. 

§ 2. garw 57 dyaboy x.r-.]| The ‘popular’ character of these defini- 
tions is marked by the introductory éora, ‘let it be taken for granted’; no 
demonstration is required, any current notion of good will serve our 
purpose. The same phraseology occurs again in a-similar case, c. 7 § 2, 
éotw S) Umépexov K.7-A.: C. 5 § 3, and Io § 3. 

First, ‘Good is anything that is in itself and for its own sake 

desirable (an object of choice), and that for whose sake we choose some- 
thing else (which is the ulterior end of our preference for anything) ; and 
that which is the universal aim, either of everything or’ (as a qualification to 

exclude inanimate things) ‘everything that has sensation or reason, or 
(would be their aim) if they were to acguire the reasoning faculty’ (sup- 

posing they have it not yet, as infants and beasts). Comp. c. 7 § 21, 
6 AaBovra ra mpdypara (anything) pporvnow ear av exacrov!. 

The first of these two definitions, which represents Good.as desirable 
in and for itself, and as.¢a¢ to obtain which we choose something else, is 

in fact identical with the second which describes it as the ultimate end 
or aim of all action and desire, only differing from it in terms. Every 
thing that we choose or desire, and every act that we perform, is as the 

means to one universal end, the Good. This view of the nature of Good 
is laid down and illustrated in the first chapter of the Nic. Eth. raca 
réxvn Kai waca pebodos, cpoiws b€ mpagis re Kut mpoaipeots, dyabod tivds 
épierOat Soxei’ S10 Karas anepyvarro (it is a current, popular, definition of) 

rayabov, ov mavr’ éespierai—ei by Te-Téhos eote TOY HpaxTay 6 BC adTd Bov- 
AdpeOa, rddXa Se dia rodro (the means to the universal-end) xa yu) wavra 
&u’ &repov aipovpeda, (there is something, i.e. Good, which we desire only 
for itself,)...59Xov ws roor Gy ein rayabov Kal rd Gpicrov, and so on. Comp. 
c. 5. Similarly at’the commencement of the Politics, we find that this is 
the end of states as well as individuals, because rod efva: Soxotvtos dyabod 

1 Schrader quotes'Cic. de Fin. 111, "om est igitur voluptas bonum. Hoc ne 
statuam quidem dicturam pater aiebat, si logui posset. V.%4, carum etiam rerum 

quas terra gignit educatio quaedam et perfectio est—ut ipsae vites, si logui possent, ita 
se tractandas tuendasque esse faterentur. Add Aesch. Agam, 37, olxos 3° avrds ei 

pboyyhv \dBa capécrar’ dv détaev, Eur, Iph. Taur. 51. 

AR. I. : 7 
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aipovpeba, Kai ov épierar mavta i mavTa Ta aioOn- 

ow éyovTa 4 vouv, 7 et AaBor vouv:\ kal doa 6 vous 

av éxaotw drodoin, Kal doa 6 Tept ExacTov vous 

dTrodiowatv EKaTTW, TOUTS ExT EKatTw dyabor, Kal 

xapw mavra mpattovot mavres. Comp. III 12, init. Metaph. B 2, 996 @ 
23—26, A 3, 983 @ 31, TO ov évexa kai tdyadv. 

The same view of the nature of Good is to be found equally in Plato, 
from whom Aristotle may have derived it. See, for instance, Phileb. 53 E, 
seq. particularly 54 C, where good is proved to be the od évexa, or univer- 

salend. Sympos. 205 A, where happiness, which consists in the posses- 

sion of good, is similarly represented. Gorg. 499 E, réAos elvar dracav 
Tov mpakewv To dyaboy, kai éxeivou evexey Seiv mavta taddda mpatrecOa, add’ 
ovk éxeivo rav GAAov. Euthyd. c. 8, 278 E, seq. 

kat daa 6 vous x.7.A.] ‘ And all that reason in general, or universal reason, 

would assign to each of us, and all that the individual reason assigns to 

each of us, ¢hat is good to every human being’. That is, all that this 

supreme or universal reason or the particular reason of each individual, 

would assign as suitable to each ; the former what is good for all alike, the 
latter what is good for each particular individual; since these sometimes 

differ: or, as Schrader interprets it, the universal reason that dictates 
general principles or rules of action, as contrasted with 6 vots 6 mept 
éxuctov, mens guae de singularibus decernit, which decides in special and 
individual cases. The reason as an agent is here opposed to mere 

nature, or to a blind natural impulse; the choice of good is a reasonable 

choice, good is what reason universal or individual would necessarily 

choose. (vovs stands here in a gexeral sense for the special faculty or part 
of it ppovnars!, the practical reason, the calculating discursive and moral 
part of the intellect, which directs us in our choice between good and 

evil. In Eth. Nic. VI, vots in its proper sense, the intuitive and specu- 
lative reason, is distinguished from the dcavora or discursive intellect, and 
its special virtue @povnars or practical wisdom). 

‘Or shat, by the presence of which anything (not only man in soul and 
body, but also things inanimate) is put ina healthy or proper condition 

(is made what it ought to be, what is best for it to be) and made self- 
sufficing (independent of all external conditions), and self-sufficiency or 

independence in general’. On avrapxeca see note on § 3 of Chapter V, 
Pp. 74, avrapkeia (wis. It is thus briefly defined Pol. Iv (VII) 5, init. ro 
mavra vrapxew Kat Seiobat pn bevos. 

‘Or any thing that is productive or preservative of (tends to produce or 

preserve) things of that sort, or that which is attended by such, or things 

that have a tendency to prevent and destroy the opposites of these’. 

These forms of good belong to a lower order, subordinate to ra xa@’ aira 
aya@a, as means to the end. Eth. Nic. I 4, 1096 4 10, AéyerOar S€ Kab? év 
eidos ta ka’ avira Siwxdpeva kal dyaro@peva, Ta S€ mountiKa TovT@v  dvAak- 
Tika TOS 7) TOY evavtiwy k@duTika b1a Tadra A€yerOat Kal Tpdmov GAXov. 

1 This is actually substituted for vods in the corresponding passages c. 7 § 21. 
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§ 3. dxodovde? dé dixds] ‘the term attending upon admits of two dif- 
ferent senses, either simultaneous (attendance, accompaniment) or sub- 
sequent (consequence), as knowledge attends on learning subsequently, 

but life on health simultaneously!’. -dxodoveiv and émeoba are both used 
in logic to denote not merely something that follows, a ‘consequence’ in 
the ordinary acceptation of the words, but also an invariable or necessary 
attendant or concomitant in five different senses: (1) a preceding con- 

comitant, or antece 2,117 411, Kal yap “apotepoy Kat vaTepov 
Tai, as learning is always preceded by ignorance; Categ. c. 12, mpo- 

= 

pees 

Tepov €repov Erépou éyeTat TeTpayas...devTEpoy Sé TO pt) dvTiaTpéeov Kara Ti 
Tov eivat dxodovbnaw, otov To év Tav Svo mpdrepov’ Svoiv péev yap dvrewy aKo- 
Rovbet edOis ro év elvat, K7.A. (2) a Simultaneous concomitant, dua: as 
health and life, Rhet. 16,3; 7, 5. (3) a subseguent concomitant, or ‘con- 

sequent’, dorepov, as learning is followed by knowledge, Rhet. Il. cc. 
(4) duvdpet, a virtual concomitant, dy implication, as sacrilege necessarily 
implies, includes Jotentially or virtually the notion of theft or fraud, by 
the rule omne maius continet in se minus; and (5) reciprocal contra- 

dictories regarded as consequents, Top. B 8, 113 4 25, 7) xara tH avripacw 

dxohovnots, Or dvtixatyyopoupévws, where two terms or propositions are 
‘convertible’, dyriarpéper: such are 6 avOpwmos (gor, and rd py faov ovk 

GvOpemos : To pu) HOU ov Kaddy, and 7d Kadov dv. It seems from this as if the 
primary sense of dxoX\ovGeiv were to attend or wait upon, and that that of 

‘following’ is a special and secondary signification under the general 
notion of accompaniment. Hence dxdAovdos becomes Pedisseguus, a 
constant attendant, footman, or ‘follower’, The ‘simultaneous’ kind of 
accompaniment appears also in this word sometimes even in the ordinary 

language, as when Plato writes, Menex. 249 D, dxodovder per euod, Lach. 
187 D, pera Tod matpds dxodovéev: and similarly Demosthenes and the 

Orators ; and Xenophon joins it with avy». Diog. Laert. vil § 125, ras & 
dperas éyovow dvraxodovbeiy adidas, kal Tov play €xovra mdoas yew, Of 
the Stoics. Plutarch, de Repugn. Stoic. c. 27, p. 1045 E, attributes the 
same doctrine in the same words to Chrysippus. 

kal Ta moutixa tptxés| This triple division of productive causes or 
conditions is thus explained by Majoragius. ‘ Ponit tres species rerum 
conficientium quae ita distingui possunt. Quae conficiunt, aut sunt a 

1 So Quintilian, Inst. Orat. v 10. 75. Sed haec consequentia dico, dxddovOa ; 
est enim consequens sapientiae bonitas: illa sequentia, wapewomeva, guae postea 

Jacta sunt aut futura...hoc temporis, illud naturae. 

7—2Z 
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Yus kal dvti peiCovos Kaxov éXaTTOVOS* w yap UTrEp- 
natura, h, e. intrinsecus, aut extrinsecus adhibentur. A natura sunt, ut 

temperies humorum, et bona corporis constitutio, conficiens est bonae 

valetudinis. Quae extrinsecus adhibentur aut sunt tanquam instrumenta, 

aut sunt actiones; instrumenta, ut cibaria:...actiones, ut exercitatio cor- 

poris, et deambulatio, quae frequenter bonam valetudinem efficit.’ This . 

account, though correct in the main, requires a little further explanation 
and modification. The ground of the distinction of the first of the three 

classes, of which the illustration is 76 vysaivey, the healthy state of body, 

active, actual health, as produced by vyeia, health in itself, we learn from 

two passages of the Nic. Eth. First, v1 13, 1144 @ 4, €me:ra kat movovat pev 
(atra ai dperat) ovx os iatpixy vyievay, GAN ws 7) Vyieta, OVT@s 7 Godpia-evdal- 

poviav’ pépos yap ovaa Ths Sdns apetis TH ExerOar Tore’ kai TO evepyeiv evdai- 
pova. Here vyiera itself represents the formal cause of health, which is in- 

ternal and essential (uépos, €yeoOar), and developes, quickens, and stimulates 
the bodily functions into healthy activity, gives health an active reality 
(évepyet), and is therefore contrasted with the efficient, and external cause, 
the physician, who, as the Paraphrast on the parallel passage, X 4, says, 
ovvrnpet Kai PuAaTTEL, Kal Omws Tapapeivyn (nret. The second passage, X 4, 
1174 6 25, is again an illustration : od rov avrov d€ romov Hf re nSov) TedeLor 

kai TO alaOnrov te Kai 7 atoOnows, orovdaia bvta, domep ovd 4 vyileta Kat 
6 larpos dpoiws atria éote Tov vytaivew : on which the Paraphrast’s (Andro- 

nicus Rhodius) commentary is, 4 pév yap avrj moet pay) ovca (i. €. évepyeta, 
not ‘non-existent’) ryv rod vytaiver evépyecay, 6 S€ ovvtnpei x.7.A. as before. 

The second and third divisions represent two kinds of extraneous causes 

or conditions, distinguished from this formal, intrinsic cause. These are 

first, necessary conditions, as of health, represented by food; and se- 
condly, probable conditions, as exercise, which, as Aristotle adds, only 

produces health emi ré zrodv. 
§ 4. We now proceed to the application or illustration of the 

general principles laid down in the three first sections, which continues 

to the end of the chapter ; rovray S€ Keypéevwy x.r.A. Application of the 

two topics of ‘consequents’, dua and dorepoy dxodovbeiv : the receipt of all 
good things is an instance of the latter, because it is followed by the 
possession of good things ; and the loss or riddance of evil things, which 
is accompanied simultaneously by the relief from what is bad, exempli- 
fies the former. This latter conclusion rests upon the principle, here 
understood, but stated in § 18, @ rd évayriov Kaxov, rovr’ dyabov. Comp. also 
Top. T 2, 117 8 2, on Anes and droBodai. 

$5. @ yap vrepéxer x.t.d.] ‘for the amount of the excess of the greater 
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over the less, the same is the measure of the gain of the one (good) and 
the loss of the other (evil)’. yiverat, ‘becomes’, i.e. ‘amounts to’, The 
excess of the greater over the lesser good, and the excess of the greater 
over the lesser evil, is the measure of the gain in the one case, and the 

loss in the other; the loss of the evz/ being a gain, by the same rule as 
before, 6 rd évartiov kaxoy, Totr’ dyabdv. 

§ 6. sowntixal...xat mpaxtixai] virtues, besides being ‘ productive of 
good’, like many other things, have also this special peculiarity, that 
they are effective of good by action. ‘The distinction is, that whereas 

movetv tends to some épyor or substantial enduring result, as a picture, 

or statue, or other work of art, the end of partes is action itself, and 

there is no further result. See the commencement of the Nic. Eth., and 

what is there said about these two réAy. Ethics and Rhetoric are mpak- 
Tixat téxvat, the arts of the painter and statuary mourxai. Compare 
Introd. pp. 16—19. By the distinction here taken we find brought into 
view the specially ‘practical’ character of the virtues, which, like the 

art that describes them, end in action: though besides this, some of the 

virtues, at any rate, produce lasting effect, and leave results beyond the 
mere performance of the act, some Josttive benefit (as an épyov) to an 
individual or the community. But the words here distinguished are else- 
where employed indifferently to express generally the power of producing 

an effect or result, as appears in the comparison of 5 §§3, 16;6§2. Of 
the two, zotnrixds is most frequently-used in the expression of this con- 
ception, as may be seen in the following sections, 

All moral virtues must necessarily be each a form of good: for they 

produce a good moral habit, or condition, or constitution in those that 
possess them, and are besides productive (and effective) of good in their 
actions and the results of these. 

‘Each of them, its.substance or true nature’ (the first Category, ri éeri, 
ovcia, substance what the thing is, really and essentially), ‘and qualities’ 

(the third Category), ‘must be treated separately, yepis, apart’. This is 
done in c. 9. The contents of the chapter to which reference is here 

made shew that dperaé are here confined to the 7@:xai or moral virtues, 

_ the ‘ virtues’ Jar excellence, and do not include physical, or any other, 
‘excellences’. 

§ 7. Kai rv 4Soviv dyabov eivae] What is here taken for granted, as 
universally admitted, that pleasure is good (though not necessarily she 

good) is in both the treatises on pleasure, in the 6th and roth books of 
the Nicomachean Ethics, carefully investigated and discussed, and the 

opinions held upon the question by preceding philosophers, as Eudoxus 
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Tov 0€ KaNwv Ta pev Hoca Ta OE avTa Kal? éavTa 

aipeTa Eat. 
ws 6€ Kal’ éy eizetv, avaykn ayaba eiva Tade. 

evdaimovias Kal yap KaQ’ avTo atpeTov Kal aivTapxes, 

and Plato, examined, Bk. VII, c. 12, seq. and X, c. 2. Aristotle’s conclu- 
sion (in Bk. x) is that though pleasure may be regarded as good it is not 
the good, i.e. the supreme good, good in itself, because there are some 
pleasures which are not proper objects of choice and therefore not good. 

Eudemus (if the seventh book be his), seems rather to be inclined to the 
contrary view; it is said at any rate, c. 14, init., dvayxyn odv thy ndovny 
dyaOov rt etva, and three lines further, apeoroy 7 ovdév Kodver ndSovyy twa 
eva. And at the beginning of c. 13, in answer to Plato’s objection in 
the Philebus, we find, dru 8 ov cupBaiver dia tatra py etvar dyabov pndé rd 

apiotoy, ex Tavde SjAov. This difference of view between the master and 

pupil (on the supposition that Eudemus is the author of Bk. vi) is in 

fact in exact conformity with the difference of their respective definitions 

of pleasure; Aristotle defining it as the perfecting (reXeiwous) of the évép- 

yera, but not our évépyera itself, and therefore not ‘the supreme good’; 
whilst Eudemus goes further and describes it as an ‘unimpeded energy’, 

dveprodictos évepyea: and in fact this variation may be regarded as one 
of the principal arguments for the difference of authorship of the two 

treatises on pleasure in the Nic. Eth. The principle upon which the fact 
is here assumed in the Rhetoric, is stated in both treatises of the Ethics ; 

the universal recognition, namely, of the principle that pleasure is desirable. 

See VII 14 init. and X 2, 1172 6 35, of & emordpevor ws ovx ayaboyv ov 
mavr eietar, 17) obey A€ywouw" 0 yap waar Soke, TovT eivar paper. 

tov dé kadov ta pev ndéa ta Sé x.7.d.] This division of xaddv brings 
into view the physical and moral aspects of it united in the term beauty 

and right. xadov as dv, an object of pleasure, is the physical beauty 
that pleases in nature and art; in xa@ avro aiperoy we are referred to the 

moral side of it, that which is ‘fair’? and right, which is an end in itself, 
in itself desirable, and to be sought on its own account and with no ulte- 

rior object. It is defined in this latter sense, c. 9, 3, 6 dv Ov avr aiperiv 
bv émawverdv 7, (its being the object of ‘praise’ confers upon it its szoral 
character) #) 6 av dyaOdv bv 78d 7, dtt dyabov. Comp. II 13, 9, TO pev yap 
cuppepov ait@ dyabov €arw, To S€ Kadov amdAds. Eth. Eudem. VII 15, 3, 

1248 6 18, trav yap ayabdv ravtwy tédn €otw, & atta aitay evexa eat 
aiperad. tovtov b€ Kara, doa SC avira dvta mavra énavera eorw. On the 
cadov as a moral end, the ultimate object and motive of human action, to © 

which all action should be directed and all lower interests sacrificed, see 

the fine passage of Eth. Nic. Ix 8, 1169 a 6, seq., particularly 20—27. 
§8. ws d€ xa® év eireiv] ‘to describe good things singly’, in detail, 

by an enumeration of particular kinds of good. 
evSaovia] happiness, the universal réAos, aim and end of life and 
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action. See especially Eth. Nic. 15, where happiness is defined by its 
three principal characteristics ; it must be réAesov, avrapkes, TO TOY Tpak- 
tay tédos. These same characteristics appear in the definition here given 

in the Rhetoric: réXecov corresponds to ro xa& avro aiperov, its perfection 

or completeness being chiefly shewn in its desirability for its own sake. 

Eth. N. I 5, 1097 4 31, reNevdrepov dé Aéyopev TO Kad adrd Stwxrdy tov Ov 
érepov, Kat Td pndémore Sv adXo aiperov Trav kal KaP attra kai dia Tote aipe- 
Tov, Kai amas dy Tédevov TO Ka’ atrd aiperdy del Kal pndémore Sv ddXo-~ 

towovrov & 7 evdapovia padiot eivat Soke’ ravTnv yap aipovpeda del Ov adrny 
kai ovdémore St GAXo, Tiysny dé Kal HdSov}y Kat vodv Kal wacay dperhy aipovpeba 
pev kat Se adra...aipovpeda dé Kal rijs evdapovias xdpiv, dia TodtT@y dmodap- 

Bavovres evdatpornce. tiv & eddapoviay ovdels aipeirat rovtay yap, ovS 
dAas 5? GAXo: note onc. 5 $1, p. 72. On avrapxera, the second characteristic 
of happiness, see c. 5 § 3, and note there, p. 74. The sentences of Eth. Nic. 
I 5, following those already quoted, are upon this same subject. The 

concluding summary of the contents of the chapter is, réAecov 69 re pai- 

verat Kat avtapkes 1) evdaipovia, TSv mpaxtdv ova Tédos, which gives the 

third of the conditions in the Rhetoric. A precisely similar description 
of happiness is found in Eth. Nic. X, cc. 6 and 7. 

§9. The list of virtues here given is very incomplete, and a mere 

extract or sample of that given in the Nic. Eth. 1! 7, which is itself any- 
thing but a complete or satisfactory enumeration of them. A longer list 

is to be found in c.9 § 5, which includes the two intellectual virtues, 
copia and dporvnois, but still omits several of those which are distin- 

guished in the table of the Ethics. All the virtues here mentioned are 

analyzed in detail in Eth. N. III, Iv, V, justice being treated separately at 
great length in the fifth book. 

é&is, the genus of the definition of virtue, is an acquired, developed, 

confirmed habit or state, physical, mental or moral—the last of the three, 
of course, when applied to virtue. It is properly opposed to d:adears, as a 
settled and permanent s/a/e, opposed to a temporary and changeable dis- 

position. It is developed out of the man by the operation of ¢6o0s, habit or 
association, till it has acquired a fixed tendency and direction and a con- 
firmed character, which shews itself in the constant exercise of similar 
évepyeiat, and is now no longer liable to change and the opposite ten- 

dency to vice. On the growth of virtue, and the formation of the &&s, 
see Eth. Nic. 11 1—5, particularly 4 and 5. Also Sir A. Grant, Ess. on 
Ethics, 1 p. 120 seq. (1st Ed.) [=p. 164, 3rd Ed.] Trendel. on de Anima 
p- 311, and 366. Kategorienilehre, p. 95. 

§ 10. dyiew...d@pirrov Soxet eiva] This is one of many ofzzions. 
So the ‘Delian inscription’, quoted by Aristotle, Eth. N. 19, and Eude- 
mus, Eth. Eud. 11, 1, with a slight variation; also in Theogn. Eleg. 255 

_(Bergk), xadAroroy rd Sixatératoy, AGaroy F vyraivery | 7dicrov dé wéepuy’ ov 
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Tis €pa To Tuxeiv, for which Bergk gives in the second line, mpjypa de " 
Teprvoratov Tuv.Tis €paito Tvyeiv. Soph. Creus. Fragm. ap. Stob. CII 15 , 
(Dind. Fr. Soph. 326), caddtorov éeore tovvdixov meduxévar’ A@otov S€ rd 

¢iv avocoy’ Adiocrov & btw mapeore Aus dv epa Ka’ jyepay. Ariphron, 

Dithyr. 1 (ap. Bergk, Fragm: Lyric. Gr. p. 841 [p. 984 Ed. 2]), vyieca, 

mpecBiota pakdpoy, peta ov valouue TO AecTopevoy Broras...céOev Sé€ ywpis 
oUtis evdaipwv ep. See also a fragment of Licymnius, Fr. 4, in Bergk; 
u. s., p. 840 [p. 986 Ed. 2] (a dithyrambic poet and rhetorician, mentioned 

by Aristotle, Rhet. I1I 12, 2 ; 13,5, and quoted, as Bergk supposes, in III 

14, 5); Plut. de virt. mor. c. 10, quoting from some poet, 7 Te Tod odpatos 

vyleca—boxet peysotov ayabov' ovte yap mAovTov ydpw f) TeKéwv, OUTE Tas 
igodaipovos advOpwrots Baowdnidos apxas—rov vy.aivery 1) mapovtos. de fra- 

terno amore, c. 2, 7s xwpls ovre mAovTov, haciv, ovte tas ivodaipovos 
avOperots Bacidnidos apxas eivai twa xapw Kat dvynow. (ap. Bergk not.) 

§ 11. mAodros, dpetn xtnoews] The épyov, special office or function, 
that which it was intended by its nature to do, determines the apern or 
special excellence of anything. If wealth is the object of acquisition, 
and acquisition fulfils its proper function, its destination, the law of its 

being, in the accumulation of wealth; then the agery or special excellence 

of the art of acquiring is manifested in the attainment of that object, or 
the wealth amassed. Wealth as a ‘good’ seems here to be regarded as 
an end; if so, this is in contradiction to the more scientific doctrine laid 
down in the Politics 1 8, according to which wealth is only an instrument, 

see note on p. 79 (c. 5,7), and note 1 on the same page. However, as 

some good things are only instrumental and means. to an end, we are 
not obliged to suppose that Aristotle regards wealth here otherwise than 

as one of those mediate ends, subordinate and subservient to some other 
and higher end. On the relation of épyoy and dpery, see notes on c. 2, 

12, and 5, 4, and the reff. in the former. 
§ 12. xaO’ avrov aiperos 6 pitos] This is an application of the general 

principle in § 2, that good in general is in itself desirable, to the special 
case of friendship. That a good friend, or the friendship of the good, is 

desirable in itself is made to appear in the course of a long and subtle 
argument in Eth. N. 1x 9, of which the conclusion is (at the end of the 

chapter) Sejoes dpa r@ evdSapovycorte hitwv orovdaiwv. The words most 
in point here are, ei 8) r@ paxapi@ ro eivat aipetov ott Kad’ avro, dyabdv Th 
ice: ov kai 75v, mapamAnjovov S€ Kal ro ToD idov €atw, kat o Pidos tar aipe- 

Tov av ein. 
§ 13. rey, dd€a] The distinction between these two is stated in note 

onc. 5, 4,p.76. These are not only ‘ pleasant’ and therefore good in them- 
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selves, but also productive of.various advantages which accrue to them 
from the respect of others, and so ‘good’ in this secondary or subordinate 
sense likewise. 

kat dxodoube?. avrois x.r.A.] ‘and they are accompanied for the most 
part by the actual possession of the things’ (natural gifts, qualities, accom- 

plishments, acquirements, military distinction, rank and fortune, and 
such like) ‘ which the honours paid them (these supposed possessors) imply’, 

éd” ols tiuavra, on the basis of which, on account of, for which, they 
receive the honour paid, or ‘on which the honours paid them rest, are 

grounded, or based’. é@ ois +. might possibly be rendered ‘for which 

they (the honour and reputation) are valued’; on which their value 
depends, or, by which it.is measured; but the other interpretation seems 
more direct and natural. 

The rule here tacitly referred to, as warranting the inference that, when 
honour is conferred, those so honoured .are generally worthy of it, is that 

a generally received opinion, or popularly current maxim, or the expres- 

sion of these in the ordinary language, may be for the most part depended 
on as true4, With ro dmdpyeww, rois xexrnpévots, or something similar, 

must be supplied. 
§ 15. evdvia] is a happy natural constitution of mind or body or 

both; evpujs rd capa kal thy Wuxnv, Plat. Rep. 111 409 E. In de Soph. 

El. c. 1, 165 a5, we have eddvécraros applied to ‘a topic’, in the sense 
(apparently) of ‘naturally best adapted to a certain purpose’. And in 
the spurious addition to the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 38 (Bekk. 39), 19, evgvia 
romey occurs to denote the ‘ natural advantages of situation’, opportunitas 

locorum. The word is however applied here, as it usually is, to the 
mental faculties, and signifies cleverness, quickness of intellect, intellec- 

tual dexterity, differing very little from dpyivoa. And so, infr. § 29 and 11 
15 3- Similarly de Anima B 9, 2, 421 @ 25, of pév yap oxAnpocapkat adveis Thy 

Stavoray, of S€ padaxdcapxon evreis, Top. I 2, 118 @ 22, pidromoveivy dpvov= 
peba iy” eipveis eivar Soxdper, ‘we deny that we are industrious in order to 
gain the reputation of cleverness’, In Top. © 14, 163 4 13, 4 Kat’ dd7- 
Oevav edopvia is defined, for dialectical purposes, ro ddvarOar cards édéoOae 

Tadnbés kai puyciv Td Yevdos" Smep of mebuxores ed Suvavrat moreity. In Eth. 
Nic. 11 7, 1114 4 9, it is used similarly to denote sagacity in aiming 
rightly at the true end, cai 7d ed Kal Td Kadds TotTo mepuKévat 7 Tedeia kai 
GAnbirm av ein edpvia. Rhet. 111 2, ro init. In Poet. 22, 17 it stands for 
readiness in poetical invention. dduys, the opposite, is ‘dull’ and 
‘stupid’, Plat. Phaed.96c. In the Platonic dpot, p. 413 D, it is defined, 
raxos pabnoews’ yevynots Pioews ayabn dpern év picet. 

1 This principle is in fact constantly appealed to by Aristotle, and is one of the 
ordinary arguments to which he has recourse in the establishment of the doctrines 
of his philosophy. 
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pvnpa] Victorius, Vater and Vahlen (in Zrans. of Vienna Acad. 

Oct. 1861, p. 105) object to the plural of this word, on the ground either 
that abstract nouns do not admit of the plural formation, or (as Vahlen) 

that as it is the faculty of memory that is here in question the plural is 
inadmissible. As to the former, such is no doubt the rule, but the excep- 

tions are abundant. Parallel to this is dvapyyoess, ‘ acts of recollection’, 

de Memor. 2, 6 and 10. We have already noticed mpooxvynoers and 
éxoragers aS examples inc. 5, 9; three more occur together inc. II, 4, 

pabvpia, droviat, duederca. Eth. N. 1 13, 1102 6 4, év rots tmvots, II I, 1103 

619, tas dpyas, 2, 1104 @ 27, yevéoets, avénoes, POopai, 6 25 ras dperas 

drraGeias tivas Kal npepias. Pol. I] 5, 1264 a 35, eidwreias Te Kal meveoreias 
kai SovAeias. The plural expresses the several acts or moments of these 

abstract conceptions when carried into operation, or particular cases or 

imstances of the manifestation of them. Mvjya therefore means here, 
any ordinary examples of retentive memory. It occurs itself, Metaph. A 
I, 980 6 29, and Anal. Post. 11 19, 100 a 5. [Also, in Eth. N. Ix 4, 1166a@ 

25; X 2, 1173 019, Index Aristotelicus. S.] 

evpadeca] which is equivalent to evduia mpds pabnow, is a particular 

kind of natural sagacity and readiness directed to learning. evdvia puxis 
mpos Taxos pabnoews. “Opor Platon. 413 D. 

dyxivo.a] ‘ready wit’, ‘quickness of apprehension’, is mentioned as a 
kind of evoroyia and distinguished from evBovdla (right judgment), but 
not defined, Eth. Nic. vi 9. The defin. of dpor Platon. is evpvia Wuyijs, cal? 
qv 6 €xav aroxactikos éotw éxdot@ Tod Sedvros* déUtns vod, which agrees 
very well with the preceding. It is therefore an ¢wtellectual (not moral) 
‘presence of mind’, the faculty of seeing the point at once, or ‘ready wit’. 
In Anal. Post. I 34, init. it is thus defined, evoroxia tis ev doxémt@ xpove 

(intuitive, immediate) rod pécov (the middle term of the syllogism, which 
expresses the cause), oiov et tis iddv Ste 7 oEANvn TO NauTpov dei Eyer TpOs 
Tov NALov, Taxd evonae Oia Ti TOvTO, OTL Sid TO AdwTeELY ar TOD HAiov' H Stade- 
yopevoy Trovoig eyvo SidTe Saveiferar’ Sore Piror, Ore €yOpot rod avrod, 
which expresses in a logical form precisely the same characteristic of the 

faculty, rapidity of apprehension, raxd évonce. 
el yap pndev addo «.7.A.] This seems to refer exclusively to the last 

mentioned of the three, 7d (jv, to which alone it is strictly appropriate. 

Sciences and arts are avowedly ‘productive of good’, and rest their claims 
upon that alone. 

§ 16. Kat rd Sixaov x.r.A.] The argument is, justice is cow7 oupdépor, 
it promotes the public interest, it is advantageous or expedient to society, 
whose interest it is that the laws should be duly observed and the rights 

of its citizens maintained, and evildoers punished, and all this is the 

effect of ro Sixaov: but that which is useful or expedient is good, § 1, 
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because it is the means to an end, that end being happiness, the ultimate 
and universal aim. 

§ 17. So far the good things treated of are universally acknowledged 
to be such, and we may therefore take it for granted that they are so. 

We now come to cases of doubtful good things, which are or may be 
disputed, and which therefore require argument for their support. ovA- 
Roytopos here stands for the rhetorical enthymeme, or rather, perhaps, for 
any kind of regular inference or ratiocination in general. See note on 

c. 2, II, and c. 4, 5. 

axeddv] ‘pretty nearly’, ‘about’. Used in qualification of a too ge- 

neral expression, just like ds ros etmeiv. The author means to say that 
he has given a fo/erably complete list, or exact account of them ; he does 
not profess perfect accuracy. 

§ 18. @ 1d éevaytioy Kaxév, Todr’ dyabov} If, for instance, you can shew 

that vice and folly are bad, you may infer at once that their opposites, 
virtue and wisdom, are good. This is not universally true; Aristotle 

himself places it amongst the topics which are ‘open to question’. So 

Bacon, Cuéus contrarium malum bonum; cuius bonum malum. Non 

tenet (this does not hold) is the ‘redargutio’, 2 zis rebus guarum vis in 
temperamento et mensura sita est. Dum vitant stulti vitia in con- 

traria currunt. Pref. to Colours of Good and Evil. Bacon’s Works, 

ed. Ellis and Spedding, Vol. viI p.67. According to Aristotle, Eth. N. 11 8, 

there is double opposition in the case of virtue and vice, ai per yap 
dxpat kal TH wéon Kai ddAnAats évavtiat eiciv, 7 Sé pean Tais axpas. When 

virtue, the mean disposition, is opposed to either of the extremes or vices, 
the rule holds ; when the extremes or vices are considered as opposed 

to one another, it fails. Categ. c. 11, 13 4 36, évavriov dé éorw é& dvayxns 
aya0@ pev Kaxov' tovto Sé diAov tH Kal Exaotoy éemaywyy, olov vyeia vooos 
kal dvdpeia Seidia, dpoiws S€ emi tév Gdwv. Kak Sé oré pev ayabdv évav- 
tiov, ore S€ Kaxov' TH yap évdeia Kak Svte y brepBodr) évavriov Kakdy dy" 
opoiws S€ Kai 4 pecdrns évavria éxarép, ovaa ayabov. én odiyav F av 
TO Tovovrov idou tis, emt S€ TY MArEioT@Y del TH KaK@ TO ayabdy évayriov 

: ¢ a“ - - 4 

€ativ. 14 @ 19, dvaykn d€ mavra if} ev TS adTe yévet eivat, } év Tois évavrions 
yeveo, 4 adra yévn civat...dyabov 3€ Kali kaxov ovK Corw év yévet, GAN ava 
Tuyxdver yévn twav dvra. Cic. Topic. XI 47, deinceps locus est gui a con- 

trario dicitur. Contrariorum autem genera sunt plura: unum eorum 

guae in ecodem genere plurimum differunt (Aristotle’s évayria, in his or- 

dinary usage of the term. Good and bad however are different genera, 
not extremes of the same genus), ut sapientia et stultitia. Eodem autem 
genere dicuntur guibus propositis occurrunt tamguam e regione guaedam 
contraria, ut celeritati tarditas, non debilitas: ex quibus argumenta talia 
existunt: si stultitiam fugimus sapientiam seqguamur: et bonitatem sé 

malitiam. The dialectical topics of ra évavria, in which this is not in- 
cluded, are analysed in Topic. B cc. 7,8. To this head may also be refer- 
red the topic of orépyats, privatio, criticised by Bacon, Colours of Good 
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and Evil, No.6, cuius privatio bona, malum: cuius privatio mala, bonum. 

otépnors and ééts, one of the forms of contrariety or ofposttion, Met. I 4, 
1055 @ 33, mpm 8€ évavtiwais e&is Kal otépnois eotw. And Top. B 8,114 

a7 (though in a different application), opolws d€ rots évavriows Kal emt Tov 

otepnoewy Kat e€ewv oxertéov. Srépnots contrasted with é&cs is one of the 
four (Categ. 10, 11 6 17) or five (Metaph. A Io, 1018 @ 20) kinds of oppo- 

sition, dvtixetoOa. Comp. supr. § 4, in which this is implied. 
§ 19. Victorius quotes in illustration, Cic. pro Muren. c. 39, SZ 

L. Catilina cum suo consilio nefariorum hominum quos secum eduxit 
hac de re posset tudicare, condemnaret L. Murenam: si interficere posset, 

occideret.... Idemne igitur delecti amplissimis ex ordinibus honestissimi 

atque sapientissimi viri tudicabant quod ille importunissimus gladiator 
hostts retpublicae iudicaret ? 

ov évavriov] The gen. immediately following the ordinary construction 
@ évavtioy, is remarkable. The genitive after the adjective is accounted 

for by the comparison implied in it, just as it follows repos, GAXos, dia- 
opos, diahepev, Scapepovrws, addoios, adAdrpios. See for examples Matth. 
Gr. Gr. 366, on évaytios, Obs. 2. 

§ 20. 4 Kev ynOjoa Hpiauos] Il. A 255, ‘Huc confugit fallacissimus 

homo Sinon apud Virgilium (Aen. II 104) et ab hoc loco praesidium peti- 
vit, cum salutem suam callide procurans, quam abiccisse videri volebat, 
inquit, Hoc Ithacus velit, et magno mercentur Atridae? Victorius. 

€ott 8° ovK det rodro x...) This last rule is liable to exceptions, as in 
the case where the same thing, the same course of action or policy, hap- 
pens to be for the interest of two adversaries : a common misfortune has 
often this effect of ‘bringing’ enemies ‘ together’, or uniting them, as 

when the Athenians were forced into alliance with the Thebans by their 

common dread and hatred of Philip. ovvayes yap rovs éxyOiarous 6 Kowos 
oBos, Polit. VIII (Vv), sub init. ‘Misery acquaints a man with strange 
bedfellows’, says Trinculo in the Zempest (Act 11 Sc. 2), which illus- 
trates the proverb. However, the ordinary rule is, that it is common 

interests that produce sympathy, ovvéyer 1d xowdv, Eth. Nic. 14, ult. ; 
and the example of Athens and Thebes is only an apparent exception, 
because in the given case the common danger had altered their original 
relations and engendered common interests and common sympathies and 
antipathies, 
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§ 21. od wy éorw vrepBodry] ‘that which does not admit of excess’, 
health, life, virtue, and all that lies in a mean state, happiness, are all 

ends in themselves, and desirable in and for themselves. Pleasure by 

this rule, which does admit of being carried to excess, is properly speaking 
no ‘good’, 

0 Gv 7 peifor 7) Sei, kaxdy] by the rule, pndev ayav. 
§ 22. modAa mremovnta 7) Sedamavnra] ‘much labour or expense has 

been incurred’. 
75n] note on c. I, 7, p. 13 ‘already’, for that reason alone, and without 

looking any farther. The time, trouble, and expense which we have spent 
in the pursuit of an object shews a/ready, without any further considera- 

tion, or without our knowing whether it is really good or not, that it 
seems at any rate good to us: it consequently becomes an ezd to us, 
and all ends are good. dyaOdv, oS éfpieras mavra, 6, 2. — 

To Tédos ayabov| because ‘ every art, science, action, and purpose has 
some good in view at which it aims, and which is therefore its end in 
every case’, Eth. Nic. init. é | 

The two quotations from Homer are taken from Il. B 176, and 298. 
Vater observes that the half line quoted of the first does not convey the 
intention of the quotation ; the ‘boast to Priam’ is not in point. The 
lines applicable are these : Aisrorre "Apyeinv “EXevny, fs eivexa wool "Axaav 
€v Tpoin admoXovro idns ard warpidos ains. The second line, aicypor rot 

Snpov Te pévew Keveov Te véerOa, became proverbial ; whence Cic. de Offic. 
III 2, 6 (of the result of his son’s studies at Athens), ad guos cum tamquam 

ad mercaturam bonarum artium sis profectus, tnanem redire turpissi- 
mum est. 

$23. kal 1 mapomia dé] This d¢, introduced after xai—always (except in 
Epic poetry, Il. ¥ 80, cat dé vot adr poipa, Odys. n’ 418) with a word or more 

intervening—is inserted as something additional to the preceding, which 
it enforces or emphasizes, and has in these, as in all other cases, a refer- 

ence to pev expressed or implied. A first implies a second, and a second 
a first. Of pév implied in 5¢, see some instances in Herm., note on Soph, 

Phil. 86, and the reverse case, d¢ in pév, Don. Mew Craz. § 154, where the 
origin and derivation of the two particles is made out, The dé here may 
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be readily explained as in correlation to a suppressed péy after radra, 

‘these first, and secondly the proverb’; or ‘these on the one hand, on 
the other the proverb’. It may be rendered ‘too’, ‘also’, or from the 
emphasis that it conveys, ‘in fact’, or any thing similar. This special 

usage, like the other senses of 8¢, is derived from the primary meaning 

of pév and 6é¢, ‘one’ and ‘two’; and so, as conjunctions, in the sense 
of ‘firstly’ and ‘secondly’. See Jelf, Gv. Gr. § 769, 2, where a few ex- 

amples are cited. Others are given in Paley’s note on Prom. Vinct. 994 
(from Aeschylus): in Arnold’s note on Thucyd. It 36, 6 (from Thucydides, 

Herodotus, and Xenophon) : Plat. Rep. 1X 573 B (ed. Tur.), kai pavias 6¢. 
It is found in all Greek writers, but is.more common in Aristotle than 

elsewhere: Rhet. I 7. 18, 19, 20; 9. 29, 303 II 3. 123 II. II, Kat apyy Oe: 
Eth. N. v5, 11304 21, xat ro Oixatov S€é: Polit. vI (IV), 13, 1297 8 10, kat 
eidOaor S€: and again V 16, kai } mporn dé modireia, de Anim. A 4, init. cal 

@An 8€: c. 5, 411 a7, Kal ev TO Odw €, B 3, 415 a 6, Kal rav aigOntikav 

d¢, et passim. [Maxime in Ethicorum libro quarto octavo nono decimo.’ 
Eucken, de Arist. dicendi ratione 1 p. 32. S.]| The same meaning is 

much more frequently expressed by these particles in the inverted order, 

O€ kai. 
The proverb, ro émt Ovpars wiv ddpiay, ‘to drop’ or break the pitcher 

at the door’, after you have carried it home from the distant well with 

much toil and trouble, expresses the general conception of ‘lost labour’, 

‘labour thrown away’. Erasmus, Adagia, p. 350, 2 fortbus urceum, mis- 
interprets the proverb as expressing something vile and contemptible, not 
worth the trouble of taking up. 

Another more common corresponding proverb is mAvvew mrivOor, 

laterem lavare (Terent. Phorm. I 4, 9) ‘to try to make a red brick white 

1 In the endeavour to represent these English words by precisely corresponding 
Greek terms, no difficulty is found in the case of break: if xarayvivar Npav (Pl. 

Phaed. 85 A) is 40 break a lyre, it is equally applicable to a pitcher. But when we 
try to render ‘to drop’ by a word exactly corresponding (dvrlarpogos in its primary 

sense), the language seems to fail us. I examined all the analogous ;Greek words 
(that I could think of), BddXew, pirrev, édv (‘to let go’, but intentionally), xetv, 

and a dozen others, with their compounds, and found them all infected with the 
same vice, in respect of the representation of the word ‘to drop’, viz. that they 
all express a voluntary and conscious action, whereas drof is applied to an accidental 
and unintentional relaxation of the muscles, which cannot properly be called an 
action at all. The notion may no doubt be expressed by a circumlocution, of 
which the Homeric éxece, or xdvye, xetpds (said however of the odject, not the 

subject), comp. Lat. fugere, is a frequent example. We might also say (of the 
subject) weptopdv tt aimrov or mimrew, or (of the object) AavOdvew meoov. But 

these are not single words. And I am brought to the conclusion that the Greek 
language Aas no single word to express the notion exactly; which is the less sur- 

prising, inasmuch as the French language labours under the same deficiency ; the 
periphrasis /aisser tomber being made to supply the place of ‘to drop’. éxxet», 
Soph. Phil. 13, might seem to come nearest to the literal representation of it, 

were it not for Arist. Ran. 855, where the word undoubtedly expresses a con- 
scious and intentional act. 6 Adyos...éxregwv olxnoerat, Plat. Phileb. 13 B. 

es Ss ee. 
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by washing it’. Theocr. Id. XVI 62, 9 ddare vitew Oorepay toedéi trAiVOov}, 

and answering to our ‘washing a blackamoor white’. Compare also Eur. 
Iph. Taur. 116, ovroe paxpoy pév fAOopev xan mopov, ex Tepuatav dé 
vooToy dpodpev warty. 

weptuaxntoy davouevoy|] ‘apparently, manifestly, conspicuously (with 

paiver bat i in this sense, comp. II 2, 1, ds) an object of contention’, 
Todt ayabdy qv] ‘this is, as was said’, ie. in § 2. This use of the 

imperfect, referring to a past fenaakicon or statement referred to in 

present time, is so common both in Plato and Aristotle as to require 
no illustration. 

of 5€ wodAol...paivovrac] The acts and opinions of the great body of 
people, the most of those that you know or have heard of, are as con- 
vincing to the popular audience to which Rhetoric is addressed, as those 

of all mankind if they could be ascertained. The fact therefore that the 

possession of anything is much contested and coveted, implying that 

a great many people seek after it and care for it, is as sufficient a proof fo 
them that it is a good, as if it could be shewn, as it ought by the rules, 

§ 2, that it is the z#zversal object of human aims: the sanction of ‘the 
many’ is as good as an universal admission. 

§ 24. 1d émawerdvy] The proper object of ézawwos is virtue, any kind 
of practical excellence; gore & frawos Adyos eupavifwv péyeOos aperijs, 
Rhet. I 9, 33- On émawvog as the test of virtue and the distinction of this 
from é¢yxdpiov and evdatwonuopos, see Introd. Appendix B to Bk. I ch. 9, 

p. 212 seq. It is there said that émawos and yoyos are the equivalents 

of Butler’s ‘moral approbation and disapprobation’. This requires some 
qualification. When the ‘intellectual’ virtues are included as the objects 
of émawos, as they certainly are in the Eth. Eud. 11 1. 18, the approbation 
loses its exclusively moral character. In Eth. Nic. 1 12, Aristotle toge- 

ther with the moral virtues, justice, courage, ‘goodness’ in general, 

includes also as objects of praise all kinds of dpern or excellence, such as 
strength and swiftness, which are manifested in action. 

kat 6 of €xOpoi Kai of hatAo érawvovow] Victorius, in illustration of the 
former of these two topics, quotes Virg. Aen. XI 282, Stetimus tela aspera 

contra, Contulimusque manus ; experto credite quantus In clypeum assur- 
gat, guo turbine torqueat hastam. ‘The prowess of Aeneas could not 
be more highly extolled than by the praises extorted from his enemy 
Diomede. _ 

kat of addr] is rejected as a subsequent insertion by Muretus, F. A, 
Wolf, Bekker, Brandis, and Spengel, because it is } passed over unnoticed 

in the explanatory commentary that follows, domep yap—emovbdres, 

1 @odepdy wXivOov is to be interpreted here not of the colour of the brick, but 
of an unbaked brick dried in the sun, which melts away and turns to mud when 
it is washed. 
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Vater alone defends it. The explanation of it is easy, and it is perfectly 
consistent with the context and with good sense. If the vilest and 
meanest, the ‘worthless and contemptible’, @avAa, who are /eas? likely to 
be sensible of merit in others, being almost devoid of right moral instinct, 

find themselves compelled to praise some signal act of valour, disinterest- 

edness, or virtue—we are engaged here upon actions—a fortiord it must 
meet with the approbation of better judges, and be emphatically good. 

If with this reasonable explanation we take into account Aristotle’s hasty 
and careless habit, twice already noticed, of interrupting an explanation 
or an argument by the insertion of something bearing indirectly on the 

subject, but not ‘immediately appropriate, I think we may without scru- 

ple retain the words objected to. 

Gomep yap mavres 40n dporoyovow] ‘for this is zow as good as, equi- 
valent to, an universal admission’. 74y, ‘by this time’, now that we have 
got as far as this, have reached, that ts, the level of enemies, the extreme 

case of those who are interested in denying the merit—if ¢Aey approve, 
all others must necessarily do.so. 

dua yap TO dbavepoy...ro “IMvoy] There is a difficulty here which has 
much occupied the commentators, arising from the want of connexion, as 

the present text stands, between the two rules laid down, domep kal... 
exawovow, and the example (from -Simonides) which is sazd, 816, to 

follow from them: the example, according to the present reading, is of 

an inference from either of them. The best way of meeting the difficulty 

seems to be to adopt, with Spengel, the reading of the best MS A*’ 
This omits the words ovs of ido. Weyovor kai dyaboi, without which the 
sense is clear and consistent. ‘For it must be owing to its being evédent 
that they are inclined to (would) admit it, just as’ (it is equally evident 

that, by the same rule, in the opposite case) ‘those who are praised by 

their enemies must be worthless’, (because if your enemy approves of 
your conduct towards him, which is assumed to be hostile, it shews that 
you can have done him no harm: and therefore that you have been want- 
ing either in courage or patriotism or energy and skill). Of this the 

example of the Corinthians is now a real instance, and their suspicion of 

Simonides’ intentions may be traced to the general rule. ‘And this was 

why the Corinthians conceived the suspicion that they had been insulted 
by Simonides, when he wrote, ‘Ilium has no fault to find with the Corin- 

thians’ (which it ought to have had if they had done their duty). The 
Corinthians misinterpreted Simonides’ expressions; his intentions were 

innocent, but he failed to perceive the inference that might be derived 
from them. The line of Simonides is apparently misquoted by a lapse of 
memory. The Schol. Pind. Ol. x11 p. 78, who cites it, has pavies (¢) for 
péeppera; and this reading appears also in another reference to it in 

Plut. Vit. Dion. c. 1 sub init. (cf. Bergk and Gaisf.), 6 Sipewvidns yaoi rots 
KopiwOios ov pyview Td "tov émiatparevoact peta Tov Ayatay, OTe Kdxeivors 

oi wept TAavxov €€ dpyjs Kopivésn yeyovotes cuveudyouy mpobdipas. Homer 
only says, Il. Z 152 seq., that Glaucus himself attributed his origin to 
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Sisyphus of Ephyre or Corinth. If this be the true explanation of the 

reason why Ilium was ‘not wroth’, or ‘found no fault’, with the Corinth- 

ians, and Aristotle remembered it when he used the example, it seems 
that the instance is very ill chosen for the purpose of illustrating the rule. 
In this case nothing is imputed to the Corinthians except that the aid of 

Glaucus and his men of Corinthian race compensated the Trojans for 

their own hostility, and therefore that Troy had nothing to reproach 
them with, which could scarcely be construed by them as an zzsud¢t: and 
the example only applies to the rule which it is supposed to exemplify in 
this sense ; that the Trojans ought by the rule to have been represented 

as having directly censured the Corinthians, if Simonides had intended to 

pay them a compliment ; by the mere omission of this they thought that 

he had insulted them. 
§ 25. Compare the corresponding topic of 11 23, 12, On this kind of 

‘authority’ see I 15, where it is exemplified under the head of ‘witnesses’, 
§§ 13 and 15. The dpovpos, the man of practical wisdom, skill and 

judgment, the ‘artist’ or expert in each pursuit, is the proper standard or 
measure to be appealed to in every disputed question, The general 

judgment of such well-qualified persons is the ép6ds Aéyos, which must be 

applied even to the determination of the due measure of virtue, which isa 

pecorns...apirpevn Aoy@ kal ds Gv 6 Pporipos opiceev, Eth, N. 11 6, init. 

4} tav dyabav avdpar] so Eth. X 5, ult., the standard of moral judg- 
ment is said to be 9 dpery xal 6 dyaOds. IX 4, 1166 a 12, pérpov éxdoT@ 9 
dpern Kal 6 orrovdaios. III 6, 1113 @ 32, Siahéper mreioroy 6 amovdaios TE 

TdaAnbes ev Exaorots Opav, GoTmep Kavev kai péTpov avrav dy, 
mpoéxpwvev| ‘ decided, distinguished by preference’, 

“Edévnv Onoevs] The preference of Theseus, a man of consummate 

authority, mavreAq thy dperny krnodpevoy, for Helen, is actually introduced 
by Isocrates as one of the topics of his encomium of that much calum- 
niated lady, Helen. §§ 18—22, 

§ 26, ra mpoaipera] ‘objects of deliberate and voluntary choice’, 
The mpoaipesis seems here intended in the more general sense in which 

mpoaipetoOac and mpoaipeois are employed in the ordinary language, and 

even sometimes in the Ethical treatise itself, as 1 2, init. éme:d) waca 

yvaeots kal mpoaipects ayabod tiwds dpéyerat. mpoaipeais is defined in Eth. 
Nic, II 5, ult. Bovdeurixy dpeks rav ep’ jyiv, ‘an impulsive faculty (imply- 
ing, not directly expressing the free will) capable of deliberation, directed 

AR, I. * 8 
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to things within our power’—no one deliberates about things deyond his 

power, ovdev yap mAéov. And again in precise conformity with this, de 
Mot. Anim. c. 6, 7 mpoaipeots Kowdy diavoias Kal opéEews, OoTE KiVEt TpaOToY 

(is the ultimate mover, the origin of motion or action) 76 dpexrov Kat TO 
Stavontoy, (it is the object of the two faculties, and not the faculties them- 

selves, which is the real origin of motion, according to the Aristotelian 

doctrine that the primary moving agent must be itself unmoved,) ov wav 
S€ 1 Scavonrov adAa TO TOY mpaktay Tédos. Thus the mpoaipeois is com- 

posed of two separate elements or faculties, intellectual and impulsive, of 

which the latter alone is the agent of motion, or stimulates to action : the 

intellectual part deliberates prior to action, and decides whether the pro- 

posed object of the action is good or bad, right or wrong!. Though the 

mpoaipeots in its general and wider signification of ‘ deliberate, voluntary 
- purpose’ is capable of prompting to action of every kind, yet in its nar- 

rower and specially ethical usage it is #zova/ action alone that it origi- 

nates and determines, oikestatov yap eivat Soxei TH apeth Kal paddov Ta 7On 

xplvew tav mpagewv, Eth. N. Ill 4, init, Comp. III 2, 1110 8 31, ov yap 7 
€v tH mpoatpécet Ayvora aitia tov dxovciov, dAAa Tis poxOnpias. From 
the ethical point of view therefore the definition will be ‘a deliberate and 

voluntary moral purpose’. The principal passages on the subject of mpoai- 

pears are Eth. Nic. Ill cc. 4, 5, 6, where it is analysed and distinguished 
from émiOvpia and Oupos, which are mere animal impulses, on the one 

hand, and from BovAnots, BovAevors and dd€a, on the other: ib. VI 2; and 

de Anima III 9, 10, where it is treated in reference to its action as a 

motive principle. 
ra eipnuéva] all the objects of voluntary choice already mentioned 

which consist in, or are to be obtained by, action; such as health, plea- 
sure, and especially the various moral virtues. 

kat ta Tois ¢xOpois kaxad| This was an article of the received code of 
popular morality amongst the Greeks and Romans: comp. § 29, where 
one class of good things are a dreyOjcovra Tots ¢yOpois. This is a duty, 
and a part of justice. In Khet. 1 9, 24, it is said to combine two kinds of 

virtue, ro rovs €yOpods Tipwpeio Oat paddAov kal pu) KataddarrecOa’ TO TE yap 

dvrarodidovat Sixatoy, kai dvdpeiov To py nrravda. 115, 5. Rhet. ad Alex. 
1 (2), 13. Xen. Memor. Iv 2, 15, 16. Eur. Ion 1046, drav 8€ modepious 
8paca Kaxas O&An Tis, ovdels Eumodav keirat vopos. Med. 808, Bapeiay 
€xOpois Kai pirorow evperh x.r.r. Cic. de Off. 17, /ustitiae primum munus 
est ut ne cui quis noceat, nist lacessitus tniuria. 

§ 27. raira, sc. ra Suvard.—ra yevopeva ay kal ra padiws yryvopeva.] Two 

kinds of possibilities ; ‘things which might’ (dv, under certain conditions, 

possibly difficult) ‘be brought to pass, and those which ave easily attained’. 

1 Accordingly, Metaph. © 5, 1048 a 11, 8pegts and mpoalpeois are distinguished ; 

Spezis is the general and spontaneous impulse to action, which when controlled 

and determined by the intellectual principle, d:dvoa, becomes the compound 
mpoalpeois, the deliberate moral purpose. 
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The distinction is between ends or things hard and unlikely, and easy 
and likely, to be attained or obtained. 

The same distinction of possibilities is found in Cic. de Inv. 11 56, 
169. (Victorius, who refers to it, quotes only the definition of facilds.) 

Atque in its omnibus quae ante dicta sunt, quid fieri et quid facile fieri 
posstt oportet considerare. Factle td dicimus, guod sine magno aut sine 
ullo labore, sumptu, molestia guam brevissimo tempore confici potest; 
posse autem fiert quod quamquam laboris, sumptus, molestiae, longingut- 
tatis indiget, atgue aut omnes aut plurimas aut maximas causas habet 

difficultatis, tamen, his susceptis difficultatibus, compleri atque ad exitum 
perduci potest: an excellent commentary on Aristotle’s topic. 

TO yap xaderoy x.t.X.] ‘facility’ is defined by the absence of pain or 
laborious effort, or by the shortness of the time occupied in doing anything 
or getting anything done, decause difficulty is defined by the opposites. 

opiterae 7 vay 7H wANOe xpovov] A various reading in several of the 
earlier Editions is Avan } wAjOos. In this case dpifera is the middle voice, 

as it usually is in the sense of ‘defining’. dpifer@ac however, as a pas- 
sive, is found, though rarely, elsewhere, as Eth. Nic. II 10, 1115 4 23, 

opiferat Exaorov TG Tédet, ib. IX 8, 1168 b 5, wav ois 6 Hidos opi¢erar, Pol. 

VII (VI) 2,1317 4 39, ddvyapxia yéves kal mAouT@ Kal maideia dpiferar, Theo- 
phrast. Hist, Plant. 1 1, 6, 7 pév dvopowdrns opiferat oxnpart xpopare K.7.d. 
It is not to be included in the class of irregular passives formed from 
neuter verbs, the act of opi¢ew being transitive. 

kal é€ay ds Bovdovrat] SC. yévnrai te (Or Ta mpadypara) dyabdy ora, ‘any- 
thing that turns out as they desire’; any result, either of their own acts, or 
of the course of events, such as they like; [Gaisford says, ‘nescio an in ws 
av BovAwvra’ (a various reading) ‘lateant vestigia melioris scripturae, 60° 
ay Bovdovra.’ This is not so suitable to what follows.] ‘but what they 
do like is either no evil at all, or less than the good (ensuing): and this 

(the latter of the two preceding) will be the case, when (for instance) the 
penalty (which is attached to some illicit gain or advantage) is either 
unfelt. (AavOavy, escapes your notice, not the notice of others,) or trifling’. 
In both of these cases the profit, or good, is greater than the loss, or evil. 

§ 28. xal ra ia] Things or qualities, special and peculiar, not 
shared by the rest of the world in general, such as personal gifts, graces, 
or accomplishments: anything that distinguishes a man from the mass. 
Of the three kinds of 78:a distinguished in Top. A 5, 102 @ 18—30 (id.oy 
proper, the fourth predicable, Jroprium), these are idia amas ; the second, 
are not absolutely and at all times (dca, but only at particular times, under 

particular circumstances of time, mworé; the third class, to which those 

8—z2 
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Tin yap OUTW MaAOV. Kal TA APMOTTOYTA aUTOIS 
a , \ , Vas 

To.alTa O€ Ta TE TpOTHKOVTA KaTa YyévOS Kal OuVa- 
here spoken of belong, are ‘relative’ ida, idva mpos tt, special and peculiar, 

i.e., in this case, to a few men as compared with the rest. 
a& pndeis (GAXos Exer)] This is only a particular case of the preceding: 

in ¢hat the advantage is shared by few, in ¢hzs the possessor stands alone. 
Anything excessively rare or unique, as a coin, a tulip, a piece of china, 
a book, may acquire a special value from this circumstance. Comp. 
Magn. Mor. B 7, 1205 4 29, rd yap év waow eivas Kal aot Kowwov ovK aya- 

6ov. This feeling is characteristic of ambition, 76 87 rovotrov émt dido- 

Tipov padXov Kal idoriulas oixeidv eativ’ 6 yap pirorypos €or Oo povos BovdAd- 

pevos €xetv Kal TO ToLovT@ TOY GAwv Urrepexer. 
mepirra] ‘things that are singular, preeminent, specially distinguished’ 

amongst their fellows or congeners, or among things of the same sort, ‘ for 
by this they obtain greater credit’. sepirros is ‘odd}, singular, striking, 

remarkable’. From epi, ‘over and above’, ‘exceeding’, (Homer, mepi 

* adAwv haol yevéoba, wept pev Aavady,) the derivative mepurros passes 
into the metaphorical sense of surpassing, preeminent, standing out from 
the rest, out of the common way, extraordinary. This signification of 

the word will be found illustrated in the Lexicons. Add to these, as 
marked examples of some of its various significations, Eur. Hippol. 437, 

445,948. Ar. Pol. 11 6, 1265 @ Io, in the well-known passage on Plato’s 

style, Ib. VIII (V) 10, 1312 @ 27, mpa&ews mepirrjs (extraordinary, signal) 

cal 80 Hy dvopaorot ylyvoyrat Kal yv@pipot Tois GAXors, ib. I1 8 init. of Hippo- 
damus of Miletus, that he became mepirrorepos ‘rather odd, eccentric, 
extravagant’, in his dress and habits. Top. Z 4, 141 613, axpiBns kat 
mepittn Suavoa. Metaph. I 2, 1053 4 3, of Protagoras’ dictum, (mdavrev 

Hetpov avOpwros), ovbev dn Neyo mepittov aiverai te Aéyerv, Rhet. I 15, 3, 
Probl. XXX I init. wepirroi (‘ distinguished’ in any art or science) gaivovrat 

HeAayxoXtKol ovres. (Waitz, on Top.T 2, 118 a 6, illustrates other senses of 

the word in Aristotle.) Of excellence of style, Dion. de Comp. Verb. c. 3, 

is, sub init. et sub fin. From epi again, in the sense of ‘over and above, 

exceeding’, comes epitros as applied to an ‘odd’ number; the suppo- 

sition on which the name is based being, that the aprios dpiOuds, or even 

number, was the primary number—2 was in fact considered as the first 

arithmetical number, 1 being the principle of unity—the odd number is 
an addition to or excess over the other, the next step in advance. 

The three kinds of good just enumerated are all repeated in c. 9. 25, 

26, under the head of xadov. As ‘goods’ they are in fact all of them of 
the specially ‘ questionable’ sort’, duguoByrjoia; supr. § 17. 

Ta dpporrovta] ‘suitable, appropriate’, specially applicable or belong- 
ing to them. 

Ta TpoojKkovta Kata yévos Kal Svvauw]) ‘things that naturally belong to 
them, or are due to them in respect of birth and power’. 

1 *Qdd’ in early English is sometimes employed by a similar metaphorical 
application to denote superiority to others, striking excellence. ‘For our tyme 
the odde man to performe all three perfitlie,...is in my poor opinion Joannes 
Sturmius’, Ascham, Scholemaster, p. 113 (Mayor’s ed.). Richardson has omitted 
to notice this use of ‘odd’ in his Dictionary. 
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pu, Kal wy édXeéirew olovTal, Kav pukpa 7° ovoev yap 
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(29 NTTOV TPOALQOUVTAL TaAVUTaA TWPaATTEV. Kal Ta €UKaT- 

ae 

f g \ \ ae 2 ? , OE épyacta: duvata yap ws padia’ evxatépyacta de a 
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WAvTES 7H Ol TWOANOL 7H OF Spuotot 4 OL HTTOVS KaTwWpOw- 
Aa - a , NN Ad 2 / Tay. Kal a xapiovyvTa Tots Piro, 1 a drexOnoovTat 

a ~ / ec ss Tois €xOpots. Kal doa ovs OavuaCover mpoaipovyTat 

av €AXetrew otovra] éAXeirew with genitive, ‘to come short of, be 

deficient in’. ‘And anything men think wanting to them, as appropriate, 
or suitable to their condition’ (a second case of ra dppdérrovra), ‘ however 
trifling’, (they regard as a good, and eagerly pursue it): ‘for none the less 

for that (8:4 rd uxpa evar) do they choose (deliberately purpose) to do 
it’; i.e. to do things, to act, so as to attain their end. So Victorius, 

. who illustrates the topic by Hor. Sat. 11 6, 8, O si angulus ille proximus 

accedat gui nunc denormat agellum. If this is right, as I suppose it is, 
mpoatpovyrat mparrew is carelessly written for (yrodow or émOvpovow, or 

epievra, or some verb that would imply the object of action, and not the 
mere action itself. 

§ 29. The things mentioned in this and the following section all of 

them designate what is considered good because men like to do it. 

Ta evxarépyacra] ‘things easily effected, or easy achievements’, are 
considered as good, because they are possible, by the rule §§ 26, 27; they 
belong to the second class of things.‘ possible’, such as are ‘ easy’. 

katoépbwcar] aor. ‘ever succeeded in’; or indicating the notion of ‘habit’ 
which the verb ép@odv and its compounds acquire. The secondary and 
metaphorical signification of safety and success, from the notion of going 

through a career, as a race, erect and in an upright position, without 
stumble or fall, is: well illustrated by the following passages of Sophocles, 
Electr. 741,” kai rods peév GAXous mavtas dopadeis Spopouvs &pb0d 6 TAjpeov 
épbos €& opbav dSippwr. Oecd. Col. 394, Zsmene, viv yap Geoi o° opbodior, 
mpoobe § Srucav. Oed. yépovta 8 dpboiv pdaidpor os véos Téry. 

& xapiodrvta trois ido] ‘anything by which one will oblige one’s 
friends’. a@ cognate accus. for ads yaperas. In obliging a friend you may be 

said to oblige yourself, a true friend being érepos avros: Eth. N. 1x9, 

sub init. Ib.117047. Ib. c.4, 1166 @ 31, mpos dé rov idov. €xew wsomep 

mpos éaurdv, tate yap 6 pidos addos autos. 
& dmexOnoovrat trois €xOpois] ‘or by which one may shew one’s hostility 

to (offend or annoy) one’s enemy’. As before, as dmex@eias dex. r. €xOpois.. 
dryebdver Oa mpos twa, or Twi, is ‘to make oneself odious or hostile to’, 

‘to quarrel with’, or ‘to disoblige, offend, annoy’. Compare d:aSadreo bar 
mpos, in Plato, Thucydides, Demosthenes, Aristotle, to have a hostile feel- 
ing towards one, to be set against him, to quarrel with him (from diaBaa- 
Rew, to set two people at variance, to engender animosity and ill feeling 

between them, and hence to give one an ill opinion of the other, and so, 
finally, to calumniate). Both of these, men think good and right, and 

proper objects of pursuit. - 
Ouvpatery,. ‘to look up to, respect, reverence, admire’. Valck. ad 
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Anrréov Tds Tiotes: érel O€ TOAAAKIS CMoAOYOU- CHAR 

Hippol. 106. Ar. Rhet. 11 6, 15, 16, 24. Aristoph. Nub. 180, 428, nas 

Tipav kat Oavpatwv. Ran, 1008, alébz. Isocr. Areop. ter &c. 
evdveis] ‘clever’, § 15, note on p. 105. Comp.c, II 28, Probl. XvIII 6, 

there quoted. 
€umetpor| those who have acguired skill by practice and experience, 

distinguished from the naturally clever and dexterous. Success, the at- 
tainment of one’s object, in any practice or occupation for which any one 

has either a natural talent or an acquired aptitude, is regarded as a good, 

because it is more easz/y attained, § 27 ; ‘more easily’, either than by others 
who are not so skilful, or than in other pursuits and practices. 

a pndeis paddos] (ovdeis, no definite particular person ; pydeis, no in- 
definite person, no man whatever) ; sub. mpageiev Gv. * Hinc ducto argu- 

mento, apud Euripidem quidam divitias non se movere dixit, quas etiam 
saepe improbissimi homines facillime consecuti sunt: Fragm. Aeol. 14 
(5, Dind.) py mdodrov eimns’ odxt Oavpdtw Oedv ov ye Kakiotos padios 
éxtjoaro’. Victorius. 

adda Kal BeAriov] All objects of desive are supposed to be good, all 

aipera, and oy édievra, § 2. The desire of a thing therefore implies not 
only that the satisfaction of it will give you pleasure, but also that you 

suppose it (faiverac) to be good. 
§ 30. Kal padiora exaoro. (dyaba yyodvra radta) mpos & Towodrot] ‘to 

which they are so and so’, disposed in such and such a way. In the pa- 

rallel passages of the Ethics this is expressed by diAorowwtra.. Eth. N.1 9, 

1099 @ 8, éxdorw & eotiv nd0 mpds 6 Aéyerar PirorotodTos, olov immos pev 
TO pirirme, Oana S€ tO hirobedpe’ Tov avrov dé rpdrov kai ra Sikaa ro 
prrodixaio Kal dws ta Kat’ dpetny TE Hrrapérg. Ib. III 13, 1118 J 22, tov 
dudroroovtrav Aeyopevay. Ib. IV 10, 1125 615, mAeovaxas tov diAoroovTov 
Aeyopevov. 

CHAP. VII. 

The xowvos tomos of paddov kal #rrov or degree applied to rd cupdépor, 
expediency. Most of the special topics of this chapter are derived from, 

or at all events coincide with, those of the third book of the Dialectical 

Topics.’ Brandis, er Ar. Rhet. ap. Schneidewin’s Philologus, WV 1. pp. 14, 

15, infers from certain slight differences of the mode of treatment, in the case 

of two or three of these topics in the two works, the later composition of the 

oD ee 
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Tes dudw cuupépe rept TOU waddov audisBnTovow, 
> ~ a af / \ ~ / > - ‘ épeens av ein NexTEov Tepl TOV pElCovos dyabov Kat 

2T0U waddov cuudepovtos. ExTw Sy vVarepéxov ev 

ToToUTOV Kal ETL, UmEepexduevoy S& TO évuTTapxoV. 
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Kal meiCov MEV QEL KE TNELOV 7 pos €AaTTOYV, Meya oe 

Rhetoric ; but in this latter work the references, tacit or acknowledged, to 
the Topics, are so numerous and so precise, that we do not need this 
indirect evidence to establish the point. The passages to be compared 
are, Top. [' 2, 117 @ 11, with Rhet. 1 6.3, and 7.5; Top. I 3, 118 3 20, 
with Rhet. I 7.36; Top.I 1, 116 @ 29, and 6.8, with Rhet. I 7.8. Cicero, 

Topic. XVIII 68—70, in a passage too long to quote here, enumerates the 

topics of Comparatio, following Aristotle very closely : most of Aristotle’s 
topics of this chapter are found in Cicero’s list. The topics of comparison 
fall under four general heads. Comparantur igitur ea quae aut matora aut 
minora aut paria dicuntur: tn guibus spectantur haec, numerus, spectes, 
vis, guaedam etiam ad res aliguas affectio ; which are there severally illus- 
trated at length. First, some general principles are laid down ; then we 
are referred back to c. 6. 2, for the various definitions of good; and then, 

(from § 3 to the end of the chapter), these general principles and definitions 
are applied to the determination of cases, special rémoz or ¢idn, of com- 

parison of two good things, so as to shew which of them in each case 
is the greater. 

§1. dude] ‘both ’—of two things, left to be understood, 
§ 2. gorw] See note onc. 5.3, 6.2, 10.3. 
vmrepéxov—drrepexopevov] ‘Hae definitiones possunt declarari duabus 

lineis parallelis, quarum una ultra alteram protenditur: item numeris, 
e.g.6 et 9. Maior enim sive linea sive numerus et aequat minorem et 

excurrit: minor vero inest in maiori.’ Schrader. On the passive form 
drepéxeaOa, see Appendix (B) Ox the irregular passive (at the end of the 
notes to this Book). 

Tocouroy kai ér.] ‘so much and something over’, 
To évuTdapxov]| ‘ that which is contained or included in the other’. 

kal peiCov pev det x.r.A.] That all ‘quantity’, and all terms that express 
it, péya puxpov, wodd odLyor, are relative, mpds tt, we learn from the Catego- 
ries, c. 6, 5 6 15—29, of which this passage is a summary repetition. The 
same thing, as a mountain or a grain of millet, when compared with two 
different things, is called great or little, greater or less—and so of ‘many’ 
and ‘few’, None of them is absolute avré xaé’ adré: all of them are 
relative to something else, with which they are compared, mpds rt, mpos 
€repov. 

“ And ‘greater’ and ‘more’ have always reference to a ‘less’, and 
‘much’ and ‘little!’ to the average, magnitude (rd rév moddav péyeOos, 
the object to which the term is applied being thereby compared with 

1 If wodv Kal odlyor are here intended to include ‘many’ and ‘few’, odXol 
kal odtyo., as they most probably are, since they occur in the Categories and are 

wanted to complete the list, we must extend the ray wokhwy péyelos to number, 

mw\7O0s, as well as magnitude, 
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avaykn Ta TE WAELW TOU EVOS Kal TwWY ENATTOVOY, 

its congeners, as a mountain or man with the average, rots moAXois, of 
mountains and men, in order to estimate its size): and that which is 

called ‘great’ exceeds (this average ordinary size), whilst that which falls 
short of it is called ‘small’, and ‘much’ and ‘little’ in like manner?’, 

§ 3. The following definitions of good are repeated from c. 6. 2, with 
a few trifling alterations. This section is translated, and the illogical 

character of the construction explained, in Introd. pp. 177—8. 
avt@ de dyabov to mpbs avro raita merovOds| This clause contrasts the 

notion of good in itself, ca@’ airo, here expressed by the dative avr@ ‘to’, 

or, ‘for and by itself’, with good as the universal réAos, the object of all 
men’s aims and aspirations. Schrader, Vater, Buhle, and Bonitz (A7zs- 

totelische Studien, 1 p. 89), are in favour of avr@ and avrov, which would 
thus contrast ‘ good to the individual with good in general’. Eth. N. vir 13, 
init. dyaOov Sixas, TO pev amA@s, TO b€ ten. Top. 1, 11668, ro amdds ayabov 
Tov Twit aiperwtrepov. This use of the pronoun is quite in conformity with 
ordinary Aristotelian usage, as 7#/ra § 35,76 atr@ cal amdas, and frequently 

elsewhere. Vater says that the Greek Scholiast gives airé as well as 

avro: and Bonitz adds that Muretus’ rendering, cuzgue autem bonum id 
quod tta est affectum ad ipsum, shews that he followed this reading. 

Nevertheless it appears that there is no manuscript authority for the 

change, and Bekker and Spengel have retained avr@ and avro. 

avayky...peiCov dyabov eivar] Top. T 2, 117 @ 16, ére ra mrelw dyaba Tay 

€Aatrovey (aiperorepa), | amas, f Gray Ta Erepa Tois érépors evuTdpyn, TA 
€harrw év Tois metoow. Two evoracers (‘reprehensions of the fallax’ Bacon 
calls them, Colours of Good and Evil), objections, or instances opposed to 
the universal validity of this rule, are next given: (1) when one thing is 
done for the sake of another, to attain a certain end, as getting well, 

healthy practices for the sake of health ; in this case the two together are 

in no way preferable to health alone: (2) and things not good accom- 

1 Gaisford refers to Harris, Philosophical Arrangements (‘ arrangements’ mean 
collections of notions under general heads; and the ‘arrangements’ that he treats 
of are Aristotle’s summa genera, or Categories), ch. 9 p. 191. Harris merely 
repeats what Aristotle had already said in his Categories to which Gaisford does 
not refer. 
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ouvapiOuoupévou rou évos } TV éNaTTOVWY, pmeEtCov 

_adyabov civar vrepéxer yap, TO dé évyTTapyxov UmeEpe- 

AXETAL. Kal dy TO péeyioTOV TOU peyisTou VrrEpexn, 
Kal avTa avTev’ Kal boca avTa avitTwv, Kal TO 

MeyloTOv TOU peEyioTOU' oiov Ei O péyiaOTOS avIp 

yuvaikos Tis peyiorns pelCwov, Kal BrXws ot avOpeEs 

TWY Yuvakwy peEiCous’ Kal Et of avdpes SAWS TeV 

yuvaikov pelCous, Kal dnp 6 péyioTtos Tis meyioTns 
yuvakos peiCwv' dvaroyov yap Exovew ai vrepoxal 

panied by a single good (so Waitz), may be preferable to several good 

things, as happiness, in conjunction with something not geod, to justice 
and courage together, cai raidra ped’ nSovijs paddov 7} dvev ndovijs (aiperorepa 
eat) Kal ravra pet dAdvTias 7} pera AUmns. 

Umepexet yap, k.7.A.]| On vrepoyn as a test of excellence, besides other 
topics of this chapter, comp. c. 9, 25, 39, Eth. N. Iv 8 init. there quoted. 
The opposition of the active and passive, superiority and inferiority, occurs 
Eth. N. ib. 1124 6 10, ro pév yap vrepéxovros, To 8 Umepexopevov. 
~§ 4. Kal eddy 70 péyiotov Tod peyliorou vrepéyn k.t.A.] Top.T 2, 117 6 33, 

€rt ei dwA@s Toto TovTov BEATLoy, Kal Td BEATLCTOY TaY ev TOUT@ BéeATLOV TOU 
€y TO Erép@ Bedricrou, oiov ei BéAriov avOpwros immov, Kal 6 BéAtioTos dvOpe- 

mos Tov BeAtiorov trou BeAtiov. Kal ei TO BéATLCTOY Tov BeAtioTov BéeATLOY, 
kal dwA@s TotTo Tovtov BéArLov, olov ei 6 BéAtictos GvOpwmos Tod BedTictov 
immou BeXriav, kat dads AvOpemos immov BeAtiov. A practical application 

of this rule occurs in Pol. IV (VII) I, 1323 6 13, dAws re SiAov ws dxodovbeiv 
dycopev thy Siabeow THY apiorny ExdoTrov mpaypatos mpos GAAnAa Kata THY 
dmepoxny, Hvmep etAnxe Sidoracw av papev avras eivar Siabéoers Tavtras. dor 
eimep cotlv Wuxi) Kal tis KTHOEwS Kal TOU G@paTos Tipmi@TEpoy Kal amTA@S Kal 
nuiv dvayky Kat Thy didbeow Thy dpiotny Exdorou dvddoyoy TovTay eye. 

dvadoyov éxovew', ‘are proportional to one another’. 

In Bacon’s Colours of Good and Evil*,.(6a table of colours or appear- 
ances of good and evil and their degrees, as places of persuasion and 

dissuasion, and their several fallaxes, and the elenches of them’,) this 
topic is given in the form, cuzus excellentia vel exuperantia melior id toto 

genere melius. ‘This appearance, though it seem of strength, and rather 
logical than rhetorical, yet is very oft a fallax’; and he proceeds accord- 

ingly to ‘reprehend’ it. Bacon’s works, ed. Ellis and Spedding, vol. vit. 

p. 78. He certainly proves the non-universality of the rule; but by the 
theory of Rhetoric all these positions are alike open to question, and can ” 
always be argued on either side. 

1 Some of the topics selected for ‘reprehension’ are identical with those of Aristotle, 
and probably borrowed from him. The meaning of the word ‘Colours’ in this 
application is thus explained by Erasmus, Adagia, s.v. fucus, p. 1915, “‘ Qui ad 
exornationes atque figuras se conferunt apud Gallos proverbio dicuntur ‘ rhetoricis 
coloribus’ uti: hoc est, fucatis pigmentis, quibus nihil ineptius si bonis sententiis 
non fuerint conjuncta”. And by Bacon himself in his preface. 
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§ 5. kal drav rode pév rode Emnrat x.t.A.] ‘and whensoever one thing 

‘follows’ (i.e. attends upon, always accompanies it, in one of its five 
senses) ‘another, but not reciprocally (or conversely, the other does not 

always follow 7z¢)’, Any good A, which is necessarily accompanied by 
another good B, where the converse does not hold, must be the greater of 

the two; because the one (A) always implies the presence of B, and 
includes the use of it, whereas this is not always true of the converse ; 

and when there is no such reciprocal consequence A must be superior to 
B. Let A and B be health and life; life invariably accompanies health, 
but health by no means invariably accompanies life: and therefore frome 

this point of view health may be regarded as superior to life. 
érerat d€ ) TO Gua xzr.A.] On the various senses of émeoOar and dko- 

Aovdetv see note on c. 6, 3. 
Suvdper’ evumapyet yap x.t.A.] ‘ Potential concomitance or accompani- 

ment’, is explained as ‘the inherence, (i.e. the virtual existence, which 
may be developed into actual, active, existence, or realized, évepyela,) of 
the use or practice of the consequent or concomitant in the other’, that 
namely which it accompanies. The higher crime of sacrilege or temple 
robbing, for instance, necessarily implies, virtually contains, the lower 

crime of simple theft or fraud (cheating?), the lower habit always accom- 

panies, but not necessarily in a state of activity, the higher, and is 

included in it: omne maius continet in se minus. Or thus, the use of 
cheating, fraud, resides, is included in, sacrilege, not actually, in a fully 
developed realized state, évepyeia, but in a dormant state, latent; it is a 

faculty or capacity, always ready and liable to be developed into actual 
sacrilege. 

The use of the general topic of ‘consequence’ is explained, Top F 2, 

117 @ 5, ere Grav Sv0 twa 7 oddpa avrois mapamAjota Kal py Svvdpeba vrrep- 
oxny pndepiav ouvdeiv Tov érépov mpos Td Erepor, opav ard Tay Taperropevov® 
@ yap érerat peifoy dyabov rovW aiperorepov. av 8 7 ta éropeva Kaka, @ Td 
€Xarrov dxodovbei Kaxdv, TUM aiperwrepov. SvTwv yap aycorepwy aiperav 
ovdev Korver Suoxepés te maperecOa. Sixds 8 awd tov ErecOa 7 oxeyrs 
x7r.A. See note, c. 6, 3. 

1 droarepeiv is properly ‘to defraud or cheat’, and especially applied to 
keeping back a deposit. Rhet. 11 6. 3, 76 dwogrepjoat mapaxardbnkyy, Gaisf. 

quotes Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 373, droorep® éorlv drav wapakatadykny wapadaBay 

els SiaBornv xwpjow Kal ovK é0é\w Sidovac avTt@ a €daBoy. [See Shilleto’s note 
on Thuc. 1 69,1. s.J 
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6 dmoaTepnoesev.) Kal Ta UTrEpexovTAa TOU avTOU pEiCou 

7 MeiCw* dvayKn yap vmepexew Kal TOU peiCovos: Kat P. 24. 

Ta meiCovos dyabod romnTiKa pelCw* TOUTO yap Hv TO 

MeiCovos ToinTiK@ Eivat. Kal 0b TO ToNTLKOY MEiCov, 

§ 6. Kal ra dmepéxovra tod avrod ‘x.7.A.] ‘anything which (all that, 

plural) exceeds the same thing by a greater amount (than a third thing) is 
| the greater (of the two); because it must exceed the greater also (i.e. as 

well as the less)’, This with the mere substitution of pei{ov for aiperdre- 
; pov is taken from Top. I 3, 118 4 3, dAAa kal ef dvo Tivd Twos etn aipero- 

Tepa, TO padXov alperdrepoy Tod Hrrov aiperwrépov aiperdrepov. Let A beg, 

B 6, and C3. A(g) exceeds C (3) by a greater amount than that by 
which B (6) exceeds it, A therefore must be greater than B—must be 

(dvayxn), because, by the hypothesis, it is greater than the greater of the 
other two. This is certainly not a good argument, though the fact is 

true, and the application easy: and yet I think it is what Aristotle must 
have meant. There is no various reading, and no suspicion of corrup- 

tion. The interpretation is that of Schrader, the most logical of the 

Commentators on the Rhetoric. And it seems, as the text stands, the 
only possible explanation. The fact at all events is true; and the only 

- objection to the explanation is that the yap, which professes to give the 
reason, does in fact merely repeat in other words the substance of the 
preceding proposition. I believe that Aristotle, in framing his topic, 

meant by the first clause to state the fact, and by the second to give, as 

he thought, the reason: and that the expression actually adopted is one 
of the very numerous evidences of haste and carelessness in his writings. 
On the application of the topic, see Introd. p. 180. 

§ 7. kal ra peifovos ayabod mointixad «.t.X.] ‘Eundem hunc locum com- 
mutatis verbis exponit in 111 Topicorum c, 1 (116 4 26), ért dv0 moinriKay 
dvr@v, ob TO Tédos BéArtov Kal avro BéATiov. Ad haec verba Alex. Aphrod. 
P- 125, daadds eipnrat da Bpaxdryta’ 6 roros & eats Totodros* ef Svo ein Tuva 
dvo0 TeAGy ToinTiKd, oD Td TéAos BEATLOV Kal aiper@repoy Kat avdTo BéArtoy. 
ores madela yupvacioy Seixvior’ Gv dpeivov, ef ye yuprydowa pev vyelas 

H éoti wointixa, madeia Sé hpovncews, kal €or 7 Ppdynots Tis vyteias aipero- 
| tepov’ madw To yupvaterOar Tod ypnuariferOar aiperdrepov’ TO pev yap 

mAovrov, To S€é Uyteias mointixdy, Bédriov & 7 vyieta TAOvTov.’ Victorius. 
rovro yap 4] ‘this is what was meant by’, this zs what was (said to be) 

good; viz. in § 3. 

rd...mointix@ etvat] On this Aristotelian formula which denotes the ab- 
stract conception of a thing by the mind, as opposed to its actual existence 
as an object of sense, see Trendel. de Anima, p. 471 seq. and onI I, 2; IIT 1, 

8, also'in Rheinisches Museum 1828, Vol. U 457 seq., Kategorienlehre, 
Pp. 35 with reff. in note, and Waitz, Organ. Vol. 11 p. 386. The distinction, 
which is nowhere expressly stated, is, as may be gathered from nume- 
rous passages, the following: rd peyéOer eivar universam esse notionem, 
gua res constituitur, a materia avocatam, universa cogitatione conceptam 

—the doyos of the thing—ré péyebos vero ad singula quaeque pertinere 
guae sub sensus cadant. Metaph. Z 15, 1039 & 25, ov yap yiyvera ro 

Pee, y/ 
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¢ , , \ we \ e , ~ eos 
WOAUTWS* EL yap TO UYLELVOV ALNETWTEDOV TOU OEOS 

\ - ’ td af € ei “~ € ~ / 
Kal peiCov ayabov, kal 4 vyieva THs jdoovns pElCwv. 

8kal TO aipeTwrepov Kal adTO TOU py Kal avTO, oiov 

oixia elvat adda TO HSE TH oikia. Anal. Post. 11 4, 91 45, aAnOes yap wav To 
dvOpor@ ecivar (dw elvat, Gorep kal mavta tvOpwmoy (gov, adN odx ovTas 
aore év eva, Phys. 1 3,4, ovte yap rh ovveyeia Ev €orar TO NevKOY OUTE TO 
Ady@' Gro yap €orat 7d elvat AevK@ x.r.A. It abounds in the de Anima. 
Why and when Aristotle employs it, and whether the distinction is always 

necessary and appropriate, are questions that I will not undertake to 

answer. [Judex Aristotelicus, p. 221 a 34—40; p.764a 50—p. 765 a6. S.J 
The Syntax of the phrase, which only Trendelenburg, as far as I 

know, has attempted to explain!, seems to be this:—The dative is in 

apposition with a supposed tui, ro Tue eivae peyeOec, and the construction 

is analogous to wore ovAXaBorte eiweiv, I 10,18. Other instances of a 

similar use of the dative, which lead up to the explanation of this, are 

such as Thuc. I 24, év de£ia €omd€ovtt Tov lomoy koArov: and others are to 
be found in Matth. Gr. Gr. § 388. 

kal o0 TO TownTikov pei{oy waavras| ‘and that of which the productive 

agent or producing cause is of a higher order, (superior), follows the same 
rule’, viz. that the product or result of the superior cause or agent is supe- 

rior in a comparison between two. If wholesome food and exercise which 

produce health are more desirable and therefore superior to things which 
are merely pleasant, then the result of the former, health, is superior to 

the result of the latter, pleasure. 
§ 8. Kai TO aiperdrepov Ka avto Tod py Kab’ ait] Top. TI, 116 @ 29 

kai TO Ov adr aiperoy Tov Ov erepov aiperod aipetw@repoy, oloy TO vytaivew TOU 
yupvater Oar’ rd pev yap dv avro aiperoy, ro be Sc erepov. And again, Ib. 4 8, 
kal TO dmAds ayabov Tod Twi aipet@repov, oiov Td vytateaOar Tov TépverOaL’ 
TO pev yap amas dyabov, TO S€ ruil TH dedpevo tis Towns. These two 
though differing in expression seem to be reducible to the same head, 

and, from the examples given, applicable to the same cases: for the abso- 

lute good is that which is in itself desirable, and conversely ; and répve- 

1 Trendel. in Rhein. Afus. 1828, Vol. 11 p. 481—3. The author, who has dis- 

cussed with great learning and ingenuity the meaning of this Aristotelian techni- 

cality, and its relation to 70 rl qv elvat, is, it seems to me, less successful in his 

grammatical explanation. I think that from the analogy of similar constructions 
of this dative in the ordinary language, the use of it here must needs be a case 

of attraction, as I have explained it in the note. Trendelenburg, who takes 

nothing into account but the possible meanings of the dative (or, as he rightly 
prefers to call it, the ‘acceptive’) case, locative, instrumental, acceptive, selects 

the last of the three as that which belongs to the dative in this phrase. To peyéOet 
elvat express, according to him, ‘the abstract conception (76 elvat) belonging to 

(given to and received by) magnitude’: making this dative depend solely upon 
elvat, and leaving out the attraction to a word in the dative, actually or hypo- 

thetically preceding, as in any way concerned in the ‘government?’ of it. This is 

all that I have to object to in Trendelenburg’s paper: in the rest he has shewn the 
same ability and intimate knowledge of his author which characterizes all his 
other writings upon Aristotle. 
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> \ e + \ \ ‘ 3 7 ~ A \ 
loxUs UylewouU" TO pEev yap OVX avTOU EveKa, TO OE P. 1364. 

~ ¢ a \ , A > A , \ 
QavToU, O7Ep nv TO ayabov. Kav 4H TO Mev TEAOS, TO 

\ \ , \ \ \ of / \ \ e - 
dé py TéEXNOS* TO pev yap aXou Evexa, TO S€ avTOU, 
ec A / ~ eS \ - \ 

10 olov TO yupvaCeoOar TOU Ev EXEL TO THA. Kal TO 
m3 / / \ e , > / 

nTTOv mpoadeopevoy OaTépov i ETEPWY avTapKETTE- 
7 « \ a V9 U a z 

pov yap" nTTov oe mpoddeita TO EhaTTOVWY 7 PaoVeY 
, a Sef / \ 4 ~ Le 

II mpoodeouevoy. Kai Stay ToCE pev avev TOVdE BH 7 7 
\ \ > / , \ of , 2 

pn Ouvarov 4 yeveoOat, Oatepov d€ avev TovTOU: av- 
o$a the example in the second case of particular good, is only good as 
the means to an end, 6 érepov. 

ioxds vyvevov| strength is more desirable in itself; the ‘wholesome’ only 
as the means to an end, health. Strength is considered by Aristotle not as 
absolutely desirable aiperov xa airo, but only relatively to other things— 

‘more desirable in itself than many others.’ Brandis, Phzlologus, IV, i, p. 44. 

dep Hv To ayabor] Hv, § 7. The reference is to 6 § 2 p. 97. 
§ 9. Kav 7 TO pev Téedos «.7.r.] Top. IT 1, 116 4 22, xai ro rédos Trav 

mpos TO TéAos aiper@repoy Soxei eivar, kal dvoiv To &yytov Tov TéAovs. The 
end, the ultimate object of your aims, must always be more desirable 
than the means which are only serviceable for the attainment of that end, 
as health and exercise. 

§ 10. 10 irrov mpoadedpevov Oarépov 7 érépwy] ‘that which less stands in 
need of any subsidiary aid’ (to make it a good), ‘either of ¢#e other’ (when 
two things are brought into comparison, as wealth and health,) ‘or of 
other things (in general)’. A topic, which may be brought under this of 

the Rhetoric, but is not identical with it, occurs in Top. T 2, 117 @ 37, 

where justice is preferred to courage on the ground of its comparative 
avrapxeta, though this word is not there employed. Victorius quotes in 
illustration Virgil’s comparison of the ‘olive’ and ‘vine’. Georg. II 421, 2 
and 428. (Victorius has here quoted from memory, and forgotten the 
original. It is not the ‘vine’ but ‘foma’, of which is said, vz propria 
nituntur opisgue haud indiga nostrae; and the example is hardly in 

point. The note is cited by Gaisford without remark). 
avrapkéotepov] ‘it makes a nearer approach to independence, self- 

sufficiency’: appealing to the definitions of good inc. 6, 2, of which ro 
avrapxes is one. On avrdpxeca, note onc. 5, 3, 9 8 avrdpkesa réAos Kal 
BeArtorov, Pol. I 2,1253 a1. 

padver] ‘ easier’ to do or to get, to effect or procure, mpdrrew 4 roveiy 
9 ktHoac Oa. 

§ 11. «al drav x.7.4.] ‘and any case in which one thing cannot exist 

or be obtained (by acquisition or production) without some other, but the 
other can without it’. As agriculture, compared with the other arts, Xen. 
(Econ. Vv. 17 (Victorius). Corn. Nep. Thrasyb. 1 3, Peloponnesio bello multa 
Thrasybulus sine Alcibiade gessit, ille nullam rem sine hoc. Schrader. 

He also quotes from Plutarch, Apothegm. Reg. § 84, a saying of Age- 
silaus about the superiority of justice to virtue; it is the same example as 

t occurs in the Topics (quoted on § 10) f 2,117 @ 39. 
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e/ 2 ~ 

TapkeaTepov Sé TO pr Seomevor, BITE aiveTat pELCov 
> / \ S38 / \ \ \ > fA nv > af 

12 dyalov. Kav 7 dpxn, TO Oe pn apxn. Kav 1 atTLOV, 

§ 12. xiv 4 dpy%] supply 76 pév, and with airy in the following topic. 

On the omission, see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 288, Obs. 4. 
dpxn] in this topic, is used in its most general and popular sense, an 

‘origin’, or ‘beginning’, or ‘source’. In this sense it may be regarded as 

the fountain of all good. @orxe & obras exew (4 evdarpovia) cai dia rd elvae 
dpyn tavrns yap xdp Ta Aowra Tavta TravTes mpaTToper, THY dpxny SE Kal TO 
airtov Taév ayabav Tipsy Te kal Ociov éridepev (Eth. N. 1. 13 ult.). God him- 
self is an dpyy (Metaph. A 2, 983 a 8, 6 yap Geos dpxy tis). The free will, 
one of the dpééers or impulsive faculties, the origin of motion in the 

human subject, and of moral action, the dpy} mpafews, is an dpyn: the 

importance of this, as the origin of human action and the greund of 
moral responsibility, in moral philosophy and practical life, may be 
estimated by the perusal of the first seven chapters of the third book of 

the Nicom. Ethics. It is more comprehensive than airy; dpyai are not 

all causes, (see in the following note), and therefore the two may be 
distinguished, as they are in these two topics. An origin or beginning 

necessarily implies that something follows, a consequence; it leads to 
something: in this respect it is ‘greater’, more important, superior to, 
anything that is zof¢ a beginning or origin, which leads to nothing. Plat. 
Rep. Il 377 A, ovKotv ola dre dpxt mavros epyou péyiotov; peyddnv yap 
€xovow (ai dpxat) pomiy mpos ta émopeva, Eth. Nic. 17, sub fin. And the 
same applies to aircoy in the following topic. These two topics are well 
illustrated in Rhet. ad Alex. c. 3 (4), 10, II. 

The importance of an dpyy for good or for evil is recognized by several 
proverbs. On the one side we have dpx7) jyucv rarrds, (quoted in Demetr. 

epi éppnveias § 122, dpxy S€ rot mysov marros,) Arist. Eth. N. 1 7 ult. 
Soxei yap wNetov 7 Hysov mavros eivat 7 apxy, Pol. VIII (V) 4, 1303 4 29, 
4 8 dpxn A€yerar Fysov elvar mavrds, de Soph. El. c. 34, 183 4 22, péyerrov 
yap tows apy) mavros domep héyerar. Erasm., Adag. 29, quotes Soph. Fr. 
Inc. (715, Dind.) ap. Plut. Mor. p. 16 A, épyov 8€ mavris nv tis apyntae 
KaA@s, kat Tas TeAeuTas eixos oO’ ottws Exew, Anglice ‘Well begun is half 
done’. Dimidium facti qui coepit habet, Hor. Ep. 1 2, 40. The first 
step: Ce west gue le premier pas gui coute, see Rhet. 11 19, 5, and note. 

On the other side, the importance of the dpyy in respect of the tendency 
to evil, we have Ovid’s well-known line, become proverbial, Rem. Am. 91, 
Principiis obsta, sero medicina paratur. Fast.1178, Omina principits, 
inguit (Phoebus), zzesse solent. (This is indifferent as to the issue.) 

Herodotus, after mention of the twenty ships which the Athenians on the 

solicitation of Aristagoras sent in aid of the Ionians, concludes the chap- 

ter, V 97, with the emphatic words, adrar 8€ ai veés, dpxn Kaxav €yévovro 
"EdAnoi te kai BapBapowot. This phrase became proverbial, see Rhet. 11 

11,7 dis, and Isocr. Paneg. § 119, there quoted. 
On the different senses of apyy in the Aristotelian philosophy consult 

Metaph A 1, where they are enumerated and distinguished; and Bonitz’s 
Commentary. They are thus summed up; macdv pev ovv xowdy tov 
dpxav To mparov eivat Ocv h €orw H ylyverat A yeyvookerat’ Tovtey S€ al pev 
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\ > > J ‘ \ . ey} tf A ee \ To © ovK aitiov, dia TO avTO* avev yap aitiov Kai 
évurdpxovoai eiow ai b€ éxrds, 1013 217. *Apyai are ‘origins’, heads or 
starting-points, of a series, of three kinds ; (1) of being, ovaia!, (2) of genera- 

tion or growth, yéveors, and (3) of knowledge, yrdous. dvev yap airiov Kai 
apxijs advvaror eivat } yevéoOa, Rhet.1 7,12. The six senses in which dpyy 
may be employed are all reducible to these three. Of these some are inhe- 
rent (as the orotyeiov, the mathematical point, the origin of the line, or the 
starting-point of anything, that out of which it grows and is developed? ; 

the keel of a vessel, the foundation of a house; in animals the heart or 
the brain, or any other part which has been assumed to be the original 
seat of life); some external, the origin of motion or change, (as father and 

mother, of child; abusive language’, of a fight; or again the human will or 

deliberate purpose, and intellect, mpoaipeots and didvora*, in the case of 

‘governments’ [dpyai] and arts, all of which set things in motion and 

produce change). The origin or starting-point of knowledge is illustrated 
by the dmoéces, the assumed first principles of a demonstration, as the 
major premiss of a syllogism. Another ‘external origin’ is the od évexa, 
or réXos, the final cause, woAX@v yap kal Tod yrdvar Kal Tis Kwnoews apy) 

tayabov Kal rd Kadov, 221. Comp. de Anima TI 10, 433 @ 15, cat 9 dpegéis 
évexd Tov Taga’ ov yap 4 dpekis, avTn dpx}) TOU mpaxtikod vou" Too €axaTov 

dpi tis mpagews. 
dpxy is not identical with airior, though, as all aira (all the four 

causes) are dpyxai, the two terms are frequently identified (Bonitz, Comm. 
p- 219; Waitz, Org. p. 458): but the converse is not true; as is shewn 

by some of the examples given above: the assertion therefore that ivayas 
(rats dpxais) kal ra atria Aéyerac’ mavra yap Ta airtia apxai (a2 16) must be 

limited to what is directly stated, the converse is not included. On the 

point of difference between the two, and also the identification with ora- 
xelov, see Waitz, Organ. p. 458. 

Another definition of dpyy occurs in de Gen. Anim. V 7, 23, 788 @ 14, 
TovTo yap eat. TO apxny eivat, TO avTHy pev airiay eivar TOAAGY, TavTns & GAXo 

avwbev pndév. See also Trendel. on de Anima p. 187. 
On scientific and logical dpyai or first principles, ultimate axioms, 

kowai and idia, see note in Introd. p. 73. In the Eudemian Ethics, I1 6, 
three kinds of dpxai, general, moral, and mathematical, are distinguished, 
and some account given of them. [See also /udex Aristotelicus,s.v. S.] 

§ 12. Kav j alriov k7.A.] Top. I, 116 & 1, cai 76 airiov ayabod Kad? ard 
Tov Kata ovpBeBnkos airiov, kabarep 1 dpery Ths TUXNS’  pév yap Kad avrny 
4 5€ Kara cvpBeBnkds aitia rév dyabay, Kai et Te GAO ToLodTOY. dpoiws dé Kat 
én rov évavriov (Tov Kakod) x.T-X. 

To 8 ovk airtov] On ovk after dy, understood from the preceding clause, 
see Appendix (C) on e ov, c. 15, 23. 

1 The dpx# as essence, origin of being, ovcia, is the primal cause, ré rl jv 
elvat, Bonitz. 

2 groxetov “hoc loco eum (Aristotelem) non tam elementi naturam cogitasse, 
quam principem illam rei alicuius partem, in qua primum continetur et destinata 
est ipsa rei natura, ex exemplis allatis facile cognoscas,” Bon. Comm. p. 218. 

3 This is an dpxh Kaxay. 

4 Kal did rovro 7 didvora Kwe?, drt dpxy avrqs éorl rd dpexrov, de Anima I 10, 

433 @ 19. 
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tJ = V7 i v tf \ } ~ > co doxns aduvatov eivac n yeverOa. Kai dvolv apyatv 
\ \ cand - Cn , ‘ 

TO amo THS MEiCovos peEiCov, Kal dvoty aiTiow TO ard 
“~ / Deut, - \ o> ok: \ ~ 

TOU meiCovos aiTiov peiCov. Kal avamradw 6 dvotv 
> a ~ > \ \ ~ 
apxatv i TOU mEtCovos apyn pEiCwv, Kal Ovoiv atTiow 

\ cod Sf oe lo > ~ 

1370 TOU peElCovos aitiov peiCov. SyAov ovv é€K TwY 
kat Ovoiv dpyxaiv x.r.d. and again, of two origins orcauses, the consequence 

and effect of the superior is greater. The following passage of the Topics 
will illustrate the preceding as well as the present topic. I 3, 118 @ 29, ére 

el TO pev Tovet dyabdy exeivo @ av mapy, TO dé py) Totet, TO ToLody alpeTwerepor, 
kaOarep kat Oepporepoy TO Oeppaivoy Tov py. ei S€ duc mrotet, Td padXov TroLovy" 

7) el TO BeATiov Kal Kupidrepoy rove? dyabdv, olov ei TO pev THY Wuyny, TO O€ Td 
o@pa:C. 5,119 217, kal ef TO pev mroret TO S€ py Trovet TO Exov ToLrovde, waddov 
ToLOUTO G more Trovet 7) O put) Trovet. ef O Audw roret, TO AAAOv TroLody ToLOdTO. 

kal avarradwv] ‘and conversely, of two origins ; the origin of the greater 
consequence is greater...’. 

§ 13. dyAov odv «.7.A.] ‘It is plain therefore from what has been said 
(§ 11, kav 9 dpyy,ro d€ x) dpyy), that in both (the following) ways it may be 
said to be greater: for whether it be an origin (or beginning), and the 

other not a beginning, it may be shewn to be made to appear greater; 
or if it be not itself a beginning, but the other be a beginning (it may be 

equally shewn to be so), because the ‘end’ is greater (superior), and yet 
no beginning’. ‘The end is greater’, because réAos €oriv ov évexa Ta 

adda: and if ‘everything else’ is but a mean to an end, the beginning 

must be included with the rest, and is therefore subordinate and inferior. 

pei(ov is here ‘ greater’, ‘more important’, superior in respect of influence 
or effective power; not necessarily ‘better’, In the examples, first, the 
‘adviser’ is the apx7, the origin or originator of the plot; so in Metaph. 

A 2, 1013 @ 31, 6 BovAevoas is an airov, namely the efficient cause, or origin 
of motion and change, dpx7) peraBodns. The adviser of a scheme is there- 
fore according to this view the ‘ cause’ of all that resulted from his advice, 

which is made to appear (Soxez) by the argument more important than the 

result or actual crime (which is not ‘the beginning’); and, secondly, the 
converse (avamadw) is proved, that the crime, the ‘end’ of the advice or 

deliberation, is the more important thing of the two, because it was for 

that, as a mean to attain that, that the whole scheme was undertaken. It 
appears from the expressions of this text that Callistratus devised the 
scheme and Chabrias carried it into execution. 

Leodamas of Acharnae was a famous orator, an earlier contemporary 

of Demosthenes and Aeschines. The latter mentions him, c. Ctesiph. 
§ 138, as having been sent as ambassador to Thebes, and as a speaker the 

rival of Demosthenes; indeed in his opinion even pleasanter to listen to. 

He is mentioned again in II 23, 25 (comp. the note there); in Dem. adv. 
Lept. 501 and 502, who also speaks of him as a distinguished orator, 
where allusion is made to a certain proposition of his to cancel the 
‘grant’, especially the aréXeca, made to Chabrias for his public services 

—ovros éeypaaro tiv XaBpiov dwpedv!, a proposition which he failed to 

1 This cannot be the same accusation as that which Aristotle here refers to; 
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, ra ef > , ny 3 \ \ > Elpnuevwy OTL aduoTépws peiCov éoTw: Kal yap Ei 

doxn, To dé wn dpxn, Sofa peiCov ceiver, Kal ei py 
dpxn, TO S€ dpyn* TO yap TéXos MeiCov Kal ovK dpyn, 
/ e a / col 7 / 

waomep 0 Aewdapas Katnyopwy edn KaddNotpatou 

Tov BovrevoavTa Tov mpadEavTos paddov ddikeiv ov 
yap av moaxOjva un BovrAevoapévou: wadw sé Kal 

carry ; and in other places of Aeschines. See Sauppe, Fragm. Or. Ait. 
Il 216; Fr. XVI, and p. 244; Fr. Xxvi; Clinton, / H. Vol. 0 p. 111, sub 
an. 372, 3. 

Callistratus, son of Callicrates, of Aphidna, a distinguished Athenian 

orator and politician, of the earlier half of the 4th cent. B.c. His name 
first appears in history in the year 379 B.C. Aristotle refers to two 

speeches of his, Rhet. 1 14. 1, and Ill 17. 14. Leodamas’ accusation of 
him, here mentioned, seems to have been directed against his conduct in 

the affairs of Oropus, in 366, Grote, Hist. Gr. X p. 392; Smith’s Dict. 

Biogr. Art. Callistratus; Clinton, Fast. Hell. 11 396, notew. He was 
associated with Chabrias, the celebrated Athenian general, in the trans- 

actions with respect to Oropus, and with him was brought to trial ; and it 
is most probable that both of the speeches referred to in the text were 
made by Leodamas on this occasion. 

On Callistratus and Chabrias Mr Elder’s articles in Smith’s Biogr. 
Dict. may be consulted. Callistratus’ name occurs very frequently in the 
Attic orators. See Baiter and Sauppe, Orat. AZZ. Vol. 111 ; Ind. Nom. p. 73. 

BovAevoavra, Bovdevoapévov, Bovrevoarros, émBovdevew] are all applied 
to. the same transaction, viz. Callistratus’ ‘advice’ or ‘device’. They 

express precisely the same thing, each from a somewhat different point of 

view. Bovdevew tii tt, is to give advice, to advise. BovAeverOar to give 

oneself advice, to deliberate ; or secondly, of a number of people deli- 
berating together, and giving one another advice, ‘consulting in com- 

mon’. So pr Bovrevoapevov here is, ‘if he had not deliberated upon it’ 

éypdwaro Swpedvy and tov mpdtavra, ‘the man that carried into execution a 
nefarious scheme’, are quite inapplicable to the same offence. Again Demosthenes, 
c. Mid. 535, tells us that P#ilostratus was the accuser of Chabrias, 67’ éxplvero rv 
wept "Qpwrod thv xplaw Gavdrov. Were there two accusers of Chabrias on his 

trial? Or two separate trials? (this seems improbable): or has Aristotle made 
a slip of memory in assigning the accusation of Chabrias to Leodamas? None 

of these suppositions is necessary to reconcile the, at first sight, conflicting state- 
ments. The accusation of Leodamas is directed against Jo/h parties; he takes 
the case of Callistratus first, and then secondly (rd\w 6é) applies the converse 
of the argument which he had issued against the other to the offence of Chabrias. 
Philostratus, who took part in the same proceedings, was another and independent 
accuser. Mr Grote, p. 393, note 3, who does not refer to the passage of Aristotle, 
assigns the trial or trials of Callistratus and Chabrias to this period, 366 B.c., and 

the alleged misconduct about Oropus. The other speech of Leodamas against 
Chabrias, referred to by Dem. adv. Lept.1.c. was earlier, and had nothing to do 
with the affair of Oropus. [Arnold Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit 1 p. 96. S.] 

AR. I. 9 
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preparatory to ‘suggesting’ or ‘advising’ it. émPovdevew retains its 
proper sense of a hostile design (émi ‘ against’); the advice, or scheme 
which resulted from it, and the deliberation which suggested it, are now 
represented as ‘a plot’, a hostile, aggressive, design. It appears there- 
fore that there is no occasion to have recourse to the explanation of Vic- 

torius and Buhle, that ém:Boudevdew is (or can be) put for Bovdevew or Bov- 

AeverOa. Gaisford prints these two notes of V. and B. without comment. 
ei p) Hv 6 mpagov] On this use of the definite article, indicating a mem- 

ber of a class or yévos, which we express by our indefinite article, see 

Buttmann, Gr. Gv. § 124, Obs. 2. Engl. Tr.p.319. The two senses of the 
Greek definite article are, according to Schneider, on Pl. Rep. VIII 564 A, 

that it marks guod praesens et tn conspectu positum cogitatur, and (2) the 

genus. ‘Articulus definit indefinita, idque duobus modis: aut desig- 

nando certo de multis, aut quae multa sunt cunctis in unum colligendis’ 
(the second describes the geweric use). Herm. Praef. ad Iph. Aul. p. xv. 
Several examples of this usage of the def. art. are collected from the N. T. 

by Dean Alford, in a pamphlet in reply to Bishop Ellicott, p. 45 seq. I 

will only quote Matth. xiii. 3, 6 omeipwv: xxv. 32, 6 mouunv. In a subsequent 
passage of this work, 11 4, 31, Aristotle has quite unconsciously and unin- 

tentionally stated this grammatical distinction, ro d€ picos cal tpos ra 
yévn Tov yap KrénTny puoet K.T.A, 

We render 6 mpakwv ‘anyone to do it’, carry it out, put it in execution. 

§ 14. 1d omanerepov Tod adOovov] ‘ The rarer, scarcer, is greater, more 
valuable or important, than the abundant’. This, as is implied in dypyoré- 

tepos wy in the example, is only true zz a sense; it is in fact a paradox, 
which may however be asserted in argument, since there is something to 
be said for it, and examples may be found in which it is true; as in the 

case of gold and iron. In the true and proper sense, in utility and real 
value, iron is greater and better than gold. Isocrates, dvrid. § 80, 81, on 

this ground of comparative rarity, d60@ mép elot omavdrepor Kat yadero- 

repo., thinks that, in his time at least, great orators and politicians ‘who 
can speak worthily on behalf of their country’s interests’ are more valu- 
able and to be more highly prized than legislators. A similar topic 

occurs in Top. T 2, 117 4 28, rd émiavéorepov tov Hrrov TowovTov, Kal TO 
Xarerarepov’ padAov yap dyarapev exovres G py EoTe padiws AaBeiv. Kal Td 
idtairepov Tov Koworépov. 

@dov S€ tporov] This gives the true side of the alternative, that the 
value of a thing is in proportion to its usefulness. Estimated by this 
standard, ‘water’, as Pindar says, at the opening of his first Olympian 

ode, ‘is the best of all things.’ Béckh, who cites this passage of Aristotle 
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in his note, evidently agrees with him in interpreting Pindar’s dpicrov as 
‘best’ because most useful, or necessary to the support of human life! 
Dissen thinks that Pindar had in his mind the great ‘ wholesomeness’ of 

water, dpictov dicitur 76 Bdwp guia saluberrimum est. A dry and hot 
climate and a parched soil would also readily suggest the notion that 

water is the best of all things. But I agree nevertheless with Béckh in 
his interpretation of Pindar’s thought. 

These two opposite topics represent two prevailing modes of estimat- 

ing ‘value’, by use and frice: Political Economy teaches us that the 

former is the true, the latter the false standard, In the one view air and 

water are the most valuable, in the other the least valuable, of all things. 
Plato, Euthyd. 304, 3, gives both sides: ro yap omdmov, & EvOddnye, 
tiuwov’ To 5€é Udap evavoraroy, Apiotov bv, ds pn Mivdapos. 

§ 15. dds TO xaXerdrepov| See the passage of the Topics quoted in 
§ 14. Anything harder to do or to attain may be said to have a higher 
value, when the value is estimated by the price. On the other hand mea- 
sured by the standard of our own nature, of our own love of ease and 

comfort, and also of the extent of usefulness, that which is easter to do or 

to make or to obtain is more valuable. 
§ 16. 6 70 évarriov peifov] ‘And one thing is greater than another 

when the opposite of the former is greater than that of the latter’. ‘Ex- 
emplum accommodatum erit valetudo ac divitiae ; quae ambo sunt bona: 
contraria eorum morbus et paupertas: maius autem malum corporis 

morbus quam paupertas; praestat igitur valetudo divitiis.’ Victorius. On 
this, and the next topic, orépyois, comp. supr. c, 6, 4, and § 18; and 
the Eeesnges of the Topics (If 2, 117 6 2) and the Categories there 

referred to. 
od 1 orépyaots pei{ov] On the various appueations of orépnows in Ari- 

stotle’s philosophy, see Met. Ac. 22, and Bonitz’s Commentary; Categ: 
Cc. 10, p. 12 a 26, and Waitz, ad loc. Trendel. Kategorienlehre, p. 103 seq- 

The following illustration of the topic is given by Schrader. ‘ Peius 

est caecum esse quam surdum: ergo visus auditu praestantior est. 

1 Pindar’s own view of the meaning may be readily seen by comparing the 
first three lines of the roth Olympian Ode: note the word xpjots. In a speech, 
quoted by Spedding (Letters and life of Fr. Bacon, Vol. U1. p. 18), Bacon says: 
I liken this bill to that sentence of the poet (Pindar), who sets this as a paradox 
in the fore-front of his book, first water, then gold, preferring necessity before 
pleasure ; and I am of opinion, that things necessary in use are better than those 
things that are glorious in estimation. 

Q—2 
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Gravius malum est fama quam pecunia privari; ergo bona existimatio 
praestat divitiis. ‘Things of which the privation is greater’ or more 

deeply felt, are those which are most necessary, essential to our existence 

or comfort; as air and water again, in this point of view. 
kal dpet?) py) apetiis—rédn] ‘and virtue is superior to non-virtue, and 

vice to non-vice ; because the one is an end, and the other not’. The 

application of this seems to be to things compared as fositive and nega- 

tive: positive virtue and positive vice, which can be ends or objects to aim 
at, are in so far superior to mere negatives which can not’. Moral consi- 

derations are altogether laid aside, and Rhetoric is here permitted (not 
recommended) to take the immoral side of the question: vice may be 

regarded as an ‘end’ of human desire and exertion. 
Bonitz, Arist. Stud. 1. p. 87, proposes an ingenious alteration, which 

no one who is satisfied with the preceding explanation will consider 

necessary. It is to substitute for the existing text, kal dper) 7) Kaxias cal 
kakia wy aperis peiCwv, ‘positive, downright, virtue is greater (better or 

worse) than mere absence of vice, and downright vice than mere absence 
of virtue’: which he neither translates nor explains ; but, it is to be pre- 
sumed, it means that the superiority of the one to the other still rests upon 

its fosttive character. The moradity remains constant; for vice is still 
represented as the object of men’s aims: it is therefore no improvement 

in that respect. His reason for the change is, ‘that it never could occur 
to any one to institute a comparison in respect of magnitude (G7dsse) 
between dpern and ps) dperj, and xaxia and py) caxia.’ Not perhaps if pei- 
(wy implied nothing but mere magnitude or quantity; but when it is 
extended to the general notion of superiority the comparison may very 

well be made between them. And besides, Bonitz’s altered comparison 

appears to rest upon the very same distinction of the positive and nega- 

tive; for in what other sense can vice be regarded as superior to non- 

virtue? 

§ 17. The two topics of this section are founded upon the relation of 
the apery of anything to its proper épyov or function, the work that it has 

to do, described by Plato, Rep. 1 352 E and foll., and taken up by Ari- 
stotle as the foundation of his theory of virtue, Eth. Nic. II 5, init. The 

virtue or excellence of everything, horse, dog, knife, axe, the eye, the ear, 

the mind, is shewn in and depends upon the due performance of its 
proper function (supra 2.12; 5.4;6.11). ra épyatherefore, though they ex- 
tend beyond the moral virtues from which Victorius draws his illustration— 

the comparison of dvdpeia and cwppocvrn and their opposites in respect of 

their results good or bad, the kinds of actions that they give rise to—and 
include the functions of all things that can be applied to any purpose, 
and everything which has a rédos, to which the épyov must be subser- 

vient, and in the approach to which the apern is shewn; yet the epithets 

1 Victorius, perhaps rightly, explains px) dperq and py xaxla as states of 

growth and development, which have not yet reached their ‘end’, the formed 

&is, but are mere d:a0éces, transient dispositions, and so far inferior. 
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ka\Xiw and aioyiw shew that Aristotle had the moral virtues uppermost 
in his mind. 

kat ov ai xaxia «7.X.] the converse of the preceding, the argument 
from the virtue or vice, excellence or defect, of anything, back again to its 
function or proper work. Virtues and vices, excellences and defects 
stand to ‘works’ in the relation of cause and origin to consequence and 

effect or result. Now as of the greater cause and origin, the one pro- 
duces a greater effect, the other leads to a greater end, (§ 12,) and the 
less to a less, so in the case of excellence and defect the greater produces 
a greater work, the less a less, both in human action or comparative 
virtues, and in instruments of all kinds; in men and things. 

§ 18. This topic is analogous to, not identical with, that in § 4. 

When anything in excess is preferable to, or finer and nobler than, the 
excess of something else, then the former zx z¢s ordinary state is prefer- 
able to the other. See the passage of Polit. Iv (vII) 1, quoted in § 4. 
Top. I 3, 118 4 4, ére ob 4 dmepBody Tijs imepBodfjs aiperwrépa, Kal av’To 
aiperdrepov, oiov piria xpnuatav’ aiperwrépa yap 4 Tis pirias drepBody Tis 
Tov xpnpatov. Omne matus continet in se minus. 

TO dideraipor...uaddov cdddvov] Victorius, followed by Buhle, and Waitz, 
Org. 116 6 24, understand padAov KddXuov as a double comparative, a form 
of expression not unfamiliar to Aristotle (see Vict. on this place, and Waitz, 
Org. 116 6 24, 11 p. 465), but certainly not employed by him here. The 
paddov denoting the ‘excess’ of the two qualities, which is absolutely 

essential to the illustration of the topic, is added for that reason to duré- 

raipov and gidoxpyparoy, the comparison being conveyed by kdAXcov: and 
thus the topic is exemplified. ‘Excess in love of friends being fairer, and 
nobler than that in love of money, friendship in its average degree is 

to be preferred to a similar average of love of money’. See also note on 

i 8, 3. 
§ 19. kat ov af émOvpiac x.r.d.] The objects of the nobler and better 

desires are themselves nobler and better: because all ‘impulses’ (dpé£ers, 
which include émOupia, all zatural desires and appetites, as well as @upds 

and BovAnots, Eth. Eud. 11 7. 2, de An. B 3, 414 42; see note on Rhet. 
JI 2.1), in proportion as they are higher or stronger, have for their objects 
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things ‘greater’, i.e. either better and higher in themselves, or more im- 
portant. The stronger impulse is always towards the greater object—in 

some sense. And the converse: ‘the nobler and better the objects, the 

nobler and better the desires, for the same reason’. 

§ 20. Kal ay ai émorfpa «.d.] The same rule is now applied to 
sciences or departments of knowledge, and their objects; ra mpaypara, 
‘their subjects’. 4 vroxetpévn vAn, Ta Vrokeipeva. Top. T 1, 116 @ 21, éore 

bé dmdds pév BeATLOV kal aipeTarepov TO KaTa THY BeATio emiatHuny, Twi SE TO 
kara thy oikelav. The higher and nobler sciences deal with higher and 
nobler materials; and in proportion to the dignity and value of the objects 
that it treats, so is the dignity and value of the corresponding science : 
dvadoyor, ‘proportionally’; greater to greater, and less to less. ‘ For as 
is the science, so is the (particular kind of) truth at which it aims: and 
cach of them is authoritative (lays down the law, prescribes what is to be 
done, dictates, ceAever) in its own special province’. On the order in 

invention and dignity of arts and sciences, see the instructive chapter, 

Metaph. Al. émtorjpa includes here all arts as well as sciences, the two 

terms being constantly interchanged. The word ddnés, from its strict and 
proper sense (when the two provinces of philosophy are distinguished, 

Oewpytixis Tédos aAjOera, mpaxtixns dé epyov, Metaph. A 1), might seem 
to confine the application of the topic to science pure, or the ‘ theoretical’ 

department of philosophy, but it is plainly here employed in a wider and 
more popular sense: truth, theoretical or practical, is the common object of 
every kind of scientific or artistic pursuit. And the word xeAevew, to pre- 
scribe or dictate, is alike applicable to the necessary principles and neces- 
sary conclusions of mathematical demonstration, and to a practical science 
like Politics, which not only like the other prescribes the method in which 
its investigations are to be carried on and rules of action, but ‘ orders and 
arranges’ dvatdocet*, determines, and limits at its pleasure the provinces 

and extent of the operations of the subordinate sciences and arts. Eth. 
Nic. I 1, 1094 @ 26—67. On kedever, Victorius quotes Eth. Eud. II 3, rotro 

yap éotwv os 7 emiotnpn Kedevet Kal o Adyos. 
$21. Kal 0 xpivecav ay k.r.A.| ‘the judgment or decision, upon any dis- 

1 The terms ‘subject’ and ‘object’ from different points of view may be applied 
to express the same thing. The odject of sense or of thought, material or mental, 

quod sensibus vel menti objicitur, is when looked at from the logical side the 
subject of all that is or can be predicated of it. 

* So printed in Bekker’s texts. 
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ayabav cipnkayev’ WpioTa yap ayabov civat 6 Da- 
puted question, of...?- Top. T' 1, 116 @ 14, cal 6 padXov Gy Edorro 6 portpos 
i) 6 ayabds avyp, 7} 6 vopos 6 dpO0s, 4 of orovdaior rept Exacta aipovpevor 7 Tot- 
ovroi (amovdaior) eiow, 4} of ev ExdoTr@ yéver emcaTHpoves, f} doa of meious Fj 
mavtes, olov év iatpixh  TexTOMKH G& of mAcious Tov iarpdy h wavyres, } doa dds 
oi wheious fj ravres } mavra, oloy tayabév’ mavra yap Taéyabod épiera. This 
passage will serve as a commentary on the topic of the Rhetoric. It de- 
scribes the authority of dpdovnars (practical wisdom, the intellectual virtue 
which selects the proper means and directs them to the end, Eth. N. v1), 
and the impersonation of it in the dpdvmos. In the definition of dpern, 
Eth. N. 11 6, init. the @pdvpos is the measure or standard, which fixes the 

variable mean, in which virtue resides, for each individual character. In all 
arts and sciences it is the professional man, the expert, who has to decide, 

each in his own department. The dya@os decides in moral questions, 
which is zs special province. Comp. note on 6, 25. 

i) mdvres—oi xpatiorot] a descending scale of the ¢pormpo., those who 
are competent to decide; all, or most (the many, the great mass of them, 
of mAeiorot), or the (bare) majority, or the best and ablest amongst them 

- (in point of judgment, and professional skill). 

ayaboy 4 peifov] So the MSs and Edd., with the exception of one MS 

and Buhle’s Ed., which omit 7, as does Muretus in his Transl. The omis- 

sion certainly improves the sense ; but Vater with some reason objects to 
this order of the two words, which he says should have been inverted, 
pei{ov dyabov. dyaov, which Vater proposes to omit, is certainly wanted 
to explain xara rév Gor in the following clause. 

4) amas 7) 9 Kara Thy ppovnow] ‘either absolutely, universally, or in 
respect of their practical wisdom’, specially and alone. xara tiv hpdvnow 
corresponds to 7 rovodros in the passage of the Topics, ‘in so far as they 

are such’ (hporvpor), and in no other respect. 
kat kata Tov Gov] ‘of everything else as well’, as good. xara with ~ 

the genit. is very common in Arist. in the sense of ‘ of’, ‘in the case of’; 
derived from its proper and primary sense ‘down upon’, and hence, 
‘applying to’, ‘of’. This use of it seems to come through the interme- 

diate sense of ‘predication’, xarnyopeiv, xatnyopeicbai twos, ‘to predicate, 

be predicated, of something ’.—émi, ‘ upon’, ‘applying to’, ‘in the case of’, 
so and so, is similarly used (ém’ dyad) in the same section. 

ri, rooov, mrovoy] are the first three categories ; (1) the substance or true 
nature of a thing, (2) quantity and (3) quality. These, though properly 
falling under the domain of science or exact knowledge, may yet be dealt 
with by the ‘ practical judgment’ which may convey a popular and practical 
acquaintance with them, sufficient for the purposes of the Rhetorician. 

elpnxapev’ Sprorat yap] supr. § 3. 
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O padXov 7) ppovnors Aeyec] If that is good in genera’ which is pro- 

nounced to be so by the man of practical sagacity, then that must be a 

greater good which is pronounced by the same authority to be more 

so, to be so in a higher degree. 
§ 22. kal rd Trois BeXtiocwy vmapyov] ‘Animi bona bonis corporis praeva- 

lent quia animus est corpore praestantior’. Schrader. Courage and 

strength is Aristotle’s illustration ; for the reason assigned by Schrader. 
i) amos] ‘ut viri’ (man as the nobler animal) ‘virtutes praestant muli- 

ebribus s¢mplictter’. Schrader. 

7 Bedtiovs] ‘aut guatenus meliores sunt; viri effeminati actiones de- 
teriores sunt actionibus virilis animi feminae’, Jd. I prefer the other 

explanation, as more direct and natural, ‘either geverad/y, in respect of 
the entire character and qualities, or in respect of some secza/ excellence’. 

kal 6 €or ay 6 BeXtiov] The better man will make the better choice 
in general, awAds, by virtue of his who/e character; or ‘in so far as he 

is better, in respect of that particular kind of excellence, as some special 
virtue, in which his superiority is shewn, 7 BeAtiov éoti. So Victorius ; 

who proceeds (after Alexander) to distinguish between this and the pre- 
ceding topic, § 21; in that the @pompo as a class choose between different 
kinds of good; here the comparison is between two different kinds of 

choosers,and the one who makes the better selection is the better in #oral 
character. 

otov] (sc. AéoOar, or ef tis EXotTo). The higher and nobler choice is 

illustrated by the preference of being wronged to doing wrong. This, 

though cited here as a popular sentiment, was by no means the current and 

prevailing opinion at Athens. Plato, Rep. 11 358 Cc, makes Glaucon say, 
speaking of the opposite view, dxovoy Opacvpayov kal pupiov Gov: and 
again, at the commencement of Glaucon’s exposition of the d/sadvantages 

of justice and the superiority of injustice successful and unpunished, he 

uses the word qaci, which seems to imply that this was the general 

opinion. In fact one of the main objects of the Republic is to prove that 
the reverse of this is true; and the long and laborious process which he is 
obliged to go through in the establishment of his position is quite suffi- 

cient to shew how strong must have been the prejudices in favour of the 

adverse doctrine which must be surmounted before he could hope to 
make his own views acceptable. The Gorgias also is occupied with the 
solution of this same question, in the comparison namely of doing and 
receiving injury and wrong, on which side the advantage, when rightly 
estimated, really lies. The Sophists, as represented by Thrasymachus in 
the Republic, and Callias in the Gorgias, appear to have held the lower, 

and as we now hold it to be, immoral doctrine. Ast, in his Comm. on Pl, 
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Rep. p. 391, has collected a number of references to authors who sided on 
this point with Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. 

§ 23. dprora Sd] in § 3. 

novov Sé ro ddumcrepoy x.t.A.]| Pleasure is subject to two drawbacks to 

its enjoyment, which vary in different kinds of pleasure. Some pleasures 
are accompanied, preceded, or followed by pain (Plato held that this is the 
case with all bodily pleasures), and most of them are of a very transient 
character and very brief duration. This may in many cases afford a 
measure for the comparison of pleasure: those which are marked by 

the entire absence or lower degree of these qualifying circumstances are 
superior. 

§ 24. 1d yap kadov x.7.A.] This distinction of the two different kinds 
of xadov, arises from its twofold aspect, physical and moral: in the former 
of the two senses it is the beautiful, in the latter the morally right and 

noble. The beautiful, to the sight and sense, is the ‘pleasant’ form or 

aspect of ro kadov; the right is xadov to Ka adto aiperoy, that which is 
desirable in and for itself and for no ulterior object, and therefore an end 
in itself. In this latter sense the rd xaddv may be regarded as the end of 
all moral action, Eth. N. Il 7, 1113 4 8, c. 10, 1115 4 24, IX 8, 1168 @ 34, 

1169 a 6, seq. 21 to the end. In Rhet.1 9.3, two definitions of it are 
given and the distinction of its moral and physical aspects again sug- 

gested: and again II 13. 9 it is contrasted with the expedient or profit- 
able, the one being a relative the other an absolute form of good. 

§ 25. Kat dcwv «.t.A.] Things are shewn to be good by our desire of 
them, because all things universally desirable are good: and the more we 
desire anything for ourselves or our friend (the friend is the ‘second self’, 
the alter ego, and therefore his interest is our own,) and therefore to be 
the causes of it, to procure it for ourselves or our friends; the more we 

shew that we think it good: and the things we desire /eas¢ to bring upon 

ourselves or our friends are by the same rule the worst and most mischiev- 
ous things. The topics of Top. T 2, 118 @ 1, are akin to this, not iden- 

tical with it. 
§ 26. ra modvxpomdrepa kai ta BeBaorepa] Top. TI, 116 @ 13, ‘more 

lasting and more secure, stable, safer’, One measure of the use or value 
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of a thing is the length of time during which it remains in our possession; 

another, the security or stability of it, immunity from decay or corruption 
and the fear of losing it. The absence of these very much diminishes 
the value of any possession. The superiority in the value of a thing is 

shewn in, or measured by, either the duration or the amount of desire or 
wishing for it (SovAjaer) because our wishing for it shews that we con- 

sider it a secure possession, one of which we are little likely to be 
deprived, or which itself is not likely to be impaired, and so lose its value. 

A safe investment, which every one desires who has spare cash, is an 
example of this kind of security, and of the superiority in value that it 
carries with it. 

§ 27. Katds ay (dxodovOoin) ex rSv cvaToiyav] asthe consequences would 

follow (if, whenever the topic were applied) in general, so here ‘in all'the 
rest’, in the particular case of the rhetorical application of them, the 
same consequences do actually follow. Perhaps the general application 
of this topic, which seems to be understood in the protasis, may have a 

tacit reference to the more general treatment of the same in the dialec- 

tical Topics. I think that only oxe topic is here intended; so far as ov- 
oroxa are distinguished from arocets, the former includes the latter as 
the genus the species. 

With this topic compare Rhet. I1 23, 2, Top. FT 3, 118 a 34—39. The 
instances of mra@ovs there given are the substantive and corresponding 

adverb, Sixaocdvn Sixaiws, dvdpeia dvdpelws. ovorotxa and mrodces are 
explained, distinguished, (quite unintelligibly, however, were our informa- 
tion derived solely from this place,) and the use of them illustrated, in 
Top. B 9, 114. @26—6 5. ovoroya are coordinate Jogical notions, as 

Sixaca and Sixavos with Sixatoovvyn, avSpeia and avdpeios with dvdpeia; and 
again @ 38, Sixacoovyn Sixatos Sixarov dixaiws are coordinates. Also, a 29, 
Ta wowntixa and ra dudaktixa are coordinate with the things which they 

produce and preserve, as ra vyrewva with vyieva, ra evextixa with eve€ia. 

mTooes are these same coordinates in their grammatical aspects—terms 
that can be similarly predicated, and applicable to the same things—and 

they are therefore sometimes identified with the others. The mrocets 
‘inflexions’ of the same word are not confined to the mere ‘ declension’ of 

nouns, substantive or adjective, (the nominative is the casus rectus, or 

nt@ots op6n, improperly so called, the noun in its upright or normal state 
or position, the casus or mr@oets are fallings away, declensions, from that 

standard typical form by a change of termination!,) but include adverbs, 

1 Tlept épunvelas 2,162 32, 7d 82 Dirwvos F Pikwn xal dca rowbra, ovk dvd- 

para adda mraces dvéuaros. Poet. 20.10,1457a18, mra&cis 5 éoriv dvoparos H 

phuaros } uev 7b kard TovToOv H TOUTY onualvovea Kal dca Toadra (cases), 7 5é KaTa 

76 évi } wodXors (numbers) olov dvOpwrot 7 dvOpwros, 7 5¢ Kata& Td UroxpiriKd, olov 

kar’ épuirnow 7% éxiragv (moods of verbs). Illustrated by éBSddiocey and Bddite, 
indicative and imperative. m7dces are referred to the general head of rapwyupa. 
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ék THY GVETOLywY Kal THY SMolwy TTWOEWV, Kal 

TaAN dKoNovbe? oiov Ei TO dvdpEtws KaArLOV Kal 
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the generic and numerical terminations, masc. and femin., singular, dual, 
and plural, and the inflexions of verbs; in fact, as it appears, any change 

of termination which a root undergoes in passing into different parts of 
_speech, and the inflexions of these: in Aristotle mréavs is a ‘declension’ 

from a root. This logical signification of ovororxyos and ovototxia is 

‘transferred’ by metaphor, from the vazks of an army or of a chorus in 
the theatre (like dvriatpodos), to logic or grammar: but in either of the 

two senses, they always denote things ox the same level, coordinates. 
Trendel. £7. Log. Arist. 75, Bonitz ad Metaph. A 5, 986 a 23. Xenophon, 

Conv. 2, 20, has dvtirotxeiv in the sense of ‘to be one’s opposite, or part- 
ner in a dance’. Anab. V 4, 12, éorncav dva éxarov pdduota, aorep of 
xopol, avticrotxodvres ahAnAots, ‘in Opposite, corresponding ranks’. In 
Met. 1 c., and Eth. N.1I 4, 1085 4 7, it is applied to the ten parallel rows 
or columns of the opposite dpyai of the Pythagoreans, the two opposite 

members of the ten being in each case a ovorouxia, or pair of coordinate 
conceptions. Hence ovorotya are notions of the same order : as the four 

elements, which have the same rank, belong to the same vow, i.e. order 
in nature, de Caelo 302,a 29; and hence, notions which fall under the 

same genus, as black and white, sweet and bitter; and even such as are 
under different genera, so long as they have something in common, de 
Sens. c. 7, 447 6 30, 448 a 14 and 16. 

In Aristotle therefore cdoroya and mréceets, though occasionally iden- 
tified, are, when strictly and properly applied, distinguished thus: ovoroxa 
are Jogical notions or conceptions corresponding to things of the same 

rank or order in nature, having a wider and more comprehensive sphere 

‘| of application than the mrdceis, which are grammatical like the ‘declen- 
sions’, from which the name is derived, and include the various deflex- 
ions or inflexions, expressed: by changes of termination, from a root. 

Cicero’s coniugata, which are defined Top. I1I 12, correspond to Ari- 

stotle’s mrdaeis. Coniugata dicuntur quae sunt ex verbis generis eius- 
dem. Etusdem autem generis verba sunt, quae orta ab uno varie commu- 
tantur, ut sapiens sapienter sapientia. Haec verborum coniugatio ovivyia 

dicitur, ex qua huiusmodi est argumentum: si compascuus ager est, tus est 

compascere. 
Besides the authorities already referred to, see on this subject Waitz. 

on mepl épp. c. 2, 1661; Anal. Post. 1 15,79 46; Trendel. Kategorien- 
lehre, p. 27 seq.; Donaldson, Mew Crat. § 227. 

§ 28. rod pi (dvros) 5 wavres (aipodvrar)| The negative of the preceding : 

‘than that which is zo¢ what all prefer’. 

2 eae 

+ owen te 

Top. Z 10, 148a 10, dPédrAtwov, wPeAluws, SPeAnkds are wmraoes. Ib. H 1, 151h 

30, 1536 25—34, where several examples are given. 
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nv] ‘was’ as we have said, c. 6. 2. ov paddov] (epievrat). 
of duduoBnrovvres| ‘rival claimants or competitors’. 
i of €xOpoi] c. 6.24. This applies especially to contested superiority 

in personal excellences or accomplishments. If rivals and enemies, (76 pv) 
who are most interested in disparaging their adversary, and most inclined 
to do so, if even ¢iese admit his superiority, we may take it for granted 

that every one else will do so, and therefore this is equivalent to the uni- 
versal admission of it (Ws av ei wavres daiev). If ‘judges’, those that have 
the right to decide by reason of special qualification, the artist or pro- 

fessor, the expert or adept in any pursuit or study, or those whom they 
select as qualified to pronounce a decision, if such as ¢hese decide in 

a man’s favour, then it is the decision (rd 8€) of ‘authorities’, as it were, 
men empowered and entitled, or who have ¢he right (kvpior) to judge and 

decide, and (or rather, ‘ because of’) ¢he sfecial knowledge which the 

occasion requires (oi eidores); and this decision is final. Compare notes 
on 6.25, 7.21. 

Victorius and Schrader appear to confine xpivery to its judicial sense of 
deciding a legal cause, ots ovtot xpivovor being those who are selected or 
deputed to try a particular case when the ordinary judges are prevented 
from being present themselves. If there were any doubt between the 
two interpretations, the question would be decided by the following 
passage: €xaaros dé xpiver kades a ywweoKet, kal TOUT@Y eaTiv dyads KpuTHs. 

Eth. Nit, 1094.6 27. 

os dv ei] Note on cay ei, I I. 5, p. 9. 
§ 29. This topic also is best exemplified in personal advantages, ac- 

complishments, or possession. It can be applied either way. Sometimes 

(6ré pev, €otiv Gre, eviore), in some cases, the superior value of a possession 
of this kind is in proportion to its universality, because the greater the 
number of those who have the advantage, the greater the disgrace of 
being without it (a case of orépnats, § 16): in other cases the reverse may 

be maintained on the principle that the scarcity of a thing lends it a supe- 

rior value, § 14. 
§ 30. xadXio yap] § 24. Virtue is the only true object of ‘ praise’, 

érawvos. Introd. Appendix Bk. I, c. 9, p. 212 seq. 
ev ai Tysai x.r.d.| ‘and things (especially actions) may be regarded as 
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‘greater’, or superior in respect of their power or effect, of which the 
honours or rewards are greater; because honours and rewards are as 
it were (may be considered) a kind of valuation, estimate of the value, 

of a thing, d&ia, which will afford a comparison, or measure of the 
comparative value of two things: and the opposite acts which involve 

a higher penalty, are superior in a sense, more important and effective. 
(npia, not ‘losses’, dmoSodai, as it has been understood, but ‘ penalties’, 

directly opposed to riwai ‘rewards’. So Victorius. 

§ 31. Things which are, at first sight, or can be shewn to be, greater 
than others which are universally acknowledged to be great or are mani- 

festly so, are seen to be so at once and without reflexion, present them- - 

selves at once as such, dawvoueva. A conspicuous instance of this common 
sense of haryduevos, apparent, manifest to the eye, occurs Rhet. 11 2, 1 (see 
note) in the definition of dpy7. Comp. I 9.32, 8.6; III 2.9. 

kai Scarpovpeva x.t.r.] This and the following are purely rhetorical 
topics, and belong rather to the third book, Ox style. One mode of ex- 

aggerating the importance of anything, of making it assume a magnitude 

which it does not really possess, is in the way of description, to break up 
into parts or describe in detail what might be stated summarily as a 

whole. ‘The same facts or events’, when thus individually represented, 

will ‘seem greater’ than if they were all summed up together in one 
statement ; because in the former case the excess or superiority, in point 

of importance and interest, of the facts exhibited in detail over the sum- 
mary statement, will seem to be shewn ‘in more points’, which are all 
brought severally into view. mde:dvev vmepéxew is ‘to exceed in a greater 

number of points’, whether we understand the genitive as one of guan- 

tity ‘im more things’, which is probably right, or as the comparative 

genitive after Umepéxyerv, ‘to surpass more things’, by which the mean- 
ing is not so distinctly expressed: in either case it is the umber of 

things detailed that makes the superior impression. The use of this 
topic is well illustrated by Quintilian, Inst. Or. VIII 3. 61 sq., who how- 
ever refers the strong impression produced by this detail to the evépyeva 
or vividness of the picture. § 67, stc urbium captarum crescit miseratio. 

Sine dubio enim qué dicit expugnatam esse civitatem-complectitur omnia 
guaccungue talis fortuna recipit; sed in affectus minus penetrat brevis 

hic velut nuncius. Atsi aperias haec, et cet. [then follows the description]. 

Majoragius refers to Cicero’s description of Pompey’s military experience 
in the speech fro lege, Manilia, and Gaisford to Harris, Phz/ol. Inguti- 

ries, p- 58 [on p. 62, this passage of the Rhet. is quoted]. He assigns 
this to ‘accumulation’ and ‘concatenation’. Shakespeare, in the 
Tempest, will supply us with a brilliant example: The cloud-capp’d 
towers, the gorgeous palaces, the solemn temples, &c. [Iv. i. 152]. Comp. 
Acts of the Apostles, ii. 9 seq., where the wonder of the gift of tongues 
is heightened by the enumeration in detail of all the different nations 
whose language was spoken; ‘ Parthians, and Medes, and Elamites.’ 

Bacon’s Colours of Good and Evil (Vol. vil p. 81, Ellis and Sped. 
ed.), No. 5, is a good commentary on this topic in its most general 

application, 

| } 
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Aéyoveay] is omitted in MS A*%, and consequently put in brackets by 
Buhle and Spengel. The latter adds, Pracf ad Rhet. Gr. p. vi, ‘aliud 

excidisse videtur, v. c. wapdxoirw.’ [‘Intellige rv yuvaika, quo aegre cares’, 
Spengel, ed. 1867. S.] ‘Deest Aéyoveay in Cod. antiquissimo Victorii, et 
videtur sane illud interpolatum esse. Uncinos applicavi’. Buhle. 

6 months nor] Homer to wit, Il. 1X 592. The reading of the Vulg. is 
knde oo dvOp@mot mwéeAee TOY Got aon’ avdpas pev kTeivovor, and 
the rest as quoted by Ar. This example is the same as that given by 

Quintilian, Victorius thinks that he borrowed it from Aristotle. Spald- 
ing, ad Quint. VIII 3. 67, quotes the following Schol. on Il. xv 496, 

referring to the other passage of Homer: pnropixés 1O év mpaypa, THY 
mopOnow, eis moAAa KaTEpEpioer. 

TO ovvriOevar Kai erorxodopetv] are added to the preceding topic of 
‘detail’ as closely akin to it. That the first at all events is so, may be 
inferred from the identification of ‘detail’ with ‘accumulation’ by Harris, 

p. 58, above quoted. The two figures are ‘accumulation’ and ‘climax’. 

evrotxodopnors is the building up of one phrase upon (éz/) another, one rising 
above another step by step, like the rounds of ‘a ladder’ («Aiyaé), or the 

stages of a building. Rhet. ad Alex. 3 (4). 9, émotxodopotvra 76 érepov ws 
€mi rd €repoy av€ew tpom@ toidde, which is then illustrated. Arist. de Gen. 
An. 1 18, 34, 724 @ 28, ére 5€ mapa taira bs ’Emixappos rovet thy érotxodd- 
pnow, ex tis SiaBodjs 7 AowWopia, ex dé taitns 7 paxn, Tadta dé wavta €k 

Tivos 7 dpxn THs Kwyoews. Eustath. ad Hom. Il. B, p. 181, rd b€ oxjpa 

tov pnOevros xwpiov (verse 101) kAipaxa kal KAyakwrov A€yovow of madacol, 

€repo S€ erotxoddpnow. yiverar dé oxjpa KAyaxrov Stay TO Ajyov Tis 
pbacaons evvoias apxi) yévnta tis eeEjs, olov ws et tis eimp, 6 Baoidreis 
dyabds, 6 adyabos dyaba rovei, 6 dyaba moidy evepyetel, 6 evepyerav Oedy 

pipetra, x.r.. Demetrius epi éppnveias § 270 (111 320, Rhet. Gr. Spengel) 
AapBavorr av kai 7 Kdipak (Sic) kadovpéern, ds mapa Anpoobéver, rd (de Cor. 

§ 179, p- 288) ovk eimov pev Taira, ovx éypawa dé ovd’ @ypawa pév, ovK 
émpéaBevoa b¢ ovd empéoBevoa pév, ovx erecca S€ Tovs OnBaiovs’ oxeddv 
yap éravaBaivorre (mounting a staircase or a hill, from higher to higher) 
6 Aoyos €orxey emi peitova. This figure by the Latin Rhetoricians is called 
gradatio, Cic. de Or. III 54. 207, Quint. IX 3. 54—7, where it is explained 
and illustrated by the same passage of Demosth. and from Latin authors. 

In Auct. ad Heren. IV 25, it is thus defined: Gradatio est, in gua non 
ante ad consequens verbum descenditur quam ad superius conscensum 
est, and then illustrated. See Aquila Romanus, cited by Ernesti, Lex. Tech. 
Gr. et Lat. sub wv. kripa€, et gradatio, and at length by Schafer, App. Crit. 

ad Demosth. p. 288, 8, Vol. 11 p. 250. Aquila calls it ascensus. 
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@omep ’Emixappos|] Besides the illustration of the figure climax from 
Epicharmus quoted above from the de Gen. Anim., there is another and 

a more complete one in Athen. II 36 C. D, indicated by Schrader, g« peév 
buvaias Ooivn, ex dé Ooivns moors éyévero, ex Sé mdavos KGpos, ek Kdpou & éyé- 
veto Ovavia, éx dé Ovavias dixn, éx dixns dé karadixn, ex dé Karadixns médat TE 

kat opdxedos kal fnpial. 
dud te 7d at’ro TH Staipéoer] Two reasons are now given for the im- 

pression that these two figures make upon the hearer: the first, the same 

as that which accounts for it in the case of d:aipeois ; the accumulation of 

particulars, and the rising by steps to a climax, have the same effect as 

the division or detail, in increasing the number of effective strokes, and 

so producing the impression of superiority, 7 yap ovvOeots imepoxny Sei- 
kvvow TodAny : and secondly, you make that which you are endeavouring to 
magnify appear to be the cause and origin of a number of important effects, 

which you seem to mu/tiply by detailing them. The following passage of 

the Rhet. ad Alex. c..3 (4), §§ 10, 11, will serve as a commentary on this 

and the entire section: ovAAnBdnv dé, eav wodAGv atriov dmodaivys, éav re 
dyabdy éay re kaxav, péyada paveira. okoreiv dé kal TO mpaypa Oroiov aveitat 
kara pépn Siarpovpevov 7} kabodov Aeyopevov, kai Exorépws av peifoy 7, Tovde 

Tov Tpomov avTo héyeww. Tas pev ovv av&joes OUT peTL@Y TrEloTAaS ToLnTELS 
kal peyloras, rarewodcets 8€ Tois Adyous Kal Ta dyad Kal Ta Kaka Tdy évavTiov 

TpOmov peTiov, ws elpykayev emt Tov peydroy, Kal padioTa pev Gy pndevds 

airtov emierxvins, ed dé yy Os €axioteov Kal opiKpordrar. 

§ 32. émet S€ rd yarerdrepov Kal oman@repoy peigoy] supr. §14. An 
exemplification of this topic is found in Eth. Nic. VIII 15,1163 4 12, of pev 
yap mabdvres rovatra pact AaBeiv mapa Tay evepyerav & piKpa Hv exeivots Kar 

é&qv wap’ érépwv AaBeiv, karacpixpifovres’ of & avdwadw Ta péyiota Tov Tap’ 
avrois, kal & map’ GXoyv ovk Hv, Kai év Kivddvois 7} ToLavTats xpeias. The ad- 
ditional value or importance for good or for evil that things, especially 
actions, acquire at particular ages or times of life (illustrated in the Topics), 

in particular places, at particular times, at particular critical seasons and 
occasions (xapoi), or from the special nature of the powers or faculties 
that are called into exercise (Suvdpers), is derived from the scarcity of 
such things and actions, and the difficulty of obtaining or performing 
them. The xacpds in two aspects is exemplified in the Topics, I 2, 117 

1 Miillach, Fragm. Philos. Gr. p. 143, gives these lines as corrected by Meineke, 
Dindorf, and Bochart. : 

A. é&k pev Ovolas Boiva, 

éx 52 Oolvas moos eyévero. B. xapler, ds y euly Soxel. 

A. ék dé mécvos KGmos, ex Kdbpou 5’ éyeved” vavia, 
éx 8° vavias dixa, ’x Sixas 8 éyévero xaradixa, 
éx dé Karadlxas ré5ac re kal opadds (the stocks) cal fapla, 

The other passage, in the de Gen. An., Miillach attempts to correct himself, 
and produces this melodious verse, p. 144, 

éx diaBorkds uGpos éyévero, roddod 8 ex pdpov pdxa. 
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évavtiwy. bev Kat To éTiypappa Tw OAUpETLOVIKN’ 

a 26—6 21. Add Prov. xv. 23, a word spoken in due season, how good ts tt. 
xpovor is illustrated by the case, already quoted, of Sir Phil. Sidney, and 

the cup of cold water at the battle of Zutphen [p. 84]: duvdpecs, as Aristotle 
himself tells us, applies to cases in which any one does something 

‘beyond his powers’, above his ordinary level, and more than you would 

expect from him; and zapa rods opoiovs is exemplified by the epigram and 

the saying of Iphicrates. 

kai €i ovTws x.7.A.] ‘and if such things be done (ovras), at particular 
places or times, they will acquire a magnitude and importance in things 

(i.e. actions) right, and good, and just, and their opposites’. ovrws may 

however mean wuder particular circumstances. 

TO é€miypaupa T@ oAvpmovikn| The substantive taking the same case 

as the verb from which it is derived is illustrated in the dative by Mat- 
thiae, Gr. Gr. § 390. Stallbaum on Phaedo 88 c. Soph. 252 D. and Euthyphr. 

13 D, 15 A. Add, Aesch. Agam. 415, mrepois omabois Uirvov KedevOors. 

Soph. Oed. Col. ra yap 80A@ To pr) Sixaio Krnpar odxi ow@era. Trach. 

668, ‘Hpakdet Swpnpatrwv. Aj.696, Wunder ad loc. Eur. Ion, 508, ra beobev 

texva Ovarois. Iph. T. 1384, ovpavod méonpa (i.e. TO am’ ovpavod menTwkds). 
Plat. Parmen. 128 Cc, Theaet. 177 A, Gorg. 522 D, Symp. 182 D, Rep. VI 
493 D, 498 B. Ar. Pol. VII (VI) 5, 1320 @ 32, BonOea Tois amopos. Some 

examples of an analogous construction, in which a substantive follows the 
ordinary construction of a verb, with prepos. and subst., are given by 
Stallbaum on Phaedogg B. Add to these, Plat. Protag. 354 A, Gorg. 472 E, 

Rep. II 378 D, Eur. Herc. Fur. 1334, orépavos ‘EAAnvev dro, Arist. Eth. N. 
X 9, 1179 @ 25, éemmeAera Tov avOporav imo Gea, Categ. 8 b 32, weraBory 
umd vogov, de Anima B. 8, 11, 420 4 27, 7 mAny} Tod depos Ur Ths Wuxis. 

This epigram is expressly attributed to Simonides by Eustath. ad 
Hom. p. 1761, 24 (Buhle). It is found in the Anthol. 1 80 (ed. Jacobs), 

No. 107 of the Epigrams attributed to Simonides. Bergk, Fragm. Lyr. 
Pp. 793 [p. 921, 2nd ed.], Simonidis Fragm. 166. 

Eustathius 1. c. explains adowAAa, oxevos te iyOunpov. It is described by 

Hemsterhuis ad Hesychium s.v. dorumodei, as a Zugum, a sort of wooden 
yoke, which was carried over the two shoulders to support the fish-baskets. 

1 xaipds ‘due season’, ‘the right time’, ‘occasion’, ‘opportunity’, the time 

suitable, appropriate, to the performance of anything, is that form of good which 
comes under the Category of time, xpévos; Eth. Nic. I 4, 1096a26. On this the 

Paraphrast (Andronicus Rhodius) notes, or: yap 6 Kxaipds 6 émirhiewos éxdory 

xpovos. Pind. Pyth. 1x 82, 6 xaspds wavrds Exec kopupdy. Ib. Iv 286 (508). Soph. 
Electr. 75, xatpds dvipdow péyioros Epyou mavrds €or’ émorarns. Philoct. 837. 
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34 kar TO peyadou peyiotov peépos, olov TlepiKAxs Tov 

Alciphron I, 1. p. 6, evdvds odv dé wavar mAjowov, Kal Tas doidXas ér@pious 
dveopevot, kal Tas éxatépwbev orvpidas éeEaptnoavres (quoted in Anthol.). 

Otherwise called rvAyn. Arist. Ach. 860, 954. Diog. Laert. 1X 53, of Pro- 
tagoras, who mpa@ros ry Kadoupéerny TvAnY, ef Hs Ta optia Bacrafovew, 
edper, ds pnow ApiotoreAns év TH wrepi madelas’ Poppoopos yap 7’, os Kal 
’Emtkovpos mov dyot. So that Protagoras may be added to the examples 

of €& oiwy eis ofa, I 9.31, or €& ov bmijpxe radra. 
The exclamation of Iphicrates ‘from what I rose to this’ (from what 

an origin this my fortune was made) is repeated in a more correct form 

(Buhle) in c. 9.31, €& otwy eis ofa, as is also part of the Epigram. Plu- 
tarch, Apophth. Reg. et Imp., under the head of Iphicrates, Nos. 1 and 5, 
has these notices of him. “Idixparns Soxdyv vids elvar oxvToropov Karedpo- 
veiro’ Sofav dé rére mpatos €oxe Ste Tpavpatiay Todcwov avdpa pera Td 

drr@v (dvta ovvapracas eis Tv éavtovd tpijpy peTéveyxev. No. 5, mpos de 
“Appodiov Tov Tod madatod “Appodiov dmoyovoy eis dvayéverav adt@ Aodopov- 
pevov én, TO pev euov am’ euov yévos apxerat, TO S€ adv ev col maverat. 

§ 33- ro avropves Tod émixtrntov| ‘native superior to acquired talents 

and advantages (of person, mind or character), because they are harder to 
come by’; ature being rather chary of such gifts, and the acguzsttion of 
them comparatively easy. Top. TI, 116 4 10, cat rd dices rod py pices, 
olov 4 Sixatoovyn Tod Sixaiov® 7d pev yap pioer ro & eixrnrov. This topic 

has a wider scope than the rhetorical, and again, c. 4, 119 @ 7—IO0, 
Comp. Pind. Ol. 1X 152, ro d¢ va xpariorov dmayv. If 155, wodds o moda 
eidds hua’ pabovres 5€ AaBpol mayyAwooia axpavra yapvepev Atos mpds 
dpuixa Oeiov. Nem. 111 69, cvyyevet d€¢ ris dpera péya Bpider os dé diddxr” 
exer Wehnvos avnp. Specie autem comparantur ut anteponantur quae 
propter se expetenda sunt tis quae propter alind: ut innata atgue insita 
assumptis et adventitiis et seq. Cic. Topic. XVIII 69. 

6 moutns| Homer. Odys. x’ (XXII) 347. 

§ 34. otov Ilepuxds Tov éemurapiov xr.) This celebrated simile does 
not occur, as is well known, in the funeral oration put into Pericles’ mouth 
by Thucydides in his second book. Thucydides, who merely gives the 
general meaning of his speakers and never their actual words, may have 
omitted it intentionally, if Pericles really made use of it. But as Hero~ 
dotus, VII 162, attributes nearly the same identical words to Gelo, it 
seems more probable that it was erroneously ascribed to the other: at all 

events it is quite clear that it could not have been original in his mouth. 
It appears, likewise, in a somewhat altered form, in Euripides(Suppl. 447, 

mas ovv ér av yévorr’ dy loxupa rodus, Stay Tis Gs Aetwdvos Hpwod oraxuy 
AX, ¥. 10 
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émitapioy NEywr, THY veoTHTa €K THS TOEWS avN- 

pjcOa womep TO Eap ex TOU EnauToU et éEatpeHein. 
35Kal Ta €v xpela peiCor xpnowua, olov Ta ev ynpat 

Kal vorois. Kal dvolv TO éyyUTEpov TOU TéXoUS. Kal 

TO aUTw Kal dwOS. Kal TO dUVaTOY TOU aduVaToU: 

ToApas dpaipH KdroAwritn véovs), who no doubt might have borrowed it 

from Pericles; and it is ascribed te Demades by Athenaeus, I11 99 D. It 

is repeated in Rhet. III 10. 7. 
§ 35. ra ev xpela...peiCom xpnoma (pei{o eori)| A friend in need ts a 

friend indeed. ‘Auget manifesto vim beneficiorum tempus, angustiaeque 

eorum qui beneficium accipiunt, quod etiam Demosthenes in Leptinem 
significavit (p. 471, 1), mavres pev yap elow tows aio. yapw dvrarodap- 

Bavew of mpotmagxovtes TH Trovetv Vas ev, padiota b€ of maga Tas xpelas.’ 

Victorius. Comp. Eth. N. VIII 15,1163 @ 16, in estimating the value of ser- 
vices to a friend, when you wish to make the most of them you say that 
they are ra péytora tv map’ avrois (the best you have to give), xual @ map” 

@dAwv ovK Fv, Kai év kivdvvots f} TovavTats xpeiats. 
dvoiv rd eyyvtepov Tov réAovs| This topic is distinguishable from those 

in §§ 9 and 16. There the comparison is between end and not-end: here 
it is between different degrees or orders of means to an end. Top. T 
I, 116 6 22, quoted on § 9. Alexander, in his Comm. on that passage, 
illustrates this by the comparison of shaving and exercise as means to the 

end, health; the active exercise of apery (this is the definition of evSatpovia 
in the Eth. Nic.) to the mere €£s of it, as nearer to the end, happiness ; 
in practical arts, the higher and more comprehensive are superior to the 

narrower and subordinate in each department, the latter being mere 

means to some higher end ; so horsemanship is superior to the saddler’s 

art, both being subordinate, but the former nearer, to the end, the mili- 
tary art; the woodman’s and carpenter’s arts as means to shipbuilding ; 

medicine and gymnastics as both tending to a healthy habit of body. 
70 avT@ kai adwhds|] The comparison in the expression of this topic is 

left to be understood, and the two terms are merely placed in juxta- 
position by xai, one avd the other are laid before us, in order that we 

may choose between them. The topic is a comparison of absolute good, 

or good in general, and relative good. That which is absolutely good, 
or good in itself, xa® airo, or good in general, need not be the best for 

us (‘to a man’s own self’), any particular individual, avr, though theo- 

retically, from the higher point of view, it is superior to the other. Top. 
rr, 11608, ro dwr@s dyabdy Tov Twi aiper@repov', Alexander, in his 
Comm. on Top. p. 125 (Top. 116 6 26, ro Svvardy Kai advvaroy), illustrates 
this by the contrast of immortality and long life, which will apply as 

1 The comparison of these two topics well illustrates the difference of 
treatment in dialectical and rhetorical reasoning. In the former that which is’ 
generally and theoretically true is put forward: in the latter, looking at this 
same question from the practical side, we see that there are many excepticns, 
and that this cther side is equally capable of being maintained. 
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TO Mev yap avT@, TO 8 ov. Kal Ta év TéAEL TOU 
36 Biovr TéAn yap madXov Ta TOS TH TENEL. Kal Ta 

mpos aAjbeav tav mpos Sdgav. Spos SE TOU mpOs P. 1365 4. 

well to the dwAds and avr@ as to that for which it is immediately in- 
tended: immortality may perhaps be absolutely the best, most desirable 
in itself, but it is out of our reach; for us therefore a long life, which 
may possibly be attained, is better: it is of no use to choose or prefer 
immortality. Another example is supplied by Heraclitus’ dictum, quoted 

in Eth. Nic. X 5, 1176@ 7, that an ass would prefer any rubbish or refuse 

(cvppara) to gold; because it is pleasanter to kim. Comp.1 15. 12, rd 

amos dyaboy aipeirat ovdels, adda TO adT@. 
avr@ (al. avr@) [on p. 146] is the reading of Vict., Buhle, Gaisf., Bekker, 

Spengel, and Bonitz, Arist. Stud. 1 p. 88. It is the equivalent of ruvi in the 
familiar antithesis of general and particular good, as in the passage of the 
Topics above quoted ; comp. I 9. 17 avr, I 15.20, Il 13. 9, TO pev yap 
ouphépor ait dyaboy éort, to S€ Kaddv dmA@s: and as in the repetition of 
the antithesis, I 15.12, it assumes the form of arg, ‘ good to a man’s own 
self’, i.e. each particular individual, it is quite plain that the one form 
can in many cases be substituted for the other. On avrod for adrotd and 
the rest, see Waitz, Org. p. 486, 54 @ 14. Rhet. 1 1. 12, dvayxn 80 avrav 

ntrac6a. Also, Buttm. Excurs. x ad Dem. c. Mid. p. 140, de formis airov 
etavrov. # for xai, which is adopted by Vict. and Gaisf., and suggested 
by Bonitz, l.c., is, as I have above endeavoured to shew, unnecessary. 

To Ouvardy rod ddvvdrov|] Top. 1, 116 426. See Alexander’s example 
in the last note but one. Another occurs in II 2. 2, on anger, 7d pév yap 
TO oleaOar tevkerOar dy eierat, ovdels S€ Tav Hawwopevov dduvdray édierat 
avr@, 6 8 dpyiopevos épierat aitg. We deliberate, with a view to action, 
and that which is ¢0.de preferred of two courses of action, only about 

things which we believe to be possible, and possible to ws; kav pev dduvare 

evrixwow, apioravra...cav d5é duvaroy paivnra eyxeipodoe mpdrrew. Eth. 
Nic. III 5, 1112 3 25. 

This topic is stated as a consequence from the preceding; the possible 
is to be preferred to the impossible, because the attainable good is the 
only good for US, TO pev yap adt@, Td & ov. 
va év réXev Tod Biov] The end in question is not the temporal end, but 
the final cause. The rédog is in itself good, 7. 8,9; 6. 2; the higher or 

. nearer to the end (ra mpds TG réXer) are any of the means employed for 

the attainment of it, the more they approximate in their character to the 
end itself; hence ra év réXeu tov Biov, the means included in, or those 
which subserve, the end of life—happiness, or whatever else the end of 
life may be—are in so far superior, being nearer to that great and final 
end, than other means to other and lower ends. Top. Ir 1, 116 4 23, 7d 

mpos TO Tod Biov Tédos aiperw@repov paAdov 4} Td mpds aAXo TL, oioy TO mpos 
evdapoviay ouvreivoy i} TO mpos ppovnow. 

$36. ra mpds ddndevav raév mpds ddav] the real and the apparent or: 
sham ; rd efvatc and rd Soxeiv, rd dv and rd hawodpevoy ; the solid, genuine, sub- 

stantial reality contrasted with the mere outside show and ‘ appearance’ ; 
or truth as absolute certainty, and Zrosad/e opinion. Top.T 3, 118 4 20, 

P 10—2 
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So€av, 6 AavOdvew péAXwY ovK av EXoLTO. O10 Kai 

TO €U TacyeEW TOU Ev ToLEly SoFELEV av aipeTwTEPCY 

civaty TO pev yap Kav NavOavy aipyoeTa, roeiy F 

37 ev AavOavwv ov Soxet av EX€oOa. Kal boa Eivat Uad- 
Aov 7] SoKxeiv BovAovTaty mpos adyGerav yap padXov. 

kai ef TO pev SC avTo 7d b€ dia Thy Sokav aiperdy (aiperwrepov eottv), olov 
vyiera KadXovs. (THY pev yap vyieav dV adriy aipodpeba Kay pndeis cicerOa 
BedAQ, TO Se Kadros Sia tHv ew” ait@ Sokav' paraov yovv Soxet To Kaddos 
elvat py yvopiCopevov. Alex. Aphrod. ad loc.) Aesch. Sept. c. Th. 592, of 
Amphiaraus the just, od yap Soxeiv Sixatos dA’ eivar Oder. This topic is 3 
No. 3, in Bacon’s Colours of Good and Evil (Works, ed. Ellis and Sped- 

ding, VII 79). It is shewn to fail in the case of virtue ; the virtuous man 

‘ will be virtuous 27 solitudine, and not only zz theatro’. 

dpos S€ tov mpos dokav «.7.rA.] Top. 1. c. b 21, dpos d€ rot mpos ddéav rd 
pndevos ovvedoros py av orovdaca vmapyev. ‘The distinguishing mark or 
characteristic of that which is directed to mere opinion (is found in) any- 

thing that a man would not choose if he were sure that it would not be 

known or recognised by others’. And the same thing is expressed in the 

Topics, ‘anything which a man would not be anxious to possess if no 
one else was to be privy to it’. It is the credit of possessing the thing, 

in the eyes of others, and not the mere possession for its own sake, that 
gives it its value and superiority. Compare with this a yy NavOavee x.7.d. 

§ 40, which gives the other side of the question. 

In the example, the superiority of receiving to conferring a benefit, 
the words ddgevey dv suggest that we need not take this for granted; it can 
be ‘made to appear’ that it is true, but the real truth lies on the other 

side of the question; from a higher point of view, to confer is better 
than to receive a benefit. 

§ 37. doa etvat paddov x.t.A.] The difference between this and the pre- 
ceding topic seems to lie in this. That lays down the general rule, and 

refers to ‘every thing’ that comes under it; and is therefore appealed to, 

mpos addnOevay yap padAov, as the warrant and foundation of this. The 
second is a special variety of the first, ‘what men wish Zo de’, the quali- 

ties, such as virtues, which they desire to possess, or seem to possess. 
Here again the reality is preferable to the mere credit and external 
appearance of the virtue. ‘And, therefore, it is a vulgar and popular 

opinion (gaci, Plat. Rep. 11 358 A; and not merely the doctrine of the 
vulgar, of wodAoi, but maintained also by would-be philosophers, as Thra- 

symachus and Callicles) that justice is a thing of small value (mean and 

contemptible), because the appearance of it is preferable to the reality, 
whereas in the case of health it is the reverse’. Victorius quotes, in exem- 
plification of paci, two iambic lines from Plutarch de Aud. Poet. p. 18 D, 

Tov pev Otxaiov tHv Sdxnow dpruco, ta 8 épya tod wav Spavros EvOa. xepdaveis. 
Eur. Ixion. Fr. 1. Dind. Quoted also in Stobaeus p. 30, 8. -Andther frag- 

ment to the same effect is ascribed by Valckenaer (Diatr. in Fragm. Eur. 
p- 166) to Euripides’ Ixion, 
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AavOavers mpos ddjGeav yap Tele Tav’Ta. 10 TO 
1 476 infra, cum Bekker®, ‘sed melius abest alterum 7d quod pr. A® om. et 

auctore Vahleno Bekker®.’ Spengel. 

§ 38. 1dO mpos moda xpnowudrepov] Top. T 3, 118 4 27, ére dreheo Oar 
mooayas TO aiperov Néyerar Kal Tivey Xapw oiov Tod cuvpdhéporTos 7 Tov KaXod 
i} rod nd€os' TO yap mpos Gravra 7} mpos Ta Trelw xpHolpov aiperdrepov ay 
vmdpxot TOU py dpoias. Wealth and health are supposed to be of the highest 
value because they are serviceable in so many ways; for the support and 
preservation of mere life, and of a virtuous and happy life (for which they 

supply the means), also for pleasure and for good and noble actions. 

§ 39. Kal ro adumorepov Kai TO peO nOdorys] Top. I 2, 117 @ 23, kai 

ravTa peO nOoviis paddov 7 dvev Hdovijs. kal radra per ddumias paddov 7 pera 
vans. The desirability of anything even which is desirable in itself or 
on other grounds, as things useful, is increased by the addition of any 

pleasure that accompanies such things; so the évépyesac are completed 

and perfected by the accompanying 7dovy in each case, Eth. N. X 3, 4, 5. 
And likewise the absence of pain, as compared with its presence, may 

be regarded as a positive good. The topic in the Rhetoric combines the 

two, positive pleasure and negative relief from pain; these together being 
‘more than one’ are superior to either of the two separately. kai is 

therefore ‘together with’; and ware vmapye: x.t.A. Sand so (in the case 

supposed) we have (there are there, dmapyer) the positive pleasure and 
the absence of pain, which may both be regarded as a good’. 

kai dvoiv...rd Sdov moet] A+B is greater than A+, therefore B is 

greater than C. Top.T 5, 119 a 22, éru ex ris mpoobécews, ci rH alta 

mpooriépevoy TO Gov padXov Torei ToLodTO, 7) el TH HTTOv ToLovT@ mpooribE- 
pevov TO Gdov padXov Toei TowodTo, In the second of these two cases, if 
the addition of a quantity to the less of two other quantities makes the 
sum total of the two greater than the sum total arising from the addition 

of another different quantity to the other, we may infer that the former of 
the two added quantities is greater than or preferable to the latter. 4 is 

less than 6; if the addition of 8 to 4 produces a total 12, which is greater 
than the total resulting from the addition of an unknown quantity x, 
to 6, and therefore less than 12, we may infer (by calculation) that x is 
less than 8. 

§ 40. 7 XavOaver] 4G has been omitted, either by the author or a tran- 
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movteiv pavein av peiCov ayabov Tov Soxeiv. Kai p. 8. 
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TO AYATHTOV, Kal TOLS MEV fOVOV TOLS OE MET @ WV. 

scriber. A similar omission occurs in Plat. Phaedr. 275 A, rovvayriov 

elves # Svvara. Similar examples quoted from Plato by Stallbaum (note 

ad loc.) make it probable that the oversight is due to the author. ‘Things 
that do shew themselves, and are conspicuous, have a greater air of 
reality about them than those that do not (that lurk out of sight), and 

may therefore lay claim to the preference’. 
8.6 TO wroureiv Gavein dv peitov ayabov rod Soxeiv] This, the vulgar 

reading, which Victorius found in all his Mss, is no inference or exem- 
plification of the preceding rule, though it is supported by Schrader, who 

however does not explain the connexion. If it be applied to the rule, 

the show or appearance, rd Soxeiv, of wealth is said AavOavew, not to 
be seen; which is absurd. It does follow from the topic in § 37, and may 

possibly have been thence transferred to this place. Some Mss and the 
Greek Scholiast give mAoureiv...cai Soxeiv, but it seems unlikely that 
the two verbs, if the combination of the two was intended, should be 

so widely separated: also cai 7d Soxetv would be required. This was 

corrected by Muretus, ro wAoureiv xat Soxeiv havein Gy peifov dyabdy Tod 
mdouteiv, which seems rather too violent an alteration. Brandis would 

adopt the reading of his anonymous commentator, 60 76 mAovureiv Kat 
Soxeiv davein av peigov dyabiv rod pr Soxeiy (Schneidewin’s Phzlologus 

IV i p. 42), also conjectured by Vater, and confirmed by the Greek 
Schol., who explains it, cai rd mAoureiv Kat GaiverOar petfov Tod mdovureiv 
kat 1) paiveoOat. Another mode of correction had occurred to me, the 
interchange, viz. of rd and rod, rou mAovteiv...td Soxetv. The meaning of 

this would be, that the appearance or outward show of wealth, together 
with the wealth itself which it manifested, might upon this principle be 

made to appear superior to the wealth without the show, because the pos- 
sessor would lose all the credit of it—but this involves perhaps rather 

a non-natural interpretation of mpds adnOerav reive. I am indebted to 
Mr Munro for a suggestion that deserves attention : the substitution of 

To, for rov, Soxew: the alteration is very slight, and gives an excellent 
sense; the value of wealth by this rule may be considered to be augmented 

by the addition of the prominent and conspicuous display of it. Bekker 

and Spengel retain the vulgate. 

§ 41. ro dyamnrov «r.A.] not here ‘to be acquiesced in’, ‘that which 

one may be content with’, (as in Eth. Nic. 1, 1094 4 19) ; nor in the reputed 

Homeric sense of ‘unique’, ‘only!’ but ‘Aighly valued’, ‘dearly prized’ 

1 Of the four places in which dyarnrés occurs in Homer, and is interpreted 
povoyeris, unicus, one, Od. B’ 365, has the addition of podves, which seems to 

shew that there, at any rate, dyamyros cannot mean podvos or povoyer}s; and 

in the others the translation ‘dearly beloved’ is just as suitable and probable. 

It is similarly explained (in the supposed Homeric sense) by many of the 
Interpp. of Matth, iii. 17, Mark i. 11, Luc, iii. 22, and other places where 
Christ is called 6 dyamnrds vlos Oeov. Dr Lightfoot, in Cam. Fourn. of Classical 
and Sacred Philol, Vol. U1. p. 92, No. 7, thinks that from the primary notion of 
dyamdv ‘to welcome’—which is undoubtedly its original and Homeric sense—it ex- 
presses rather the external act than the inward feeling, and should be translated 
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(‘beloved’, something which one is very fond of. Comp. wzicus, as in 

Catullus, Carmen 64,215). Soit is used in Eth. Nic. IX 12 init. domep rois 
€pdat Td pay ayannrorarov. In Pol. II 4,1262 623, the meaning is more 

doubtful, and the sense of ‘unique’ possible. Here it cannot have this 
meaning, because in some cases it is per GAA@y, and it is only by the 
addition of povoy that the ‘great rarity’ which gives it its high value 

becomes the ‘solitary specimen’. Comp. Buttm. ad Zid. p. 567, note 398. 
érepopOadpov| Gaisford refers to a very pertinent passage of Dem. c. 

Timocr. p. 744, in which the orator tells with admirable conciseness a story 
of a one-eyed man of Locri, who under a law framed on the retaliatory 
principle (‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’) was threatened by 

an enemy with the loss of his solitary visual organ. ‘ Vexed at this, and 
thinking life intolerable at the price, he is said to have ventured to pro- 
pose a law, that if any one deprived a one-eyed man of an eye, he should 
lose both his own in return, that the loss of each might be equalized’. This 

is a case of émeixesa, the spirit of the law rectifying the imperfection of the 
letter. Rhet. I 13. 13—19. 

This concludes the treatment of the gezera/ principles and topics from 

which arguments may be derived by the political rhetorician in the deli- 
berative kind of Rhetoric : there remains one special subject under this 
head, which is indispensable to the orator who takes part in public busi- 

ness, and is sketched very briefly in outline in the next chapter, with 
a reference to the Politics for complete details. 

CHAP. VIII. 

§ 1. On the general connexion of this chapter with its context, on the 
two rhetorical uses of the study of Politics, and the various classifications 
of Constitutions by Aristotle in other works, by Plato and Polybius, see 
Introduction, p. 181—3, and Append. A, p. 208. 

‘The subject, which is most important and effectual (is of the highest 

in Homer rather by ‘fondled or caressed’, than ‘beloved’. Fritzsche, on Eth. 

Eud. 111. 6, 1233 4 2, renders rod ayamrnroi, filii unice dilecti. See the references 

in his note. Heinsius, Lxercit. Sacr. it Mare. i. 11 (quoted by Gaisford), 

pronounces very decidedly in favour of this interp. wzicus, unigenitus, praeter 
quem alius non datur ; referring to this passage (which is decisive against him), to 
Homer, and to Hesychius dyamyrév, wovoyerf. Victorius more in accordance with 

facts says, ‘‘carum valet, ut puto, idque significare voluit Catullus cum inquit ‘sz 
guid carius est oculis’ quo uno se aliquis consolatur, in quo omnem spem 
suorum gaudiorum collocatam habet, quo impetrato ac retento contentus vivere 
potest:” which exactly defines it. The use of the Latin w#icus is precisely 
similar. 
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authority, carries most weight, cupiwraroyv) of all in conferring the power 
and cultivating the faculty of persuasion and good counsel, includes the 
exact (analytical §ceheiv) knowledge of all the existing varieties of con- 

stitutions, together with the habits (i.e. the habits and manners which 

they severally engender in those who live under them), institutions, and 
interests (svpdeporra) which respectively belong to them’, Ad constlium 

autem de republica dandum caput est nosse rempublicam; ad dicendum 

vero probabiliter nosse mores civitatis, gui guia crebro mutantur, genus 
guogue orationts est sacpe mutandum. Cic. de Orat. 1 82. 337. 

§ 2. re b€ xvpia x.7.A.] Not only must the public speaker be ac- 
quainted with the manners and customs, institutions, and all that is expe- 

dient to or for the interest of these various forms of government, but also 
with the nature of the governing body (ré xvpiov) in each; it is by the 
declarations or proclamations (admodavoeis) of this supreme authority that 

the law is given to the citizens and their conduct prescribed to them, and 
as these are various under the several constitutions (ra d€ kdpia Senpntrar— 

Avpia é€oriv), So he must be thoroughly acquainted with all the existing 
varieties. 

arogacts|] so the Vulg., retained by Bekker and Spengel : drodavots 
is found in two MSS: amodavots also occurs, with a varia lectio ané- 
cbaors in two MSS, in the sense of ‘a declaration or utterance’ (as here) in 
II 21.2. drogaots is no doubt used in the common language in two different 
senses, (1) ‘denial, contradiction’, as usually in Aristotle, from drodavat, 
and (2) ‘a declaration’, from dodaivew', as in Demosthenes and Poly- 
bius, VI 3. I, rv vmrep Tod péAXovTos anopacw, 9.11; 12.10. But Aristotle 
most expressly distinguishes the two words again and again in the epi 
eppnvelas, as Cc. 1,16 a 1, det O€obar...1¢ €or dwopacis Kal Katapaars (nega- 

tive and affirmative) cai éropavoss (an enunciation) kal Aoyos. c. 5, 17 2 8, 
Aoyos arodavtixds Katapaots, eira anopasts’ Cc. 6, 17 a 25, karapaats O¢ eorw 
amopavais twos dro twos: and in very many other places. Is it possible that 
the author of this treatise could use the one word for the other? On the 

other side it may be said that Aristotle is extremely hasty and careless in 

writing, and that the inconsistency is in this case justified and explained 
by his having for the nonce conformed to the ordinary usage of the lan- 
guage: and the evidence on either side seems so nicely balanced, manu- 
script authority included, that the question cannot be positively deter- 
mined. Buhle is very emphatic on the point, ‘equidem iure meo amé- 
dbavows reposui,’ 

1 As gdots is derived from gaivev, so of course may amégpacis be formed 
from amogpaivev. 
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§ 3. On the classifications of forms of government, see Appendix A, 
Introd. p. 208. On this ordinary, popular, fourfold division, see Pol. vI 
(IV) 7, init. : 

TO pév KUpiov Kal TO Kpivoy x.r.d.] ‘the sovereign power, the highest 
authority’, ro xvpsov; or the ‘power’ which ‘decides’, rd xpivoy, with 
which rests the ultimate decision, to which lies the ultimate appeal—this 
sovereign power ‘is always either a part of one of these four or the whole 
of it’; the ‘ part’ in the three latter cases of the forms named: the ‘whole’ 
in the democratical form alone. 

§ 4. The distinctions of the four forms of government are deter- 
mined, like everything else, by the object or end proposed to itself by 
each of them; this is the dépos, the characteristic mark, or determining 

principle, of each, that which severally ‘characterizes’ them ; and this 
is in each case a special conception of political justice, rd Sixacov. Pol. II 
Q; init. 

Democracy is a form of government that is distinguished from the 
rest, (is characterised), by the distribution of offices amongst the people 
by themselves (S:avépovra, mid.) and dy Jot, each member of the entire 

body of citizens having an equal chance of obtaining them: this is equi- 
valent to saying that the dpes of a democracy, its determining principle, 
that which gives its special character is ‘equality’, iodrns, which is the 

foundation of the éAevOepia (usually assigned as its dpos), and therefore its 
proper réAos. This is laid down in Pol. vi (Iv) 4, 1291 4 30 seq. ‘ Liberty’ 

and ‘equality’ are the catchwords of a democracy. dvo yap éotw ois 4 
Snpoxparia Soxet SpicOa, TS Td mHeiov civar Kiptov Kai TH eAevOepia. 7d per 
vip Sixatov tcov Sdoxei eivat, toov 8 6 te dv 86y TH wANOEL TodT civat KUptoy, 
€devbepov S€ Kai tvov To 6 Tt Gv BovAnrai tis moveiv (Pol. VIII (V) 9, sub fin.). 
Liberty alone is not sufficient in the way of a distinction, (Ib. 1290 6 7 
seq.), though it is commonly assigned as such, Ib. c. 8, 1294 a@ 10, dpioro- 
Kparias pev yap dpos dpery, odvyapxiat Sé mAodros, Sypou 8 édevOepia. An- 

other current épos of democracy is the will of the majority : where that is 
sovereign the state is democratical. Ib. VII (VI) 3, 1318 @ 18, gaol yap of 
Snporcxol rovto Sixatoy Sri Gv 86&y trois rheioow}, But this again rests upon 
the notion of equality, because it implies that as all the citizens are indi- 
vidually equal, and have equal rights, the greater number has the higher 
right, and ¢herefore prevails over the minority. The theory of democracy 

is, that all citizens are equal; not that all men are born equal, because 
all barbarians are zaturadly inferior to Greeks, The use of the ‘lot’, 

1 This however is common to all three, democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy ; 
in all of them alike, ére dv 56&y TG mrelove péper Tov perexdvTwv THs worcrelas, 

To0r éart kiptov. Pol. vi (IV) 8, 1294 @ 13. 
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which leaves the choice of the candidate to chance, is an exemplifica- 

tion of this, because it assumes the equality of the claims of all citizens 

to office. On the different kinds of democracy, see Pol. VI (IV) 4, 1291 

b 14 seq. 
The dpos of oligarchy is mdodros : and therefore property, a census, 

riwnpa (estimated value of property), is necessary as a qualification for 
office, for that which confers authority or sovereignty, év 7 of amo tTipmn- 
parwv (Siavepovrae tras dpxas, they likewise distribute amongst themselves, 
keep to themselves, all offices of state, all the powers of government). Pol. 
VI (IV) 4, 1290 6 1: the different kinds of oligarchy, Ibid. c. 5, the first is 

TO ano Tiysnudrwy. The oligarchical theory of ‘justice’ is therefore ort av 
d0€n TH mAelom ovcia’ Kata TARO0s yap ovaias Gact KpiverOat Seiv, VII (VI) 
8, 1318 a 19. A complete definition of dyyoxparia and dAvyapxia is given, 
VI (IV) 4, 1290 617. In the popular Rhetoric of dé riwnpdrer is the gene- 

ral designation of the privileged class: but in the exacter Politics VI (IV) 
5, two kinds of rezyuara are distinguished which characterise two differ- 
ent kinds of oligarchies ; one in which the property qualification is only 
so high as to exclude the poor, and acquired property procures admis- 
sion into the privileged class: the other in which the qualification is high, 

and the governing class, which is therefore small, fill up themselves the 
vacancies as they occur. Again, d7d tiunparwry is too wide a term, and 

therefore not properly characteristic: it includes sore than oligarchies, 

one form of democracy, To ras apxas do Tipnuatayv eivat, Bpaxéwr dé Tov- 
tov ovrev, Pol. VI (IV) 4, 1291 4 39. Plato has the same phrase to describe 
an oligarchy, 7 amo tiunpdtwv moditeia, Rep. VIII 550 C. Legg. III 698 B, 
moXtrela Kat ek TiyNnaTwy dpxal Terrapwy, of the Solonian constitution. 

The opos of aristocracy is in the Politics dpern and not madeia. The 
two following observations are added in the way of notes to explain the 

apparent discrepancy. ‘Aristocracy is a kind of polity in which education 
is the qualification for a share in the government. By education, I mean 

that which is established by the law of the land : for it is those who have 
lived in constant obedience to the state institutions that bear rule in the 

aristocracy’. The virtue of a citizen is not one and the same;; it varies 
under different forms of government. The system of education must 

therefore be fixed and controlled by the government and conformed to 
its established institutions. This is the ‘education established by the law’ 

of the text. On the absolute necessity of this kind of training in virtue 
under state direction for grown men as well as children, see Eth. N. x 

10, 1179 4 32 seq., and the unfinished treatise on education in Bk. v (vIII) 

of the Politics. “Such men as these must necessarily appear ‘best’, and 

it is from them that this (form of constitution) has derived its name”. 
Since maideia therefore is the necessary preparation for dpern, either of 

them may be represented as the object of the state. Definitions of dpu- 
otoxparia are to be found, Pol. III 7, 1279 a 34, where two explanations of 
the dpioro- in the name are given: either d:a rd rovs dpiorous apyew 

(which is adopted here), or éa ro mpos ro dpiorov tH moAeEL Kal Tois Kot- 
veovovow avtis: C.15, 1286 4 4, rav mreLovay apxnv dyabar & avdpar, Ib. VI 
(Iv) 8, 1294 @ 9, Soxet 8€ dpioroxpatia pev etvat padiora TO Tas TiYmas veveE- 
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povapxia] the sole government of one, includes Baowela xara raéw 
Tivd, a monarchy under certain fixed regulations or conditions, a limited, 

constitutional monarchy, éml pyrois yépaow marpixn Baowdeia, Thuc. I 13, 
and the ‘indefinite’, unrestricted, unlimited tyranny. The distinction 

between the two here rests upon the limitation of the sovereign power or 
the absence of it. Soin Pol. 111 14, 1285 a 27, of peév yap (Bacwd«is) xara 
vopov kai éxdvT@v, oi & axovtwv apxovow, The second of these two distinc- 
tions of the voluntary and involuntary obedience is repeated 1285 6 2 
(BactAeiar) dia pev TO rvpavvixai etvar Seomorixal, dua dé To aiperal Kal Exdvrov 
Baowixai. ‘Usurpation’, as the distinctive difference of tyranny as op- 

posed to monarchy (Eth. N. vii! 12), is insufficient. The government of 
the hereditary monarchs of Persia is ‘ tyrannous’ in respect of the nature 
and mode of exercise of their power, though these and other barbarian 

monarchies are xara vopov kal marprkai, Pol. 111 14, 1285 a 18 and 22, 6 po- 
xOnpos Baoideds TUpavvos yivera, Eth. N. vil 12. Lastly, the tyrant has a 
mercenary ‘ body-guard’, g@vAaxy (this is distinctive of ‘tyranny’; see 
Rhet. I 2.19). The regular constitutional sovereign is protected, if at all, 

by a national guard of citizens, 111 14, 1285 @ 24. But the true distinction 

between them is determined by the exd of the government of each: with 
the one it is his own interest, ro avrod cvppépov: with the other it is the 
interest of the governed, mpds Td xowdv cuphépor, III 7, 1279 a 27—31, VIII 

(V) 10, 1311 @ 2, 9 dé rupavvis...mpos ovdev dmoBréret Kowov, ei pr ths idias 
apedcias xapw. eote dé cxords Tupavvixos Td 75d, BactAdcKds dé Td Kadov. 

§5. The ‘end’ of each form of government may be identified with 
its dpos, because ‘everything being determined by its end’, the end does 

determine (épi¢erac) or characterise the special form which each kind of 

government assumes. These dpor or réAn have already been considered 
in the preceding note. All choice is directed to some end: the end of 
the state, or its governing and guiding principle, must control and givea 

direction to all the choice and the consequent action of its citizens; and 
hence the necessity that the statesman and public speaker should be 
acquainted with it. ‘Plainly therefore it is with a view to the end of 
each form of government that our analysis of its habits, institutions, and 
interests should be conducted, because it is to this that the motives and 
actions of the body of men ‘that we have to address are ultimately 
directed ’. 
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rupavvidos S€ dudaky] dvdAaky is here ‘precaution’, ‘ self-defence’—a 
form of self-interest. 16 idtov cvppépov, characteristic of ‘tyranny ’—and 

hence, as a means to this end, the @vAaky in its other sense, the mer- 
cenary body-guard, becomes a necessity, and distinctive of a tyranny. 
But as a puAaky, in some sense, is equally required by any sole ruler or 

monarch, who is always in danger from the attempts of rivals, or rebels, 

or revolutionists,—the sole ruler has only one life to lose, and hence the 
personal danger ; in governments of many, where the members are nu- 

merous, the attempt to get rid of them all would be difficult or impossible, 

and consequently it is not made—so here Bacula or povapyia is included 
under the general head of rupavvis: so Schrader. Failing to see this, 

some transcriber, whose reading appears in the Greek Scholiast}, had 
inserted the clause Baoweias S€ To evvopws éemiotareiv, Which being wanting 

in all the Mss, and not rendered by the Latin Translators, was deservedly 

rejected by Victorius. Vater, who does not agree with Victorius’ and 

Schrader’s view, thinks that some words descriptive of the réAos of the 
Baoweia have dropt out ; and Spengel, by ‘indicating a lacuna’ (Rhet. 

Gr. Praef. v1), appears to be of the same opinion. 
Upon the whole I think that Brandis’ view of the question is to be pre- 

ferred (Philologus IV i p. 43). It certainly is not likely, though possible, 
that Aristotle would have identified monarchy and tyranny, considering 
the treatment of them which he adopts in the Politics, and that he 

has already subdivided povapyia into Baoweia and rupavvis in § 4. Con- 
sequently, it appears that this division was adhered to in § 5, and some- 

thing to represent the réAos of BaotXeia has been lost. 

§ 6. On this kind of #6@n, one of the three by which an ethical charac- 
ter is conveyed to the speech, and which is employed as an indirect argu- 

ment or means of persuasion, see Introduction on this passage, p. 182, 
and on the 74» in general, p. 110 seq. 

The spirit and tone of the speech, and the expressions employed, 

must be in conformity with the national character of the audience, as 

determined by the end of their special form of government; a demo- 
cratical tone and language must not be adopted in addressing an oli- 
garchical audience, and vice versa. 

' It is Brandis’ ‘Anonymus.’ See his paper in Schneidewin’s PAilologus, 
IV ip. 43. 

sag 
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ravra d¢ AnpOnoerat «.t.d.| These ‘ political characters’, he says, ‘will 

be found by the same means’, by the same kind of observation and study, 
as the other 76n, the individual characters : ‘in both, the characters are 

manifested in the choice or purpose!, which is always directed to the end 

(which we desire to attain)’. As the individual character is shewn by the 

purpose or intention of every act, so the national character of the people, 
as a body, is manifested in ¢hezr choice and purpose, which is directed to 
the general end, aim, and object, or the general pervading principle, of 
the state and its institutions: it is this common view and purpose which 
gives them their zationa/ character ; and to this the speech must conform 

in order to be acceptable. 
§ 7 gives a summary of the contents of the first division of the ana- 

lysis of the three kinds of Rhetoric, the deliberative. ‘We have treated of 

the general objects of the public speaker’s aims and efforts, viz. of what is 

good or expedient in itself, and in relation to something else; and the 

topics from which arguments may be drawn on these subjects (in cc. 4-—7) ; 
and we have further pointed out the channels and modes (8:4 rivwy kat rés) 

by which we may supply ourselves with materials for the treatment of the 
characters and institutions of the various forms of government ; but only 
so far as was (commensurate with) suitable to the present occasion, be- 
cause (yap) exact detail (is not required here, and) is to be found (if 
required) in the Politics’. 

1 70n davepi kata Thy mpoalpecwx. Rhet. 11 21. 16, 7Oos & kyovew of 
Abyor, év ols SjAn 7H mpoalpects. Poet. VI. 24, éore 5€ HOos pev 7d rowoirov 6 
dro? Thy rpoalpecw dmola ris’ didrep ovK Exovow FOos Tav Adywv ev ols pwnd 
Odws Eorw 6 TL mpoapetra 7} pevyer 6 Aéywr. Schrader. 
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peta O€ TaVTA NEYwMEV TEPL apETHS Kal Kaklas cu 

kal kaNov Kal aicxpov' ovToL yap TKoTO! TH ETat- 

voovtt kal Wéyovtt: cuuBynoeTat yap dua Tepi ToU- 
Twv Néyovtas Kakeiva Snrovv EE wy Tool TiWEs VTO- 
AnpeOnadpeba Kata TO 100s, imep hv SevTepa TITTISY EK 

TwV avTa@V yap iuas TE Kal GNAOV aEtoTLTTOV SuVN- 

coueba mroety mpos dpetyy. ret d€ cuuPatver Kal 

CHAP. IX. 

The following passage of Cicero, de Or. 11 84. 342, will serve as a 

commentary on the treatment of ‘good’ and ‘ virtue’ in this chapter and 

c. 6; and also on the distinction of virtues in respect of their wéz/7ty, § 6: 

Perspicuum est igitur alia esse in homine optanda, alia laudanda. 

Genus, forma, vires, opes, divitiae, ceterague quae fortuna dat aut ex- 
trinsecus aut corpori, non habent in se veram laudem, quae deberit virtuti 

uni putatur ; sed tamen quod ipsa virtus in earunt rerum usu ac modera- 

tione maxime cernitur, tractanda in laudationibus etiam haec sunt naturae 

et fortunae bona: [this is illustrated.] Virtus autem, quae per se ipsa 
laudabilis et sine qua nihil laudari potest, famen habet plures partes, 

guarum alia est alia ad laudationem aptior. Sunt enim aliae virtutes 
guae videntur in moribus hominum et guadam comttate ac beneficentia 

posttae, aliae quae tin ingentt aligua facultate aut animt magnitudine et 

robore. Nam clementia, tustitia, benignitas, fides, fortitudo in pericults 

communibus tucunda est auditu in laudationibus, omnes enim hae vir- 

tutes non tam ipsis gui eas habent quam generi hominum fructuosae 
putantur. 

§ 1. The subject of this chapter is the analysis of virtue and vice, the 

noble and disgraceful, moral right and wrong, as the objects of praise and 
blame, and therefore furnishing materials for the epideictic or encomiastic 

branch of Rhetoric, of which praise and blame are the characteristic 
functions. 

We may also derive from this analysis topics of the 76), charac- 

ters or dispositions which serve to give the speech an ethical colour. 
This is to be effected by producing dy ¢he sfeech (artistically, not by any 

evidence of character previously acquired, ‘authority ’) the impression 

upon the audience of our truthfulness and probity ; of our practical wis- 
dom which will enable us to give them useful advice, and finally of our 
goodwill towards themselves ; this being ‘ the second mode of persuading’ 
(fv ‘was said’, cf. c. 2 §§ 3, 4): because the same materials can be em- 
ployed in representing ourselves as well as others as ‘trustworthy in 

respect of virtue’, as men of such a character as can be depended upon. 
§ 2 marks a division of panegyrics, the ordinary subjects of the 

emidecxtixov yevos Of Rhetoric. A panegyric may be written and de- 
livered ‘with or without a serious purpose (omovdn)’; the latter are’ 
burlesques. On these, and the subjects of encomiastic speeches in 
general, see Introd. p. 121—123. In the burlesque kind, anything 
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ov povoy avOpwrov H Ceov ddAa Kal avuxa Kat ToOV 
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3 KaXov Mev OUV E€OTLY O aV ou auTo ALOETOV OV 
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€l O€ TOUTO éoTL TO KaXoV, avaykyn Thy apeTny KaXov 

4€ivar’ dyabov yap ov'émawerov éotw. apeTn 8 éorl 

however mean and trifling, ‘inahimate things, or any insignificant 

animal’, may be made the object of the panegyric. But as the materials, 

the topics which furnish the arguments, are the same in both, we may 

include the burlesque with the serious in our treatment of them in the 
way of examples or illustrations. 

apuxa kal tév Gov (pov 1d Tvxdv] Thus Polycrates, the Sophist, 
wrote in praise of pots, and pebbles, and mice (see note on II 24. 2); and 
others on humble-bees and salt (Isocr. Hel. § 12). As an extant specimen 
of these trifling productions we have the puias éyxépuov of Lucian (cf. 
note on Isocr. Paneg. § 189). s.] 

§ 3. xadov] See note on c. 7,24. Eth. Eudem. VII 15. 3, trav yap 
dyabdy mavrav réXn €oTiv, & aita avTay evexa eotw aiperd. todt@v dé Kaha 

boa 80 aira dvra ravta érawera eat. Tadita-yap éotw ef oy ai Te mpagers 
elolv émawverai cai avta éemaverd, Sixatocivn Kai adty Kal ai mpakes K.T.A. 

It has either a moral aspect (marked by the characteristic émawerdy ; on 
praise and blame, approbation and disapprobation, as characteristic of 
virtue and vice, see Introd. on érawos, Append. B, p. 212, seq.), what is 
right and noble, an end in itself, 6’ avré; or is physical and sensual, what 
is beautiful, in which pleasure always accompanies that which is other- 
wise good. The ugly may be good in the sense of useful, but gives no. 

pleasure. 
Virtue therefore must of necessity be xadov, because it comes under 

the first definition of it, it is good in itself, beneficial to the individual 

and to society, and also has the stamp and seal of general ‘approbation’. 
§ 4. apern| The definition of virtue here given compared with the 

celebrated one of Eth. Nic. I 6, init., and the detailed treatment of the. 
list of virtues and the meagre and incomplete account here given of them, 

contrasted with the elaborate and ingenious analysis of them in the third 
and fourth books of the same work, is a most striking illustration of the 
difference between the point of view and method of treatment in the 
popular Rhetoric and comparatively scientific Ethics. For example, . 
the definition here given coincides in no single point with that of 
the Ethics. It regards virtue solely on the side of its usefulness, probably 

because this feature of it is likely to produce the greatest effect upon 

the popular mind. Instead of a és it is a mere dvvapts, an undeveloped 
faculty or power—this is most expressly denied in Eth, N. II 4,1106 @ 5, 
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Mev Ouvamis, ws OoKei, ToptaTiky ayabav Kal pudaK- 
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TiKy, Kal Ovvamis EvEpyEeTikn TOAAwWY Kal pEeyador, 
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5 Kal TavTwY TEpt TWavTa. peppy O€ apETTS OtKatocurn, 
> , , / v avopia, swhpocvvn, peyadXorperera, peyadovyia, 

> if / , > / 

6 €NevOepioTns, mpaoTns, povnars, copia. avaykn 

—the mpoaipeois, the special moral element is omitted, as is also the 

doctrine of the mean in its application to virtue, and the standard by 
which this relative mean is to be determined. 

Regarded as a Svvauis, virtue is a practical faculty, employed in 

‘providing and securing or keeping good things’—for oneself, ap- 

parently, by the exercise of any dpery, excellence or accomplishment 
bodily or mental—and secondly, ‘a power of conferring benefits, or 

doing services, many and great, in fact a// tn everything (on all occa- 
sions)’. mavrwy tepi mavra is doubtless, as Victorius intimates, a proverbial 

expression, more especially as it is found in a ietter of Cicero to 

Cassius (ad Div. XV 17. 1, sed exfecta mavra mepi mavtwv'). This is the 
moral side of virtue so far as it appears in its usefulness to society. 

§ 5. pépn aperns| Comp. 5 §9. ‘The list of virtues here given differs 
from that in the Nic. Ethics 11 7, and 11 g—IV 15, in the following 

particulars. All the moral virtues from Sccavoovvn to mpadrns inclusive 
appear in the Ethics, dccavocvyn being treated separately in Bk. v, and 
the two intellectual virtues of the speculative and practical parts of the 
intellect, @porvnuts practical wisdom, and godia speculative wisdom or 

philosophy, in Bk. VI. godia is omitted in the detailed explanation of 

the virtues, most likely because it has very little in common with Rhetoric, 
and would be useless to the rhetorician. mpadrns, which in the Ethics is 

ranked, as well as here, amongst the virtues, which are there é£ets, 
here duvapecs, in the second book of the Rhetoric becomes a ra6os, so that 

it belongs to all the three divisions of our moral nature distinguished 
in Eth. Nic. 11 4. The anonymous mean between quArotipia and ddudo- 

tiia is Omitted in our list, as well as the three social virtues of an 

accomplished gentleman, viz. dAnOeva, evrpamedia, and duidia, and also the 
two virtues of the wa6n, viz. aidws and yvéueors. No notice is taken here 

of éyxpareca, the examination of which occupies the earlier part of Bk. 
vil, but this perhaps may be considered as an additional argument 

in favour of ascribing that book to Eudemus, which on all grounds is 

most probable. 
§ 6. The most useful virtues are the highest and greatest, by the 

foregoing definition. Of these, justice and courage, the one most 

serviceable in peace, the other in war, are for this reason most held 
in honour amongst mankind: and in the next degree liberality, because 

it is lavish, and does not enter. into competition with others (avraye- 
vi¢ecOa) for money, which everybody else covets more than anything 
besides. 

1 Cicero has altered the form and the application of the proverb. In the 
text it means ‘all kinds on all occasions’, in Cicero it is ‘all the news about 

everything’. 
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Mwratras, eimep éotiv 1 dpeTn Svvapis evepyeTiKn. 
did TOUTO Tos Sikaious Kai Cvdpeiovs padioTa TiYe- 
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gyios adXows. Elta x EXEvOEpiOTNs* mpolevTaL yap 
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7 MadoTa épievTat aA. €or dé SiuKatoovvn pev 
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Svouos. avopia oe Ov iy mpaxTiKol Eliot THY KaNwV 
§ 7. Justice is the virtue which assigns to every one his due, and 

in this shews obedience to the law. ‘This virtue and the two following, 
which are all specially characterised by ‘obedience to the law’, are 
thereby invested with a folitical and objective character, and dis- 
tinguished from the remainder, which are rather subjective and indi- 
vidual. The end and object of the true statesman is to make the citizens 

good, and this must be effected by training them in obedience to the 
laws of that form of government under which they live; the type of the 
perfect citizen varying under various constitutions. Soxei 5é€ kal 6 Kar 

ddnOevav troditsxos mepi tavrnv (rHv apetiv) padiota wemovnaOa’ Boidera 
yap Tots toXiras dyabods Troveiv Kal THY vopwv Urnkbous. Eth. N. 1 13, sub init. 

@s 6 vopos] SC. A€éyet, KeAevEt, MpooTatre: ; i.e. the law settles the legal 
rights of the citizens of a state, the observance of which is justice. 
Injustice is the cause of unfair distribution, to injustice it is owing that 

men take what does not belong to them, ra dAdorpua, and thus it acts or 
operates in disobedience to the law. Of the three kinds of justice distin- 
guished in Eth. N. VI, this takes in only the first, decaoovyn Siaveynrixn, 

i c. 6; the other two are (1) dvopOwrixy or éravopOariky ‘corrective’ justice, 
which ratifies and corrects wrong, and restores plaintiff and defendant 
to an equality, c. 7; and (2) reciprocal justice, rd dvtimrerovOds the lex 
talionis, the law of retaliation or reciprocity transférred to commercial 
justice, which regulates exchanges and contracts of all kinds, c. 8. 

§ 8. dvdpia] In the chapter on this virtue of ‘gratitude’ in the Nic, 
: Ethics, III 11, avdpeia (as it is there written) is first defined in general 

terms as a virtue residing in a mean state in things that inspire con- 
fidence, or encouragement, or boldness, ra Oappadéa, on the one hand, 
and fear on the other: its sole object and aim in choosing a course of 

action and encountering danger being 16 xadov, the right and noble as 
an ultimate end, because it is so, and for no other reason; which implies 
also the opposite, the spurning of what is base and disgraceful. This 
is the general notion of fortitude, the endurance of pain, labour, danger, 
in the pursuit of an unselfish, honourable, high and noble object, when 
the opposite course would be base, mean, disgraceful’. From this are 

1 Acts of fortitude must likewise be deliberate and voluntary, de? & ov 6¢ 

_ avdryxny dvdpeiov elvat, add’ Se Kadév (1116 J 2)- 

AR, I. II 

hil 
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Epywy év Tois Kivdvvols, Kal Ws 6 vomos KEAEVEL, Kal 
gUmnpeTixol TO vouw' Seiia dE TOUVaVTIoV. awtppo- 

auvn O€ apety Ot jv mpos Tas nOovas Tas TOU TwMa- 

TOS OUTWS ExoUTLW Ws 6 VOMos KEAEVELY akoAaTia OE 
10 Tovvavtiov. éAevOepioTns Se mEpt yxpnmaTa evToLN- 

then distinguished five popular notions of ‘courage’, dvdpeia in a narrower 

sense, none of which can be properly called ‘fortitude’. The first of these 
is political courage, the courage of a citizen, as a member of a state, 
and living under and directed by its laws, described in 1116@ 17—6 2. 

And this seems to be the view of courage which is taken here, the terms 

employed in each corresponding very closely, doxovor yap vmopevey rods 
xwdvuvovs (this restricts the virtue to facing dawger and gives it a 
narrower sense than ‘fortitude’) of wodtra dia ra ex Tov vopwv éemitijwa 
kai ra dveidn cat dua Tas Tipas, a 18. i aidd (it is due to a sense of 

honour) xat da xadov dpekw, tyuns yap, kat pvyjv oveidous, aicxpov dvros, 
a 28. Further, one of the characteristics of this form of dvépeia reappears 

in Eth. Eudem. 111 1. 13, as belonging to political courage, pia pev modi- 
rixn’ avtn & éoriv 7 Ov aidé otoa, and another § 16, dia vopov b€ 7 moduTeKH 
avdpeia. The prominence of the military character of this virtue is 
likewise marked in the description both of the Ethics and Rhetoric by 

Uropevey Tovs Kwvdvvovs in the one, and by pyar év xvddvors § 8, and 7...év 
mrokeum § 6, in the other ; so that it seems that there is sufficient warrant 
for the identification of the two; the duty to the state and obedience 

to its laws being again made the ground of the obligation to practise this 
virtue. 

§9. The third virtue, coppoaivn, temperantia, is likewise represented 
under a political aspect. It is a virtue by which men’s bodily appetites 
are regulated according to the dictates of the laws of the state, ‘are so 

disposed towards bodily pleasures as the law enjoins’. In Eth. Nic. III 

cc. 13, 14, there is no regular definition of it; but we gather from the 
contents of the two chapters that it is a virtue of self-control, which con- 

sists in a mean state with regard to the indulgence in bodily pleasures, 
(pains having less to do with the virtue) ; and in adue measure or estimate 
of the value of them. It is thus a ‘mean’ between dkodagia, ‘excessive 
indulgence in them’, and dvaio6noia, total ‘insensibility’. 11 7,1107 4 4. 

§ 10. é€Aevbepiorns] The principal difference between the views taken 
of the virtues in the Ethics and Rhetoric respectively, is that in the latter 
they are regarded solely on the side of their utility to society—a political 
view—in the Ethics they are confirmed habits or states resulting from a 
due regulation of the elementary wa6n out of which they are formed and 
developed. They are ‘relative means’, peoorntes mpos nuas, mean states 
varying in individuals according to the special character of each, lying at 
a variable distance between two extremes of the wa6n out of which they 

grow, the proper mean in any given case being determined by the 
dpovnors or practical wisdom, the objective standard being the collective 
judgment of those who are specially endowed with this faculty, the dpo- 

vipo. Consequently here ‘liberality’ in expense is represented as a dis- 
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11 TiKN, avedevOepia dé TovvavTiov. peyadovuyia de 
caipeTH MEeyaAwY ToNTIKH EVEpYyETNUaTwWY, puKpoWuxXia 
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12 O€ TOVYAYTILOPV. MevyadoTrpeTrEra € apeTH €V OaTAaVY- 

Maot peyeOous momTiky, piKporvyia dé Kal [LK po- 
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| 13 TPETrEla TAVAVTIA. ppovnots EOTLY apeTH tlavolas, 

position or habit inclined to do good, to make oneself useful in dealing 

with money. 

§ 11. peyadovyxia] ‘high-mindedness’ is represented in the same 
way as the preceding, as a virtue which is ‘ productive of benefits’, shews 
its utility, ‘on a large scale’; to which ‘little-mindedness’, meanness of 
spirit, is the opposite. This is a very different and much narrower view of 

the virtue than that which is conveyed by the description of it in Nic. 
Eth. Iv 7—9, which is summed up in the brief phrase at the end of c. 9, 
1} pev ovdv peyaroWuxia rept Tysny eote peyddnv, and defined c. 7, 1123 4 2, 

Sone? Sé peyadowuyos eivat 6 peyddov avrov d&idv agus dv. The peyadc- 
wWuxos of the Ethics is a man of high aims and lofty spirit, full of scorn 
and contempt for all that is beneath him, men and things, and with 
a pride which is justified by his deserts: pride without merits to support 
it is no longer proper pride, a virtue; but degenerates into vanity yav- 
vorns, an undue sense of one’s own merits. 

puxpouxia S€ rovvayriov] is put in brackets by the recent Edd. as 
a gloss. It certainly seems to be superfluous, as it is repeated in the 
foliowing sentence; and also if it be retained, pixpompérera and pixpowuxia 

. are doth contrasted as opposites with peyadompémeca, which in the latter 
case is certainly incorrect. At the same time if the words are omitted 
the repetition of dpery is quite equally objectionable. 

§ 12. peyadompéreta] ‘magnificence’ in expenditure, is distinguished 
from ‘ liberality’ merely by this, that whereas the one is mepi maoas ras év 

xpnpaot mpa€es (every kind of money transactions), magnificence is mepi 
damaynpas povov, ‘those alone in which a large cost is involved’. Eth. N. 
Iv 4, sub init. It is only to men distinguished either by birth or reputa- 
tion, or anything else that confers distinction, that this virtue is suitable 

—in others it is no virtue at all, 1122 6 30. Plato and his dramatis per- 
sonae sometimes add peyadompéreta to the four cardinal virtues, the classi- 
cation which he usually adopts. Meno 74 A, 88 A. Rep. II 402 C, VI 490 
E, 494 B, VII 536 A, VIII 560 E. It does not, however, exactly cor- 
respond with Aristotle’s interpretation, but has a wider and more 
general signification. See Rep. vi 486 A, where it is applied to the d:dvoa. 

It seems from the definition, (épor, 412 E, d€i@o.s Kata Aoyioporv dpOdbv rdv 
geuvorarov), to be a nearer approach to Aristotle’s peyadowuyia. 

§ 13. gpovnois] appears much in the same character here as in Eth. 
Nic. VI 5—9, where it is analysed at length. It is ‘practical wisdom’ 
which shews itself in the discrimination between good and evil, and par- 
ticularly moral good and evil, in general, Soxet 57) ppovipov eivae ro dvva- 
aba Karas Bovredoacba repi ra ait@ dyaba kai cupdépovra, ov Kara pépos, 
olov moia mpods vyleav h ioydv, adda moia mpds TO ed Chr, 1140 a25. dia 
tovro Ilepixdéa kal rods rovovrous ppovipous oidpeba eivat, ért Ta avrois dyaba 

Tt-—2 
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kal’ yv ev BovrevecOar SivavTat Tepi ayabwv Kai 
KaK@Y TOV EipnuevwY Eis EVSatmoviar. 
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14 Tepl MEV OVV APETHS KAL Kaklas KkaQoXou Kal Tre pt 

THY Mopiwy EipnTat KaTAa TOV EVETTHTA KaIpOV ikavws, 

mept S€ THY aN\AwY OU YadeErroV iEtv? Pavepov yap 
kal ra Trois avOparors Svvavrat Oewpeiv’ eivar 8€ Tovodtovs Hyovpeba Tovs oiko- 
voutkovs kal Tovs Toditikovs, Ib. 114067. dpern ris eorw Kal ov téxn, 6 24. 

dvoiv & dvrow pepoiv ths Wuxijs Tav oyov exovtwy, Bar€pov av ein apetn, TOU 
So€aorixod’ (or rod AoytoTikod, i.e. the dudvoia Or reasoning faculty, the dis- 
cursive reason, as opposed to the vovs, the speculative, intuitive reason, 
the organ of the other intellectual virtue codia): 7 re yap dda rept rd 

evdexopevov GAdos Exetv, kal 7 Ppornors, 6 25. 4 dé Hpovnots mpakrikn, C. 8, 
1141 4 31. tav Kab’ exaora eotw 7 ppornots, a yiverar yvwpipa €& eurrerpias, 
C. 9, 1142 a 14. 

§ 14. rov éveotéra xaipov| ‘the present (zzsfanzf) time’. émoravat, ‘to 

place in’ a position: évioragOa, evornvat, éveotnkévar, éeveorava, ‘to be 
placed, set in, stand in’, a position. Hence (2) (I think) of things ‘stand- 
ing in the way’, and so either (a) close by, ‘present’, ‘instant’, ‘zs¢ans’ 

(tempus, bellum, &c.), ‘impending’, ‘threatening’ ; (for z#stans, ‘present’, 
Quint. V 10. 42, praeteritum, instans, futurum). In grammar, éveotos xpo- 
vos, ‘the present tense’, éveordaa peroy7, ‘the present participle’, zzstans 

tempus (Facc. Lex. s.v.); or (8) ‘to stand in the way’ as an obstacle, 

impediment, or ‘objection’; as the logical évorfva: and évaracis, of an 
objection, or contrary instance, to a supposed conclusion ; and hence also 
‘instance’, something which stands in your way and so possibly attracts 

your attention, or as a generalisation of the logical ‘instance’ or objec- 
tion. See Introd. p. 269, and note. 

mepit d€ tov aGAdwv] ‘The rest are easily discerned’—‘the rest’ are 
what follows, the causes namely and consequences of virtue—‘ anything 
that is productive of, because it tends to or promotes (pds), virtue, or 

that is the effect or result of it (ra am’ dperijs yuvopeva), is estimable, and 

an object of Zrazse (kadov), Such things are (the first) the ‘ signs’, (the 

second) the works of virtue (and ¢herefore praiseworthy)’. The onpeiov 
(Introd. p. 161—163) is the frobable—or, in the case of the rexunprov, 

certain—indication of the existence of the thing which it accompanies ; 

from the ‘signs’ of virtue in a man we infer, with more or less probability, 

its actual existence. Schrader quotes the little tract mepi dperdv xat 

kax.ayv, printed as an appendix to the three Ethical treatises in Bekker’s 
4to ed. Vol. 11 p. 1249. It is an abridgment or epitome of Aristotle’s 
account of the virtues in the third and fourth books of the Ethics, with 
a slight admixture of Platonism and other occasional alterations. éa:- 
vera pev eats Ta KaAd, Wexra b€ ta aloxypa. Kal ToY pev KadOv nyodvra al 
dperai, Tov 8 aicypev ai xaxia. émavera 8 eort kal Ta atria THY dperav Kab 
Ta Tapemopeva Tais dperais (these are the ra mountixa THs adperfs and ‘signs’), 
kal Ta yivopeva am altav kal Ta epya aitay, Wexrd b€ ra évavria, 1249 a 26. 

mept 5€ trav Gddov...ideiv] for the more usual ra adda ideiv. This sub- 
stitution of a preposition with its case for the direct government of the 
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dTt advaykn Ta TE ToMNTKA THs apeThs elvat Kada 

(zpos dpetiv yap) Kal Ta dm dpeTns ywwopeva, 
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15 €7el O€ Ta OnpEia Kal Ta ToLavTa a éoTW ayaloU 

verb, has been noticed by Heindorf in the case of eis, on Plat. Lys. § 16, 

and in that of mepi and audi, on Phaedo § 65, p. 250 C (in which place wept 
KadXous takes the place of the xominative) ; likewise of repi and vmép by 
Bremi on Dem. Olynth. I p. 14. 18 (ap. Schafer Appar. Crit. ad Demosth. 

I 208) ; and a similar use of the Latin, &c. by Heusing, ad Cic. de Off. 1 
15.3. Comp. Epist. ad Div. 11 17. 1; 111 12. 2 (Schafer). But what has 

not been observed of this usage is, that it is almost exclusively character- 
istic of a middle or later period of the Greek language, viz. the fourth 

century B.C. 
The earliest instances I have noted of it are Soph. Oed. Col. 422, 

év d€ por Tédos avdtoiv yevoiro Tiade THs paxns wépt, and Aj. 684, audi 

rovroow €0 axjoe. In Plato it is not uncommon, Phaedo 231 D, Bov- 
AeoOat epi Tivos, Rep. IV 427 A, eidos vouav mwépe kat wodireias (a good 

example), Ib. 436 B, xa?’ €xacrov avrav mparropev, Phaedo 249 C (this use 
of xa &kaorov for the simple accusative is found in various writers ; see 

Stallbaum on Rep. Il. cc.), Ib. VII 533 B, wept wavros AapBaveww, Theaet. 177 B, 

Gorg. 487 A. But in Demosthenes and Aristotle it becomes quite a 
usual mode of expression. In the de Fails. Leg. alone it occurs in §§ 6, 7, . 

64, 167, 239, and probably elsewhere in the same speech. 

From Aristotle, with whom it is still more familiar, I will content 
myself with referring to Rhet. I 15. I, wept trav dréxvov...emdpapeiv, 

Ib. § 27, wept dpxav...dieheiv. I 4.30; 5. 21, rovodrous wept ay (i.e. ovs) 

poBotyra, a good example. 18. 4, repli peyéOous (i.e. wéyeOos) xowdv (€ort), 
Ib. 21, init., in both of which it stands for the nominative, as it does also 

in Pol. vi (Iv) 2,1289 @ 11, and III 3,init. Pol.11 ult. 1 9,1257@5,11 1 init., 
Ib. c. 4, 1262525, mepi rod perapépeer—modAnv exer Tapaxnv. Eth. N. Iv 4 
init., wept weyadompemeias Sued Oeiv, X 1 sub init., 1172 a 26, vrep Trav TotovT@v 
—aperéov eivai, where it stands for the accusative. de Insomniis c. 2, 
459 @ 20, émt rév pepopévav—xiveira, would be more regularly ra pepdpeva. 

§ 15. émet d€ ra onpeia x.r.A.] An exemplification of the preceding rule, 
and application of it to the special virtues. ‘Seeing that the signs of 

virtue, and all such things as are works (results, effects), or affections’ 

(properties, qualities, attributes—on ma@y and its various senses see 
Introd. pp. 113—118 ; on the special sense here, p. 114) ‘of it are cada’, 

the same rule will apply to each special manifestation of it, as dvdpia. 
The wan of virtue are illustrated in the examples by dydpeias, dixaios, 
ddixws: these are rd6n, ‘affections’, of courage, justice, and injustice, in 
the sense of ‘what happens to them’, some change they have undergone, 

consisting in a modification of them in form and signification ; as diKcaiws 
‘justly’, denotes a certain mode of action, viz. just acting. An exception 
occurs to the general application of the rule to the special virtues in the 

case of d:xaocdvn : in this alone, though it is true of the ya, it is not 
true of the way : in other words, in the rest of the virtues the mrdceis are 
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avorotxa, the changes of termination represent true co-ordinates, all being 

terms referable to the same notion or class, viz. that of virtue, as av8pia, 
avdpeios, dvdpeiws: all are equally cada and praiseworthy (see note on 
c. 7. 27); but in the single case of justice this does not universally apply, 
for rd Sixaiws (npoto bat, just (deserved) punishment, is not equally praise- 
worthy with a just act, ro ducalws mparrecv, but the contrary ; since it is 

more disgraceful than an wxjust punishment. (This seems to be a mere 

fallacy of ouwvupia, ambiguity, eguzvogue, Sixaiws not standing in the 
same relation to ¢nurotoda and mparrew: in the one case the ‘justice’ of 

the act lies in the intention of the actor; in the other it belongs not 
to the actor, but to the law and the judge who inflicts the punishment. A 

similar equivocal meaning lies in the word md@os: in the rule and the 
general application of it, it stands for properties or attributes: in the 

special exception it denotes an ‘affection’ in the sense of suffering or 

punishment.) 
§ 16. é€p” bcos ra dOXa Tiysn, kara] The caddy is an end in itself; it is 

independent of all ulterior considerations and aims: therefore any act of 

which honour alone, and not profit (€f” cots Tip) paAXov 7} Xpypara) is the 
prize, 1s kadov : the prize aimed at, or the evd of the exertions and efforts, de- 

termines the character of those efforts or actions, which are therefore fair 
and noble like the end at which they aim. iy is an end of this kind. 

Eth. N. I 4, 1096 4 16, xa@ atra (dyaOa) d€ rota Bein tus dv; 4H (are they 
not?) dca kai povovpeva Sidxerat, oiov TO ppoveiv Kai Spay kai HdSovai tives Kat 

Tipal ; TavTa yap ei kal b¢ GAXo Te Su@kopev, Guws tev Kab’ adra ayabady Bein 
Tis av. C. 3, 1095 6 22, run is the end of the modcrixds Bios, pursued by 
the xapievres kai mpaxrixoi, Vv. 30, djdov ody Kara ye ToUToUS H dpeTh KpeitTav. 
In IV 7—10, rin is represented as the end of the peyadoWuyor and gudo- 
ttpot, the sphere in which these two virtues are exercised. c. 7, 1123 6 18, 

péy.orov O€ rovr’ Gv Ocinuer 6 rois Oeois drrovepoper, Kal ob paddiatr épievrat of 
€v agidpart, kat 76 émt Trois Kaddiorots GOAov. rTovodroy 8 7 Tuy. 

kat doa pi avrov évexa x.r.d.] The general characteristic of all the follow- 
ing topics (to § 19) is disinterestedness ; unselfish acts, of which the object 
is the good of some one else, and not one’s own. Any act of this kind, 
where there is no u/terior end of profit or advantage to oneself, which is 
done therefore for its own sake, and ‘because it is in itself desirable’, 
conforms to the definition, § 3, and is xadév. So the highest and purest 
form of friendship or love is distinguished from the two lower forms, 
those whose end is profit and pleasure. Both of these are selfish ; true 
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friendship is disinterested, of BovAopevor tdyaba trois Pirots éexeivav 
évexa padiora hid, Eth. N. VIII 4 init.; and the true friend is érepos 
avros, IX 9 init. and Ib. 1170 4 6, or Gos adros, c. 4, 1165 a 31, ‘a second 
self’ (not one’s own self) alter ego. And on the other hand, émeripoce 
Tois €avtovs padior dyaréat, Kal ds é€v aicxp@ piravtous droxadovat, Soxei Te 
6 pev aviros éavtod xapw wavta mparrety, kal dow poxOnporepos 7} ToTOUT@ 
padrov’ 6 & émeckis Oud TO KadOv, K.7.A. IX 8, init. And in the Politics, IE 

7, the distinction of the two classes of government, normal and abnormal, 
6pOai and mapexBacers (deviations from the true standard), is determined 

by the ed of each, according as it is rd xowdy or rd idcov cupdpépov: the 
public interest of others, or the private interest of the governors them- 

selves, one or several ; in other words, it is determined by the selfishness 
or disinterestedness of the governing powers of the state. 

§ 17. dca Umép tre—71d avrov| This clause seems certainly out of place 

here, though Schrader defends it as an example of ra dmAds dyaOa. ‘Qui 

enim ut patriam iuvet commoda sua negligit, is bonum sémpliciter prae- 

fert illi quod Zuzc bonum foret’: that is, he prefers general to special or 

particular good, (his own). But this does not account for the re, which if 

the words are retained in the received order is as superfluous as it is inex- 

plicable. The sense would be improved and the particle accounted for 
by transferring the clause so as to follow ra rovadra (§ 17 ad fin.) The 
passage will then run thus: ‘and all absolute (or general, see note on 
amas, c. 2 § 4) goods: and all natural goods (things which are naturally 
good, in themselves, and so good for all) and (therefore, or xai, ‘that is’) 
things which are zo¢ (specially and particularly) good to oneself (avr@), 
appropriated to particular individuals, because such things (things that 

are thus special and particular, and not common to others) carry with 

them the notion of selfishness or self-interest’. Here the clause comes 

in as the first example—‘ anything, namely, which a man does ezther (re) 
for his country, to the neglect of his own interest, or (kai) anything that 
a dead man may have the benefit of, rather than one who is living (such 
as posthumous fame, funeral orations, monuments to his memory) ; be- 
cause such honours paid (or advantages accruing) to a man while he is 
alive, involve or imply more self-interest’, and are therefore less kaha. 

ra amas ayada)| ‘Talia sunt quae absolute, citra respectum ad hunc 
hominem, locum, tempusve bona sunt. Unde r@ dm)és, tl/i guod simpli- 

citer tale dicitur, opponuntur ra avr@ Rhet. I 7. 35, et Ill 13. 4, ra rovros 

III 19. I, ra Twi Top. Il 1 (116 @ 21), ra nyiv Magn. Mor. I I, ra mpos 
@Xnra de Gen. An. VII (sic); ra rH, rod, woré, mpos tt, de Soph, El. c. 5, 
166 4 22.’ Schrader. Add 4 dm\ds 4 éxeivors, Eth. N. 1 11, 1101 5 3. ovde 
6 dmAGs, add’ 6 was, Ib. II 4, 1106 a@ I. 

kal ra TH vce dyaba] Comp. 7. 33, rd adrodves. ‘Sunt profecto lauda- 
tionibus minime incongruentes materiae, genus, parentes, patria, pul- 
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- critudo, ingenii acumen, solertia, docilitas, tenax memoria, ingenita animi 

magnitudo, et quae a natura proveniunt bona alia.’ Schrader. 
ait@ ayaba] ‘good for him’, that is, for this or that individual. See 

note on ¢. 7. 35, ro avro kai amos, and Schrader (quoted above on ra 

amas ayaa). 
§ 19. ra evepyerjuata] ‘any benefits conferred’, because they are 

necessarily conferred on others, and therefore, so far, more praiseworthy 
than acquisitions. These are distinguished from evapayiat mepi @AXous (ante), 

which are ‘any good and noble deeds done in the service of others, and 

not for oneself’, for the same reason as the preceding. Eth. Nic. IV 15, 

1163 @ I, xadov O€ TO €d rocetv pH iva dvtimdbn, apeAipoy S€ Td evepyereioOat. 
§ 20. ra yap aiocypa x.r.A.] ‘for shameful things we are all ashamed of, 

when we say, do, or are intending to do them’. Sappho’s verses, for 
instance, in answer to Alcaeus,—‘ something I would say, but shame pre- 

vents me’—she infers from this that it was something to be ashamed of, 

aioxpov, and replies, ‘Hadst thou yearned after things good or fair, and 

had not thy tongue stirred up mischief to utter it, shame had not possessed 

thine eyes, but thou wouldst have spoken of the thing that is right’. The 

third line in particular of this Alcaic stanza requires correction, and there 

is not much help to be derived from the Aristotelian Mss. In the first, 

Blomfield, Mus. Crit. 1 p. 17, reads iké r és\év: and Hermann (much 

better), £7. Metr. Gr. 111 16, de stroph. min. ixé a’ (‘reached thee’, the 

Homeric {kew), from the reading ixes of one MS. Bergk, Fragm. Lyr. 
Gr. p. 607, follows Ms A‘ in reading #ye and the Aeolic éoAdv. The third 
line, which in the MSS appears as aidas xév oe ovk elyev dupar’, without 
varia lectio, is written by Blomfield, u.s., aidds xev ovxi r° mmar elyev: 

by Hermann, aides xé revs otk elyev Ommar: and by Bergk,"aidds xe o 
ovk ay fxev ommar (surely xe and dy thus repeated in different forms and 
almost immediate juxtaposition is indefensible): none of these seems to 
be satisfactory, but I have nothing better to suggest. [In Bergk’s 2nd 
ed. p. 674 the fragment is printed as follows: ai 8 yes \~odwv ipepov Ff 
kadov, | kat py te Feimny yAdoo’ éxixa xdxov, | aidas Ké_o” ot Kixavev 
Oppar’, | ddd’ edeyes epi ra Sixaiws. S.] 

The fact that the eye is the principal organ of the manifestation of 
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some of the feelings or emotions, as love, shame, fear, is here, as often 
elsewhere, expressed poetically by the phrase that ‘shame has its seat in 

the eye’. Compare the proverb in II 6. 18, rd év dpOadpois civac aida, 
where see note. 

§ 21. kai repli ay ayorndot py hoBovpevor] ‘and things about which we 
are excessively anxious or distress ourselves, without fear’: the acquisition 

of which causes us a violent mental struggle (dy#v), distress, or anxiety, 
‘agony’ in our exertions to attain, or in the fear of losing, it. The addi- 
tion of yu poBovpevos is made here, because fear is the usual concomitant 
of the emotion, and generally included in the notion. Probl. If 31, # dre 
dyovia pdoBos ris €ort mpos dpxnv Epyou (Vict.). dywuay belongs to that class 

of verbs which imply a diseased state or condition of the mind or body ; 
see note on mvevoriay, I 2.18. 

The anxious feeling is usually excited about the kind of good things 
that ‘tend to our reputation’; and this is why they are praiseworthy. 

§ 22. ‘The virtues (excellences) and functions of men and things 
naturally worthier, are nobler and more praiseworthy, as in man than in 
woman ’. 

§ 23. ai dwodavorikai (dperai)| ‘those which contribute to the gratifi- 
cation or enjoyment of others rather than of ourselves, of which justice is 
an instance’. doAavors is not here confined to sensual gratification, its 
proper meaning. In Eth. N. 1 3, Sardanapalus, the type of sensuality, is 
taken as the representative of the Bios doAavorixds: note onI 5.7. Here 
again it is the unselfishness that is laudable. 

§ 24. kal rd rods exOpods Tiywwpeioba paddov] ‘and the heavier venge- 
ance on, punishment of, one’s enemies’ (ua@\Aov may be either to punish 
them in a higher degree, the more the better ; or as contrasted with xaraA- 
AarrecOa, ‘rather than the reverse’), and ‘refusing to be reconciled, come 

to terms, with them’. The reason being, that ‘ retaliatory’ or ‘ reciprocal 
justice’ (note on § 7) requires this, and therefore it is right, and of course 

laudable ; and also because ‘not to be beaten’ (an unyielding resolution) 
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is a sign of a ‘manly character’. Comp. I 6.26 (ayaa) ra rots ex @pois 
kaka, and §29. This was a constant article of the popular morality, and 
is cited as such here: see, for instance, Xen. Mem. IV 2,14 seq. Rhet. ad 

Alex. 1 (2), 13, 14. Again in Aristotle’s Rhet. 115.5, Eur. Ion 1045—7, 

Med. 808, Cic. de Off. 1 7. 2. 
§ 25. ‘Victory and honour are noble and praiseworthy things ; for 

they are desirable though unproductive (see c. 5. 7, note z#/ra § 26), and 

manifest (are signs of) an excess, superiority, higher degree, of virtue’, 
j.e. a higher degree than the virtues which they crown would attain with- 

out them: a man may be good without them; with them he must be 
better. Comp. Eth. N. Iv 8 init. of yap evyeveis a€sodvrar tysns Kai of dvu- 
vaotevovres 7) of mAouTODYTEs’ ev UmEepoxn yap, TO 8 dyab@ vrepéexov wav 
evtiysorepov. Comp. z7fra § 39. 

pynpovevta] ‘things to be, capable of being, or that deserve to be, 
remembered’; as edyuvnpoveura (2x/fra) is ‘easy to be remembered’. pvnuo- 
vevpata, Which Victorius adopts upon the superior authority of MSS, is #o- 

numenta, memorials, elogia, et guae memoriam alicuius ornant. He does 

not seem to have observed, what Bekker, who prefers the former, doubt- 

less did, though he does not say so, that waAdov can be construed with the 
adjective pynpovevra, but hardly, or not so well, with the sudstantive 
pynwovevpara. 

a py favre érera) ‘things that outlast life, that follow a man beyond 
the grave’, as posthumous fame. 

ois tu) dxodovdet] Honour itself, especially as contrasted with profit 

(supra § 16), imparts a praiseworthy character as the prize of action, and is 

itself xadov and a thing to be praised (§ 25, swpra). It must therefore 
convey this in some measure to everything, particularly actions, by which 
it is attended upon or accompanied. 

Ta mepitra] (see note on 6. 28) are cada as well as dyaéa. They are 
thus illustrated by Schrader. ‘ Quae aliis sui generis praestant. Gellius I 

xu P. Crassus Mucianus traditur quingue habuisse rerum bonarum 

maxima et praecipua, quod esset ditissimus, quod nobilissimus, quod 

eloguentisstmus, quod turis consultissimus, guod Pontifex Maximus. 
Velleius (de Pompeio), 11 53, Vir iu cd evectus super guod ascendi non potest. 

Ta povm Urapxovra] ra idia kai & pndeis, 6. 28. The difference between 

the two lies in this, that the topic of 6. 28 denotes positive good, as excel- 
lences, accomplishments, personal or intellectual advantages, which are 

peculiar to a man, and shared by no one else; here they rather refer to 
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peculiar actions, or qualities that can be manifested in action, which are 
more easily remembered, and therefore more the objects of praise, and in 

this sense xa\Xiw: ex mpafewv 6 emawwos, § 32. 
‘In bibliotheca, quae prima in urbe ab Asinio Pollione publicata est, 

unius M. Varronis viventis posita imago est, Plin. vil 30. LZ. Metello 

tribuit populus Romanus quod nunguam ulli alit ab condito aevo ut 

guoties tn senatum tret curru veheretur ad curiam. Plin. ViI 43.’ Schrader. 

I have quoted these instances because from Schrader’s point of view 
they very well illustrate the topic. But I believe they are not exactly 
what Aristotle had in his mind when he wrote the words. These are 

not exactly subjects of ‘ praise’, which the topics of this chapter deal 
with, exclusively or more immediately. ra mepirra and ra pov vmap- 
xovra are to be taken together, the latter being a step higher in degree 
than the former. ra zepirrd are distinguished and exceptional (as 

Schrader puts it) excellences, qualities, achievements. rd pov trapxovra 

are a step beyond, ‘unique’. 
§ 26. xrjpara Gxapra] note on 5. 7, gore S€ xpyoua paddov. A pleasure- 

garden on this principle is a finer thing and more deserving of approba- 
tion than a market-garden from which you make a profit. The reason 
here given for this preference is different to that assigned in Eth. N. Iv 9 

(quoted in the note referred to). There it is accounted for by the self- 
sufficiency or independence (avrdpxera) that it implies; here by its being 

more in accordance with the gentleman's character, in contrast with the 
vulgarity of trade and money-making. 

Ta map éxdorots tSva] These are special pursuits, modes of action, man~ 
ners, and customs cultivated in particular countries, ‘national’ and ‘pecu- 
liar to them’. In England, for instance, special skill in cricket and other 

athletic exercises gains a man applause; in Greece, running, boxing, 
wrestling, chariot-racing, are the great games. In Europe a man is 
applauded for his skill in dancing, which the Chinese utterly contemn, 
and regard as a useless waste of labour. Quint. Inst. Or. II 7.24, Minus 
Lacedaemone studia literarum quam Athenis honoris merebuntur; plus 

patientia, fortitudo. : 
doa onpeia €or Tv map’ ExaoTots érawoupéever] ‘all signs, or distinctive 

marks, of habits (characters, actions), that are approved in particular 

countries, as the habit of wearing long hair in Lacedaemon. This is 
a ‘sign’ of a gentleman, a character very much approved in that country. 

It is a sign of this, because with long hair it is difficult to perform any 
menial task!, and therefore the wearing it shews that menial occupations 
are alien from that character. Gaisford quotes, Xenoph. de Rep. Lac. XI 3, 

epijxe 8€ (Lycurgus sc.) kal kopay rois vmép Thy HBntixjy prixiav, vopifov 
ovT@ Kali peifous dv Kal éXevOepiwrepous Kal yopyorépous paiverOa. [Aristoph. 

Aves, 1282, éAakwvopdvouy Gravres GvOp@mor Tore, EkOpwV K.T.A. S.] 

1 gt yap oldv 7 émirndeioa rad ris dperqs fdvra Blov Bdvavooy n Onrixdr, 
Pol. Tit 5, 12784 20. 
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Onrixov] Ores, Onrevev, denote hired service in agriculture, but not 
slavery, the js is no dovAos. In this sense both words are used by 
Homer. The 6yres formed the fourth and lowest class under the Solonian 

constitution. At Athens, in Aristotle’s time, the @jres, ro Onrixov (tAHO0s), 
still denotes the class of paid agricultural labourers, as an order of the 

state or population ; and is expressly distinguished from the Bavavoos 
or rexvirat, artisans and petty manufacturers, who are still Azved dabourers, 
but work at mechanical employments, and in towns, forming with the 

others the lowest order of the population of the state. In Pol. I11 5, 

Bavavoos and 6ys are several times thus distinguished. It is there said 
that in some constitutions (such as monarchies and aristocracies) neither 

of these classes is admitted into the governing body ; in oligarchies the 

Ons cannot, the Bavavoos can, be a citizen. In the account given, VI (IV) 

4, 1291 4 14 seq., of the various kinds of population which form the bases 

of so many different varieties of democracy, we have in line 25 the term 
xepyntexoy, of precisely the same import, substituted for Oyti«ov : the other 
had been already mentioned. In Pol. VII (VI) 4, 1319 @ 27, three classes 

of these lower orders are distinguished, ro mAjOos ro Te Tov Bavatvowrv 
(artisans) kat TO Tov adyopaiwy avOpemreyv (small tradesmen or retailers, 

buyers and sellers in the market, V1 (IV) 4, 5291 @ 4, A€éyw S€ dyopaiov ro 

mept Tas mMpacets Kal Tas @vas Kal Tas eurropias kal Kamndelas SvatpiBov), Kat TO 
Onrixov. Of all these it is said just before, 6 yap Bios haidos, Kat ovbev 
épyov per dperns. Ontixkoy metaph.=dovdcxoy, ‘servile, menial’, occurs 
again Eth. Nic. Iv 8, 1125 1. 

§ 27. pndepiav épyaterOa Bavavooy réxynv] This again applies to Lace- 

daemon: Gaisford quotes Aelian, V. H. VI 6, Bavavaov b¢ eidévar réxynv avdpa 
Aaxedaiponov ovx e€&nv. Xen. Oecon. IV 2, cal yap al ye Bavavotkai Kadov- 

pevat kai ewippytoi elot Kal eixotws pévtor mavy ddokotvrat mpos Tay mOAEwV 
(add VI 5). 

Bavavoov] Of the various kinds of population of a state, enumerated 
in Pol. VI (1V) 4, the first is the wepi rv tpopiy mAnOos, TO yewpytxov: the 
second, ro Bavavoov’ gar. 5€ TovTO TO TeEpt Tas Téxvas wy avev TOALW advvaToV 
olkeio Oat’ rovTwy b€ Tay Texvav Tas pev e& avayxns Vrapxew Sei, ras € els Tpv- 
pny 7 kada@s Cyv,1291 a1. So that here the fine arts, as well as the necessary, 

indispensable, or mechanical arts, are all included in the class Bavavoou. 
See on this subject Thirlwall, 7st. Gr. (Cab. Cycl. 2nd. ed.) c. 18, Vol. I11 
p. 64, note. Pol. v (vi1I) 2, 1337 4 8 seq., Bavavaov 8 épyov eivar det rovro 

vopitew Kal Téxvnv TavTny Kai pabnow, Soa mpos Tas xpnoes Kal Tas mpagers 
ras Ths apetns Axpnorov drepyaovra To capa Ta edevOepav 7H THY Wuxny 7 
rnv diavoiav, 10 ras Te ToLavTas Téxvas doar TO THpa TapacKevafovar xEipov 
diaxeioOac Bavavcous Kadotper, kai tas puaOapyixas epyacias’ aoxodov yap 
movovat Thy Sudvotay kai Tarewy. 1 11,1258 4 37, (rev épyaotav) Bavavcorara 
év als Ta gwpata AwBdvrat padiora. Eth. Eudem. 1 4, 1215 @ 30, Aéyw be 
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Uj ~ \ ‘ , ~ e , aXXNov Gv. Anwréov Se Kal Ta TuUvEyyuS Tots UTap- 

Bavavoous (réxyvas) tas éSpatas Kai pioOapyixas (arts sedentary and mer- 
cenary). The é8paias in this last passage explains the dodily degradation 
and injury of the preceding. Comp. Plato, Rep. VII 522 B, IX 590 B, 
Phileb. 55 Cc, Theaet. 176 (Heind. note § 85), (Legg. VIII 4, 846 D No 

native must learn or practise any handicraft. One art is enough for any 
man ; and the natives or citizens must occupy themselves exclusively in 

statecraft or public duties). Arts are inferior in dignity in proportion to 
their necessity or utility, Arist. Metaph. Ar. Cic. de Off. I 42. 5. 

€Xevbépov...7d pi) mpos AdAXov CHv] ‘to live with reference to, dependent 
upon, at the beck and call of, another’. Independence, avrdpkxeva, is 
a characteristic of the édevGepos, the ‘free and independent’ citizen. Ari- 

stotle is writing at Athens, and for Athenians. So it is said of the peya- 
ASWuvxos, Eth. N. rv 8, 1124 4 32, kai mpos Grow pr Sivacba Chv adX fj mpos 
irov SovAkoy yap. Metaph. A 2, 982 4 25, (Vict.) of 7 mparn pirocopia, 
dproyv ds 80 ovdepiav adtiv Cnrotpev xpeiav Etépav, GAN womep avOpwros, 
paper, édedOepos 6 adrod evexa kai py GAXov Ov, ovT@ Kai avtn povn edevbEepa 
ovoa Tay emiotnyay' porn yap atti avths évexev eat. Victorius also quotes, 
in illustration of mpés addov Gv, Dem. (fro Ctesiphonte, as he calls it) de 
F. Leg. p. 411, rots dé mpos duas (dot kal tis map’ vay Tiphs yAtyouevors. 

The import of the phrase is, to look to another in all that you say and do, 

to direct your life and conduct by the will and pleasure of another; in the 
relation (mpos) of servant or dependent to master. 

It is to be observed that the reason here assigned for avoiding all 
mechanical occupations as disreputable, viz. that it destroys a man’s 

independence, so that he cannot subsist without looking to others, places 
the objection to it upon a different ground to that assigned in the Politics 
(quoted in the last note), where it is that they disqualify a man for doing 
his duty to the state. 

§ 28. Anmréov dé x.r.A.] ‘and we may assume (or represent, substitute one 
for the other, on occasion) things (qualities, and the terms expressing them) 

that are very nearly related to the identical, both in commendation and 
censure, as that the cautious is cold and designing, the simple (simpleton) 
worthy and amiable, and the insensible mild and calm’. This lays down 
the general rule, of which the next topic is a special variety, droxopiopos. 

Quint. Inst. Orat. 111 7. 25. Jdem praecipit (Aristotle in this place) 
illud quoque, guia sit gquaedam virtutibus ac witiis vicinttas, utendum 
proxima derivatione verborum ut pro temerario fortem, pro prodigo 
liberalem, pro avaro parcum vocemus: quae eadem etiam contra valent. 
Quod quidem orator, id est vir bonus, nunguam factet, nist forte communi 

utilitate ducatur. To the same effect, Cic. Orat. Part xxuI 81 (Schrader). 
[Liv. xx 12, (Fabium) fro cunctatore segnem, pro cauto timidum, 

. affingens vicina virtutibus vitia, compellabat. S.] 
xpnoros for #didsos is one of those ironical euphemisms which Plato 

is so fond of employing ; as also are yAukvs, ydvs, and ev7Oys, this last 
belonging also to the common language. yAv«is, Hipp. Maj. 288 B; dus, 
in several places, Theaet. 209 E, Gorg. 491 E, Rep. I 337 D, VII §27 D, and 

elsewhere; Lat. suavis, lepidus. xpynoros, Phaedr. 264 B, Theaet. 161 A, 

166 A, Rep. v 479 A, &c. Ruhnken ad Tim. p. 131. [On evj@ea, cf. note 

on Isocr. Paneg. § 169, and Rep. 400 E, quoted zz/ra, p. 175. S-] 
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kat Tov avOadn peyadorpery Kal GEmvOV. Kal TOUS P. 13678 

§ 29. Kal exagrov x.r.d.] “and in every case from the accompanying, 

attendant, qualities (the qualities that come #er/, but always on the higher 
and better side ; on dxoAovOeiv and its various senses, see note on c. 6, 3) 
derive (ex) a term or expression always in the best direction (with the 
most favourable tendency, zvterpretatio in melius, putting the most favour- 

able construction on the actual facts of the case); call, for instance, the 
irascible and insane, ‘simple and straightforward’, and self-will (head- 

strong, stubborn, obstinate temper; av@adns, one who fleases himself, 

av6-adns, ‘ self-pleaser’, and w7// have his own way), ‘magnificence’, or 
proper pride, and a due sense of dignity (veuvov)”}. 

On épyidos Victorius compares Hor. Sat. 1 3.51, atest truculentior atgue 

plus aequo liber: simplex fortisque habeatur, with Cic. de Legg. I 7, 

solent enim, id quod virorum bonorum est, admodum trasct, and there- 

fore an angry temper may be attributed to a virtuous disposition. 
pavkos represents an excitable, violent, furious temper, which some- 

times almost assumes the appearance of raving madness. In Plato it is 
applied to Chaerephon, Socrates’ intimate (in the Charmides, init.), and 
to Apollodorus, Symp. 173 D, where it expresses a very impetuous, ex- 
citable temperament, inclined to extravagant and violent manifestations 

in feeling and utterance ; which is illustrated by the conduct ascribed to 

him at Socrates’ death, Phaedo 117 D. 
On amdois, as expressive of character, see note I 2. 4, 

avOadns. In Eth. Eud. 11 3, 1221 @ 8, III 7, 1233 4 34, wepvorns, proper 
pride, the due measure of personal dignity in one’s bearing and behaviour 

to others, mpos érepov (jv, is a mean between the two extremes, dpeoxela 
the defect (over-complacency and obsequiousness),and avOadera the excess 
(undue contemptuousness xaradpovnors, and disregard of their feelings and 

wishes). In the Magn. Mor. I 29, it is likewise the excess of wepvorns, as 

dpeokeia is the defect. It is exercised mepi ras évrevéers, in the ordinary 

1 It seems to me nearly certain that weyadorper7 is a mistake, either of the 

author himself or one of his transcribers, for ueyadkoyuxov. The two have already 
been distinguished 7x this very chapter, §§ 11, 12, and peyaXorpérea, when it 75 

distinguished from the other as by Aristotle, and not made to include it as by 
Plato (see the note on § 12), is altogether unsuitable to express the character of 
the av@dins, being confined as it is to liberality in bestowing money on a large 
scale: whereas the virtue of weyadoyvyxla is precisely what av@ddea might be 
represented to be by the figure vaoxopiouds, by bestowing on it a ‘ flattering’ 
designation. I refer for the proof of this to the Nic. Eth. Iv 7.8: it will be 
found that ceuvdrns, another false interpretation which is here put upon avéddea, 

is also characteristic of the weyadéyuxos. Plato points out the true vroKopiopds 

in the case of peyadorpérea, Rep. VI 560E, vroxopi{dpuevol...dcwrlay b¢ peya- 

Aompérecav. 
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intercourse of society, and manifests itself in the character ofos pnOevi 
evtvxeiv nde Scadeyhva, in a wilful and stubborn reserve which repels all 
social converse. - The character is represented in the name itself ; which 

is avro-adns, ‘self-pleasing’. So that when we give the name of peyadowuxos 
and aepvos to one who is really avéddns, we are substituting a virtue for 

a vice, a mean state for an excess. avOadera is one of Theophrastus’ 
* Characters’ defined by him as amnveva épidias, ‘social brutality’. 

The special form of this misapplication of names in praise and cen- 

sure is called dmoxopicpos, when it takes the favourable side, and inter- 
pretatur in melius. On this figure, the name of which is derived from 

the endearing terms used by nurses to children (apos xopny 7) Kopov déyeuv 

droopixpovrta, Tim. Lex., lisping in imitation of them), compare Aesch. c. 
Timarch. p. 17§ 126, ravrnv é& droxopioparos tir6is éra@vupiay €yo, Theophr. 
mept andias: troxopitecOa ronnie (Ast ad loc.), or by lovers, Plat. Rep. 
V 474 E, f €pacrod droxopiCopévov, Arist. Plut. 1012, ynrrapiov av kai harriov 
drexopitero (whence it stands for a ‘diminutive’, Rhet. 111 2.15); hence it is 
transferred to flattering or endearing expressions in general, and especially 

such as, in describing the moral character of anything, substitute some 
nearly associated virtue for a vice; to palliate, extenuate, gloss over. 

Examples occur in Plat. Rep. VIII 560 E (already referred to), III 400 E, 

dvovay vrroxopiCopevot Kadovpev os evnbecav. Alexis, Tarantini Fr.3, Meineke, 
Fragm. Comm. Ill 484, dp’ ovx oio® Grit ro Kadovpevov CGv TodTo dia- 
TpiBns xapw ovo éoriv vmoxdpicpa ths avOpwmivns poipas: Ovid, Ar. 
Am. II 657, xominibus mollire licet mala, followed by a long string of 
examples. Lucr. Iv 1154 seq. Horat. Sat. I 3. 44—54. Thucydides, 

111 82, in a well-known passage, mentions this perversion of moral terms 
amongst the signs of demoralization prevalent in Greece at the period of 
the Corcyrean sedition, kcal ri ciwbviay dgidow trév dvoparwv és ra %pya 
avrn\Aakav 7H Sixatdoes x.r.A. See Ruhnken, ad Tim. p. 266, 6; Ernesti, Zex. 
Techn. Gr. s. v.; Shilleto, ad Dem. de F. L. § 293; Stallbaum, Plat. Rep. 
VI l.c.—Quintilian calls it derivatio verborum in the passage above quoted; 
and V 13.25, describes it, s¢ acrz et vehementi fuerit usus oratione, eandem 

rem nostris verbis mitioribus proferre; which he then illustrates from 

Cicero’s speeches. The opposite practice is described II 12. 4, est Prae- 
terea quaedam virtutum vitiorumque vicinia, gua maledicus pro libero, 

temerarius pro forti, effusus pro copioso accipitur. [Farrar’s Chapters on 
Language, p. 281 sqq. S.] 

kal Tous év rais vmrepBondais x.r.r.] The only difference between this and 
the preceding form of dmoxopiopos is, that this is a special variety of the 
other, which substitutes the mean for the excess, but still according to the 
favourable interpretation of it. Opacirns is the tmrepBody of dvdpeia, Eth. 
N. II 7, 1107 4 3,8, 1108 6 20, 1109 a3, and deeria, prodigality, the spend- 
thrift’s habit, c. 7, 1107 4 10, c. 8, 1108 4 24. 

mapadoy.orikov éx rhs airias] ‘liable to lead to a false inference’, Rhet. 
Il 24. 4,‘ sudberit fallacia manans ex causa’, Portus. ‘The mis-reasoning 
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(mapaXoytortxov), or false reasoning, proceeding from the cause’, is the iden- 
tification of two different causes which must necessarily produce dissimilar 

effects or actions ; these latter are confounded by the fallacy, and ascribed 

to the same cause. The cause of an action is the mpoaipeots, the voluntary 

and deliberate purpose of it ; otherwise represented as the ‘ motive’ (the 
efficient cause). Nowthis cause or motive is different in the case of an act 
of wanton rashness, where there is no necessity (obligation) to incur the 
danger (od pr dvayxn xvduveurixos), and of an act of virtue, ¢rwe courage, 
which as a noble end, ré xadov, in view: they are prompted by different 

motives, one belonging to the class ‘bad’, the other that of the ‘ good’. 
This identification of the causes of the two actions leads to the ‘false infer- 

ence’, that as the same cause produces the same effect, and the cause of 

both actions is the same, the effects are likewise the same, and both of 
them are acts of virtue. And then the further inference is drawn, that x 
whatever a man will do from a less powerful motive, he will do @ fortiori 
from one which is higher and more prevailing: the higher the motive or 3 

cause, the more powerful the impulse or effect. Similarly it is zzferred 
that if a man is lavish to everybody, this must include his friends ; by 

the rule, ommne maius continet in se minus. 

UrepBodn aperys] Cic. Tusc. Q. V 26.105, exsuperantia virtutis. vmep- 
Born and vmepoyn are frequently employed to express an excess above 

a given standard, average, or mean; the general conception of ‘excess’, 

of mere ‘superiority’; without the additional notion of a ‘vicious’ excess, 
a depravation or deviation from a ¢rvve standard, which usually accom- 

panies the word, and more especially in Aristotle’s theory of virtue, where 

it stands for a class of moral vzces. ‘Non significat hic #émium sed prae- 

stantia.’ Victorius. With the notion here expressed, comp. Eth. N. II 2, 

sub fin. 1105 a 9, mepi d€ rd yadem@repov det Kal Téxvn yiverat Kai dpetyn’ Kal 
yap ro ed Bedriov ev rovr@. The average standard of excellence is surpassed, 

‘good becomes better’, in proportion to the degree of difficulty surmounted 

in accomplishing any task. Pol. IV (VII) 1, 1323 4 3, «exoopnpeévos eis 
urepBodyy, lines 8 and 14, xara thy Umepoxny, C. 4, 1326 a 21, Ib. 4 12, rhs 

UmepBorjs Spos, 6 24. Pol. VI (IV) 12, 1296 4 19, wrogoy dé (by ‘quantity’ I 

mean) ryv rod mAnOous vmepoxnv. This sense of the word is also common 

in Demosthenes, as de Cor. 291. 24, éyd d€ rooavrny imepBodrHy moodpat, 
and the same phrase de F. L. p. 447.25. c. Mid. 519. 24, €ore d€ vepBody 

TOv peTa TadTa. vrepBorr cuKodavrias, Kakias, dwpedy, dvaidelas, @uornros, 
UBpews, &c., in all which vmepBory denotes not she vice, but merely the 
‘measure’ of it. 

§ 30. oxoreiv 5€ kai map’ ols 6 érawos] Compare III 14.11. The same 
illustration of the topic, from Plato’s Menexenus, is there repeated, with 

the addition of €v r@ émradiw, ‘in the funeral oration’, meaning the 
Platonic dialogue. Socrates, Plato’s principal character, or hero, or 
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spokesman, is here taken more Aristotelio as a substitute for Plato him- 
self, whose opinions and sentiments he is supposed exactly to represent}. 

The passage of the Menex. 235 D runs thus, eZ peév yap dSé€or "AOnvaious év 

TleAorovynciows ed déyew 7) eAomovvnaious ev AOnvaiots, dyabod Gv pyropos 
déor Tod meicovros kal evdoxipyoovros’ Grav O€ tis év TovTois dywvitnrat 
ovomep kal ematvei ovdév’péeya Soxet ed Every. 

On this passage, Quintilian, Inst, Or. 111 7. 23, Zuteresse tamen Ari- 
Stoteles putat ubi guidgue landetur aut vituperetur. Nam plurimum 

refert gui sint audientium mores, quae publice recepta persuasio: ut illa 
maxime quae probant esse in eo gui laudabitur credant, aut in eo contra 

guem dicemus ea quae oderunt. Ita non dubium erit iudicium quod 
orationem praecesserit. 

TO tap’ €xaorots Tivsoy «.t.A.] These are appeals to national and class 
prejudices and preferences. We should attribute to the object of our 

encomium the possession of any gift, quality, accomplishment which 
happens to be esteemed by the particular audience that we are address- 
ing; as in a company of Scythians it would be advisable to address our- 

selves to their national habits and modes of thinking, and to praise our 

hero for his skill in hunting or strength or bravery; at Sparta for patience 

and fortitude (Quint. u.s.); at Athens for literary accomplishments. 
‘And in a word, (or, as a general rule), to refer (in praising any one 

before an audience of this kind) what ¢hey highly value to the xaddv, since 
they appear to border closely upon one another’. ‘To refer ripsa to rd 
kadov’, is to invest them with a mora/ character, rd xaddv being the moral 

end, the right, the end of action. This is as much as to say that these 
things, which are so precious in their eyes, are not only valuable, but 

right in themselves, and therefore they do well to hold them in high 
esteem. 

§ 31. dca xara Td mpoojKoy x.7.r.] ‘all that seems naturally to belong 
to a man in virtue of his birth or antecedents’, qualities, actions, achieve- 

ments; ‘such things as were Zo be expevied from him’. 

1 Bp. Fitzgerald (ap. Grant, ad Eth. N. v1 13. 3) remarks, on Eth. N. 111 
8. 6, that Aristotle in referring to Socrates prefixes the article when he speaks 
of him as Plato’s interlocutor and representative, and omits it when he has the 
real historical Socrates in his mind. This is no doubt the general (Grant says, 

invariable), rule; but I have noted one exception in Pol. v (VIII) 7, 1342 6 23, 

where we find Zwxpdre. without the article in a reference to Plato’s Republic, 
lI 398E. The rule is extended to other Platonic characters borrowed from 
history, as rév’Apioropdyyy (the Aristophanes of the Symposium), Pol. 11 4,1262 411, 

and 6 Tiwatos (Plato’s Timzeus, not the real personage), de Anima A 3, 4064 25. 

AR. IL 12 
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mpovmnpypevov] ‘res antea virtute alicuius studioque possessas, laudes 4 
quas sibi quispiam labore suo comparaverit.’ Victorius. ‘his own pre- : 
vious acquisitions or possessions’; such asa stock of previous good, noble, 

great deeds, with which his new achievement, now the object of the 

encomium, is in accordance; as it ought to be. It is praiseworthy 
because it is the addition of a new honour, which, since honour itself is 

kadov, must also have a tendency to happiness (evSapovexov) and be right 

itself, and all that is right is praiseworthy. 
But not only conformity with a man’s antecedents may be adduced in 

praise of an action, but also the opposite, ‘if he surpass them, namely, 
and improve upon’ his own early condition and actions, or those of his 

ancestors, not acting zz accordance with the past and what he was born 
to, but contrary fo it, i.e. beyond it. 

katadaxtikw@tepos| This does not necessarily contradict the topic of 
§ 24; the irreconcilable temper there is only to be fostered against 

enemies, here it probably refers exclusively to friends: or if not, in 

Rhetoric either side may be taken as a subject of commendation, each 
suitable to a different kind or disposition of audience. 

TO Tov "Idixpdtovs—ro Tov oAvumuovixov] Both of them already quoted, 
19732) 02.¥: 

To Tov Stuwvidov] The epigram is given at length by Thucydides VI 59. 

Bergk, Fragm. Lyr.Gr. Simon. Fr. 115, p. 781 [p. 906, 2nd ed.]}.’Avdpos dpic- 
revoavtos ev ‘Ed\adi trav ed Eavrod | ‘Immiov ’Apxedixny noe Kéxevbe Kovs. |*H 

matpos Te kat avdpos ddeApav 7 ovaa tupavvar | Iaidwv 7 ovK 7p6n voor és 
adracOaXinv. 

§ 32. €k rav mpaewy 6 €ravos] ‘praise is derived from actions’, i.e. it 

is only (moral) actions that can furnish topics of émaivos, in its proper 

application. Praise and blame, moral approbation and disapprobation 

(Butler), are the tests of virtue and vice. 6 pév yap €mawos rijs dperis, 
Eth. N. I 12, 1101 6 32, 

See on this subject, and upon what follows, the distinction of ératvos, 
éyxapiov, and evdarpoucpos and paxapiopos, Introd. App. B to c.g §§ 33, 34, 
p- 212 seq. 
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/ \ , erovdaiov TO KaTa Mpoaiperw, mMEeipaTeov Serkvvat 

/ \ TWpaTTOVvTa KaTa Mpoalperiv, ypnopwov Se TO TOA- 
¥ 

Aakis paiverOar werpaxora. 0 Kal Ta cUpTTw- 
tSvov Tod cmovdaiov Td Kata mpoaipeaw] On mpoaipeats, see note, c. 6. 26, 

The mpoaipeocs, the deliberate moral purpose, is the distinctive character- 
istic of moral action. ‘Acting in accordance’ with this is consequently 

said to be ‘peculiar to’, the froprium, characteristic of ‘the man of 
worth’, or good man. In ‘praising’ any one, therefore, praise being, 

strictly speaking, confined to moral action, ‘we must endeavour to shew 

that his actions are directed by a deliberate moral purpose’. 
gaiverba| ‘that he should de shewn to have’... ‘that it should be 

made clear that he has’... Note on I 7.31, p. 141. 
86 kal Ta oupnTepara x.t-A.]| To establish a character for virtue in the 

object of your praise it is desirable to shew that his virtuous acts have 

been often repeated; and ¢herefore, for the same purpose, to make an 
apparent addition to this number, we should assume as acts done with 

a moral purpose, os év mpouipéoet, any ‘accidental coincidences’ and 
‘pieces of luck’ (which may have happened to him); ‘for if a number of 

them can be brought forward ‘resembling’ the virtue or excellence that 
you wish to praise in him, they will be taken for ‘a sign’ of it and of the 

moral purpose or intention’ (which constitutes virtue). The mere repe- 
tition of the actions, rd woAAd«s daivecOar mempaxora, is serviceable in 

producing this impression, because it seems to shew an inclination or 
fondness for them, and thence a certain direction of the spoaipeois or 
choice, and a certain éf:s or moral‘state, which are indications of a 
virtuous habit. ovpmrdpa is a ‘concurrence’ or ‘accidental coincidence’ 
of one thing or act with another, between which there is no zecessary 
connexion, and, like ra dro tixns, purely accidental. ‘oipmropa est, cum 
quopiam aliquid agente, et quod nihil ad rem quae intervenit faciat, 
extrinsecus quippiam excitatum contingit ; e.g. deambulante illo solem 
deficere: dad rixys vero, cum quopiam aliquid agente alicuius rei gratia, 

aliquid ex eo actu praeter propositum evenerit; ut scrobem facientem, ut 
arborem serat, thesaurum defossum invenire.’ Victorius. On riyy as an 
agent or supposed cause, see Introd. p. 218—224, Append. C to Bk. I. 

Both of Victorius’s instances came from Aristotle [de div. per somn. zz/fra, 
and Met. A 30, 1025 a4 16. S.] 

On ctprrepa (rare in ordinary Greek) Phrynichus, yp) ody ovrroxiay 
héyew, } Avoarras ovtw, gvvémegev aT@ TddE yevérOa. AnpoobEuns pévror 

év T@ kata Atoypvooddpov (p. 1295, 21) @ma§ eipnxe rovvoya. The only 
other example of it, referred to by Lobeck, note ad loc. p. 248, in any 
writer earlier than Aristotle, is Thuc. Iv 36, where it stands, like cupopa, 

for an ‘unfortunate accident’. In Dem. it is equivalent to ré ovpSar, 
which occurs in the same sentence. It occurs also in the Platonic Axio- 

chus, 364 C, in the sense of ‘a disease’ (morbus, Ast), apparently as a 
special kind of ‘calamity’. In Aristotle I have noted the following in- 

stances: Pol. vill (Vv) 4, 1304 a1 (where it means ‘an accident’, as in 
Dem. and Phryn.) [ib. 6, 1306 46; 11 12,1274 12]; Top. A 5, 1264 36, 39, 
de div. per somn. c. I, 462 6 27, 31, cvprrepa dé rd Badifovros éxeimew Tov 

ba 
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Mata Kal Ta aro TU xXNs ws év TPOalperel AnTTeov" 

av yap ToAXNa Kal Goa TpopepnTat, Onpelov apEeTns 

civat So€er kal mpoaipécews. Eat O Ematvos oyos 

eupaviCwy péyeOos dpetns. det ovv Tas mpage 

Emderkvuvat Ws ToLlavTaL. TOS éyKWULOY THY EpywV 

éotiv, Ta dé KukXNw eis mioTW, oloy evyevera Kal 
HAvov (an accidental coincidence), 463 @ 2, rév cupmrwpatwv ovdev ovr det 
yiverat ov ws ent TO modu (it is a mere occasional, unaccountable acci- 

dent), de respir. 5,472 4 26; de Gen. Anim. Iv 4 § 10,770 4 6[and 777 4 8]; 
Hist. An. vil 6. 4, 585 4 25, ovparwow (accident), IX 37. 6,620 5 35, 40. 41, 
626 a 29. Categ. 8,9 415; p.199 a1; p.1093 417. The medical sense of 

the word ‘symptom’ seems to be derived immediately from the Aristo- 

telian ‘accidental coincidence’. It is an attendant sign of the disease, 
though a mere external indication, and not of ¢he essence of it; like a 

ovpSeBnkds or ‘accident’. 
§$ 33, 34. Seethe Introd. p.212seq. Eth. Eud.11 1. 12, ére 8 of &matvor 

ths apetns dia ta epya, kal ta éeyx@pia Tov Epyov...ére Sid Ti 4 evdatpovia 

ovk é€matveirat; ote dia Tavtnv Tada, 7} TO els Tavtnv avapéeperOa (Eth. N. 
112) } T@ popia eivac adris. 810 erepov evdaiporopos Kali €matvos Kat 

€yxdpiov" TO pev yap €yKo@ptoy Adyos Tod KaG’ Exactoy Epyou, 6 8 Emawvos 
Tovovrov eivat KaboXov, 6 & evdatporcpos Tédos. 

ra O€ KUKA@ eis miotiv] ‘The encomium or panegyric is directed to deeds 

done’ (¢yxpiafopev mpakavras, after they are done, the resu/ts of actions ; 
éravos being of the actions themselves) ‘and the surrounding circumstances 
(such as noble birth! and cultivation) serve for confirmation’. These 

‘surrounding circumstances’ are a sort of setting of the gem, a frame for 
the picture, of which the real subject is the ‘deeds’ of the hero of the 
panegyric ; what he has done Azmself;—nam genus et proavos et guae non 
Jecimus tpsi, vix ea nostra voco. The ‘confirmation’ consists in this,— 

‘for it is natural and probable that the offspring of the good should be 
good, and that one reared in such and such a way should turn out of 

such and such a character (fortes creantur fortibus et bonis: &s ddnOés fv 
dpa €aO\av an’ avdpav ecOda yiyverOa tréxva, caxav 8 dpoia tH ioe TH 
tov matpos, Eur. Alcm. Fragm. vit Dind.). But still the real object of our 

praise is the é&s, the confirmed Aadzt¢ of virtue, the character and not the 

mere act; ‘because we should praise a man even if he had not done the 
(praiseworthy) act, if we supposed that his character was such as to incline 
him to do it’. 

ra kvkA@ occurs in the same sense, of ‘surrounding’ (or accompanying) 

‘circumstances’, Eth. Nic. 11 12, 1117 4 2, ov pry dddAa bo€erev ay eivat ro 
kata Thy avdpelay réhos 7OU, Ud Tav KUKA@ & afaviferOa, where ra Kiko 
are ro Avmnpov Kat movot, ‘the pains and dangers by which courage is sur- 

1 The topic of genealogy is put first of all and treated at length by the author 
of the Rhet. ad Alex., c. 35 (36). 4, seq. in his chapter on the encomiastic and 

vituperative kind of Rhetoric. This stands in marked contrast to the secondary 
and subordinate place here assigned to it by Aristotle, who seems rather to have 
agreed with Ovid l.c. as to its comparative value. 

ee eee 

Ogre NCLNPSahet be 
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mavoela: eikos yap €F dyabwv dyabous Kal Tov OUTW P- 33: 
TpapevTa To.ovToy Eivat. 10 Kal éyKwpidCopev Tpa- 

Eavtas. ta 5 épya onpeia tis EEews éotiv, érel 

ETaLVOTMEY AV Kal wn TETPAXOTA, EL TIOTEVOLMED Elvat 

34 TOLOUTOV. paKapiopos € Kal Evdaimoviapcs avTots 

pev TavTa, ToUTos 8 ov Ta’Ta, GAN WomeEp 7 Evdat- 
povia THy apETHY, Kal 6 EVdalMOVIG MOS TEpLEXEL TAUTA. 

35 yer O€ Kowvov Eidos O Errawvos Kal ai cupBovAai: 

a yap év T@ TuUBovAcvELY VTOOOLO av, TAVTA pETATE- P. 1368. 
/ ~ > > > 5) 36 Oevra Ti N€ECL eyKwma yiyvera. rel ovv Exouev 

rounded, while it looks through them to the pleasant end’; again, Rhet. 

III 14.10, of Sovdor ov Ta Epwradpeva Aéyovaw dAda Ta KUKAO. 

§ 34. pakapiopos kal evdarponopds avrois pév ravrd] It is quite true that 

the two terms are sometimes identified, (as in Eth. N, 1 12, 1101 4 24, rovs 
te yap Oeods paxapiCopev kat evSaipovifopev Kal tav dvdpay tovs Oevordrous 
paxapifopev); but they are also distinguished, and then paxap and paxapia 
represent ‘ blessedness, bliss’, a higher degree of happiness than evdainwr 
and evdapovia, which is the kwman form of happiness, while paxapia is the 

divine. axapes is specially applied to Oeoi by Homer and Hesiod ; as 

well as to the denizens of the paxdpav vio, the abode of the blessed after 
death.—avrois is for ddAnjAors. 

tovtots & ov ravra] ‘but not the same with the other two’, viz. émawvos 
and éyxdpov: these are included in evdaomopds as virtue is in hap- 
piness. 

§ 35. exer dé xowvov efdos x.7.d.] ‘ There is a community of £zd’ (the two 
may be referred to one species, ove of the three kinds (ety) of Rhetoric, 

c. 3.1, either the oupBovdeuvtixov or the émiderxrixov, as the occasion re- 
quires) ‘between praise and counsel or advice; for anything that you 

would suggest in advising may, by a mere change in the language, be 
converted into panegyric’. Quintilian has borrowed this, Inst. Or. III 7.28, 

totum autem habet (laudativum genus) aliguid simile suasoriis; quia 
plerumque eadem illic suaderi hic laudari solent, 

§ 36. ‘And so, when we know what we ought to do in any given case, 
or to de in respect of character, we must then use the acquired knowledge 
(of the right course of action, and the right character) as suggestions, by 

changing and converting the language’ (twisting so as to adapt it to 
our purpose ; lit. zurning them by the language), The example, and 

probably the topic itself, is taken from Isocrates, who in Panath, § 32 
employs it as a suggestion or piece of advice, and in Evag. § 45 converts 

it into a topic of laudation—‘ Now when thus expressed, it amounts to 

(has the value of, may serve for,) a suggestion, but when thus, it becomes 

laudation, “Proud, not of the accidents of fortune, but of the distinctions 

due to himself alone”’.—The example in the laudatory form from the 

Evagoras runs thus in the original, ov émi rots 8c‘ tuynv, ddd emi Trois dv 
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A a 7 \ n/ > } n -. e 

a O€f mpaTTEeW Kat motoy Tia Elvat,\OEt TavVTA ws 
a , , \ , 

vroOyjKas NEyovtas TH NEEEL peraTibevat Kat OTpE- 
ec € > a , an > \ cod \ / 

ev, otov Btt ov det péya ppoveiv ert Tois Sia TUXNY 
> ~ > ¢ \ Ly \ ee / , 

add\Xa Tots Ol avTov. ovTw pev ovV NExBev VroONKnY 
ou OL 8 7 ce 7 cal > na } A 

vvatal, wot 0 Eratvov “peya Ppovwy ov Tots ola 
e , ‘ : \ a > e \ 9 ef. e/ 

TUXHY UTapyovew dXa@ Tots OL avTOY.” waTE OTaY 
es , e/ \ , Nef , 

errawetv BouAn, dpa Ti av Vrobo10, Kat OTAaV vrobec ba, 
ron , \ U 7 ’ d 2 37 Opa Ti av érawweoeias. 1) O€ NEES EoTaL avTiKEpern EE 

aVaYKHS, OTAV TO Mev KwADOV TO SE far] KWAVOV peTAaTEOH. 

38 xpnatéoy b€ kal THY avEnTUK@Y TONXOIS, OO Et 
avrov yryvopévors. Aristotle was probably quoting from memory, as seems 

to have been his common practice. 
With the passages of Isocrates comp. Ovid. Met. x111 140, Mam genus 

et proavos et quae non fecimus tpsi, vix ea nostra voco. 

dvvara] Rhet. 11 5. 1. dSvvacOat is often used in the sense of ‘having 

the value of, amounting to, equivalent to’, and is construed with the 

accusative. Herod. 111 89, 7d 8€ BaBvAwuov tadravrov Svvata Evfoidas 
éBdopnxovra pvéas. Xen. Anab. 1 5.6, 6 ciydos duvarar émra dBddovs, Thuc. 
VI 40, Aoyou Epya Suvapevor, Eur. Med. 128, ra & vrepSaddovr’ ovdéva Karpov 
dvvarat Ovarois (where Elmsley and Pflugk understand xaipov as used adver- 
bially); also of the power, force, import, ‘meaning’, of a word, Ar. Met. T 
6, 1011 a 7, Sdvavra & af dropia ai rovadrar macat To ado. Thuc. 1141, Tv 
atriy divara (is equivalent to) SovAwow. Id. VI 36, rodro Suvvayrac (Mean) 

ai ayyeXia, VII 58, Sdvara S€ 75 Neodapades edevOepov Hdy etva. Ast’s Lex, 
Plat. s.vv. Svvapa, Sdivapis. The power or force which is contained in the 

primary sense of dvvag6a is expressed in the secondary sense in which it 
appears in the above passages as a particular kind of force, the value of 
anything, and hence the amount, (of which equality or equivalence is a 

species), or the import, or meaning (which again is a kind of equivalence) 
of it. And the accusative is nothing but a cognate accusative. That 

power or force is the original notion from: which the secondary meanings 
are derived, is proved, if proof were needed, by the parallel use of ioyveuv 

to express precisely the same notion; Eth. Nic. 11 3, 1105 4 2, ro pev eideva 
puxpov  oddev ioyver, Ta 8 adda ov pexpov GdAda- rd wav Svvara. AS we say 
dvvacOai re for rid Svvaye, this construction is merely extended to the 
new kind of power which constitutes the secondary sense of the verb. 

§ 37.  d¢ A€kis _x.7.A.] ‘The expression must be contradictory’ (the 
opposition of dvridacts, xarapacis and andaors, positive and negative, 

Categ. c. 10, p. 11 6 19, the fourth kind of ‘opposites’ ra dvtixeipeva), i.e. 
it must be positive in one, and negative in the other, ‘when the prohibitive 

and the non-prohibitive are interchanged’. This is the case in the two 

examples ; the one forbids pride, the other recommends or praises it—in 
a sense, provided it be directed to proper objects: by ‘not forbidding’ it’ 
contradicts the other. 

§ 38. rav avénrixay] guae valent ad amplificandum, These are the 

wy. TTA 2 ap Ee Sa 

or 
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Movos } TewTOS 4 PET’ GALywv 7} Kal? padioTa Te- 
TOinKev’ aTavTa yap TavTa Kadd. Kal Ta ék Tw 

Xpovwv Kal THY KapwY? TavTAa S€ Tapa TO TpOc;KoV. 
Kal €i woAAakis TO avTO KaTwpOwKev? péya yap, Kal 
ovK amo TUxns ddXa OY avo av Sofeev. Kal ei Ta 

1 +8 infra, cum libris. ‘ Recte Wolfius apud Vaterum p. 209 8 delet” Spengel. 

various modes of avénors, which with the opposite, pefwors, constitutes the 

fourth of the xowol tomo. See Introd. p. 129, and (on II 26) p.276. 

Some of the special topics which follow as instances of av&nrika have 
been already mentioned in § 25, and appear again as giving a special 
importance or prominence to crimes in c. 14. 4, with the omission of the 
last. They, and others of the like kind, are included in the Rhet. ad 

Alex. 35 (36), 12, 13, under the general head of ‘Comparison’ with others 
for the purpose of laudation, to which they are all reducible. Comp. Cic. 

de Orat. 11 85. 347—8, and Quint. Inst. Or. 111 7.16. With kali 6 padiora tre- 
mroinkey, ei memoinxev must be supplied for the sense after xai. 

Ta ek TS xpovev Kai Tay Katpov| ‘circumstances of time and opportunity’ 
give a praiseworthy character to particular actions at special times and 

seasons. This topic, equally applicable to comparative goods, has already 
occurred, c. 7. 32: and with mapa rd mpoojKov, comp. c. 9. 31. If, for in- 
stance, a man performs an act of liberality, at a time of great pecuniary 
pressure, or in a case of emergency, or at a crisis of especial difficulty, he 
is then doing something mapa ro mpoojxoy, beyond what could naturally 

be expected from him, or any one else, and is entitled to especial credit 
for it. Similarly Victorius. 

kal ef moXakis Td adro KatépOaxev] This topic is not to be confounded 

with 75 wodAdkis haiverOar mempayxora of § 32. That is a ‘repetition of the 
act’, zits denotes the ‘repeated success’ in any attempt, the constant 

success is an indication—not infallible, or certain as a proof—of special 
skill: as if a man were to throw sixes several times running, even if it 

were by mere accident, the inference would be that he had a special 
knack or skill in throwing dice. ‘The constancy of the success gives it 

importance, and it will seem zo accidental but due to the agent himself’, 
kal ef ra Tporpéemovra K.r.A.] ‘And any one’ (on whose account, in con- 

sequence of his actions and distinctions) ‘to commemorate whom in- 
centives, stimulants, to virtue (“encouragements’ to do the like), or marks 

of respect for it, have been invented or were ever ‘instituted’, must be 
a praiseworthy character’. This is the general case of the invention or 
establishment of any public mark of honour in commemoration of the 
great deeds or distinctions of any signal public benefactor, and as an 

incentive or encouragement to others to follow his example. 
The next clause, eis 6v mpaérov, is a particular example of the former of 

the two preceding cases, the ‘invention’, the first appropriation, of some- 
thing in a person’s honour. Victorius thinks that xareoxevaoOn is espe- 
cially applied to the Jermanent establishment of an enduring monument, 

as a temple. 
This topic again is afterwards applied to crimes, in c. 14. 4. 
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’ ‘ ol A -~ v4 ‘ 

TpoTpeToVvTAa Kal TIuwYTa Sia TOUTOV EVpNTaL Kat 
, A a ~ ’ , ’ z 

kateckevacOy. Kai eis dv TpwToV éyKwmov erroinOn, 

eUpnrat...katerxevacbn] We may note here the juxtaposition of the 
perf. and aor., apparently with no distinction of time intended. I have 

elsewhere noticed (Pref. to Transl. of Gorgias, pp. xv. xvi.) the difference 
of idiom between the Greek and English languages which od/iges us 

sometimes to translate the Greek aorist by the English perfect. Other 
examples of the same inadvertence, confusion of tenses, or whatever else 

it is to be called, occur, I 3.8, where mpay6jvac in the same sense and in 

the same opposition is repeated in the form wempaxOa, Top. IX sub fin, 

p. 184.2 8, BeBonOnke pév...réxvnv & od mapéd@xev. Many instances are found 
in Sophocles, which in a writer so subtle in the distinctions of language 

might lead one to think that Ae at any rate distinguishes them with a 
meaning. I leave the reader to judge. Philoct. 664, 666, (Herm. 676), 

Aoyo pev €Enxove’ drama & ov para, 927—8, old pw’ cipyaoa, ot” rarykas. 
1172, ti p’ @deoas; Ti pw elpyaca; ‘Antig. 406 (Dind.), present and aorist, 
kal mas opatat kaTiAnmros npébn; 1228—9, Aj. 31, Trach. 364, 5, Arist. Ran. 

1o1lo—11 (Dind.), memoinxas...dméderéas, Plat. Phaedr. 231 A, a te kat d€evro, 
kal & mreroujxaow ev. Dem. de F. L. § 228, ot7 nvoyAnea ovre...BeBiaopar 

eis 6v mparov...] The xovelty of the distinction, invented expressly for 

the occasion, marks a still higher sense entertained of the value of the 
service or the virtue of the act which. it is intended to commemorate. 

eyxopuov €or On| moeitv is here loosely used, by the so-called figure 
zeugma (on c. 4. 6, note L), in connexion with éeyx@pov and the statue of 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton in two different senses—as to Hippolochus, 
until we know who he was, and in what way commemorated, the application 

must remain uncertain—of writing the panegyric, and ‘setting up the 

statue in the market-place’. 

Of Hippolochus nothing is known. It seems that Aristotle intended 

the ¢yx@puov to refer to him. We should therefore insert a semicolon, or 
at least a comma after ‘Immodoxor, in order to connect the panegyric and 

the statue with those that they severally concern: eis is to be repeated 

after cai. ‘And one (is especially praiseworthy) in whose honour a 

panegyric was first composed, as it was for Hippolochus; (and as the 

setting up of their statue 77 ¢he market was ‘done’ first, éroiOn, i.e.), and as 
the privilege of having their statue erected in the market was granted for 

the first time to Harmodius and Aristogeiton’, Thucydides in his epi- 
sodical account of the assassination and the circumstances that led to it, 

VI 54—59, makes no mention of the statue; nor Aristotle Pol. vitI (Vv) 10, 

where the attack on Hipparchus is spoken of. Pausanias, I 8. 5, says, 

ov oppo b¢ értaow ‘Appodios kai Apioroyeirey of xteivavtes “Inmapxov" aitia 

be Arts eyévero x.t.A. He is describing the dyopa, though he does not 
expressly name it. (See Smith’s Dict. of Geogr. Art. Athena, p. 293 0.) 

éni trav évavtiwy] ‘in the opposite cases’, of men to whom any reproach 
or stigma, mark of disapprobation (the test of vice) was first attached. 
‘cum nempe quempiam aut solum aut primum aut cum paucis flagitium 

admisisse ostendemus, turpitudinem ipsius valde augebimus.’ Victorius, 
On the topics of vituperation, Quintilian, Inst. Or. III 7. 19—22. 
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= . , e / Ls , 

oiov eis ‘ImmoAoxov, kai 6 Appodiov cat Apioroyet- 
> ~~ ct « \ \ vad 

Tova TO év ayopa otabjvat. odpoiws d€ Kal ért THY 
? , * \ > et \ > ~ \ 7 
évavTiwy. Kav pn Kal avTov ev7ropys, mpos aous 

> 4 > , > , \ 
dvTimapaBadreuw" OTFEp Icoxpatns é€rroie, Ola THV 

kav pr Ka@ avrov evmopis x.rd.] ‘and if you have not enough to say 

about your hero himself, and in his own person, then institute a com- 

parison between him and others... only the comparison must be with men 

of distinction, (reputation); because the amplifying power of the comparison 
and the impression of nobility which it creates, arise from the superiority 
which is attributed to him over those who are themselves worthy and 

good’. The same topic is recommended in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 3 (4). 6. 

émep "Iooxparns—dtxodoyeiv] ‘which was Isocrates’ custom, owing to 
his want of practice in forensic pleading”. Read’ dovy7jOeav [with A°] for 

tworeasons. 77st, what is meant is that Isocrates cultivated the habit of 

comparing his hero with others in consequence of his want of actual 
practice in the law-courts. There the pleading is always direct, and the 
arguments pointed at an adversary; comparisons with others are alto- 

gether out of place, or enly occasionally serviceable. If Isocrates had 
had this practice, he would not have fallen into the habit of comparing, 

into which he had been led by confining himself to the epideictic branch 

of Rhetoric where they tell and are in point. Secondly, this is what 
Isocrates himself tells us of his own habits and pursuits, Antid. §§ 2, 3, 

eyo yap <idds éviovs rav cogiotay Brachnpodvvras wept ris evs ScvatpiBis 
kal Aéyovras os eott wept Sixoypadiay...avtos 8€ mace TovTo memoKévat 
avepoy Gre mponpnpat Kai Aéyew Kal ypapew ov epi trav idiwv cupBoraior, 
GAN vrép tndtxovTav «tA. Panath. § 11, GAN eed) rod modureverOar 
Sujpaprov emi tro piXogodgeéiy (i.e. literary labour, speech writing) cat zroveiv 

kal ypadew, od mept pixpov thy mpoaiperw morovpevos ovdé wept Trav idiov 
oupBoraiwr ovdé rept dv GdXor tives Anpotaw, Ga epi Tv “EAAnvixdy x.7.d. 
Ib. § 39 seq. Hyodpar 5€ xppvat rods Bovdopevous éyxapidoat Tia TOY TOAE@Y 
axpiBas Kai dixaiws py) povoy epi avtijis moveta Oat rovs Adyous Hs mponpynpevoe 
tuyxavovow, GdX @omep (here follows a simile) o¥rw kai tais médeor 
mwaptoravat py) Tas pixpas Tais peyddats, x.7r.A. (Cf. note on Paneg. § 11. S.] 

Here we find, frst, that he failed in public life; secondly, that he with- 

drew from the law-courts and their id:a ovpSddaa, the cases arising out 
of the ‘private dealings’ of the citizens with one another in their ordinary 
business, in order to devote himself to philosophy and the study of public 

affairs; and ¢hirdly, that his ordinary practice in his Panegyrics was, 
just as Aristotle describes it, to compare, mapsotdvat, the object of his 

laudation with others, whether men or cities, as great and distinguished 

as themselves, mpis évdoéous cvyxpivew. The two first of these statements 
seem to put the reading dovyjdeay beyond question, cvrv7Aeay being con- 
trary alike to the known facts and the probabilities of the case. It is 
nevertheless supported by Max Schmidt, in his tract on the date of the 

Rhetoric, pp. 17, 18. With this reading, d:odoyia must be confined to 
speech writing for the use of parties in a legal process. 

This is one of the passages of the Rhetoric on which Victorius founds 
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dovOeav tot sixodoyeiv. Set dé mpos évdo£ous 

ovyKkpivew: aEnTiKdy yap Kal Kaddv, €i Grovdaiwy 

39 BeATiov. mime d evrAOyws 1 abEnats Eis TOUS érai- 
b) on ? € > € \ - vous. €y Umepoxn yap éotv, 4 8 UmEepoxn TeV 
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Kadwv. 610 Kav pu TpOS TOUS évdoEous, dX TOS p. 3+: F 
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oy 
a 

t 

lod 7 > z e/ A lod a > vo 

40 Ooket panvuew dpeTyv. Odws O€ TwY KOWWwY EdwD 

his charge against Aristotle of jealousy and illwill towards Isocrates, 
whom he supposes the other to have lost no opportunity of assailing with a 

open or covert censure and ridicule in his Rhetoric. See his commentary, s 

Pp. 154, 507, 586, 605, and elsewhere. Here at least, (with the reading $ 

dovynecav), there is neither one nor the other. I have already entered % 

into this question in the Introd. p. 40—1, where I have given the opinions : 
of later writers on the subject. 

ovyxpivey| Pol. VI (IV) 11, sub init. 12, 1296 4 24, Metaph. A 4, 985 a 

24, 26, Top. A 5, 102515, H 3, 154 2 5, 9, 95, 159 & 25.6 ov yxpiors, 
dddxipos pavy. opotas dé kai TO cvykpivew Tovde TOde Kal ovveKpweY Npap- 

TyTau’ xp7 ovy avrekeraew Kal mapaBdaddew eye.’ Phrynichus. See Lo- 
beck’s note ad loc. p. 278. In all'the passages quoted, except the two of 

the Metaph., ovyxpivew and ovyxpuors denote comparison: in the other 

two it is a term of the early Physical Philosophy, meaning a composition 
of elements, opposed to d:axpiors. 

Victorius quotes in illustration of mpos évdofous ovyxpivery, Catullus, 

Carmen 64, 344, von ili guisguam bello se conferet heros, seq. Cic. de 

Or. 11 85, 348, est ettant cum ceteris praestantibus viris comparatio in 
laude praectara. 

§ 39. The xowds roros of avénors or amplification naturally falls under 
the general head or class of laudatory speeches, is especially applicable 

to all forms of ‘praise’: because its object is to establish a certain ‘supe 

riority’ of the person panegyrized over others, and this ‘superiority’ is an 
honourable end to aim at. And therefore if we do not compare our hero 
with the distinguished, it is at all events better to do it with the rest of 

the world (the average of mankind) because superiority in general, in 
itself, is thought to be an indication of ‘virtue’, Eth. Nic. Iv 8, sub init. 

of yap evyeveis agvovvrat Tiss Kal of Suvacredvovtes 7) of mAovTodvres’ ev Ure- 
poxn yap, To 8 ayab@ vrepéxov Tay évTmorepor. 

§ 40. It follows from this that of the three universal kinds of persua- 
sion avénots, or amplificatio, is most appropriate to the epideictic branch 

of Rhetoric (and the opposite peiwots, vituperatio, to the censorious 
critical extenuatory kind of it!): for in this the actions are taken for 
granted (as admitted), and therefore all that remains to be done is to 

invest them with magnitude (importance) and honour (dignity, glory). To 
the deliberative orator examples are most serviceable; because people 

1 éxoudvwy ydp rovrwy (when these are held fast by us, when we have mastered 
these) ra évaytia rovros pavepd: 6 ydp Wbyos éx rwv évaytiwy early, § 41 infra. 
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Tiwy éoTiv. mepl € KaTHYopias Kal d7roAoYias, ék 

are apt to draw inferences, to form a judgment or decision upon the 

future from the past by a sort of presentiment or anticipation. The 
enthymeme, direct logical argument, is most to the purpose in judicial 
oratory: in ¢hat there is most room for the application of direct proof, 

the tracing of cause and effect, and demonstration by deductive process, 
in clearing up the obscurity of ‘past facts’, which are the objects of 

forensic oratory, c. 3.2. The substance of this is repeated in III 17. 3—5. 
Tov kowav eidav] This seems to be a division, for the nonce, of rhe- 

torical rioreis as a yévos, into three ety or species, each specially adapted 
to one of the three branches of Rhetoric. The division has no pretension 
to a regular scientific character: avénovs is not a logical kind of argument 

at all, and the three members of the division are not coordinate. 
Katapavrevopevot] pavreverOar and dmopavreverOa, both of them not 

unusual in Plato and Aristotle, are the usual terms by which this kind of 

‘divination’, the foreboding presentiment, dark undefined anticipation of 

the future is expressed. It occurs again (in the simple form) I 13. 2, III 
17.10, Eth. N. I 3, 1095 4 26, of a suspicion, or hypothesis, Ib, VI 13, 1144 
625. Examples are to be found in Stallbaum’s note on Rep. I 349 A, and 
many more in Ast’s Ler. sub vv.—xarayavreveoOa, besides this place 

[the only passage where it is used by Aristotle], is found in pseudo-Dem. 

émrad. p. 1400. 2, Polyb. 11 22. 7, in Longinus and Athenaeus. 

CHAP. X. 
We now pass on to the treatment of the dicastic or forensic branch of 

Rhetoric, which occupies the remainder of the book; the Grexvot miores, 
being peculiar to this branch, (Scat rév Sixavxdv), 15. 1, are added as an 
appendix in the fifteenth chapter. For the general connexion of the 

contents of these chapters, and the illustration of some special subjects 
which seemed to require a more detailed explanation, I refer to the ana- 

CHAP. X. 

P. 1368 0. 
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lysis of the Introduction, pp. 185—207, and the Appendixes to Bk. I, 

eas Oe Se 
§ 1. The first subject of inquiry in this branch is the number and 

nature (quantity and quality) of the materials or propositions (the pre- 

misses) of which our ‘ syllogisms’ are to be constructed, in accusation and 

defence, the two functions of the dicastic branch of Rhetoric. 
Schrader draws attention to the term ‘syllogisms’ as marking the 

especially logical character of the arguments which are employed in this 

branch as compared with the other two. On syllogism for enthymeme, 
see note on II. II, p. 19. 

§ 2. There are three subjects to be considered and analysed in order 
to furnish topics for the pleader’s use; first, the number and nature of the 

motives and causes of injustice; secondly, the dispositions of the wrong- 
doers themselves; and thirdly, what characters and dispositions render 
men most liable to wrong and injustice. 

§ 3. The first thing is to define justice, then to proceed with the rest 

in order.—f€orw, of a popular or merely provisional definition; comp. 

1 ial ae ely ee 
‘Wrong’ or ‘injustice’ is defined ‘a voluntary injury contrary to law’. 

The two leading characteristics of a crime or punishable offence which 

are here brought into view are, that it is an act in violation of the law 

of the land—this is the Aolitical view of injustice—and that to be a crime 
the act must be intentional, done with malice prepense, and with full 

knowledge of the circumstances of the case and the probable effect of the 
action. It is thus distinguished from a merely accidental injury or harm 

done, which can hardly be considered voluntary at all, and again from a 
mere mstake or error of judgment arising from ignorance, not of zm7- 

versals, or general moral principles, but of the articudar circumstances of 
the case (as of the absence of the button of the foil) where there is no evil 
or malicious purpose, no bad mpoaipeors, which constitutes the immorality 
of the act. See Eth. N. 111 2,V10. Rhet. 1 13. 16. 

vopos & é€otiv & pev idcos 6 S€ Kowvos] Comp. 13. 2, 11, 12, and Introd. 
p- 239, Append. E. to Bk. I. 

héyw 8€ idov x.7.A.] ‘by special’ law I mean the written law under 

1 This application of the term {os to vduos is to be distinguished from the 
ordinary meaning of it in this combination, as, for instance, Dem. de Cor. § a11, 
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Kowov o€ boa dypapa mapa maow oporoyeicbat 

doce’. éxovTes O€ ToLovoW boa EldoTES Kal py avay- 

kaComevot. Soa pey ovv ExovTes, OV TavTAa Tpoatpov- 

Mevol, Goa S€ mpoaipovpevor, ciddTEs aTravTa* oUdEls 
AY - > - e ~ 47vap 0 mpoapeita dyvoe. dt a Sé mTpoaipovvTat 

which the government is conducted and the citizens live’, the laws and 
institutions—which direct the policy of the government and the conduct 

of the citizens—the positive, written, law of the particular state: this is 
human, as opposed to divine and natural, law: ‘by common (universal) 

law (I mean) all the unwritten principles that are supposed to be univer- 

sally admitted’. This is the usual distinction taken between the two: 

these xowd, dypada, are described, Introd. p. 239 seq. ; for the further sub- 

division adopted in c. 13. 2, see Ib. p. 242. 

éxdvtes 5€ mowovow aoa k.t.r.| ‘a voluntary act is characterised by 

knowledge, and the absence of all external force and compulsion’. Eth. 
N. III 3, init. 6vros & dxovoiov rod Bia kal d0 ayvorav, mo éxavaxov Sokerev av 
eivat ov 7) dpxi) év adr@ eiddrt Ta xa’ éxaora (i.e. with special knowledge of 
the articular circumstances) év ois 7 mpakis. tows yap ov Kadas éyerat 

dxovota elvat Ta Oia Oupdy 7} SC emiOvpiay. 1 13. 6, ra Exovora, te eat doa 
eiddres. 

doa pev ody éxdvtes x.r.X.] ‘now all voluntary actions are not done with 
(do not imply) deliberate moral purpose, but all acts done with such 
a purpose imply knowledge, because no one can be ignorant of what he 

purposes’, Eth. N. Ill 4, 1111 47, 4 mpoaipeois 8) éxovovov peév paiverai, 
ov tavrov €, GAN emi mréov Td Exovowor" Tov pév yap Exovciov Kal aides Kal 
TadXa (Ga Kowwvei, rpoapécews F ov, kai ra e€aichyns Exovora pév Aéyouer, 
kara mpoaipeow 8 ov. Actions, for example, done under the impulse of 
violent excitement or passion, d:a @updy, or of appetite, d:° émOupiay, are 
voluntary, but not xara mpoaipeouw. 

§ 4. 80 & dé mpoapodvra x.r.r.] ‘The impelling motive, cause, of this 

purpose to do mischievous and vicious acts in violation of the law, is vice 
and want of self-control. This general vicious habit takes various forms in 
particular cases, and shews itself in different special vices according to 
the circumstances which call it forth at the time, and give it its special 
direction. Thus vice and wrong (yox@ypia kai ddiia) may take the form 
of illiberality in money matters, licentiousness in pleasure, effeminacy in 
respect of ease and comfort (fquuia), cowardice in danger (when, for 

instance, the coward leaves his comrades in the lurch, and runs away out 
of mere terror); similarly the vice of ambition is shewn in the undue 
pursuit of honour, the passionate irascible temper in the over indulgence 

of angry feeling; victory is the motive to wrong in one that is over eager 
for victory, revenge with the vindictive; folly (the want of dpovnars, prac- 

tical wisdom, the special moral faculty) shews itself in the inability to 
distinguish (the liability to be deceived in distinctions of) right and wrong, 

where it stands simply for izs privatum, relating to private (as opposed to public) 
affairs. 
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the vice of the shameless man appears in his reckless disregard of the 

opinion of others’—d€vOvupos ‘quick-tempered’, ‘hasty’. 

mept S€ rovro] Wolf, and with him Brandis, in Schneidewin’s Phz/o- 
logus, 1V i, p. 42, object to d€, which zs omitted by Brandis’ ‘axonymus’ 

and one MS. See the note on &rov dé, I I. IT, p. 20. 
ta padvpa| are things and circumstances which tend to promote and 

encourage an easy, careless state of mind, ‘things comfortable’, which 

incline us to self-indulgence and inactivity. So paorwvy in Plat. Gorg. 

569 C, ovKovy moAAn pactovn ylyvera; ‘isn’t it a great comfort...?’ Crit. 
45 C, ra pabvporara aipeioOa, of ‘careless, easy-going, indifference’. 

eyxataXipravey, ‘to leave behind in the lurch’, desert a comrade in 

danger [Cf 11 4.26, 5.7; I11 16.5.]. éy sc. r@ Kivddvm. Eupolis Ajpo 
Fragm. vi (Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Gr. 0 458), of Pericles’ eloquence, 

Hovos Tév pyTopwv TO Kévrpov eyxarédeuTE Tois akpowpévors, ‘to leave the 
sting behind in the wound’, (€v ro €dxer). Plat. Phaedo, 91 C, domep 

pourra TO Kévtpov eyxatadimay olynoopat. 

mxpos| ‘ Translato a tristi sapore nomine, mexpovs Graeci appellant qui 
accepta iniuria non facile placantur sed diu simultatem gerunt, de quibus 

accuratius egit noster, Eth. Nic. Iv (11, 1126 @ 20), of d€ mxpot dvadiadvror, 
kal modby xpovoy opyifovrat’ Karéxovat yap tov Oupov. mavda dé yiverae Grav 
dvrarobu@" 7 yap Tipwpia waver THs Opyis, nSovyy avri THs AUmaNs EuToLovca. 
[Vict.] rovrov 8€ py ywopevov rb Bdpos éxovow" Sia yap TO py emupaves eivar 

ovd€ cupmeiber avtovs ovdeis, ev adtad dé meyrau THY opyny Xpovov Seiv eiat 8 of 
TowovTot Eavrois dxAnporarot kal Tois padtora idros. The Latin amarus, as 

Victorius points out, is used in much the same sense. The distinguishing 
characteristic of the Aristotelian mxporns, in which the particular ‘bitter- 

ness’ of this form of épyy is shewn, is its lasting and enduring quality—the 
wrath is nursed ‘to keep it warm’ (wéyat Hv dpynv)—and this gives it a ma- 

lignant, spiteful, z#zp/acable character, exactly opposite to that of Horace, 
the irascible temper, dpy:Adrns, zrasct celerem, tamen ut placabilis essem. 

dmatag6a} Ignorance of moral distinctions, and consequent wrong 

action, may be regarded as a kind of ‘deception’ or ‘delusion’; when 
a man is too foolish (unwise) to be able to distinguish right from wrong, 
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pnOncopéevwv: Dowrov © eimeiv Tivos évexa Kal Tws 
Eyovtes adikovct, Kal Tivas. mpwTov pey ovv oied\w- 
when |e does not know and cannot perceive the difference between them 
(has no ¢povnais). Victorius quotes Top. Z (9, 148 a 6), rd yap py Exov 
emotnunv ov Soxei dyvociv, dAAd padXov Td Sinwatnpévov. Ignorance is not 
a mere orépyors, the privation or absence of knowledge; which is shewn 

by our not applying the term ‘ignorant’ to inanimate objects and young 
children ; it is something positive, and consists in a deception, mistaking 

one thing for another. 
mept €xagcTov TaY vmoKeluevay] Ta UmoKeimeva, eS subiectae, subtecta 

materies; things that fall under the same head or general notion, and so 

are members or species of the same genus: Eth. N. II 2, 1105 a1, mace 
Trois vo THY atpeow,'‘all that fall under the choice’, as its objects, or matter 
to operate upon. These are the six things previously mentioned, kadar, 

oupépov, 7dv, and their opposites. 
And so for the rest, the same rule holds in the case of every vice, ‘each 

in the things which are specially subjected to it’, which come under that 
particular head, as money is the ‘subject-matter’ of illiberality, dangers 

of cowardice, anger of quick, irascible temper, and so on, Victorius 

understands it as the ‘object’ of the aim or desire of each. 

$5. é« rav wepl tas dperas eipnuevor] sc. inc. 9; €k Trav wept ra waOn 
pnOnoopévor sc. in Iicc.2—11. ‘It remains now to describe the motives 
and dispositions or characters of wrong doers, and the dispositions and 

characters of their objects or victims’. In Polit. vi (Iv) 11, 1295 49, 

there is a division of crimes based upon their respective magnitude or 
degree, into great and little, crimes on a great scale, acts of oppression, 
outrage, insolence, and crimes on a small scale, mean and paltry, which 
appear in fraud, cheating, and any paltry knavery or trickery. yiyvovrat 
yap of pev UBpicral cal peyadororvnpor paddoy, of dé Kaxodpyot kal pKpo- 

movnpot Aiav’ Tay 8 dduxnparoy Ta pev yiyverat O¢ UBpu, ra dé dia kaxovpyiav. 
§6. First we have to distinguish or analyse the various motives and 

incentives, whether in the way of pursuit or avoidance which lead men to 

attempt (to undertake, take in hand, éyyeupeiv) wrong doing: for it is 
plainly the accuser’s business to inquire (how many and which kinds,) the 

number and the kinds of these universal incentives to wrong doing to 
which the adversary, whom he charges with a crime, is liable: and of the 

defendant, how many and what sorts of them are zof applicable to his 
case. ‘Hunc locum copiose persecutus est Cicero pro Milone et in crimi- 
nando Clodio et in Milone purgando: cuncta enim in Clodio fuisse 
ostendit quae persuadere ipsi potuerint ut insidias faceret Miloni ; 
eademque a persona Milonis afuisse.’ Victorius. 
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§7. This inquiry naturally leads to a classification of the sources or 

causes of human action, which are found to fall under seven heads ; some 4 

of these have their origin in ourselves and are under our own control, F 
others are external to us and independent of us, and exercise upon us and 
our actions the force of necessity and compulsion. To the causes whose 
origin is wzthout us belong (1) chance or accident, (2) nature, and (3) ex- 

ternal force or compulsion; over these we have no control: the causes 
which spring from wz¢hiz us, and are therefore more or less in our power 

to master and overrule, are (4) habit, (5) reasoning or calculation, (6) 

passion, (7) appetite or desire. These seven incentives to action have 

been carefully examined, and compared with other doctrines and opinions 

elsewhere expressed by Aristotle on the same subjects, in Append. C to 

Bk. I, Introd. p. 218 seq., te which I refer for further illustration of them. 

This same classification of the causes or sources of actions is indicated 

or alluded to elsewhere, but nowhere else so completely made out. See, 
for instance, Eth. Nic. III 5, 1112 @ 32, atria yap Soxovow eivat dvors Kai 

dvaykn kal ruxn, ére S€ vos Kal may To dt’ avOparov, and VI 4, in the definition 

of art, 1140 @ 14, ovte yap Trav e& avayxns dvT@V 7 yryvopevav 1 TEéxVy eoTiv, 
ovTe Tav KaTa iow é€v avrois yap €xovet Tav’Ta THY apxyv. And in I Io, 
1099 6 20 seq. the same division is hinted at. 

§ 8. gore &  pév BovdAnots x.7.A.] Comp. Eth. N. 1 4, 1111 4 26, ére 

& 1 pev Bovdnots rov redAovs €eri paddov, n dS€ mpoaipeais tay mpos TO TEAos, 
olov vytaivery Bovdopeba, mpoatpovpeba dé dV av vyravovper, Kal evdaipoveiy 
pev BovdrcpeOa xai paper, mpoapovpeba b€ A€éyerv od appoter’ OAws yap Eouxev 
mpoaipects mept ta ep nyiv eivat. This is a qualification of the too un- 
limited statement of the unscientific Rhetoric. ‘In English, unfortunately, 
we have no term capable of adequately expressing what is common both 

to will and desire ; that is, the #zswzs or conatus—the tendency towards the 
realisation of their end. By will is meant a free and deliberate, by desire 
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pev BovArnors, <BovAnats 8) dyabov dpeFts (ovdels yap 

BovreTat GAN 7 STav oinOy eivar dyabov), adoya F 

bpéEes dpyn Kal émibupia, woTe TavTa boa TpaT- 
Tove dvaykn mpaTTew OC aitias érra, dia TUXNV, 

cia guow, Sie Biav, dt eos, dia Noyiopov, Sia Oupor, 

9 Ol émOupiav. Td Sé mpordiapeioba Kal rrLKkias 74 
/ N of a of \ , , > : 
e€eis n GAN ATTA Ta TPATTOMEVA TrEpLEpYyoV" EL yap 

oupBéBnke Tots veows dpyidous eivar 4 émiOupntiKots, 
> \ \ , , \ ~ > \ > 

OU dua TYHV VEOTHTA TPAaTTOVGL Ta TolavTa a\Xa ou 

2 \ ee , 29 \ \ ~ \ , 
Opyny Kat émOupiav. ovde Ola wAOUTOV Kal TeViay, 

> \ , ~ \ / \ \ of > 

aha oupBéeBnxe Tois pev méevyoe Sia THy Evderay émi- 

Oupety xpnyuatwv, Tots d€ wrouciots Sia THY é£ouciav 
> a - \ > . , e ~ : \ , 

émiOupeiv TOV py dvaykalwv yoovwy' adhAa TpaFovar 
a blind and fatal, tendency to action’. Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Metaph. 
XI Vol. I. p. 184—5. On this, the Editor refers in a note to this passage. 

But BovAnows here means not ‘ will’, but ‘wish’, as appears from the defi- 
nition dyaod épeéus—the ‘ will’ is zo¢ always directed to good—and from 

the analysis of it in Eth. N. 111 4. The term by which Sir W. H. proposes to 

designate the common quality of this family of faculties, and so separate 
them from the rest, is Conative. IJmpulstve means much the same thing, 
and has the advantage of being an English word. 

ovdeis yap Bovderat x.r.A.| This question of the end and object of ‘the 
wish’ is discussed in Eth. Nic. 111 6 (Bekk.), and the conclusion, 1113 @ 

23, is as follows: ei dé 87 tadra pr) apécxer (the two' opposite views that it 
is rdyabov and ro hawopevoy ayabov), dpa paréov amda@s peév kal Kat’ dAjOevav 

Bovdnrov eivat tayabor, éExaot@ 8€ Td awopevov; TH pev ody omovdaig Td 
kat’ dAjberav iva, TG Se haido 7d TvxOr. 

§ 9. 10 dé mpoodiarpeioba x.r-r.] What he says is superfluous (zepiep- 
yoy) here, is actually done in the six ethical chapters, 12—17, of Bk. 11, and 
this apparent contradiction has raised a suspicion that some error has 

crept into the text. There is however in reality no inconsistency between 
the theory here laid down and the actual practice in Book 11. There the 

treatment of these 76 is appropriate, as supplementary to that of the 
man: here it would be out of place, because the present subject of inquiry 
is about the causes of human action, and though these states and condi- 
tions, youth, age, wealth, poverty and the rest, are as a general rule attended 
and characterised by certain tendencies or ma@y, yet these latter can be 
by no means regarded as effects of causes, but are mere cupB_eBynkora, sepa- 

rable accidents, which do not invariably accompany the states that they 
characterise. Youth and age, wealth and poverty, are zof¢ the causes of 
any particular classes of actions; in so far as they do accompany them 
they are accidental, not essential. 

dvaykaiav ydovav| These are thus defined by Plato, Rep. vill 12, 558p, 

AR. I. 13 
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Kal ouTot ov dia mAoUTOY Kal Teviay dAXNa Sia THY 
’ 4 e / \ \ e / \ € af \ 

emOupiav. OMOLWS O€ Kal OL OiKaLoL Kal Ol AOLKOL, Kat j 

ot adXou of AEyouEVOL KATA Tas é£es mpatrew, Ouat P. 36. 
-~ / 3 \ \ \ a’ \ / 

TavTa mpag~ovaw'\7 yap Sia Noyiopov f Sia mabos- 

aNN’ ot pév Ov On Kat waOn xXpnoTa, ot S€é Sia Tavav- 

IoTia, ocuuPaiver pévTot Tails pev ToravTas éFeor Ta 

ToiavTa akoANovbeiv, Tais 6€ Tolaiode Ta Toldde’ 
’ \ x af Le) N / \ \ id a 

evus yap tows TH MEV Twppou Oia TO TWHpova Eivat 
dofa Te kal ériOupiar ypnotal éraxodXovbover repli 
ovkoty ds te ovk ay oloi 7 elpev dmorpéat Sixaiws av dvayKaiat KadoivTo, 

kal Goat drotedovpevat wpedovow Nuas; TovTav yap daudotepwy epiecOa 
npov tH pioet avayxn, comp. Phileb. 72 E. They are therefore plea- 

sures that are forced upon us by nature, and therefore ‘necessary’ or 

‘indispensable’ to us. Of these the ‘ bodily. pleasures’, the gratification of 
the appetites, are the most necessary, and sometimes the latter are con- 

fined to them; for in Eth. N. vII 14, 1154 @ the pleasures which are first 
called cwpartkai, in lines 7 and 9, afterwards, in line 11, receive the name 
of dvayxaia, which is repeated in line 17. The Scholiast and Paraphrast 

both explain dvaykaiat by owparixai. Plato more frequently speaks of 
the dvayxaia émOupia in the same sense. 

§ 10. Not however that I mean to deny—it does happen, cupBaiver— 
that there is a connexion of certain particular results or qualities with 

particular moral states (but these classes and conditions of life are not 

‘states’ in this sense): any virtue, I dare say, (icws), as self-control, does 
generate a particular kind of opinions and desires about things pleasant, 

good ones namely ; and the opposite vice of licentiousness the contrary in 
the same sphere. 

This is a parenthetical note to avoid misunderstanding. 

evOds...€axoovGodar] ‘ there is at once, from the very first, an immediate 

and close connexion (or consequence) between the c#dpey in virtue of his 
self-control, and certain good opinions and desires in respect of pleasure’. 

ev@vs in the sense of ‘at once’, ‘straight off’, and corresponding some- 
times to the Latin statim and ultro, passes into a variety of significations 

which take their colour from the context. Eth. N. v 14, 1137 4 19, suapte 
natura, evOds rovavrn i Tav mpaxray VAN €oriv; see Bonitz on Metaph. Lr 3, 
1004 @ 5, who cites Categ. 12,14 @ 32, Anal. Pr. 1 16, 36 @ 6, Eth. N. vI 5, 

1140 6 18, evOds ov haivera, omnino non apparet. Polit. II 4, 1277 a 15, 

rhv madelav evds (from the very first) érépav. Ib. VI (IV) 11, 1295 6 16, xat 
tour’ evOus olxobev Umdpyet macow ovow (from their very earliest home asso- 
ciations). Ib. VIII (V) 10, 1310 & 8, evOvs €& evavriwy (at once, from direct 
opposites). Ib. c. 10, ult. pu) Bovdopévay yap evOds ovK éara Bacidevs (he 

won’t be king at all, omnzno), Eth. Eudem. 11 5, 1222 @ 37, didre jf pions 
evOvs ov mpos aravra Opoiws apéotnke Tov péeaov. See Fritzsche, note ad loc. 

Phys. Vi 4. 2, d¢5, 248 a 21, add’ evOvs dvayxn, and 23. Hist. Anim. 11 13. 2, 

17-7, keiTat Und TO Sid{wpua evOds, statim, at once, immediately under. V 17. 5, 
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~ eQ/ “ > ? / e 3 Fa \ = 
TWV HOEwY, Tw 5 akoX\aoTw al EvayTiat TEpt TWY 

IlavTwv TouTwy. S10 Tas pév ToLra’Tas Siapéves éa- 
TEOV, OKETTEOY OE Tota Trolos Elwhev ExecOat Ei MEV 

> \ \ \ 4 x / a , 2Q\ , 
yap Neukos 7] MéeNas Tf MEyas | puKpOS, OVOEV TETAKTAL 

= , > ~ 2 \ / 3\ / EY 
TWY ToLjoUTwWY aKoAovbeEiV, Ei dE VEOS 7 mpeo SuTns 1] 

Oikaios i aduKos, 70n dvahépen. \ . Kal OAws boa TwY 

ouuBawovrwr TOLEL Siachepew Ta On TwY dvOpesrreay, 
oiov mAouTeElv SoKav éavT@ 7 méver Oa Sioice TL, Kal 

EUTUXEW 1 aTUXEV. TavTA peEV ovV UaTEpoY épotper, 
vov O€ TEpt THY NOLTMY EiTWMEY TPWTOY. 

12° tort © dro TUXNS MeV Ta TOLAUTA yyvoMEVa, 
de Gen. et Corr. II 11. 2, de part. Anim. Iv 5. 1. Like 78y its connotation 
is transferred from time, its natural and proper signification, to place. 

§ 11. ‘And therefore’, (because they are inappropriate as not assigning 
causes of human action,) ‘such distinctions as these may be dismissed for 

the present; but still we are bound to inquire into the connexion which 

subsists between particular qualities and particular persons or classes’; 
(the general subject deserves investigation ;) ‘for though in respect of the 
qualities black and white or tall and short there is no fixed succession or 

accompaniment’ (between them and any particular persons or classes), ‘yet 
when we come to the connexion of young or old men with justice or 

injustice, then (by this time) there zs a difference’. That is to say, that 
although in certain connexions of particular qualities with particular 

classes the establishment of such would be worthless or impossible, yet 

there are other cases, as in that of moral qualities, where it wou/d be 
worth while to establish such a connexion, if it were possible. ‘And in 

general, any accidental circumstance that makes a real difference in the 
characters of men; as the opinion a man has of his own wealth or 
poverty, or good or bad fortune, will make such a difference’. So after 

all it seems that it is possible to trace some such connexions between 
qualities and classes; but as this is not the proper place for such an 
inquiry—the reason being already given—‘ we will postpone it for the pre- 

sent’, and wait till we come to the wa@y, where it will be in its proper 
place: ‘ And now let us proceed to what remains’ of the subject on which 

we are at present engaged. 
mroureivy Soxdv éavrg@ is a reading of some MSs, followed by the old 

Latin Translation, and adopted by the recent Edd. The vulgate has 
movteiv Soxei, which Buhle retains. doxei r@, a conjecture of Victorius, 
is also found in some MSS. 

§ 12. On rvyy see Appendix C to Bk. I. Introd.; on airia dopicros see 
ib. p. 221 seq. ‘Illos eventus qui a causa quam nemo facile definiat oriuntur 

ad fortunam referimus. Arist. Phys. 11 4, 196 06, eiot S€ rwes ois Soxet 
eivat airia pev 9 TUxN, Gdnros dé avOpwrivy Siavoia ws Oeidv rt otera Kai Satpo- 
vidtepov. Schrader. (Schrader quotes this as Aristotle’s own definition.) 

13—2 
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74 a , , \ Ath ce, , 4 OTWY i} TE AITIa dopiTTOS Kal fn EveKa TOU YyryvEeTat 
§) Ud \ / \ \ \ , , 

KQL ANTE GEL NTE WS El TO TOANU PNTE TETAYMEVWS" 
A a a - , \ , 

OyAov 0 €K TOU Oplauou THS TUXNS WEPL TOUTWY. 
, En tish 4 ~ \ ye 13 puoe O€, bowv i) T aiTia év avTois Kal TETAYypEN’ P. 13 

\ \ > VON ¢ SN \ x e , ’ pi \ 1 yap del n ws éml TO TONY WoaUTWs aTOBaivE. Ta 
\ \ , Qi aie os9 - , yap mapa dvow ovdev Set axpiBoroyeicbar, ToTEpa 

, \ Nf , 
kata puow Twa h adAnv aitiav yiyvetar doe F 
vx \ , > 7 Oe lant , , , 

14 av Kal i TUXN aiTia Eivat TwY ToLWUTwY. Bia O€, 
Wg 3 3 , \ \ \ , > ooa map’ émiOupiav n Tovs NoyiTpmous yiyveTar Se 

’ al lo , Sf / e/ \ \ 

I5 aUTWY TWY TpaTTOVYTWY. EDEL OE, Goa dia TO TOA- 
, , lal \ \ AY \ 

16 Aakis wreTomnKevat Towvaw. dia Aoyiopov be Ta Oo- 
lo if ~ J - \ 

KovvTa oupepev €k TwY Elonuevwy ayalwy n ws 
/ \ e \ \ , 4 \ \ , 

TENDS H WS TpOS TO TEXOS, OTaV Oia TO oupcpepev 
, ” \ , , 

TpaTTyTa Eva yap Kal ol dkKoAacTOL TuUPEporTa 
ie \ \ ig > \ , 

TpAaTToVGV, GAN’ ov Oia TO TuMEpeE adda Ov iOovyv. 
} \ 6 \ oe \ ? \ \ , } v oe 

17 Ota Gupoy o€ Kal Opynv Ta TyswonTiKa. CraeEper Oe 

kat (60a) py evexd Tov...nre TeTaypevas] ‘in any fixed, regular, pre- 

scribed order’, ; 

§ 13. voce] Introd. p. 224.—% det 4} ws emt rd modd, ‘either con- 
stantly, or as a general rule’: the latter alternative allows for the possible 

objection of ra mapa hucw to the ferfect regularity of the operations of 

Nature. 

kal 9 TUxn airia] The cai admits that chance as wel/ as Nature may 
be the cause of these unaccountable sonstra, these deviations from the 
ordinary laws of nature; but leaves the question unsettled. 

$14. Bia] Introd. p. 225, anything that is done by our own instru- 

mentality, but in opposition to our desires and calculations, may be said 

to be done Bia, by compulsion, 
§15. €e] Ib. p. 226—228. 

§ 16. Aoysopor] Ib. p. 229. Reasoning or calculation is a cause of 

action, when any of the goods already mentioned (c. 6) are presented to 

us as objects of our interest, as expedient and useful to us, (this is good 
under the aspect of zéz/ty,; the other two forms of good are rd kadov 

the moral end, ‘the right’, and rd du: see Eth. Nic. II 2, 1104 4 30, 

Tptav yap évTwy Tov eis Tas aipéoeis.,.kadov gupépovros 7d€os,) in the form 
of an end, or of means to that end; when, that is, good is the object of 

the action, (I add this qualification) because even the licentious (those 

who have lost all self-control, and therefore cannot act with a deliberate 
purpose to an end) do things that are expedient or for their interest, only 

not for that reason, but for mere pleasure. 
$17. Ovpos and dpyy. Ib. p. 231.—ra tipwpyrixa, ‘acts and feelings of 
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‘Tiyuwpla Kat KOoAaoIS* H Mev yap KoNaCIS TOU Tac 
74 / \ ~ cat 7 

NOVTOS EveKa ETTL, 1 oe TILwpia TOU ToOLOVYTOS, iva 

> _ \ rod ry > , \ / 4 

€v Tots wept mabwv, d’ émibupiay dé mpatreTat boa 

revenge, are prompted by passion and anger’. I have translated @upés 
‘passion’ and dépy# ‘anger’ to express the distinction that the one is a 
more general, the other a more precise and definite, term. _ Besides this, 

O@vpos being the older and Homeric term to represent anger might by 
that very fact have conveyed to the ears of the more modern Greek a 

difference of meaning which had no real existence. dpyy, if Damm’s 

Lexicon is to be trusted, never occurs in Homer ; [the word is not to be 

found in Mr G. L. Prendergast’s (unpublished) Concordance to the Iliad. s.| 
Both of the terms as applied to emotions are in fact modifications and 

limitations of more general notions—é@upds the life or soul (Hom.) is limited 

to the most prominent and impressive outward manifestation of it, the 

expression of passion: dpyy ‘anger’ is one, the most striking, of a class 
of animal impulses, épyai. In Aristotle’s psychology, the Oupds is one of 
the impulsive faculties (dpé£e:s), together with the appetites and the (deli- 
berate) wish, de Anima B 3, 414 4 2, and in the Platonic scheme the Oupods 
or @vypoedés represents a whole class of impulses of which no doubt dpyy 

is one—it is in fact the impulsive element of the human soul. 
On the difference of ryzwpia and xodaors, see Introd, p. 232. Compare 

114.2. Of this theory of punishment as a preventive, a very good account 

is given by Protagoras, Plat. Protag. 324 B. Comp. also Eth. N. II 2, 

1104 & 16, af xoddcets...larpeiar yap Twés eiow, ai dé iarpeias Sia Tay evavtiov 

mepuxact yiverOat. 
§ 18. For further particulars about opy7 we are referred to the treat- 

ment of the way in Bk. 11: the chapter on anger is the second. 

émOupia. The last of the seven causes or stimulants of action is 
desire (Introd. p. 233), which excites all actions of which the object is 

pleasure, This pleasure may be either real or apparent, and therefore to 

include the latter we have dca daivera and not éoriv. 
In the next two sentences the four incentives to action which originate 

in ourselves are shewn to be all referable in some sense to pleasure, real 

or apparent good, real or apparent as a motive cause, Of émiOupia it 
has been already stated that pleasure is the direct motive. Habit, again, 
is a kind of pleasure, for experience teaches that habituation and fa- 

miliarity make actions not naturally agreeable pleasant to us—habit 

becomes a second nature. Of anger, revenge is the object, and revenge 

is proverbially sweet. And reasoning or calculation has always of course 
some good, real or supposed, for its object. 

I have no doubt that Victorius is right in the distinction that he 

draws between ovvnOes and éOordv. The former represents a natural 
familiarity derived from familiar associations, with which, as I have 
pointed out on I 1.2, the derivation, ody 40s, ‘the haunting, herding 

together’, the gregarious habit of some animals, is in exact accordance ; 

‘so ovrnOers, of a man’s ‘familiar associates, habitual companions’ I 11. 16; 

, \ = > \ € > mF ~ / 
TL MEV OVY EGTLY N OPYN, OnAov EXTALt p. 37. 
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, ea? af \ \ \ , \ As 
paiverat jo€a. eate S€ Kal TO cuvnbes Kal TO ébto- 

\ > ~ eQ/ \ \ \ lad , \ 

Tov €v Tots joEecW" TOAXNG yap Kat Twv puvoe py 
eV / ’ - eQ/ fol e/ 
noewy, OTav EOicOwowv, HOEwWs TroLoOVTWW. waoTE TVA- 

, > ~ v4 > e \ U e/ > 

AaBovtt eizreiv, boa O’ avToUs mpaTTOVEW, aTavT 

é€otiv ) ayaba 7 pawopeva ayaba 7 ida 4 pawwo- 

peva roea. €rret 0 boa Ov adTous, EKoVTES TpPAaTTOU- 
’ [eee Sef \ > € , U 95% of GA 

aww, ovx éExovtes b€ boa py Ot avToUs, TavT’ av én, 07a 
the other is an acgutred habit, a practice to which you hadituate yourself 

‘by study and attention; of which virtue the settled és formed by €6os is 

the best example. ‘In priore vero,’ says Victorius, ‘nulla industria aut 
cura, sed potius una cum aetate crevisse, eo verbo intelligitur; ut cum a 
puero quispiam in illis vixerit, inde factum sit ut ea ipsi iucunda videantur.’ 

ehic6dow] Spengel has adopted ovvebicbdow from cuvebicwaw, the 

reading of MS A®. [‘€OtcOaow cetert ut p. 1370, 13’ (c. I. 4). ‘ Restitud 

passivum, Spengel.] 
modda yap k.t.A.] ‘Perelegans est locus Agatharcidae p. 61 fragm. ed. 

H. Steph. otras exer re Pidtpov péya waca ovvpbera’ Kal wKa THY ard TOU 

mreptexovtos Svaxeperay 6 xpovos (it isn’t the time, it is the association) 6 tiv 
mparny deEdpevos eis Tov Biov HArkiav.” Gaisford. 

core ouddaBovte eireiv] The dative is explained by supplying an 
imaginary tivi, ‘as for one summing up to say’, An analogous phrase is 

@s ouvedovte eiretv, Xen. Mem. III 8. 10, IV 3. 7. See note on I 7. 7, Td 
rointik@ eivat, and Matth. Gr. Gr. § 388. Add Eth. N.1 5, 1097 613, émek- 
Telvovtt emt Tovs yoveis...els ametpov mpdeow. In this and similar examples 

the dative may almost be regarded as an absolute case. 
ovx éxovtes] Victorius here draws attention to Aristotle’s well-known 

distinction, Eth. N. III 2, init., between ovy éxkav and dxwv. Acts due to 
ignorance, acts which would not have been done, had the doer been 
aware of all the circumstances of the case, cannot be called dxovctot, 

involuntary or unintentional, unless they bring after them regret or 
repentance; neither are they strictly speaking éxovo.a, intentional, be- 

cause no harm was intended; they lie between the two and must take 
the name of ovy éxovora, ‘not-intentional’; neither intentional nor ‘unin- 
tentional’. I doubt if this distinction is applicable here; the only cases 

that it can be applied to are chance or accident, nature, and external com- 
pulsion, under which all actions are said to be involuntary, i.e. in which 

the will has no concern; and this is true. But in the Ethics, the actions 

there in question are not said to be involuntary—the doer meant to do 
what he did—but acting in ignorance, he acted unintentionally, in so far 

as he did not intend to do the mischief that followed. But this ignorance 
from which the unintentional character of the act is derived, ¢ssential in 

the Ethics, has no place here; ignorance is not included in an act done 

by chance, nature, or external compulsion. 
Now as we act voluntarily in all these four cases in which the impulse 

is from within and action in our own power, it follows (from the preceding) 

that the object of all voluntary action is some form either of real or 
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e , , XN ’ ae , > Xe, 
EKOVTES TpaTTOVELW, 4 adyaba Hj Hawoueva dyaba 7H 
eQ/ 3\ , ens , \ \ \ - ~ 
noéa 7 Pavoueva noéar TIOnm yap Kal THY TeV KaKOY 
\ / lo Xx > \ a > A , 

n awoyevwy Kakwv yn aradaynv n avTi MetCovos 
> , / > ~ > ~ e \ 7 

éXaTTovos peTadnyw év Tots dyabois (aipera yap 
\ \ - - \ , nA 9 A 

Tws) » kat THY TWY AUTNpwY n PatvopEevwY n aTadraynv 
3 , > \ / > / > an e 7 

n MeTadn Ww avtt peCovwy éXaTTOVwY ev Tots HO€oLY 
, / af \ 

wWoravTws. AnTTEOY apa Ta cuudeporTa Kal Ta Hodéa, 
, \ ~ \ \ 3 ~ 

Ig 7OTa Kal TOid. Epi pev OUV TOU GuUdeporTos év 
~ ~ of , \ ~ Tois guuBovAreuTiKots elpnTar mpoTEpov, TrEpi Sé TOU 

eas of coal - \ / e \ \ 

n0€os eirwpev viv.) Set Sé vouiCerv ixavous Eivar TOUS 
lA \ > 4 / / ~~ 

Opous, é€av wot mept EKaoToU pyTEe adoadeis pte 

axpt Gels. 

apparent good, or of real or apparent pleasure; including, in the good, 
real and apparent, the removal of evil and the substitution of a greater 
good for a less, because all these are aipera (desirable), objects of choice; 

and in the case of pleasure, the entire removal of pain and the substitu- 
tion of a less for a greater; both of which are like the others (écavras) 
desirable in the sense of pleasurable. 

§ 19. It is therefore (from the preceding considerations) the rhetorician’s 
business to discover the number azd kinds (so Aristotle, but the number of 
kinds will be sufficient,) of good in the form of utility or expediency, and 

of pleasure. And as the first has been already examined and analysed 
under the head of deliberative Rhetoric (cc. 6, 7, good, absolute, and com- 

parative), it remains for us to bestow a similar treatment on pleasure. 
Meanwhile we are not to forget that definitions for rhetorical purposes 
are sufficient, provided they are neither obscure nor over-exact: in the 
one case they are not understood, in the other they are also apt to be 

unintelligible by the popular apprehension, but besides this they trespass 
upon an alien province and method of reasoning, the scientific, namely, 
or philosophical, 1 4.4—6, &c. Accordingly, 

; CHAP. XI 
gives the analysis of pleasure, so far as it is of service to the rhetorician. 

The general plan of this chapter, and the connexion of its contents, 
are as follows. First we have a definition of pleasure and a general 
description of its nature in §§ 1,2. From this we learn that all that is 
in accordance with our nature is pleasurable, all that runs counter to it 

painful, §§ 3, 4. Consequently all za/uraZ desires and appetites produce 
pleasure by their gratification: and these fall into two classes, bodily 
appetites and mental desires, the former irrational and connected with 
the pleasures of sense, the latter rational, in so far as they are of an 

intellectual character, suggested and acquired by some kind of in- 
tellectual process of the nature of persuasion, § 5, and conveyed by a 

faculty, payracia, intermediate between sense and intellect. The analysis 

~ 
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~ i \ e \ , , 

UroKkeisOw © iuty eva THY HOovHY KivnoLY Twa CHAP. 
qn ~ ry / > yf 4 > \ > 

Tis Wuyns Kal Kkatactacw dbpoav Kai aicOntny ets 
5 c , 

, : \ = = ; ‘ 

TH Urapxovcay cuaw, AUTHY O€ TOUVaVTIOV. El ry) 
\ cr - / \ , A 

€oTiv jOovn TO ToLOUTOV, OnAOV OTL Kal OU EETL TO P. 137 
\ - > , , \ \ \ 

TOMTIKOY TiS Elpnuevns Siabéecews, TO Se POapTiKoy 

)} THs e€vayTias KaTagTacEws TOINTLKOV AuTNpOV. 

civaykn ovv jOv eivar TO TE Els TO KATA GYow iévat 
of these intellectual pleasures (which include the pleasures of imagination, 

memory and anticipation, of love and friendship, and its counterfeit, 

flattery) occupies $§ 6--20. In the remainder of the chapter other kinds 

of intellectual pleasures are distinguished, and referred to the principles 

implied in the definition. 
§1. The first word of the chapter is a commentary upon the concluding 

observations of the last: UwoxeiaOa, ‘let us assume’, as a definition, ‘take 

it for granted’: there is no occasion to enter into details, or attempt /o 

prove that it is what I am about to describe. Similarly €or, 5.3, 6. 2, 
7s By TOe 3. 

On the terms of this definition, and the comparison of it with other 

doctrines held by Aristotle himself and other critics on the same subject, 

see Introduction, Appendix D to Bk. I, p. 234 seq. 

kaTaotacw...els THY trdapxoveay pvow] This characteristic of pleasure, 
‘the resettlement of the soul’, i.e. the vital and sensitive system, ‘into its 
normal state’ after a disturbance of the balance or harmony, which is 

pain, reappears in one of the special forms of pleasure, § 21, €v TO pav- 
Oavew eis TO Kata iow cabioracba. So that learning, as a pleasure, like 
pleasure in general, is, according to this view, the filling up of a vacuum, 

the supply of a want, the satisfaction of a craving, the restoration of 
a balance of the system, the re-establishment of a broken harmony. This 

is the Platonic conception of Alcasure,; not, so far as I remember, of 

learning in particular. See Appendix, p. 234. Lucretius takes the same 

view of pleasure, de Rer. Nat. 11 963 (there quoted). 
§ 2. kat 7Ov eore Td rounrixov] by the ordinary rule, I 6.2, and note: as 

all is good that is conducive to good; if the end, then the means; so all is 

pleasant that is productive of, or conducive to, pleasure. Comp. Eth. N, 

I 4,1096 4 10, quoted on the above passage. 

tis elpnuevns d:a0écews] pleasure is here properly called a d:ddecrs, 
‘a temporary and passing disposition’, as opposed to the ‘confirmed, 

complete, and permanent state’ which constitutes the é&is. On the dis- 

tinction of the two, sce Categ. c. 8, p.8 4 27, diadéeper d€ eLis diabccews TH 

mokvxpoudrepov eivat kal povipwrepov. rovadrar S€é al te emusthpat kal ai 
dperai...d:abecers 8€ A€yovrat a eoriv evxivnta Kal Taxd peTaBddXorTa, oiov 
Cepporns Kul Wuxporns Kal vooos Kai Uyleta Kai Goa GAXa Toadra’ SidKkettar yap 

Tws Kata Tavras 6 dvOpwros, Tayd dSé peraBadrdet ex Oeppod Wuyxpos yevopevos 
KT. 

§ 3. If pleasure is what it has been described to be, a return from a 

temporary disturbance or unnatural state into a state of nature (puis 
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being here understood in one of the ordinary Aristotelian significations, 
the zormal nature, nature in its best and completest condition), then all 

‘passing into a natural state’ must be pleasant, ‘and especially whenever 

what takes place in accordance with it has reached its own proper nature’, 
i.e. its acme or maximum, the highest attainable point of its develop- 
ment, for instance, drinking, quenching the thirst is a pleasure, learning 

is a pleasure, but the acme or highest point they reach is still more 

pleasant in both. Schrader, who suggests these examples, expresses the 
later of the two stages in each, by sztim restinxisse, didicisse, which not 
only does not give Aristotle’s meaning correctly, but also, as I think, is 
not true as a matter of fact. 

drewAnpora 7| has attained to, acquired as its due, the opp. of dod:- 
Sova, see note on 11.7. Gaisford cites in exemplification of this appli- 

cation of droAapBavewv, Plutarch, de tuenda sanitate, II 130 E, 70 yap oikeiov 
7 pvots aveihnper (Nature has recovered, regained her own). 

kat ta €6n x.7.A.] ‘and all habits, for in fact that which has decome 
habitual now (by this time, now that it has reached this point) takes 

the form (yiyverac) of something just like what is natural: for habit 
is a thing (ri) closely resembling nature;, because frequent repetition 
makes a near approach to the constant and uniform, and nature belongs 
to the constant and uniform, and habit is a case of frequent repetition’. 
With this statement about habit, comp. de Memoria 2. 16, p. 452 a 27, 

@Gorep yap duos dn 7rd eOos, and line 30, rd dé woddakis puow Tovet. 

Gaisford refers to Plutarch, de tuenda sanit. 132 A, rd €O0s rpomov rwa 
uots tod mapa piow yéyovev. 

Consuetudo altera natura. Prov.ap. Erasm. (Adagza) p.994. Eth. N. vit 

II, 1152 @ 30, faov yap eos peraxuwnoa diceas’ dia yap TovTo Kat To eos 

Xarerdr, Ste TH oer Corker, oTEp Kal EVnvos A€yet, Pypt wodvxpovioy pererHy © 
epevat ire, cai d7 | ravrnv dvOpadroict TeAevTOCay vow eivat. 

§ 4. Kali ro p) Biaor] ‘and freedom from constraint, freedom of action’ 
by the same rule; because all external force, compulsion or violence, is 
unnatural, ‘And therefore all wecessity (of every kind) is painful’. This 
marks the distinction of dvayxaiov and Biaov. Fate, for example, is 
dvaykxaiov, and Necessity (Avayxn herself). 

There is a chapter on 70 dvayxaiov which includes Biaoy as a species, 
in Metaph. A 5. There are four kinds of ‘necessary’ things’. The first 
is physical necessity, as breath and food are necessary to life: the second 
‘class consists of things necessary as means to an end, as taking medicine 
to get well, to take a voyage to A2gina to recover a sum of money: under 
this head comes fia (and rd Biaov), an external force that controls us, 
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something independent of ourselves and our own will, (here the external 

compulsion or violence is the necessary means to the attainment of its end, 
control). Biaoy is thus described, 1015 a 26, rotro & éott ro mapa THY Opyny 
kal THY Tpoaipeow epmodifov Kai KwAuTiKOY. TO yap Biatoy dvayxaiov Aéyerat, 

810 kal AvTNpov, Gorep Kal EUnvos hyot, ‘wav yap avayxaioyv mpayp’ aviapov 
épu. Kat 7 Bia avaykn tis, @oTmep Kat SopokAns Aéyee ‘GAN 7 Bia pe tat?’ 
dvayxafet moveiv’ (this is incorrectly quoted ; memortter, as Bonitz thinks; 

the line runs, aAN 74 Bia yap ravr’ dvayxater pe Spav, Electr. 256). The 
third species of dvayxaiov includes ra py évdexdueva GAdAws eyew; and the 

fourth, which is somewhat unnecessarily distinguished from this, is the 

necessity of demonstration, doderEs, of which the conclusion ‘can only be 
in one way’—which shews that it ought to be included in the preceding. 

See also Waitz, ad Organ. 83 4 38, Comm. 11 p. 358. 

kal opOas eipnra] ‘ Pentameter statim subsequens laudatur quoque ab 
Arist. in Met. Iv 5, et in Ethic. ad Eud. 11 7; necnon a Plutarcho in 1. 
guod non suaviter vivi possit secundum Epicurum, 1102 C. Tribuitur 

utrobique Eveno Pario, poetae Elegiaco, Philisti historici praeceptori. Le- 

gitur tamen idem versus unica voce immutata ap. Theogn. 470 (472 Bergk, 
Fragm, Lyr. Gr. p. 382) wav yap avayxaiov xphp avapov épv.’ Buhle. 

‘And all acts of attention or study, serious effort, vigorous exertion 
are_painful’ (supply dvayxn eivat Aumnpas), ‘for all these imply necessity 

and constraint, unless they become habitual; but ¢#ex the habit makes 

them pleasant. The opposites are of course pleasant; all states of ease 
and comfort, and idleness and inattention, carelessness and indifference, 

and sports, and recreations, and sleep, belong to the family (or class) of 
things pleasant; for none of these is related to (or has a tendency to, 
mpos) necessity’. 

Tav noéwy (rv)] Comp. I 9.25, vikn cat ripy tov adap, I 11.16 and 17. 
These are examples of a mode of expression, not unknown to earlier and 
contemporary writers, but more familiar to Aristotle. It is the substitu- 
tion of a genitive case with ri omitted, for the direct predicate in apposi- 

tion or agreement with the subject. In Aristotle ri or év tc is sometimes 
expressed. I have not o/ed it in any writer earlier than Plato, but have 

no reason to suppose that he was the first to use it. Protag. 319 C, ray 
yewaiov. Theaet.164B, tov aduvarov te EvpBaivew aivera. Phaed. 68 D, 

Rep. II 376 E (Stallbaum’s note), Ib. IV 424, Oés Trav memetopevar, 437 B, IX 

577 B, mpeis etvat tov Suvatay Gy kpiva. Asch. c. Tim. § 143, €v re rovro 
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tév Avmnpotarev. Demosth. c. Lept. sub init. daipeioOar tiv Swpeay trav 
adixeov éoriv, Olynth. I 16, rév drorwrarev dy ein, Olynth. 11 p. 18. 13, ds. 

€or. Tov aicxpav, paddov S€ trav aicxiorwv, de Fals. Leg. § 345, rav dm- 

otovvray. Isocr. cara tov Soguorar § 2, €v rovro trav aduvatey €art. § 16, ovk 
elvan Tov wavy yaderov. Ar. Eth. Nic. VI-7, 1141 3 3, rév Tyswwrdre@y, VI 12, 
sub init. 1152 44, VIII I ult. rév caday &v tu. Polit. 1 2, 1253 a2, rav pvoe Fj 

modus eori, Ib. 5, 1254 a 22, c. 9, 1257 a 36, VI (IV) 4, 1291 29, &y Tt Téy 

aduvarwy, Ib. c. 8, 1294 a I, VIII (V) 3, 1303 @ 19, TaY dpyovTwy yevouevou 
“Hpaxdeodapov, Ib. 7, 1306 4 28, IV (VII) 6, 1327 @ 27, Ib. c. 9, 1329 29, 

Ib. c. 14, 1332 6 32, & te ray addvvarov. de Anima A I. 2, 402 @ I0, ¢. 5, 
A4II @ 15, rdév mapadoyarépav (comparative, very unusual). de Caelo, 1-5. 1, 

sub init. II 12. 4, 292 @ 12, rév dvaptOpyrev eivat, Hist. An. II 11.4, 518 @2, 
tav ovvexav dé rd Sepa €v aract trois (dos. Topic. B 9,114 6 18, 19, 21,T 6, 
119 O11, Z 3, 141 a 5, trav dtomav, © 2, 157425. Waitz ad Org. 121 6 

36, Vol. II p. 473. 
§5. Kal ov av 7 émbvpia evn] Anything is pleasant of which the desire 

is innate in us, ‘the object of any of our za¢ura/ desires or appetites’, the 
definition of desire being ‘an impulse towards pleasure’. de Anima B 3. 2, 

414 5 2, dpekis pev yap émOvpia cai Oupos Kai BovdAnors, b 5, Tod yap ndéos 
Gpekts avtn (4) éemOupia). Ib. T 10. 4, 433 425, 7 yap émOupia dpekis tis 
éorw; and compare the following sections on émOypia and its congeners. 
Eth. N, 111 15, 1119 8 6, kar’ émiOupiay yap (dot kat ra madia, kal paduora 
év rovras 7 Tod S€os dpeéts.. Similarly Plato speaks of desire as naturally 
associated with pleasure, Phaedrus 237 D, 9 ¢uuros otaa émibupia ndovar. 

This leads to a distinction of desires into rational and irrational, 

corresponding severally to the two parts of our moral and intellectual 
nature, the Adyov gyov and the adeyov—the latter division is attributed to 

Plato by the author of Magna Moralia, I 1. 7, 1182 @ 23. 
The irrational appetites, the Platonic émiOupntixov (Republic), are those 

which are not accompanied or guided by reason, which act naturally or 
by a physical necessity, doa A€yovrae dices, (these are Plato’s dvayxaiat 
émOupiac; Rep. VIII 554 A, 558 D, 559 A, B, see the whole passage, IX 

572 C, ras S€ pt) dvayxaiovs, dda mardias Te Kal Ka\Awmicpod evexa yryvo- 
pévas ; and have corresponding 7Sovai, Rep. VIII 558 D, Phileb, 72 E), and 
are not prompted by any ‘supposition’, ék rod vroNapBavew tT, any sug- 

gestion of ulterior advantage of any kind thereby accruing, but are forced 

upon us by the imperious demands of nature; such as bodily appetites 
(those which we have, which come to us, through the channel or medium 
of (dia) the body, sensual, ai c@parixai, Eth. N. VI 6, sub init. dvayxaia 

Ta gwparikd, compare the whole passage), for instance, that of food, thirst, 

and hunger, and the (special) desires of particular kinds of food (special 

tastes leading to particular kinds of pleasure); and those connected with 

taste in general, and with sex, and universally with touch (which includes 
taste,‘ gustus’, with feeling in general, ro dé yevorov damrov tt, de Anima B 10 
init.), and with smell (of fragrance), and hearing and sight. ‘The rational, 

those which are accompanied with reason, are such as owe their origin to 
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‘persuasion’ of some kind—these are artificial and acquired tastes, as 
opposed to the natural and inborn ra évovra, dvotxa—because the hearing 

(things praised and admired by others) and persuasion in general (the 
influence of fashion and association and instruction as well as direct per- 
suasion) suggest to usa taste for, or desire of, seeing and possessing things. 

The division accordingly resolves itself into (1) natural and necessary, 
(2) artificial and acquired, desires and tastes. 

doas emOupovow] sc. émOvutas, is a cognate accusative; émOvpeiv is 

construed only with the genitive case and infinitive mood. 
§6. The received text followed by Bekker and Spengel puts a full stop 

at éAmifer [p. 206, line 3]. (The latter editor has also adopted the reading 

of MS A° dei év for kav). With this punctuation, xav r@ pepynpev@—edricer 
must be the apodosis, and the argument runs thus: ‘If pleasure consists 
in sensation, and gavracia is a kind of sensation, then (assuming that 
there zs pleasure in memory and anticipation) memory and anticipation 
must be always accompanied by a mental impression of what is remem- 
bered or anticipated’—pleasure being the middle term, without which the 
supposed apodosis will not follow from the premisses. But this is not what 

Aristotle undertakes to shew; and also it assumes first what is proved in 
the next sentence, viz. that pleasure does accompany memory and anti- 
cipation. Surely Victorius and Vater are right in supposing the apodosis 
of the entire sentence, ézei «.7.A. to be d4Xov Stt-—kal aiaOnors, which is in 

fact what Aristotle here wishes to establish. Substitute a colon for the full 

Stop : retain xiv (for kai ev) instead of dei év ; and understand the first three 

clauses émei—eAmifer, as three distinct and independent propositions, the 
basis of the conclusion which follows; ei dé rovro is a repetition in sum of 

the foregoing, ‘if all this, I say, be so’, (8é is appropriate in a resumplion 
of what has been just said, note on I 1.11); 7/pleasure is a mode of sensa- 
tion, zf pavracia is a feeble kind of sensation, and z/ memory and hope are 

attended by a ¢avracia or mental impression of that which is remembered 
or hoped (some phenomenon past or future, the former a fact, the latter an 
imagination), it follows that pleasure, which is sensation, accompanies the 
memory of the past and the anticipation of the future because davracia 
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does, which is a form of sensation, éweimep kai aisOnors'. In this case xay 
is to be retained in preference to del év. The latter necessarily makes 
the clause that it introduces, the apodosis; kat év merely couples this with 
the preceding premisses. The mood dxodovOot dy, which might seem — 

objectionable in the mere statement of a proposition, must be considered 
as a qualified statement of the fact, ‘will be likely to attend’; only so 

much can be affirmed. 
davracia] which is here called a ‘sort of feeble sensation’, is described 

otherwise in the psychology of the de Anima. It is defined T 3, 429 a1, 

9 havracia ay ein Kivynots vd Tis aicOjoews THs Kat évépyeray yryvopern (for 
ytyvoperms, Trendelenburg and Torstrik), not, therefore, a mode of sen- 

sation as here, but a motion generated by sensation in active exercise: ~ 
and again 428 a1, davracia xa hy déyopev havracpa te Hpiv yiyverOa: 

‘the presentative faculty’ (Sir W. Hamilton). It is a faculty intermediate 

between sensation and memory, and thus becomes connected with the 
intellect; the seat of memory is 76 mpdrov aigOnrixoy, viz. the heart, where 
the results of sensation are all collected in a focus, and thence transmitted 
to the mind. The memory is defined, de memoria, c. 1, ult. 451 @ 15, 

bavrdcparos, ws eixovos ob ddvracpua, €&s; which represents it as a state 
(in the heart, or the appropriate organ) of the impression ¢ayracya, trans- 
ferred by the faculty of gavracia from the sensation itself, which (the im- 

pression) is the representation (the ezx@v) of the real object of sense, that 
of which it is the @avracya. The office of the davracia is therefore to 

convey the impressions of the actual objects of sense delivered to it by 
sensation, and to impress or print them on the organ fitted for their 
reception; when thus impressed or ‘represented’ they become memory, 

and so are passed on to the intellect. To compare with what is said in 

the Rhetoric, of this ¢avragia being a sort of feeble sensation, we have in 
the de Anima, I 3, 428 4 11, what almost (not quite) justifies it, éed)... 
7 5é havracia kivnois tis Soxei eivar Kal ovk avev aicOnoews ylyverOar GAN 

algGavopévors kai dv aicOnais eotw, gore dé yiverOa kivnow bro tis évepyeias 
tis alaOnoews, kai TavTny dpolav avaykn eivat TH aig Once, ein dv adrn 
1 Kivnots ovte Gvev aigOnoews evdexouern ovte py aicOavopevors Urdpyxev...Kat 
eivat kat ddnO9 Kat Wevdq. Though thus closely allied with sensation, and 
dependent upon it, the @avracia is not a faculty of mere sensation, but 
belongs equally to the intellect, gavracia dmaca fj} NoytoteK) 7 aicOntixy, 

de Anima I 10 ult. 433 4 29, (being apparently intermediate between them 
and partaking of the nature of both); of which (intellect), when we take 
the whole of it, the d:avora as well as the voids, into account, the davracia 

1 That pleasure is attendant upon every act of sensation is stated in Eth. Nic. 
X 4, 1174421, xard wacdy ydp alcOnoly éorw jdorvn, and again, line 27, cad’ 

éxdorny § alcOnow Ste yivera dor} Synrov. But this is not the same thing as the 
statement of the Rhetoric which identifies the two, just as Eudemus in the 7th 

book of the Nic. Eth. identifies pleasure with the évépyevat, of which in Aristotle’s 
toth book it is only the concomitant. And there is a precisely similar overstate- 
ment here of the nature of the ¢avragla, as compared with the description of it 
in the de Anima, where it is said to de a kind of sensation, instead of closely 

connected with it. See the following note, on ¢avragia. 
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actually forms a part; c. 3, 427 4 28, rovrou dé (rod voeiv) To pev havracia 

Soxei eivat Td S€ UadAnYis. ‘Imaginatio inter sensuum perceptiones et 
mentis cogitationes media intericitur, ut imaginatio sensibus, mens imagi- 

natione egeat.’ Trendelenburg ad de Anima III 3, 4, p. 453. On the 
various relations of the @avragia, see the notes of the same Comm. ad de 

Anima, pp. 166, 462, 538, also Bonitz on Metaph. A 1, 980 6 26, p. 33, 
Waitz ad Org. 1006 27, Vol. 1, p. 440. [Ueber den Begriff des Wortes pav- 
tacia bet Aristoteles, $. Freudenthal (Gottingen) 1863, pp. 59. S.] 

§ 7. Consequently all pleasures may be reduced to three classes, 
according as they are referred to things present, past, or future. The 
pleasures of the present are the immediate pleasures of direct sensation ; 

those of the past are the ‘pleasures of memory’, the pleasures that accom- 
pany, or are revived by, association, in the way of recollection, of past 

facts; and those of the future are derived by a similar association from 

the anticipation of future pleasure. deta & earl tov pév mapovtos 7 €vép- 
yeta, Tov 5€ pédXovTos 7) eAis, ToD Se yeyevnpévov 7 prjun’ Hdiorov dé To Kata 
thy evépyecav [Eth. N. 1X 7, 1168 a 13]. Of memory, Ov. Heroid. XVIII 55, 
(Hero to Leander) Nox erat incipiens,; namgque est meminisse voluptas ; 

cum foribus patrits egrediebar amans. 
§ 8. Therefore everything that can be remembered is capable of 

giving pleasure; not only things that were pleasant at the time they hap- 

pened, but some that were not, provided the after consequence of them 

was something right or good (right, morally ; good, as tending to profit or 

advantage)’; whence the saying, ‘nay truly, pleasant it is to remember 

past troubles after deliverance (escape) from them’. Fragm. Eur. An- 
dromed. xv (Dind. xxxvi), Wagner, Fragm. Poet. Trag. Gr. Vol. p.75, 

1 When there has been no compensation of this kind, the remembrance of past 
suffering is painful. Ovid, Metam. 1x 290, guin nunc quogue frigidus artus, 

dum loquor, horror habet; pars est meminisse doloris. X11 283, (Ulysses) me 

miserum, quanto cogor meminisse dolore temporis illius, quo Graium murus Achilles 
frocubuit. Virg. Aen. 11 10, sed si tantus amor casus cognoscere nostros...quamquam 

animus meminisse horret luctuque refugit, incipiam. Dante, Jnferno, c. V 121, 
Nessun maggior dolore, che ricordarsi del tempo felice nella miseria. Shaksp. 
Richard II. Act. 1 Se. 3. 300, Oh no! the apprehension of the good gives but the 
greater feeling to the worse. 
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cited by Plut. Symp. 11 1, p. 630 E, and translated by Cicero, de Fin. 11 
32. 105, swavis laborum est practeritorum memoria. Cic. Ep. ad Fam. v 
12. 2 habet enim praeteriti doloris secura recordatio delectationem. Wag- 

ner adds, ‘ex hoc loco et altero Archippi Comici apud Stobaeum LIX 7, 
profecisse Epictetum ap. Schweig. ‘T. 111, p. 104, scribentem, os 78d ryv 
@ddarray dard yijs Opa, ovras 450 TO cwbévre pepvicba movev, monuit Mei- 

nek, ad Menandrum p. 86.’ Stobaeus quotes a second verse of Archippus, 
@s—dpayv, @ phrép éort, pi) mAéovta pndapod, which supplies the link of 

association from which the pleasure is derived. It is from a contrast of 

past trouble with present immunity, and the feeling of security which it 

engenders ; and it has for its foundation the same feeling as is suggested by 
the celebrated lines of the opening of the second book of Lucretius’ poem, 
the famous suave mari magno. ‘The same association, the sense of com- 

fort and security derived from an uncomfortable contrast, is the founda- 

tion of the pleasure expressed in the exquisite lines of Sophocles, Fragm. 
Tymp. 563 (Dind.) apud Stobaeum LIX 12, ded ded, ri rovrov xapya peigov 
av AdBos Tod ys emupavoavra KaW Urd oréyn TuKVijs dxodaa Wexddos eddovon 
dpevi ;—to make the land, and then, the fatigues and perils past, to sit safe 
and snug under shelter, listening in dreamy and drowsy mood to the fast- 

falling drops of rain overhead—sign of the storm still raging, reminis- 

cence of the past, and contrast with the comfort within. Comp. Cic. ad 
Atticum Il 7, cupio istorum naufragia ex terra gandg cupio, ut att tuus 
amicus Sophocles, wav imo aréyn et cet. 

Another illustration of this source of pleasure is taken from Honige 

Odys. o’ (XV) 399, which Aristotle, as usual, has misquoted. With this 

compare Virg. Aen. I 202, revocate animos maestumque timorem mittite. 

Forsan et haec olim meminisse tuvabit. Comp. again Cic. ad Fam. lL. c. 
Nihil est aptius ad delectationem lectoris quam temporum varietates for- 

tunaeque vicissitudines: quae etsi nobis optabiles in experiendo non fue- 
runt, in legendo tamen erunt tucundae. 

rourov © airoy x.7.A.] ‘and the reason of this is that there is pleasure 
even in the absence of evil’; that is, in the way of contrast with our 
former condition, from which we are now relieved; all relief, the removal 
of oppression and constraint, is pleasurable. 

§9. 1ra& év edmids (nd€a eoriv) x.r.d.] ‘everything is pleasant in anti- 
cipation which appears to confer great delight or profit when present ; 

and to do this without any accompanying pain’, ‘and in general, all that 
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delights when present, delights for the most part in anticipation and 
recollection. Therefore even anger is pleasant’—the prospect of ven- 

geance lends a solace and a charm even to anger; comp. II 2.2, mavn épyij 

érecOai twa jdoviy thy awd Ths édmidos TOD TipwpjoacOa «.7r.A. and the 

same line of Homer, II. = 100, is quoted in illustration, ‘for no one is 
angry with one who is plainly beyond the reach of his vengeance’, (see 

the above passage of Book II,) ‘or with those who are far above him in 
power; either not at all, or less’. ddvxodpevol re, ws fouxev, of avOpwroe 

padXov opyifovrat 7 BiaCopevor’ ro pev yap dro Tov iaov Soxet mAEoventeia Oa, 
To O€ awd Tod Kpelooovos katavayxagecOa, Thuc. 1 77. 5. On gdawopevos 
= avepos, see note on II 2. I. 

§ 10. Most appetites and desires are accompanied by a certain plea- 

sure: which is felt either in the recollection of the past, or in the anticipa- 

tion of the future, enjoyment ; for instance, those who are suffering under 

(Zz. held, possessed by) fevers feel a pleasure in the thirst (that attends 

them), either from the remembrance of former draughts, or the expectation 
of future; and lovers in talking of their beloved (in his absence), or 

painting his portrait, or drawing his likeness, from memory, and com- 
posing verses in his honour’ (so Victorius and Vater; else, ypadovtes 
‘writing of him’, and rovotvrés re dei ‘in anything that they ever do which 

has any connexion with him’, wept rod épwpévov ‘so as to recall him to 

their recollection’); for in all such cases the recollection appears to their 

fancy (olovra) to be like the (present) perception (by any of the senses) of 

the beloved. 
All these last are pleasures of memory, agreeable reminiscences. The 

pleasures of memory are further exemplified in this, that when the love 
which has already arisen from the delight found in the actual presence of 

the beloved is retained by the memory in his absence, this is a sure sign 
of the commencement of a genuine and lasting passion. Bekker, ed. 3, 
followed by Spengel, has put épéow in brackets: F. A. Wolf had pre- 
viously objected to it. It may be retained and explained as I have trans- 
lated it, but the text and the general meaning would not suffer by its 

omission. épéow if retained implies that the passion is a/ready conceived. 
Gaisford, after Victorius, quotes Eth. Nic. 1X 5, 1167 @ 4, €otxe dn (1) edvora) 

dpxy pirtas elva, domep Tov epav 7 Sia tis dYews Hdovn’ py yap mponaGeis 
rH ida ovbeis épG, 6 B€ xaipwr T@ etder ovOev paddov pa, GAN’ drav kal dnovra 
mo6n kai THs mapovalas emOuph. 
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éxopevor] Victorius inquires here whether éyépevor should be construed 
with év rois muperois, as Plat. Phileb. 45 B, év rovovrors voojpacw éxopevot, 

or with rais divas: the case is doubtful, either will do. 
tais divas] ¢hezr thirst, that which naturally belongs to them: the 

possessive use of the definite article. 
_ $12. ‘And this again is the reason why, even when (the beloved) 
(becomes painful) causes pain (to his admirer) by his absence, there is 

still some pleasure that finds its way zz¢o (grows up, is engendered, in) 
his lamentations and wailings; for the pain that he feels is at the want of 
him, but zwz¢ that, there is a pleasure in the recollection and, in a sense, 
sight of himself, and what he used to do, and how to look and behave, 
(ofos what sort of person he was, in external appearance, and character, 
i.e. conduct)’, The very absence, and the pain that it causes, and the 
expression of grief, have a charm in them which affords some compensa- 
tion by the recollection of all that he is and does. ‘ Hence the appropri- 

ateness of the saying’,—meaning especially the use of the word iyepos, 
which implies eager desire, in relation to yoos—‘thus spake he, and in 
them all aroused longing desire for wailing’. This is a familiar phrase in 
Homer, and occurs several times both in the Iliad and Odyssey. See in 

Damm’s Lexicon, s. v. tuepos. Andromache looking back at Hector as 
she was taking leave of him, daxpudev yeAdoaca, is a picture of the mix- 

ture of pleasure and pain (Il. Z 484). 
§ 13. ‘And revenge is sweet’, by the logical theory of convertible 

AR. I. 14 
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opposites, ‘for where failure is painful, success must be pleasant; and 
angry men, whilst they are vexed beyond all measure if they miss their 

revenge, are equally delighted in the anticipation of it’. dvumepBdjrTes, 
‘unsurpassably’, a rare word, found as adj. in Isocr. Paneg. § 71, Xen. 
Cyrop. VIII 7. 15, Plat. Defin. 412 B, Dem. Olynth. 11 23. 11, Epitaph. 

1389. 7, Lycurg. c. Leocr. § 101, and more frequently in Polybius. Of the 
adverb I find only this one example. [Cf., however, Rhet. ad Alexandrum, 

12, 1430 8 25, avumepBAnrtos Tipwpotvra, Index Aristotelicus. S.] 

§ 14. And victory is a source of pleasure—not only to those who have 
a special and peculiar ‘fondness’ for it (rots quAovixors), but universally, 

to everybody; because it gives rise to (yiyverat, there arises) an impression 
(fancy or notion) of superiority, of which all feel the desire either in a 
slight degree or more strongly. Comp. I 9.39, 7 & umepoyn trav Kader... 
ereitmep 1 UmEepoxn Soxet pyvvew aperyv. Superiority is a noble or right aim, 
or end of action; and indicative of ‘virtue’. This is one of the modes in 
which the ‘love of power’ manifests itself, to which, as a purely selfish 

instinct, Hobbes sought to trace all our feelings and springs of action. 
The Emotion of Power is, in Mr Bain’s Classification of the Emotions as 
sources of action, one of the most important of a family of eleven which 

together compose our moral constitution. Bain, Emotions and Will, 
p. 59, and the admirable analysis, 145—162. See also Dugald Stewart on 

this subject, there quoted p. 145. ‘The objects of the sense of power may 
be described as the effects or consequences of our own agency surveyed 
under such a comparison as to set forth some kind of suferiority.’ This 

is the vrepoyy in question. 
§ 15. This love of victory, as an evidence of superiority, is the founda- 

tion of the amusement derived from all sports and games into which 
competition enters; all, namely, that involve a contest either of bodily 

strength and skill (as cricket, athletic exercises, and all encounters of a 
combative character, paynrixas, cock-fights, bear-baiting, pugilistic en- 
counters, tournaments and sham-fights of all kinds), or ‘wit-combats’, 
intellectual and dialectical encounters (épiorixds); games of knuckle- 

bones, of ball, of dice, and draughts. 
Three Mss Q, Y°, Z® here add avAnttxas, (ras payntixas kal Tas avAn- 

Tikas Kal é€piotixas), to represent ‘musical’ contests, which spoils the 
antithesis, and introduces a vicious classification. 

On the zeal and eagerness and love of victory manifested by children in 

their sports, comp. Cic. de Fin. v 22. 61. On matdcai épiotixai, Probl. 
XVIII 2 (referred to by Gaisford). Aca ti of ?ptorixot AOyou yupvactikol 
bd a o * 4 cal “a c cal , , ve » ‘4 
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€ptortxy here in the Rhetoric means nothing more than the practice of 
dialectics, arguing against an opponent, and for victory. It has, however, 
almost always in Plato, and not unfrequently in Aristotle, the additional 

connotation of captious reasoning, quibbling and sophistry. In Top. Iv 

(de Soph. El.) 11, 171 6 24, the épuorexot are defined as of mavras wxav mpoat- 

povpevor, and again 25, of peév ovv ths vikns adths xapiv TowodTaL épioTeKol 
dvOpwrot kai pirepides Soxodow eiva. Here there is already the imputation 
of an over-disputatious habit implied by the word, but by and by, in lines 
30, 32, it is associated with sophistry and sophists; but with this distinction 
—they both argue unscrupulously, ‘but the eristics do this to gain an 
apparent victory, the sophists to make a show of wisdom’; -the definition 

of the sophist being, c. 1, 165 @ 22, xpynpariorns dwo havopnerns coias 

ovons 8 ov. Again, c.2, 165 47, they are distinguished from the genuine 
dialecticians, who deal with ra éydo£a real probabilities, by this sophistical 

habit and mode of arguing, épsorixol dé of éx Trav Patvopéevar evddEar py 
évrav Sé cuddoytoTixol 7) awopevor cvdAdoytoTiKol. evd)s Adyos Kadetrat 

TeTpaxas’ Eva pev Tporov Grav hairntar cvprepaiver Oat pt TvpTEpatydpevos, 6 
kaheirat épiotixos ovddoyiopos. Top. © 12, 162 4 3, In Rhet. II 24. Io, 
Ta épiotixa stands for the sophistical practice of unfair reasoning, yiyverat 

bawvdpevos cvddoyiopos ‘lead to an apparent, or fallacious, conclusion’. 
dotpayaXrices| The game of dorpayador, ‘knucklebones’, cut into rough 

dice with only four flat sides (¢a/us), and so distinguished from the xvfoe 
(cesserae), which (as the name imports) had all six sides flat, is described in 
Rich, Dict. of Gk. and Rom. Antig. p. 64, Smith, Dict. Antig. s. v. talus, 

p- 1095 (ed. 2), Becker, Gallus, Exc. 1, p. 499 (Engl. Tr.), Charicles, Exc. 

lI, p. 354. And for an account of the other games mentioned see the 
same authorities (reff. in Index); [also K. F. Hermann’s Lehrbuch der 

Griechischen Privatalterthiimer, ed. 2,§ 55. S.] 
opapices| Theaet. 146 A, Athen. A 25, 26, p. 14° D—I5 C, wodd bé rd 

avvrovoy Kal Kanarnpoy THs mepl THY oaipoTiKnY dpiddAns K.T.rA. 
kuBelas kai merreias] often go together, Plat. Phaedr. 274 D, Rep. 11 

374 C, (on the difficulty of these two games); Soph. Naupl. Fragm. 4, 
mecoovs KUBous te. Fragm. 380, 381 (Dindorf). Plut. (Cap. Descr.) Qu. 

Rom. p. 272 F, Zaxopos tis...dmokavayv axorjns bos elyev ev mertois Kal 
KUBots Ta modAd Sinpepeverv. The merroi in particular was an old and 
favourite game, which appears from the constant allusions to it in Greek 
literature. The earliest mention of it occurs in Homer, Od.a’ 107. The 

corresponding Latin game, /atrunculi, is described by Ovid, Ars Am. II 
208, III 357. 

The same is the case with ‘serious’ games (games that require study 
and attention, such as chess, and werreia and xvSeia, according to Plato, 
I. c.)—the only difference between serious games and games of mere 
amusement, in respect of the pleasures they afford, is that the pleasure in 

14—2 
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the one case must be acguzred, and arise from habit and cultivation, 
whereas others are xaturally agreeable, lit. at once (ed6vs, from the 

very first) ; to this latter class belong hunting with dogs, and every kind 
of chace. 

Various ‘kinds of chace’ are enumerated in the Politics, 1 8, in the 

description of the ‘hunting stage’, the second, according to Aristotle, 
in the development of human civilization. He takes occasion from this 

to distinguish the several kinds of hunting. of & azo Ojpas (dor, kai Onpas 
érepou €ré€pas, olov of pév ad Anoteias, of 8 ad’ ddreias, Goot Nipvas Kai EAn 
kat motapovs 7) Oddatray TotavTny (i.e. of the same kind as the lakes, marshes 
and rivers, namely, fish-producing) mpocotkotow, of & dm’ dpvibev i Onpiov 
dypiwy, piracy, man-hunting, fishing, fowling, and hunting wild animals, 
hunting proper. 

Wherever there is rivalry or competition, there is also victory, the 

opportunity of shewing one’s superiority. And this is what makes 
practice at the bar and in the law courts (where there is a per- 

petual struggle and contest for the victory going on between the two 
rival pleaders), and that of dialectics (what is avowedly and technically a 

contest between two opposites), pleasant occupations. 
§ 16. This quasi-sensation, the davracia, is again employed to explain 

the pleasure we derive from honour and fair fame, the favourable opinion 
of others. These are pleasant because every one who possesses them 

always acquires an impression or fancy that he must be such an one as is 

the good (such as 6 omovdaios, to whom alone such things are really de), 
and a ¢arragia, being a form of sensation, always carries pleasure with it, 

§ 6; and this pleasure is still greater (the g@avragia becomes still more 

vivid, and its effect greater) when he believes that those who say so (ére 
rowvTés é€oTw olos 6 omovdaios) are likely to be right in what they say. 
Such (of Soxotvres adnOevew) are near neighbours who know a man better, 

and are therefore better judges, than those (friends) that live at a distance ; 
intimates (familiar, habitual associates, ovvjeis, note on I 1.2, 10. 18), 

and fellow-citizens rather than strangers afar off, (who only know him by 
report); contemporaries rather than posterity (to whom the same reason 

applies); wise men rather than fools; many rather than few. This is 

because (ydp; i.e. the preference, expressed by the padAoy in each case, 

is due to the fact that) those (first) mentioned are more likely to arrive at 
the truth than the opposite; for when a man has a great contempt for 
any one, as children and beasts, he cares not at all for their respect and 
good opinion, at least on account of the opinion itself, but, if at all, for 

something else. 
trav ndiatwv] Note on § 4, supra. 
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tév arabev| The fact that words (substantives, adjectives, adverbs, and 
pronouns, AvdOev otpavdbev oixobev, GdddOev rravrobev, Evrocbev CEwbev mpoo- 
wbev érwber, dOev oebev eucbev) with the old genitive termination -6ev, are 
often substituted for the primitive forms, particularly with the definite 
article as oi avroOev (see many instances of this idiom in Index to Arnold’s 
Thucyd. s. v.), oi Zwbev, of dvober, xatwbev, oixdbev, exeiOev, and such like, in 
phrases where the termination seems to have entirely lost its force, has 

been long known and noticed: see examples in Wunder’s note, Antig. 
519, and Lobeck, Phryn. p. 128: but the explanation of this usage, so far 

as I know, is still wanting. It is to be found in an observation of 
Hermann, on Soph. Electr. 888, érydarns & op@ mupas vewpi Boorpuxoy, and 
882, dpa korw@uns €& Gkpas veoppvtTovs myyds yadakTos, ‘solent Graeci spatia 

non a vidente et audiente ad id quod ille videt et audit, sed ab isto ad 
hunc metiri’: they reverse our order of proceeding; we measure from 
ourselves to the object, the Greeks from the object to themselves, The 
application of this simple fact to all the cases resembling those above 
given solves the whole mystery of the idiom, which, as Lobeck says, o/zm 
vel barbatos magistros obstupefecit. (Lobeck is speaking merely of the 

knowledge of the fact; he himself assigns no reason.) Rhet. 1 15. 16, of 
& arwber, I 6. 23, rods arwdev. In Eurip. Ion 585—6 (Dind.) both points 
of view are taken, ov radror eidos haivetar Tay mpaypdrov mpocwber dvTwv 
eyyvdev 8 opapéver, unless,.as is at least equally probable, the interpreta- 
tion of eyyidev dpwpéver be, ‘seen’ not ‘from a near point’ where we are, 
but ‘seen’, the sight of them: proceeding, from a near point, where ¢hey 

are. Arist. Pol. VII (VI) 4, 1319 @ 8, gives an excellent illustration of this 
difference between the Greek and our point of view: Aristotle is speaking 

of some restrictions on the occupation of land: 7 ré dds ph e&civar ke- 
krnoOa mrelw yhv pérpou Twos } dwo TLvdS TOTOV Mpds TO doTd Kal THY 
mwokw—or, as we say, ‘within a certain distance /vom the city’. Plat. 
Theaet. 165 D, éyyvOev éricragba roppobev dé py (not, as in English, a¢a dis- 
tance, but from a distance, as seen from a distance), Rep. VII 523 B, ra mop- 

pobev hawvopeva, Ib. C, cir’ eyyiev mpoonimrovea cire moppwhev. Ib. 514 B, 

eis TO mpdcbev, Pas Tupds av@bev Kal woppwbev Kadpevov bmicbev adrav. 
Soph. Oed. Col. 505, rovxei@ev dAcovs, Philoct. 27, Soxd yap oiov eimas 
ayrpov cicopav. -’08. dvwbev, 7) Katwbev; od yap évvod. Eur. Iph. T. 41; 
opayia S adovow appnr ~rwbev rdv8 dvaxropwv Oeas. Tyrtaeus, Fragm. 
8.38, 9.12 (Bergk, Fr. Lyr. Gr.), éyytOev iorawevor. Examples might be 
multiplied indefinitely. 

As regards dwwOev and dmdéev, the former is condemned as formed 
on a false analogy from an imaginary dr by Géttling on Ar. Pol. 11 1, 
p- 311-—See Lobeck on P&rynx. p. 8—10, who shews that both forms 

are good. The MSs vary in the prose form, but drwdey is found zx verse 
(Eurip, and Aristoph.), which guarantees its existence, 
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§ 17. 6 pidos trav Ader] § 16, rdv ndicrwy, note on § 4 supra. 
To Te yap Pireiy 7dv...otv@] Friendship or a friend belongs to the class 

of pleasant things—the term qos or gurciv, ‘to be fond of’ anything, 

implies pleasure; no one is said for instance to be fond of wine who does 
not fake pleasure in it; and the converse, ‘to be liked’ is also pleasant— 

for here again comes in the ‘impression’ or fancy that the thing liked or 

loved (diAciv has just the same double sense as the French a/mer, the 

stronger ‘love’, and the feebler ‘liking’) must have some good in (belonging 

to) it, good in some form or other being the universal object of desire of all 

sentient beings ; i-e. of all creatures that are capable of appetites and affec- 

tions, which capacity depends on sensation, the power of feeling pleasure 
and pain, de Anima B 3, 414 6 1—5, line 4, 6 8 aicO@nows vmdpxet, rovT@ 
ndovn re Kat Avan Kai TO OU TE Kal AuTNpOY, ois b€ TadTa Kat 7 emtOvpia’ Tod 
yap ndéos dpekts adtn. This davracia &c. belongs to, and is meant to 

illustrate, the active liking, rd @iActy 75v. Every one who likes anything 
always has the impression that the object of his liking has something 

good about it, which is the reason for his liking it, since good is the 
universal desire. ‘And being liked or loved is to be valued, esteemed, 

for one’s own sake and for nothing else’. This is what may be called the 
‘passive’ liking, said of the recipient of the action or liking; and is 
opposed to the active form of liking or love in this respect; that it is an 
end or ultimate object in itself, whereas the other looks to some further 

end beyond itself, namely, some good which it seems to see in the object 
of its affection. It is probable that little or no distinction is here intended 
to be made between @guirciv and dyaray, since it is the end and not the 
process that is here in question, and they seem to be used pretty nearly 
as synonyms. They represent two different aspects of love, as a natural 
affection or emotion, and as an acquired value, which we express by 
‘esteem’. See further, in Appendix A at the end of this Book. 

§ 18. cai ro OavpateoOa| ‘ And admiration is a source of pleasure, due to 
the very honour or respect (that it carries with it or implies)’. avrdé the 
honour itself, alone, and nothing else: notwithstanding that there is no 
more substantial benefit derived from it (Victorius). ty is pleasant, § 16. 
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Flattery is pleasant, because it is accompanied by the ¢artracia (which is 
always capable of conveying pleasure, § 6) the pleasant impression (not 

reality) of admiration and friendship in the flatterer. 
$19. The frequent repetition of the same acts is pleasant, because 

they become habitual and familiar; as we were told (jv) in c. Io. 18. 
Probl. XIX 5, ult. re nal rd advnbes Hdd padrAov Tod dovyyous. 

§ 20. And change is pleasant; by the definition, because change is 
a relapse into the normal condition of our nature: ‘the constant repetition 
of the same thing causing a (vicious) excess of the settled state’. It is 

this vicious excess which is represented in the proverbial pndev dyav, ne 
guid nimis, ‘toujours perdrix. When we have reached a‘ settled state’, as 
a state of health finally established by a gradual course of medical treat- 
ment, the medical applications which were repeatedly employed during 
the cure should be at once discontinued or the state of body will be viti+ 

ated: and so in all cases when a state has reached its acme or normal 
condition anything that causes it to exceed this is injurious. Eating and 
drinking too much are other cases in point; when the system is settled 
or satisfied, the repetition of the acts of eating and drinking disturbs the 
harmonious balance and produces discomfort or disease. The same 

expression occurs in Eth. N. VII 13, 1153 @ 4, dvamAnpoupems Te tis pu- 
cews kai xadeotnxvias, where from the contrast of the two participles the 
first plainly signifies the state of progress towards satisfaction, and the 
second the complete or satisfied state ; and so the Paraphrast explains it, 

mAnpwbévres HdoucOa x.t.d.: and similarly év rj cabeotynxvia rcKia, Thuc. 11 
36, means, a confirmed and settled, mature and vigorous time of life, when 

the age of growing is over. 
And in general, a// excess is vicious; as the Pythagoreans and Plato 

(Philebus) held, and Aristotle himself proves by induction in the establish- 

ment of the doctrine of the mean, in the Nicom. Ethics, 1. The concluding 

words of the seventh book of the Nic. Eth. may serve as a commentary 

on this topic; peraBory Sé mavrav yuxitaroy, kata Tov mounThHy, dea movnpiav 
twa’ (i.e. imperfection: we are always wanting a change, because we never 
are in a ‘complete state’). @omep yap avOpamos edperdBoros 6 rovnpos, Kat 
9 ios 7 Seopévn peraBodjs’ ov yap amy odd émerxys. The ‘ poet’, re- 
ferred to here and in the Rhetoric, is Euripides, Orest. 234, 9 xdmi yaias 
dppoca rrodas OéXers xpomov tyvos Geis ; weraBod} mavrav yukd. The ‘change- 
ableness’ of the bad man in the illustration, is deduced, I presume, from 

the axiom that right is one, error and wrong infinite, ér@dol pév yap amas 
mavrodaras dé xaxoi: see the whole passage from which this apothegm is 
taken, Eth. Nic. Il 5, ult. 1106 J 29, ért rd dyaprdveww moddaxas TO be 
karopOovy povaya@s K.T.d. 

It is this pleasure which is felt in change that makes men and things 

pleasant that present themselves to us or happen ‘after an interval’; 
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‘because they bring a change from our present condition or circum- 

stances, (this is a di-version or a-musement,) and at the same time that 
which can be used (or enjoyed) only at intervals is rare’: but rarity 

makes things ‘better’, c. 7, 14, 29, 32, or gives them a preference over 
others in value and importance—not ecessarily however in the amount 
of pleasure which may be derived from them; though in many cases, 

such as the possession of any rare object, print,.coin, gem, in a collection, 

it certainly does. 
§ 21. And learning and wondering are pleasant for the most part; 

wonder, because in it is contained, manifested,.the desire of learning; 

and therefore the wonderful is an object of desire (every desire is directed 

to some pleasure, § 5) and consequently pleasant; and learning includes, 
implies, a settlement into our normal cendition’. @vats here stands for the 
true and highest nature, the normal perfect state, of anything, see Grant, 

on Eth. N. I 1. 3, Polit. 1 2, 1252 4 32, olov yap exaorov éott THs yeveoews 

TeheaGeions paper rHy prow eivat Exagrod, donep avOperov, immov, oixias. This 

highest condition of our nature is bewpia, philosophy, the contemplation of 
truth, which is also the highest form or ideal of happiness, Eth. Nic. x 

8 andg. A state of knowledge, to which: learning leads, may therefore 
be regarded as a settled or complete state, and to be the ‘normal condi- 

tion of the intellect’, the noblest part of the entire Wvy7. A settlement 

into this condition must therefore by the definition, § 1, be a form of 

pleasure. 
On wonder, or curiosity, as the origin of learning, of all specu- 

lative inquiry or philosophy, compare Plato, Theaet. 155 D, to whom the 

observation is due, pada yap dirocodou roito ro mabos, To Oavpaterw* ov 
yap GdAn apy) pirrocodias 4} avtn, x.r.A. From Plato it is borrowed by 

Aristotle, Metaph. A 2, 982 4 12, 8a yap ro Oavpatew of GvOpwmo kai vor 
kai TO mpa@tov jpkavto dirogoeiv...6 d€ aropav kai Oavpatwv oierar dyvoeiy, 

Poet. IV 4, atrtov d€ kat TovTov, dre pavOdvew ov povoy Trois pirocopots 7d1- 
arov adda Kal Tois GANots Spoiws’ adN emi Bpaxd Kowwvodow avtev, and 
Coleridge again, Adds to Reflection, on spiritual religion, Aph. Ix., has 
thus improved upon Plato and Aristotle, ‘In wonder all philosophy 

began: in wonder it ends: and admiration fills up the interspace.’ See 
also Sir W. Hamilton’s Lect. on Metaph. Lect. Iv. Vol..1. p. 77 seq. Ar. 

Met. init. ravres GvOpwmot tov eidévar dpéyovrae pice, x.r.A. Here (in the 
Met.) as elsewhere, the pleasure of learning or knowledge is assumed, 
The reverse of this is the cynical Horatian V2/ admirari, &c., followed by 

Pope, “‘ Not to admire is all the art I know, To make men happy and to 
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keep them so.’ Plain truth, dear Murray, needs no flowers of speech, 
So take it in the very words of Creech.” [Epist. 1, 6. 1.] 

§ 22. The pleasure of conferring and receiving benefits and favours 
is made to arise, in the case of the_reception of good, or good treatment, 
from the gratification of our desires which this implies, any gratification 

of a desire being pleasant, § 5; and the other, the pleasure of conferring 
favours, is due to the gratification of our love of power (Hobbes again, 

cf. p. 210); the power, namely, evinced in our having (¢yecv) the means of 

bestowing them, and of shewing our superiority (smepéxew) by doing so. 
Aristotle, neither here nor elsewhere, takes any account of the benevolent 
affections as elements of human nature. 

Similarly 76 dpxew is said to be #diorov, § 27. 

From the pleasure of doing service in general is derived the particular 
pleasure of ‘setting our neighbours right’ (rectifying, restoring their fa//enx 

fortunes or character to its normal or wfrigh¢ state) either in their pro- 
perty, when their affairs have gone wrong, or in their judgment, when 

they have made a mistake; or in their conduct, when they have deviated 

(wapexBaivew) from the 77gh¢ path: and also of supplying their deficiencies 
(as before, pecuniary, intellectual, and moral) and bringing them. up to 
a complete or satisfactory condition. émuredeiv is ‘to put the end upon’, 
(as émorépeww, emiogpayitew, emvypahew, émixpoparifew Plat. Rep. X 601 A, 
émitiOévat, et sim.), hence, to finish, complete, or ‘fill up’. 

§ 23. The pleasure derived from: the ‘imitative arts’ is next traced to 

the same sources, the pleasures, namely, of learning and wonder. These 
being assumed, it follows that every work of imitation, as of painting, 
sculpture, poetry—especially dramatic poetry—(we must either read here 
with Vater ypadixy &c. in the dative, as had occurred to myself, or 

suppose that the ‘art’ in the three cases is carelessly substituted for the 
‘product’ or result of the art); and especially any exact imitation, even 
when the object imitated is not pleasant in itself; the pleasure lies in the 

mere tmitation, and arises from exercise of the intellect in drawing an 
inference or ‘conclusion (cvAdoyiopes) from this to that’; which is a 

reasoning process, and a kind of learning. 

The zuference is from the copy to the original, which must have been 
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Hevoy, WaTED ypadiKn Kal avdptavToTola Kat TomN- 

seen before, if any pleasure is to be derived from the imitation; and the 
learning arises from the observation of the two and the comparison of them 
whereby we acquire some knowledge of what the things really are. This 
explanation is found in Poet. c. 4. 5. I will quote the entire passage from the 

beginning of the chapter, as a complete commentary on the passage of the 
Rhetoric, which indeed seems to be directly taken from the other, In the 
Poetics, as here in the Rhetoric, the love of imitation is ultimately based 
upon the love of learning; § 4, airtov 8€ Kat rovrov x.t.d. zfra. The faculty 
or power of imitation which attends us from our very birth, ovuduroy, and 

the love of imitation which accompanies it, both natural, are the two causes 
of poctry, §§ 1 2, and also of the other mimetic arts. "Eolkaou Sé yevvjoa 

bev OdXws THY mountixny airia Svo Twés, Kal abrat Pvotkal. TO Te yap pipetcOa 
aipputoy trois dvOpamros ex maidwy eoti, kal toit@ Sitapépovot tay Gav 
(oor Gre pipntix@raroy €att kal Tas paOncers Toeirat Ord plpnoews Tas TpeTas, 
kal TO yxalpey Tots piunpact mdavtas. onpetoy S€ ToUTO TO GupBaivoy éml TaY 

épyov' @ yap avra AumNpas Opapev TovTwY Tas eixdvas Tas padioTa HKpt- 

Bopévas xalpopev Oewporvres, olov Onpiwv te poppas tav aripotdrey (the 
lowest and most degraded) kat vexpav. (§ 4) airvov d€ Kal rovtov Ort pavOavew 
ov povoy Tots piroaddors Hoittov GANA Kal Tots GAXows dpoiws’ GAN emi Bpayd 
Kowv@vovow avtov. dia yap TodTo yalpovor Tas eikdvas Opavres, OTL CupBaiver 

Oewpodvras pavOaverv Kai cvddoyi{erOut Ti Exacrov, oivy dtu odTOS exeivos, Emel 
edy py TvyxXavn mpoewpakeas ov Sia piunpa tromnoer THY nOovny dra dia THY 
drepyaciay (the execution, elaboration, finish, Plat. Rep. VI 504 D) 4 tH 
xporay f) Sta ToradTny Teva GAXAnv airiav. In the first three chapters of this 
treatise it is assumed that all the fine arts, painting, sculpture, music, and 
poetry in all its branches—architecture, except so far as the sculpture 
employed in decoration is concerned, does not appear in the list—are 
zmitative, and derived from the love of imitation and the power of 

imitation characteristic of humanity; and it is upon the various modes of 
imitation that the division of the fine arts is founded. 

In the same way the pleasure which we derive from metaphors: 

consists in tracing the resemblance—a process of learning, pa@nois tus— 
between the word ‘transferred’ and the thing it, sometimes remotely, 

resembles; so that here again the natural pleasure which attends all 
acquisition of knowledge, ro yap pavOavew padios 450 picet raciv éort, is 

assumed as the foundation of the love of imitation. Rhet. III to. 2. 
Comp. Ill 8. 2, dyd€s yap cat dyvworov TO dreipov. II 9. 2, 11.9. And in 
Probl. XIX 5, the same principle is applied to music: 61a ri #dL0v dkovovaw 
adovreoy boa av mpoemtaTapevor TUYXAVMOL TAY EADY Tf} OY pI) EmloTaVTAL }...... 
7) Ore HOU TO pavOaverv; TovTov Sé airtoy drt TO pev AapBavew THY emiotHpny, TO 
b€ xpiaba kal dvayvepicew éariv. 

Twining in his note on Poet. IV 4 (note 22, p. 186 seq.) in describing 

and illustrating this doctrine of Aristotle, remarks that ‘he does not see 

how any information can be said to be acquired by the spectator’ (or 

listener) from the mere ¢dentification of two objects, the inference that 
‘this is that’. And this remark is true if this were all that Aristotle 

means by his doctrine. The mere identification of an object compared 
with one already known conveys no xew knowledge, which is essential to 
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TiKN, Kal TAY O av ED MEmLNUEvOY 7H, KaV 7] My) Ov avo 
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cwlerOa ék Twv Kwovvwr, TavTa yap Oavpacta 

the notion of /earning. But what seems to be Aristotle’s real meaning is 
(as I have expressed it above) that by the comparison of the representa- 
tion with the original, whether it be a picture, or a trait of character in 

a tragedy, or a metaphor, you /earn something zew in this respect; that 
the representation, in proportion to its accuracy and finish (the number 

of details introduced), enables you to discover or observe by the com- 

parison something new in the object which you had never observed 

before: and this is the ‘inference’ from thé resemblance, which the 

ovddoyiopos, here and in the Poetics, is intended to express. On the love 
of imitation, and the pleasure derived from the imitation of objects in 

themselves disagreeable, Schrader quotes de Part. Anim.1 5, 445, a5. 

[kal yap Gy ein Gromov ei tas pev eixovas aitav Oewpodvres xaipoper Stet Thy 
Snutovpyjoacay réxvnv cuvOewpoipev, otov thy ypadixny 4} Thy mAaoTiKHY, 
airay dé trav hice ouvertdétev pr padXoy dyargpuev thy Oewpiav, Suvapevol 
ye Tas airias xaOopay. d10 Sei pn Svoexepaivew madixds tTHy wept Tdv aTiporépoy 
(dev érioxeyer. | 

§ 24. From the love of wonder arises the pleasure that we derive 
from (tragic) ‘catastrophes’ and ‘narrow escapes from danger’, which are 

all objects of wonder. Poet. XI init. €or: dé mepumérera pév 7 eis TO evavtiov 

TOY Mpatropévay petaBody,...Kat ToUTO Sé...kaTa TO eikds 7 dvayxaioy. The 
term mepiréreca therefore expresses merely the ‘sudden change or revolu- 
tion of fortune’ of the actors in the drama; the later appellation xara- 

atpody (Polybius) conveys the same notion of ‘revolution’ (orpody), with 
the additional annotation of a ‘downward’ tendency (xara) or downfall, to 
degradation or ruin. 

mapa ptxpov] The preposition, which in this and similar phrases, mapa 
Bpaxd, map’ oALyov, map’ ovdev (dyew, rider Oa, nyeioOa),is usually translated 
in English by ‘within’, ‘within a little of’, ‘within an ace or an inch of’, in 
reality implies comparison; two things when set ‘side by side’ being 
more easily compared together. (Rhet. 11 23. 30, wap? GAAnda davepa... 
padXor, III 2. 9, dua ro mapadAnha ra evartia padiota paiveo Oa, Ib. 9. 8, 11. 9, 

17.3.) The comparison in these phrases is expressed in terms of 
quantity, ‘about as much as, amounting to’; and so mapa pixpdv becomes 

‘nearly about, closely approaching to, or within a little of’. A few 
instances of a very common idiom are given in Jelf’s Gr. Gr. § 637 on 
mapa, Vol. I, p. 301, [Kuhner’s Ausfiithrliche Grammatik, § 440, Vol. 11, 
p- 445] and Matth. Gr Gr. 588 a, who does not properly explain 
it. Victorius quotes from Phys. B 5, 8, 197 @ 27, a sentence which con- 
veys a sort of explanation of mapa puxpdv: 8:0 Kal TO mapa puxpov Kakdv Ff 
dyabdv péya daBeiv } Svotuyxeiv f edtuxeiv eotiv, bre ds Umdpxov Eyer 7) Oid- 
voia* To yap mapa puxpov Gorrep ovdey améxeww Boxei. 
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§ 25. xal...ra ovyyery S€] Note on 1.11, p.20. ovyyevf are things that 

belong to the same yevos or family, congeners of all kinds, ‘all things akin 
to and resembling one another’: the ovyyevyj, besides the examples given 
directly, man, horse, youth, are also indirectly illustrated by the things 

mentioned in the proverbs: they are ‘class fellows’, any thing of the 

same Aind with another. All that is natural is pleasurable—by the defi- 

nition—things belonging to the same class have a natural connexion, 

(‘xara dvow inter se esse dicit quod eiusdem naturae participes sint,’ Vict.) 
—therefore all cvyyevn are ndéa; but only ‘for the most part’, not always: 

for sometimes ‘a man’s greatest foes are those of his own household’, and 
‘two of a trade can never agree’; Kepapyeds Kepapet KoTéer Kal TEexTOML TEKTWY, 
Hes. Cp. et D. 25. The two sides are given, Eth. Nic. VIII 2 init. 

MALE Acca tépre] Crabled age and youth cannot live together. 
Hence nAcxuwtns is ‘a companion and friend’, as Arist. Nub. 1006. The 

Schol. on Plat. Phaedrus 240 C, nArrca yap Kal 6 madatos Adyos Tépmeww Tov 
HAtka, gives the remainder of the line, 7Acé jAuKa Tépre, yepov S€ re Tépre 
yépovra. The proverb occurs again in Plato, Gorg. 510 B, Symp. 195 B, 

Lys. 214 A, and is alluded to Rep. I 329 A, moAAdxis yap cuvepxopeda tives 
eis tavTo mapamAngiay nAckiav exovtes, Stac@lovtes THY Tadatav Tapotpiay. 

Eth. Nic. VII 14, 1161 6 35, peya dé mpos Gidiav...7d ka Hrsxiav’ Hué yap 

nAuka, Kat of guvnOers eraipo.. Eth, Eudem. VII 2, 1238 a 34, where ano- 
ther of these proverbs of association is quoted from Eur. Belleroph. Fr. 

Vu (Dind.) cax@ xaxos te ovvrérnxev nOovais. Cic. de Senect. c. 3. Ast 
and Stallbaum’s notes, ad //. cc. 

ws alet TOY Opotor] ayet beds ws TOY dpotov, Hom. Od. p’ (XVII) 218. Eth. N, 
VIII 2, init. IX 3, 1165 617, Eth, Eud. vil 1, 1235 @ 7, Magn. Mor. II 11, 
1208 6 10, Theophrastus wepi @irorornpias, ult. kai adnO€s €or Td THs mapot- 
pias, TO Opotov Tpos TO Opotov isles 

éyvw d€ Onp diipa] Eth. Eud. u.s., éyva d€ pop te papa Kai AvKos AvKov. 
kodows mapa Kodoov] Lirds oF a feather flock together. Eth. Eud., 

u.S., kal yap Kohows mapa codowv. Magn. Mor. Il 11, 1208 6 9, Kai yap 

KoAowos Tapa koAowov ifavec (* perch together’), Eth. N. vill 2,u.s. Theocr. 
Id. 1X 31, rérre pev rerrvys piros, pippaxe dé pvppag, ipnxes 8 ipn&w. Epi- 

charmus, apud Diog. Laert. 111 1. 16 (quoted by Gaisford), cat yap d kiov 
kuvt Kadddiorov eipev qhaivera, Kai Bois Boi, dvos 8 vw kaddAorov (€oTw 

Gaisford ; Mullach, Fragm. Phil. Gr. p. 142; ts d€ Onv vi, Cobet, Diog. L.), 
vs & vi. Three of these proverbs are illustrated by Erasmus, 4 dagiu, pp. 
en ay 

§ 26. Next from the principle of the ‘fondness of like for like’ is 
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deduced the universality of ‘self-love’. 1d dpo.oy kal rd ovyyevés 480 éavta 
stands for ra duoa kat ta ovyyev nd€a GAAnAOLs Gravta; ‘since all things 

that are like and akin (closely related) are agreeable to one another, and 
a man stands in the highest degree in this relation to himself, (rotro e- 
movOey, ‘suffers this’, has this affection, i.e. relation to...) all men must be 
more or less fond of self (self-lovers); because all such relations (dpocorns 

and ovyyévera) belong to him (dmdpxes adr@), most of all to himself’; i.e. he 
stands in these relations more nearly to himself than to any thing or any 

body else. In the discussion of rd @idavrov, the subject of Eth. Nic. 1x 8, 

two kinds of self-love are distinguished ; the one low and vulgar, charac- 

teristic of the woAdoi, which consists in rd €avrois drovepew Td mreiov év 
xpypact Kal Tiysais Kat ndovais Tais owpartikais...rouT@y yap of moAXol dpe- 
yovrat...of 87 mept tadra mAcovexrar xapi{ovrat tais émOupias Kal dros Tots 
mabect Kal TH Ahoy Tis Wuxijs—b. cal 7 mpoonyopia yeyevntat dd Tod ToA- 
ov avAov dvros, 1168 4 16, seq.; and it has therefore got a ‘bad name’: 

but ro diAavror in its true sense, when this desire of superiority over others, 
and consequent preference of self—this grasping spirit, mAeoveéia, in a 

good sense—manifests itself in a desire to excel them in honour and 
virtue, ¢4en becomes praiseworthy and right. é maou d) Trois émawverois 
6 orovdaios paiverat éavt@ Tod Kadod mréov véwov. odTw pev odv hidavTov 
eivat Sei kabarep eipnrar’ os 8 of modXoil, ov xpn, 1169 a 35. Comp. Pol. II 5, 

1263 42, ro dé Pidravrov eivar eyerat Sixaiws* ovK ~ore Sé rodro rd Gudeiv 
€aurdv, GANa TO padrov 7} Set Hidreiv, kaOawep Kal rov diroxpyparov, emer 
irovai ye mavres os cimeiv ExacTov Tay ToLovTev. So we say ‘fond of mo- 
ney’ or anything else, meaning ‘over-fond’ of it. The natural fondness is 
in all cases to be distinguished from the vicious over-fondness. 

This love of self will naturally be extended to all that immediately 
belongs to, or is closely connected with, oneself, ra avray, as our ‘words’ 
and ‘works’. Adyoe all that we ‘ say’—and, as we should now add in this 
our ‘reading age’, ‘read and write’—all our talk, studies, habits of 
thought, theories, arguments and such like, everything in which zn¢edlect 
is expressed; and épya, all that we do, or Produce, all our actions and 
works; in which latter is included the propagation of children, avréy yap 
épya ra téxva. Comp. Plat. Rep.t 330 C, domep yap of mourai ta adrav 
moujpara Kal oi matépes ToUs maidas dyaraot Tatty Te Sé kal of xpnuatiodpevon 
mept Ta xpnuata crovddlovew ws epyov éavTay, kal ov Kara THY xpelay WoTeEp 
of GAXo. This natural fondness for our own ‘works’ is assigned in Eth. 
Nic. IX 7 as the reason why benefactors usually feel more affection for 
those on whom they have conferred their favours than these are inclined 
to return. The compensation principle, the debtor and creditor account 
between the two parties, belongs to justice, and has nothing to do with 
this natural affection, didia. Sofeve 8 Gv pvorkwrepoy eivat Td airiov, Kat 
ovx Spovov TH mepl Tors Saveicavras, 1167 4 29: and then follows the true 
explanation, émep kal émi tov rexvirdy cupBéBnkev’ was yap TO oikeiov epyov 
dyanaG paddov 7 ayannbein dv vd rod Epyou éuyixou yevopévov. pdauocra 
ic@s TrovTo wept Tovs moutas ocupBaiver’ imepayamdot yap ovTot Ta oiKeia 
Toujpara, oTépyovres Gomwep Tékva. 

It is this love which men feel for what is specially their own in word 
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or work that is the foundation of their liking for flattery, for the love of 

others, and for honour, the external tokens of respect—all of which are 
recognitions of their merit in word or deed in some shape or other, and 

evidence of respect, admiration, and regard; from the flatterer a mere 

pretence, with the others a reality. It is also the explanation of the 
parental affection, children being in a special and peculiar sense a man’s 

own work. 
And this accounts also for the pleasure which we find in supplying 

a defect, or bringing anything to a state of perfection (see on § 22), 

‘because zow (by this time, not before, 757) the work becomes our own’: 
the Aerfection of it is due to ourselves, and we get the credit of the whole. 

Victorius remarks upon this, that the difference between this form of 

pleasure and that which is expressed in the same words in § 22, lies in 

the difference of the source of the pleasure and the motive of the action 
in either case. In the former the motive is benevolent, and the pleasure 

is that of doing good to others; here the motive is selfish, and the 
pleasure that of gratifying oneself. 

§ 27. érei rd dpyew ndiorov] ‘ut res plana certaque ponitur’. Victorius. 
However, it may most readily be deduced from the innate love of power, 
already indicated in §§ 14, 22,¢g.v. To this natural impulse or emotion 

is traced the pleasure that is derived from ‘wisdom’, or the reputation of 
it—this is not the same as the pleasure of learning or acquiring know- 
ledge, but that of possessing and exercising it, or the influence which the 
reputation of it carries with it—Now ‘wisdom’ may be understood in two 

senses; ‘practical wisdom’, dpovnots, td ppoveiv, which is pleasant to 

possess and exercise because it implies power, in the shape of influence 
over the actions of others; and ‘speculative wisdom’, aodia, which gratifies 
our love of wonder, § 21, because it brings with it the knowledge of all 

sorts of things that are interesting and curious (and therefore objects of 
wonder). One would have supposed that the love of taxing, censuring, or 

finding fault with our neighbours and friends, émripary, is directly traceable 
to the pleasure of exercising power so frequently noticed before. Here 

however an intermediate step is introduced between the feeling and its 
real origin. This is the love of honour. Censuring and finding fault im- 
plies an advantageous contrast between ourselves and those whom we 

thus ‘tax’, a superiority in judgment or virtue, which gives us the right to 
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find fault; and the honour we all love is reflected upon ourselves by 

the contrast. But the pleasure lies ultimately not in the honour itself, 

but in the superiority that respect and the outward signs of it indicate. 
MS A’ here adds xal ré dpxew after 75d eivar, adopted by Spengel. It 

would mean of course the general exercise of authority, an extension of 

the special émiripav, and analogous to it, as manifested in various modes 

of punishment or correction by word and deed. And herein would lie 
the distinction. The private citizen can only find fault (viz. with his 

tongue); the ruler can inflict actual penalties, personal or pecuniary. 
§ 28. There is pleasure again in ‘dwelling upon’, lingering in (passing 

one’s time in, d:arpiBew) any pursuit or occupation in which one is ‘at 
one’s very best’. dsatpiSew is by a similar metaphor applied to dwelling 

-on, brooding over, nursing, the prospect of vengeance, II 2.2. This same 
topic is also applied to ‘good’, I 6.29; the difference being in the ‘ends’ 

‘or motives severally proposed, which stimulate the action in each; in the 
one it is success, a form of good; in the other, pleasure; the skill or 
degree of excellence shewn in the exercise of any faculty, bodily or 
mental, is the same.in both. To dwell on that in which our superiority 

is shewn is of course pleasant, by the preceding rule. Problem xvitI 6, 
quoted by Gaisford, raises the question suggested by this topic. The 

solution which corresponds to the explanation here given, is the second : 
i) Ore év ols olerat ExagTos KpatioTrevew Tadta mpoarpeira, o O€ aipeirar Kal emt 
todr émet&erat (here follows the quotation from Euripides ; and it is added,) 
bri © dy twes && apyijs €A@vra, Kav ois av cuvvebic bday, oddé Kpivery Sivavrat 
Ta Bedrio’ SivépOapra yap 7 diavora did havdas mpoapécers : that is, men in 
these cases choose a lower kind of pursuit instead of a higher, in con- 

sequence of a depravation of judgment arising from the familiarity created 
by constant exercise of those practices in which their special skill lies. 

avtos avrod BéAriatos] Matth. Gr. Gr. § 460. The superlative in these 
phrases seems to be substituted for the comparative, and to belong to the 

rather large family of misuses of the former, which are found in our own 
language no less than in the Greek. 

This fragment of Euripides’ Antiope (Fr. xx Dind., xxvi1 Wagner) 
is quoted also in Plato’s Gorgias 484 E, &c., with one or two trifling 

variations. The second line there runs thus, vépov rd mdeiorov jyepas 
rour@ pépos; which, with avr@ instead of rovr@, is also the reading of the 
Problem. The third line is quoted in Alcib. 11 146 A, with xparvoros. 
In the Problem also, kpariaros stands for BeArioros. In the two following 
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pages of the Gorgias a good deal more of the same passage has been 

incorporated in Callicles’ speech as prose, Of the attempted restorations 
of this I have given an account in Note A, Appendix to Zyvraunslation of 

Gorgias, p.134. [On p. 64 the lines here quoted are translated as follows: 

‘Each shines in that, ¢o that end presses forward, Devotes to that the better 
part 0 the day, Wherein he chances to surpass himself, | 

§ 29. rév idéov) Note on I 11.4.—éveats, ‘relaxation’, metaphor from 
unscrewing and thereby relaxing the strings of the lyre, and so lowering 

the tone; and émiraois the opposite: <€mreivery and dméva are hence 
extended to denote ‘intensification’ and ‘relaxation’ in general. See note 

on I 4.12. The undue propensity of people in general to the enjoyment 
of ‘the ridiculous’ is noticed in Eth. Nic. Iv 14, 1128 a 13 (on evrpameXia 

the mean in the use of the yeNotov), émimodatovras S€ Tov yedoiov, Kal Tov 

mreiotwv xaipovt@y TH maidia kal TO oKaTTEL paddov 7 Sei K.r.rA. The dis- 
cussion of ro yedoiov here referred to as existing in the Poetics, and again 
in Rhet. 111 18. 7, where we are told that the ‘kinds’ of it are enumerated, 
cannot possibly mean the passage which we actually find there inc. 5. 2, 
which is a mere definition. The subject was probably treated in the 

second book of the two of which the Poetics originally consisted!; and 
most likely formed part of the treatise on Comedy, which the author 

promises at the commencement of the sixth chapter of the extant work. 
Such are the opinions of Heitz, the latest writer on the question; Verlorene 

Schriften Arist. pp. 87—103. 

On the ‘ludicrous’, see Cicero de Orat. 11 58 seq. de ridiculo,; Quint. 

Inst. Orat. vI 3. Demetr. wept épynveias in the chapter—zepi rav év rois 
mpaypact xapitwv, ap. Spengel, Rhet. Gr. 111 298 seq. Bain, Ox the Emo- 
tions and Will, pp. 282—285; and Herbert Spencer, Zssays &c., 2nd 
Series, Essay 111, The Physiology of Laughter. 

_ elpnaOw] This is the first instance in the Rhetoric of the use of this 

most familiar Aristotelian form of expression (a verb in the third person 

of the imperative passive), which in some of his works occurs sometimes 

at the end of nearly every chapter. It expresses the completeness and 

sufficiency of any action or process, that a thing has been completely 

gone through and finished, and that that is sufficient, and no more need 
be said or done about it. Thus eipyada, ‘let so much have been said upon 

the subject’, means, let it suffice to have said so much, let this be con- 
sidered sufficient, and the subject closed; and let us now ‘have done 
with it’, and go on to something else. It is not peculiar to Aristotle, 

though very much more common in him than in other writers. It occurs 

1 The two lists of the Aristotelian writings differ. Diogenes v. 26 has Ioy- 
rixd. a’; the Anonymus, ap. Buhle, Vol. I p. 63, réxvns mocnrixys, B. 
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for instance in Xenophon, Mem. Iv 2.19, das 8€ eipyobw por, ‘be satisfied 

with my saying so much’, let it suffice to have said so much: Plato, Phileb., 

57.C, eipnoOw, ‘let it be said once for all’, and no more about it. Ib. 625, 
pebcio Or, and Stallbaum’s note on Phaedr. 278 B, weraic6, ‘enough of this 
joking’, Ib. 250 C, xeyapic6w, Theaet. 197 D, reroijo, Euthyd. 278 p, 
meraicOe vpiv, Rep. VIII 553 A, 562 A, IX 588 D, wemAaobo. Thucyd.1 71, 

épicbe, ‘let this definition suffice’. Ar. Eth. Nic. 1 1 ult. meppoyuds dw, 
‘let so much suffice by way of preface’; Top..A 8, 103 4 1, and 13, 105 @ 21, 
Siwpicbw: et passim. 

This notion of a completed, perfected, concluded, fixed and permanent, 

and sufficient action, belongs to the perfect tense in general, and appears, 

not only in the imperative of the passive, but also in the indicative, perfect 
and future (the paulo post futurum, on which see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 498). 
Of the indicative, instances are, Soph. Trach. 586, peynxdynrat rodpyov, 
Philoct. 1280, méravpa, Eur. Hippol. 1457, xexaprépnrat tdua, My powers 
of endurance are exhausted, the play is played out, all my endurance and 
sufferings are over, and this is the end : compare remévOaox yap, Rhet. 11 8.2; 
Aesch. Eum. 680, and Aesch. S.c.T. 1050, dsareripnra (Paley’s notes on both 
passages), Fragm. Phryx (Fr. Aesch. 263), diamedbpovpynrat Bios. Eur. 

Orest. 1203, and Phoen. 1019, eipyrat Aoyos. Plat. Phileb. 62 D, pedeivrat. 
Ar. Rhet. 1 14 ult. 11 5 ult. cai mepi pev poBepav kai Oappadéay eipnra, ‘so 
much for’, where the perf. ind. pass. in summing up at the end of the 
chapter, plainly differs only in form from the ordinary imperative. Zvoia 

: Suit. Fuit Ilium.’ 
Of the paulo post futurum a good instance occurs Theaet. 180 A, in 

the humorous description of the Heraclitean philosophers, ‘and if you 
look for an explanation of the meaning of the meaning of this, érép@ 

memAnket kawvas peTovopacpere, you will be instantly shot with (7, another 

phraselet, snwari@) another brand new word coined for the occasion’, i.e. 
you will have been shot already, as it were; almost before you know 
where you are. 

The observation on this use of the tense in Jelf’s Gr. Gr. § 399, obs. 1, 
is quite inadequate, and not quite correct: Matthiae, Gr. Gr. § 500, p.841, 

is somewhat more satisfactory. 

CHAP, XII. 

§ 1. Such are the motives and incentives that stimulate men to in- 

justice and wrong, which have been found to be so many varieties of 
pleasure: we next proceed to examine and classify, for the use of the 

forensic practitioner, the dispositions and characters of wrong-doers and 
of their intended victims, those who are most likely to be exposed to 

wrong. 
First of all, the ‘possibility’ of effecting it must always be taken into 

account by any one who contemplates the perpetration of a wrong: and 

not only the general possibility, as whether so and so is possible to a 

human being (physical or absolute possibility), but a sfecza/ possibility to 
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themselves, cai éavrois Suvarov; in other words, the moral possibility, 

when the act is done in such a way or under such circumstances as shall 

render it worth their while; such that the prejudice or injury sustained 

by the action or its consequences shall not outweigh the prospective 

benéfit ; an act done in spite of these considerations may be regarded as 
morally ‘impossible’. 

eire av (otwvrat) Nabety mpaéavres] ‘whether, that is, the intended wrong- 
doers think the crime will never be detected at all; or be detected, but 

remain unpunished; or if it be punished, that the loss or injury so 

sustained will be less than the gain resulting from it to themselves’, 
§ 2. éyv trois Vorepov] The subject of ‘general probability and impro- 

bability’ shall be considered hereafter, that is, in II 19, where the duvarov 

and addvvarov (one of the four kowvol root) are analysed. This is expressed 
by the xowa yap raira mavrwv Toy Aoywy of the parenthesis: ‘because they 

are common to all kinds of speeches’, (viz. the three kinds of Rhetoric, 

which is here taken as the basis of their xowworns, elsewhere it is their 
opposition to the ein, see Introd. on roma, p. 128), ‘therefore they shall be 

considered hereafter’, viz. with the rest in 11 19. We now proceed to the 
subject of the special. or moral probability, which affects would-be wrong- 

doers themselves (avrot & otovra: Suvarot efvat...), and under the circum- 

stances of any particular case. 
The first class of persons that rely on this kind of possibility, in the 

sense of a possible exemption from punishment if they do wrong, are able 

speakers and men of action-—the one capable of defending themselves 
against attack with their tongues by plausible argument, the other of 

carrying through the business or transaction in the best and completest 
way, so as to secure all possible advantage; and men already practised in 

many forensic contests—and so with acquired experience of the resources 

available for defence against an accuser in a court of justice; and men 

with many friends, having an extensive or influential connexion, or well 
befriended,—these will be well helped ; and the wealthy—who can buy off 

an accuser or antagonist, and corrupt the judges. 
§ 3. The possibility of doing wrong with impunity is greatest when 

the parties themselves answer to any of the foregoing descriptions; and 
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if not, (in the next degree), when they have friends, or servants and follow- 

ers, or associates of these kinds; for these circumstances and capacities 
make it possible for them (did, the cause, the power is due to these) to do 

the things (this applies specially to the wpaxrixoi), and to escape either 

detection or punishment. : 
§ 4. Again, the possibility is increased, the attempt becomes easier, 

if they are friends either of the objects of the wrong, those whom they 
propose to injure, or of the judges who would have to try the case if 

brought before them: for friends are off their guard (¢. unguarded), and 
thereby particularly exposed to injury and wrong, and moreover are in- 
clined to come to terms or to be reconciled without ‘prosecuting’ the 
case, or bringing it before a court of justice; and judges are ready to 

oblige their friends, and either let them off altogether, or inflict a very 
slight penalty (so fair and upright were the Athenian dicasts). 

oi...pidoe apvAaxrot x.7.A.] This sounds very atrocious, and certainly 
has a highly immoral appearance on the face of it. But we are to 
recollect that the author told us in his apology for Rhetoric in the preface 

that such suggestions are to be regarded only as exemplifications of the 
theory of the art, which argues each side of every question indifferently 
without regard to moral considerations: but in Practice, though the 
rhetorician as such caz employ immoral arguments, no Aovest rhetorician 

would have recourse to them. Rhetoric does not profess to teach virtue ; 
that must be learned a/iunde, This is Ardstotle’s view of the matter: the 

Sophists, who, as we are expressly told, identified the study of Rhetoric 
with a general, political education, had no such excuse or justification 
for the immoralities of ¢hezr Rhetoric, which they idculcated without alloy. 

mpookarad\adrrovra|] ‘kai mpos, ef praeterea, pessime vulgo mpoo- 
kara\\drrovra’. Gaisford. Bekker and Spengel retain the vulgate, to 
which there is no possible objection. kxaraAdarreoOa alone, it is true, 

conveys all that is zecessary to the sense, the reconciliation namely; but 

mpos is very often added to a verb, simple or compound, to express 

‘direction’ to an object, as mpocevreivew mdnyas, Dem. c. Mid. 528. 25 ; 
mpooevddvew, Ar. Pol. Vil (V1) 8, 1322 4 9; and particularly with verbs 
that imply conciliation or reconciliation, as mpooxepeiv Thuc. I 103, IV 71, 

‘to come over to a side’, mpoodyerOa, ‘to bring over to one, to conciliate’. 
Isocr. Nicocl. § 22, Oepameias mpooayayecOa. ‘Thuc. III 43, dary mpoca- 

yeoOar 7d wAHGos, III 48, prre otxr@ pr’ emveceig, ois ovSE eyd €@ mpocayerOa 
(to be won over). mpocierOa et similia, So here the compound verb 
xaraA\arreoOa denotes the mutual se¢¢/ement of the disputed points, and 
the additional mpds the conciliation, being won over, which attends it. 

15S—2 
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§ 5. Persons likely to escape detection are those whose personal and 
moral or mental character is opposite (this is the ‘opposition’ of ‘con- 
trariety’, the extremes under the same genus, as black and white in 
colour, bitter and sweet in taste, hot and cold in touch or feeling, and 
such like) to that which the charge necessarily implies; as when a man of 

feeble bodily frame is charged with ‘assault and battery’, or a poor and 

ugly man with adultery. 
The dodevns charged with aixia was a stock example of the romos of 

to eikos in the early rhetorical treatises. This roaos was the staple of 
Corax’s réxvn, Rhet. 11 24. 11; and the case of the ‘weak man’ is quoted 

by Aristotle as one of the examples there used. The application of the 

argument of ‘probability’ to the treatment of it, shewing how Rhetoric 

tavayria ovdAoyiterat, is there illustrated. It appears again in Rhet. ad 
Alex. 36 (37). 6, and Pl. Phaedrus 273 B, as an extract from Tisias’ réxvn, 
where the rozos of ro eixos is represented as somewhat differently treated. 
Victorius cites Quint. V 10. 26, speaking of the same mode of inference ; 
the probability namely of the conformity of a man’s actions to his bodily 
condition and ordinary character. These are ‘personal’ topics of argu- 

ment, argumenta a persona, § 23, inferences from personal conditions, 

qualities, habits, employed to determine the probability of a certain 
action, as proceeding from Az: one of these is, habitus corporis: ducitur 
enim frequenter in argumentum species libidinis, robur petulantiae; his 

contraria in diversum—the two cases given by Aristotle. 
6 més kal 6 aiaxpos, the definite article marking the genus, ¢e mem- 

ber of a certain class. See note on 1.7.13 ei ph Av 6 mpakor, p. 130. In 

this and the next topic there is a change from persons to things, which 

are resumed as the objects of analysis in § 32. 

kal Ta Aiav ev havep@] ‘And things, i.e. acts, that are excessively con- 

spicuous, open to observation and under people’s eyes’. ra ev dpOadpois, 
‘things in sight’, gud sautent aux yeux. Polit. Vu (V1) 4, 1319 & 18, oALyor 
pév yap movnpoy Tapopara, todd dé yuopevov ev dpOadrpois paddov eat. 
Such glaring acts are not guarded against (a@vAaxra here occurs in a dif- 
ferent sense to dpvAakror didoe in § 4: chat is ‘unguarded’, from gvaAdr- 

reaOa, the direct passive; this is ‘not guarded agazns?’, the passive of 

(the middle) @uAarreaOai rs ‘to guard oneself against anything’, comp. 

§§ 6 and 21), no precautions are taken to prevent them, ‘because no one 
would suppose that any one was likely to attempt them’. Supply to com- 
plete the sense rw’ Gv roujoa adra, or émtxetpjoa avrois. This is a return 

to the original topic of @ 8vvavrat mpatrew ‘possible actions’. ra Alay év 
cpavep@ are therefore acts which are likely ‘to be carried into effect’—zot, 
‘to escape detection’, AaOnrixa from the preceding clause, which is in 

some sort parenthetical. 
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§ 6. And acts again which are of such a magnitude (rnAcxadra) and 
of such a kind as no one (else) would ever think of doing (supply mocy- 
oeve); for these too (like the preceding) are not guarded against, (viz. novel 
and audacious attempts and enterprises which people are unprepared for, 

and which therefore take them by surprise) : for it is only against custom- 
ary offences, just like sicknesses, that people are on their guard; against 

diseases hitherto unknown, (which no one has ever yet had,) no one ever 
takes precautions. dépéortnpa, dppwortia, dppwoteiv properly denote ‘ want 
of strength’, bodily weakness, and hence any infirmity, such as sickness. 
Hence Thucydides applies it, 111 15, to want of strength of will, or of 

inclination, adppworia rod orpatevew ; and VII 47, to weakness of mind; the 
mental prostration or despondency which prevailed amongst the Athenian 
troops before Syracuse: and again in VIII 83, to Tissaphernes’ weakness 

of will or inclination, as shewn in his ‘remissness’ or ‘ disinclination’ to 
supply pay to the crews of the Peloponnesian vessels ; which Arnold well 

expresses by ‘he was sick of it’. In Plat. Rep. 11 359 B it represents 
nothing more than the defect or weakness of a faculty. In Xenophon the 
three words usually denote some form of disease or sickness: Demosth. 

Ol, II p. 24. 5, domep yap év Trois cdpacw Tudy, Eas pev Gv eppapévos 7 Tis, 
ovdev éeracOdverat tov xaP exacta cabpav, émay dé appwotnpa te oupBh, 
mavra Kwveirat, Kav piyypa Kav oTpéupa Kav GdXo TL TOV UTdpxovT@v cabpov 7, 
any disease or other imperfection and unsoundness of body, including 

fractures, sprains, &c. 
§ 7. Kat ots pndeis €xOpss 4 rodXoi] is a return to the original construc- 

tion of § 3. Supply otovra: dvvacOa mpdrrew x.r.A. or simply olovra duva- 
oOa adixeiv. And also those (are disposed to do wrong, or think they 

can do it undetected or with impunity) who have no enemy at all ora 
great many: the former think they will escape undetected because there 
is no one (no enemy) to take precautions against them (and their 

attempts) ; the latter pass undiscovered, because they are not likely (av) 

to be suspected of assailing people when they are on their guard against 
them (as enemies), dia 76 pi) Soxeiv dv emyerpjoa ‘because they would not be 
thought (/¢. seem) likely to assail’, ‘because no one would think them 
likely to assail’; and also, if they ave suspected or detected (so Victo- 

rius), (and brought before a court of justice), they have a defence ready 
that they never would have made, were not at all “ely to make, such an 

attempt ; that is, that their guilt is highly improbable; Corax’s topic of roa 
eixos again. 
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§ 8. And those again who have any means of concealment (either of 
themselves, or of the goods they have stolen,) or any ‘ mode’ (of changing 

it, so that it shall not be recognised, Victorius, or more generally, ‘any 

contrivance or device’) or any place (of refuge for themselves, or for stow- 

ing away the stolen property) or are of an inventive disposition, or habit 

of mind’, (suggestive of rpémo in the second sense, and pnyarai). 

Victorius confines the whole of this topic to the one crime of robbery, 
de Juribus ac latronibus ; and interprets cpus gud possunt guae sustulerint 
nullo negotio occulere,; tpomos guibus modus viague facilis est lla immu- 

tandt. Quod aut figuram aut colorem variare possint, aut artificio deni- 
gue suo aliguo modo facere ne ipsa agnoscantur. I should prefer giving 

it the wider sense of contrivances, devices of all kinds, tricks, artifices, 
any ‘ways’ or ‘modes’ of getting out of a scrape, and escaping the con- 

sequences of a criminal act. In Plat. Phileb. 16, it has a nearly similar 

sense, ei Tis Tpomos éotw Kai pnxavn. Lastly, confining d:dbeors to the same 
subject, he translates it vedere, as we say to dispose of a thing; adding, 

Siabeow enim hic altenationem valere arbitror, and quoting, in support of 

the interpretation, Plut. Solon, p. 91 E, rav d€ yevopevav Siabeow mpos €€- 

vous €Aaiov povoyv edwxev adda be eEayew €xodrAvoev. Demosth. Olynth, 1, 
P- 22, ov8 bo av ropicwow ottws draws dv Siverta trait exovres Siabec Oat. 

Isocr. Paneg. § 42, ra pev Grou xpr diabec Oa ta 8 ordbev eicayayerOa, (the 

word in this sense implies ‘distribution’, and so, ‘disposing or setting out 
for sale.’ Similarly ib. § 9, rots dvopacw ed d:abecba ‘to set out, or forth, 
in words’; and several of the best authors use it of ‘disposing of’ a 

variety of different things, property, one’s own person, a daughter, goods 
for sale). 

It seems to me preferable to extend the meaning, as in the other cases, 
beyond the mere ‘ disposal’ of stolen goods, to azy disposition or habit of 
mind, which is at all events the usual meaning of d:aeors. And there is 

this further reason for rejecting Victorius’ limitation of the topic, that if 

it is adopted no difference whatsoever is left between xpvyis and romos 
here and afterwards in §§ 33, 34. 

kal ois, €av yevnrat (npia x.r.A.]| And those who, if they don’t escape 

detection, have the means of getting rid of (/z¢, pushing off) the trial alto- 

gether, or postponing it, or of bribing the judges. And those who, if 
a penalty be actually imposed have the means of getting rid of the pay- 
ment of it, or postponing it for a long time, or who from poverty have 

nothing to lose: (in the last clause the relative ofs, which is convertible 
with ei rts, must be supposed to take that form when joined with é&e:). 

§ 9. Another class of cases in which men are disposed to do wrong, 
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and think wrong deeds possible, is where the profit likely to accrue is 

evident, or certain (patent to all, free from all doubt or obscurity), or 
great, or immediate; and the penalties to which they are liable small, 
or obscure and uncertain (not such as to attract attention, and so deter 
from the intended wrong; guae obscurae admodum et caecae sunt ut 

perspict negueant; Victorius), or remote. 

Or again, where no possible punishment is equal to the prospective 

benefit ; as is supposed (Soxez) to be the case with absolute sovereignty or 
tyranny. On rvpavvis, and the distinction between it and povapxia, see 

note on I 8.4 and 5, p. 155. 
§ 10. ‘And cases in which the offence, and the profit or result of it, is 

a substantial, solid gain, and the penalty mere disgrace’.—Anyara refers rs 
perhaps to pecuniary gain (/ucrum). 

‘And the reverse; where the (legal) crime tends to any kind of praise 
(is directed to, as its meed or reward; ie. where what is a crime in one 

point of view, is likely to meet with Jrazse in another), as, for instance, if 
the crime was accompanied by vengeance for father or mother, as it was 
in Zeno’s case; whilst the penalties are all directed against a man’s purse 

or person, as fine, imprisonment, banishment, or anything else of the 

same kind (not affecting his character ‘or reputation): for both circum- 

stances and both dispositions may be motives to wrong acts, only not © 
in the same persons and the same characters’. 

Men of different characters are influenced by different motives in the 

commission of crime. Some care more for honour and glory and reputa- 
tion than for their money and personal ease’ and comfort, and these, like 
Zeno, will be ready to commit what may be construed as a crime and 
render them liable to punishment, provided it be attended with some- 
thing which leads to praise: the others, who value their personal well- 
being more than their good name, will be induced rather to do wrong acts 

which lead to substantial gain, and affect only their reputation. The one 
are virtuous, though they err; the others, sordid, mean, and vicious. 

Of Zeno’s case, here referred to, nothing is known, and we are reduced 
to conjecture. Of the two best known of this name, Zeno of Citium, the 

founder of the Stoic sect, whose death is placed in B.C. 263 (Clint. Fast. 
f7eil.), would, if alive, have been too young when Aristotle wrote the 

Rhetoric to have attracted public attention: it is just possible that the 
other, Zeno the logician, of Elea, Parmenides’ follower, may be the person 
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here meant. Of this Zeno we learn from Plutarch, Diogenes Laertius, 

and Diodorus (see the reff. in Brandis’ Art. in Smith’s Déct. Biogr.) that 
he joined in an attempt to rid his native country of her tyrant: and if the 
attempt was successful (of which we are not informed) and the tyrant 

slain, Zeno may Josszbly have mixed personal considerations with his 

public and patriotic motives, just as Harmodius and Aristogeiton did, as 
Aristotle tells us in the Politics (vIII (v) 10), in their attack upon the 
Athenian tyrant. Only it seems unlikely that if this were the true ex- 

planation of the allusion that Aristotle would have spoken of tyrannicide 
as an ddixnua, a ‘wrong’, either legal or moral: and besides this, the act 
itself, as well as the attendant circumstance, would have been regarded as 

praiseworthy. 

mAnv| ‘only’, an exception or reservation ; see note on I 1.14, p. 26. 
§ 11. ‘And those who have often in previous attempts escaped either 

detection or punishment. And, on the other hand, those who have often 
failed in their attempts’ (the opposite to the last); ‘because there is a class 

of people who in such matters as these, as well as in actual fighting, are 
inclined (have a disposition) to renew the fight’. oto. for oiov is due to 
Victorius zz addendis. Victorius quotes in illustration of this pugnacious 

character, Problem XVIII 2, de Sophistis, kai yap vixdvtes Sia TO xaipey 

mpoayorrat paddov epife® Kal nrT@pevor Os dvapayovpevor. 

§ 12. kcal ois] is no doubt masc., as it is through the whole series of 
these topics, and in accordance With of yap dxpareis rotodro: that follows. 

Otherwise it would be more naturally and conveniently translated in this 
and the following section as neuter, ‘in all cases where’... 

‘And all those who have the pleasure (consequent on their action) 

immediately, and the pain comes afterwards; or the profit at once and 

the penalty later: because this suits the character of the dxpareis who are 
devoid of self-control, and this vice extends (beyond mere pleasure) to 
every object of man’s aims and aspirations’, to profit as well as pleasure. 
And therefore wherever there is immediate pleasure or profit, and only 

subsequent pain or loss, the dxpareis whose character is to be tempted by 
present pleasure and profit, though at the expense of future pain and loss, 
are naturally in all such cases prone to wrong-doing. What is here said 

of dxpatns and axpagia is confirmed by Eth. Nic. VII 2, ult. re dxpareis 
A€yovrac kal Ovpov Kal tipjs Kal xépSous, though, as the Aéyoyra shews, 

this is only a popular way of speaking (and therefore suited to Rhetoric): 

and in VII 6, 1147 4 31, seq. we are told that these are not amAds dxpareis, 
dxpacia proper being wepi rds cwpatixas drodavcets, limited to the same 
class of objects as dxodagia; and 6 rav re Hdéwv Sidkwyv tas vmepBodds kal 
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§ 13. ‘And also the opposite characters to these are equally prone to 
wrong-doing in cases where the pain or loss is for the moment (#8), and 
the pleasure and profit later and more lasting: for this is the character of 
the éyxpareis, those that have acquired the habit of self-control, and of the 
wiser sort (men of more practical wisdom, dpévnors), who pursue them in 
this order’. 

§ 14. ‘And those whose actions may possibly be thought to be due 
to chance, or to necessity, or to nature, or to habit, and who in general 
may be thought to have been guilty of error rather than of crime’. There 

is a variation here in the classification of these impelling causes of action 

from that laid down in c. 10.7, 8, which is singular even in a rhetorical 
treatise, considering that they stand so near together. In the former 

there are three (of the seven) which are independent of ourselves and our 
own will, (t) rvyn, and dvayxyn subdivided into (2) Bia and (3) dicts. os in 

the other list is classed with the voluntary sources of action, where we are 
ourselves the causes of them. Here os is referred to the other class, 
doubtless because habit when confirmed becomes a ‘second nature’, and 

action from habit is so far involuntary. Rhet. 111.3, and de Memoria, 

C. 2, pdois 4On Td eOos. 

dpapreiy and aédixeiv] refers to the well-known threefold gradation of 
wrong or criminality, (1) drvxnpua, accidental injury, (2) dudprnpa, a mistake 

or error arising from ignorance of the circumstances of the case (Eth. N. 
III 2), and (3) décxia, in which the mpoaipeors, the deliberate purpose, 
enters and constitutes an z#zZentional wrong or crime, malice prepense. In 

Eth. Nic. v 10, a fourth degree is added, ddixnyua, distinguished from décxia 
in this, that though the act is voluntary and intentional at the moment, 

the intention is not preconceived and deliberate, the malice is not pre- 

pense; it is without mpoaipeots, deliberate purpose ; as an injury or death 
inflicted in a sudden fit of passion. 

§ 15. ‘And those that have the prospect of, anticipate, a merciful con- 

struction being put on their act by the judges’, On émeixesa, see I 13.13, 
and Introd. on that passage, pp. 190—193. It is thus defined in Eth. Nic, 
V 14, 1137 4 12, Sixaov perv, ov To Kata vopov S€, GAN é€ravopbapa vopipou 

dcxaiov, a rectification, ‘supply of the deficiencies, of the strict letter of the 
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law, legal justice, 7 éAAelres S14 Td KaOdXOv, Ib. V 27, 6 py axprBodixaos ent 
TO xeipov, GAN éXatrorikds, 1138.1. Soph. Oed. Col. 1127 (Oedipus), eet 
TO y evoeBei povois rap’ vpiv edpov avOparav eyo Kal Tovmekés, milde 
gesinnung, humanitat, gegeniiber starrem recht, Schneidewin ad loc. 

Soph. Fragm. Inc. 699 (709, Dind.) Saipova, ds otre Tametkes oUTE THY XapLV 

older, pony & earep€e tHv amdos Sikny. 
‘Any deficiency which a man feels may incline him to commit wrong 

—for the purpose of supplying it. Such deficiency is of two kinds; either 
deficiency in what is necessary, as poverty, or in some excess, as wealth’. 
Rich men often feel a craving for something over and above their wealth, 

something superfluous, as power, honour, license. Thuc. III 45. 4 reads 

like a commentary on this topic, ddd’ 7 pév mevia avaykn THY TOApay Tapexov- 
oa, 7 8 e€ovoia UBpet thy mAcoveEiay Kat Ppovnpare ‘great resources and the 
consequent license breed the grasping spirit (their natural progeny, r7yr) 

by insolence and pride’. Comp. also Pol. 11 7, quoted in § 17. 
§ 16. ‘And those in excessively high and in excessively low repute, 

the one as altogether unlikely, the other as no more likely than before, to 

incur the imputation of crime’. The first rely upon their character, either 

for the success of their attempt, which will put their victims off their 
guard, or for impunity by escaping suspicion; the second, having no 
character to lose, are emboldened by this to make new attempts, by 

which they may gain and cannot lose, because they cannot be in a worse 
position in the eyes of the world than they are already. 

§ 17. ‘Such are the dispositions which lead men to attempt wrong’. 
We now turn to the characters and dispositions, qualities and circum- 

stances which most expose men to wrong ; these are as follows : 
§ 18. ‘First, people that have what we want, either in respect of 

necessity or excess (superfluity), or of sensual enjoyment, whether remote 
or near; for the acquisition of the one is speedy, the vengeance of the 

other tardy: as when we Grecks spoil the Carthaginians’, ‘We Greeks’ 
are Zirates. Comp. Pol. 11 7, 1267 a 2, od povoy & of GvOpwro dia ravay- 
aia ddtxovow,...ddda kal Orws xaipwot Kai pr émOvudor (this is the craving 
after superfluities out of mere wantonness of appetite)...ov roivuy dia ravrny 
povoy, Gd Kal dy éemOupoiev iva xaipwot tais dvev AuTaV Hdovais. Ti ovV 
axos Taév Tpiay TovTwyv; x.t.A. The difference of the two last of these lies 
in this, that the one is the desire caused by the painful gap to supply the 
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deficiency ; the other is a desire of pleasures which have no such painful 

craving attendant upon them, such are the pleasures of taste, learning, 

knowledge, and, in general, intellectual pleasures. The cure recommended 
for this vicious desire is philosophy, which may be obtained from within 
and &? avrov, without any extraneous aid. It seems therefore that this 

division does not exactly coincide with that of the Rhetoric, though there 
is a strong resemblance between them. 

§ 19. ‘And those who are not inclined to caution or precaution, but 
are of a confiding temper; for they are all easy to take by surprise’ (Aa- 

Ociv, Zit, it is easy for the wrong-doer to escape their notice in attacking 

them). 
And the careless (indolent, easy-tempered); because the prosecution 

of an offence belongs to (the opposite character) the careful, anxious 
attentive. 

So Leech, in Punch, Aug. 2,1862. Infuriate Captain. ‘You scoundrel, 

I'll have you up as sure as you are born’. Cadman. ‘What, summons 

me! Ohno, you won’t, my Lord. You'll never take the trouble’. (Zai¢ 
Cabman with 3s. 6d. over his fare.) 

And the sensitive, timid, retiring, shamefaced; because they are not 
‘combative’, inclined to contest the point, to stand out, in the matter of 
gain. aicxvvrndos, Il 6. 27, 12. 10, it is characteristic of young men: 
whereas Eth. Nic. IV 15, 1128 6 20, mpeaBurepov ovdeis av emawvécerev Gre 
aicxuvtnAdds. Plat. Charm. 158 Cc, Legg. I1 665 E, aioxuyrndas adovtes. 

Vict. cites Aristoph. Equit. 264, xal oxomeis ye rév moduray otis early au- 
voK@y, TAOvaLOS Kal 441) ToVNpds Kal Tpépav Ta Tpdypara. 

§ 20. ‘And those who have been wronged by many and yet never 
prosecuted, or taken vengeance on, the aggressors, these being what the 
proverb calls Myszans’ spoil’, that is, an easy prey. Mvoy Xela dicitur de 

possessione quae defensore caret et obnoxia est direptort cuivis, Dissen ad 
Dem. de Corona, § 72; of anything that may be plundered with impunity, 
Liddell and Scott, Zex.; von allem durchaus pretsgegebenen, Rost u. 
Palm, Z. Harpocration and Suidas, s. vv., both explain the origin of the 
proverb to be the defenceless state of Mysia during the absence of their 
king Telephus, the famous beggar-hero of Euripides, and Horace’s type 
of a pauper. See also Stallbaum’s note on Gorgias 521 B, who quotes 
Olympiodorus (on the passage of Plato), 7 mapoupia avrn ex Tod Tndrédou 
€or Evprmidou, éxei yap x.r.A. Whatever may be the origin of this pro- 
verb, it certainly was not derived from Euripides’ play: for Harpocration 

expressly says that it is to be found in Strattis (the Comic poet) and 
Simonides ev iauBois. This last is probably Simonides of Amorgos, a 
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very early writer; but if it be the other Simonides, of Ceos, it is equally 
impossible that he could have derived it from Euripides, since he died 
when Euripides was a child. 

The above explanations seem to be founded upon the helpless condi- 

tion of the Mysian people under some special circumstances which 

deprived them of their ordinary means of self-defence. I should rather 
suppose that the proverb implies an imputation upon their #a¢éonal cha- 
racter, because another proverbial expression, at least as common as this, 

represents the Mysians, as sharing with the Carians, the reputation of 

being the vilest and most contemptible of mankind; the property of such 

mean and cowardly wretches would naturally be az easy Prey to any one 

who chose to take it. This imputation of cowardice or weakness is 
directly conveyed by Aristotle in the passage before us. This brings the 
two proverbs together as the expression of the same features of national 

character. This will furnish a sufficient explanation of Gorg. 521 B, et 
cot Mvoaov ye jdvov kadeitv, and we need not have recourse with Stallbaum 

and Heindorf (ad loc. § 162) to the Muoav deiay to interpret it. This 
proverbial contempt for the Mysian character appears in Rhes. 251, PI. 
Theaet. 209 (Schol. in Heindorf and Stallbaum), Magnes, (Com.) Fr. 

Poastriae (in Meineke’s Fragm. Comic. Gr. 11 11), Philemon, Sicel. fr. 3 
(Meineke u. s. 1V 25), Menand. Androg. vil (Schol. Gorg. u. s.,and Mein. Iv 

86), and Menand. Fr. Inc. 481 (Mein. Iv 327), all in the words Mucay 6 écya- - 
tos, ‘the last and lowest—even of the Mysians’, worthlessness can go no 
further. Cic. pro Flacco, 27. 65, gud in Graeco sermone tam tritum et 
celebratum est, quam si quis despicatui ducitur, ut ‘Mysorum ultimus’ 

esse dicatur. Ib. 2. 3; 40. 100; Orat. VIII 27, guonam tgitur modo audi- 

retur Mysus aut Phryx Athenis, gquum etiam Demosthenes, &c. ad Quint. 

Fratr. 1 1.6 hominis ne Graect quidem, at Mystt aut Phrygit potius, 
(Erasm. Adag. A/ysorum postremus, p. 354.) The other form of the pro- 
verb occurs in Dem. de Cor. p. 248, § 72, r}v Muody Aelav Kadoupévny, in 
Strattis, Medea, (fr. Harpocr.) Mein. 11 776. (Erasm. Adag. JZysorum 
pracda, p. 1774.) 

§ 21. Kai ods pydemamore kat ovs moddakts] Sc. FdiKjKaot. Both those 
who have never yet been injured and those who have been often injured 
(by the proposed wrong-doer) are proper objects of wrong: both of them 

are likely to be unprepared or taken off their guard (see on a@vAakra, § 5, 

supra), the one because they feel secure and are careless from igno- 
rance of all injurious treatment, and the others because they have already 
had so much of it that they think they must now be exempt from it for 
the future ; that fortune or the Gods must be tired of persecuting them. 

of pev as ovdémore, of & ws ovx ay Er] sc. ddixovpevor. The participle 

will suit both constructions. Soph, Oed. Col. 965, ray’ av re pnviovow eis 
yévos madat expressing ‘likelihood’, and convertible with of ray’ dy te 
pnvioev. (Hermann ad loc. 969.) Matth., Gr. Gr. § 599 C, quotes this pas- 
sage as an illustration of ay with a participle signifying ‘mere possibility 
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or probability, a conjecture or a modest indefiniteness’, distinguishing 
this from the general case which is exemplified in § 598 6. There is no 
ground for this distinction ; the particle in both alike has its usual condi- 

tional signification ; and the likelihood or probability and the rest is only 

one of the conditions under which the act is conceived. Here it ex- 
presses the opinion or expectation (#s) that they would be no longer 

likely to be exposed, or under such conditions or circumstances as would 
expose them, to wrong. 

§ 22. And those that have already been the subjects of hostile 
charges, suspicion, calumny (all included in d:a8aAXew, ‘to set one man 

at variance with, or against, another’), and such as are especially exposed 
or liable to it (easily calumniated, &c.); for such as these have neither 
the will (to prosecute) from fear of the judges (who are prejudiced against 
them), nor are they able to persuade (the judges, for the same reason, if 
they brought this case before a court of law): and to this class belong all 
that are hated and envied. 

pOovovpevoi] On the irregular passive, see Appendix B (at the end 
of this Book). 

§ 23. Kal (ddcxodox rovrous) mpos ods ¢xovor mpopacw] ‘and those again 
are liable to injury against whom there is (/¢, others have) any available 
pretext’ (real or supposed for attacking, or doing them wrong) ‘of injury 

received or threatened by their ancestors or themselves or their friends 
against ¢hemselves or their forefathers, or those whom they care for, 

(are interested in); because, as the proverb has it, villany only wants a 
pretext’. 

For peddnoavrev Brandis’ Anonymus (ap. Schneidewin’s Philologus, 
IV, I, p. 44) read peAernoavrwy; no great improvement. 

pédXewv, to be about to do, hence of something zmfending or threat- 
ening. Plat. Theaet, 148 E, of the intention; see Stallbaum’s note; of a 

threatening attitude or posture, péAAnois. Thuc. I 69, od r7 duvapes teva 
GAAa TH pedAAnoTEL dyvvdpevot, and IV 126, Brasidas (of the threatening 
demonstrations of the barbarians before the battle), otros d€ rv péAAnow 
pév €xovar Tois dreipors hoBepar. 

The proverb ‘any pretext will serve a knave’ is thus expressed by 

Menander, Thettale, Fr. 1. (Meineke IV 133), puxpd ye mpodacis éort rod 
mpagéa xaxés, ap. Stob. Flor. Iv 40. To the same effect, Eurip. Iph. Aul. 
1180, eet Bpaxeias mpopacews évdei povor, ef 7 o eyed kal maides ai Nedetp- 
pevar Seopeba SéEw Hv oe SéEacOa xpedy. 

Victorius refers to a story of Agathocles tyrant of Sicily, in Plutarch, 
as an illustration of this topic. It is told (in the de sera numinis vin- 
dicta 557 B) of the Corcyreans, ’AyaOoxdjs S€ 6 Supaxociay tupavvos Kat 
abv yédari xAevatwv Kepxupaious éporévras, dia ti mopOoin thy vicoy avrar, 
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Sri, mm Ala, eirev, of marépes dpav vredc~avto Tov Odvocea’ and then of the 

people of Ithaca, kat trav "IOaxnoiwy opoiws éyxadovytwy bt. mpoBata Aap- 
Bdvovow avray of orpati@rat, o Sé vperepos, py, Bacideds EAOdv mpos nyuas 
kal Tov motpeva mpooegerUprwoev. And the last is repeated, Apophth. 
176 F. 

§ 24. ‘And friends as well as enemies; the former from the ease, the 
latter from the pleasure, of the undertaking and its success’. Theognis 

1219, €xOpov péev xaderov kal ducpevet eLararioa, Kipve’ irov b€ hiro 

padioy eanarav. Lysias, car’ Avdoxidov § 7, p. 103 ult. (of Andocides), os 

Téxynv TavTny Exel, Tos pev exOpods pndev Troreiv Kaxov, Tods S€é irovs ore av 
Svynrat kaxov. Victorius. 

‘And the friendless. And those who have zo skill and practice in 
speaking or action (business)’; (the opposite of them, of eimetv duvdpevor kat 
of mpaktikol, are opposite also in disposition; they are of those that are 

inclined to do wrong, § 2); ‘for these either make no attempt at all to 
prosecute, or if they do make the attempt, soon come to an agreement, or 

if they do carry on the prosecution, produce no effect (bring it to no con- 

clusion, make nothing of it)’. These are the dmpaypoves, the ordinary 

victims of the Cleons, and public informers, the ovxodavra, and all other 

troublesome and mischievous people, who, like fever-fits or nightmares, 

ToUs TaTépas T HyXOV vUKTwp Kal To’s TamToUs amémvLyoy, KaTakAWwopevol T° 
én tais KoiTais emt Tolow ampaypoow vuay avr@pogias Kal mpooKAncers Kat 
paptupias ovvexodAdor (Arist. Vesp. 1039), and, xév tu’ atray yes (Cleon) 
dmpaypov’ ovra Kal Kexnvota Katayayov ek xeppovngov SiadaBav jykvpicas... 
kal oxorreis ye TOY TodLTaY Gots eoTiv auvoKay, TOVELOS Kal 7) ToVNpos Kal 
tpépwv ta mpaypara, Equit. 261. On the impossibility of leading a quiet 
life at Athens, see Criton’s case in Xen. Mem. 11 9. 1, oi8a 8€ more avrov kai 
Kpirwvos dxovoavta ws xaderov 6 Bios ’AOnvnow ein dvdpt Bovropévm ra 

éavrod mpatrew. viv yap, én, ee Ties eis Sixas dyovowy, ovx dre adixodvrat 
im €yov, GAN Gre vopifovow jdvov av pe dpyvpiov teX€oae 7 mpaypara exewv. 
It ends by Criton’s taking one of these ‘sycophants’ into his own service, 
like a dog, as he describes him, to keep off these wolves from his 

flocks. 
§ 25. And those to whom it is unprofitable to waste their time in 

waiting for the trial or payment of the fine or penalty, such as strangers 
and farmers (who live in the country, and are so completely occupied in 

the cultivation of their land, that they cannot afford to waste time in 

attending the law-courts in the city); such as these are inclined to settle 
their differences on easy terms (dsadvecOa, to dissolve, break off, put an 

end to, and so make up, a quarrel), and readily leave off (drop) the prose- 
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cution. ‘Strangers’, who are merely passing through Athens, and in- 

cessantly occupied either with business or sight-seeing, have of course no 

time to spare in dancing attendance at the law-courts; and ‘farmers’, 
‘cultivators of their own lana’, just as little, for the reason already men- 

tioned. These avrovpyoi, ‘independent cultivators’, constitute the dijpos 
yewpytkos, and are the best sort of democratical population, Pol. viI (v1) 4, 
init. BéArioros Sijos o yewpyixds eorw, a statement often repeated. One 

of the reasons for this is, 1318 @ 12, dia pév yap to moddjy ovoiay Exe 
doxoXos, Sore p17) ToANAKis exxAnoafery, and the same would prevent them 
from waiting at the courts of law. This is confirmed by Eurip. Orest. 919, 
Oduyakis oru Kayopas xpaivey Kikdov, avroupyds, olirep kal povoe c@Lovar viv. 
To the same effect, Pol. vi (IV) 6, sub init., the yewpyol, éxovow épyatopevor 
Gv, ov Stvavra Sé cxodkafew. Comp. Eur. Suppl. 420, yarévos & avjp wévns 

...€pyov Umo ovK ay Svvairo mpos ta Koiv dmoBdérev. The praises of 
agriculture and agriculturists are sung by Xenophon, Oecon. v1 §§ 8, 9, 10, 
XV 9, and elsewhere. In Rhet. Ii 4.9, the avrovpyoi are distinguished 
from the yewpy:xoi, the latter being confined to farmers and agricultural 

labourers, avroupyoi being extended to all that work with their own hands. 
See Thuc. 1141.3, and Arnold’s note. Thucydides does not observe 
Aristotle’s distinction, the avrovpyoi here are yewpyoi in the next chapter. 

§ 26. And those who have committed either many wrongs themselves, 

or wrongs of the same kind as they are now suffering: for it seems almost 
no injustice at all, when a man has the same wrong inflicted on him as he 

himself was in the habit of inflicting (upon others); an assault, for in- 

stance, committed on a man who is habitually guilty of wanton insolence 
or outrage. ; 

aixia and dps are thus legally distinguished. aixia is personal 
violence, a blow, or an assault, eis 7d oGya aixiferOa mAnyais, Pol. vit 
(v) 10, 1311 6 24, and is the subject of a dik or private action between 

citizen and citizen. dPpis is threefold, (1) 5: atoxpoupyias, (2) dia mrAnydv 
(this is further defined pera mpomndaxiopod, which distinguishes it from aikia), 

da AGyov ; that is,a violation of the feeling of personal dignity and sense of 
honour, humiliating, degrading, scornful, wanton, language or acts; the 

mental injury constituting a great part of the offence. This appears in 

Aristotle’s definition of it, Rhet. 11 2.5, rd PAdmrew Kai Aumeiv ed’ ots 
aicxivn éoti ro macxortt, py iva Te yévnrat adr@ (not for any profit to him- 
self) GAN’ draws 067 (out of mere wantonness and pleasure in the insult 
itself). So that d8pis is a mixture of intentional insult and wantonness or 
‘wanton insult’, To the same effect is the observation in I 13. 10, that it 

mpooonpaiver tiv mpoaipeoty, ‘implies deliberate intention’. This then is the 
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cround of the distinction between aixia and dfprs, and the reason for the 
latter being made the object of a ypady, or public prosecution, the honour 

of the state being considered as compromised in the insult to one of its 
members. Sce further on this subject, Meier und Schémann Der A Ztische 

Process, p- 319 seq. 
Hippodamus, the legislator of Miletus, who drew the plans and laid 

out the Piraeus, and was the architect of Thurii on its foundation, and of 

Rhodes, divided crimes into three kinds, as we learn from Pol. 118, 1267 3 
38. wept ov yap at Sixat yivovra, tpia tadT eivar Tov dpiOuor, UBprv, BaBnv, 

@avarov, i.e. (1) crimes by which the feelings are wounded and the sense 
of personal dignity wantonly outraged, (2) those which involve loss or 

damage to person or property, and (3) murder and homicide. 
§ 27. And (in the way of retaliation) those who have either already | 

done, or have intended, or are intending, or will certainly do, us mischief : . 
because this retaliation or compensation carries with it (¢yec) not only 

pleasure (sensual or intellectual, chiefly the latter in this case) but also (a 7 
sense of) right (the szoral object of conduct), and so it seems bordering 

upon almost no wrong at all. ‘ Retaliation’ or ‘compensation’ is vight 
upon principles of justice, ro Sikaov; of which the ‘reciprocal’ or ‘retali- 

atory’ is one of the three kinds, Eth. Nic. V c.5, arising from the sub- 

oS dtm ie 

division of the original two, d:aveynrixy, ‘distributive’, and dcopAwrixy, | 

‘corrective’; the latter having two divisions, (1) rectification of, or com- 
pensation far, frauds and crimes, dtopOwtixyn proper, and (2) 76 dvturerovO0s 4 
(c. 8) the justice that regulates exchanges and commercial transactions. 

The difference between this topic and that of § 23, cat mpos ods éxovar 
—xndovra is, according to Victorius, that the motive or occasion of the 3 

wrong in either case is not the same. In the one the wrong-doer seeks 

a pretence or pretext for injuring his neighbour, in the other the occasion 
comes unsought; the wrong would not have been done had it not been 
provoked by previous injury. ; 

§ 28. Kal ofs xaptodyra] and those by whom, i.e. by whose injury, : 
they will oblige either their friends, or those whom they admire and “| 

respect, or love, or their masters (any one who has power over them) or ¥ 
those by whose opinions or authority they direct their life and conduct. 

mpos ovs (éow] in reference to whom they live, who are their guides 
and authorities in life and action: or, on whom they depend, to whom 

they look for support or subsistence ; as a ‘dependant’ does. To which 
is opposed in I 9. 27, €devOépov ro py mpods GAdov Cyr, ‘independence’, 

avtapxeva, Where you don’t look to any one else but yourself. See the note 
there, p. 173. 

#8 
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kat mpos ovs] ‘those, in reference to whom’, that is in our relations (or 
dealings) with whom, it is possible (we may expect) to meet with indul- 
gence or merciful consideration. On émeixeca, see Introd. p. 190—93. 

Victorius, followed by Vater, would connect this clause immediately 

with the preceding, mpos ovs (Gow adroi, Kal mpos ovs x.7.A. in order to 

avoid a supposed repetition of a former topic, § 14, cal ois Gv row émerkots 
tuxeiv. Vater, who supplies this explanation, fergets that the two topics 
are differently applied ; in § 14 the exfecfation of indulgent consideration 

is assigned as a motive of action in the agent; in this section it is a ds- 
position in the patient which subjects him to wrong: though it is true 
that the feeling or tendency itself resides in both cases in the same 
person, Besides this, the union of these two seems to be an improper 

conjunction of two heterogeneous dispesitions, a sort of moral edypa; 
taking a man for the guide of your life or depending upon him, and rely- 

ing upon his merciful consideration, are not closely enough connected to 
warrant their being classed together. I have therefore retained Bekker’s 
punctuation, which makes them separate topics. 

$29. And if we have had cause ef complaint against any one, or a 
previous difference with him, (we do to him) as Callippus did in the affair 

of Dion; for things of that kind (a wrong deed done under such circum- 
stances) appear to us (personally and at that time, not always or in 
general,) to border upon, bear a close resemblance to, acts altogether 
innocent. 

mpodiakexopnkéres] Scaywpeiv is used here as the neuter of diayapifer, 
to separate. In this sense it is almost a dmaé Xeydpevov. No authority 

| for this use of the word is given by Stephens or any other Lexicon earlier 
than Arrian. It represents morally and metaphorically a ‘split’, or 
‘separation’, ‘parting asunder’ of intercourse and interests between two 
friends. 

éroiet] The imperfect here seems unmeaning, as the act is only one. 

Spengel, in his Edition, 1867, has adopted without remark émoinoe from 
Mss Q, Y>, Z?, 

Ka\durros...ta rept Aiwva] Plutarch. Vit: Dion.1 982, de Sera Numinis 
1 Vindicta c. 16. The story is thus told by Victorius. Callippus was an 

Athenian, friend and companion of Dion during his stay at Athens, and 
the partner of his expedition to Sicily for the liberation of his native 

}) country. By his conduct and services he had ingratiated himself with 
Dion’s mercenaries, whom he incited to murder their general, and 

thereby made himself master of Syracuse. Before this, he had spread 
calumnious reports about Dion and excited the citizens against him. 
Dion being informed of this took no precautions for his own safety ; 
partly in scorn of the attempt, and partly because he was unwilling to 
preserve his own power and life at the expense of the destruction of his 
friends: the scheme accordingly took effect, and Dion was shortly after 

put to death, Aristotle says upon this that Callippus justified the act by 
arguing that as Dion had now knowledge of his designs, and his own life 

AR. I. 16 
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was in danger, this anticipation of the other, was a mere measure of pre- 
caution or retaliation, and no crime at all. This suspicion of Callippus is 

the ground of his complaint and the occasion of the previous difference, 

or sundering of their apparent friendship. [Arnold Schaefer, Demo- 
sthenes und seine Zeit, 11 2. p. 159, 160.] 

§ 30. Kat rods Um adrAwy péAdovras (adixetoOa), av uy adroit (ddindow 

avrovs)| Another motive in the aggressor to commit a wrong, another 
circumstance which renders its intended object especially liable to it, arises, 

when the victim is in such a position that the wrong w#// be done by 
somebody else (vm dddov) if we don’t do it ourselves, or take the initia- 

tive—this seems to us ‘a justification of the act of aggression which in 
other circumstances would be a gross wrong—and the necessity of imme- 
diate action allows no time for deliberation. That this is a sort of justi- 
fication of such an act appears in the conduct attributed to A2nesidemus 
towards Gelo: the latter (tyrant of Syracuse) had anticipated him(the tyrant 

of Leontini) in reducing and enslaving some state that was neighbour of 
both: Aenesidemus sends a present to Gelo of eggs, cakes, and sweetmeats, 

the ordinary prize of the game of xérraBos, as a prize, in acknowledgment of 
his superior foresight, quickness and dexterity, shewn in his ‘anticipa- 

tion’ of himself, dr. épOacev, admitting at the same time that he had had 
an eye to it himself. This shows that Aenesidemus thought it ‘hardly a 
crime’, éyyds Tov pr adiketv, a justifiable act; and also illustrates the 

extreme liability to aggression and wrong involved in the position of this 
‘neighbouring state’, which would have been wronged in any case by 
some one else, vm dAXwv péddortas, at any rate, even if Gelo (who here 

represents the avro/, the man who takes the initiative) had not done it 
himself. 

As Casaubon has observed, there is some object understood after dy- 

Aparodioapéevm. The simple tevds or twa modu, will answer the purpose. 

Nothing more is known about the circumstances of the case. 

The person here called Aiveoidnpos, in Herod. Aivnoidnpos, and in 

Pindar Aivnoidapos, is mentioned twice in Herodotus, vil 154 as the son 
of one Patdicus, and a member of the body-guard of Hippocrates, tyrant 
of Gela, and in c. 165, as the father of Thero, sovereign (uovvapyxos) of 

Agrigentum, to whom Pindar’s second Olympian Ode is dedicated. In 

Pindar his name occurs three times, but only as the father of Thero, Ol. 

11 46, 1119, and of him and Xenocrates, Isthm. 11 41. To reconcile He- 
rodotus’ statement about him with that of Aristotle here, we may perhaps 
suppose that Aenesidemus had made himself master of Agrigentum, on 
the throne of which he was succeeded by his son Thero, before the 
period to which this story belongs. Aristotle’s narrative certainly repre- 
sents him as a sovereign prince, and not 2s a mere mercenary in ano- 

ther’s service. Victorius, followed by Schrader, calls him ‘tyrant of 
Leontini’, but gives no authority. 
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xorrafia] On the game of xérraBos, the modes of playing it, and its 
varieties, see Becker, Charicles, on the Greek Games, Excursus III to Sc. VI, 

; p. 349. Our information upon the subject is principally derived from 
| Athen, XI 58, p. 479 C—E, and xw 1, 665 seq., and Pollux vI 109. We 

learn from Athenaeus, on the authority of Dicaearchus (479 D) that it was 

a Sicilian invention and most fashionable in that country, (cf. XV 666 B), 

1] Tov KoTTaBay evpeais Sixediky eote wardia, TavTny mMpoTav edpovr@v TiKedav. 
Further we are told that the winner at the game received a prize, 667 D, 

Ore 8€ GOov mpovceiTo TH ed mpoepev@ Tov KoTTaBov mpoeipynke pév Kal 6 ’AvTi- 
ams’ ga yap éote kai mepparia kal tpayjpatra, Similarly from Hegesander, 
479 D, tocavrn dé éyévero orovd?) mepi ro emiriSevpa wore eis Ta TupmOTa 
mapecopépey GOda Korrd8ia Kadovpeva, From Gaisford’s observation that 
the form xorrdSeta occurs in at least three verses, in Ath. Xv 666 E, 667 F, 

it seems that both this and xorra8iov were in use. Gaisford unne- 
cessarily infers from it that there was only one, and that xorraBetov. 

§ 31. And those to whom the wrong can be readily compensated, or 
more than compensated by just acts, because such wrongs admit of an 

easy cure ;—an instance of this is the saying of Jason of Pherae, that we 
are bound to commit some wrongs in order that we may have the oppor- 
tunity of doing justice on a larger scale. The saying itself is to be found 

in somewhat different words in Plutarch, rod. mapayyéAp. 817 F (Buhle), 
it was always applied, é@’ ois €Biafero cai mapnrvdydec Twas dei Aeyouerny, 
to his various acts of oppression and annoyance, @s dvayxaiov adikeiv Ta 
puxpa tovs BovAopevous ta péyada S:kaompayeiv. This is in fact Robin 

i Hood’s plea, that he robbed the rich to give to the_poor. This topic may 
be further illustrated by Bassanio’s appeal to the judge, Merchant of 

i Venice, Act Iv..Sc. 1, line 209, And I beseech you, Wrest once the law to 
your authority: To do a great right do a little wrong, And curb this 
cruel devil of his will. 

§ 32. Victorius observes that we here enter upon a new division of 

the chapter. The analysis has been hitherto confined to Zersons prone to 
wrong and liable to wrong: it is now applied to certain classes of things 

or circumstances which increase the liability to wrong. These are kinds 
of ddixnjpara. It is in fact a transition to the subject of the next chapter. 
Such are offences of very common occurrence; men are tempted to 
commit such because they think they shall meet with indulgence: people 
have become so familiar with the offence by constant association (cvynOeia) 
that it has lost its repulsive character; and also they may argue that if 

‘all or many’ are guilty of it, it must be a human infirmity, and being a 
natural defect is hardly to be called a vice. 

| 16—2 
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§ 33. Crimes and the products of them that are easy to conceal, 

especially in the case of stealing, which is here most prominent in the 
author’s thoughts. Such are things that are soon consumed, as eatables, 
or things that can be easily changed (in their appearance, without losing 
their value; so that they shall not be recognized, and the theft escape 

detection), in respect of their shape (as plate and coin by melting), or 

colour (cloth or silk by dyeing), or mixture (as liquids of all kinds). Vic- 
torius refers to Cic. de Fin. v 25. 74, of the Stoics, A/gue ut religui fures 
carum rerum quas ceperunt signa commutant, sic tlli ut sententits nostris 

(sc. Academicorum) pro suis uterentur nomina tanguam rerum notas 
mutavesunt, There is about the same amount of resemblance in this 

topic to that of § 8, as we found in § 28 (g. v.) to that of § 14; the cir- 
cumstance is nearly the same, the application different. 

§ 34. Or things that are easy to make away with, put out of sight 
(eHacer, cause to disappear) in many different ways; such are things por- 
table, which can be hid away in holes and corners (/z¢. small places). 

§ 35. And things (stolen goods), Zé#e others, of which the thief has 
already a good many in his possession, either exactly like (with no differ- 
ence at all between them) or nearly like (bearing a general resemblance, 

and so not easy to distinguish). The first is the case of coins or medals, 
and in general, things that are made in sets, one exactly like another. 

adiadopos, which in the sense here assigned to it seems to be a amag 

Aeyopuevov, is not to be confounded either with the logical signification of 

it—Anal. Post. IL 13, 97 4 31, év rots KaOoXov 7 ev Trois ddiapopots, Top. 
A 7, dduvapopa 76 eidos, dvOpwros, irros ; this is ‘without specific difference’, 

‘an individual’—or with the meaning it bears in the Stoic philosophy, 
things ‘indifferent’, without any sora/ differences, neither good nor bad ; 
from which our sense of the word is derived. 

‘And things which the injured party is ashamed to reveal: as any 

outrage committed upon the women of one’s own family, or one’s self 
or one’s children’. Victorius quotes Lysias, c. Simon. § 3, padiora & 

ayavaxta, © BovAn, OTe wept ToLovTwY mpayparey elreiv avayxacOnoopa Tpds 
vas Unep av €y@ aicyuvopevos, ef peAXovev TroAAOL pot GvVEivET Oat, NretxXopunv 

adixovpevos. 
kai doa idoduxeiv] daa cognate accusative for ooas dSixas ; or perhaps 

the local accus., ‘the cases in which (as the seat of them) the litigious 
spirit is shewn’, Appendix B, note 1, at the end of this Book. 
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‘And all cases in which prosecution would seem to indicate a litigious 
spirit in the prosecutor’; that is, where the offence is trifling, or, again, in 
the case of acts that deserve indulgence—some of which are mentioned 
in c. 13. 16,17. Victorius refers to Lysias, xara Qeoprnorov A § 2, eyo 8, 
ei pev Tov éavTod pe amekrovevat TLGTO, ovyyvepny Gy eixov ait@ tay eipn- 

| pévov’ ovS’ ef te GAAO TeV droppyTey qKovea, ovK Gv émeEnOov ade, dve- 
AedOepov yap kal Aiay Gidddcxoy eivat vopitw Kkaxnyoptas Sixndfer Oat. 

The chapter concludes with a summary enumeration of its contents. 
‘So now of the characters and dispositions that incline men to crime, the 
several kinds of those crimes, the characters that invite crime, and the 

motives that incite to crime, we have given a tolerably complete (cyedov) 
account’, or analysis. 

CHAP. XIII. 

A connected sketch of the contents of the following chapter, a par- 
ticular account of émeixeca or equity, and of the relations of the different 
kinds of ‘law’, will be found in the Introduction, p. 187—193, and on 
p- 239 (Appendix E to chap. XIII). 

It analyses and classifies actions right and wrong, first from the 
strictly legal, and secondly from the eguztab/e or moral point of view. 
Equity is the principle of merciful consideration, that indulgent view of 

* men’s actions which makes allowance for human infirmities, looks rather 
to the intention than the act, and thus mitigates or corrects (émavop6o7) 
the strict rigour of the ‘ written law’. 

§ 1. ‘In distinguishing or analysing wrong and right acts, let us 

commence with the following consideration’ (or, let us take the following 
for our starting-point). On dxaiwpa here ‘an unjust act’, the opposite of 
adixnpa, and its various senses, see note on I 3. 9, p. 56. ‘ Accordingly the 

i definition of justice and injustice has reference to two kinds of “law” 
» (§ 2), and two kinds of persons (§ 3)’. The divisions of just and unjust 

depend upon their relation to two kinds of law, and two kinds of persons: 

mavra opiferat TO Téhet. ; 
§ 2, ‘I distinguish therefore two kinds of law, the special and the 

| universal; and by special, I mean that which is determined in each 

q people or nation (separately or individually) by themselves, (/¢. that 
which has for each class of people or nation its definition directed or 

: referred to themselves,) by their own peculiar habits, customs, feelings, 
opinions, form of government, and this either unwritten or written’ (see 
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in explanation of this, Introd. Appendix E p. 242—244); ‘and by universal 
law, the “law of Nature”.’ For there is, as all are instinctively convinced, 
a natural and universal notion of right and wrong, quite independent of 
any mutual communication (association, intercourse) or compact, such 

as Sophocles’ Antigone evidently alludes to, when she says that it is just, 
(right), though forbidden, (by the fosztive law of Creon’s enactment) to 

bury Polynices, implying (ws, on the supposition that) that this is natu- 
rally right. 

Not of today nor yet of yesterday 
fs this, but everlasting is its life, 
And none doth know what time it came to light. 

And, as Empedocles says about killing living animals; for this is not 
right for some and of right for others, ‘but this same law for all (this 
universal law) spreads without break or flaw’ (jvexéws, usually dinvexas, ‘con- 

tinuously’) ‘over the wide ruling sky and again over the boundless earth’, 
Law universal of no human birth 
Pervades the sovereign sky and boundless earth. 

On the distinction of the xowos and tdios vopos here taken, compare 

Eth. N. v ro (Eth. Eud. Iv 10) 1134 618 seq. quoted in Introduction, 
p- 241. The same distinction is found swfra I 10. 3. On ‘natural law’ 

see Whewell, Elements of Morality, § 380 seq. . Duke of Argyll, Reign of 
Law, Definitions of Law, c. 2. 

pavrevovrat] of a presentiment or foreboding, or as here an instinctive 
conviction, a sort of divination; see note on I 9. 40, xarapayrever Oa. 

’Avttyovn.:.A€yovaa] Soph. Antig. 456. 

’EumedoxAjs Aéyer] Empedocles, Fragm. lines 404—5. Karsten ad loc. 
p- 281 says, ‘ Scaliger ad vocabulum avyjs in margine annotavit lect. ad yijs. 
Codices variant (the best including A’ appear to give avyjs); hoc perpe- 

ram recepit Bekkerus, quem plures sunt secuti, qui loci sensum parum 

habuerunt perspectum.’ Spengel follows Bekker in reading av yfjs. In 
illustration of the doctrine alluded to in the lines quoted, Karsten cites 

Diogenes Laertius, de Pythag. vill 13, gud dicit, eum vetare dnrecOu 
tav (@wv, Kkowov Sixaoy nyiv éxovray ths Wuyjs; and Sextus Empiricus 

adv. Math. 1X 127, who says that the entire school of Pythagoras and 
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1 4+ did,worat infra. 
Empedocles, and all the Italians, assert that we have intercourse not 
only with the Gods and one another, but that this extends also to irra- 
tional animals; é yap vmdpxew mredpa ro dia wavtds Tov Koopov SijKov 

Wvxiis tporov, To Kal évodv Huas mpos éxeiva’ Sidwep kal ktTeivovres avra... 
docBotpev. On the interpretation of avyjs Karsten has this note. ‘Ergo 
commune tllud tus pertinet du r’ aldepos i.e. fer aerem (cf. annot. ad 

v. 105) quo omnes animantes vescuntur, dia r avyns per lucidum caelum 

(ut vs. 127) in quo Dii degunt’.. The verse cited by Karsten in support of 

his interpretation of avyjs seems insufficient for its purpose ; the word there 
seems to have no other meaning than its ordinary one, ‘sunbeam or sun- 

light’; I doubt if avyy could stand for ‘heaven’; and perhaps it may be 
better to accept Bekker’s reading. 

On Alcidamas, see the article on the Sophistical Rhetoric, in the Cam- 
bridge Fournal of Classical and Sacred Philology, Vol. 11. No. 9, p. 263 
seq. and on the Megonuakods Adyos, ib. p. 257. It is quoted again, II 23. I. 
Vater, and Spengel (Artium Scriptores p. 175), cite the anonymous Scho- 
liast, who supplies the missing quotation thus; éAevOepous dpijxe mavras 6 
Ocds, ovdéva SoddAov 9 hiots memoinxev. It seems to be totally inapplicable to 

the topic which it professes to illustrate, and ifit comes from the speech at 

all is at all events quite out of place here. Spengel (Praef. ad Rhet. Gr. 
I vi) says of it, fictum non verum:; but being as it is so utterly inappro- 
priate, it can hardly have been ‘manufactured’ for an occasion to which it 
is not suitable. 

Of the ‘ Messeniac declamation’ the Schol. says that it was a pede?) 
dmep Meconviav amootncavtay Aaxedapovioy Kal ph. meOopevav Sovdcvery, 
Conf. Sauppe, ad Alcid. Fragm. 1, Oratores Attici 111 154. [Vahlen, der 

Rhetor Alkidamas, (Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Academie der 
Wissenschaften, Vienna, 1863, pp. 491—528, esp. p. 505). S.] 

§ 3. mpos ots b€ didpiorat, diyds Sudpiora, Vulg.—dixa Spiora AY, 
adopted by Bekker and Spengel [ed. 1867], omitting the first diépioras : in 

Rhetores Graect [1853] he reads |8dpiora] duyads Sidpiora, in conformity 
with §1. (I donot myself see why the first duépearae need be omitted with- 
out manuscript authority.) ‘In respect of the persons to whom it is re- 
ferred, this division of law is twofold, for the right and wrong, justice and 
injustice, in acts, are referred to (severally determined by, divided in relation 

to) either the public, society in general, the whole community (against whom 
the offence is supposed to be directed), or an individual member of it. 
And therefore just and unjust acts are divided into two classes, according 

as they are directed against a single and definite individual, or the com- 
munity at large. Adultery and assault are injuries or wrongs to the indi- 

p. 46. 
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viduals, refusal to serve, or desertion, is a wrong to the entire community 

or nation’. This is the basis of the distinction in Attic jurisprudence be- 

tween the dixy, the private civil action or suit of man against man, and the 
ypadn, or public, criminal prosecution; since the latter is a state offence, 

common to the whole community, a public prosecution may be con- 
ducted by 6 Bovdépevos, ‘any one that pleases’, provided, that is, he be a 

qualified Athenian citizen. See further on this subject, in Introd. 1 13, 
p. 187, and Meier u. Schémann, Der Attische Process, Bk. U1. § 2. Butt- 

mann ad Dem. Med. § 9. 
Accordingly 6 rimrey is liable to a Sixn aikias; 6 wi) oTparevoperos, One 

that either declines to serve altogether, and so fails in his duty to society 
and his country, or a deserter, to a ppady dorpareias or dewrorakiov. 
potyeta is here included with aixia in the class of wrongs that are the sub- 

ject of a &ixcn or Sdixy idia; under the ordinary classification it exposed the 
offender to a ypady, a criminal prosecution, which, as it could be carried 

on by the husband or one of the near relations, might also properly be 
called iéfa. Meier u. Schémann, u.s., p. 163—4, 327 seq. In this case the 

state, as well as the husband, considered itself aggrieved as the guardian 
of public morals. In illustration of this twofold aspect of a crime, Victo- 

rius quotes Cic. in Verrem, Vv (III) 69, 161, guzbus in rebus non solum 
Jfilio, Verres, sed etiam reipublicae fecisti inturiam: susceperas enim liberos 

non solum tibi sed etiam patriae. 

§ 4. ‘After this division, or classification, of wrong acts, some of 

which are directed against the entire community, and the others against 
one or more zudividuals, let us first repeat our definition of 76 ddtxeio Oat, 

that we may know what being treated unjustly, or suffering wrong, is, 
and then proceed to the rest’. 

The introduction of d\Aovs here leads to a new distinction: a civil 
action between parties in their private capacity may be brought either 
against one or several, as when an action is brought against a club 

or commercial company or the partners in a firm: in either case the 
offence which is the subject of it is private and particular, and directed 

against individuals, and both of them are distinguished from state 
offences. 

dvadaBérres] to repeat or resume (take up again) seems to be a refer- 

ence to I 10. 3, where ddixeiv, the exact opposite of ddixetoOa, was defined, 
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and the latter can readily be inferred from the former. This may be 
called a resumption, or, in a sense, a repetition of the preceding definition, 

or at all events of the same subject; and this seems to be confirmed by 
the reference, in the next sentence, to this very definition. On the entire 

question of the voluntary character of adixkynua and déixia see Eth. Nic. 
v 11 (Bekk.): and that of vice in general is discussed in the same work, 

111 7 (Bekk.). The conclusion in the two chapters of the Ethics is that 
which is here assumed to be the fact. 

§ 5. ‘To be wronged then is to be unjustly treated by a voluntary 
agent, for to do wrong has been previously defined to be voluntary’, 

110. 3. And since ‘doing’ and ‘suffering’, action and passion, are oppo- 
sites, and opposites fall under the same yévos, we may infer at once that 

if doing wrong is voluntary, suffering wrong is voluntary too—not in the 
patient of course, but in the agent. Comp. Eth. Nic. Vv 10, 1135 @ 15, 

évtev d€ tay Stxaiwy kal addikwv Tay eipnuévav abdixet péev Kal Sixacompayet 

eee ae ee 

Grav éxév tis avTa mparry’ Stay 8 axwyv ovr ddixet ovte Sixaompayet 
GAN 7 xara cupBeByKos .., adixnua S€ kai Sixacompaynua Gpiotar T@ Exov- 
aig cal dxovoig...dor éora te adtkoy peév, ddixnpa D ovme, édy pr TO Exovorov 

Tpoon. 
; §6. ‘Now injury, and injury against one’s will, being both’of them 

| necessary to the notion of injustice or wrong, it will be clear from what 

has preceded, what the injuries are (ai BAdSa she injuries of different 
kinds which are contained in the notion); for things good and bad zx 
themselves (as opposed to the comparative goods of c. 7) have been 
previously analysed (in c, 6), and of things voluntary it has been stated 
(c. 10 § 3) that they are things done with the full knowledge’ (of the 
special circumstances of the case. Eth. Nic. 1112). Spengel has adopted 

eipnra from MS A’, for dujpnrac the Vulg., which Bekker retains. 

§ 7. ‘So that all charges (accusations, complaints of wrong) of every 
kind must be referred to two different distinctions, the first that of the 

persons offended, whether individuals and private persons, or the com- 

munity at large; and the second (} «ai, ‘or again’), in the nature of the 
act, whether it was done in ignorance or unintentionally (i.e. under com- 
pulsion, by a superior external force), or intentionally and with full 
knowledge; and of these last (éxdvros kai eiddros) either with deliberate 

purpose, malice prepense, or under the influence of passion or excited 
feeling’. Bekker and Spengel have omitted «ai with Mss Q, Y°, Z”, defore 
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dyvoovrros, or rather changed the order of # xai into cai 4, and substituted 
kai for 7 after dyvootvros. This is certainly unnecessary, though perhaps 
preferable. The sense is perfectly good as I have translated, following 
MS A’, which appears to give the vulg. reading. The first cai is ‘again’, 

the second distinction: 4 a@yvootvros of course corresponds to # €xovros: 
dyvoovrtos 7 akovtos is quite defensible, the two don’t always go together; 

TO axovovov includes other things besides ignorance, dvros tod dxovaiov Tov 
Bia xai d¢ ayvoray, Eth. N. II 3 init., the involuntary is due to external 
force or compulsion as well as to ignorance. This does not apply to 

éxovtos kal eidéros, because knowledge and voluntary action always do 
go together; voluntary action implies full knowledge of the circumstances 
of the case, rd éxovovov ddgeev dv etvar ov 7 apyxn ev ait@ ciddore Ta kaP 
€xagra év ols 7 mpagis. Eth. N., u.s., and see the preceding chapter 

on ignorance as the justification of an act. Of the two last classes of 

acts liable to éyxAnpata, Ta mpoeAopevov and ra d:d waOos, the former are 
acts done with mpoaipecrs, the deliberate purpose or enlightened and 
deliberate intention which alone gives them their virtuous or vicious 

character, and stamps them as morally good or bad; the latter are acts 
due to the two impulses, here called aos, appetite and desire (€mOvpia), 
and ‘passion’, any sudden and violent, especially angry, excitement 
(@vpos). Acts of this latter kind cannot properly be said to be involun- 

tary, ov Kados Aéyera dxovora elvar Ta Oia Ovpov } SC éexOvpiay, Eth. N. III 
3, 1111 @ 24, because though they are done 2” ignorance (ayvody mparret), 

or in the temporary blindness of a fit of passion, they are not due to 
ignorance, 6 dyvovay, ignorance is in no sense the cause of them, and 
therefore no justification, Ib. 111 2. These are in fact the four degrees of 
criminality of Eth. Nic. V 10, on which, and on this subject in general, 

see Introd. p.181—g. They are afterwards reduced to the ordinary three 

in § 16, znfra. 
§ 8. Of @vpos we shall have to speak when we come to treat of the 

maOn or emotions in II 2—11, where the second chapter gives the analysis 

of épyy, as it is there called. The motives and incentives to crimes and 

the intentions and dispositions of the criminals have been already dealt 
with (in cc. 10 and 12). 

§ 9. On this and the two following sections, which refer to what were 
subsequently called ordoes, status, the legal issues of cases, and by 

Aristotle dudiaBntyices, see Introd. p. 189, 190. 
‘ But whereas it frequently happens that men when called to account 

for an imputed criminal act, admit the /ac¢, but refuse to admit either the 

title, or name that has been applied to it’ (by the prosecutor namely, who 
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has had it registered under a certain name or title whereby it is referred 
to a certain class of crimes, and some particular tribunal, and has a 

special penalty attached to it: this is the ordows dpixn, status finitivus, 

P. 1374. 

nomen, or finitio, of the subsequent classifications), ‘or that which is con- 
tained under the title’ (that is, the description of the act which is supposed 
to correspond to the title, but may not actually do so): ‘a man may say, 

for instance, that he ‘took’ the thing but did not ‘steal’ it, or that he 
struck the first blow but was not guilty of wanton outrage, or that there 
was intercourse but no adultery, or that he was guilty of theft but not of 
sacrilege (because the thing stolen belonged to no god), or that he had 
committed a trespass but not on public lands, the state domains, or had 
conversed (held communication) with the enemy but was guilty of no 

treachery—from the frequent occurrence of these and similar distinctions 
it becomes necessary that it should be determined what theft zs, and what 
bBprs, and what adultery, and so on; in order that if we want to prove 
that the fact zs so, or the reverse, we may be able to set in a clear light 
the real merits or rights (ro dixacov) of the case’. 

The distinction of the ériypappa and mepi o rd émiypappa I have already 

indicated. The one is the ordovs opixn, the mame or ttle by which the 
act should be designated, which determines the court that it shall be tried 
in, and is represented in all the examples given except the case of tres- 
pass: the other is the description given of the act, as may be seen in the 

instance that illustrates it, the ¢vespass (the mame) is acknowledged, but 
the detailed account described it as a trespass upon the fud/ic land, 
which is denied. ‘This, if it corresponds to any of the graces when they 

were regularly classified (on which see Introd. p. 397 seq. in Appendix E 

to Book 111), must be the erdots of quality, rots, guale: but it seems 
certain that in Aristotle’s time they had not yet been systematised and 
arranged under constant technical names. At all events, in this passage 
in the two last cases it seems that no very clear distinction is made out; 
or apparently intended, as appears from the mixing up together of the 
examples of both. Quint. I11 6.49, where Aristotle’s division of oracets is 
noticed, must be referred, not to this passage, but to Rhet. 111 16.6, and 

B7i1. 
mataéa mporepov] to be the aggressor in an affray. It is otherwise 

termed dpyxew xetpav ddixwy, 11 24.9, Rhet. ad Alex. 26 (37). 39. 

érepyacavda:| Donaldson, New Cratylus § 174, has introduced this 
passage amongst his examples of a large family of verbs compounded 
with émi, in which the preposition corresponds to the Latin (and English) 

inter (in.composition), implying reciprocity, or mutual right or associa- 
tion, as émxowwvia, tnter-communion, émvyapia, the right of zz¢ev-marriage, 
Rhet. 114.5. It is quite true that émepyacia and érepyafer Oa (see the ex- 

amples in Donaldson, p. 296, and the Lexicons) are both used in this sense 
+ 
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for the right of inter-cultivation of land, just like émwopia the right of 
mutual pasturage, as on a border territory. But here érepyacacOa: must 
mean to encroach or trespass, otherwise it is no offence: and so the word 
is used by Aeschines, Ctesiph. § 113, of the Locrians of Amphissa who 
‘encroached upon’ the sacred soil of Crissa, by cultivating, Thucyd. I 139, 

and elsewhere; as well as émwopia and émvéyeww, for a similar trespass on 
the pasturage of some one else. The primary sense must be no doubt 
that of reciprocal right or occupation, the interchange of cultivation. 

Perhaps the notion of going backwards and forwards over a border to 

cultivate land may have suggested the notion of trespassing, by extending 

the original signification to cases where there was no such right existing, 
or only in the trespasser’s imagination. 

I will add some instances of similar formations which are not given in 

the New Cratylus. 
érad\arrewv, Eur. Heracl. 836, mots éemaddaybels modi, ‘interchanged, 

interlaced’; common in Aristotle, Pol. 1 6 (quoted by Donaldson), c. 9g, 

257 635, €maddarre  xphow x«.7.A. Ib. VI (IV) 10, 1295 29, dia TO THY 

Svvapuy éemaddatrew mos adtov, Ib. VII (VI) 1, 1317 @ 1, moet Tas modurelas 
eva\Aatrew. Parva Naturalia, de longitate et brevitate vitae, c. 1, 464 

b 28, émnddarret ra voowdy thy Piow coepara Tots BpaxvBiors, de ortu anim. 

Il 1, 732415, emaddakis, 733 a 27, émadXartrovow adAnAots K.7-A. de insomniis 

11 18, 460 6 20, cai rH ewaddakea tay SaxrvAwy 7d év dv0 aivera, Theophr. 
Hist, Pl F3. 2: 

exioyerOa, Thucyd. 1 2 and 13, émipeyvivres, émipioyovray ; Herod. 
I 68, émpeéin; Thuc. v 78, Xen. Cyr. vil 4. 5, Ar. Pol. Iv (VII) 6, 1327 4239: 

enxepxecOa, Thucyd. IV 120, émnpxovro, ‘were going backwards and for- 
wards paying one another visits’: émtkowwveiv, émxotvwvia, Plat. Gorg. 
464 C, Soph. 251 D, 252 D, emxowotoOa, Protag. 313 B, Ar. Top. A 2, 

123 a 6, emxowwvovot yap of tomo, Anal. Post. A 11, 77 @ 26, em. raca ai 
€morhpat dAAndas, Rhet. ad Alex. 5 (6). 5. 

§ 10. ‘In all such cases the issue (the dispute, question in dispute, 
disputed point) turns upon this, whether namely (the accused party) is 
criminal and vicious or not; for the vice and injustice (of the act) lies in 

the deliberate purpose or intention, and names of this kind, such as wan- 
ton outrage and theft, connote (signify in addition to their direct and 
literal meaning) the deliberate intention or purpose; for the act of strik- 
ing is not in every case (co-extensive with) wanton outrage, but only if it 
was done with a particular object.or purpose, of insulting the other for 

instance, or for his own gratification (the wanton pleasure in the insult 
itself and in the humiliation it inflicts, 6mws noOy, Rhet. 11 2.5). Nor is 
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surreptitious appropriation in every case theft, but only if the theft was 

for the injury of the other and for the thief’s own private use and advan- 
tage. And so the same rule that applies to these cases holds in like 

manner of all the rest’. 

mepi ov. These words, suspected from Victorius downwards, omitted 
by A’ and three other Mss, and finally rejected by Bekker and Spengel, 
were probably inserted by some transcriber or commentator who was 
doubtful about the construction. If they are omitted, the accusative, 
mwavra Ta Totadra, will be, as Victorius says, equivalent to xara mavra, ‘in 
all such cases’; which is thus grammatically to be explained. The accu- 
sative here follows the analogy of that class of accusatives which indicate 

the Jocal seat of any ‘affection’ in its widest sense, and follow passive and 
neuter verbs and adjectives, (repels rodro, Eur. Ion 541, ora xareayores, 

Plat. Gorg. 515 E, ta ora xatayyuvra, Protag. 342 B, ddyeiv thy Kearny, 
voociv dpOarpovs, Bonv dyabds Mevédaos, médas aks ’AxiAdevs) and are 
themselves probably nothing but extensions of the ordinary cognate 

accusative; which passes frst from the direct expression of the same 

notion as that in the verb, paiverOa paviay, réprecba tépyiv, to the indi- 

rect and general and indefinite neuter, paiveoOat rade, répmecOat Tovro or 

tavra (see Wunder on Oed. R. 259), and secondly into the expression of 

any eguivalent notion almost without limit, of which che seat of the affec- 
tion is one form. This is the explanation of Kiihner [§ 410 anmerk. 5 of 

2nd ed.], Jelf, Gr. Gr. §§ 545, 6, and I think probably the true one. Here 
therefore wayra ra rotatra ‘all such instances’ are represented locally as 

| the seats of the several dudioBnryjcers, the points on which each case 

turns, or legal issues: ## ¢hem the points in dispute or issue are said 
to reside. 

év yap Th mpoaipecer 7) poxOnpia] See note onI 1. 14, and the passage 
there cited. One of them is Top. Z 12,149 4 29, od yap 6 AdOpa Aap Ba- 

yov add’ 6 BovAdpevos AdOpa AapBavewv krémtns €oriv. Add Eth. Nic. 11 4, 
init. wep) mpoapécews...oixerdtaroy yap eivat Boxe TH aperH Kal paddov ra 

10n xpivew trav mpageov. Ib. 1112 @2, 7 yap mpoapetoOa tayaba 7 ra 
kaka tow twés éeopev. Ib. V 10, 1135 625, od yap dia poxOnpiav 7 BAB». 
érav & éx mpoaipécrews, ddixos kal poxOnpos. 11364 1, av & &x mpoaipéecews 
Bray adixet. Rhet. 1 14. 1, 5 (implied). 

mpooonpaiver| mepi épynveias Cc. 3, 1665, pijpa 8¢ éort rd mpooonpaivoy 
xpovorv. Ib. lines 8,9, 13, 18, 24; ubi Ammonius, rpoconpaivew S€ rd mpds To 
mpadras Snrovpéve Kata Sevrepov Aoyov kat ado Te ovveuaiver. Eth, Eu- 
dem. II 3, 1221 6 18 seq. (where much the same thing is said as in this 
passage of the Rhetoric in many more words). 

SBpis| See note on I 12. 26, 
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ogderepicpos is ‘the making a thing one’s own’, appropriating it to 

one’s self, and one’s own use, Plato has oderepiterOa, and Arist. Pol. 

VIII (V) 11 sub fin. 1315 6 2, oderepiorns. The meaning of the genitive 
€avtov, which Jooks as if it meant ‘appropriation of oneself’, must be 
interpreted by the opposite BAad8n adAov, with which it is contrasted. As 

adXov after BAdBn is the objective genitive, injury to another, so éavrov 

after oderepiopos is the appropriation fo yourself and your own benefit, 
appropriation for your own use and advantage. 

$11. qv] ‘there are, as we said’, viz.in§ 2. This however was ot 
‘said’ precisely as it is here; there, laws were divided into universal and 

special, and then the special subdivided into written (or positive law) and 
unwritten: and we now learn that the universal law is also unwritten, ~ 

and that the special branch of the unwritten law, which must now be 
distinguished from the other, is to be found in that spirit of fairness and 
mercy and consideration, which consists in an inclination to relax the 

unnecessary rigour of the written code arising from its own imperfections, 
and at the same time to make due allowance for human errors and 

infirmities: all which is contained in the principles of equity, the un- 
written law which prescribes such a course of conduct in matters of 
doubt. I have observed in the Introduction p. 244 that we are probably 
to extend this subordinate kind of dypadot vopor so as to include all the 
prevailing feelings and opinions as to propriety and right and wrong in 
general which prevail in each sfecza/ state (and are therefore a kind of 
iS1os vouos, distinguished from the universal): of which indeed the views 
and feelings represented by equity form a very considerable part. 

§ 12. The two kinds of unwritten law are, /s¢ the universal law, the 

precepts of which suggest higher considerations and higher duties than 
mere legal obligations to pursue virtue and avoid vice, (this is what is 
meant by the ‘excess, or higher degree, of virtue and vice’ above the legal 
standard, expressed in xa® UmepBodnv aperis xai kaxias, guod eximiam Vir- 

tutem aut vitium inde continet, Victorius), obedience to which law is 
rewarded by praise and honour and gifts (the two kinds of rewards; the 
‘gifts’ in this case being conferred of course not for their value as a pecu- 

niary compensation, but in so far as they are signs of moral approbation) 
and the breach or violation of it punished by (not fine or imprisonment 

or any personal penalty, as the violation of a /ega/ enactment, but by) cen- 

sure, reproach, dishonour (not deprivation of civil rights, which is a /ega/ 
penalty): of such precepts examples are, gratitude to benefactors, the 
return or repayment of obligations (differing from the /ee/ing of gratitude), 
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the inclination and readiness to aid and defend one’s friends, and such 

like. It is remarkable that amongst the precepts of the universal law 
which we are all bound to obey Aristotle should have here omitted the 
duty of interring and paying honour to the dead, so strikingly exemplified 

by the appeal of Antigone against Creon’s tyrannous proclamation in the 
play to which he himself had just called our attention (comp. Eur. Suppl. 

16—19, 526, 538), and still more so perhaps in the trial of the eight 
generals after Arginusae. 

The second kind of unwritten law is that which belongs to law special, 

and is what is omitted by (i.e. intended to supply the deficiencies of) the 
written law. 

Some of these universal principles of the popular morality are occa- 
sionally mentioned by the poets and other non-scientific writers: they are 

the most general rules of conduct which every one everywhere is sup- 
posed'‘to recognise and obey. A short list of the most fundamental of them 
is given in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 1 (2). 6,7, which almost coincides with Ari- 
stotle’s in the Rhetoric, dixacoy pev ody éoti rd Tav amavTev 7) Td TéY TAEioT@V 
os aypacor, Siopifov ra Kaha kal Ta alcxpa. rovro & éorl rd yovéas Tipay 
kal dirovs ed rroveiv Kal Trois evepyérais Xap dmodibova’ radta yap Kai ra rov- 
Tots Ouota ov mpooratrovat Tois avOpwrots of yeypappévoti vopor Toteiv, GAN 
evdds dypade@ Kal Kow@ vop@ vopifera. Eurip. Antiope, Fragm. XXXVIII 
(Dind.), rpeis eiow dperat ras xpeadv o° acxeiv, Téxvov, Oeovs te Tiysav, Tods 
te vcavras yoveis, vouous Te Kowods “EXAddos. Comp. Xen. Memor. IV 4. 

19——24, where the same are mentioned with one or two additions. On 
the unwritten law in general, see Plato, Legg. vII-793 A, B, C; he says 

inter alia, ods marpiovs vopovs érovopdgovew, Seapol odrot maons eiot rodt- 
relas peraéd mavrav ovtes TOY ev ypdppact TéBévr@v Te Kal KELyLevay Kal TOY 
ert reOnoopévov, arexvas olov matTpia Kai Tavtamacw dpxaia vopipa, & KadGs 
pev reOévra Kai ebicbévta macy owtnpia mepixadivparra exer mpos Todvs ypa- 

bévras vépovs, and he finally classes with the unwritten law the &6n Kal ém- 
Sevpara, Aristotle’s second class of dypadot vopor, as I have mentioned in 
Pp. 243 of the Introduction. 

§ 13. On what follows, see Introd. pp. 191—2, on equity ; and the 14th 
chapter of the Nic. Eth. Book v. ‘For equity appears to be just (or a 
kind of justice), and it is the supplement to the written law that is equity 
(equitable). Comp. Eth. Nic. V 14, 1137 08, 6 re yap émeckés Sixaiov twos 
bv BeAriov éore Sixaov, kat odx ds GAXo Te yévos dv BEdridy eote Tod dixaiov. 

Ib. line 12, rd émuetxées Sixavov pév eotiv, ov Kara vopov dé, GAN éravopbapa 
vopipou dtxaiov. Line 26, cai éorw adrn 7 iors 7 Tod emetkods, émavopbapa 
vopou, 7) €AXeimes Sua Td Kaddov. 
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‘This is done sometimes unintentionally, sometimes intentionally, on 
the part of the legislators, unintentionally when the omission escapes 
their notice, intentionally when they find it impossible to define or 

determine every thing (to provide by their definitions or determinations 

for all possible cases in detail), and are therefore obliged to lay down the 
rule as absolute (to pronounce universally), though it is not so in fact, but 

only true and fair for the most part’; and so fail to provide for excep- 
tional cases. Eth. Nic. V 14, 1137 4 15, év ois odv dvaykn pev eimetv KabdXdov, 

py olov re b€ dpOds, TO os emt TO TOAD AapBadver 6 vopos, ovK dyvody TO 
dpapravopevoy. Kal gory ovdev Hrrov dpOas’ TO yap audptTnpa ovK ev TO vop@ 
ovS ev TO vopobern GAN ev tH hice Tod mpaypatos €oTw' evOds yap ToLa’TH 

7) TOV Mpakta@v VAn €otiv. Pol. II] 11, 1282 4 2, so in the administration of 
government, and in enforcing obedience to the laws of the state, the 

sovereign power assumes the office of equity in the administration of 

justice; dei rods vopuovs eivat Kupiovs Ketpevous dpbas, Tov apyovra Oé€, av Te 
eis dy Te TAElovs Bat, TEpt TOUTwY eEivat KUplous TeEpt Gowv eEadvvarodvaw ol 
vopot A€yewv akpiBas Sia TO pr) Padiov eivat kaBorov Syreot Tepi mavrov. In 
Magna Moralia, II 1, the author, in treating of émeikea, Says, a yap 6 

vopobérns e€advvatet cad’ exaora axpiBas Stopicew, dddAa KaOodov Aé€yet, 6 ev 
TovTos Tmapaywpay, kal Tavl’ aipotpevos & 6 vopobérns eBovdeto per TO Kal? 

éxaora Swopicat, od ndvvi6n Sé, 6 rowovtos émveckns, and concludes, rév pev 
yap picet kal ds ddnOas dvtwv Stxai@y ovK €Aatrovtat, dAAa TOY KaTAa vopov, 
@ 6 vopobérns eEaduvaray dnédurev. On the defects of the written law, see 
also Rhet. 1 1. 7. 

And not only is the legislator unable to provide for all exceptional 
cases to general rules, but also the infinity of particular circumstances 
which distinguish human actions and crimes precludes the possibility of 
his enumerating in detail all those varieties which in justice should have 
different degrees of punishment apportioned to them; as for instance, in 

enacting the prohibition of ‘wounding with an iron instrument’, to define 
the size and the kind of instrument in every case; for life is too short, 
and would fail a man in the attempt to reckon them all up in detail (on 
this case, which is given also by Quintilian, vII 6. 8, see Introd. p. 191). 

§ 14. If then it be thus impossible to determine all these particular 

and exceptional cases, and yet there is a necessity for legislation, the law 
must be expressed in general terms; so that if a man wearing an iron 
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ring lift his hand (to threaten) or strike another, by the written law (the 

letter of the law) he is liable (to the penalty), and has committed a crime, 

but in truth and in fact he is not guilty of a crime, and herein (rodro, in 
this fair interpretation of the act) lies equity’. 

§ 15. ‘Ifthen equity be such as we have described it, it is plain what 

sort of things (i.e. charges, imputed crimes) are equitable (i.e. suitable for 

equitable treatment), and the reverse, and what sort of men are not 
equitable’. And hence to the end of the chapter we have an analysis of 
the popular objects of equitable treatment, and the characteristics of it, 
or of the absence of it, the negative which may be inferred from the 

positive, in these subjects. 
§ 16. ‘(The first of these), the kinds of actions which are suitable 

objects of equity are such as these. Cases which ought to be treated 
with indulgence, and mistakes or ervrers (implying ignorance in parti- 

culars, Eth. Nic. 111 2, on involuntary ignorance) and mere misfortunes, 

accidental, which should be carefully distinguished from actual crimes, 
and not visited with equal penalties: the latter of the two, accidental 

misfortunes, are such aets as are sudden and unexpected, or beyond 
calculation, and do not spring from a vicious habit or evil intention; 

errors are such as are not accidental, in the sense of unexpected and 
beyond calculation, and yet do not proceed from vice (in the same sense 

as before); but crimes are acts that are not without calculation (i.e. de- 
liberate), and are prompted by a vicious habit or inclination, because all 
wrong acts that are due to desire, proceed from this depraved will and 

moral judgment’. This is the usual classification of the degrees of 

criminality in actions; for acts, of which the mischievous consequences 
are purely accidental, and therefore altogether beyond our own control, 
and for mischievous acts committed under some mistake as to the par- 

ticular circumstances of the case (not of general moral principles, for 
which we ave responsible), as when a man is killed with a gun that was 
not known to be loaded, we are of responsible: what makes us re- 
sponsible for an act is not only the harm or injury that is its consequence, 

but the deliberate intention or purpose with which it was done (and in 
all cases where the wrong was prompted by desire, this is sure to bean 
evil one, ra yap 80 émOvpiay dro movnpias) and full knowledge of all 
the circumstances of the case. In the treatment of this subject in Eth, 
Nic. V 10, a fourth degree is introduced between the error and the crime. 

s&-E 17 
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This is the case of a wrong act, as a homicide, done in a fit of passion 

6 Oup@ mov, 6 dpyioas: this being done by a spontaneous impulse, and 

not after deliberation with malice prepense (ovx« éx mpovoias), is only an 
adixnua, a wrong no doubt, and a thing which ought not to have been 
done, but not punishable like the deliberate act; a homicide not a 

murder. Compare the treatment of this topic in Rhet. ad Alex. 4 (5). 

g—1t. It seems to have been one of the stock topics of the rhetorical 
books. The degrees of criminality are there, as here, only three. 

$17. Kal 1d rots avOparivos cvyywockew] ‘the indulgent considera- 
tion of human accidents and infirmities’, especially errors, in mitigation 

of the application of the strict letter of the law. On ra avépwmuva, see 
note on I 2.7, p.34. These Auman errors and infirmities in the culprit 

should be met by a corresponding humanity on the part of the judge, the 
opponent, and indeed men in general. Victorius quotes ‘Ter. Adelph. III 4. 

24, persuasit nox amor vinum adolescentia: humanum est’ 16 8 é€a- 
papreiv kal repl ras mpagers druxeiv ov povoy evar ait@ tdov (padr), dAdAa kat 
kowov kal tay dixalovtav kal Tov G\Awv avOpeérev, Rhet.ad Alex. u.s. § Io. 

§§ 17—18. ‘And to look (in interpreting the offence and the amount of 
the penalty), not to the law, but to the legislator, and not to the mere words 
(the letter) of the law, but to the mind (the intention) of the legislator’; 

(tay ody déyn pev O vopos KabdAov, ovp8H 8 emi rovTov mapa TO Kabodov, 
Tore dpOas exer  mapadeime: 6 vopoberns Kai Huaptev amas eimav éravop- 
Ooiv rd ed\reupbev, 6 Kav 6 vopobérns avtéos ovTas Gv eto ext mrapdy, Kal ei ? PovETH ) 

poet evopobérnoev av. Eth. Nic. V 14, 1137 6 20); ‘and (to look) not to the 
act (of the accused) but to the deliberate purpose or intention, and not to 
the part but to the whole’ (i.e. not to take a narrow view of the crimi- 
nality of the act by confining yourself to the consideration of the bare 

naked fact, or of some particular part or circumstance of it, which gives it 

a specially vicious appearance ; but to look at it as a whole, to take into 
account the general character of the doer and all the attendant or sur- 
rounding circumstances which will throw light upon the intention of it, 
the purpose with which it was done), ‘and not merely to the present cha- 

racter of the offender but to the constant or usual character that he bore 
(to what sort of man he was, always or usually)’. 
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§ 18. ‘And to remember rather the good than the ill treatment you 
~may have received, and the benefits that you have received rather than 
those that you have conferred’. 

padrov 7 (dv, attracted, or 4) éroinoev.—ro Sixatov, strict justice, the 
letter of the law, requires an even balance of benefits on both sides, on 
the reciprocal (retaliatory, tit for tat, ar fart) principle, rd dvrurerovbés, 
Eth. N. v 8.—émeixeca, merciful indulgent consideration, remembers only 

the benefits and forgets the injuries; remembers kindnesses received, 
forgets those that it has bestowed. éyd vopito rév pev eb mabdvra Seiv 
pepricOa tov mavta xpovoy rov Se momoarra edOvs emidedAjoba, ei Set Tov 

‘pev xpnotod rov S€ pH puxpodxou moveivy epyov avOparov. Td dé ras ldias 
evepyecias vropipynoKe Kat eye puxpod Seiv Suodv éore TG dverdi{ew- 
Dem. de Cor. p. 316. Victorius. 

kal TO duéyeeOar adixovpevoy x.T.A.] ‘and to put up with injury or in- 
justice’, to endure it without retaliation, ‘and, the disposition or inclina- 
tion, to have a matter decided rather by word than deed’. 

Aoy@ kpiverOa] to decide a dispute by an amicable settlement, by za/k- 

zug the matter over with the opposite party, or reasoning with him, rather 
than proceed @pyq, appeal, that is, te the w¢ima ratio, the voie du fait, 
and actually fight out the quarrel: or: (in the case to which Victorius 

would confine it, that of a quarrel between two neighbouring states) an 
appeal to arms. ‘Omnia prius consilio experiri quam armis sapientem 
decet. Ter. Eun. 1v 7.19. Apoll. Rhod. 111 185.’ Victorius. 

$19. ‘Or again’—a particular case of the same kind of general dispo- 
sition—‘to be more inclined to refer a matter to arbitration than to a 
court of law: for the arbitrator always takes the equitable view of the 

‘case, whereas the judge looks to the law’ (the letter, or literal interpreta- 

tion of the law, which he zs bound by oath strictly to carry out and inter- 
pret to the best of his judgment). ‘In fact the very motive or intention of 
the invention of arbitration (the introduction of it into jurisprudence and 

social relations in general) was that equity should prevail’, 
Siapicbw| note on eipnoba, I 11. 29 ult. 
‘And so let this manner’ (this rough, hasty, popular sketch or outline) 

‘of describing (marking out the boundaries in detail, determining the 
boundaries of the whole and the several parts, defining, analysing, 

17—2 
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describing, d:opitecOar) equity suffice’ for the occasion ; for the use, that 

is, of the rhetorician, who requires no scientific treatment of the subject. 

CHAP, XIV. 
This chapter, a continuation of the preceding, contains the application 

of the ‘common topic’ of degree, ‘ greater and less’, to the offences or 

crimes which formed the subject of the other. 

§1. ‘The magnitude of a wrong varies with the degree of the zzjus- 

tice that prompts it’. There is here the same distinction taken between 

adixnpa, a wrong done—an abstract wrong, regarded independently of 
the motive or intention—and the confirmed habit (the bad é£is), de- 

praved will and disposition implied in déixia. The deliberate purpose, 

mpoaipeois, is the measure of moral worth, and distinguishes virtue from 
vice, Eth. Nic. V 10, 1135 20, orav dé eidds péev pr mpoBovrevoas be 

(mpattn tis), adiknpa, oiov doa te S:a Ovpoy Kal adda maOn, Oca avaykaia H 

void, cupBaiver trois avOperos’ tatta yap Bdamtortes Kal duaptavovres 
adixovor peév, kal Gdixnpara €or, ov pévrot mw Gdixor dia TadTa ovde grovnpot" 

ov yap dia poxOnpiav 7 BAaBn’ drav & €x mpoatpévews, Gdixos kai poxOnpos. 

‘And therefore (sometimes) the smallest things are greatest’, acts 
apparently most trifling are sometimes indicative of the worst intentions 
and dispositions, ‘as is exemplified in Callistratus’ charge against Melano- 
pus, that he cheated the temple-builders of three consecrated half-obols’. 

Such a charge subjected the offender to a ypapij iepav xpnpatwov, Dem. de 

Fals. Leg. § 335 [=p.435 § 293]. The exact nature of the offence imputed 

to Melanopus cannot be ascertained: it was probably some fraud (pos- 
sibly an error construed as a crime,) in the settlement of accounts be- 
tween himself and the persons charged with the building or restoration 

of a temple, the vaozo:oi. 
The word vaorooi appears to be an daa Aeyopuevov. Stephens, Thesau- 

rus S.V., gives no other example. On the same analogy are formed retyo- 
Tots, pNXavoTroos, ayadparorrotos. The office is described in Pol. Vu (v1) 8, 
1322 6 19, olov lepeis nal emipeAntai tov mepi ta iepa tod owlerOai Te Ta 

Umapxovta kal avopboicba ta mintovta Tay oixodopnpatev Kai Tov GAAwv boa 
Téraxta mpos Tovs Oeovs. The word ieporooi, which follows immediately, 
in line 24, is referred by Stahr (erroneously however) to this office of 
curator of sacred buildings, where he translates it ‘ cempel-baumeister’. 

The magnitude of the vice is argued in this case from the trifling 

amount of the profit; if a man would commit so great a sin as sacrilege 
for three Lalfpence, how great must be the depravity of his character and 
intentions. Melanopus and Callistratus, as Victorius notes, are men- 
tioned together as ambassadors to Thebes by Xenoph., Hellen. vi 2 and 3; 
and by Plutarch, Vit. Demosth. (p. 851 F), represented as political rivals 
and opponents. On Callistratus, see note on I 7.13. 

mapedoyicato] This verb has two different applications in conformity 
with the double sense of Aoyifer Oat and Aeyiopds ; the two senses, though 

closely connected and often identified, are at all events distinguishable ; 
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(1) ‘reasoning’ and (2) ‘calculation’; the mapa, which conveys the imputa- 
tion of fraud (mapa, amiss, awry, wrong), being common to both. Here (as 

in Dem. c. Aphob. a’, p. 822. 25, where it stands for simple ‘misreckoning’, 
and Isocr. Panath. § 243, for ‘cheating’, ‘/raududent miscalculation’ in 
accounts) it has the latter sense. Elsewhere, and wsuadly, (at all events 

in Aristotle, as Rhet. I 9. 29, II 23. 3, 25. 10 d¢s, 111 12. 4, e¢ passim,) it 

denotes “wrong, fallacious, false, reasoning’, a ‘fallacy’ in argument, 

Lastly fepa means ‘consecrated to sacred uses; | devoted to the service of 
the gods or religion’. 

‘In the case of justice, the opposite is true’. That is, the magnitude 
or strength of the just and virtuous disposition, inclination, resolution, is 
shewn, not now in the trifling character of the temptation or motive. by 
which it is led astray, but in the greatness of the temptation which it 

withstands. ‘Ut qui ingentem vim auri, apud se nullo teste depositam, 
cum infitiari impune possit, reddidit, iustior sit necesse est quam si idem 
in exigua pecunia fecit.’ Victorius. Injustice varies inversely with the 

magnitude of the profit or advantage to be derived from it, the less the 

temptation the greater the sin; justice directly, the gréater the profit 
and the consequent temptation to do wrong, the higher the virtue in fore- 
going it: as, the greater the deposit, the greater the justice in restoring it. 

‘The reason of this’ (raira is rd ra eAayiora péytora eivac) ‘is, that 
(the greater crime) is virtually latent (in the less) ; for one who could steal 

(Zt. stole) three half-obols consecrated to religious uses would be capable 
of any other iniquity whatsoever’. The dvvayis, the indefinite latent 

capacity of vice, is tacitly opposed to the évépyera, any possible enormity, 
to which it may, or may not, be developed. If a man will commit a 
crime which may be interpreted as sacrilege for such a trifle as three 
half-obols, he is plainly ‘capable’ of sacrilege in any degree of atrocity, 
where the profit and temptation are greater. 

On the subject of duvayis and évépyea,’ physical, moral, and metaphy- 
sical, the fundamental and all-pervading antithesis of the Aristotelian 
Philosophy, a commentary on Rhetoric is not the place to enter, It is 

explained by Trendelenburg, Comm. on de Anima, 1 1, Elem. Log. Arist, 
§ 6, p.61. Svvapyss is treated in Metaph. © 1—5, and évépyecu, ib. 6—9,. on 
which consult Bonitz’s Commentary. Grant, Essays on Ethics, Essay Iv, 

pp. 181—2o1, 1st [or 2nd] ed., gives a full and clear account of the 
relation between them, and the doctrine in general, especially in its 

application to Moral Philosophy. Aristotle himself nowhere gives a com- 
plete and intelligible description of this antithesis and its bearings, but 
assumes the knowledge of it in all his writings. 

‘Now sometimes the degree of crime, the comparative criminality, 
may be determined in this way; in other cases it is decided, or estimated, 
by the (actual amount of the) harm or injury done’. ék ‘from’, means 
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that the decision or estimate of the amount of criminality proceeds or is 

derived from the comparison of the injury or consequences resulting from 
the two acts. 

§ 2. ‘And when there is no punishment (in use) equal or adequate (to 

the offence), but any one (that exists or can be devised) is too slight for 
it’; supply adixnua peifov éore 

‘And where the mischief done is incurable: for it is hard (or grievous), 
or indeed impossible’. To fill up the sense either repeat iacOa:, ‘to find 
any adequate remedy or compensation’; or, from ov pi ton tipwpia, ‘to 

devise any adequate punishment’. Otherwise it may be supposed (though 

it is unnecessary) that Aristotle wrote dduvarov, having dunyavoy or some 
similar adjective in his mind, meaning ‘a helpless, hopeless, irremedi- 
able’ case. 

‘And again crimes for which no legal redress is to be obtained by the 
injured party: for such a wrong is incurable: because ‘justice’ (trial and 

sentence) and punishment are so many vemedies’. On this doctrine of 

punishment, and the difference between xéAaois and tipwpia, see above 

I 10.17, and Introd. p. 232. Cf. Ar. Eth. Nic. 11 2, 1104 6 16, pnvvovee 

8€ Kai ai Koddoets yivopevar dia ToUT@Y' iarpeia yap Ties eiow, ai b€ iarpeiat 

dia Taév évavrioy mepixaar yiveo ba. 
‘And if (in consequence of the wrong done) the sufferer and the 

victim of the wrong inflicted some heavy punishment on himself; for the 
perpetrator of the act deserves astill severer punishment (than that which 
he thus unintentionally brought upon his victim): as Sophocles, in plead- 
ing the cause of Euctemon—after he had killed himself in ¢onsequence 

of the outrage he had sustained—said that he would not lay the penalty 
at a less amount than the sufferer had estimated it at for himself’, i. e. 

Euctemon by his suicide had virtually fixed the penalty of the offence at 

death. 
§ 3. Sixaros kod\acOjva] On this idiomatic usage of dixacos, and similar 

constructions—in which the adjective, instead of being expressed imper- 
sonally in the neuter, as Sixacoy €or, is attracted as it were to the sub- 

ject of the sentence—especially with 87A0s and its compounds, gavepos, 
yeXoios, and such like, see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 297, comp. 549. 5. It is to be 
observed that the case of 8ixatos is peculiar; this takes the infinitive, 
whereas all the rest are construed with the participle. To Matthiae’s 
examples add Géws, similarly constructed in Thuc. I 70, sub init. dcoe 
vopifopey elvar Tois méAas Woyov émeveyxeiv; some Platonic examples in 
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Stallbaum’s note on Gorg. 448 D; Soph. Aj. 634, kpeioo@y yap “Aida 
xevOwv, and Lobeck’s note; the proverb pi) kiver Kapydpway, dkivntos yap 
dpueivov: Dem. c. Aristocr. p. 641, ndious écerbe dxovoavres; Arist. Nub. 
1241, Zeds yeAoios duvdpevos: Ar. Eth, Nic. IV 7, 1123 434, yeAoios gat- 

voto 6 peyadouxos py) dyads dv: Pl. Phaedrus 236 D, yedotos érouat... 
idtdrns avroryediatov. 

Sogoxdjs| Not the poet, but a statesman and orator advanced in life 

at the close of the Peloponnesian war. He was one of the ten mpéSovdor, 
Rhet. 111 18. 6, appointed by the Athenians, after the Sicilian disaster in 

413 B.C., to devise measures for the public safety, Thuc. vill 1, Grote’s 
Hist. Gr. Pt. 11, ch. 61, Vol. vil, p. 499, and note: and afterwards one of 

the thirty tyrants, Xen. Hellen. 11 3. 2. This Sophocles is doubtless the 
same who is again mentioned, Rhet. 111 15. 3. He is there described as 

an old man, which agrees with the statement of Thucydides, u.s., that the 

mpoBovroe were an dpx1) mpecBurépav dvdpav; and the ‘charge’ brought 
against him (Rhet. 1. c.) was probably connected with his conduct as a 
member of ‘ the thirty’. 

Tiunoew, erivnoev| In all causes. civil as well as criminal which could 
be brought before an Athenian law-court, one point to be considered in 
the judgment was the riyznya or estimate, assessment, either of the kind 
or amount of the penalty in criminal prosecutions, or of the damages in 

civil actions, This gives rise to the division of all legal processes into 
dyéves driunro. and rinroi. In the former of these the penalty and 

damages are already fixed by law or by previous private arrangement 
(C. R. Kennedy), and are therefore ‘unassessable’ by the judges; in the 
Tiuntot ayaves of all kinds, the amount of the damages or penalty to be 
awarded is at the discretion of the judges, who ripdow, estimate, assess, 

or fix the amount. This is the explanation of Harpocration, and Ulpian, 
followed by Meier & Schémann, Afttischer Process, p. 171 note, B6ckh 
Publ. Econ. Bk. il, c. 11 (p. 371 Engl. Transl.), and Hermann Pod. 

Antig. § 143.7—12. Suidas, and other ancient writers, invert this dis- 
tinction, and make Tysnrot dyéves the cases in which the penalty is already 
fixed, and dripnro: those in which it is open to adjudication. See Meier 
& Schémann, u. s., p. 171 note. 

On the whole subject see Meier & Schémann u.s. et seq. and MrC, R. 
Kennedy’s article in Smith’s Dict. Antig. p.g7o (1st ed.) [p. 1131, 2nd ed. 
and cf. note on Dem. Select Private Ovations, Part 11, Or. 55 $18. S.J 

The accuser in a criminal process, where the penalty was not already 

fixed by law, himself in the first instance assessed its amount, which the 

judges confirmed or not as they thought proper. The first was called 
Tipacba, the second riyay, in accordance with the usual distinction of the 
active and middle voice, as marking by their contrasted significations the 
functions of the judge and the parties in the case, dicate and dixater Oar, 
kpivew and rpiverOa, &c.; the one administering justice and deciding the 
question, whilst the others ‘ get this done for them’ by the intervention of 
another. Aristotle has here neglected this ordinary distinction, for 

reasons best known to himself. As far as the phrase 6 mra@ay ériunoey 
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is concerned, the reason might be, that the accuser is supposed to repre- 
sent the estimate by the deceased of his own wrongs as of equal authority 
with a judicial decision: but this will not apply to ripjoev, Sophocles’ 

own estimate. At the same time as tiay and rivnua may denote an 

‘estimate’ in general, the use of the verb here must be regarded rather as 
a departure from ordinary usage, than as a solecism, or violation of the 

laws of the language. 

On the ouryyopa, see Schneider’s note on Pol. vI 5. 10, vol. Il, p. 391, 

and addenda, pp. 502—4. cvrnyopor here is not technical: there is no 
reason to suppose that it denotes one of the public cvyyyopo, appointed 
by the state. 

Lastly, the entire topic, cat ef 6 mabav—eriuncey, is thus illustrated by 
Schrader: ‘Sexti Tarquinii flagitium ideo maius est, quod illius foeditate 
inducta Lucretia sibi ipsi vim intulit. (This is suggested by Victorius.) 
Et Appii Claudii decemviri sceleratum de L. Virginii filia iudicium eo 

sceleratius est, quoniam pater illo commotus filiam: interfecit (Liv. 111 48).’ 

§ 4. ‘And any crime that is unique, or the first of its class (that has 
been committed), or has been seldom paralleled’. These three cases of 
especial prominence have been alteady applied to acts as topics of praise, 
I 9.38. See in illustration the references there given. 

‘And the frequent commission of the same offence magnifies it’: be- 

cause this shews the depraved hadz#, or confirmed state, the é&:s which 
constitutes vice. ‘Nec enim is casu aut affectu, sed habitu et pravitate 

animi, delinquit.’ Schrader. 
‘And any crime for which any checks and preventives or penalties 

have been sought and found (invented or discovered), as, for instance, at 

Argos a penalty is incurred by any one om whose account a law has been 

enacted (i.e. one of the xwAvrixoi, or (if 1 may coin a word for the 

occasion) (nuiwrikol, vouor), or on whose account the prison was built’; 
supply é{nuiaPnoav. This same topic has been already employed in the 
opposite sense, to heighten the praise due to an action, c.9 § 38. Schra- 
der quotes in illustration Lysias, Or. XXII § 16 (xara taév otromddor), odTw 

3€ mada mept THs ToUTwy Tmavovpylas Kai Kaxovoias 7 TOdLs Eyv@Kev, dat’ eri 
pev trois GAXols wviots dmact Tos ayopavopovs PuAakas KateotHcare, emi 8é 
Tavtn porn TH TéxVN xwpls orodvAakas amoxAnpovte ; the appointment of 
a special board of officers for the control of the corn-market signalizes the 

special rascality of the dealers. 

§ 5. ‘And the more brutal the crime is, the worse’; that is, the nearer 
approach it makes to the conduct and instincts of a mere animal or brute, 

who is incapable of virtue and self-control; and the more cruel, savage, 
‘inhuman’ it is, more degraded below the level of humanity. 

There are three degrees in the scale of natures, moral and intellectual, 

(1) the beast, (2) the man, and (3) the god. Thus, Pol. 1 2, 1253 @27, it is 
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5 Seouwtnprov wxodounOn. Kal TO OnpiwdéeTEpoy adi- 

said of a man that is incapable of society, or is in want of nothing, being 

all-sufficient to himself, that he is 7 @npiov 7 eds: in respect of this com- 
plete independence he is either below or above all the various wants, in- 
stincts, affections, desires, aims, and aspirations that characterize humanity. 
Precisely the same view appears in the little disquisition on @nprorns at 
the opening of Book vil of the Nicom. Ethics, except that here the dis- 
tinction between the three natures is made to rest solely upon intellectual 
and moral virtue: this is human, whereas the beast and the god are alike 

incapable of it, the beast, from the defects already stated, being below the 
human standard, the gods above it. 

On this superiority of the gods to the practice of moral or human 

virtue and their entire independence of it, see Eth. Nic. x 8. A fine 

fragment of Cicero’s lost dialogue de Philosophia sive Hortensius, quoted 
by Augustine, de Trinztate X1V c.9, is manifestly borrowed, not translated, 

from this passage of Aristotle. It is printed in Nobbe’s edition of Cicero, 
p. 1171, fragm. 35. ; 

Here therefore ‘brutality’ consists in the absence of all capacity for 

virtue, moral and intellectual, and is consequently opposed to thy tmép 
nuas apernv, npwrkny twa Kai Oeiay. This brutal nature, like the divine, is 

extremely rare amongst mankind. (This statement is qualified in Pol. 111 

II, 1281 6 19, xairoe ti Scaepovew Enot trav Onpiwv ws Eros elmeiv; ddd 

mept Te TAROos ovdéev evar adnbes K@dvet Td AexOev). It is found chiefly in 
‘barbarians’. ‘Barbarous’ and ‘barbarity’ in fact express pretty nearly 

the same notion of character.) Again, the absence of all moderation in 

the indulgence of our desires and emotions and general want of self- 
control is characteristic of the ‘brutal’ nature; Ib. c.6, 1148 6 34, ro pev 
oty éyew Exacta TovTar t£@ Tay Oper eat ths Kaxias, kabamep Kai 7 Onpiorns. 
And again, 1149 a 4, waca dmepBadXovea kai adhpoovyy Kai Seria Kai dxodacia 
kat yaAerdrns ai pev Onprddets ai S€ voonnatddets eiow. And these are then 

illustrated, 6 pév yap pvoe rotodros oios Sedi€var wavta, Kav Wodryon pis, 
Onpiddy Secdiav Seidds"...kal rdv dhpdver oi pev ek hicews dddyiorot Kal pdvov 

aicOjnoe Cavres Onprdders. (atcOnors is the characteristic of ‘animal life’ in 
general; that which distinguishes anzmals from Plants. de Anima.) 
Brutal ‘tastes’ or instincts are illustrated a little earlier in the same 

chapter, 1048 4 20 seq. Brutal (or animal) pleasures are those which we 
have in common with the lower animals, the pleasures of feeling and 
taste ; in the over-indulgence of which, this form of bestiality lies, 111 13, 

1118 @23—04. Gaisford refers to Magna Moralia 11 5 init., gore dé 7 
Onp.orns vwepBaddovea Tis Kakia® Stay yap tiva mavtedas iapev paddoy ovd’ 
GvOpwordv papev eivar GdAdAa Onpiov, os odady twa Kaxiav Onpidtyra. 4 & 
avTixerpévn apeTh Taitn eat dvdvupos, ote dé 7 rovadtn vmép avOperoy ova, 
olov 7pa.ky tis Kat Geta: expressions directly taken from the passages of 
Eth. N. vit just quoted. Finally, the instinctive dpéfes (Oupos and 
émiOvpia) belong to this animal part of our nature, and are therefore not 
always under our control; Pol. 111 16,1267 a 28; where the divine part of 
our nature, the controlling, regulating, intelligent votds, is contrasted with 
the lower instincts of the brute elements of our nature, the emotional and 
appctitive. 
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knpa peiCov. Kal 6 ék mpovoias wadAov. Kal O ot 

dxovoytes poBovvtTat padXov  €ACOUTLW. Kal Ta peEV 

puTopika €oTL TOLAUTA, OTL moAXa avnpnke OlKala 1 p. 49. 

Umep3éBnKev, olov SpKous SeEvas wictes émiyapias: 

‘And when it arises from or is due to malice aforethought’. mpovoia is 

the ‘forethought’, the delibzrate vicious purpose which constitutes ‘malice 
prepense’, aggravates a wrong act in proportion to its intensity and the 
length of time during which the evil intent has been nursed ; and converts 
an act otherwise innocent into a crime. The mpovoia is that which dis- 

tinguishes murder from homicide. It is in fact the moral mpoaipears, dis- 
tinctive of vice and virtue, of which an account has been already given in 

the first note on this chapter. See the passage of Eth. Nic. v 10, there 

quoted. Comp. Rhet. 1 13.10. There ék mpovoias is identified with the 

(in Ethics) more ordinary éx mpoaipécews. drav dé é€x mpoatpevews (7 BAaBn) 

adicos kat poxOnpds. 8:0 Kados ta ex Ovpod (actions which are done in a 
state of violent excitement, under the impulse of overpowering passion, 

are considered as involuntary, and exempted from the penalty of crimes) 

ovk é€x mpovoias xpivera. The case quoted by Schrader from Magna 
Moralia 1 17, of a woman who had caused the death of her lover by a 

love-potion which she had sent him only with the view of inflaming his 

passion, and was consequently acquitted by the court of Areopagus on 

the charge of murder, because the act was done without deliberate male- 
volent intent, is a case of azaprnya (one of those in which the wrong done 

does not amount to a crime), in which the mischief is done without due 

knowledge of the circumstances of the case. In Demosth. c. Aristocr. 
p- 634, there is a similar distinction between two kinds of dvdpodovia: in 
one sense the name is applied én’ axovoig ove, and to acts of this kind 

‘a wise and humane law’, vouos dvOpwmivws Kai kad@s keipevos, does not 

apply the name of murder; from this are immediately afterwards dis- 
tinguished of é« mpovoias (hovevcavres). Aeschines c. Ctesiph. § 212, eiAnpe 
Tpavpatos €x mpovolas ypapas ypadopevos. Dinarch. c. Demosth. § 6, ray 
€x mpovoias povwv. Compare Cic. de Off. 1 8, sub fin. Sed zn omni intustitia 
permultum interest utrum perturbatione aligua animi, quae plerumque 

brevis est et ad tempus, an consulto et cogitata fiat iniuria. Leviora 
enim sunt quae repentino aliguo motu accidunt guam ea quae meditata ac 
pracparata tnferuntur, 

‘And any act, or wrong done, which inspires the hearers rather 
with terror than compassion’. An act which tends to consequences 

which inspire terror, the stronger emotion, in those who may be exposed 

to the like treatment, must plainly be more striking in its character and 
important in its social effects, more noxious and prejudicial, and worse in 

general, than one which excites mere pity or sympathy with the sufferer, 
without raising alarm on account of what may follow to oneself. That 
which excites terror must be terrible; formidable and dangerous to the 
individual or society. An atrocious crime makes men tremble, and fear 
expels pity; the stronger emotion overpowers the weaker. Comp. Rhet. 
11 8.5 and 12, ‘Amasis shed no tears when he saw his son led away to 
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~ \ > , e , \ ane: -~ 
TOANWY yap doiKnuaTwY VTEpoxy. Kal TO évTavOa 

ov KoAaCovTat of ddiKOUYTES, STEP TroLOvaLW oi Yevdo- 

death, but wept when his friends asked an alms’: rodro pév yap édeewwor, 

éxeivo dé Sewvov' rb yap Sewov Erepov Tod édeewvod Kai exxpovotixdv Tod édéov 
kat mohAdkis TO evartio xpnommoy. Victorius quotes Cic. Tusc. Qu. II 27, 
Constabat eos gui concidentem vulneribus Gn. Pompeium vidissent, gquum 

in illo ipso acerbissimo miserrimogue spectaculo sibi timerent quod se 

classe hostium circumfusos viderent, nthil tum aliud egisse nisi ut remiges 
hortarentur, et ut salutem adipiscerentur fuga: posteaguam Tyrum 
ventssent tum affiictari lamentarique coepisse. 

‘And the rhetorical artifices or exaggerations’ (such as av&joes, 
Sewedoers, rhetorical tricks for giving extra importance and interest to 
a subject; or for magnifying, exaggerating, intensifying the atrocity, 
enormity, of a crime), ‘for instance, that the accused (whose crime you 
desire to magnify) has subverted many principles (or obligations) of 
justice at once, or transgressed them; for instance, oaths, the right hand’ 
(pledge of faith, cai Seécai 7s éemémOpev, I. B 341), ‘all confidence or good 
faith, all the laws of intermarriage, and the rest; for this is an excess of 

many crimes over the one which has really been committed’; or ‘a 
multiplication of one crime into many’. 

The exaggeration of this rhetorical fallacy lies in the enumeration, and 

apparent accumulation, of offences by division of the single offence into 
its parts, or the repetition—as in the instance—of the same offence under 
different names, which seems thus to swell its bulk and magnify its enor- 
mity. This is the reverse application of the same rhetorical artifice of 
exaggeration as has been already referred to in I 7. 31 (see note), the me- 

thods of Staipeots eis ra pépn, ovvriOévar, and érorxodopetv applied to the 
‘amplification’ of good things; the object and use of them being stated 
in nearly the same words, mAedvev yap vmepeyew haivera.. 

dvatpeiv, ‘to take up, so as to remove, annul, or destroy’; here /o//ere, 
subvertere. The simple verb, as well as the phrase dvaipeiv éx pécou— 

comp. Lat. de medio, e medio tollere (Cic., Liv.) is common in Demosth., 
Aesch, and the Orators, and occurs occasionally in other writers, as Plato 

and Xenophon, with words like vopous, 7rd Sikaov, Stadynxnv, vrobéaes 
(Plato), or roAw, wodureiay, oAvyapxias (Xenoph.). : 

Gaisford illustrates the various forms of pledges or guarantees here 
mentioned by a corresponding passage in Arist. Acharn. 306, més 8 é7’ 
div xadas héyous Gy, eirep eoneiow y anak otor ore Bopods ovte Tiotis OVO 

Spkos pever. 
emvyapia, 7us connudii, the right of intermarriage between different 

states, together with the rules and obligations which it entails, which are 
here in question. On the ‘reciprocal’ éme, ‘z#fer’, see note on émrepyaca- 

vba I 13. 9, p. 251. 
§ 6. kat ro évradda (ddiceiv) od x.7-A.] ‘and to commit a crime in the 

very place where offenders are punished’ is an aggravation of the crimi- 
nality; ‘which is the case with perjurers or false witnesses: for where 
would a man zo¢ commit a crime if he is ready to do it even in the very 
court of justice?’ This is the argumentum a fortiori ; the rule, omne 
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év T@ SikacTnpiw; Kal éf’ ois aiaxuyn padioTa. Kal 
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7 TE KAKWS TOLEL Kal OTL OUK EU. Kal O Tapa Ta aypaha 

OL > 4 Y \ ov > / él Sp 
(KALA* AMELVOVOS y2p Bn t QVvaykKnv “LKQLOV €ElVat* 

matus continet in se minus. Hine P. Clodii culpam amplificavit Cicero, — 
cum insidiis Gn. Magnum per servum tollere eum voluisse pro Milone — 

dicens criminatus est: /zstdiator erat in foro collocatus, atgue in vesti- 
bulo ipso senatus’ [pro Milone § 19], Victorius. (Victorius has forgotten the 

still more striking Etéam in senatum venit, &c. of the first speech against 

Catiline, § 2.) The sanctity of the place converts theft into sacrilege. 
The atrocity of the murder of ‘Zacharias the son of Barachias’ was 

heightened by the circumstance of its occurrence ‘between the temple 

and the altar’ (Matth. xxiii. 35). 

‘Another aggravation of an offence is, where it is attended by dis- 
grace (to the victim); and this in proportion to its amount (pdA\ora)’. 

This, together with the wantonness, the unprovoked character of the 

aggression, is what converts a mere assault, aikia, into an act of JBpes, a 
wanton outrage. See Rhet. II 2. 5, definition of J8pis, and I 13.10; also 

note on I 12.26, p. 239. The wound inflicted on a man’s pride and sense 
of dignity, the injury to his feelings and honour, constitute a great aggra- 

vation of the offence. dBpis is, ro BAamrew cai Avtev ef’ ois aicxdvn 
earl To TaoxovTe «7X, In IL 6. 2, aloxvvy is defined, hum tis  Tapayn 

rept ta els adokiav awopeva pépew TOY Kakav f TapovTwy f yeyovoTov 7} 
peAAOvT@V...emt Tos ToLOVTOLS TOY KaKaY doa aiaxpa Soxei eivae } adT@ 7} Ov 
ppovricer. 

kat ei rovrov (ndixnké tes)] ‘and another is, when the victim of his wrong 
has been his benefactor ; for his offence is thereby multiplied; in that he 

not only does what is wrong (positive wrong, a sin of commission), but 
also fails, omits, to do what is right (negative wrong, a sin of omission), 

The last explanatory clause is thus illustrated by Victorius from Cicero’s 
criticism of the third Stoic Paradox, § 25 6rt toa ra duaptnpata Kal Ta 
catopOepara. Lllud tamen interest quod in servo necando, st adsit in- 
turia, semel peccatur; in patris vita violanda multa peccantur; vto- 

latur is qui procreavit, ts qui aluit: ts gui erudivit,; is qui in sede 

ac domo atgue in republica collocavit: multitudine peccatorum praestat 
(Umepexet), cogue poena maiore dignus est. 

§7. ‘And an offence against the unwritten laws of right’ (is worse 

than the violation of a written or positive law): ‘because it is indicative of 
a better character and disposition, of a higher degree of virtue, to do 
right without compulsion’. (Any external force destroys the voluntary 

character of an act, and therefore its virtue. And if this voluntary obe- 
dience to the unwritten law implies a more virtuous disposition than that 
which is enforced by the positive enactments which have power to 
compel it, then the opposite is true, an act of disobedience to the un- 
written law is a worse offence, and a sign of a more vicious disposition, 
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elpnTat, mept 0€ TwY aTEXVWY KaNoUMEVWY TiCTEWY 

than the violation of the other.) ‘Now the written laws are compulsory, 
the unwritten are not’. 

‘From another point of view’, (in another way of arguing or looking at 

the case; Rhetoric cvddoyitera rdvavria, I § 12) the crime is worse ‘if it be 
a breach of the written law: for (it may be argued) if a man does wrong 
when it is dangerous (fearful) and liable to penalty, (a fortiori) he would 

do it when it is not’. This again is by the rule omne maius continet in 

sé minus ; the greater and more powerful inclination to wrong necessa- 

rily involves the less. 

oBepa] acts fearful, alarming, formidable, from the probable conse- 
quences. Supply the cogn. accus. ddxypara. 

emu(npua| Note on I 4.9, emido€ov, p. 66. 
eipnra| ‘so much for’, ‘enough of’, ‘no more of’: note on eipyjcda, 

I II. 29. 

CHAP. XV, 

The general sense and connexion of the contents of this chapter upon 
the adrexvou miorets of the practice of Rhetoric, those adjuncts of proof and 
external supports of the case, which consist in the various kinds of evi- 
dence which can be adduced by the pleader in confirmation of his state- 

ments and arguments, have been already given in the Introduction to 
this Commentary, pp. 193—207, to which I now refer and which I need 
not. here repeat. They are called ‘unartistic’ or ‘inartificial’ because 
they are not due to the artist’s inventive skill, but are supplied to him 
from the outside, as it were, of his art; and all that he has to do is to use 
them to the best advantage. Rhet.1 2.2. It is this distinction of two 

kinds of proof or modes of persuasion which explains the application of 
the term zzventio by the Latin rhetoricians to that part of the art to 
which Aristotle first gave the name of évreyvot miorers, and the ttle of 
one of Cicero’s rhetorical treatises, the de Juventione. The author him- 

self, 1. c., applies the term evpeiv to the évrexvor micres. 
In commenting therefore upon this chapter we shall have to occupy 

ourselves principally with the details of language, argument, and allu- 
sion, and so fill up the outline which has been sketched out in the Intro- 
duction. 

§1. ‘Next to the subjects already discussed’ (the @vrexvor riorets, 
the logical or dialectical proofs of Rhetoric and their topics in cc. 4—14), 
‘we have to run over (give a hasty sketch, or summary of) what are called 
the unartistic proofs, or modes of persuasion, Jecause’ (yap, this is the 

appropriate place for them, decause we have just been engaged upon the 

CHAP, XV, 
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€xouevov ott Twv eipnuevwn émidpapeiv? irae yap 

2avTa Tov SiKavkwv. etal dé wévtTe Tov apiOuor, 

3 vouor Maptupes ovvOrjKat Bacavor SpKkos. TpwTOV MEV 
oUV TeEpt vouwy eiTwmEv, THS XpNnTTEOV Kal mpOTpE- 

TOVTA Kal AMOTPETOVTA Kal KATHYOPOVYTA Kal a7ro- 

4 oyoupevov. avepov yap O71, €av pev évayTios 1 

O Yeypapmevos TO TpayuaTl, TH KOW@ voUwW xXPN- 

5 oT€ov Kal Tots émtekéow ws SikaoTtépos. Kal OTL 
forensic branch of Rhetoric, and ‘these are peculiar to law proceedings 

(or forensic practice)’. On the treatment of these drexvoe mioters by other 

writers on the subject see Introd. 205—207. 
rept 8¢ Trav dréxvov...eniSpapeiv] See note on I 9.14; on the redundant 

use of mepi, vmép, Kc. 
éyopevov] with genit. Aartitive, ‘holding, hanging, on by (lit. to a part 

of,)’, ‘clinging to’, ‘connected with’, ‘in succession to’, ‘following’. 
Very frequent in Herodotus. 

emdpapetv| ‘to run over’, commonly in its literal signification takes 

the accusative, sometimes the dative. Here we may suppose that epi rov 
aréxyvav kadovpéevev tictewy is substituted for the accusative: as it is also 
in pseudo-Demosth. wept trav mpos ’Adé~avSpov ouvOnkav, 217. 7, pexpa 

exSpapotpar Tepi aitav mo\d@v dvtov. This passage and Xen, Oecon. 

XV I are the only two instances that are given by the Lexicons of the 
metaphorical sense in which it occurs here. [Cf., however, Pol. It 15, 

1286 @ 7, Oewphoa kui Tas dropias émiSpapeiv tas évotaas, Index Aris- 

totelicus. S.| Compare a similar use of émedOeiv of ‘ pursuing an inquiry’ or 
‘going over, reviewing, a subject’. Pol. 1 13, 1260 6 12, éy ris mepi tas 

mohiteias avayxatov éreOeiv. Ib. VI (IV) 2, ult. wetparéov émedOciv rives 
POopai x.r.d. et Passi. 

§ 3. xpnotéov mporperovra] i.e, mas Sei twa xphoba avrois mporpé- 

movra. The verbal adjective can be resolved into det with an indefinite 

object, with which the participle is made to ‘agree’, Demosth. Olynth. 
B. 21,24, modAnv 8) thy peractacw Kai peyadrny Sexréov thy petraBoAny 
eloeporras efdvras. Other examples in Matth. Gr Gr. § 447. 4. 

It appears from the addition of mporpémovra and drorpérovra that the 
first of the dreyvos miore:s, the laws, are not confined to forensic practice, 

but can also be used by the de/iberative orator in addressing a public. 

assembly: and this is true also of some kinds of witnesses, viz. the 
‘authorities’ appealed to in support of a statement, which may be as ser- 
viceable in enforcing considerations of public policy, the ouppépov F 

dovppopoy, as the dixaoy 4 adixov of a legal process in a court of justice ; 
see §16. The original statement therefore of § 1, td:at yap abra ray 
dicaxoyv, requires modification. 

§ 4. évavrias r@ mpaypari] ‘opposed to the facts on our side, to our 
view of the case’. Comp. infr. § 12. 

§ 5. With dre here, and in the following topics, Aexréovy or something 
similar must be supplied from xpnaréov, §§ 3—4. 
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Td youn TH apiorn| Supply xpivew or dixagew; the former is expressed 
in Rhet. II 25. 10, ro youn tH apiorn kpiveww. This was the dicasts’ oath, 

taken when they entered the court. The usual form was yvopy rH dixato- 
tity. Dem. c. Aristocr. 652 sub fin. yropuy rH Sexarorary dixacew spopd- 
kaow (of dixaorai), 7 dé tis yvopuns Soka ad’ dy dv dxov’owot mapicrarat... 
mas yap 6 pyre Oe €xOpav pyre Oe evvoray pyre Ov addAnv Adixov mpdodacw 
pndeuiavy, map a yeyvdcket, Oeuevos thy Wihov evioeBei...dAX ei tis cidas 
éxeivous mpodédaxev 7) eLamara, odtos €or evoxos TH apa’ c. Boeot. de Nom. 
1006. 27, dAXa pay dv y av pr Gor vopor yroun TH Sixaorary Sixacev opo- 
poxare. adv. Lept. 493. 1. Ar. Pol. II 16, 1287 a 25, adda py doa ye ph 
Soxet Sivacba Siopitew 6 vopos, ovd’ avOpwros av Svvaito yvepitew. ad’ 
emirndés maidevoas 6 vopos epioract ta owwa tH SixaoTaTy youn Kpivew 
kat Svotkeiy tovs dpxovras, which explains the meaning and object of the 
oath. 

The form of the oath is found in Pollux vill 10[6 & épxos wv Trav 
dtxaoray epi péev ay vowor eioi, ngieicOar kara Tods vopovs, mepl dé dv py 

eioi, yvoun tH Sixaorary|; see Meier & Schémann, AZtischer Process, 
p- 128; comp. p. 135- 

TO pi) mavrehos xpiaba Tois yeypappéevors] The meaning of the oath is, 
‘that the judges are not to employ, i.e. to enforce, to its full extent, in its 
strict and literal interpretation, the rigour of the written statute’. 

§6. ‘And that equity and the universal law are constant and un- 
changeable, like the laws of nature whose operation is uniform; to which 
the appeal is made in Sophocles’ Antigone (line 450 seq.) ; far her defence 
is, that the burial (of her brother) was indeed against Creon’s law, but 
not against that which is unwritten’. ov& 6 xowos (weraBadXer). 

$7. GAN ov rd Soxodv] Sixaov ddnOés €or x... ‘and that justice is 
something real, genuine, and salutary, but this sham, apparent justice 

(the rigorous interpretation) is not. And therefore the written law, the 
letter of the statute, is not; because it sometimes—and this is one of the 
cases—does not do the proper work of the law’, which is to do substan- 
tial, not merely apparent and fallacious justice, that which seems to be, 
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but is not justice. On the superiority of natural justice to positive en- 

actments, see Cicero, de Legg. 1 15, referred to in Introd. p. 194. 
‘And we may further argue that the judge is like an assayer of 

coin and appointed for the purpose of distinguishing dase justice from 
genuine’, 

dpyupoyvepwr] Moeris, Lex. Attic. (p. 50, ed. Koch) dpyvpaporBoi, ’Ar- 
Tika@s* ko\AvSicrai (money-changers, who change large coin for small, 
KoAAvBos), “EXAnvikas. apyupoyvwpoves, Attixds’ Soxtwacrai, ‘EAAnuxas, and 

Pierson’s note, who refers to the pseudo-Platonic dialogue epi dperis, 
378 D (Zurich ed. p. 867), adXa pry Kal wept TO xpvotov Kal Td dpyvptov 

elo npiv Soximagral, oirives Opavres Kpivovot To Te BeATLov Kal TO yxEipov; 
Elgiv. Tivas ovv tovrous kadeis; "Apyvpoyydpovas. Pollux, vir§ 170. To 
the same family of words belong mpo8aroyvopnev Agam. 768 (see Blom- 
field’s Glossary) a ‘discerner of the flock’, one that can distinguish the 
several sheep of a flock; hence ‘a judge of character’; immoyvepor in the 

same metaphorical sense, Aesch. Fragm. Tox. 224 Dind. Cf. duotoyvdper, 

Ar. de Gen. Anim, IV 3. 32, and on g@vovoyv@poveiv, as an art (the study of 
character from the indications of the features and other external pecu- 

liarities), see Anal. Pr. 11 27, 70 6 7—38; and the treatise @votoyy@pora, 
printed with Aristotle’s works, Bekk. Vol. 11. p. 805. Compare Cic. de 

Fato, 5. 10 (quoted in Blomfield’s note, as ‘De Nat. Deor. 1 8’), Quid? 

Socratem nonne legimus, quemadmodum notarit Zopyrus, physiognomon, 
qui se profitebatur hominum mores naturasque ex corpore oculis vultu 

Sronte pernoscere? Compare, lastly, the simple yvduerv, Xen. Memor. 

I 4.5 (ap. Blomfield), of the tongue as distinguishing between sweet and 
bitter, and Agam. 1099, beadatar yvepwr axpos. 

§ 8. See Introd. p. 194. Correct there the second line of the quota- 

tion, Hor. I Ep. 16, 52, which should be, fu mzhil admittes in te formi- 
dine poenae: ‘tu’ is addressed to men in general, and therefore the 

second line speaks as generally as the first. Schrader appears to refer 
this topic to c. 7 § 12, cat dvoiv dpyaiv rd amo Tis peitovos peifor, for its 
authority ; the topic of § 16, cat dpery pr) dperijs...ro ev yap réAos, 6 8 ov 
téXos, is equally applicable. 

§ 9. ‘Or if the (written) law (which is against us) chance (mov) to be 
contradictory, either to any other law of repute, or to itself; as, for 

example, in some cases one law enacts the validity of all contracts what- 
soever, whilst the other (of the two opposite laws) forbids the contracting 
of any engagement contrary to the law (except those that the law allows)’, 
On this Victorius, ‘Exemplum hoc est legis legi repugnantis; dvrwopia 
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autem id vocatur. Alterius vero exemplum, cum lex aliqua secum ipsa 
discordat, omisit, ut rei sua vi satis notae’. 

§ 10. This very elliptical sentence must apparently be thus filled up. 
kal i dudiBoros (6 vopos, xpnaréov adr@ from §§ 3, 4, or Aexréov), dare (SO as 
to, in such a way as to...) orpédewy (avrov) cat opav x.r.d. ‘and if the law 
(which we have to interpret) be ambiguous, (we must deal with it, treat it, 

or interpret it) in such a way as to wrest (twist) it (in either direction 

according as it suits our purpose) and to see to which of the two construc- 
tions either strict justice (the /e/tev of the law) or expediency, i.e. equity, 

(whichever of the two we are arguing for) will adapt itself, and then 

employ chat’. ro cvpdépoy here stands for ‘ equity’, because by accom- 
y modating itself to the varying circumstances of particular cases it is more 

* generally serviceable’ than the stiff unbending letter of the law. dyoyy 
(rov vopov) ‘leading’, ‘guiding’ of the law. This ‘leading of the law’? 

represents the law itself as leading those who have to use it by the ‘inter- 
pretation’ or ‘construction’ that may be put upon it in one or another 

direction, and corresponds exactly to ductus in the phrase ductus littera- 

rum. The following passage of the Politics, VI (IV) 5, 1292412, throws 
light upon this use of dywyy, and as they mutually illustrate one another 
I will quote it entire. od dei 5é AavOdvew Grit woddaxod cupBEByKkev dore 
THY pev TOALTELav THY KaTA Tos Vopovs py SnworiK}y eivat, dia S€ 7d HO0s Kab 

Thy dyoyyv modirever Oat Snportxds, dpoiws dé madw map’ addots THY pev KaTa 
Tovs vouous eivar Todtretav Snpotikaréepav, TH S adywyf Kal rois €becw ddAvyap- 
xetoOa paddrov. Here again the dywyy is trod vopov, the leading, direction 
given to, or interpretation put upon the law in the actual practice of the 

society. The difference which sometimes arises between ¢he theory of the 
constitution as laid down in the laws, and ¢he actual administration and 
conduct of the government, is accounted for, first, by the character and 
habits of the people, either natural to them or as cultivated and formed 
by education ; and secondly, by the ‘ direction’ they give to, or the ‘inter- 
pretation’ they put upon, the actually existing laws, in accordance with 

. the character which /Aey wish to give to the practical administration of 
the government. Compare xa avrods ayovat tiv moditelav, C. 11, 1296a 
26, and Thuc. 11 65, of Pericles’ direction of the state policy, kai ovx 
ayeto paddov vr’ adbrod (rod mhr/dovs) i) avros Hye. ; 

dpiBoros] Ill 5. 4. appiBora, ‘ambiguous phrases’. Rhet. ad Alex. 
25 (26). 1, dtahevywv 7d duiBoror, opposed to oixeia se rate Ib. 36 (37). 

22, 29. Comp. note on III 5. 4. 
§ 12. The highly condensed contents of this section, which gives the 

other side of the foregoing arguments for the treatment of laws, shewing 

AR. I, 18 

RO RTE | TN 
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how to argue when the written law is in our favour, have been developed 
zn extenso inthe Introd. p. 195—6, and we may now proceed to the details. 

mpos TO mpaypa] ‘in favour of our case’ as r@ mpaypare § 4. 

TO amas, TO adT@] I 7. 35, Kal TO avT@ Kal adds, and note there. 
napacopivecba] ‘to attempt to outdo (to go beyond, apa) the physi- 

cian (note the gexeric rov; one of the two uses of the definite article, to 

mark the member of a class) in skill and subtlety, ingenuity and clever- 
ness’, The proverb, ‘to be wiser than your physician’, is applied to 
idtarat who pretend to rival the professors, reyvirat or cofoi, men of spe- 
cial knowledge, skill, and experience in any art or science. In Athen. 
p. 137 F, quoted by Victorius, the verb stands for ‘over refining’ in the 

art of cookery, rov d€ év r@ Avkei@ Kpéas taptxnpov els Tdptxos SiagKeva- 
carta paotiywOnva, bs mapacodiCopevoy movnpas. 

TO TOY vOpwv copwrepoy (ynTeiv eivae K.t.A.| Comp. Cleon ap. Thuc. III 
37; of pev yap Tov Te vopwv aopadrepor Bovdrortar GaiveoOa....kal ek Tod Tot- 
ovtov Ta Tokda oaddovart tas wWOAES: and a little before, mavray dé dewvd- 
tatov ei...und€ yvoooueba Ort xeipoot vopots akwTots Xpomnervn mods Kpei- 
orev éativ i} Kadas fxovow dxvpo.s, apabia Te peta cwdppocvvns dpeima- 

tepov 7 Sekwdrns per dkodagias, x.r.4. Bacon, de Augmentis, Lib. VIII. 
Aphor. 58 (Vol. 1. p. 816, ed. Ellis and Spedding), quotes this maxim as 
proverbial, ‘/icet enim non male dictum sit, neminem oportere legibus 

esse sapientiorem,’ on which Ellis has this note, ‘Bacon refers perhaps 
to D’Argentré’s maxim, Stulta videtur sapientia quae lege vult sapien- 
tior videri. In the passage from which these words are taken he is 
condemning the presumption of judges who depart from the text on the 

pretence of equity—-which is precisely what the advocate is supposed to 
be doing here,’ 

§ 13. dswpicbw)] See on I 11, 29, p. 224. 

_ 4 rene 
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kpicers bavepai] ‘decisions, judgments, published, or notorious’. 

Quint. v 11. 36, Adhibetur extrinsecus in causam et auctoritas. Haec 
seculi Graecos, a guibus xpioes dicuntur, iudicia aut iudicationes vocant 
-..5¢ guid tta visum gentibus, populis, sapientibus viris, claris civibus, illus- 
tribus poetis (all yopipn,) referri potest. 

otov *A@nvaior ‘Oppo paptupt éxpyoavro mept Sadapivos] Quint. u. s. 
§ 40 (as an instance of the appeals to ‘authorities’ mentioned in § 36), 

Neque est ignobile exemplum, Megareos ab A theniensibus, gquum de Sala- 
mine contenderent victos Homeri versu, gui tamen ipse non in omni 

editione reperitur, significans Aiacem naves suas Atheniensibus tunxisse, 
The ‘versus’ or rather two verses here in question are, Il. B 557—8, 
[Alas 8 ek Sadapivos &yev Svoxaidexa vias, orioe 8 aywv, i” *A@nvaiwv ioravto 
adayyes| which were quoted by Solon (and said to have been interpolated 

by him in the text of Homer for that purpose, Diogenes Laertius, Vit. Sol, 
§ 48) as an ‘authority’ in favour of the Athenian claim to the possession 

- of Salamis. See Heyne, Paley, and Trollope’s notes on the passage of 

Homer, Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 10, Strabo, Attica, Ix 1. Plutarch says that the 
current opinion in his time attributed the interpolation of the line (th2 
second of the two) to Solon, though the Athenians denied it: in Strabo’s 
time it was condemned by the critics: he enters at length into the ques- 
tion, and gives the reasons for rejecting the verse. Another well-known 

instance of the authority of a yr#pmos, or distinguished man, is the 
proverbial avrés épa, ipse dixit, of the disciples of Pythagoras. 

kal Tevedtoe €vayxos x.7.A.] Of this event, ‘recent’ at the time of Ari- 
stotle’s writing, nothing more is known than we learn from this passage. 
‘Ex verbis his colligo’, says Victorius, ‘Tenedi insulae incolas cum 

Sigeensibus disceptantes usos et ipsos prisco teste .Periandro: qui, quam- 
vis multis antea saeculis mortuus esset, poema reliquerat quo praecepta 
quaedam ad beate vivendum, dmodjxa vocatae a Graecis, continebantur,. 

Laertius qui vitam ipsius scripsit hoc narrat: in eo autem, ut suspicari 
licet, aliquid fuit quod causam Tenediorum adiuvaret.’ 

KAeopév] a mischievous profligate demagogue, who took a leading part 
in public affairs at Athens during the latter years of the Peloponnesian War, 

He was tried and condemned by the Council during the siege of Athens 
in 405 B.C. One of the results of the political rivalry between him and 
Critias, one of the leaders of the opposite party, was this charge which he 
brought against him, at some time not ascertained. The various refer- 
ences to him in Aristophanes, Xenophon, and the Orators, will be found 

in the article on him in Smith’s Dict. of Biography, and other particulars 
respecting his habits and character in Meineke, /ragm. Com. Graec. 1 
p- 171 seq, in the account of the play bearing his name, which Plato the 

Comic poet wrote to assail him. 
Kpitiov] The person accused by Cleophon was the well-known oli- 

. 18—2 
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garchical leader, one of the thirty tyrants, maternal uncle of Plato the 

philosopher, and great-grand-nephew of Solon, Plat. Charm. 155 A. 
He was son of Callaeschrus, ibid. 153 C, who was the son of another 

Critias, son of Dropides, brother of Solon. Comp. Tim. 20 E. 
Cleophon, in his accusation, took occasion to quote ‘as from an 

authority’ some elegiac verses of Solon from whose family he was 

descended, to shew that reckless licentiousness was hereditary in the race. 
 doedyrjs] Hesychius dxdAaoros, dxadapros. Gram. ap. Bekk. Anecd. 1 451, 
doedyés, mav to aodpoyv Kai Biawov. Kai doédAyera 4 per emNpeacnpod Kat 
Opacutnros Bia. Kai doedy}s 6 avaywyos (intractable, unmanageable, like 
‘unbroken’ horses and dogs, Xenophon, from dyew, ‘to train or educate’), 

Anpooberns (c. Mid. 521. 2), Kat 6 Kwpikos. “Qomep avépov e€aifyns doed- 

yous yevouevov (Eupolis, Fr. Inc. xxv. Meineke, Vol. 11. p. 558). olov 
avrcmveyos (Or To mviyos) ws doedyns (Pherecr. Fragm. Inc. XXIxX. Meineke, 
II 348). doedyés oxoppa, Eupolis, ds. Hence it appears that the pri- 

mary sense of the word is ‘untamed or untameable’, from a and eAyew 

(on the analogy of dyeyns ‘unmixed’, one who cannot be soothed, charmed, 

tamed ; hence violent, extravagant, excessive—Arist. Plut. 559, mapa ro 
ev (rAvUT@) yap wodaypavres Kal yaorp@ders Kal TaxXUKYNLOL Kal Tioves elo 
aceAyos, ‘extravagantly fat’--and specially in the indulgence of the appe- 
tites and passions, reckless in character and conduct; licentious, profli- 

gate to excess. Arist. Pol. ViII (V) 5, sub init. da ryv rov Snpaywyov 
agédyevav, ‘license’ in conduct; ib. c. 6, 1305 4 40, yiyvovra b€ peraBodat 

THs OAvyapyxias kai Grav dvakoawoar Ta tdia Cdvtes doedyas, ‘by a life of reck- 
less extravagance’, Plat. Rep. Iv 424 E (the word is rare in Plato). De- 
mosth. Olynth. 11 23. 19, Phil. Iv. 131. 11, c. Mid. 521.2 u.s., ap. eundem 

doedyas (nv, SiaxeioOa, Siayew tov Biov, xpjoGai rin. 
eineiv por] This, and the following line of Solon’s elegy, is quoted, 

with two variations from Aristotle’s version, by Proclus ad Tim, 20 E, 

elmépevat Kpitin EavOorprxe marpos dxovew" 

ov yap apuaptiwo@ meioeTar Hyepont, 
the father of Critias being Solon’s brother, Dropides. These verses, 
which were probably intended by the author as a compliment to the 

father, are misconstrued by the malicious Cleophon into a reflection on 

the son, whose recklessness and licentiousness had brought upon him his 
father’s displeasure: the authority of Solon is appealed to to shew that 
the grandson inherited his grandfather’s vices. Whether mupporpixe is 

another malicious perversion of Cleophon, on the hypothesis that red 
hair implies a licentious disposition, or depravity in general—as seems to 

have been the opinion of the Normans, who had the proverb, entre foil 
roux et félonie s’entreportent grant compagnie, (Wace, Roman de Rou, 
quoted by Sir F. Palgrave, Hist. of Norm. 11 721)—or Aristotle, quoting 
from memory, has mzsquoted, more suo, cannot now be ascertained. At 
all events it is unlikely that So/on intended any such imputation on Cri- 

tias’ character, whatever may have been the case with Cleophon; for 

och we 
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Critias is evidently considered as a boy or very young man from the tone 
_of the address ‘or message; and Victorius shews from Theocr. Id. VIII. 3, 
aude tay’ irnv ruppotpixe, dud dvaBo, that red hair in a boy in the eyes 

of the Greeks was a beauty and not a deformity. It seems to me that 
Solon wrote £aydrpixt, as Proclus gives it, and that the other reading is 
due either to Cleophon’s malice if we interpret it zz deterius, or to Ari- 

stotle’s want of memory, if we take it as synonymous with favOdrpiye. 

The evidence of Critias’ daéAyea derived from the verses is plainly a 
false inference of Cleophon and not really contained in the original: the 

statement in Plat. Charm. 157 E, that Solon wrote Elegies in praise of 
‘the house of Critias’, and spoke of its members as ‘distinguished by 

personal beauty and virtue and all other so-called happiness’, is altoge- 

ther against any such supposition. Victorius, who regards the inference 

drawn by Cleophon as justified by the language of the verses, endea- 

vours to reconcile this with the eulogistic character of the elegy, by the - 

remark that Critias may have been an exception to the general good 
character of his family. Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Gr. p. 331, follows Proclus’ 
version. The other variation, eiweiy pot, and eimeuevar, may be either 

another slip of Aristotle’s memory, or eimeivy pos a mere false reading of 

eiwéueva, the one being very easily mistaken for the other. 
Lastly, poi, if it were retained, would be a good example of the da#i- 

vus ethicus corresponding in Greek to the familiar use of ‘me’ in the 

earlier English writers : as Shakespeare, Rob me the treasury ; He smiled 

me in the face (Dame Quickly of Falstaff); See how this river comes me 
cranking in (Hotspur). [Abbott’s Shaksp. Gr. § 220. S.] . 

§ 14. xpnopoddyou] amongst whom Themistocles is included as the 
. interpreter of an oracle which referred to future events, rept rdv écopéver, 

ilk here denotes not merely professional soothsayers, but amateurs also who 

j followed the diviner’s craft. Herod., VII 141, gives the oracle here quoted ; 
P the verses run thus, Teixos Tperoyevet EvdAwov d:d0t edpvora Zeds podvoy 

GrépOnrov redébew, To oe Téxva T dvicet. C. 143 gives Themistocles’ inter- 

ie pretation. The professional interpreters of the oracles are called xpnopo- 

Aoyot by Herodotus. 
ai mapotpiat, Gonep eipnra] These words will not bear the ordinary 

interpretation of damep eipnrat, ‘as has been already said’, because this is 

not true. Therefore Victorius and Vater propose to render donep as if it 
were olamep, huiuscemodi, ‘proverbs are also used as evidence, such as 
has been mentioned’, viz. evidence of the future: and Muretus proposed 

kai TO Gomep eipntra, “and the ‘as has been said’,” any general remark 
that has been habitually made, whether proverbial or not. We may 
follow Victorius in his explanation, without however supposing that 

Gomep is used in any but its literal and proper meaning ‘proverbs are 

evidence, in the way that has been stated’, evidence (that is) of the future, 
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Tupia éotiv: olov ef tis cupBovdever pry Toretr Oat 
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pymor et epSew yépovra] Suidas, s. vv. dypyora et prror’ ed epdeuy, 

quotes the proverb at length, in two different forms, both of them cor- 

rupt. The proverb conveys the maxim els dypyota py dvadioxew, Gais- 

ford from the materials supplied by Suidas has put together the following 

lines, pymor’ ed epdew yépovra, pydé maida Baoxavoy’ wn adntiKny youvaixa, 

pndé yeirovos Kiva’ ju) KuBepyntny piurvoy, py Aaov KOT dary». 
vimeos 6s matépa Kreivas maidas Katadelrer] The verse is taken from 

Stasinus’ Cyfria: quoted by Clemens, Strom. v1 747. Diintzer, /ragm. 

Epic. Gr. p. 16. It is repeated 11 21.11. Herod. 1155, Cyrus to Croe- 
sus, on hearing of the revolt of the Lydians, dpolws yap pos viv ye paivo- 

pat TemolnKévat, Os et TLs MaTEpa aToKTEivas TOY Taid@y avTo deicaro, Liv. 
XL 3, of Philip king of Macedon, father of Perseus, Postremo negare pro- 

palam cocpit satis tutum sibt guicquam esse nisi liberos eorum, guos inter- 

Jecisset, comprehensos in custodia haberet, et tempore alium alio tolleret 

(Victorius). Eur. Androm. 518, cat yap avola peyadn detrew exOpods €xOpar, 
efov kreivew xat PoBov oikav dperéeoba. Comp. Toup. Emend. in Suid, 

11.185 (G.). Comp. Heracl. 1005, where it is put in the mouth of Eury- 
stheus; and Herc. Fur. 168, in that of Lycus. Plutarch has the proverb, 

vexpos ov Oaxvet. 
§ 15. Ev’Bovdos] ’AvadAdvotios (Wyndiopa ap. Dem. de Cor. § 29), a 

demagogue (so Harpocration and the Schol.), orator and political oppo- 

nent of Demosthenes, who mentions him very frequently in de Cor., de 
F. Leg., and elsewhere. This Eubulus is omitted in Smith’s Déct. of 

Biogr. ; but Baiter and Sauppe, in their excellent Jzdex Nominum (Orat. 
Att. 111. Ind. Nom. pp. 48, 9), have furnished a complete list of all the 
references to him from the Greek Orators, Scholiasts, and Lexicographers, 
which in some degree supplies the place of a biography. See also 

Ruhnken, Hzs¢. Crit. Or. Gr. p. 146 [and especially Arnold Schaefer, 

Demosthenes und seine Zeit, 1 173—191. S.]. He is attacked and apo- 

strophized by Demosthenes, de F. Leg. §§ 290—293, and a passage of one of 
his speeches is referred to in §292. ‘ Eubulus in the law-court (at the trial) 

employed against Chares the saying of Plato (the Comic poet) against 
Archibius, that “the avowal of knavery (rascality) has grown in the 

city”.’ Meineke, in his Fragm. Comm. Gr. (Plat. Fragm. Inc. XL) 
Vol. 11 692, merely quotes this passage without attempting to restore the 
verse or explain the allusion. In his Ast. Crit. (Fr. Com. Gr. 1 161, 

note) he had proposed to substitute "Ayvpproy for ’ApyiSioy in the text of 

p- 52 

So til bakin 
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Aristotle, an opinion which is afterwards retracted in the other place 

referred to. 

§ 16. Kat of peréxovres...xrevderbac] ‘Those who share the danger’ 
(with the person for whom they give evidence, i.e. are liable to the penal- 
ties of yrevdouzaprupia, as the other is to those of the offence with which 

he is charged) ‘if they be suspected of falsehood’, sc. rpoogaroi eit, are 
reckoned amongst ‘recent’ or contemporary witnesses. That they are so 
is shewn by their actual presence in court, and the risk they consequently 
run. See Introd. p. 196, for the explanation of the remainder of the sec- 

tion. ddf@cuv. ‘quia si credantur etiam mendaces falsique, non tantum 
si fuerint, plectuntur’ Victorius. 

With «i cupgépov 7 dovpdopor, which recognises this kind of 

arexvos miotts as available also in deliberative speaking, comp. § 3, and 
the note. 

$17. of drwbev] i.e., according to the Greek usage, those who give their 

evidence, not a/a distance (as we say) but /rom a distance, measuring 

the distance from the object fo the subject. See note on I 11. 16, p. 213. 
miororarot of madaoi| Living witnesses may be corrupted, bribed to 

give false evidence: the ancient witnesses or authorities, appealed to 

in confirmation of statements or opinions, are inaccessible to corruption, 
and therefore most to be relied on. 

miorepa, which seems to occur only in Aeschylus (Pers. 171 ynpdAea 
motopata, abstr. pro concr., for mustol yépovres, and Choeph. 977, Eumen. 
214, in the sense of ‘pledge, guarantee, assurance’) and in Empedocles 
and Clearchus and one or two late authors, is here no doubt connected 
with the rhetorical wiorecs, and means the assurances that are produced 
in the minds of the audience by the rhetorical proofs alleged. It can 

hardly be identifiable with the wioress themselves, though ‘proofs’ of 
some kind is the meaning required. 

Ort ovk éorw eLanarica.—wWevdopaprupidv] Compare Hermogenes, 
mepi orarewy (Speng. Rhet. Gr. 11 p. 144), 6 b€ xatnyopav anopavet tov da 
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Tov mpaypareav éheyxov akiomiarorepov tod dia Tov papTipwr* ovTEe yap 

meTELopeva TA Tpaypata ovTE XapiCopeva To Eker Gomep of paprupes ToAXAKLS, 
GAN’ oid eore hucet, ToradTa Kal eeraCopeva aivera. Cic. pro Caelio, c. 9 
(quoted by Victorius), Eguédem vos abducam a testibus: neque huius 

tudicii veritatem, guae mutari nullo modo potest, in voluntate testium 

collocari sinam, quae facillime effingt, nullo negotio flecti ac detorquert 
potest. Argumentis agemus,; signis omni luce clarioribus crimina refel- 
lemzus,; res cum re, causa cum causa, ratio cum ratione pugnabit. ‘ Pro- 

babilities can’t be bribed to cheat (the judges), as witnesses can’. 

ovy vrodixa Ta elxora] ‘probabilities are not responsible (liable to trial 

and penalty) like witnesses, and therefore less to be trusted’. wndd:xos, 
formed upon the analogy of vmev@uvos, Umaitios, vrooKs, vrdorovbos, 
Urocpos (Ar. de Anima, II 9. 5), vmaiOpios, vrooreyos, Umddopos; and fol- 

lowing that of éairtos, emi{nusos, ércxaipos or -Kaiptos, emivogos, x.7-A. (liable 

or exposed to so and so); from umé sud, ‘under’, ‘subject to’, either lite- 
rally as daooxeos, or metaphorically as vrevAuvos, dnddixos. It occurs in the 
Orators, frequently in Plat. Leges, Aesch. Eumen. 250, vmodixos OéAer yeve= 
aba xepov, and Rhet. ad Alex. 4 (5). 6. 

§ 18. at pev mepi atrod at 8€ repli Tod dudisBynrobvros] ‘Evidence (may 

be brought) either for ourselves or agazist the opposite party’; the 
indeterminate zepi, ‘about’, ‘concerning’, takes its specific meaning from 

the words with which it is immediately joined; like the chameleon its 

colour from the objects round it. wept rov mpaypatos...mept Tov 

7Oovs, ‘either to facts or character’; to support our own, and to inva- 
lidate and depreciate those of the opposite party. 

ei pt) yap) (edmopet tis, Or 6 audioB8ntey, paprupias, with which dpodo- 
youpens is supposed to agree). adda (at any rate, at least) subaudi edmopet 

ye... ‘For if we have no evidence as to the fact, either in agreement with 
our own side of the case, or opposed to that of the adverse party, at all 
events (we shall be sure to find plenty) as to character, (eis, tending to, 

bearing on,) to establish, that is, either our own respectability or the oppo- 

nent’s worthlessness’. odpodoyoupervns ‘in agreement with’, comp. II 
22. 15, opodoyovpeva and (the opposite) dvopodoyovpeva. In § 21 of this 

chapter, the sense is different, ‘admitted’, as in Plato and Arist. Rhet. 
1 13. 9 és. 
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§ 19. &k tev avray Torev...A<youerv] ‘(the arguments on these subjects) 
must be drawn from the same topics (i.e. the ey) as those from which 
we derive our enthymemes also’. See Introd. p. 198. 

§ 20. mepi trav cvvOnxdv| On ovyOjxa see note on I I. 9, rept Ta ovvad- 

Adypara, They are contracts, bonds, engagements, agreements of any 

kind between two or more parties. They are probably intended to 

include documentary evidence of all kinds, which is expressed by the 

Latin fabudae of Cicero and Quintilian. See on this head Quint. v 5. 
. adr@] ‘for oneself’. Add this to the instances of avrod, &c. for 

avrov and the rest, in notes on I I.12; I 7.35; and see the references 
there given. 

‘On the subject of contracts, arguments may be so far employed as to 
magnify or reduce (pull down, met. extenuate, depreciate, disparage 
(their value and importance), or (in other words) confirm or destroy their 
credit (or trustworthiness); if we have them (to produce) (xpfois éore 
mo.eiv) we must argue for their credit and validity (kupias, their authori- 
tative character); in the case of (if they afp/y ¢o,-are on the side of) the 
opposite party, the reverse’. © 

§ 21. karaoxevafew] is a technical term of dialectics, denoting the con- 
structive process and object of argumentation or syllogism, viz. to esta- 
blish some Josztive conclusion, to maintain or confirm a thesis; and 

opposed to avacxevatew, which represents the ‘subversive’, ‘destructive’ 

(dvackevafey ‘to undo’, comp. Avew ‘to break up, or dissolve'a thing into 
abe its elements’), ‘refutative’ syllogism or reasoning which proves a nega- 

; tive. On these terms see further in Introd. p. 268, and note (on p. 267) 
on the same page. 

‘Now in regard of establishing their credit or discrediting them, the 
treatment of this in no respect differs from that of the witnesses; for 
according to the character of those whose names are attached to, sub- 

scribed to, (inscribed won, as émiypappa, the “¢/e of a crime or a legal - 
prosecution, I 13. 9,) the document, or contract, or who have it in their 

keeping, the measure (degree) of credit or trustworthiness of the contract 
is determined (/¢. by them are the contracts made trustworthy)’, 
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TovTos mata] is a somewhat irregular expression, meaning togovT@ 

mororépa eiolv ai ovvOjkat or Toradrat Kal ai ovvOjKa TH TLoTat eivat. 
The degree of integrity of those who have the document in their 

custody is a measure of the probability of its having been tampered with 
or not. 

‘The existence of the contract being admitted, if the document be 

our own (§ 26), we must magnify it (cry it up; zzcrease, exaggerate, its 
value and importance); for the contract (we may say) is a law, special 

and partial; and it is not the contracts that give authority, or validity, to 

the law, but the laws to the contracts which are made in conformity with 

them (legally)’, Either of these arguments may be urged to shew that 

a covenant has the sanction of law, and shares its authority. ‘And, 

speaking generally, the law itself is a kind of contract, and therefore any 

one who violates (disobeys) the provisions (understand ovvOy«n after 
amoret) of a contract or makes away with it, is in fact subverting, doing 
away with, the laws’. This doctrine has already been stated in other 

words, C. 13. 2, voov...idiov pév Tov ExaoTols wWpiopéevov mpos avrovs. This 
is therefore the positive, written, local or national law, varying in differ- 

ent societies, and enacted by each of them severally for mutual conve- 
nience, under an implied contract to observe and maintain them. 

Analogous to this view of law as a contract is the theory, in Politics, 

of the Soctal Contract, which has been maintained by Locke, Rousseau, 

and many others. This view of the origin of the social organization and 
of government, is founded upon the natural freedom and equality of men; 

and assumes a common agreement amongst the members of a state to 
live and act together for purposes of self-defence and mutual advantage 
in obedience to laws and an executive authority which the theory sup- 
poses to have emanated originally from themselves, and to be invalid 
without their consent. Similar to this are the ‘laws of war’, which give 

the conqueror certain rights over the conquered, amongst them that of 

enslaving, and result from a sort of international compact, or universal 
agreement. Polit. 1 6, sub init. 6 yap vopos dpodoyia tis ati, ev @ Ta Kata 
mOELOV KpaTovpeva TOY KpaTovvTwy eivat hagiv. Compare also Pol. 111 9, 
1280 4 10 seq. Kal 6 vopos auvOrxn, Kal Kabarep &pn Avxoppov 6 coduotns, 

eyyuntns Gddjdows tev Sixaiwv, GAN odx olos roreiy dyabovs Kat Sixaiovs Tors 
moXitas. : 

§ 22, ére 8€ mparrerae «.7.A.] Transl. in Introd. p. 199. mparreras 

fare transacted’, On ouraddAaypara, ‘the ordinary dealings’ of men with 
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One another, especially in trade and exchange of commodities, see note on 
I 1.9. 

kal ta €xovora] ‘all voluntary transactions’, in general, is added 

because ovvak\Adyyara may include ra dxovova, frauds, crimes, offences, 
which may arise in men’s dealings with one another: Eth. Nic. Vv 5 

sub fin., 1131 @ 2, trav péev yap cuvadAaypatey Ta pev Exovora ote Ta & 

axovowa’ éxovora pev ra Toidde, olov mpaots, vy, Savetpds, eyy’n, Xpiots, 
mapaxatabnkn, picOwors’ éxovora S€ Aeyerat, Ste y Gpxn TAY cvvaddaypaTov 
TovT@v éxovotns, Tav & Exovoiwy Ta pév abpaia, oiov Krom}, porxeia, Pappa- 

keia, mpoaywyeia, Sovamatia, WevSopaptupia, ra &é Biata, oiov aixia, Seorpos, 
@avaros, dprayn, mipecis, kaknyopia, TpomnAaKkiopos. 

_ xpetal ‘sus’? as xypaaOat ‘dz’, ‘intercourse’, the wse that men make 
of one another. 

euros ideiv xtw] This phrase occurs again, Rhet. I! 16. 1, and 
Hist: Anim. IX 38. 2, 7 pév ovv puppnxov épyacia waciv éotiv éemumodis 
isciv. In Rhet. II 23. 30, rd émumodjs eivae expresses ‘superficiality’. It 
seems to be said of things that ‘lie on the surface, things prominent and 
conspicuous, so as to be seen by every one’, dare ria Or mavras ide 

avra. This explanation is confirmed by the substitution of evedpyra; to 

express the same notion, in § 25 zz/fra (so Victorius). If this be so, the 

verb should be written éoriw, and not éorw (for éfeoriv) as in Bekker’s text. 
émurondfs| is the genitive of a substantive émroAn ‘a surface’, only used 

by later and non-Attic writers; ‘ veteribus illis...émimoAnjs adverbii vicem 
fuit, Herod. 1 187, Arist. Plut. 1207, Eccles. 1108, Thucyd. vI 96, et com- 

pluries Xenophon. Neque eius substantivi alius tum casus in usu fuit’, 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 126—7. It is an adverb of lace or position, after 

the analogy of ’A@nvav ‘at Athens’, Aaras yetpos (Aesch. P. V. 720) ‘on the 
left hand’, &c.; see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 377: (this seems to be omitted in 
Jelf’s Grammar, though there are articles on the ‘genitive of position’; 

§§ 524—528, which however is illustrated only by the genitive of relative 
position, not that which expresses place itself. The genitive, it is to be 

presumed, is in both cases fartitive, denoting a point in space;) it is also 
after the analogy of the local adverbs, o¥, dzov, dpov, odSapyod, rod and rod, 

dyxov, TNOD, mavraxov. émurody itself not being in use, the substantive 
‘surface, superficies’ is formed by the addition of the‘definite article, as 
Plat. Phileb. 46 D, (omoray) rd...€murodijs povoy diaxen. Ar. wepi évurrvior 2. 8, 
To emimoAns Tov évortpov, ‘the surface of the mirror’. Its derivatives ém- 
Todaios and émmodafery (to be on the surface), have three different senses 
all arising from the properties attributable to things on the surface; either 

(1) ‘ popular’, ‘prevalent’, ‘fashionable’, ‘current’, like things that come to 
the top, come uppermost, and so ‘ prevail’ over the rest, as Sofa padtora 

émirodafovea, Arist. Eth. N. 1 2, 1096 a 30, éemtmoAd{ovros Tov yeNoiov, ib. IV. 
14, 1128 213, Hist. Anim. IV 1. 26, ro padtora émemoAagor ‘the most abundant 
kind’, VI 37. 2, de Gen. Anim. I 20. 11, od phy émtmodagovai ye ai kadaposs 

aonep avOpomus: or (2) (if.indeed there be any difference between this 
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and the preceding) ‘conspicuous’, ‘prominent’, compared with such as are 

deep down, or buried, out of sight; Rhet. 42s, Hist. Anim. quoted above 

On émmodjs: and (3) ‘superficial’, opposed to Bads; either literally, de 
Insomn. (mepl évurviwv) 2. 12, ovy opolws eiadverar 7 Kndis GAN erutro- 
Aatorepoy, Or metaph., as Rhet. III 11.10, dAnOés cal py exumodaov. II 23. 
30, above referred to. III 10. 4, ra émimoAata tov evOvpnparar, followed by 
the explanation, ¢murodata yép Aéyopev Ta wavri SjAa, Kat a pndév Set CytH- 

oa, is doubtful; for an enthymeme may be too easy to follow and there- 
fore unacceptable, either because it is intellectually ‘superficial’ (this I 
think is the more probable meaning, because more applicable to an in- 

tellectual process) or because it is ‘prominent and conspicuous’, saute 
aux yeux, and therefore is dndov maow, Top. A 1, 100 6 27, Similarly in 

Pol. 111 3, 1276 @ 19, 9 pev ovv emimoAaorarn THs aropias (yTnows (the most 
obvious and apparent, the clearest and plainest) wept rov ronov xal rovs 
dvOpérous éotiv, and again, ib. c. 12, 1282 6 30, 9 rovro émimodatov TO Wed- 

dus ; (evident on the surface). In these two last instances the literal sense 

of the word is uppermost. 

§ 23. ‘But if the contract or document be opposed to us, and (on the 

side) of the adverse party, first of all, the same arguments are suitable as 
may be used in contending against an adverse /aw’. amep is a cognate 
accusative extended by analogy from the direct cogn. acc. qvmep payny pa- 

xé€oaro, for which the neuter plural, expressing the details of the conten- 

tion, or the arguments employed in it,is substituted. ‘ For it is absurd to 
suppose that we are not bound to obey the laws, if their constitution is 

defective and the framers of them have been led into error, and yet that 
(in like cases) contracts are necessarily binding (that it is necessary to obey 

or observe them)’. [For xeipevor...710éuevoe compare note on 1 1.7,p.10. S.] 
§ 24. «i drc] The gist of the topic is to be found in Introd. p. 200. 
BpaBeutys| the umpire in the games, who awards the prize to the suc- 

cessful candidate, i.e. to the most deserving, is here used as an image of 
the judge who dispenses justice to the competitors in a court of law. It 
is he that is to be appealed to, not a mere contract, which has no regard 
for the general principles of justice. Justice (ws S:catorepov) must pre- 
vail over contracts when they are in conflict. Dem., Cl. 111 36. 7, has the 
verb in the same sense, ra rév Gddov dixata BpaBevetv. BpaB8eurys is the 
prose form; BpaBeris belongs to the Poets. 

tovro| is ‘what we are talking about’, ‘that which is before us’, de- 
xtixas; the contract, namely, and its contents. 
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\ , = \ 4 \ 25 pukos yap éorww), cuvOnkar O€ yiyvovta: Kal é€ara- 
, \ , \ \ , 

TnbevTwy Kal dvayxacbévTwy. pos O€ TOUTOLS OKO- 
a > , , \ a , , \ 

WEL El EVAYTIA ETTL TIL N TWV YEYPAaUMEVWY VOMwY 7 
cod od \ val z \ ~ / \ 
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ro > , sf Ce ..: , e , 

Tots aAXOTPplols, ETELTA EL AAAS ovvOnkas voTEpals 
3\ . 7 \ \ 4 , af in) ¢ 

 WpoTepas* n yap El VoTEpat Kupialt, akupor 0 at 
, \ “ / e/ MpOTEpat, N at mpoTepat dpOai, at 0 vaoTEpat Hra- 

/ e , \ Ss / af \ \ 

THKAOW, 5 Sime ey. ih ea dé TO Tons 
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ye 5 4 \ vad / 

a\Aa ToLavTa’ Kal yao TavTa EevlewonTa Opuoiws. 
26 € oe / / / > a de 

ai d€ Bacavor paptupiat Tivés eiow, Exew Oe 
~ \ , e/ / / wt 

doxovat TO TiTTOV, OTL dvayKN TIS TPOTETTIV. OUK- 
‘ \ \ , ~ \ , 

ouv xyaderov ovde TEpt TOUTwY EimEly Ta évdEXO- 
= , , a af of 

Meva, €€ wy é€av TE VTapYwou olKEla aveew Eorw, 
4 ~ , ~ ~ e , OTt aAnOEis povat THY MapTUPL@Y Eioly adTaL EaV TE P. 1377 
¢ , > \ \ ~ > a P- 53° UMEvayTiat WoL. Kal peTa TOU audirBnToUVTOS, Sia~ 

/ 7 ~ / / la / co 

Avoi av Tis TAANOH NEywv Kal? brov TOU yévous THY 

§ 25. ‘And again, justice cannot be perverted (have its nature altered) 
by fraud or compulsion like a contract, because it is natural (constancy 

and uniformity are characteristic of zature); whereas contracts are un- 

dertaken, entered into, under the influence of deceit (under false pre- 
tences) and compulsion.’ The two genitives in construction follow ovv6j- 
at, ‘contracts of men deceived are made’, 

oixeios 7) ddAorpios| ‘domestic or foreign’. 

TO ouudépov] In arguing against the validity of a contract, you may 
take into account the consequences of carrying its provisions into effect, 
so far as they affect the judges, whose ‘interest’ or ‘advantage’ (or the 

reverse) may be involved in them: when these results happen to be 
adverse to the judges’ interest, arguments from this source may be em- 

ployed to invalidate the contract; ‘and all other topics of the same kind, 
(may be used) (which need not be enumerated) because they are equally 

easy to observe (with the preceding)’, too clear to need enumeration. 
§ 26. oixeias] ‘of one’s own’, ‘on our side’, supr. § 21. 

diadvot av tis] Or AVeww and dcadvew, see Introd. p. 267 note. 
tadnOj Aéyov] These words have been variously interpreted. Mu- 

retus omitted rdAn64, as contrary to Aristotle’s opinion on the subject of 

torture—which however must be gathered from the words of the text, and 
not assumed a@ priori, and the text altered in conformity with the hypo- 
thesis—evidently supposing that if retained it must be construed with 
Scadvor and not with Aéyav. There can be no doubt that the latter is 
right, and that the words do express Aristotle’s opinion upon the use of 
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A 201 A fe > , A on Bacavev’ ovsev yap iTTOV advayKaCouevon Ta Yevdn 
~ a A rg 

N€youow 7 TaANOH, Kal StakapTEpovYTEs an AEvELV 
~~ e / 

TadnOn, Kal padiws KaTarvevdouevot ws TavadpeEvot 
~ ~ 5] > , 5 

Oarrov. det 0 éxew éravadepew emt To.aiTa yeryeE- 
A of 

vypeva Tapacelypata a icacww ot KpivoyTes.' 
€ - oS ~ \ \ wept © dpkwy TeTpaxws Ext Sueeivy 7H yap 

, \ , oN Tw \ we Vy 9 
d1dwot Kal NapBaver, n ovdeTEpor, 1] TO bev TO SO Ov," 

[1 + det 6é Adverv ws ovk elolv ddyPeis al Bdcavor’ moddol nev yap raxvdpoves ol 

kal \Bodéppot Kal rais Wuxats bvres Suvarol yevvalws éyKapTepovar Tals dvdyKats, ol 

5é Gecdol kal edNaBe?s pd TOU Tas dvdyKas lSeiv aiTa&y KaraBappovow ware ovdev eort 

morov &v Bacdvots, A°]. 

torture, by asserting the truth and right of the arguments directed aga‘ust 

the use of it. [On ‘torture’ see C. R. Kennedy’s Demosthenes, Vol. 1V., 
pp- 382—391, appendix. s.] 

dtaxaptepovrtes] (thoroughly, d:a,) obstinately, resolutely, persisting, 
(holding out). 

kat fadiws KataWevdopnevor] ‘and ready to make false accusations (card 
‘against others’) in the expectation of a speedier release’. 

On the passage which in ms A° concludes this section, and is printed 

in the note of the Oxford reprint of Bekker’s Ist ed., see in Introd. p. 201, 

and the note. It is omitted by Bekker. Spengel, On the Rhetoric, in 
Bav. Trans. 1851, p. 51, thinks that it is an extract from some other 

treatise on Rhetoric, introduced by the transcribers. The last sentence 
at all events must be corrupt, being as it stands devoid of meaning and 

connexion with the preceding. Brandis in his tract in Schneidewin’s 
Philologus, \V i. p. 43, informs us that his Anonymous Annotator found 

the passage in the MSS that he used, though he thinks that Victorius was 
right in rejecting it as an interpolation. Victorius, a man whose judg- 
nent is to be relied on, writes thus. ‘Delevi autem quia adulterinos 

putavi; aut enim ex alio scriptore artis haec pars sumta est (so Spenge/), 

aut Scholion olim fuit quod importune post in contextum verborum Ari- 
stotelis translatum sit ;...Qui accurate quae supra a philosopho iam tra- 

dita erant perpendit ipsius haec non esse manifesto intelligit; cuncta 

enim ille quae ad quaestiones pertinentia dicere voluerat iam explica- 
verat; sententia vero quae his viribus exponitur superioribus continetur ; 

vox etiam iuncta illic est quae sermonem Aristotelis non redolet, viz. 
AOddeppos (this applies still more strongly to karabappeiv); et omnis deni- 

que hacc locutio, e, c. rats Wuyxais dvtes 8uvaroi, locutionis Aristotelicae 
dissimilis videtur’. 

§ 27. mepi opxav...deheiv] On mepi, and other prepositions, redun- 

dant in the later Greek writers, see note on 19.14, ‘oaths admit of a 
fourfold division’. 

On oaths, see the corresponding chapter of Quintilian, Vv 6. Rhet. ad 
Alex. c. 17 (18). A full explanation of the connexion and general mean- 

ing of this and the following sections to the end of the Chapter will be 
found in the Introd. pp. 202—205, to which the reader is referred; so 
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Kal TOUTWY 4 Sidwot pEeV OU Nau Baver OE, 7 AaBaver 
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Mev ouV, OTL Padiws éETLOpKOvGLW, Kal OLoTL O MEV OMO- 
\ \ \ , / 

Gas ovK d7rodiowat, Tous O€ py GMOTaYTOS OlETaL Ku- 
, \ iy , 

TANKATEL. Kal WS OVTOS O KivOUVOS KPELTTWY O EP 
ond ~ ~ \ \ , ~~ 7 

29 Tots OukacTais* Tos wev yap murTever TW O OV. OU 
/ / > \ , YA \ 

AapBaver 07, STL avTl YpnuaTwv OpKos. Kal OTL EL HV 
- , / a \ 4 , 

avdos, KaTwhoTaTO av’ KpEelTTOV yap EveKa Tou 

that we may confine ourselves here as before to the defaz/s that require 
notice. One puzzling circumstance which pervades this Chapter, tending 
to confusion, and adding to the difficulties arising from the extreme bre- 
vity of the expression (‘drev7s esse laborat obscurus fit’, is especially true of 

Aristotle here, as indeed in most of his writings,) it may be worth while 
to draw attention to; and that is, that throughout it both plaintiff and 

defendant are made to argue in the ¢hzrd person; to avoid this, you may 
may be substituted for Aristotle’s Ze to designate the person who is in 
immediate possession of the argument, whichever side of the case he may 
be at the time maintaining. 

On the technical expressions belonging to épxo, see xofe in Introd. 
Pp. 202, ddovar Spkov, in Aristotle and the Orators, is to offer or tender an 

oath, AapBdvew (or d€éyeoOa, in the Orators), to accept, or Ze it. 

ef du@poorat ovros| ‘when Zizs (the oath above mentioned) has been 

already taken by one or other of the two parties’, odpepocra here is 
represented by yeyevnuévos in § 32. 

§ 28. ovk drodidwo.] Supply ra ypyyara (the deposit, or something 

else which the opponent is unjustly withholding), which is added in three 
MSS, apparently from a marginal gloss. 

The case is: you refuse to tender the oath to the adverse party be- 
cause it is of no use; he is so little embarrassed by scruples of consci- 
ence that he will take the oath and keep the money, so that you gain 

nothing by your motion. rods de ‘ but the judges, you think, if he do zot 

swear, will decide against him’, 
Another reason, or topic, for refusing to tender the oath is, that ‘this 

form of risk’, the risk that one runs by leaving the matter to, by throwing 
oneself upon, the judges (6 xivduvos odros 6 év Trois Sixacrais), is to be pre- 
ferred (xpeitr@v), viz. to the risk incurred of losing your suit by tendering 

oath to the adversary, who will probably perjure himself: you there- 
fore refer your case to the decision of the judges, because you can trust 
them, but not the other. 

§ 29. dyti xpnudrey] is, setting a pecuniary value upon the oath (esti- 
mating it against money, at so much money value), which is degrading to 
the dignity and sanctity of the oath, and ¢herefore it is that you refuse to 
take it, and not from any baser motive. 

Katopocato| Karopvivat (dpxov) occurs in Arist. Ran, 305, 306, appa- 
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a s nN , ’ / \ s. 4 \ 
QavrXov ea 7 pnoevos* omoo~as MeV oUV éfet, By 

6uoras © ov.1 ovTw bé Ov dpeTny av Ein, GAN ov &’ 
> / 4 / 9 \ 4 ~ / rf U 

ETLOpKiay TO My” Kal TO TOV ZEvopavous appoTTel, 
J > »/ / e/ > - \ > co > > 

bTt ovK ion TpoKAHats avTH aoEBEt pos EvocEH, AA 

Ouoia Kal et ioxupos doCevy wataEa 1 mAnyHvat 

1 ob infra. 2 wh. infra, 

rently as a mere synonym of the simple verb, A. xavt6is katopocov. =. vp 
A’; A. dpooov. &. vy Aia. With dpxoy and a second accus. of the thing 
sworn by, Eur. Hel. 835, aX’ ayvov dpxov cov kapa xarapooa. The middle 

voice is found again in Herod. v1 65, but in a different sense ‘to swear 

against’, with a genitive following. Here, and in the two other cases 
quoted above, the cara seems to have an intensive force, expressing the 
‘binding force’ of an oath. This sense of card comes from the original, 
physical, notion of ‘keeping down’. 

For the interpretation of this obscure topic, see Introd. p. 203. The 
obscurity is a little heightened by Bekker’s punctuation, and may be 
very slightly cleared up by reading py dpooas & od (with colon instead of 

full stop) and at the end of the next clause ro py. (with full stop instead of 
colon). There is a considerably closer connexion between the two 
clauses which he separates by a full stop, than there is between the two 
which are divided only by a colon. 

The intention of the topic is to shew the purity and disinterestedness 
of the speaker’s motives in refusing to take the oath. 

Kai TO Tov Zevodavovs] Xenophanes of Colophon, the founder of the 
Eleatic school of Philosophy (Plat. Soph. 242 D, rd 8€ map’ piv ’EXeati- 
xov €Ovos, adxo Zevocpavous...ap£apevov)—of which Parmenides his follower 

was the most distinguished representative, who converted the theolo- 

gical conception of universal being, represented by Xenophanes as God, 
into the metaphysical conception of the Universe as One, év ro 6v— 
appears to have conveyed his philosophical doctrines in hexameter verse, 

an example subsequently followed by Parmenides and Empedocles. He 
also wrote elegies and iambics, the latter directed against Homer and 

Hesiod, whose manner of speaking about the Gods he disapproved, Diog. 
Laert. 1X 2.18. The verse quoted herve is a trachaic tetrameter; on 

which Mullach remarks, Fragm. Phil. Gr. Xenoph. Fr. 25, p. 106, note, 

‘cuius versiculi hiatus in voce avrn caesurae excusationem habet, prima 
autem syllaba in doeSei producitur ad aliorum nominum velut d@avaros 
similitudinem’. So Karsten, Xenophanes, p. 79. The work which con- 

tained this verse is unknown. Mullach and Karsten agree in the opinion 
that this verse is all that belongs to Xenophanes in Aristotle’s reference ; 

the succeeding illustration is his own. All that is repeated in the con- 

verse of Xenophanes’ maxim, § 30, is what is contained in the verse itself. 
I have no doubt they are right. On Xenophanes and his philosophy, 
besides the two works alreagy referred to, which contain collections of 

the surviving fragments, see the histories of Greek Philosophy, by 

Brandis, Zeller, Ritter, Butler, with Dr Thompson’s notes and the 
rest; also Grote’s Plato, Vol. I. pp. 16—19. 

a. ea! | ee 
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GN’ opuoia cai ei] In this illustration of Xenophanes’ dictum, the 
parallel case proposed by Aristotle, the strong man is the unscrupulous 
or godless man, who is ready to swear anything, true or false; he has 

the same advantage over the scrupulous, godfearing man, in a chal- 
lenge to swear, as the strong man would have over the weak in a chal- 
lenge to fight. 

maraga 7} mAnyjva| These forms are in general use in Attic Prose as 
3 the aorist active and passive of rémrw. Eth. N. V 5. 4, p. 1132 8 28, ef 

: apxnyv €xav érdragev, od Sei dvtewdnyjvat, Kal ei Epxovra éwdrakey ov mAnyi- 
vat pdvoy Sei adda kal KoAacOjva. Ib. V 4.4, p. 1132 @ 8, drav 6 pev TAHYA 

6 O€ wardéy, } Kal xreivn 6 8 dmofavy. de Anima, B, 8, p. 419 4 15, To Térrtov 
kai TO tumrépevov followed by dy mAnyg, ib. p. 420 a 24, Tumrdpevov kal 

timrov followed by éay wardfy. For further illustrations see Dem. Select 
Private Orations, Il. pp. 207—211, Excursus on the defective verb ti- 
To. S.| 

§ 30. dre morever ait, exeiv & ov] ‘that he can trust himself (not 
to swear to what he knows to be false), but not the other’, (In this case, 

if you accept the oath, or consent to swear) ‘Xenophanes’ dictum may be 
inverted (turned round to the other side), and you may say, that this is 
the fair way of proceeding, for the godless man to tender the oath, and 
the godfearing to take it’; (because the latter won’t perjure himself, the 
other will). peraorpéya, in § 25, was used in a somewhat different sense 
‘to pervert’ justice; ‘and (you may add) it is monstrous for you to refuse 

to take it yourself, in a matter in which (vmép dv) you! require those gen- 
tlemen (the judges, namely,) to take an oath before they decide’. The 
judges were sworn upon entering the court to decide ‘according to the 
best of their judgment’, § 5, supra. 

§ 31. ‘If you tender the oath, (you argue) that to entrust the case to 
the decision of heaven is an act of piety; and that (your opponent) ought 
to require no other judges than himself; and therefore (/¢. you say this 
because, yap) you offer him the decision of the matter’. Comp. Quint. v 
6.4, At is gui defert aliogui agere modeste videtur guum litis adversa- 

rium tudicem faciat, et eum cuius cognitio est onere liberat, qui profecto 

alieno tureturando stari quam suo mavult, Victorius thinks that this is 
borrowed from Aristotle. 

ee 

1 T have translated this ‘the adversary’ in the Introd. p. 203, but I now think 
that it should rather be referred to the same person as avrév. 

AR. L : 19 
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’ ~ Ld \ \ / - 
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7 / ~ , ~ 
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= , , 7 \ / \ 
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, \ \ , 1 > , 
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\ , , of MA > \ loa ? 
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, ~ 4 \ \ , 
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~ \ , / , 
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ta 6€ Bia kal dratyn dxovoi. évTavOa ovv cuvaK- 
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TWOTOMATL. €av OE T@ AVTOIKW 1) OMWMOTLEVOS, OTL 

§ 32. un avrod]| ‘by yourself’, supra, § 20, note on I I. 12, I 7. 35. 
éxovotov yap To dadixetvy} On the ‘voluntary’ and ‘involuntary’ as 

affecting the character of actions, see Eth. Nic. III cc. 1, 2, 3, where the 
subject is thoroughly discussed ; and on the degrees of criminality, and 
the distinction of wrong actions done with malice prepense, ex mpovoias, 
or with deliberate purpose, mpoapéoer, and those which are due to acci- 

dent, mistake, darn, or the momentary blindness of passion, see Eth, N. 
V 10, both of which passages have already been more than once referred 

to. On Bia as a supposed source of action, I 10. 14, and the Appendix 

‘On the seven sources of action’, Introd. p. 225. 

The term ‘injustice’ or ‘criminality’ can only be applied to actions 

voluntary in the proper sense of the word: the pleader who has executed 
two contracts, one conflicting with the other, and thus violated his en- 

gagements, argues that this was done in one or the other instance, either 

by force or fraud, compulsion or mistake, and that this exempts him 

from responsibility. 

§ 33. ovvakréov] ovvayev like ovddoyiferOar, cvANapBaverv, ovdAdéyery, 

ouvopav, sumdeiv, cvmeva, &c., and similarly comprehend:re, colligere, all 

convey the notion of ‘gathering’ facts together, for the purpose of com- 

parison, and so drawing a conclusion of some kind. ovvdyew and ovdAdo- 
yiterOa are to ‘draw logical inferences’, from facts or premisses which 
you put together, and so by comparison are led to infer some general 

conclusion respecting them. 

TO TH Stavoia GAN’ ov TO otopatt] This is the famous 7 yAdoo" opdpoy’ 
1 8€ pny avaporos, Eur. Hippol. 612. The success of Aristophanes, and 
the vulgar misapprehension arising chiefly therefrom, have brought on 
Euripides a most baseless charge of immorality, so far at least as it is 

grounded upon this line. Cicero, de Off. 111 29, has seen and exposed 

the fallacy. All the moralists without exception admit that the essence 

of a lie resides not in the words, but in the intention and moral pur- 

pose; and the verse when properly interpreted asserts no more than this. 

i a a “ie ald = 
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, - A / e od \ A TavTa avaiper O pn eEupevwv ois wuooev’ dia yap 
™ \ ~ 7 cal > , 4 ~ 

TOUTO Kal TOIS VOMOLS YpwYTaL OMomayTeEs. Kat “UUas 
A ~ , - > , / 

mev aE.ovpev éupeévew ots duoraryTes OiKaleTe, avTol 
> ? 2 ~ bb] \ / \ af BA 

0 ovK éupevoupev.” Kal doa av adda avEwv Tis 
f ¥ EL 7reLeV. 

\ \ z - 2e5P , 3) sh [wept ev ovv TwY aTéxvwv TicTewy ecipnoOw 

TocavTa.| 

See Paley’s note. It seems to me that the Hippolytus in its second and 
altered form, as we now have it, is, with the exception of the one fatal 
blot of Phaedra’s false charge which brings about the death of the hero, 
one of the most moral and high-toned, as it certainly is one of the very 

best, of the extant tragedies of Euripides. 
avaipei] supra § 21, avatpeiv cvvOnknv, Tovs vopous. 

kal Tois vouois xpavtat opocavres] ‘the laws also (as well as other 
things) are not enforced till an oath has been taken’, ‘the laws in parti- 

cular are only enforced after an oath has been taken’. 
kal vpas pév] On the explanation of this topic, and of the var. lect. 

éupevodpev and éupévovor, see Introd. pp.204—5. MS A* has éupévovow ; 

the rest éupevodpev, which Bekker retains. 

eipjoOw| See on F II. 29. 
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APPENDIX (A) 
ON 

A xz § 17. 

/ af ~ > C 

oTopyn, Epws, pirElv, ayaray. 

[The following Appendix has already appeared as an article in 

‘the Journal of Philology, Vol. 1 No. 1 (1868), pp. 88—93._ s.] 

THERE are four terms in Greek which represent different states 
or degrees of affection, fondness, liking, love, in its most general 
acceptation. Of these oropyy and épus are co-ordinate terms, in this 
respect, that they both designate what Aristotle calls ra6y, instinctive 

affections, implanted in sentient beings by nature. 

. otopyy is the natural and instinctive affection that subsists be- 
tween parent and child; irrational, but moral; an aAoyov za6os, 
but 76cxov. dv ye warp réxvowww ei ctopynv éxor, Philem. ap. Stob. 

Meineke, #7. Comm. Gr. 1v 63. Fr. Inc. 108. orépyew, Oed. R. 1023, 

eorepéev of parental affection, Oed. Col. 1529. Plat. Legg. vi 754 B, 

kadamrep Tais...0Tépyet TE Kal OTepyeTat YO THY yevvyodvTwy. Ar. Eth. 

N. IX 7, 1168 a 2, otépyovres wowep téxva: ib. line 7, orépyet 89 76 

Epyov, Todro dé dvarkov, which describes an instinctive feeling, though 
not here the specially parental; comp. vill 14, 1161 5 18, of yoveis pev 

yop orépyovor ta. réxva...7a 5é réxva Tos yoveis: and line 25, of pev yap 

ev6ds yevoueva orépyovow, for which immediately afterwards quAciv is 

twice substituted, lines 27, 28. But the verb is by no means confined 
to this special sense, and passes readily into the more general significa- 
tion of ‘liking’ in the modified form of ‘acquiescence’ and ‘ tolera- 

tion’ (to acquiesce in, put up with, as aivety and ayavéyv); and is even 
applied to the sexual affection, as Xen. Symp. vu 14 and 21; and 
in Ar. Eth. N. vil 5, 1157 @ 29, it is used to express the instinctive 
liking or love which children feel for one another, 8¢ 7dovnv adAxovus 
orépyovtas, womep ot maides : Epws, again, the other form of instinctive 
or animal affection, is sometimes substituted for oropyy, as Eur. Fragm. 

Erecth. 19 (Dind.), ap. Stob. 77, p. 454, épare pytpds maides’ ws ob 
v9 -# a ° ec a 
€OT €pws ToLovTOS aAAos, olos ydiwv epav. 

in 
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épws differs from the preceding only in respect of its special 
direction and the absence of moral character: otherwise it is an 
GXoyos Spegis, a natural, animal impulse ; the sexual form of érOupia, 

or natural appetite. dru émifupia tis 6 Epws ravi d4Aov, Plat. Phaedrus 
237 D. ydovg Kai Avry peutypévov (the characteristic of émBvpia) 

épwra, Tim. 42 4; and though it is doubtless applied metaphorically, 

in the sense of-a ‘passionate desire’ similar to the animal appetite, 

to represent intellectual and moral desires, as when Plato says épay 

pabjocews, ppovyrews, Tdv kadav, yet I believe that when directly and 

literally applied to its object, it seldom or never means anything else. 
Arist. Eth. N. 1x 10, 1171 @ 12, épav...drepBody yap tis elvar Bovdctar 

girias, Toto dé mpos éva, is an exception; here épav is said to be a 

kind of @:Aa : the individual passion opposed to. ‘affection’ or ‘love’ 

in general. The reverse of this—the ordinary distinction of the two 

words—appears in Pl. Phaedrus, 231 C, rovrous padurra hace pirciv av 

av épdor, that is, they feel the highest (moral) affections for those who 

have inspired them with the sensual passion. Comp. 255 E, kadei de 

mbrov Kal oletas ovK Epwra adda. didiay elvax. Symp. 179 C, depeBadero 

TH piriia dia tov Epwra, where épws represents the oropyy, or natural 
affection. Ib. 182 C, didias, 6 dy padiota Piri o épws euroretv, Ar, 

Polit. 11 4, 1262 5 12, ds tav épdvrov dia TO odhddpa Pirciv éxcOvpow- 

tov cuppovet, Eth. N. 1X 5, 1167 @ 3, éouxe dy apyy ptdAias civat, worep 

Tod épav, 4 Sia THs GWews ydovy. ‘The distinction of épws and dura 
appears very clearly in Eth. Nic. 1x 1, sub init., 1164 @ 3 seq., év de 

TH €pwrixy «.t.X, The application of the word to a higher and purer 

love, in such passages as Eur. Fragm. Dict. vii (Dind., Wagner), aAX’ 

ore dy tis GAXos ev Bpotois épws, Wuyys Sixaiws Gudppovds Te kayab7s, 

Kat xpqv S€...tdv edoeBovvtwy oitwés ye codppoves épGv: and Fragm, 

Oedip. mr (Dind.), vir (Wagn.), évos 8 epwros dvros ob pe ySovy" oi 

pe Kaxav épdow, ot S¢ trav Kadav' 6 8 eis TO oadpov ex” aperny aywv 

épws Lywros avOpwrouew. This is no exception,for here it is still the 

animal impulse which is represented as sublimed and purified, and 

transformed (by a metaphor) into a moral appetite, just as the épws 

in Plato’s Phaedrus and Symposium is converted by the same process 

into a passion of philosophical enthusiasm. 
gtAciv and duAia are designations of ‘love’ in its widest and most 

comprehensive sense. The verb may even stand as a synonym of 

' épav, as Topic. A 15,106 b 2, 76 pév xara tHv Sudivovay prdrciv To puceiv 

évavtiov, TO 8é KaTd TH cwpartikiy évépyeav ovdev, where the 76 ¢guAciv 

Kata Tv cwpaticny évépyewv is of course equivalent to épav. It also 

includes the whole family of likings and fondnesses, natural and ac- 

quired, which are attached to special and particular classes of 

objects, expressed by compound adjectives; as gAorouibros, ‘one 
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who is fond of so and so’, didrowos, Pidirros, Pirormos, PiAdviKos, 

dir€ratpos, Pidavros, &c. In the eighth and ninth books of the Nic. 

Eth. ¢iAia embraces every kind of moral and intellectual affection, 

instinctive or acquired, and is identified both with orépyev (vil 14, 

1161 @ 27, 28) and ayargv—see for example vii 3, where all three 
are employed as equivalent terms (1156 a@ 14,16), épav, the sensual 

appetite being expressly distinguished from them by its own name, 

52,4. In Plato, Phaedrus 241 c, D, it comprehends even épws, tv 

épactod pidriav, followed by ds maida diAodtorv épacrai: and in 

the same verse ayaréav is used in the same sense (ws AvKor apv 
ayaraa, ws maida gdidoto.v épacrai). In the Ethics therefore it 

expresses every shade and variety and gradation of the feeling of 

love in its moral and intellectual aspects from the instinctive affec- 

tion of the parent, to the highest and ideal form of love; which 

according to the Greek notion was not that which subsists between 

the two opposite sexes, but that between two members of the supe- 

rior sex; and again within that the friendship of two good men. 

The definition of ¢Aia in the Rhetoric, 1 4. 2, is ‘the wishing any 

one what you think good, for his sake and not for your own’ (this 

is repeated from the Ethics), ‘and the inclination or tendency to 
do such things to the best of your power’. This is disinterested 

affection, love in its moral aspect, and also in some degree intellec- 

tual, in so far as it implies choice: and in this respect corresponds 

with the Latin diligere, or deligere, to choose the object of your 

affection, which implies a judgment of his value. The analysis as well 

as the definition of the wafos in the Rhetoric excludes all con- 

sideration of épws, and in fact it is treated rather as friendship than 
as love. 

We next come to the distinction between ¢uAeiv and ayazar. 
Doderlein, Za¢. Syn. p. 103, and Rost and Palm in their Lexicon, 

connect ayarav with the root of ayapox and its congeners: this would 
make the distinctive character of ayamdv an intellectual form of love 
derived from ‘admiration’ or a high estimate of the merits of the 

person loved. Whether this be the true derivation of the word or 

not, this notion of selection or affection, conceived, on the ground of 

admiration, respect, and esteem, certainly enters into its meaning. 

Xen. Mem. 11 7. g is decisive on this point. Speaking of the rela- 

tions of a master to his female servants, Socrates says, éav 5¢ mpoora- 

THTYS OTs evepyot Go, oD pev exeivas Piycets opav aedipous TEQUTO 

ovoas’ éxeivar 6€ oe ayaryoovet aicOopevat xaiporta ve aitais. The 

same conception of value (estimation) and hence esteem, as the 

foundation of love—complete ¢:Aéa—appears in a passage of Plato’s 

Lysis, 215 A, B, ta 59 Toaitra was av Ur adAjAwy ayarnben pydepiav 

: 

| 
| 
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érixouplay addynAous exovra (the service rendered or benefit conferred 
is the ground of the esteem and affection); 0 5¢ py tov Seopevos ovde 

Tt ayardn av. 6 dt pn ayaton ovd av piXdol. 

I have looked over, with the help of an index, the instances of 

the word which occur in the Nicomachean Ethics, and find that in 

every case it may, and in many must, have this sense of an acquired 

affection, founded upon the judgment or intellectual faculty, which is 

indicated by the term ‘esteem’, and thereby distinguished from the 

irrational appetite gpws, and the purely emotional, and usually moral 

affection, g@iAia. In I 3, init. 1095 4 17, the esteem which the vulgar 

have for a life of sensual enjoyment is represented as the result of 

a judgment about pleasure: and the same is the case with dv avra 

Gyawarat at the end of the Chapter, ‘they are valued, prized, 

esteemed, in and for themselves’. In 111 13, 1118 4 4, it is distin- 

guished from yaipew, the instinctive affection, in the sense of to 

‘estimate or prize’; and at the end of c. 14 there is a very marked 

and decisive exemplification of this sense of the word, 6 yap ovrws 
éxov paddov a@yara tas toiavtas ydovas THs agias, where the aéia, 

‘their value’, shews clearly what determines the particular character 

of the affection. In further illustration of this I will merely refer to 

other places of the Ethics. In 1x 7, from 1167 4 32 onwards, four 
examples of the word in this signification occur nearly together: in 

one of them it is actually contrasted with guAetv: and xX 7, 1177 6 2, 

and 9, 1179 @ 28, where it is placed in juxtaposition with tipdvras, 

another word which conveys the notion of ‘value’, are two clear 

instances. ayam@v therefore as contrasted with épav and ¢uA&iv repre- 

sents the Latin diligere as opposed to amare’. 

It may-be questioned whether this is the primary and original 

sense of ayarav, since the meaning that appears most prominently 
and conspicuously in the Homeric use of it and ayardev is that 

of the external manifestations and signs of affection shewn in ‘ wel- 

coming’*’ a friend or stranger, or in fondling and caressing as a 

father his child, Odys. 7 17: and the word is the precise counter- 

part of aoralecOa. See the examples in Damm’s Lexicon, which all 

have this character; except Odys. ¢’ 289, where it bears the sense, 

common in the later language, and shared with aivety and orépyeu, 

of acquiescing in, putting up with, contentment. But as it seems 

easier and simpler to derive the notion of the external indications of 

1 Ernesti, Clav. Cic. s.v. diligere magis ad iudicium, amare vero ad intimum 
animi sensum pertinet. See Déderlein, Lat. Syn. p. 97 seq., and Trench, Mew 
Test. Syn. p. 43 seq. 

2 Dr Lightfoot in Cambridge Fournal of Classical and Sacred Philology, No. 7, 
Vol. m1 (1857) p. 92, regards this usage of Homer as determining the primary 
and original sense of the word. 
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welcome from an internal sense or judgment, previously acquired, of 

the worth or value of one whom you receive so kindly, than the 

reverse process, the derivation of the feeling, whether it be esteem or 

affection, from the external manifestations of it, I prefer regarding 

the intellectual judgment as the basis of the distinction between 

it and the other forms of affection, and ‘esteem’ as its primary and 
original signification. If Déderlein’s derivation from dyapo, and 

words of that family, could be depended upon, no doubt would be 

left upon this question. ~ 

In common usage, however, it is, like ¢iAetv, by no means con- 

fined to a single sense. In Plato’s Sympos. 180 B, it takes the place 

of épav in the representation of the lowest and most sensual form of 
the passion or appetite of love, orav 6 épwyevos tov épactnv ayamrég 

7} OTav o épaorns ta. maidtxa. In Lucian, Ver. Hist. 11 25, we find 

similarly, émipavas ayardoa tov veavioxov. 

We therefore arrive at the conclusion in respect of these terms, 

expressive of different kinds of love or affection, that, although they 

are all of them more or less interchangeable in the ordinary lan- 

guage, yet in the strict and proper application of them they may be 

thus distinguished :— 

atopy and épws are alike in that they are natural, spontaneous, 

and instinctive ; but épws is properly a sensual appetite, and otopyy 

a moral affection. 

giAia, the most comprehensive (in its ordinary use) of the four, 

belongs to the emotional part of our nature, includes all grades of the 

natural instinctive affection from a liking for wine to the perfect 

friendship (the highest form of love) between good man and good > 

man; and in this its highest and normal sense acquires a moral 

aspect. 

ayamav (dyarn does not appear in any writers earlier than those 
of [the Septuagint and] N. T.) gives the zntellectual aspect of love, 

in the shape of esteem; no longer a mere emotion, but an affection 

acquired and conceived after an exercise of judgment, consisting in 

a valuation or estimate formed of the worth of the object of preference. 

ste. 
ri > 

1 ali late aid eh 
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APPENDIX (B) 
ON 

a ae. 'S. 2, 

On an irregular formation of the Greck passive verb, 

[The following Appendix has, like the last, already been allowed 
to appear in the Journal of Philology, Vol. No. 1 (1868), pp. 93—97.- 

The additions in square brackets are taken from the margin of Mr 

Cope’s own copy of the Journal, now in Mr Sandys’ possession. s. | 

POoveicGar, POovodpevor, is an example of the irregular formation 

of the passive, which is not seldom found in other Greek authors, but 

is so much more frequent in Aristotle’s writings that it may perhaps 
be regarded as one of the characteristics of his style. In the Greek 

Grammars that I have consulted, with the exception of that of Dr 

Donaldson, who only bestows on it a passing observation’, it is left 

unnoticed, and I will therefore illustrate it by some examples that I 

have collected. 

The best account of it that I have found is given in Madvig’s 

Latin Grammar, Ch. 11. on the dative case, § 244 b, and Obs. 3, 4, 

Engl. Transl. ; his explanation of the Latin usage will apply equally 

well to the Greek. 

The transitive verb, which expresses a direct action of subject 
on object—the relation of the two being inverted in the passive, in 

which agent becomes patient and patient agent, I strike A, A is 

struck by me—is the only kind that according to strict grammatical 

rule admits of the passive formation: verbs neuter, in which the 
action ends in itself, to walk, to run, and verbs which transmit the 

action, but idirectly—these are verbs which in Greek and Latin 

‘govern’ other cases than the accusative (the case which expresses 

the direct action)—cannot, properly speaking, be converted into 
passives. . 

1 Greek Gram. § 431. Obs. hh, ii. 
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Speaking of the dative case, ‘the object of reference’, in Latin, 
Madvig says, § 244 b, “this cannot, like the proper object, become 

the subject with the passive, and such verbs (like those that are 

intransitive) can only be used impersonally in the passive, invidetur, 

nemint nocetur.” (Iam not sure that there is any exact analogy to 
this in Greek, avapraveror is a doubtful case.) Obs. 4 gives a few 

exceptions. ‘To make such a dative the subject, and to use the 

verb of it personally in the passive, is a rare irregularity ; zzvideor, 
Horace, A. P. 56, credor, Ov. Trist. 11 10. 25, medendis corporibus, 

Liv. vit 36,” add regnari, Tac. Hist. 1 16, wirginibus bacchata 

Lacaenis Taygeta, Virg. Georg. 11 487, regnata, Hor. Od. 1 6. 11, II 

29. 27, Ovid. Heroid. x 69. 2, zmperor, Hor. Ep. 1 5. 21. Heusinger 
ad Cic. de Off. 11 4 gives a list of neuter verbs which become passives, 
but does not make the necessary distinctions: most of those which 

he quotes are used as émpersonals. [On Latin participles of this 
formation, see Munro, on Lucr. 11 156, 363. | 

Obs. 2, ‘Some few verbs are used both with the accusative and 

the dative (in applying this to the Greek, for dative, must be substi- 
tuted, ‘some other case with or without a preposition’,) without any 

perceptible difference in their signification, adulor, aemulor, despero, 
praestolor.” In Greek OopuBetobar (jpas OopvBeirw, Plat. Phaedr. 245 

B), apeActo Oar (apedctv with accus. Herod. vii 163) are analogous. 

In English a similar license is admitted, particularly in verbs 
which are constructed with prepositions, ‘do as you would be done 

by’, or ‘done unto’, Locke, Zssay, Bk. 1 ch. 3, §§ 4 and 7, ‘to be sent 
for’, ‘gone for’, ‘looked for’, ‘to be relied upon’ (hence the vulgar 
reliable, unaccountable, and similar irregularities). See an observa- 

tion on this subject in Marsh’s Lect. on the Engl. Language, Lect. 
xvi § 14. ‘The rejection of inflexions, and especially the want of 

a passive voice, have compelled the use of some very complex and 
awkward expressions...such a thing Aas been gone through with, to 
be taken notice of, to be lost sight of, are really compound, or rather 
agglutinate, passives, &c.” [See Thring, Zxercises in Grammar, p. 3, 
‘I am told’.] 

I subjoin some instances of this irregular passive from various 
Greek authors. Euripides, Ion 87, Iapvno.des & aBarour xopvdat 
karadapropmevat, ib. 475, Xopevopevw tpirod:, Iph. Taur. 367, avAetrac 
dé wav péAabpov. 

Thuc. 1 126, ércrerpappeévor tyv dvdaxyy, (“even the dative or 

genitive of the person, which had formed the object of the active 
verb, may become the subject of the passive. Thuc. 1126. Xen. 
Anab. 11 6. 1, aotpnbevres tas kepadds', &c.” Donaldson, Gr. Gr. u.s.), 

1 I rather think that this is not the right explanation of the construction in 
these two cases; at all events it may be otherwise explained. The verbs ézurpé- 
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The deponents aipetoOar and wreicGat are converted into passives 
in Xen.Memor. 11 2. 3, Ar. Pol. vi (Iv) 45, 1299 @ 19, aipodvrar 82 
kal mpeoBevrai (this may possibly be justified by the transitive use of 
aipeiv, but in a different sense, the middle being necessary to the notion 

of ‘choosing’, or ‘taking for oneself’). Plat. Phaedr. 69 B (in Ast’s 
note several other examples of wveicGax pass. from Xenoph. and Plat.) 
sim. amapveicGor, passive, Ar. Anal. Pr. 1 32, 47 6 2, 3, 4. avaBa- 

Geis, Xen. de re equestr. 11 4, of a horse that is mounted (the 

regular constr. is avaBaivew éf' immov, or ép immov). dvaBaivew in 

Hom. with the accus. has a diff. sense, ‘to go up 40’.) dzeXeiobat, 

Cony. Iv 31. xaAeraiveroOo, to be regarded, or treated, with angry 
feeling, Plat. Rep. 1 337 A. omovdaleoOa, to be eagerly pursued, 

(several other examples in Ast’s Lexicon s. v. éozovSacjévous, Isocr. 

Panath. § 1 44) ib. vi 485 E, apedcioOor (see above) VIII 551 A, 
KatadpovetoGat, ib. 556 D, xatayeAacOjvar, Euthyphro. 3 Cc, rAnppe- 

AeioGar, Phaedr. 275 E, Dem. de Cor. § 155, (in a law). oovdalerOax, 
katappoveiobor, Ar. Rhet. 1 [2. 16], 3. 7, vmepéxeoOar, Rhet. 1 

7. 2, 3, and Eth. N. 1v 8, 1124 4 10, (vaepéxew te or twa do occur, 
but rarely). OopvBeicGa, I 2. 10, 11 23. 30, Topic. A 12, 105 a 16, 
Isocr. Panath. éryvynpévos Kai tePopvBnpévos (on OopuBeicbar see above). 
BonbeicGor, Rhet. 1 6. 6, éwixeyeipyrar, 11 1. 3. értBovrAevec Gar, Pol. 
vu (Vv) 10, 1311 & 35, POoveioGa, ib. 11, 1313 @ 23, muorever Oar, 

ib. 10, 1310 5 16. Xen. Symp. iv 29, Isocr. c. Demon. § 30, z- 
orevdévtes, 7. eipnv. § 76, Dem. c. Aristocr. p. 622,§ 4. peréxeoOar, 
‘to be participated in’, Arist. Metaph. A 9, 990 4 30, Top. A 121 

@ 12, Tov perexopévov Adyov, 126 a 18 and 21, Eth. Eud. 1 8. 2. 
mpootatrecOat, Top. E 129 a 14, émitatrecOar, Metaph. A 2, 982 
a18. évvrdpyecOa (an unusually strange form), Anal. Post. 1 4, 73 

618. (Waitz ad loc.) karyyopetofar passim ap. Arist. (Waitz ad 
Anal. Pr. 47 41.) [fon$eio@a, Rhet. 1 6. 6; rapypeAnpévos, Eth. 
N. x 4, 1175 a 10; Plato, Crat. 404 ; évreOvpnpévos (Heindorf) Phae- 
drus, 246 c (with Thompson’s note); avdocerat, Soph. Phil. 140; 
Homer, Od. Iv 177; wapadoyiferar, de Soph. Elench. 165 @ 169. 
kexapicOw in Plato, Phaedrus, 250 C, 7d aicGavopevoy, Rep. 1. 375 A.} 

mew and dmoréuvew are both transitive, and therefore the Aassive form is regular. 

The accusative is the /oca/ accusative, which expresses the sea¢ of any affection or 
quality, and follows adjectives and verbs neuter and passive; Jelf (Kiihner), Gr. 

Gr. § 545. 6, supposes with great probability that this is a mere extension of the 
ordinary cognate accusative and its varieties, dyads tiv Wuxi, Ta wodirikd, 

dpernv, &c. (Flat.), cadds 7d rpoowror, ddyelv THY Kepadiy, Ta Oupara, SépecOat Td 

vGrov, Tav Ta Gra Kareaydtwv ; Gorg. 515 E. Bow dyabds Mevédaos, wodas wks 

*Axtdreds, and so on. By the same rule, r7v gudaxiy after ércrerpapuévar expresses. 

the seat of, the place as it were in which it is deposited or lodged; the trust (viz. 

the watch) committed to them. [Similarly micrevec@ai 71, to be entrusted with 

something, the thing being the /oca/ seat of the trust, that in which the trust 
resides.] 
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apaptaverbar certainly occurs as a pass., frequently in Sophocles 

and Plato, Eurip. Troad. 1028, Ar. Eth. Nic. Iv 9, 1125 @ 19, in 

the form ypaprnuévos; and in some other forms which are undoubt- 
edly passive; Xen. Mem. 2. g, avaptavopeva, bis, Arist. Eth. Nic. 
HI 3, FII¥ @ 35, apaptybevra, (also apapraverat, as II 5, 1106 b 26, 
and elsewhere, which in this place from the opposition to catopOodrat, 

line 30, seems more likely to be passive than middle): but in those 
cases where the choice between passive and middle is open, and the 
form does not determine it, as avaptoverar dpapravopevos, it is often 

difficult to decide between the two. Homer certamly employs the 
middle, Od. 1x 512, apaptyjoecOor ; and there seems no positive ob- 

jection to the interpretation of some of the forms employed by Plato 

and Aristotle as middle. (Ast in his Lexicon ranks all of them in 
Plato amongst the passives.) If the forms in question, apapravecOat 

&c., are regarded as passive, the accusative, which zz ‘his case 

becomes the nomin. to the passive verb, is the cognate, and not the 
direct, accusative. The odject of the erroneous proceeding is the 

mistake that is made, apaptaverv apaptyya ; which becomes the sub- 
ject to the passive. 
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ON 

BS 1s 5 23, 

On €L ov. 

Hermann on Viger, p. 833, n. 309, followed by Matthiae on Eur. 
Med. 87, defends this combination of ei with the direct negative 
instead of wy against Elmsley, who holds it to be inadmissible, on 

the ground that, when it occurs, the negative does not belong to the 
hypothetical conjunction, but is attached closely to the word which 
it negatives, so as to combine with it one negative notion; as in 
Soph. Aj. 1131, €f tovs Pavovras ovK eds Oarrew mapwiv; where ov éas 
is equivalent to kwAves: in which cases the direct and not the hypo- 

thetical form of the negative is properly used to express an abstract 
negation. 

But this explanation, though it is well adapted to the passage 
of the Ajax’ quoted in support of it, is not universally applicable, 
and requires therefore to be supplemented by another and a dif- 
ferent solution. For example, in Plat. Phaedo 62 a, we have in 

two consecutive sentences, first ef ovdérore, and secondly «i py dovov 
éort, and both after the same word Oavpactov. Now according to 
Hermann’s rule this 9 dcvov should be ovx dovov, because the nega- 
tive here is just as much an abstract negation of dcvov as ovk éav 
is of égv in the Ajax, the one ‘ unhallowed’ as the other ‘to for- 
bid’: the same rule ought to be equally applicable to both; but 
it is not, and therefore this explanation of the distinction in this 
case breaks down. 

The explanation, that I would add, as more generally applicable, 
is this. It is universally acknowledged that ei does not always pre- 

1 Eur. Ion, 388, 

: os el ev odxér eoruv, dyxwhq Tady, 
ei & éorw, €Oy pnrpds eis Oyw sore, 

can doubtless be explained on this principle. And the same may be said of 
ei 8 ovx Hv, quoted by Herm. on Med. 348 (on Elms.) from Antiphan. ap. Athen. 
II 99g A. 
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serve its hypothetical force, but may be put in the place of ort or ws 

to express a simple fact; or of ézet, ‘since’, as a hypothetical con- 

sequence, where however no doubt is implied; or of wérepov ‘whe- 
ther’, as an alternative, after épwrav and similar verbs of questioning. 
See Matth. Gr. Gr. §$ 617. 2; Viger, p. 504, c. vill § 6. 3, and 
the passages quoted by Hoogeveen and Zeune in the note; Jelf 
(Kiihner), Gr. Gr. § 804. 9; Buttm. Jad. to Mid. «i pro ore post 
eidévar, aioxvverOar (Buttm. does not mean that the usage is confined 
to these two verbs, but merely that these happened to be the only 

two instances of it in this speech of Dem.) ; Id. in Zud. ad Plat. dial, 
Iv ‘ei in re certa, et citra hypothesin, valet siguidem (da) Men. c. 3. 
d (p. 72 A) «i avevpyxa.’ Now it seems to me that whenever ¢ 
is used in this non-hypothetical sense, it naturally and properly is 
construed with the direct negative, just as ore and ws, or ézeé or 
wotepov, would be, and in the same sense. And I appeal again to 

the passage of the Phaedo, where, as I think, in default of this 
explanation, there is no reasonable way of accounting for the varia- 

tion of ov and py in the two cases after the same word, Oavpactov. 
In the first sentence the hypothesis is altogether discarded, and the 

translation is, ‘perhaps it will be surprising to you ¢/a¢ this alone...and 
that it never happens, &c.’: in the second, the hypothetical form is 

retained, though the sense is lost, and i is still ‘if’ ; ‘it seems perhaps 
surprising 7/ (as is the fact nevertheless, of which however there is no 

doubt) it is not allowed to these same men to do themselves a service’. 
Now there is a special class of words, like aioypov, Sevov, atomor, 
Oarpacrov, Gavpalew, which are habitually followed (especially in the 

Orators) by «i in the sense of dr, and are sometimes accompanied by 
its attendant ov: still, although exact accuracy seems to require the 
direct negative in these cases, the ordinary fondness for indefinite 
and hypothetical expressions, which has been noticed as character- 
istic of Greek habits of thought and speech (the use of the indefinite 

py, with relatives for instance, & py wovel, dre 5& TotTO py woLotcw, 

Dem. c. Lept. 464, et sim.), prevails so far that in the great majority 

of cases the py is retained. In Medea 87 (one of the lines on which 
Herm. writes his note) ef rovade y’ edvis ovver’ od orépyer TaTyp; «i is 
certainly equivalent to ée‘, and ov technically correct (though Her- 
mann’s rule might also apply ; as is etzep in the verse quoted Rhet. 
Il, 23. I, elrep yap ovd€ x.7.X. This is so clear, that Elmsley, who 
condemns ¢i ov altogether, proposes to read here évei for etwep. (Note 
ad Med. 87.) Hermann’s example from Thucyd. 1 121, Sewov av ey, 
el of pev...ovK azepotow, jets 5é...00K apa SaravyGopev, which, accord- 
ing to him, are equivalent to xaptepyoovow and deoopueba, is much 
more reasonably and naturally explained on the other principle; of 
the two verbs, the first being in fact no part of the hypothesis at all, 

and with the second ov being justified by the meaning of «i, which is 
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equivalent to ér. Herm. adds, however (note on Elms. Med. 87), 
“Obiter adicimus, etiam ubi ¢« am significat (‘whether or no’, a 
common signification of the particle; where again no hypothesis is 
implied, not merely an alternative) recte sequi ov, ut apud Plat. 
Protag. 341 B, si nulla est negationis ad affirmationem oppositio.” 
ei ovx aicxyvvoya. On Elms. Med. 348, he quotes, as exemplifying 

his rule, Hom. Od. ’ 274, «i 8 ov xeivov y' éooi yoves cal Invedomeiys. 

This seems to me no instance of it at all; and as it is equally unex- 
plained on my principle, it must be regarded as an exceptional case, 
and remain without explanation. All the rest of the examples quoted 
by Herm. |. c. from Herodotus and the Orators, in illustration of his 
theory, (with one exception) are instances of ei ‘that’ after dewvov. 
The exception is Andoc. wept trav pvornpiwv § 33, «i dé oddey yyap- 

Tho. éywo «x.t.4. How this can be brought under Hermann’s rule I 
am quite at a loss to perceive; but on the other principle the 
explanation is most clear and satisfactory. Andocides is defending 

himself, and offers an alternative; «i pév te yoeBynxa 7)...a7oKtEivareé 
pe. ef SE ovdey Hudpryrai por K.r.A. Who can doubt that in the latter 
member of the alternative the speaker means to represent this as no 
admissible hypothesis—in fact he says so himself, «at rodro tytv azo- 

deixvupe capas—and therefore no hypothesis at all? It is therefore 
to be rendered, ‘but the fact being that I have committed no 
offence’, and is a signal example of the inapplicability of Hermann’s 
rule. 

In Dem. c. Mid. 581. 1, we have ei dé xatayvots adixety tore di0¥ 

tadr ovx tryKovce K.t.., Where ovx tryxovce forms no part of the sup- 

position, but is stated as a fact of past time, and contrasted with what 
he may Zossibly do at present. The same applies to Aesch. c. Ctesiph. 
§ 250, # ob Sewov Soxet ipiv...od mapa Tay TvXOVTWV...7TAadTA TIVES OVK 

eEapvotvra x.7.A, Arist. Pol. 1 11, 1273 4 3, arowov yap <i wévyns pev 
ov...pavdrotepos 8 dv od Bovdyjcerat Saravycas. 

I will conclude this note with two éxamples of a parallel case in 
which dv with the optative is found following «i, contrary to the ordi- 
nary rule of Greek grammar. One occurs in Dem. c. Lept. p. 475, 
ei éAXovtes piv ed TAcxeW GuKopartyy av Tov Tadra éyovTa yyoiabe, 
éxt 76 8 adedéoOar «.7.., where the contrasted pé& and dé (on which 
Buttm. Gr. Gr. and Index to Mid.) shew that the first of the two. 

members is independent of the supposition: the other in Aesch. c, 

Timarch. § 85, arowov dy «in, & ’A@nvaior, ci pydiy pév...xal jy yevo- 

pevys pev Kpioews rept Tov mpayparos Aw av K.T.d. 
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